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PREFACE.

The following volume, compiled by Mr. Campbell Dodgson, is the
fiist of a systematic catalogue of the collection of early German,
Dutch, and Flemish woodcuts preserved in the Department of Prints

and Drawings at the British Museum. Throughout the age of the

Lenaissance and Eeformation, the craft of the wood-engraver took a
place only second to that of the letterpress printer as an instrument
of popular culture in Europe

;
and its products were far more

numerous and important in German lands than in any others. The
British Museum collection is very rich in all this class of work,
standing perhaps second only, in the combination of quantity with
quality, to that of the Museum at Berlin. Much of its excellence is

due to the recent benefaction of Mr. William Mitchell, who in 1895
presented to the Trustees a series of some twelve hundred choice
proof and other woodcuts, chiefly by Diirer and his contemporaries,

which it had been for more than twenty years his chief occupation
to collect. The prints presented by Mr. Mitchell have now been
incorporated with the general collection, and will be found described
in their places in the following catalogue : a separate list of them
will be added at the end of the work.

The period to be covered by the present catalogue includes the
whole activity of the various schools of wood-engraving in Germany
and the Low Countries, from the dawn of the art at some undeter-
mined date about 1400 to its temporary extinction about 1630-1640.
In the xvi century, as is well known, to supply drawings for the
wood-engraver came to be an important part of the industry of some
of the most famous painters, including Diirer at Nuremberg, Burgk-
mair at Augsburg, Cranach at Wittenberg, Hans Baldung at Nurem-
berg, Strassburg, and Freiburg, Holbein at Basle, H. S. Beham at

Nuremberg and Frankfort, Lucas van Leyden at Leyden, Jacob
Cornelisz at Amsterdam, etc.
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Several of these masters, besides painting pictures and making
drawings for the woodcutter to engrave, also practised with their own
hands a different kind of engraving, viz., engraving on copper, or
line-engraving as it is called, and put some of their finest inventions
on the market in this form. In books of reference it has been the
custom to catalogue the line-engravings of any such master first, and
following these the woodcuts done from his drawings. The plan of
the present catalogue is to leave line-engraving out of count
altogether, and to deal with wood-engraving exclusively. The
reasons for the separation are that the two crafts are in their
technical methods not only distinct but contrasted, and though the
same master sometimes expressed himself by means of both, yet each
has a quite separate origin and history. Wood-engraving sprang
from the crafts of the pattern-block and the playing-card printer

;

line-engraving from those of the goldsmith and metal-chaser; the
history of wood-engraving is intimately bound up with that of book-
printing and book-illustration, that of line-engraving during its best
days is not so bound up at all. Accordingly in the Museum collec-

tion woodcuts are arranged, or are in course of arrangement, for the
use of students in a separate and independent series

;
and it is right

that the catalogue should follow the practical order of the collections. 1

It is intended that the work shall be complete in three volumes,
having their contents in the following order :

Part I. German, Dutch, and Flemish woodcuts down to 1500.

Part II—German woodcuts, 1501-1550.

Part III—German woodcuts, 1551-c. 1630.

Part IV.—Dutch and Flemish woodcuts, 1501-1630.

Part V. Portraits and Historical Prints by unknown masters,

1501-1630.

Part VI.—Illustrated Books.

1 All engraving is a kind of ridge and furrow work ; and the essential difference
between the two kinds of course is that in wood-engraving it is the ridges, or parts
lett in relief, that take the ink and mark the paper, and in line-engraving the furrows
or incised lines. It is true that in theeaily days of the art the cutter of relief blocks
occasionally used for his purpose soft metal instead of wood. Prints taken from such
blocks rank for purposes of classification with woodcuts, and are included in the present
catalogue (see below, Introduction, pp. 3, 29-32).
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Of these Part II, dealing with the German woodcuts of the first

half of the xvi century, will be the most important both numerically
and artistically, and will include eight divisions, viz. (a) School of
Nuremberg

;
(b) School of Augsburg

;
(c) Schools of Bavaria, Wurtem-

berg, Austria, and Poland; (d) Saxon and North German Schools;
(e) Swiss School; (f) Schools of the Upper and Middle Rhine;
(g) School of Cologne; (h) Anonymous cuts of unknown origin.

The present volume includes Part I (xv century woodcuts without
distinction of school) and Part II, Division A (School of Nuremberg
down to 1550). 1

It m hoped that the remaining divisions of Part II
may be completed in a second volume.

Most of the cuts forming the subject of Part I have already
been carefully described and discussed in the “ Catalogue of Early
German and Flemish Prints in the British Museum,” compiled by
the late Dr. Wiltshire and published by the Trustees in 1879 (vol. i,

dispersedly in various sections). But since that date our knowledge
of the whole subject has been increased and transformed by the
labours of many students, so that the work of Dr. Wiltshire has
become in great part obsolete

;
it suffers, moreover, from the writer’s

imperfect acquaintance with continental collections. To have
omitted this earliest and vitally important class of woodcuts from
our present scheme would have been fatal to its completeness

;
and

they are accordingly here re-catalogued in the light of the latest
research, and with the addition of all prints of the same class which
have been acquired within the last five-and-twenty years. In a
special introduction to this section, Mr. Dodgson enters fully into
the various and complicated questions connected with the origin,

technicalities, and early practice of the art. One division of xv
century woodcut work which is of the highest interest, and concerning
which a whole separate literature exists, will be found occupying a
very scanty space in the following pages, namely, Blockbooks (see

Introduction, pp. 16-20, and catalogue, Part I, Division C, pp. 209-12)*
The reason is that the study of these productions is held to fall rather

Bnt Jp
migbt bave been incl”<ied under the Nuremberg section^ y

-

omitte,
[
from

1
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>
Vlz - Hans Schaufelein, who will be classed in the
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of his work was produced there, though his

and
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at Nuremberg and were strongly influenced by Durer;
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under that of books than of that of prints (or in other words, to

belong to bibliography rather than to iconography)
;
and accordingly

the main Museum collection of them is preserved in the Department of

Printed Books, while the Department of Prints and Drawings contains
only the few fragmentary specimens here noticed.

The principles of arrangement adopted in the present catalogue
are for various reasons not entirely uniform or simple, and need some
words of explanation. The whole of the primitive xv century prints

catalogued in Part I are arranged in order of subject, for the reasons
that, being almost without exception anonymous, they cannot be
assigned to individual masters, and that further the majority of

them, being without certain evidences either of date or place of

origin, cannot be accurately grouped on principles either chronolo-
gical or geographical .

1 In Part II, on the other hand, dealing with
the work of known and often famous artistic personalities in the
xvi century, the several masters are grouped in schools, and the

woodcuts designed by each are separately described, for the most
part in chronological order. This is a departure from the principle

adopted in the “Peintre-Graveur ” of Bartsch and nearly all subsequent
books of reference, whether general or special

;
in which the works of

each artist are habitually grouped in order not of time but of subject.

But for the full understanding of any artist’s talent it is necessary
that his works should be studied, if possible, in the actual order and
sequence of their production; and the customary arrangement by
subject often brings pieces from the beginning and end of a career

confusingly together, separating those which naturally belong next
each other. Durer, the most important master treated in this volume,
has in many instances carefully dated his prints, and in others

external evidences enable us with certainty to do so for ourselves
;

so that with him a chronological order becomes no less easy than
desirable. In the case of artists the dates and sequence of whose
work cannot be ascertained with sufficient approach to accuracy, the

1 Since the following pages passed the press, the accepted opinion that the vast
majority of these prints are German has been hotly contested by M. Henri Bouchot
Director of the Department of Prints in the National Library, Paris; who in his book
Lesdeux cents incunables xylographiques du departement des estampes” (Paris, 1903)

claims Burgundy as the cradle and centre of the craft. It is too late to take the
arguments of M. Bouchot into account in the present work, but it may perhaps be
toreseen that among impartial students they will find a very qualified acceptance.
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chronological principle is set aside and a subject order adopted

instead. So it is in one or two instances where the inherent

difficulties of applying the principle might perhaps have been
overcome, but the existence of a good standard modern catalogue in

subject order has provided a model from which it seemed a pity

to depart; examples of such catalogues are Pauli’s “Beham” and
Andresen’s “Amman.”

There are other masters, e.g, Springinklee, Traut, Schaufelein,

Burgkmair, of whose work no even moderately good catalogue exists,

so that for them Mr. Dodgson has had to depend mainly on his own
researches. In such cases the chronological method is employed
whenever it is possible.

Prom the invention of printing, and especially during the xvi
century, a large proportion of the industry of the designer and
engraver of woodcuts was devoted to the illustration of printed

books. In the collection of the Department of Prints and Drawings,
as in all other collections, are very many such illustrations cut from
the volumes to which they belonged, and arranged and treated as

separate prints. But the Department also contains a number of

unmutilated books in which the woodcut illustrations are still in

their original place and order
;
while the Department of Printed Books

naturally contains a vast number more. Of such illustrations some
are by known artists, others by unknown. Accordingly at the head
of the section dealing with each artist by name will be found a list

of all books in the Museum to which he has contributed illustrations

;

books kept in the Department of Prints and Drawings being fully

described, while those in the Department of Printed Books are only
briefly indicated. As to book illustrations by unknown hands, books
in the Department of Prints and Drawings which contain such will

be noticed in a separate division at the end of the work, while those

in the Department of Printed Books (an immense number) will

receive no mention.

Besides original woodcuts, the Department contains many
reproductions of rare cuts belonging to foreign collections. Such
reproductions (excepting those published in book form) are incor-

porated in the general series for purposes of study, and are briefly

described in the catalogue in their proper places. But they are
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not numbered as forming part of the true Museum series, and
an obelus (f) is prefixed to the account of each to show that it is not

original.

The present volume is illustrated by fifteen reproductions of

specially rare or characteristic examples, being of dimensions such

that they could be brought with little or no reduction within the

size of the catalogue page.

SIDNEY COLVIN.
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GERMAN AND FLEMISH WOODCUTS
OF THE XV CENTUBY.





INTRODUCTION TO PART I.

I.—HISTORICAL .

1

The prints which form the subject of the present catalogue
may most accurately be described as “ relief-cuts.” They are all

impressions from blocks engraved, or rather cut, in relief, and inked
on the surface. Those lines or patches which are destined to
produce the impression on paper are portions of the original surface
left standing on the block, while all the remainder of the surface is
cut away with a knife or scooped out with a gouge. When the block,
thus prepared, is covered with black or brown ink and brought into
contact with a sheet of paper in the printing-press, the standing lines
and patches make a black or brown impression on the paper, while
the hollowed spaces, which have not been inked and do not come into
contact with the paper, leave white intervals between the lines.

In line-engraving, and all intaglio processes, the black and white
impression on paper is produced in precisely the opposite way.
The black comes from the sunk lines in the plate, which are filled
with ink, and the white from the unengraved surface of the plate,
which has been wiped clean.

The term “ relief-cuts ” has been chosen for the sake of accuracy.
The more familiar term “ woodcuts ” covers very nearly the whole of
the ground, but not quite the whole

;
for at certain periods and for

certain purposes, as we shall see, relief-blocks of copper or some
softer metal were used instead of wood. These were engraved, in
part, with different tools, but the same principle was involved and
the result produced was very similar. The German language has
a convenient word, “ Eormschnitt,” which includes both classes, the
Form (mould or block) being either of wood or metal. The sub-

divisions of “ Eormschnitt ” are “ Holzschnitt ” and “ Metallschnitt ” 2

Similarly, in English, we may use the term “relief-cuts” to include

1 Throughout the first part of this Introduction I am largely indebted in ih*

5g?*“V"“7 ^ Hetr W. L. Schreiber, “Darf der Ho^Sttale V&Btate derBuchdruckerkunst betrachtet werden ? ” fLeinzi? 18q*. e ?if
Centralblatt fiir Bibliothekswesen, xii, 201.)

( P g’ 189°’ rePrmted from *he

^n+0

2

,

The latt^ term, unfortunately, has been carelessly used, especially in Ba]ecatalogues, and has become ambiguous, but in its strict use it is unobjectionable.

“ Relief-cuts”
a term
embracing
woodcuts and
metal-cuts,

the two
classes of
prints which
form the
subject of this

catalogue.
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“ Woodcuts ”

also used in a
wider sense.

Origin
of wood-
engraving.

Printing on
stuff.

both “ woodcuts ” and “ metal-cuts/’ but the second alone of these
three compounds is so completely naturalised that it may be used
without a word of apology. The absence of a hyphen is significant.

We do, in fact, use “woodcuts” in a wider sense, as equivalent to
“relief-cuts.” We speak of the woodcuts of Holbein, for instance,
without a thought of excluding those designs which were cut on
metal. I may therefore, perhaps, be pardoned if, in the course of
this Introduction, I sometimes speak of “woodcuts” somewhat
loosely. Wherever the distinction between wood and metal becomes
important it will be carefully observed.

We are not concerned with the early invention of wood-engraving
in China, still less with the use of relief-blocks in early times, both
in Asia and in Europe, for such purposes as stamping bricks or
attaching the signatures of illiterate sovereigns to documents. It is

now generally agreed that wood-engraving in Western Europe, in the
modern sense—engraving on wood for the purpose of producing an
impression on paper—is a development of the use of wooden blocks
for printing patterns on textiles (“ Zeugdruck ”). A considerable
number of specimens of stuffs have been preserved, in which the
pattern, instead of being woven, has been printed on the finished
stuff in gold or silver, in colour or in black. The practice is said to
have been known in the East as early as the vi century. The dates
assigned to European specimens, on the ground of the style of draw
ing and the character of the ornaments employed, range from the
xri to the xv century. The wearing of “ estampados ” was forbidden
in 1234 by a sumptuary law of James I of Spain. The process
Of printing these stuffs is described by Cennino Cennini in his
“ Treatise on Painting ” (composed, according to the editor Milanesi,
before 1437), in chapter 173, “II modo di lavorare colla forma dipinti
in panno.” The printed pattern served sometimes, according to
Essenwein, the first director of the Germanic Museum at Nuremberg,
not merely as a decoration in itself but as a ground for embroidery!
The wooden blocks on which the patterns were cut were called in
Germany “Eormen,” the craftsmen who cut them, “ Formschneider,” 1

1 The earliest “Formschneider” recorded in documents under this name is Hans
Formschneider, Nuremberg, 1397. This man, however, was himself by trade a tailor •

the name is therefore derived, in all probability, from his father’s craft, and used bv
the son as a distinguishing surname. The name “ Formschneider ” next occurs in 1423
and 1444 (both times at Nuremberg). At these dates it is open to doubt whether the
“Form” from which the craftsman took his name would be the old pattern-block or
the new sort of block for printing woodcuts in the modern sense. The name “ Form-
schneider” was used from about that time at any rate, if not earlier, till at least the
xvn century, for what we call a wood-engraver. Local terms used instead of “ Form-
schneider,” in its original sense, are “ Schreiner,” Nordlingen, 1428, and “ Schnitzer ”

Ulm, 1441.
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and the printers on stuff, “Drucker” 1
(in the Netherlands,

“ prenter ”).

The transition from printing patterns on stuff to printing, first

patterns, then pictures, on paper, would be easily made. It may
have arisen, like some other inventions in the processes of engraving,
from chance, or because there was a demand for paper, instead of
stuff, with patterns printed on it, for decorating walls. In addition
to three impressions on vellum of early date in the Benedictine
Library at Melk in Lower Austria (afterwards used as book-bindings,
&nd so preserved), impressions on paper from such purely decorative
blocks are also extant (Schr. 2003-5

;
two of these are described in

the present catalogue—see A 132), but these impressions at least, if

not the blocks themselves, are much later than the time when the
transition of which I am speaking must be supposed to have taken
place—about the end of the xiv century. That is the date to
which the earliest specimens of religious woodcuts, such as may be
seen at Nuremberg and Munich,2 are assigned on the ground of

resemblance to pictures and miniatures of that period. 3 They are
executed entirely in outline, in thick lines, with very rounded
idealised forms both of body and drapery, and stooping figures with
large heads and slanting eyes. The drawing of the folds of the
drapery results in long loops, shaped like the eye of a needle.

A good supply of durable paper at a moderate price would be a
necessary condition of any large production of picture woodcuts.
This can hardly have been available much before 1400

;
even after

that date the German towns continued to import the better sorts of
paper from Italy, though they also made their own.

Granted the material conditions for the introduction of wood-
engraving, we have to look for an external cause for the innovation.

1 The earliest mentions of “ Drucker ” are in 1356, 1405-6 (relating to two persons
at Nordlingen whose fathers were Drucker), and 1409. In the Netherlands we have
Jan de prentere at Antwerp, 1417, who is connected by the sense of the documents
relating to him with printing on stuff, not on paper (the documents were printed by
L. de Burbure, Bull, de VAcad, de Belgique, 2me Se'r. vm, 294; they are quoted by
Lippmann, Repert.f. K. i, 233, and summarised by Schreiber, Centralbl. f. Bibl. xn,
264), and other “prenters” at Louvain, 1440, Antwerp, 1442, Bruges, 1454.

2 See Ess. Taf. i-xii (the dates assigned in the text are much too early, and the
range of dates assumed, 1320-1420, is much too wide), and Schm. 82, 67, 4, 19, 72, 21,
18, 10, 44, 39, 8, 30. I quote the numbers of the latter publication in the order assigned
to them in the later work—W. Schmidt, “ Interessante Formschnitte,” Munich, 1886.
These numbers cover a period of about thirty years, 1410-1440. Schm. 99 and 106
may also be mentioned as falling within the same period. Schreiber’s atlas of fac-
similes also contains some good specimens of this period (tome vi, pi. 2-6).

3 Mr. W. H. James Weale (“Transactions of the Bibliographical Society,” 1898, iv,
207) mentions several woodcuts which have been found in tombs at or near Bruges in
1868, and again more recently. One of these tombs, he asserts, without giving the
proof, was earlier in date than 1412. I have not seen these woodcuts, and can therefore
pronounce no opinion about the early date assigned to them.

Transition
to printing
on paper.

Date of this

transition.

Occasion of

the change.
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1. Use of

playing-cards.

2. Habit of
going on
pilgrimages.

It has been explained by two facts in the social life of the time, the
popularity of card-playing and the popularity of pilgrimages.

The earliest authentic date for the introduction of playing-cards
into any part of Germany is 1377. 1

There, as in other parts of Europe,
the vice of gambling became so rife towards the close of the xiv century
that cards were prohibited in many places, as at Nuremberg, 1380-
1384, at Ulm, 1397, at Augsburg, 1400, 1403, and 1406. Card-playing
remained illegal at Nordlingen till 1440. The earliest playing-cards,
no doubt, were painted, and the people who manufactured them
continued throughout the xv and xvi centuries to be called
“ Kartenmaler ” or “ Kartenmacher,” never “ Kartendrucker ”2 But
considering the enormous popularity of cards at the end of the xiv
century and the fact recorded by Felix Eabri in his “ Descriptio
Suevise ” that they were manufactured in such quantities at Ulm that
they were exported “to Italy, Sicily, and the farthest isles of the
sea, it is probable that a mechanical process of making them was
introduced quite early. This, however, remains a mere conjecture,
for there is no documentary evidence of the existence of printed
playing-cards earlier than 1441, when the Signoria of Venice forbade
the importation of foreign printed pictures and cards (“carte e figure
stampide ). ‘ Kartenmodel ” (blocks for printing cards) were among
the offerings collected about the middle of the xv century for the
building of Ulm Minster. No extant woodcut playing-cards seem to
be older than about 1460. Herr W. L. Schreiber believes three cards
in the Ottingen-Wallerstein collection at Maihingen to be the oldest
specimens.

3

There is no doubt, however, that religious woodcuts of a much
earlier date than this have been preserved in considerable quantities,
for the most part owing to the accident of their having been pasted
into the covers of books. These religious woodcuts were produced
chiefly for distribution to pilgrims at popular shrines. The practice
of goinff on pilgrimages was frequent in the xiv century, but

LVII,
2419 ' 8ee Athenxum

’
Jan - 19

> 18?8, pp. 87-8. Archueologia, 1900,

l
F°u

f
card-makers are recorded by name at Nuremberg in the first half of the xvcentury, m 1433, 1438, 1441, and 1445. At Augsburg the “ Kartenmaler ” formed Iseparate guild as early as 1418 At a later date “Kartenmaler” seems to be hardlydistinguishable from “ Bnefmaler”; at least, if the crafts remained distinct, they wereoften exercised by the same persons.

’ J

.

+

anecdoteAUOt
t
d by Schreiber ab™t St. Bernardino of Siena, though its

man,?? f

lty m
?y?

ot
.

be ab°ve suspicion, is of interest as suggesting that the professionalmanufacture of playing-cards preceded the professional manufacture of religious cuts.

!?• T* t0 h
t
Ve Pr

f
ached oa May 5, 1423, against card-playing with such

effect that his hearers burnt their cards and renounced playing. Then a
6
card-makerasked the preacher, “How shall I earn my livelihood henceforth?” The saint took apiece of paper, drew the sacred monogram upon it, and said, “Make pictures like this

”
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received a great access of popularity at the time when Boniface IX
(1389-1404) extended the granting of indulgences to other places of.

pilgrimage than the basilicas of Rome. Cologne and Munich were
the first places in Germany to receive this privilege. Such grants
were continued by succeeding Popes, and a great influx of pilgrims
to the favoured sanctuaries ensued. The woodcuts given or sold woodcuts
to the pilgrims were of a limited range of subjects. A certain distributed

number of popular saints—Christopher, George, Jerome, Sebastian,
Dorothea, Mary Magdalen, Veronica—and a few biblical sub-
jects—the Annunciation and Nativity, the Crucifixion, and other
scenes from the Passion — these formed almost the whole
stock-in-trade of the convents for the first thirty or forty years
of the xv century. 1 Even pictures of the Virgin hardly

1 These dates are assigned only on grounds of style and by comparison with drawingsm dated MSS. or with pictures. There is an entire lack of documents for this period
The actual dates which occur on woodcuts of the first half of the xv century are very
few, and there are reasons in almost every case for believing that the date does not refer
to the year in which the woodcut was issued, but to some historical event which it
commemorates. The earliest date which occurs on a woodcut is 1384 (Schr. 1943).
Here the date refers to a miracle which occurred in that year, and the woodcut is
probably a century later. The next is the date 1418 on the famous, or notorious
Brussels Madonna (Schr. 1160). The genuineness of the date itself is disputed and
nobody, except the Rev. 0. H. Middleton-Wake, believes that the print is older than
|^60. sharP]y broken folds in the drapery, characteristic of Rogier van der
Weyden and the pupils or contemporaries whom he influenced, are fully developed in
this woodcut. The next date is the famous 1423, accompanied by an inscription in two
lines, on the Buxheim St. Christopher, late at Althorp, now in the John Rylands
Library, Manchester. Mr. Cust (“ The Master E. S. and the Ars Moriendi,” p 2) goes
too far in calling this date “ undisputed.” It is true that nobody believes that the date
is falsified or added subsequently, but Sotzmann (1841) and several later writers have
doubted whether 1423 is the date of the production of the woodcut. It is probable
that few of the critics who write about the St. Christopher have ever seen it—I am
mysell in that position—and till 1889 no accurate reproduction based on photo-
graphy had appeared. The frontispiece to W. J. Linton’s “Masters of Wood-
engravmg” published in 1889, is printed from a line-block by Dawson, which is
presumably based upon a photograph. It differs in some important respects from the
“facsimiles” previously published, the best of which is Ottley’s. So good an authority
as Dr. Lippmann has published a defence of the genuineness (in every sense) of the
date, based on a close examination of the original and a study of its colouring (Revert
f. Kunstw. i, 238-240). Herr Schreiber, however (op. cit., p. 251, note 5 ;

“ Manuel,” ii,

p. 56), dates the print, on the ground of style and of the presence and the manner of
cutting of the inscription, after 1440. Perhaps the strongest arguments in favour of
the date 1423 are the insertion of the print in the original binding of a MS. dated 1417
(this is not conclusive, but counts for something) and the difficulty of suggesting any^er

j
mean*n^ ^or ^ie date. These arguments hardly outweigh the evidence of style

The design, so far as it can be judged by a reproduction, certainly belongs to a date
previous to the widespread influence of the Van Eyck school of painting, but there are
indications that the change had begun. The outlines and main folds of the drapery
are still rounded, but there are no eyes or loops, while there are rudiments of the hooks
which succeeded them; there is also some rudimentary hatching. The work is
altogether too advanced for the third decade of the century, especially in South
Germany, where the influence of Flemish art penetrated more slowly than along the
Rhine, and no parallel to it is to be found among the prints with rounded outlines,
eye-hke loops, and thick lines, which there is good reason to date about 1410-30 (see
Schmidt, “ Interessante Formschnitte,” p. 8). Dr. Lippmann’s argument that the
method of printing is an earlier one than the use of the rubber, not a later, as Sotzmann
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occur at this period. These little religious pictures were called
Heiligen,” or, in the Suabian dialect, “Helgen” or “Helglein.”

The names “ Heiligenmaler ” (occurring chiefly in Switzerland and
Alsace) and “ Heiligendrucker,” for the professional manufacturers of
these cuts, belong to a later date than the time of which I am
speaking; we hear, for instance, of “ Heiligenmaler ” at Basle in

J'}?®
and 1480, of “ Heilgendrucker ” at the same place in 1471 and

1475. The “ heylige prenter ” in the Netherlands made their appear-
ance still later. Early in the century these cuts do not seem to have
been common articles of trade made for sale by professional wood-
engravers, but the work either of the monks themselves or of the lay
craftsmen dependent on the monasteries. There are numerous wood-
cuts which bear either the name or the arms of a convent

(
e.g . A 39,

62, 63, 72, 74, in this collection)
; but perhaps Schr. 932, with the

arms of Tegernsee (at Munich), is the only extant specimen so signed
which belongs to this early period. The production of woodcuts for
sale at the convents continued throughout this century and later still,
tochreiber quotes a writing of Luther’s, “ An den Christlichen Adel,”m which he complains that the Pope lets convents remain empty,
and only puts in a monk to say mass and sell pictures. A monk of
the Benedictine Monastery of Mondsee was producing woodcuts in
the second decade of the xvi century, copied in part from earlier
engravings, which he signed with the initials F. B. A. and the arms
of the monastery, and dates from 1513 to 1520 (Vienna and Berlin).

I have been speaking hitherto chiefly of a period roughly coin-
ciding with the first half of the xv century. From about 1440
onwards, though the old conditions still hold good, new ones are intro-
duced which lead to considerable changes in the art of wood-engrav-
ing, and especially in the uses to which it was put. In the second
half of the century, though the production of the single picture goes
on, the production of large series of pictures for the illustration of
MSS. and books becomes almost more important. The manufacture
of woodcuts, like other branches of art, remains no longer exclusively
or principally in the hands of the monks. In its association with the
production of books, whether written, engraved on wood-blocks, or
printed with movable type, wood-engraving falls into the hands of a

had supposed, is valid, but does not necessitate the date being put earlier than 1440

JA AAdat
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occur arc U:j7
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a“<1 on two woodcuts at Vienna (Schr. 16S4
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professional class, subject, like other craftsmen working in towns, to
the regulations of municipalities and guilds; a class which stands
to the makers of books—first the scribes, then the printers—in the
position of a subordinate or a rival. The origin of this class of pro-
fessional wood-engravers remains obscure in spite of all the inferences
which can be drawn from documents relating to them, or from the
derivation of the names which they bear. Before the introduction of
wood-engraving, in the modern sense, there must have been two
wholly distinct classes of craftsmen, the wood-engravers (Form-
schneidei), who cut the blocks, as we have seen, for the printers on
stuff

( Zeugdrucker ”), and the draughtsmen or painters (“Maler,” even
in the xv century, was the term applied indiscriminately to both) who
drew the illustrations in MSS. The former class were allied, so far
as we can infer from documents (which belong, it is true, to a later
time), to the joiners (“ Schreiner”) and wood-carvers (“ Schnitzer

ny
Their business was to cut and shape wood for one purpose or another.
The other class was simply a section of the class of professional
scribes who wrote MS. books either to order or for sale in shops, and
especially at fairs. They worked in the Scriptorium along with the
clerks who wrote the text, and the rubricators who added the coloured
initials and headings.

2

Their business was with paper or parchment,
pen, brush, ink, and colours—not at all with wood.

Thus it was a necessary condition of the manufacture of picture
woodcuts, either that the wood-engravers should learn to draw, or that
the scribes should learn to cut wood-blocks. There is no reason to
suppose that in the xv century, at least before 1480 or thereabouts,
when the influence of painters begins to tell in book-illustration, there
was that separation between the draughtsman and the mechanical
engraver, who cut a facsimile of the line drawn for him, which was the

llGOWnd TTlm
terms were applied at Nordlingen (1428, 1449,
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rule in the xvi century. Now of these two alternatives the second
seems the most probable. It is hardly to be supposed that the Form-
schneider, who had worked all his life at cutting blocks for printing

stuffs, would take to a new trade in which he had to find the designs
for himself. There was a certain amount of figure-drawing, no doubt,

as well as mere ornament, in the subjects which he had to cut for

wall-papers, and especially for embroidery patterns : hut the subjects

must have been found for him by the people who gave the com-
mission, and knew what results they wanted to have

;
by the printers

and the merchants who dealt in the stuffs when printed.

The draughtsmen, on the other hand, must have had some training-

in art, though they lacked both accomplishment and originality, and
went on repeating old stock articles, like the average journeyman
painter who turned out altarpieces and votive pictures by the dozen.

Now it is highly probable, though not proved, that these draughts-

men among the professional scribes did not confine themselves
entirely to book-illustrations, but also produced drawings of saints,

of the Passion, and of other popular subjects, sacred or profane, for

sale, plain or coloured, at the church door, on the minster steps, and
at the fair. * Many of these would require MS. text to complete them.
Such cheap productions would find a readier sale than books, while
their almost total disappearance is very easily explained. Large
sheets (“ Bilderbogen ”) intended to be fastened to doors or walls in the
dwellings of the lower classes could not possibly be preserved. There
was a better chance for the works with which these draughtsmen
were more immediately concerned, the small devotional drawings
which were pasted into prayer-books, instead of, or along with,
engravings or woodcuts. These are not uncommon, though little

attention has been paid to them. Broadsides, news-sheets recording
battles or prodigies, portraits of celebrated or notorious persons,

picture calendars, and other cheap coloured pictures, with text

attached to them, when printed (at a rather later date) from wood-
blocks, were called “ Briefe,” and the persons who made them “ Brief-

maler Sheets of this kind (“ Flugblatter,” " Einblatter ”), first with
engraved, then with type-printed text, were issued in numbers in the
second half of the xv century, throughout the sixteenth, and on
into the seventeenth, till woodcuts were superseded by etchings or

line-engravings. At the time of the greatest production of these

broadsides, 1550-1600, there is no doubt that “ Briefmaler ” meant
a small publisher, who had his own press, and may have cut his own
blocks

;
he may also have designed them, though in many cases he

certainly published blocks with the signatures of other, perhaps
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superior, artists. By that time, of course, he had long abandoned the

practice of cutting the text on wood. 1

There is a very extensive collection of these rude woodcuts,

especially the portraits, at Gotha. They are well represented also

in the Munich Library and at Berlin, and we have a fair number
of them in our own collection. So far as my own observation
extends, I should say that the words “ Briefmaler ” and “Form-
schneider” were used almost indiscriminately to designate these

petty publishers
;

“ Briefmaler ” being, perhaps, the commoner term
at Augsburg, “ Formschneider ” at Nuremberg, the two towns at

which there was the greatest output of such publications. I have
not observed that the same man calls himself both “ Briefmaler

”

and “ Formschneider ”
;
but I see no reason to think that there was

any difference in meaning between the two words,2 or that they were
any longer distinct from “ Kartenmaler,” which occurs in the same
connection.3

Beturning from this time to the xv century, it is important to try
to ascertain what the word “ Briefmaler ” meant then, for it is quite
the commonest name of the professional wood-engraver in the
second half of the century, “Formschneider” occurring comparatively
seldom.

Two different interpretations have been put upon such scanty
facts as are known to us from records. Dr. Kautzsch4

believes that
the original Briefmaler were the scribes who painted or drew (“malen”
being used for both processes) the hand-made broadsides and cheap
pictures of all sorts, of which I have spoken above; that on the
invention of wood-engraving they adopted the new process for the
mechanical reproduction of their pictures, both to save themselves
trouble and to increase their profits

;
that up to 1480 or so the pro-

duction of MS. illustrations still went on, at any rate in out-of-the-
way and backward places, but that the majority of these Briefmaler
moved with the times, gave up drawing for wood-engraving, devel-
oped from Briefmaler into Briefdrucker, or from Heiligenmaler into

What was
its original

meaning ?

Two rival

theories.

1. The theory
of Dr. R.
Kautzsch.

1 This was still done, however, in exceptional cases in the xvi century. Diirer’s
Iriumphal Arch is a case which will occur to everybody. The fine woodcut, probably
by bpnnginklee, representing Maximilian and a group of his patron saints, with
xylographic text (B. vii, 185. 32), is an example more nearly resembling the early
broadsides m intention.

° J

'

Schreiber, however (op. cit., p. 260), quotes instances of the same man using both
designations at Nuremberg in 1557, 1584, and 1588

;
at Augsburg, in the case of Hans

ochultes, frequently in the last quarter of the century.
3 “ Buchfurer ” was used in the same sense at Erfurt about 1520.
4 Op. cit. pp. 76-80

;
“ Die Holzschnitte der Kolner Bibel von 1479 ” f“ Studien zur

deutschen Kunstgeschichte,” vii) p. 67, note 27.
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Heiligendrucker, took to issuing books (the blockbooks) with
xylographic text, and finally, after the introduction of printing with
movable type, either became printers themselves—whether of books
or of broadsides—or else wood-engravers in the service of the printers,
cutting the illustrations for books, at first from their own designs,
afterwards from those of superior artists.

This is a plausible and consistent account of the evolution of the
wood-engraver, and much of it is certainly true, but is it, as a whole,
borne out by the facts ? Let us hear the other side, the spokesman
of which is Herr W. L. Schreiber.

ofHerrW^if „
latter not allow such an extension of the meaning of

Schreiber. Brief, and consequently of “ Briefmaler,” as is involved by the
theory of Dr. Kautzsch. “ Brief,” he says, from the Latin “ breve,”

of is a short text
> written or printed. The original meaning is pre-

1 1 H
served in such compounds as “ Ablassbrief,” “ Frachtbrief,” “ Wappen-
brief. In the broadsides issued by the Briefmaler of the xvi
century it would still be the text, not the picture, which made the
sheet a “Brief/’ The word did change its meaning later. The
peasants of Saxony, for instance, are said to use the expression “Ein
Spiel Briefe ” for a pack of cards. Chapels at Liibeck and Hamburg,
at which pictures of saints were sold, were called “ Briefkapellen,”
and so on. But there is no proof that this transference of meaning

Meaniiig °f had taken place in the XV century. The Briefmaler, then, according
Schreiber, were not the artists of the Scriptorium, but the people

who painted the initials and other small decorations on “ Briefe ”

;

1

which were produced, not in the large workshops in which the books
were written for sale, but by petty scribes who did small jobs on
their own account for those who could not afford a higher class of
work. Schreiber, like Kautzsch, admits that the Briefmaler learned
to use the wood-engraver’s knife, but he will not admit that Brief-
maler and Formschneider mean the same thing, for why should a
man then call himself “ Formschneider und Briefmaler ” ? Still less
will he admit that “ Briefdrucker ” is a modernised equivalent of
“ Briefmaler.” On the contrary, while the latter term remained in
use till after 1600, “Briefdrucker” seems to have become antiquated

1 It is rather difficult, in that case, to distinguish them from the “ Illuministen,” the
people who painted initials and inserted the gold ornaments in MSS. and afterwards
coloured the woodcuts in printed books. Such “Illuministen” or “ Illuminirer,”
like the Glockentons of several generations at Nuremberg, lasted through the xvi into
Ure xvn century. They flourished especially in the second half of the xvi century in
Saxony. Some copies of the numerous editions of the Bible printed at Wittenberg are
found very richly illuminated in gold and colours, and the pictures are signed with the
monogram of the Illuminist.
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in the xv century itself. The word occurs but rarely in documents,
and its meaning is obscure .

1

It will be best, therefore, not to take it for granted, that the
original Briefmaler were the book-illustrators, or that they were
called Briefdrucker after they had learnt to engrave and print wood-
cuts. On the other hand, Herr Schreiber’s theory (for it is no more
than a theory) about the original occupation of the Briefmaler does
not sufficiently account for the prominence of the picture element in
their later productions, whether blockbooks or broadsides. If we are
to insist so strongly on the meaning of “Brief/' so little on the
meaning of “ Maler,” we might expect to find among the
“ Holztafeldrucke,” 2 which they produced after they had learnt to
engrave on wood, a large proportion of prints consisting of text alone—“ Briefe ” in the original sense. This, however, is not the case.
Some blockbooks, of course, like the Ars Memorandi and Ars
Moriendi, consist of whole pages of picture and whole pages of text
arranged alternately

j
but the text is cjuite subordinate to the pictures

and could not have been issued apart from them. Specimens of any
sort of xylographic text, early or late, in book-form or not, un-
accompanied by pictures, are exceedingly scarce .

3 The character of
the existing production of the Briefmaler, then, makes it far more

Wilhelm Brieftrucker appears at Nordlingen in 1428, 1439, and 1452. His widow
is mentioned in 1453, and his son (who was a cloth-shearer, so that “Brieftrucker”
here can only be a surname) up to 1484. It does not appear that Wilhelm himself wasanything apppoachmg to a Briefmaler. There is the same difficulty in understanding
the professions of the Briefdrucker mentioned at Frankfort in 1462 and 1475 and at
Basle in 1478. Lienhart Ysenhut “ Briefftrncter ” at Basle, 1482, is a name of more
importance, and will be discussed presently. That is the latest instance in which theword occurs rhere are several entries in the registers of citizenship at Ratisbon in™cl

j
briefdrucker varies with “Aufdrucker.” These are the names : 1460, Margko

Rotnfeld der aufdrucker; 1461, Wenczl maler aufdrucker; 1463, Gorg priefdrucker undEinhard y olff desselben wercks ; 1471, Johannes Eysenhut aufdruckter; 1481 Ulrich
Ivetner briefmaler. Of these persons, Eysenhut certainly, and Linhard probably were
wood-engravers, who produced blockbooks, the Defensorium Mariae and the SalveRegina respectively This shows that a Briefdrucker and an Aufdrucker (the latter
also named in the blockbook as “ impressor ”) did at least engrave on wood, whatever
elsetlieir business may have been. Schreiber believes the original meaning ofAufdrucker (perhaps of Briefdrucker also) to have been a man who pressed leaf-goldon to a ground of red pigment in MSS. and afterwards on the woodcuts of liturgical
books (see A 18 ; D 9, 10) This laying on of gold (called in documents “ drucken ” and
imprimere ) was a peculiar art, not understood by the ordinary scribes. In addition

ornament was sometimes impressed with wood-blocks on the surface of the gold
itself, m imitation of the stamped relief ornament on the backgrounds of pictures. Thismay have led to the use of wood-blocks in its extension.

2 A term for which there is no exact English equivalent, since it includes, besides
woodcuts, impressions from wood-blocks on which only text, or little but text, is cut.

bee bchreiber, op. cit., pp. 45-6, on the existing wood-blocks and printed fragments
of xylographic text. One of the latter, a Donatus, contains the name of ConradDmckmut of Ulm, as printer. The latter’s period of activity as a printer in the
ordinary sense extends from 1482 to 1496. The only specimen in the British Museumm which the text is the most important part is a broadside, Temptationes demonis
temptantis hominem de septem peccatis mortalibus (Proctor 29), and even this has three

Theory no. 2
corrects

theory no. 1

in some points
but does not
override it

entirely.
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probable that before they took to the mechanical reproduction of

broadsides and cheap popular pictures they had made just the same
sort of thing by hand. Whether, while so engaged, they were, as

Dr. Kautzsch supposes, in close association with the scribes and
illustrators of books is another matter. The documents which we
possess concerning the association of the Briefmaler, “ printsnyder,”

and other persons connected with the trade in woodcuts with this or

that guild or craft, are too few and vary too much in different towns,
to afford any solution of the question. It would be rash to draw
conclusions from one or two instances.

The Briefmaler at any rate, whatever their previous work may
have been, became, it is agreed, the professional wood-engravers of

the later xv century, learning the art, presumably, from the original

Formschneider, whose name they sometimes added to their own.
Herr Schreiber is convinced, however, that the commencement of a
trade in woodcuts by the Briefmaler has been dated much too early.

Till about 1440 the wood-engravers preserve in their cuts the

rounded features and flowing drapery of the xiv century. Inscrip-

tions, when they occur, are added by hand, sometimes on scrolls left

blank for the purpose, or else on the margin at the foot, with a short

title at the top. When letters begin to be cut on the block, they are

either very large, or, if smaller, clumsily shaped and illegible. In
the first quarter of the century so simple an inscription as IKRI
over the cross was always avoided. The cutting of the text on wood
evidently presented great difficulties, which were gradually sur-

mounted by practice. The subjects, as we have seen, are restricted

in range. All the works of this period, Herr Schreiber believes, were

produced in the old-fashioned way, by or for the monks, and in

limited numbers, not by tradesmen in the towns, for general sale.

As for the scribe-draughtsmen, whether we are to call them Brief-

maler or not, their first step was to get their little illustrations for

cheap prayer-books cut on wood, so that they could print a number
and paste them in without having to do them all by hand. The
next step was to produce books with printed woodcuts throughout,

and written text
;
the cuts not being pasted in, but printed on the

pages of the book itself. Such books are rare,
1 and there is no

evidence that they were produced earlier than 1450 or thereabouts.

email illustrations, devil, man, and angel (repr. Ottley, “Inv. of Printing,” 203). It is

true, of course, that specimens of text alone would be less likely to be preserved than
woodcuts.

1 We have one in this collection, A 142, a book containing 34 rude woodcuts and one
drawing. A 7 is evidently derived from a MS. composed in this way, which must have
been a very handsome book. Other examples are mentioned by Kautzsch (op. cit.> p. 79,
footnote).
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All known examples display tlie new style of art, with a prefer-
ence for straight lines, angles, and sharply broken drapery, with hooks
instead of loops in the folds, which came in towards 1450. These
books, of course, were the direct forerunners of the illustrated
printed books; there can be no doubt that the cuts in both were
made by the same sort of people, and that in the case of books
which had been current before in MS. with a recognised cycle of
illustrations, especially German Bibles, Lives of the Saints, and
lomances, the illustrations of the printed books were directly
founded on the drawings in MSS. 1

When printing with movable type came into use in the fifties, Effect of the
the scribes or Briefmaler had not reached any further stao-e than introduction

illustrating their MS. books with woodcuts, issuing the.earliest kind withmov-
S

of blockbooks with written text and printing single cuts with written
able type -

or clumsily cut inscriptions. Such a far-reaching innovation in the
methods of producing books changed the existing conditions of the
book trade altogether, and competition became keen. The days of
MS. books were numbered. Still the spread of the printing press
from town to town was gradual. MSS. continued to be written in
some of the old workshops for a number of years, and the demand
lor the higher class of MSS. was kept up by patrons who would
have scorned, like Duke Frederick of Urbino, to own a mere printed
book.

Those among the Briefmaler and the writers or decorators of MSS.
who were at once affected by the change, met it in two ways : either they
went over to the printing business themselves—as master printers 2

He
c*Gpp. 80-83) has some suggestive remarks on this subject.P, ?8

,

existence of drawings on which many of the single woodcuts, as well asbook-illustrations, were founded, and believes that if the MSS. were more carefullvstudied and their origin determined they would clear up some of the mysterv which
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Date of tlie

blockbooks.

Dated
editions.

Dated copies.

or as subordinates 1—or -they competed with it by issuing not

only broadsides but even books of their own, with text as well as

pictures cut on wood. This was the era of the blockbooks.

Eighty or a hundred years ago the historians of printing and of

wood-engraving used to date the early blockbooks 1420-1440.2

Though few critics of to-day 3 would date them much, if at all, before

1450, the opinion that the earliest, at least, preceded the in-

vention of printing, and that they represent a stage in the history

of that invention, is still so generally maintained, or taken for

granted, that it may seem rash to dispute it. To my mind, however,

Herr Schreiber has sufficiently proved

4

that there is no evidence,

external or internal, for dating any of the existing blockbooks much
before 1460. I cannot here enter into the details of his argument,

which covers some fifty pages. A short statement of some of his

conclusions may, however, be of interest. He gives a table of 33

different works, the existence of which, in the form of blockbooks, is

certified. The number of editions, in all languages, of these block-

books amounts altogether to 101. The dates which occur on a few

of these editions (all German, except the latest, which are Italian)

range from 1468 to far on in the xvi century. 6

In a few cases dates can be supplied by such external evidence as

a MS. note on a copy of the blockbook or a dated binding. Dates of

this kind are limited in range to the years 1467 to 1474. 6

Strassburg edition of- Ptolemy of 1525 (quoted by O. Hase, “ Die Koberger,” 1885, pp.
130-135; see also W. Weisbach, “Die Baseler Buckillustration des xv Jahrh.,” p. 65),
“ Kartenmalergemalde ” is Pirkheimer’s contemptuous term for certain tasteless wood-
cut decorations, borders, etc., of which he disapproved.

1 The printers needed the services of rubricators and illuminators to finish their
books, which were never complete, in early days, without some hand-work. (See O.
Hase, op. cit., p. 113).

2 See Jackson, “Treatise on Wood-engraving,” 1839, pp. 74-75, for quotations.
Sotheby, “Princ. Typ.,” iii, 179 (1858), dates the first edition of the Ars Memorandi
1420-1430. See Schr., op. cit., p. 46, on the legend of an album of blockbooks said to

have been dated 142-(?).
3 Except M. Bouchot and the Rev. C. H. Middleton-Wake, in whose (privately

printed) Cambridge lectures of 1897 on the “ Invention of Printing” the most obsolete
opinions concerning the early dates of the blockbooks are revived.

4 Op. cit., pp. 1-53. Herr Schreiber’s catalogue of the blockbooks, forming the fourth
volume of his “Manuel de VAmateur,” was published in 1902, too late to be noticed
in this Introduction. Two volumes of facsimiles with very brief notes had already
appeared (tome vii, 1895 ; tome viii, 1900).

5 Such dates as 1440 on the Spirituale Pomerium, 1448 on the Chiromantia, refer to

the composition of the works. The editions actually dated are Biblia Pauperum
(German), 1470 and 1471, Antichrist, 1472, Defensorium, 1470 and 1471, Ars Contem-
plativae Vitae, 1473(?), Ars Moriendi, 1473, Mirabilia Romae, 1471-1484 (reign of
Sixtus IV), Calendar of Johannes Nider de Gamuudia, 1468. Giovanni Andrea Vavas-
sore published a bookblock at Venice after 1509 (1516 ?), and there is a belated
specimen, Libro di M. Giovanbattista Palatino, published at Rome in 1548.

6 Thus, of the first edition of the Speculum Humanae Salvationis (Latin with type-
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The presence or absence, however, of dates, especially of the latter
sort, is accidental, and the argument depends mainly on the evidence
afforded by the style of the woodcuts themselves. Herr Schreiber
examines all the blockbooks in detail from this point of view and
comes to the following conclusions. The earliest blockbooks which
have been preserved are certain German editions of the less known
works, which differ from the more famous blockbooks in that the text
is written, not engraved, so that they belong to the period of transi-
tion in which the Briefmaler had learnt to reproduce the designs by
mechanical means but had not taken to printing the text. Examples
of these are the Symbolum Apostolicum, (1) (Vienna) 1450-60 •

(2) (Heidelberg) c. 1460
;
The Fable of the Sick Lion (Heidelberg

and Berlin), c. 1460, and an isolated German edition of the Biblia
Pauperum (Heidelberg), c. 1455-60, quite independent of the series
of editions which began in the Netherlands and was copied in
Germany, and undoubtedly founded on a different MS. 1 A few
blockbooks produced in the Netherlands are also found with MS
text. The earliest of these is the legend of St. Servatius (Brussels)’
with French MS. text, which can be dated on historical grounds
after 1458. 2

The existence of such “ xylochirographic ” blockbooks in the
middle of the century does not disprove, but rather tends to confirm
the mam contention that the blockbooks with xylographic text are
posterior in date to the invention of printing. The great group of
these blockbooks, of which the earliest and finest editions were
produced in the Netherlands, is to be dated about 1460-65. This
group includes the Biblia Pauperum, the Canticum Canticorum the
Ars Moriendi and (a little later) the Speculum Humame Salva-
tl0nls - t'lese books have certain characteristics in common

printed text) there is a copy dated 1471, while single copies or fragments of severalother small works (not blockbooks) printed with the same tvne a* + q™ .

several

dated by hand (1472, between 1471 ind 1474) or
fragments of the years 1467-1495 An erlitinn of tho t>

printed

dated 1467. The Prophecies of the Sibyls (St. Gallen—uSaL^ha?tW
^ a bindin

,»

dTa I 4 fi7
6 14 <

* 1

8 C¥e“dar- 0f various editions of the Apocalypse one has a”bindine

MftdJtS’ure:

18 d "P Wi*h a MS ' dated U69> While a^ been coptedSf

- Une leal is reproduced in Schr. viii, pi. 96 The relies nf’ <54
exhibited to pilgrims at Maestricht every seven years The blockbook maJlmv
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ere

engraved for the pilgrims of 1461 or 1468.
blockbook may have been

!
Sir W M Gonvvay dates the three blockbooks which fall within the scone ofIpstiiwasaSS
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The later

blockbooks.

The en-
gravers and
publishers
of the
blockbooks.
1. In the
Netherlands.

which connect them with this period: a thorough adoption of

straight lines and angular folds in the drapery which shows the

influence of the great Flemish school of painting in its full force,

combined with a high development of hatching, which was only used

in a rudimentary way before 1455-60. The whole group, but

especially the Ars Moriendi, ranks high above the average of xv

century woodcuts, and betrays a true artistic inspiration which is

seldom to be found except in a few other examples of kindred style

and origin, like the Grotesque Alphabet of 1464, the Sibyls and

Prophets at St. Gallen (Schr. 1774),
1 and the St. George (Schr. 1448)

in the British Museum. The original merits of the drawing gradually

disappear in the successive editions of these popular blockbooks,

which were published either in the Netherlands or in Germany. The

other blockbooks of both countries, even the more important works

like the Apocalypse, Antichrist, and Ars Memorandi, are greatly

inferior to this first group both in design and execution, and their

imperfections have sometimes been mistaken for evidence of antiquity.

Herr Schreiber dates most of them, for various reasons,2 about

1460-75. It seems clear that new editions of the most popular works

were called for all through the xv century, and that they were not

always superseded by the printed editions of the same works which

appeared
;
though we know that in some cases in the Netherlands the

blocks came into the possession of printers who cut them up and

used portions of them as illustrations in printed books, even in diffe-

rent works from those for which they were designed.
3 The latest

German blockblook is the Wrestling Book, published by Hans Wurm

at Landshut after 1500 (1507 ?).

It remains for us to examine what evidence there is to show who

cut and published the blockbooks. Not one of the Flemish editions

bears the signature of an engraver or publisher. Their artistic merit

makes it unlikely that they were produced in common Briefmaler

workshops like the German editions, and the circumstances differ in

the two countries in so far that the printing press, though long ago

invented, had not yet come into use in the Dutch and Flemish towns

at the time of the production of the great blockbooks.
4

1 These can be dated before 1461 by the evidence of one of the copies engraved by

the Master of the Banderoles (P. ii, 20. 30) at Brunswick. {See Revert, f. Kunstw.

XVI
2 ^Especially the structure of the book, the presence or absence of signatures, and

the degree of excellence in the cutting of the text, in addition to peculiarities of

outline and hatching which connect the blockbooks with other woodcuts of the period.

3 See Conway, op. cit., pp. 1-13, 195-205. ..

4 With the exception of the Speculum, the first edition of which was actually

printed, apparently at Utrecht, with movable type, while xylographic text was only
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It is generally supposed either that the latter were made at
convents, which is probable enough, or that wood-engravers were in
the habit of cutting blocks of these subjects, for which there was a
constant demand, and selling, not the impressions, but the blocks to
private purchasers, who could take impressions for themselves as they
wanted them, since the process of printing with the rubber was so
simple. The latter theory, which is supposed to account for the
large number of “ editions ” which are extant, seems to me prepos-
terous. That the wood-engraver should sell his blocks, the result of
long toil, and begin again, instead of keeping them and selling the
impressions, and that the purchaser should be willing to pay the
much higher price which the engraver must have demanded for the
blocks, and then have the trouble of printing for himself, is so con-
trary to all analogy as to be incredible. The theory appears to rest
on a single often quoted document, which mentions “ unum instru-
mentum ad imprimendas scripturas et ymagines” “novem printe
lignee ad imprimendas ymagines cum quatuordecim aliis lapideis
printis ” among the property left on her death in 1465 by Jacoba van
Looz-Hensberge, formerly Abbess of Thorn near Maestricht, but a
resident since 1455 at the Convent of Bethany at Malines. 2 This
one document, it is true, connects the possession of wood-blocks
mth a private owner, but the owner is an ex-abbess, who had
spent the last ten years of her life at a convent, where it is known by
other evidence that woodcuts, or at least metal-cuts, were produced.3

It is a mere conjecture of Van Even’s that the blocks may have been
left to the abbess by her brother, Jan van Hensberge (or Heinsbero-)
Bishop of Liege, who died in 1456.

Of the German editions, almost all which have a signature or 2. in Ger
address can be ascribed to the Briefmaler. One blockbook only, which manJ

r
-

bears a mark, one of the editions of the Zeitglocklein, is believed
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Early illus-

trated books.

by Herr Schreiber (p. 30) to have been engraved for a convent

—

that of the Franciscans at Augsburg—about 1470-80. The other

editions of which the authorship is known are the following :

—

Biblia Pauperum,1470. “ Friedrich walthern mauler (= Brief-

maler) zu Nordlingen vnd Hans Hur-
ning habent dis buch mitt ein ander

gemacht.”

Has the arms of the (Nuremberg ?) Brief-

maler, Hans Sporer. 1

“ Jung hanns Prieff maler zu nurenberg.’
J

“ f. w.”

2

“ Johannes eysenhut impressor ” (Regens-

burg).

“Hans Sporer pruff - moler ” (Nurem-

berg ?).

“ Ludwig ze Ulm.”

“lienhart czu reginspurck (perhaps the
“ Linhart Wolff priefdrucker,” who
became a citizen in 1463).

“ Jorg schapff zu Augspurg.”
“ Hanns Wurm zu Landshut.”

Lastly, numerous xylographic calendars of rather later date bear

the names of Georg Glockenton, Illuminist, Nuremberg, and Hans-

Hofer, Briefmaler, Augsburg.

The history of book-illustration at any rate, if not of the printed

book itself, should fill a later chapter in any account of xv century

art than the episode of the blockbooks. We have seen that the

Briefmaler did not succeed in producing a blockbook with legible

xylographic text till after the invention of typography. We have

seen also that blockbooks continued to be in common use for twenty

Biblia Pauperum, 1471.

Antichrist, 1472.

Defensorium, 1470.

Defensorium, 1471.

Ars Moriendi, 1473.

Ars Moriendi, undated.

Salve Regina
,

Cliiromantia

Wrestling Book

1 Nagler, following v. Murr, identifies this Hans Sporer on the one hand with 4‘ Jung
hanns prieffmaler” of Nuremberg, and on the other hand with the Hans Briefmaler

or,Hans Sporer who was printing books at Bamberg from 1487 to 1495, when he
removed to Erfurt. He continued to print at Erfurt up to 1510, and named himself

Hans Buchdrucker von Niirnberg. It is not really certain, though it is probable, that

the Briefmaler who issued the Biblia Pauperum, 1471, and Defensorium, 1473, is the

same person as this printer. Baader mentions a Hans Sporer or Kiibelhanns,

Briefmaler, at Nuremberg who occurs in 1479 and 1494. In the latter year Sporer

the printer removed from Bamberg to Erfurt. Possibly Baader is wrong in

identifying “ Kiibelhanns” with “ Hanns Sporer.” He does not quote the original,text

of the documents.
2 These initials are interpreted by Schr. (op. cit., p. 33) as those of Friedrich

Walthern of Nordlingen (see above). Mr. Proctor, however (Index, nos. 2-3), rejects

this identification, agreeing with Weigel (W. u. Z. ii, 141, note 109), who notices the

great difference of treatment in the two blockbooks. It is indeed impossible to believe

that the same artist, whether draughtsman or engraver, or both, should have produced

both in the same year. (See repr. W. u. Z. ii, 140, 148.)
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or thirty years at least after that event. For all that, the block-
book, as compared with the printed book, was a rude and clumsy
makeshift, bound to become obsolete. Accordingly, if the Briefmaler
at first competed with the printer (in the modern sense) in respect of
the text, it was not long before the printer was competing with the
Briefmaler in respect of the illustrations. The pioneer of book-
illustration among the printers was Albrecht Pfister of Bamberg,
who printed four books with rude outline woodcuts about 1460-621
One of these, the first typographic edition of the Biblia Pauperum,
is quite independent of the blockbook of the same work, and almost
certainly earlier. 1 After these books of Pfister’s there is a gap of
eight years, but from 1470 onwards books illustrated with woodcuts
began to appear in ever increasing numbers at all the chief presses of
Germany, and this style of illustration held its ground till woodcuts
weie gradually superseded towards 1600 by line-engravings or
etchings. German artists, both great and little, found a congenial
task in designing woodcut decorations, and it has only been realised
in recent years how important to the historian or critic of German
art is a knowledge of the illustrated books. Dr. Muther’s well-
known book, 2 though neither complete nor accurate, is probably the
best introduction to the subject. The essay by William Morris in
Bibliographica ” 3 on the early woodcut books of Ulm and Augsburg,

is a good piece of criticism, strongly marked, of course, by the
author s characteristic bias in favour of mediaeval art as opposed to
the “ rhetoric ” of the Eenaissance. He dwells especially on the
‘‘decorative ” and the “ story-telling ” qualities of the early illustra-
tions. There is a great need of monographs dealing exhaustively
with the woodcuts of a single printing centre. With the exception
of Dr. Kristeller’s useful, but not exhaustive, work on the Strassburg
cuts,4 and Dr. WeisbaclTs excellent monograph on the Basle cuts of
the xv century, 5 hardly anything of the sort has been attempted for
the German presses. The much less important and attractive book

1 Schr. op. cit., p. 14.
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Books
published at

Augsburg.

illustrations of the Netherlands in the xv century have been very
thoroughly dealt with by Mr. (now Sir) W. M. Conway in the book
to which I have already had occasion to refer. The finest collection
of the illustrated books themselves, arranged and indexed especially
with a view to the study of the illustrations, is that of the Eoyal
Cabinet of Prints at Berlin. In ordinary public libraries biblio-

graphical considerations necessarily take precedence of the claims
of iconography, and a considerable previous knowledge of the subject
is necessary before the student can ascertain what materials for the
study of book-illustrations the library possesses. Such catalogues
as those of the Klemm Library at Leipsic and the Stiftsbibliothek

at St. Gallen, which give explicit information on this subject, are
very exceptional. The official catalogue of the British Museum
Library, sometimes, though not invariably, mentions the existence
of woodcuts in a book, but seldom goes further than this

;
while

Mr. Proctor’s “ Index to the early Printed Books in the British

Museum,” which includes the incunabula of the Bodleian Library
at Oxford, lays special stress on types, and omits, for the sake of
brevity, all mention of illustrations. The collection of books with
woodcuts in the Department of Prints and Drawings is small, though
it contains some valuable and characteristic examples

;
very few of

these, however, belong to the xv century, and the subject of book-
illustration can only receive a brief notice in this place.

It was at Augsburg, about 1470, that illustrated books began to
appear after the interval which followed Pfister’s early ventures.

The first which bears a date is Gunther Zainer’s Golden Legend
of 1471. If we may believe C. G.von Murr, 1 who doep not quote
his original authority for the story, the wood-engravers of Augsburg
laid a complaint against Gunther Zainer in 1471, and attempted to

thwart his admission to citizenship on the ground that he had
infringed their privileges by using ornamental initials and woodcut
illustrations in the text. Melchior von Stamham (or Stammheim),
Abbot of SS. Ulrich and Afra, arranged a compromise on the terms
that Zainer and Schussler (who was also involved) should practise

their trade without disturbance on condition of abandoning the use
of woodcuts. Soon afterwards the wood-engravers made an agree-

ment with Zainer that he should use such woodcuts and initials as

1 “Journal,” ii,144 (Nuremberg, 1776). Zapf (“Augsburg’s Buchdrucker-Geschichte,’”
1788, i, vii.) repeals v. Murr’s story with a little embellishment of his own, adding-
“ Briefmale r ” and. “ Kartenmaler ” to the aggrieved “Formsclineider” mentioned by
v. Murr. The story is quoted by some modern writers, eg. Jackson, “ Treatise,” p. 219 ;

Muther, op. cit., p. 11 ; but not by Herr Schreiber in the essay to which I have so often
referred.
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he required, provided they themselves had the cutting of them.
Other early Augsburg printers, especially Bamler, soon followed
Zainer’s example, and Augsburg continued for the next sixty years
to issue more illustrated books than any other town. Ulm, the other
great centre of the trade in woodcuts and playing-cards at this time, Ulm.
came next to Augsburg in the production of illustrated books, and
the Ulm artists surpassed those of Augsburg in refinement of

expression and in the treatment of landscape. The earliest printer
at Ulm was Johann Zainer, a kinsman of Gunther Zainer, and the
two collaborated to some extent, cuts first used at Ulm being
reprinted at Augsburg, or vice versa. Their most important books
are Speculum Humansc Salvationes (Gunther Zainer, 1470—71 ?),

Boccaccio, de Claris Mulieribus (Johann Zainer, 1473), ZEsop (printed
by both), Spiegel des Menschlichen Lebens (Gunther Zainer). Sorg
and Schonsperger were less enterprising and often used old cuts
or copies of them. At Ulm the best of the later cuts were done
for Leonhard Holl (Ptolemy, 1482, with a mappa mundi cut by
Johannes Schnitzer de Armszheim; Buch der Weisheit, 1483) and
Conrad Dinckmut (Seelenwurzgarten, 1483

;
Lirer, Schwabische

Chronik, 1486
;
Terence, Eunuchus in German, 1486). Eeger printed

the Itinerarium B.V.M. (undated, German ed. 1487) and several
works on Ehodes by Caoursin (1496).

The earliest Nuremberg illustrations were not very remarkable. Nuremberg.
The first cuts were published by Sensenschmidt, but the printer
who did most for art was the great Anton Koberger, whose most
important books were published after 1490.

Cologne produced only two books of much importance in the xv Cologne,
century : the Bible, printed by Heinrich Quentell about 1479-80,
the woodcuts of which, described in the text as imitations of the
pictures in churches and cloisters, were reprinted by Koberger at
Nuremberg in 1483

;
and the Cologne Chronicle printed by Koelhoff

in 1499.

At Basle the early printers, from 1476 onwards, brought out a Basle,

number of woodcuts of no great merit, but the town owes its

fame as a home of book-illustration in the xv century entirely to
the so-called “ Master of the Bergmann Printing-House,” the artist
of the Eitter von Turn, 1493, Narrenschiff, 1494-95, and the
drawings on wood for an unpublished Terence in the Basle Museum.
A controversy, still unended, has waged round these woodcuts since
Dr. Daniel Burckhardt 1

attributed the whole group to the young

1 “ Albrecht Durer’s Aufenthalt in Basel,” Munich, 1892.
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Strassburg.

Mentz.

Liibeck.

Spires.

Bamberg.

Wurzburg.

The Nether-
lands.

General
remarks on
early illus-

trations.

Durer, one undisputed illustration by whom was published at Basle,
in Kesler’s edition of St. Jerome’s Epistles, in 1492.

Strassburg produced numerous illustrations before 1490, but
nothing of real importance till Gruninger began to publish woodcuts
in 1496. The illustrations in Griininger’s books belong to the time
of transition to xvi century art, and the best of them, the Yirgil
cuts, were not published till 1502. They are all in the peculiar
style of the Alsatian school, influenced by Martin Schongauer.
Mentz is chiefly remarkable for one of the finest books of the
xv century, Breydenbach’s Travels to the Holy Land, illustrated

and printed by Erhard Reuwich in 1486. In the frontispiece

of this book cross-hatching makes its first appearance. The most
noticeable of the other early Mentz books is Botho’s Saxon Chronicle,

printed by Peter Schoffer in 1492.

Of the many towns in various parts of Germany in which only a
few books with woodcuts appeared in the xv century, Liibeck ranks
highest with the splendid Low-German Bible printed by Stephan
Arndes in 1494. It excels the best of its predecessors, the Cologne
Bible, as much as the latter does the early Bibles of Pflanzmann,
Zainer, and Sorg at Augsburg, and of Sensenschmidt and Koberger
(1481) at Nuremberg.

I may mention also the liturgical books printed by Peter Drach
at Spires, and Sensenschmidt at Bamberg. The latter, followed by
Pfeyl, was one of the chief printers of missals before Erhard Batdolt
of Augsburg obtained something like a monopoly of this branch of

printing at the close of the century. Another remarkable liturgical

printer was Georg Keyser of Wurzburg, who stood almost alone

among German printers of the xv century in using engraved plates

as illustrations.

The most important printers of illustrated books in the

Netherlands were Gerard Leeu at Gouda and Antwerp, Snellaert at

Delft, Bellaert at Haarlem, Heerstraten at Louvain, and Peter van Os
at Zwolle. Sir W. M. Conway has analysed the illustrated books of

these and other Low Country presses very thoroughly, and assigned

groups of cuts to definite wood-engravers whose work he has been
able to trace through a number of years.

A few general remarks may be made in conclusion about the

average book-illustrations of the xv century. In books with a large

number of cuts, of which many editions were printed, such as the

Bible, the Plenarium, the Golden Legend, or Mandeville’s Travels, the

cycle of illustrations established by the first edition (itself derived,

no doubt, from the precedent of some illustrated MS.) was rarely
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departed from. In all subsequent editions by the same or by other Permanence
printers the same passages of the text are illustrated, and either the

°f

same cuts, copies of them, or adaptations of the same compositions, successive

recur throughout. This holds good in many cases even in xvi century
edltions -

reprints. Thus Schaufelein in his illustrations to Amandus (Suso),
published at Augsburg by Hans Othmar in 1512, follows closelv the
compositions in Sorg’s edition of 1482. The edition of Beiehenthal's
History of the Council of Constance, published by Steiner at
Augsburg in 1536, preserves the compositions of Sorg’s edition of
1483, though all the pictures and coats of arms have been drawn and
cut over again in a modernised style by Breu. In most of these early
books neither author, artist, nor printer was very scrupulous about the
appropriateness of the illustration to the text. 1 The same cut of a Repetition of
bishop or of a martyrdom would occur again and again in a Golden

j^

ll

}^
ations

Legend under different names, and cuts originally designed for one book .

6 Sam6

book would be used for another where they were often sadly out
of place. This practice, again, survived into the xvi century, and
reached its climax in Griininger’s later books, where all sorts of
incongruous woodcuts, early and late, were thrown together on the
slenderest pretexts, and in the books of publishers like Steiner of
Augsburg and Egenolph of Frankfort, who had bought up the stock
in trade of earlier printers, and used old blocks again and again for
new books. Throughout the xv century it was quite usual for Use of

illustrations, iike separate woodcuts, to be coloured by hand, at first
colour8,

in flat tints, afterwards with shading, and this practice only gradually
gave way after Durer, at the close of the century, had brought in such
reforms in the technique of wood-engraving that the higher class of
cuts were accepted as complete in plain black-and-white. There is
an amusing reference to the common practice in the Schatzbehalter,
where the author in the explanatory text to the tenth woodcut
requests that if the cut be coloured the cow may be painted red,
since the animal he has in his mind is the red heifer of Numbers xix.
It is recorded that the Nuremberg Chronicle was sold, unbound and
uncoloured, for two Bhenish florins

;
bound and coloured for six.

Beference is rarely made in the text of a book, or even in the title or Anonymity
colophon, to the illustrations. Signatures of any kind are also very the artistr

rare in the xv century. As a rule the draughtsman or wood-engraver
remains anonymous as a matter of course, like his predecessor or
contemporary the miniature painter. It is not till towards the close
of the century that we begin to get information in a few cases about

1 See note on D 27.
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Influence of

scholars on
illustration.

The “ plank ”

used, not the
“ end of the
wood.”

The knife,

not the
graver.

the employment of painters, such as Eeuwich and Wolgemut, in

designing illustrations. At the same period it becomes possible to

trace the influence of humanists upon book-illustration, and especially

that of three men, Sebastian Brant at Basle and Strassburg, Hartmann
Schedel and Conrad Celtis at Nuremberg. In earlier times the

author of a book had sometimes given brief indications of what the

picture should contain
,

1 but there is good evidence that the three

scholars whom I have named went beyond this and drew sketches

themselves, with instructions to guide the professional artist in

working them up into illustrations.

II.—TECHNICAL.

Early Wood-cutting as compared with Modern Wood-engraving.

All early wood- engraving, without exception, was done on the

plank, i.e. on a piece of wood sawn in the direction of the grain or

fibre, then planed and polished. The wood most commonly used was
pear

;
some modern artists use cherry. Papillon, in the xviii century,

sometimes used a “ plank ” of boxwood, but boxwood cut across the

grain and engraved on the “ end of the wood ” only came into use

towards the end of the xviii century along with the new style of

wood-engraving commonly associated with the name of Bewick .

2

With this exclusive use of the “plank” only one tool was
possible—the knife, supplemented by gouge and mallet for the

mere mechanical work of clearing away large spaces of background.

All early wood-engraving is knife-work, and the term “ engraving ”

is a misnomer
;
we ought to speak of “ cutting.” The graver or

burin is suited to the hard “ end ” of the wood, but cannot be used
on the plank without tearing up the fibre and destroying the line.

There is a modern American invention—the “ scrive ”—for over-

coming this difficulty with the fibre and producing on the plank, in

large, coarse cuts, like posters, the same white-line effect as is

1 For instance, in the numerous editions of Lichtenberger’s Prognosticatio the
contents, sometimes the composition, of every cut are stated in the text, e.g. “ Salvator
loquitur ad Romanorum regem, tu protege armata manu ” (an early inculcation of the
doctrine of the “ mailed fist ”), or, “ Monachus percutiens alium monachum disciplinam
dando ” (See also the note on A 141.)

2 Bewick was anticipated in the use of the graver by the unknown artist of Croxall’s
Fables (1722), also by Hodgson and others. Papillon, who contended stoutly for the
exclusive use of the knife, spoke with disapproval (“ Traite,” 1766, n, 126) of “ a foreigner

”

who, some years before, had not only engraved with the burin, but even used the end of
the wood.
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obtained with the graver on the end of the wood. 1 Almost all

modern wood-engraving since Bewick has been done with the graver, 2

but in speaking of woodcuts of the xv-xvn centuries I shall be
speaking only of knife-work.

The knife is still in all essentials what it was then : the handle
has varied more than the blade. A modern wood-engraver’s knife is

figured in Linton, p. 38. Representations of the old form of the
knife, as used in the xvi century, are quite common on woodcuts in
connection with the wood-engraver’s signature or monogram.3 There
is also a well-known cut by Jost Amman 4 which shows the “Eorm-
schneider ” very plainly in the act of cutting the block, while another
cut in the same book shows the draughtsman (“ Reisser ”) engaged
on a design.

Early wood-cutting, then, differed from modern wood-engraving
both in the material of the block and in the tool used to work on the
block. It differed no less in the intention with which the artist

worked and in the effect which he produced.
In the first place early woodcutters scarcely ever attempted to

reproduce a picture.

5

The first important exceptions to this rule
were the woodcuts after portraits by Cranach, and the woodcuts of
the school of Titian in Italy and of Rubens in Flanders. Even then
the picture was translated into line on the block, and the woodcut
really reproduced a drawing from the picture, not the picture itself.

The old woodcutter was a mechanic whose one aim was to
produce a good facsimile of the drawing which he found on the block,
preserving as nearly as possible the actual quality of the pen-line!
He may sometimes have drawn the lines on the block himself—
it is generally supposed that this was the common practice in the
xv century but in all woodcuts which rank high as works of art
the design was prepared on the block by a skilled draughtsman

1 See Linton, “ Masters of Wood-engraving” p 125

v„iL^°l
Sh H ? ”°‘ Possible to use the grarer on the plank, it is possible to use thekmte on the end of the wood. According to Linton (op. cit., p. 122), the use of theW/8 ™kn°wn France till 1816, when Charles Thompson

introduced it from England, while the knife remained in use in Germany till much
later^all Unzelmann s woodcuts after Menzel, for instance, in the works of Frederick
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in methods

—

precisely in tlie form in which it was intended to appear in the
impression, only, of course, in reverse. In either case the woodcutter
had nothing to do with the design, once it was finished, except to
keep it intact, so cutting away the intermediate spaces as to keep
the lines sharp and clean. The test of the good craftsman was his
self-effacement. Anything in the knife-work which drew attention to
itself, a jagged line, a white gap occasioned by a breakage where the
line was too far under-cut, or excessive angularity of outline, was a
flaw which detracted from the success of the facsimile, and did less

than justice to the draughtsman. The mechanic might be called an
artist himself when he rose so completely to the height of the task set

before him, and showed so perfect an appreciation of the subtle
qualities of line, as Lutzelburger and Andrea in the masterpieces
which they cut from the designs of Holbein and Diirer. But in these
masterpieces there was nothing really new, no change in technique,
only the perfection which came with practice. Lutzelburger and
Andrea did the same thing with the same tools as the roughest wood-
cutter of the xv century, but they did it better. The stimulus to

improvement came from the designers. It was Diirer, before all

others, who knew to a nicety the utmost capabilities of cutting on the

wood, and drew his design accordingly with a view to bringing out
the best qualities of a woodcut .

1 That is why in the history of early

wood-engraving the names of the draughtsmen fill so much more
space than those of the woodcutters : we know little of the latter,

seldom so much as their names
;
they were rightly treated in their own

day, and are rightly treated still, except by practical wood-engravers,
as mere subordinates to the designers whose work they reproduced.

Modern wood-engraving may still have the same task to perform,

the rendering in facsimile of the line as drawn. The names of Dalziel

and Swain are specially associated with this line-work. But the
drawing on the block need not be a pen-and-ink drawing in line

;
it

may be a washed drawing, even a water-colour, in which the value of

each tint has to be expressed in black and white by the engraver
;

if

the latter is to reproduce a picture or a subject taken straight from
nature he will use a photograph transferred to the block. In all

1 Dr. R. Kautzsch, on the other hand (“ Einleitende Erorterungen,” pp. 84-86),
attributes to the technique of wood-engraving a very strong reaction on the technique
of drawing. He goes so far as to attribute the complete revolution which took place
between 1400 and 1450 in the manner of drawing, the change from the round to the
angular, not to the influence of the Flemish school of painting, but to the rise of
wood-engraving. Why, he asks, should a draughtsman draw a nose with a sharp angle,
and display such a preference for sharply cleft rocks and leafless trees, if he had not
learnt from woodcuts ? In wood-engraving all round lines cause difficulties, everything
straight and angular is natural

;
in painting it is just the reverse.
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these cases, but most of all when photography takes the place of
drawing, the modern engraver has to make his own line, drawing for
himself with the graver. Unlike the old-fashioned woodcutter he
has to devote minute attention to the background, not cutting it
away altogether, but reducing the black by careful work through all
gradations of grey to white. These gradations are his method of and in result.
rendering colour and texture

; he works in tones or tints even more
than in line. Lastly, and this is the most important difference of all
such Ime as there is is white. Black lines will, of course, occur. In White line-
the high lights it ls impossible to introduce any drawing at all except
in the form of black on white. The spaces between the white lines
again, if they are sufficiently regular, will print as black lines, and
these may catch the eye more than the white. This is especially the
case where the wood-engraver has jdelded to the temptation of
competmg with the engraver on steel and imitating a technique
which is alien to his own material (see especially the work of the
wood-engravers influenced by Thurston). The line, however, which
gives the modern work its true character is the line cut with the in modern-
graver, the lme which prints white. White line, cut with the knife,
is to be found occasionally in the early woodcuts, especially in orna- and in earlymentai prints where a black background was desired for decorative wotk -

ettect. There are a few well-known cuts by Flotner, Urs Graf and
others, entirely designed in white on black. In less important cuts
an in places where it may easily be overlooked amidst the general
scheme of black on white, white line occurs far more often than is
generally supposed. The nearest equivalent, however, to modern
white line work—nearest, because it is also graver-work—is the
outline, shading, and cross-hatching in white which may be observedm the mamere cnblee

}

Here the work was not on wood but on metal.

Material of the Blocks—Wood ok Metal ?

PaoJ
he °Plni°a associated especially with the names of Eumohr, wood oravan

, and Weigel, that a large number of the so-called woodcuts metal -

of the xv century, including many of the earliest and most primitive
in appearance, were really cut on soft metal, has now been almost
univeisally abandoned. The supposed grounds of this opinion, as
stated by Weigel, have been shown by Dr. Lippmann 2

to be entirely
inconclusive. J

at i

S
if

y
n
th
ff

°Ut® in the “ Collectio Weigeliana ” were described as AllegedMetallschmtte.
.

Wiltshire describes sixteen cuts in the British metal-cuts.

Museum collection as metal-cuts, and places them apart from wood-

the Introduction to Division B. Bepert. f. Kunstw. i, 222-232 .
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Arguments
against the

use of metal.

1. Historical.

cuts in Division C of his catalogue. The characteristics of these
alleged metal-cuts are as follows. The printing-ink has been
unevenly distributed over the surface of the block, so that it has run
into blots in some places and left others bare or marked with white
specks. (This is supposed to be caused by the metal surface refusing
to take the oily ink so evenly as the wood takes it.

1

) Where lines

stand close together the ink has run between them and confused the

outlines. The lines generally are thick, and sharp angles are avoided
or blurred in the printing if they occur. The backs of such impres-
sions show little indentation, and prove, therefore, that less force was
used than in printing wood-blocks with the rubber. It is alleged,

further, that in some of these cuts the border lines are bent, which
could only happen with soft metal : not with hard metal, which would
neither bend nor break

;
nor with wood, which would break, not bend.

The inference that these prints are from metal-blocks is disputed
by Dr. Lippmann, first, on historical grounds

;
secondly, on the

evidence of the prints themselves.

There is no historical evidence for the theory that metal was used
in the first half of the xv century. There are no documents which
prove it, and the only metal relief-blocks which exist—blocks, it is

important to observe, of copper, not of pewter or other soft metal

—

date from about 1500 or later. Against the theory, on the other
hand, there are very strong presumptions from what we know of the
history of engraving. The earliest Formschneider, it is universally
admitted, used wood for the blocks with which they printed on
textiles. Why should they change to metal ? Hot to get clearer

impressions, for it is precisely the bad printing which is supposed to

betray the metal block.
, Hot to save themselves trouble, for bronze

or copper would be much harder, lead, tin, or pewter certainly

somewhat harder, to cut than wood. Metal, too, would be far more
expensive, while it would also be less durable; wood-blocks, it is known,
will yield a very large number of impressions, whereas metal is liable

to oxidisation from the action of certain ingredients in the printing-

ink, as well as from mere exposure to air or damp.
The earliest documentary evidence brought forward in favour of

metal-cuts is the colophon of the German Belial, printed at Augs-
burg by Bamler in 1473, “ Quern ereis figuris Johannes Bamler . . .

perfecit.” (In the German version of the colophon which follows,

there is no expression corresponding to "
ereis figuris/’) It is certain

1 Linton says, on the contrary (op. cit., p. 75), “ An oil-ink, which is requisite for
metal, will not run into blots ; and metal will take it more readily than it will be taken
by wood.”
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that “ereis figuris” refers to the type, not to the cuts, both on the
analogy of other expressions used to describe the type in the early

days of printing, and because two other editions of the same book,
printed by Knoblochzer at Strassburg in 1478, and by Sorg at Augs-
burg in 1481, copy the same expression in the colophon, whereas the
cuts in all three are quite different in character, and in none of the
three at all resemble the supposed “ metal-cuts.”

Quite a different piece of evidence is that afforded by the Horse,
printed at Paris by Jehan du Pre in 1488. The expression, “les
vignettes de ces presentes heures imprimees en cuyvre,” taken with
its context, is quite free from ambiguity, and proves that the illustra-

tions were printed from copper. These illustrations, however, differ

as much from the primitive “ metal-cuts ” as they do from ordinary
woodcuts. The work in them is not coarser, but far more delicate
than the acknowledged work on wood. The metal relief-blocks

actually existing are the following : certain borders and book orna-
ments on copper used by Basle printers of the xvi century, and
found at Basle—there are two metal-blocks of the same sort in the
Berlin Print-cabinet, viz. the Table of Cebes (P. 90, copy b, Vogelin’s
version C) and a title-border dated MDXX. by the engraver I. F.
an Adoration of the Shepherds, impressions of which are found in the
Hours printed by Simon Yostre; certain blocks said to resemble
Venetian illustrations of the middle of the xvi century; the block
of an Arbor Porphyriana at Malines

;
certain blocks found in the

Rotenhan family archives at Rentweinsdorf, and a few blocks not
connected with book-illustration, viz. the Vision of St. Bathilde
(Schr. 2564), a French copper-plate of about 1500, attached for
printing to a wooden block on which three lines of xylographic text
are cut

;
and two blocks in the possession of M. de Bruyne at Malines,

the Castellum Marthe (Schr. 2219) and the Trinity, with SS. Crispin
and Crispinian (Schr. 2441), again a metal-plate of about 1502, which
was originally fastened to a wood-block for printing. These metal-
blocks are very few compared with the number of wood-blocks of the
same period which are preserved

;
they have nothing to do with the

so-called metal-cuts of the first half of the xv century, and they
tend to prove that when metal was used it was for the sake of obtain-
ing effects of unusual delicacy, just the quality which is wanting in
the early cuts. Metal was, no doubt, largely used in the decoration
of finely-printed books like the French “ livres d’heures,” and again at
Basle, where Holbein introduced the fashion of borders and initials
engraved in relief on a minute scale. That is all that the historical
evidence warrants us in believing.
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2. Technical.

Three
methods of

printing were
used in the

xv century for

woodcuts.

Passing to the technical arguments for the metal theory, based on

the appearance of the prints themselves, the manner in which the ink

was spread on the block is no argument at all for metal. A page in

one of the earliestjprinted* books injwhich woodcut illustrations occur,

shows no difference in the inking of the wooden block and that of the

metal type. In dealing with cuts produced before the introduction

of the printing-press, the argument from the appearance of the print

to the material of |the2block is quite fallacious, because it is based

on a misapprehension of the early methods of printing, a subject to

which I shall presently return. The argument that sharp angles are

avoided and rounded forms preferred is no less fallacious, because the

fact is to be explained by the manner of drawing which prevailed at

this period, and the draughtsman, not the engraver, is responsible for

such forms. The assertion, which would be more important if it

could be proved, that bent lines occur has been singularly unfortu-

nate in its defenders. One of Rumohr’s capital instances, a “ metal-

cut” in the Divisie-Cronycke (Leyden, 1517), turned out to be only

the half of a wood-block which had been cut for the Chevalier

Delibere (Gouda, 1486 ?), while the other half of the same block, also

reprinted in the Chronicle, had become badly worm-eaten. Linton,

who rejects Weigel’s arguments for metal from the effect of the

printing, finds a new reason for believing in metal in the fact that

the edges of the lines in certain cuts betray the action of the graver,

not the knife. He gives (p. 68) as an instance a cut from Turrecre-

mata’s Meditationes (Rome, 1467), which shows the clearest indication

of wood which anything short of a worm-hole could give, viz. several

pieces chipped out of the border-line, which ought, on the metal

theory, to have bent, not broken.

For all these reasons I prefer the old-fashioned view that all the

primitive cuts are woodcuts, to the theory which prevailed from

Rumohr’s time to Willshire’s. The cuts which those critics set apart

as a class by themselves have strongly marked characteristics in

common, and there is a certain loss in dispersing them among other

woodcuts on the system of Schreiber’s “ Manuel” and of my own

catalogue
;

but their explanation of these characteristics was

mistaken.

Early Methods of Printing Woodcuts.

It used to be said that two methods of printing woodcuts were

in use in the xv century, and that the “ rubber,” the instrument

of the earlier method, was gradually superseded by the printing-

press.
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The second statement corresponds to the facts : the first requires
modification. If we examine a large number of the woodcuts whichwe have good reason for ascribing to a period earlier than the intro-
duction of the printing-press, we shall find differences which make it
hard to believe that all were printed in the same way, with the
rubber Dr. Lippmann 1 has suggested, with great probability, a third
and still more primitive method of printing, which explains satis-
factorily the peculiar appearance of that large group of coarse and
early woodcuts, which, as we have seen, passed some years a<r0 for
metal-cuts. °

I have said that wood-engraving for the purpose of printing
pictures on paper arose from wood-engraving for the purpose of
punting patterns on stuff. If we knew how the latter sort of printing
was done we should expect to find here some clue to the mode of
printing used for the earliest woodcuts. Fortunately we have in
ennino Cennmi’s “ Treatise on Painting ” (composed before 1437) a

bwT®
°f the m6th°d °f Prinfc“S on stuff fro“ a wood-

block The stuff was stretched in a square frame, the block was laid
face downwards on the stuff, so that the ink or colour came in contactW1

.J? ^
and held m Posltlon m some way not explained, perhaps only

with the printers left hand; the printer then with his right hand
rubbed the under side of the stuff vigorously with a wooden shield
across so much space as was covered by the block. In this way the
pattern was transferred to the stuff by two different kinds of pressure
rom above and below. Now it is obvious that this method of
printing could not be applied without modification to paper, for the
material would not be strong enough to bear the strain of beino-
stretched on a frame and vigorously rubbed.
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and pressed down from the back by hand-force ;
that was all. This

hypothesis will account fully for the irregular spreading of the ink,

the blurred lines and all the peculiarities of the supposed “ metal-

cuts,” and also for the appearance of the backs of these early cuts,

which do not show the strong indentations produced both by the

rubbing process and by printing in the press.

The different, but equally simple, process of printing with the

the « rubber ” (Reiber, frotton) must have come into use later, towards

the middle of the xv century, because the cuts which are found to

have been printed in this way show the influence of the Flemish

school of painting and the other developments in design (the progress

from mere outline to hatching, then to cross-hatching) which were

gradually introduced from about 1440—50 onwards. In this process

the block was laid down face upwards
;
the paper was laid on the

block and forced down upon it by vigorous rubbing with a flat piece

of wood, or with a leather ball, till it had sufficiently taken the

impression. The ink used for this purpose was not the black greasy

ink formerly used, but a thinner black, or more often a brown

or grey watery fluid, a sort of distemper, which gave a much sharper,

though paler, impression, and was better adapted to the subsequent

colouring with water-colour than an oily ink. The impression was

still liable to be uneven, if the rubbing was not applied equally to

the whole surface, but with proper care it could be very distinct

indeed, and the pressure of the paper on the block made a strong

indentation, by which, combined with a certain glaze or polish pro-

duced by the action of the rubber on the paper, these impressions can

be recognised when the back of the print is exposed.

: the The rubber continued to be used till late in the xv century, on

account of its portability and cheapness, by Briefmaler, who did not

possess a regular printing-press. It is not necessary to suppose that

woodcuts were never printed with a press before the invention of

printing books with movable type, for they could have been printed

in any screw-press, such as was used, for instance, by bookbinders.

“ Unum instrumentum ad imprimendas scripturas et ymagines ” has

already been mentioned as one of the effects left by an abbess who

died at Malines in 1465. Whether this “ instrument for printing
”

was a press of any kind or not it is impossible to say. At any rate

the printing-press, which combined mechanical regularity of

impression with the great advantage of enabling type to be used along

German woodcuts, that I hesitate to believe that any woodcuts printed with the rubber

can be so early, or that oil-ink was not in use before 1426.
.

The use of watery ihk is no mark of early date, unless it is supported by the

evidence of style, for the same pale fluid was used by Briefmaler till after 1480.
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with the wood-block, came more and more into use after 1460 and
gradually drove out the more primitive practice of printing with the
lubber. The printing-press has remained in principle the same from
1 s invention to the present day : ordinary printer’s ink is used for
printing woodcuts, and the paper is pressed down from above, either

f/
* platen or by a cylinder, upon the face of the block, or of

the block combined with type in the “forme,” which is inked with a
roller before each impression.

Colouring.

J
he study of the colours which occur on woodcuts, with a view of Colours asmining the local school to which they belong, has not advanced a ?uide to

so far as I am aware, beyond the stage at which it was left by Wemel'
°nsm '

who has written more fully than anyone else on this subject. 1 Pro-
gress is most likely to be made by a study of the colouring in
illustrated books, a subject which early writers on art used to neglectThe difficulty of writing on colours is that a word may not convey
at all the same notion of colour to the reader as it did to the writer •

the subject cannot, m fact, be studied in books, and the student must
acqmre his own experience for himself. Some ground has been
gained, but not much. I do not believe that the colouring of wood-
cuts was influenced by the local schools of painting; I mean, of oil
or tempera painting as a fine art. The woodcuts are connected by
their origin, not with the painter’s workshop, but with the Scriptorium •

they were produced as substitutes for miniatures or for hand-painted
saints and broadsides in water-colours; the latter have perished, and
the former are little known and little worth knowing, but it is to
them, and not to altarpieces, that we should look for analogies to our
coloured woodcuts.

.

The te°hnique was precisely that of the modern child who Technin„„is presented with a box of paints and a brush and a copy of an
illustrated newspaper to colour. Everything was done by hand and
with a brush in the same water-colours or body-colours as were used
for illuminations m MSS., except the more complicated business of
impressing leaf-gold (see p. 13, note 1). On playing-cards, no doubt, the
designs were painted through stencils before they were printed from
wood-blocks, but I have found no indication that stencils (“Patronen ”)
uere ever used for colouring picture-woodcuts in the xv century ashas sometimes been asserted. Stencils, however, were certainly usedby the later xvi century Briefmaler for their broadsides-

There is one group of woodcuts, however
,
in which the colours

Prints/’ i"l7l6,lybyUn" by WiIkhire; Ancient

D 2
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were printed, each from a separate block. I refer to certain illustra-

tions in Missals printed by Erhard Eatdolt at Angsbnrg between

1490 and 1500.

Eatdolt printed astronomical diagrams even in three colours—red,

orange, and black—before he left Venice in I486, 1 and after he returned

to Augsburg the majority of his books down to 1516 contain specimens

of printing in red and black (heraldic woodcuts, initials, and printer s

marks). In the illustrations in question, however, the colour-printing

is much more elaborate than this, four colour-blocks being used in

addition to the ordinary black outline-block. The earliest specimens

with which I am acquainted, and the only ones to be seen in the

British Museum, are in the Brixen Missal of Aug. 17, 1493. 2 The

black outline-block of the Crucifixion in the Canon, which may be

seen in the ordinary hand-coloured state in the Freising Missal of

1492, 3
is here supplemented by four colour-blocks—bright red,

yellow-ochre, dull steel-blue, and olive-green. Even the drops of

blood are printed from the red block and then touched up by hand,

while the crown of thorns and the initial E of the prayer beneath the

woodcut have been printed from the green block. There is in fact

no hand-colouring except the blue of the sky, a little flesh-colour

(now brownish in tint), and the pale pink of the border. It is certain,

not only from the sharp outline of each separate colour, but also

from the deep impression which each colour-mass has left even on a

vellum leaf, that the colour was not laid on with stencils but printed

in the press from separate blocks. The frontispiece of the same

volume, with the patron saints of Brixen, is coloured by hand

in the ordinary way, but at the end of the calendar there is a

handsome cut of the arms of Elorian Waldauf von Waldenstein

printed from three blocks, black, red, and yellow-ochre. Similar

specimens of colour-printing from Eatdolt s press may be seen

in the Passau Missal of 1494 (in the Cabinet of Prints at Berlin

the Paris copy has only the frontispiece, not the Crucifixion, but

there is a beautiful impression of the latter on vellum, detached from

the book, in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna), and in the Augsburg

Missal of 1496 and the Passau Missal of 1498 4 (both in the Berlin

1 See G R. Redgrave : “E. Ratdolt and his Work at Venice,” monograph published

for the Bibliographical Society, 1894, p. 16, with a reproduction in colours of a cut

from Sacrobosco, Splisera mundi, 1485 (Hain, 14111 ;
Proctor, 4402) This is the only cut

in the book in which red occurs, but a dingy brown is found in other diagrams, as well

as the orange, in combination with a black outline.

2 Hain, 11273 ;
Proctor, 1900.

3 Hain, 11303; Proctor, 1895. _ , . ,

4 A facsimile of the frontispiece of the latter Missal, SS. Valentine, Stephen, and

Maximilian, printed in four colours in addition to black, has recently been published

in Dr. Lippmann’s “ Engravings and Woodcuts by Old Masters,” x, 49.
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Cabinet. 1

) Exactly the same method of colour-printing was used in a
few rare woodcuts of the xvi century, the most remarkable of which
are Altdorfer’s Beautiful Virgin of Ratisbon, and the arms of Cardinal
Lang, by the master of the Trostspiegel, which appeared in Senfel,
Liber Selectarum Cantionum, published by Grimm and Wirsung at
Augsburg in 1520. The peculiar shades of blue and green used
(with five other colours—black, red, pink, grey, and gold) in the
latter cut are almost exactly the same as in the Crucifixion, printed
twenty- seven years earlier, and it may be supposed that Eatdolt’s
workmen kept alive the tradition of this kind of printing. Printing
in two colours—red and black—as applied to title-pages and heraldic
cuts was fairly common in various parts of Germany and Switzerland
in the xvi century.

III.—THE BRITISH MUSEUM COLLECTION.
The woodcuts and metal-cuts of the xv century are catalogued Divisions

in four divisions :

—

A. Woodcuts, whether separate or in sets, which did not appear
in books.

B. Dotted prints and a few other cuts on metal.
C. Portions of blockbooks.

D. Book-illustrations.

Of the prints comprised in these four divisions, nothing except a few Origin,
sets of book-illustrations is derived from the cabinet of Sir Hans Sloane
which formed the original nucleus of the national collection. The
Grotesque Alphabet of 1464 was presented by Sir George Beaumont
(d. 1827). Twenty-three woodcuts described in Divisions A and D
form part of the generous gift made by Mr. William Mitchell in 1895.A few cuts in Divisions A and D were presented or bequeathed by
Sir A. W. Pranks, K.C.B. A few illustrations in Division D were
transferred from the Bagford collection in the Department of Printed

colour'l3r
i
ut

1

in^ in Italy>as afterwards in Germany,bnt some other Venetian printers were not slow in following his example. The book

Hamn?aTnf°T
C
°J
^ u

hJ Johannes Cnspus de Montibus, printed by JohannesHarnman of Landau “dictus Herzog,” in 1490 (Hain, 11607), contains a large foldingcut ot a genealogical tree in three branches, springing from the head and hands of aseated man, printed m three colours—red (the tvne only), purplish brown (the fio-ure

and in ThaTrrVV* 1C

t If-''
6 ’0 ' Bnpressions in Britisli Museum (Proctor, of85)and in “e Berlin Cabinet (Lippmann, “Italian Wood-engraving,” 1888

, p 88) Some
V «*•

’ A woodcutOXA
•n . V ' cciiuuu ui rveuiams "fasciculus ivledicinae fthe last

YicMa^sV^l^Thif^-t-
0^ F

fItenhoizsclinitt ” (.Die Graphitchen Kiinste,Vienna, i«yd, xvi, 12). This edition is not m the British Museum
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Books in 1900. All the remaining prints of these classes have been

acquired by purchase at various times since 1837, the date of the

general Inventory of the Printroom. Of these purchases by far the

most important was that of part of the famous collection of T. 0.

Weigel of Leipsic
;
many of the finest cuts in Divisions A and B

were acquired at the sale of that collection in 1872.

Among more recent acquisitions I may mention that of eleven

dotted prints from the collection of the late Mr. John Malcolm of

Poltalloch, which was purchased as a whole by the Trustees of

the British Museum in 1895.

The collection is inferior both in numbers and in importance to

those at Berlin, Vienna, and Munich. The last named, derived as it

is from the libraries of numerous suppressed convents., in South

Germany, is facile princeps among collections of this class of work.

After these three there is no other, with the possible exception of

Paris, with which our own collection need fear comparison.

The majority of the primitive woodcuts, here and elsewhere, are

rude productions, created to meet a popular demand for cheap

devotional art, and lacking the care and finish which an artist

might have given them. Often badly printed and carelessly daubed

with colour, they have little to recommend them except their rarity,

the interest of their subjects and the light which they throw on the

social and religious life of the period.

In exceptional cases, however, the hand of a true artist can be

recognised. The finest single woodcuts of the xv century, like the

finest of the blockbooks, were made in the Netherlands about

1455-1465, and show the direct influence of the painters of the Van

Eyck and Bogier van der Weyden school. We have good examples

of this class of work in A 33, 82, 130. Among undoubtedly German

woodcuts, A 26, 65, 90, and D 1 are of unusual excellence. From

1486 onwards more definite artistic personalities begin to emerge :

we have book-illustrations designed by known painters in D 20, 23,

24, 35 ;
A 143-145 are the work of an original engraver, Mair of

Landshut, who is better known by his work on copper, and A 129 is

by a remarkable Swiss artist of the close of the century, who may

have known Diirer’s early work, and who, at any rate, has caught the

spirit of the new age which Diirer inaugurated.

A few of the earlier cuts bear signatures, the monograms of wood-

engravers, or the names of Briefmaler, of whom nothing, or next to

nothing, is known. Such signed cuts are A 46, 73, 125, 147
;
D 11,

22, 33. The name which occurs on A 17 and A 124, Hans Kurtz,

is that of a poet, not a draughtsman or engraver.
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The following cuts are dated:—A 7 (3), 1457; A 25, 1464;A 131 (before the mutilation of the letter A), 1464; A 111, 1473 •

^ -*-481
;
A 123, 1482

;
A 134, 1483

;
A 127 (dated in MS.),

1487
;
A 128, 1496

;
A 129, 1499

;
A 143, 1499

;
A 145, 1499.

Some others may be dated pretty closely by inference, e.g. A 142,
before 1461; A 26, about 1480-1482. The woodcuts in Division D,
so far as exact bibliographical information about them can be given,
are assigned to definite dates and places by the colophons of the
books from which they are derived. Remarks will be found on the
signed and dated dotted prints in the separate introduction to
Division B. Wherever good reasons exist for assigning a woodcut
in Division A to a particular date or place they are mentioned in
the text.

I may be thought to have erred on the side of caution in
refraining too frequently from expressing an opinion on these
questions. Warned by the fate of some of the conjectures of my
predecessors, I believe such caution to be, if a fault, a fault on the
right side. In some cases, for instance, I have found the attribution
of a woodcut to a particular time and a particular local school on the
ground of style or colouring to be refuted by the discovery that it is
an illustration from a book printed at a different place and date. 1

Anyone who should pretend to form competent judgments on the
date and place of origin of all German xv century woodcuts, must
have qualified himself by a far more thorough study of the certified
examples, first and foremost among which are the illustrated books,
than I have yet been able to undertake. A scientific criticism of the
supposed evidence of the colouring adopted at different centres of
art has yet to be written. The study of watermarks has made little
progress. A knowledge of the niceties of local German dialects
ought to yield valuable results, but such knowledge is beyond the
reach of any but a philological specialist.

In the absence of more definite historical data it has been
necessary to retain the old-fashioned but convenient classification by
subjects for the prints in Divisions A and B. Neither a chrono-
logical nor a geographical arrangement could have been attempted
without embarking on a sea of conjecture. At the most the Flemish
prints might have been kept apart from the German, but even this
ludimentary separation has been sacrificed to convenience.

The majority of the prints in this part of the collection have
already been numbered twice: by Willshire in his “ Descriptive

Dates.

Difficulty of
determining
date and
place of

origin.

Arrangement
of the

collection.

For a blunder of a different, but more serious, kind, see the note on A 140.
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Catalogue of Early Prints in the British Museum,” vol. i. (London,

1879), and by W. L. Schfeiber in his “Manuel de PAmateur,”
tom. i-iii (Berlin, 1891-93). The references to Willshire’s1

catalogue have been retained and references to Schreiber’s “ Manuel ”

have been added on the mounts. They are, of course, also included

in the text. The new system of numbering differs in some respects

from both.

Wiltshire’s system has not only been rendered obsolete by

new accessions to the collection, but was originally based on what I

am bound to consider a wrong principle of division, treating a.

number of the coarser cuts, on account of peculiarities in the printing*

as metal-cuts, and placing them apart in Division C. Many of the

prints in Wiltshire’s Divisions A and E are not relief-cuts, and

consequently find no place in this catalogue at all. Wiltshire’s A 2,

his Division C and the greater part of his Division D have been

united to form Division A of the new catalogue. Division B is, in

the main, the same in both, but it now includes such prints as have

been retained from Willshire’s Division E. The blockbooks included

by Willshire in D have been treated now as a class by themselves in

Division C, while the book-illustrations, which were not included

at all, except by inadvertence, in either Willshire’s or Schreiber’s

catalogue, hold a prominent place in the new arrangement, and stand

alone, after the blockbooks, as Division D. The arrangement by

which the dotted prints, Division B, now come between two classes

of woodcuts is not based on any logical principle, but is adopted

simply for convenience, for the sake of retaining as far as possible

the numerical order of Schreiber.

The author of the “Manuel de l’Amateur” has courageously

attempted to describe all the extant woodcuts and relief-cuts of every

kind produced in the xv century, with the very large exception of

the book-illustrations. He has actually described little short of 3000

cuts, exclusive of blockbooks, which will form the subject of a

volume not yet published. In describing each cut he has mentioned

the place where every impression, in cases where more than one

exist, is preserved, and an index of places at the end of each volume

makes it possible with a little trouble to take a survey of the

contents *of every collection which he has utilised.

The advantages of this plan are great. Each print described

is brought into proper relations with others akin to it in subject or

workmanship. One collection may be compared with another, and

the student who cannot travel need no longer ignore every collection

but the one to which he has access. Insularity and want of
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acquaintance with continental collections are at the root of many of
the faults of Wiltshire’s catalogue. Much may be excused if we
remember how few of the cuts now described by Schreiber are to be
found in the pages of Passavant and Weigel, the only earlier writers
who had described any considerable number of these prints. Travel
still remains the only means of forming an acquaintance with the
subject at first hand, but as a preparation for travel or as a
reminder to the traveller when returned, such a handbook as
Schreiber s is of great use. Of the large number of prints described
in it, it is obvious that no single collection contains more than
a small proportion. Those included in our own range from no. 16
to no. 2798, and the gaps are many and wide.

These gaps are filled to a small extent by reproductions. The Treatment of
latter are mentioned in the text, wherever the reproductions them- rePro(fuctions.

selves are mounted and placed among the originals as an aid to study,
but only a general mention is made of such large collections of repro-
ductions as the facsimiles of the Munich and Nuremberg collections,
the “ Collectio Weigeliana,” and Schreiber’s own atlas of facsimiles!
No reproduction receives a number in this catalogue, nor are any
described unless for the sake of adding something new to the
information already available about the originals.

The general plan of Schreiber’s handbook made it necessary for Treatment of
him to adhere strictly to order of subject, and consequently to break cor

!
nected

up sets of prints, only recording their continuity by citing the remain- printed
mg numbers of the series in the notes on each of its members. In
cataloguing a single

.

collection there is no need to break up sets in
this way, and a consistent adherence to Schreiber’s numbering would
have caused difficulties in the practical matter of mounting and also
serious hindrances to study. All connected series of prints have
therefore been kept together, as in Wiltshire’s catalogue, and the
dislocation thus caused in Schreiber’s system of numbering has been
remedied by the simple expedient of cross-referenceswherever a print
described by Schreiber occurs out of its numerical order. Each set
bears a single number, and the distinguishing numbers of the prints
which compose it are placed between brackets.

In the order of the separate subjects I have followed Schreiber for Order of
the sake of convenience, though I cannot but regard some of his sub- 8ubJects -

divisions as superfluous. The distinctions which he draws, for instance
between "apocryphal and legendary” subjects from the Life and
Eassion of Christ, and subjects taken directly from the Bible, are
surely too refined and critical. To the mediaeval mind the different
incidents of the March to Calvary and the preparations for the
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the cuts.

Crucifixion were all on a level as matters of faith, and as they are all

included in every extensive series of the Passion, I see no reason for

placing a portion of them widely apart from the rest. In one other

point I have followed Schreiber in his departure from the generally

adopted arrangement by subject. Instead of enumerating first the

male saints and then the female, he has catalogued both together

in a single alphabetical series. This is a matter of very small import-

ance, and perhaps the new plan is a little simpler than the old.

The following prints (in addition to most of the woodcuts in

Division D) have not been described in either of the previous cata-

logues: A 38, 39, 40 41, 51, 75, 116, 128, 137, 140, 141, 142, 146,

148
;
B 23. A few of these (from the Mitchell collection) are Flemish

woodcuts, to be dated rather after 1500 than before, and it is doubtless

for this reason that they are not in Schreiber’s catalogue. In the

absence of positive evidence, however, I have let them remain with

the xv century cuts to which they are most nearly allied.

Towards the end of Division A will be found a small group of wood-

cut copies from line-engravings by Schongauer and Israhel van

Meckenem
;
these, too, may be of the xvi century. It is hard to

draw the line exactly where no evidence of origin exists. Other

copies of engravings which are clearly of early date, and have been

described before, such as A 14, 27, 35, have not been detached from

the general arrangement by subject.

In describing each woodcut or metal-cut I have adopted the

following system. I mention first the letter and number which the

print bears in the new catalogue
;

secondly, its title or subject

;

thirdly, the references to Schreiber and Wiltshire, and, in the case of

prints from the Weigel collection, to the work of Weigel and Zester-

mann. Then follow a description of the composition of the print,

transcribing any inscriptions which occur on it, and such critical

remarks on technique or style as apply to the cut itself, apart from

the accidents of this particular impression. The impression itself is

then further characterised by the following details: measurements

(in millimetres, height preceding width), the dimensions given always

including the border-line, unless any exceptional shape is being

measured, or the cut is imperfect
;
remarks on state of preservation

;

breadth of margin (if any), measured at the narrowest and widest

parts; watermark (if ascertained); colours; previous collections (if

the provenance of the print is known)
;

lastly, the name of the

collector or dealer from whom it passed directly into the Museum

collection, and the year in which this took place. Other impressions

of the cut, and any reproductions of it which exist, are mentioned
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after these details. Any longer criticism of the print, or of references
to it in the existing literature, which is required, is placed in a sepa-
rate paragraph following the usual series of notes. I have avoided, as
a rule, both aesthetic criticism and remarks on the subjects of the
prints, unless the latter are unusual and still insufficiently explained.
There are numerous books of reference and special monographs
dealing with religious symbolism and the attributes of the°saints
which are likely to be known and accessible to most persons who will
use this catalogue. Moreover, a great deal of explicit information on
these subjects is conveyed in both the earlier catalogues by Willshire
and Schreiber, which the present work is designed to criticise and
complete, but not entirely to supersede.

The following abbreviations should be explained :

—

P.

Schm.

Schr.

A. Bartsch. Le Peintre-Graveur.
^ss ’ A. Essenwein. Die Holzschnitte des xiv und xv

Jahrhunderts im Germanischen Museum zu
Nurnberg.

J. D. Passavant. Le Peintre-Graveur.
M. Schmidt. Die fruhesten und seltensten Denk-

male des Holz- und Metallschnittes im K.
Kupferstichcabinet und in der K. Hof- und
Staatsbibliothek zu Miinchen.

W. L. Schreiber. Manuel de YAmateur de la Gravure
sur Bois et sur Metal au xve

Siecle. Tom.
i-iii, vi-vm.

W. H. Willshire. A Descriptive Catalogue of Early
Prints in the British Museum. Mol. I. German
and Flemish Schools.

E. Warnecke. Die deutschen Biicherzeichen.
T. 0. Weigel und A. Zestermann. Die Anfange der

Druckerkunst in Bild und Schrift.
The titles of other works less frequently cited are given in full.
In the descriptions, 1. and r. stand for left and right, always used

from the point of view of the spectator, except when parts of the
body are mentioned.

Eepr. = Eeproduction.

W.

Warn.
W. u. Z.

Abbrevia-
tions.
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CATALOGUE OE GEEMAN AND

FLEMISH WOODCUTS.

PART I.

DIVISION A.—SINGLE WOODCUTS.

Sclir. 16.

A 1.

ABRAHAM’S SACRIFICE.
. , , i

W.-D 23.
Abraham stands 1. brandishing a sword with his r. hand over hishead, and holding with his 1. hand the robe of Isaac, who kneels on thesteps of an altar r. In the r. upper corner an angel appears from themidst of rays and conventional clouds. He lays his r. hand on the blade

of the sword and points with his 1. hand to a ram hanging by its hornsfrom a tree behind the altar. Another tree is seen to the 1. of Abraham

^ustcf
ammg t0rCh HeS at hiS feet ' D°Uble b0rder< N° cross~hatching

rr^l
16

i

X
i

74,]
• ?°?d imPression wittl margin [7]. Colours: verdigris green yellowcrimson lake, pink, brown, grey; the border dull red.

8 S ’
ye l0W

’

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

Schr. 24.
THE PASSION.

A 2.

See A 8 (1-18).

q , or»
THE ANNUNCIATION.

Sckr.SS.
W.-D51.

The Virgin kneels on a dais 1. with folded hands before a prie-dieuunder a canopy. Gabriel kneels before her, near the edge of the dais,holding a blank scroll in his r. hand. In the background r. are two

:rrrh
l
d Wmd°WS

^
lth circillar panes of glass. Double border,

au ? been cut at the top and on the r. side. No cross-hatching,
ohaded m straight, regular lines. The drapery is good.

89d Go
1

od impression, cut. Colours : vermilion, madder, verdigris m-eenyellowish green, pale yellow
; the border vermilion.

’ ^ S green
’

I rom the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.
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A 3 (1-8).

EIGHT SMALL RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS, DESIGNED FOR A CALENDAR.
W.—D 103.

(1) Schr. 60.

(2) „ 80.

(3) „ 112.

(4) „ 576.

• j
(5) „ 749.

(6) „ 1335.

(7) „ 1492.

(8) „ 1941.

The Visitation (not “Christ taking leave of his

mother.” W.)
The Nativity.

The Adoration of the Magi.
The Man of Sorrows, with a kneeling suppliant who

holds a scroll with the MS. inscription, miserere

mei de’ (not “ The Incredulity of St. Thomas.”
W. Schr.)

The Trinity.

St. Catherine of Alexandria.

A Priest saying Mass (not “ The Mass of St.

Gregory.” W. Schr.)

A Monstrance.

[c. 41 x 28.] Rather late impressions, all cut except (6). Colours : green, yellow,
crimson lake, brown.

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

Schr. (788) describes six of these cuts (nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8), with three others of the
same set, the Nativity of the Virgin, Purgatory and the Last Judgment, as occurring
(uncoloured) on an Augsburg Calendar for 1497 in the Cabinet of Prints at Munich.

An earlier calendar, for 1485, in the Liechtenstein (formerly Hauslab) collection at
Vienna, signed “Meister Joss Hordt zu Augspurg,” has nine of these cuts (seven
undescribed) printed in a row at the top, in the following order : The Virgin and Child,

St. Catherine (Schr. 1335), St. Barbara, St. Margaret, St. Veronica, St. Apollonia,
St. Mary Magdalen, St. Lucy, the Man of Sorrows (Schr. 576). This calendar has the
signs of the Zodiac down the 1. side and the Augsburg arms at the bottom.

A 4.

THE NATIVITY.
Schr. 67. W.—D 60.

The Child lies 1. on a mattress under the roof of an open shed, shel-

tered on two sides only by a low, wattled fence. His whole body is

surrounded by a halo with wavy outline, in addition to the cruciform

nimbus round his head. The Virgin kneels in the centre, at the opening
of the shed, with folded hands, St. Joseph stands behind her. The ox
and ass are feeding from a manger 1. behind the child. Double border.

[Ill X 80.] Rather late impression, with the border broken in several places

;

slightly cut. Colours : flesh-colour, vermilion, purple, purplish brown, yellowish brown,

dull yellow, light greeu, dark green ; the border on two sides purplish brown, on the
other sides dull yellow. W. suggests that the colour was perhaps applied with stencils.

This may be true in the case of the yellow. There is no ground for supposing that

any part of the design itself was produced in this way.
Purchased from Mr. Tiffln, 1859.

The composition is identical with that of a cut at Nuremberg (Germ. Museum),
Schr. 69, Repr. Ess. pi. xxv. The two, however, are not printed from the same block.

The Nuremberg cut is smaller [95 x 72], and the border encroaches on the design,

concealing one of St. Joseph’s legs and the top of the roof.

Schr. 80.

THE NATIVITY.
See A 3 (2).
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Schr. 97.

A 5.

THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI.

.

'

rh® Vugm, wearing a crown, sits r. under the roof of an open shed,
with the child on her h arm. The eldest of the Magi kneels before him
the others stand 1. Black background, with buildings in the distance
and a star over the roof of the shed. Wide double border.

tho
[S>< 280] Modern impression from the block in the Derschau collection, now in

forgery.

1 C blnet (Becker A 3>- 14 18 more ‘ban probable that the block is a modern

Purchased from Mr. Bousfield, 1850.

Schr. 112.

THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI.
See A 3 (3).

f THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT.
Schr. 120. (Reproduction.)

[91 x 237.] Collotype from the original in the Dresden Cabinet.

JESUS DISPUTING WITH THE DOCTORS IN THE TEMPLE
Schr- 127

- See A 7(1).

Schr. 145.

A 6.

THE RAISING OF LAZARUS.
W.—D 26.

The scene is a field outside the walls of Bethany. The stone tomb of
Lazarus lies across the foreground. Lazarus, wrapped in grave-clothes,
sits m the middle of the tomb, with both hands raised and his eyes bent
on Jesus, who stands 1. near the foot of the tomb. A long scroll, passing
from the robe of Jesus across the front of the tomb, and partly hiding a
pickaxe and shovel, bears the inscription, l£go sunt mUTOCttO tt fcfta
c*ut mmt ttt me : ettam st mortuus fitmt btuet St. Peter leans over
the edge ot the tomb towards Lazarus, looking back to Jesus. The eleven
other Apostles, distinguished like St. Peter by a plain nimbus, form a

L b^m(
J

*he Principal actors in the scene. To 1. of Jesus stands
St. Mary Magdalen

;
to r. of the group St. Martha, from whom proceeds

‘mncT.
1

...I Vh
e mTipt

-

on
’ ^ r,e si fufescs filter mens no ftussct

mortUttS* Ihe male saint who stands between Jesus and the Apostles
wearing a peculiar nimbus similar to that of Martha and Mary, may be
St. Maximm, one of the 70 disciples, who, according to the legend
accompanied Lazarus *md his sisters to Provence. The other female saint
between Jesus and Martha may in that case be their handmaid, St.
Marcella. Tor. near the head of the tomb is a group of Jews, both menand women. One of the two foremost persons says to the other (on a
scroli) 1Em quo motto amabat turn. In the r. upper corner the hand
ot God, with a nimbus, issues from a cloud.

T
.

he
,

foId
.

s °.f the drapery are rounded. There is no cross-hatching.
Ihe border is single.

marSn
8
VilmL

G°°d imPressi°n, but slightly worm-eaten and stained by water. Nomargin. Colours
:
green, yellow, light red, light brown, black.

3

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.
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A 7 (1-28).

THE PASSION, 1457.

A Series of Twenty-eight Cuts. W.—A 2.

(1) Schr. 127. Jesus disputing with the Doctors in the Temple.

(2) 55
161. Jesus washing the Apostles’ Feet.

(3) 55

\

174.

\

The Last Supper. On the bench on which Judas is

sitting is the inscription, lfott i0? (Repr. W.
pi. ii.)

(4) 55 197. The Agony in the Garden.

(5) 55
215. The Consternation of the Soldiers.

(6) 55
221. The Betrayal of Christ by Judas.

(7) 55 238. Caiaphas rending his Robes.

(8) 55
247. St. Peter’s Denial of Christ.

(9) 55
231. Christ before Pilate (not “ Annas.” Schr.)

(10) 55 268. Christ before Herod.

(11) 55
252. The Mocking of Christ.

(12) 55
296. The Flagellation.

(13) 55
323. Christ being crowned with Thorns.

(14) 55
331. Ecce Homo.

(15) 55
285. Pilate washing his Hands.

(16) '55 350. Christ bearing the Cross.

(17) 55 656. Christ being stripped of his Robe.

(18) 55
662. Christ awaiting Crucifixion.

(19) 55 676. Christ being nailed to the Cross.

(20) 5 5
447. Christ on the Cross, with the Virgin and St. John.

(21) 55 690. Christ descending into Hell.

(22) 55
499. The Descent from the Cross.

(23) 55
509. The Lamentation over the Body of Christ.

(24) 55
528. The Entombment.

(25) 55
543. The Resurrection.

(26) 55
551. The Holy Women at the Sepulchre.

(27) 55
558. Christ appearing to St. Mary Magdalen.

(28) 55
569. The Incredulity of St. Thomas.

[c. 90 X 67.] The cuts are printed on vellum, and have been cut close to the outer

line of the border. Most of them have MS. on the verso. They are well printed, not

in pale ink (P. i, 201; ii, 8), but in a strong black, and in excellent preservation.

Colours : gold, silver, vermilion, crimson, ultramarine, verdigris green, yellowish green,

yellow, brown, grey, black ; the border vermilion. The colours are not merely applied

in flat surfaces, but are carefully shaded.

From the Bindon Blood Library, second portion ; sold at Sotheby’s, August 1856.

Lot 4467 (£2 11s.), described as “ Yita Christi ; a series of woodcuts.” The cuts were
then already in their present detached state.

Purchased from Mr. Hamilton, 1856.

Wiltshire, following Waagen (“ Galleries and Cabinets of Art in Great Britain,”

London, 1857, p. 49) and P. ii, 8, describes these cuts as engravings on copper
;
but this

view is certainly wrong, and they are without doubt impressions from relief-blocks.

I believe Schr. to be right in placing them £,mong woodcuts. There is not a line which
could not have been printed from a wood-block, and the slight fractures in the border of

nos. (26) and (27) are evidence in favour of wood. The cleanness and completeness
with which the background is cut away is another indication that wood-blocks were
used. The difficulty of cutting away metal was so great that the engravers usually

preferred to leave the surface standing and cover it with ornament ; when they did cut

it away they were seldom able to avoid leaving irregular lines and patches in relief.

The drawing and execution seem almost too good for so early a date as 1457, but
the inscription on no. (3) admits of no other interpretation, except on the gratuitous
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Cotgne.
dat° 8h0Uld be “* “ «"• It is

i • i

1£
!

ev^en^ that the cuts were not merely inserted in n TVT^ rni .^n i

if 2̂fp
r= > "thlllrdes^nlllhZ* before ftltlt waawriE^ll

A 8 (1-18).

Sohr.24.
THE PASSION.

\y J) rjQ

S

T®
S
°/ 28 CUtS

(
18 different

)> printed on two sheets Thev arearranged m two rows on both sides of each sheet. The first containsTfiuts, all different
;
the second contains 12 cuts, of which 2 are new therest merely repetitions. The order is arbitrary, but the fact that th!

-ret.” ZiTSs’z
produced have no logical conneclnTinThe ston'd fiftto isTot*the

The subjects are as follows :

(1) The Betrayal of Christ.
Christ before Herod.
The Flagellation.

Christ being crowned with Thorns.
Pilate washing his Hands.
Christ bearing the Cross.
Christ being nailed to the Cross.
Christ on the Cross, with the Virgin and St. John.Onnst descending into Hell.
The Descent from the Cross.
The Lamentation over the Body of Christ.
The Entombment.
The Resurrection.
Christ appearing to St. Mary Magdalen.
The Incredulity of St. Thomas.
The Ascension.
The Descent of the Holy Ghost.
The Last Judgment.

(2)

(
3
)

0)
(5)

(
6
)

(
7)

(
8
)

(9 )

( 10)

( 11 )

( 12 )

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

( 17 )

(18)
J'OS. 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 17 occur twice; nos. 16 and 18 three times.

watel^k
6

' The
h
borders

a
rf sTme^fThfcuts^e already brok?

3 ^ S”*"1*’ without
Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

y bioken away m several places.

Sckr. 236.
CHRIST BEFORE CAIAPHAS.

fcSCviXTi »«> i~« - c4w,‘»h0

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

E
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Schr. 238.

Schr. 247.

Schr. 252.

CAIAPHAS BENDING HIS ROBES.

ST. PETER’S DENIAL.

THE MOCKING OF CHRIST.

A 10.

See A 7 (7).

See A 7 (8).

See A 7 (11).

W.—C 3.
CHRIST BEFORE HEROD.

Schr.' 265.

The composition is divided vertically into two ecpial parts. The r. half

is occupied by Herod, who sits on a low semicircular throne, wearing a

crown with a high centre, resembling in shape a Phrygian cap. He has

a long flowing robe with sleeves tight at the wrist, and boots laced at the

side.

&
Christ stands 1. with a cruciform nimbus, accompanied by a gaoler,

with a closely packed group of nine soldiers in conical helmets behind

him. The design is carried out in outline without any hatching, and the

folds of the drapery of the sitting figure are rounded.

T395 X 285.1 A very early woodcut, and certainly tlie earliest in this collection.

Printed in a strong black ink, which lies unevenly on the lines. In fair preservation,

but slightly worm-eaten and discoloured, and cut unevenly within the border on every

side except the top. Watermark : bull’s head and flower.

Detached from the binding of a copy of “ Yitae Sanctorum Patrum,” Nuremberg, A
Koberger, 1478. Purchased in 1852. The same copy contained a second impression ot

the cut, slightly wider, which is exhibited in the King’s Library.

Transferred from the Department of Printed Books. Formerly described as a metal

On the printing of this woodcut see Lippmann, Repertorium, i, 217, 220.
cut

Schr. 268.

Schr. 285.

Schr. 296.

CHRIST BEFORE HEROD.

PILATE WASHING HIS HANDS.

THE FLAGELLATION.

A 11.

Schr. 309; W. u. Z. 40.

THE FLAGELLATION.

See A 7 (10).

See A 7 (15).

See A 7 (12).

W.—C 4.

Christ stands, centre, on the base of a column, to which he is boundby

cords which pass diagonally across his breast and round his legs. His

head leans to r. as though turned away from the blows aimed at him by

two ruffians, 1., one with a bundle of rods, the other with a scourge ot

three lashes. To r. a hand holding a bundle of rods emerges apparently

from a slit in the wall, while a scourge with three lashes ending in spikes

hangs from a cord above it. The design is cut in outline without hatch-

ing. The ground is sprinkled with groups of vertical or slightly slanting

lines, intended for grass. Triple border.

fl75 x 118.1 Good impression and well preserved, but slightly worm-eaten. The

outer line of the border has broken away in two places. Margin [7] Watermark

:

bull’s head with flower. Colours : green, pink, crimson lake red lead, yellow ochre,

dark grey, black ;
border, outer part crimson lake, inner part ochre.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Formerly described as a metal cut.

Schr. 323.

Schr. 331.

THE CROWNING WITH THORNS.

ECCE HOMO.

CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS.

See A 7 (13).

See A 7 (14).

See A 7 (16).
Schr. 350.
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Schr. 365

A 12.

CHRIST BEING STRIPPED OF HIS RAIMENT.
A' . u. Z. 48.

W.—

C

jvell preserved.
OT%

<t

ria?
Pl

c^’
but °“ the w

,

hoIe
liglit brown, bright yellow, verdigris green

8 de * Golours: crimson lake,

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Formerly described as a metal-cut.

Sch,
3™E CEUCIFIXI0N

’ WITH ™E VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.
See D 11.

Schr.
38™ CEUCIFIXI0N

. WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.
See D 27.

A 13.

Schr
3™ CRUCIFm0N

- WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

n , .

’

.
W.-D 36.

Christ, with a floriated nimbus, hand's centre no •>
rr„, j

h»4. s,*2:r
<1^are bent towards Christ : his nimbus like that nf w • \

e^es

hatching is sparingly used. Single border.
P olourmg. Cross-

vermilion, carmine, brown,''^ilov^
a

yelW^^^n^5uJiT
r“bI)eA Colours: gold,

vermilion The border is already broken away SeveralpS”6 Marg!n [8]

.

The ortto douWe^m^Knin mfssafb t*T 1860 '

identified.
Canou ot a missal

>
b”t the edition has not been

A 14.

Schr

T™ CRUCIFIXI0N
> WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

W.—

0

6 .

Christ, whose nimbus is cruciform, with double rim Va™* aa veined Tan cross, without scroll or tablet. The long Wcloth
6

floats in
E 2
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the air r., the end being concealed by St. John’s nimbus. Christ’s head

is turned towards the Virgin, who stands 1. with clasped hands and

downcast eyes, wearing a long mantle. A scroll descends from the 1. arm

of the cross to her left shoulder with the inscription, fHulttt tttt ftltUS

X tltltS (Joh. xix. 26), in white Gothic letters on a black ground.

St. John stands r. looking 1. towards the Virgin, with his 1. hand raised to

his breast. He wears a long robe drawn in at the waist by a girdle, to

which his writing implements are attached, while he holds a bag con-

taining a book in his r. hand. A mantle is draped loosely oyer his

shoulders and gathered up infolds under his 1. arm. His 1. foot is unshod.

The r. foot is concealed by the robe. The nimbus worn by the Virgin

and St. John is of the same type as that of Martha and Mary in the

“ Raising of Lazarus,” Schr. 145 (see above, A 6), having within the plain

rim a band of ornament composed of a series of arcs with the cusps directed

inwards. The cross is supported by wedges at the foot, but there is no

skull or object of any sort on the plain foreground. The folds of the

drapery are angular. There is very little shading and no cross-hatching.

The background is filled in with flowerets, consisting of a centre and four

petals, in white on a black ground. The flowerets have been for the

most part so carelessly cut that the pattern is lost and the petals appear

as meaningless white patches. The best executed part of the design is

over the head of the Virgin. The border is double at the sides, single at

the bottom. The outer line only of the double border passes across the

top, just touching the rim of the nimbus, but beyond this line an additional

space 7 mm. in width is enclosed, as though to contain an inscription.

[186 X 117.] Badly printed, but well preserved, with the exception of a few worm-

holes. Coarse greyish paper without watermark. Margin [10-12]. Colours : light

red, cinnabar, bright yellow, verdigris green, grey-brown, black.

Purchased from Mr. Tiffin, 1846. Lot 1898 in the Ottley sale, May, 1837.

Formerly described as a metal-cut.

The above cut is a copy on wood of a dotted print in the Lanna collection at Prague

(Singer 17 ; Schr. 2319), formerly in the Weigel collection (W. u. Z. 326). Herr v.

Lamia’s print is itself a copy of the unique engraving by the master of the St. Erasmus

in the same collection (Singer 101 ;
Lehrs, “ Kat. d. Germ. Mus.,” p. 23. 72a.), and this

again is copied from an engraving by the master of the Banderoles (P. ii. 16. 13,

Dresden, K. Kupf. Kab., and collection Friedr. Aug. II). Both engravings arc repro-

duced in Lehrs, “Der Meister mit den Bandrollen,” Dresden, 1886, pi. vi. 17, 18. The
author has retracted the opinion there expressed (p. 18), that the engraving by the

master of the St. Erasmus is the original, that of the master of the Banderoles the

copy-

The following are the deviations from the original design in the successive copies.

(1) As compared with the engraving, P. ii. 16. 13, the master of the St. Erasmus

omits the texts on the scroll and on the four borders of the print ; he also omits the

title over the head of Christ, the lower floating end of the loin-cloth and the cross on

St. John’s bag. He draws the cross-beam in perspective from the right instead of from

the left (the upright stem remaining as before), and reverses the skull in the foreground.

(2) As compared with the master of the St. Erasmus, the author of the dotted print

(see reproduction, after B 3) omits St. John’s right foot, while he inserts the words

“ Mulier ecce Alius tuus ” on the scroll, an ornamental band on the nimbus of the Virgin

and St. John, and rays within it, a flowered background, and tufts of grass in front.

The cross is drawn in the same way.

(3) As compared with the last print, the author of the present copy omits the skull,

the tufts of grass, and the rays on the nimbus. Of the peculiar technique of the

maniere cribl&e, the rude imitation of tlie flowered background already described is the

only trace, except the indistinct X between “filius” and “tuns,” which represents a

flower in the dotted print. The outlines of the latter are followed very closely

in the woodcut.
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A 15.

gcbr
™E CRUCIFIXION

5 WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

SS t

H
T

ha
f\

are^
mantle over a tumc. The cross is supported by wedges, and ttrelwide!

I", n TA^nmiA^TArJ fill l i .The border is single.

- v/AV/kJO 1C ou
leaved plants grow in the foreground.

[3]

[1

Co1o0m f'Lldf/rerydlw 8li6hSf
torn aud paired. Margin

b,U

Pur
U

ch (̂i

W
;

,0"rf S*»aEjke Vilgi“’S“ «“
1 urchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845. Formerly desc

Schr: 447.

ormerly described as a metal-cut.

the crucifixion, with the virgin AND ST. JOHN.
See A 7 (20).

A 16.

Schr.™
CEUCIFIXI0N

> WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

SsSs-W«£=K
the nimbus in each case is quite plain. ^ingl^Wfe

^ ***’

yellow ochre,^ellowisli
>

gre^n,
,

g
b
ey, CThnscm hike

81*^ tOTn “ SeVerjl 15laccs- Colours:
lorn the V illiam Russell collection Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

A 17.

THE CRUCIFIXION, WITH THE VIRGIN

Schr. 409.
ST. MARY MAGDALEN.’

ST. JOHN, AND

W.—D 37.

inscriptionVvi R T is

6 haS a floriafced nimbus with double rim. The
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place of a nimbus. Both the Virgin and St. John have similar rays

within a single nimbus. A stone lies on the ground r. near St. John’s

foot. There is no indication of sky. Some cross-hatching is used in

St. John’s drapery.

[143 X 89.] The group described above, enclosed by a single line, is

surrounded by a broad outer border, cut on the same block, varying in

width from 36 to 45 mm., containing the symbols of the Four Evangelists

on a black background in the four corners (at the top, St. John 1. and

St. Matthew r.
;
at the bottom, St. Mark 1. and St. Luke r.), and four

prayers in xylographic characters addressed to Jesus Christ, the Virgin

Mary, St. John, and the Holy Cross, viz. :

—

1. Above :

Hti Ifjesum Cijmtu Bomtnum
nostrum in truer pen*

tientem £)ratto

<5) I-ijesu Curtate * Cutus rat prmosa crux

&ts nobis mtserts peccatoribus bonus tm.v

2. On 1. side, in 1 7 lines :

• |#laric <
|
Hue maria |

Bolove plena |
Bomuuisltn mire

|
tcru t

rcvOe Enter mu
|
lures be*

|
ncBtcta.

| Earn Bisct
|
piilo relicta Bene

Btctiis
|
ftuet’ san |

ete cruets |
ftltus ttitts

|
Bus noster 1

Eljes’ Cfivtst’.

3. On r. side, in 17 lines :

Eoannt
| © Eoaitnes | euange* |

lista Cut
|
mater Bo* |

mint est
|

sub crucc
|
ronmissa Sim |

per
|
te Cbrtsto |

cructfi.ro eonmissits |

ne perue*
|
ttiant aB

|
eterne ltcfjcnne |

abnssits.

4. Below

:

aB Crtteem Saneta ©ratio

© crux Btgna Super omnia Itgna benigna

Eii me cottsigna JWortar ne tnorte maltgtta.

Efjestt IMarie Eoattni.

Eoannes Curtf ©berspaelji’ obtultt

[235 X 1G2.] Single border, slightly broken away. No colouring. Good

impression, and in almost perfect preservation.

Purchased from Mr. Tiffin, 1846.

The design is by an artist of the Bavarian School soon after 1500. The author of

the verses, Johann Kurtz or Curtius, is only known by similar compositions on

broadsides. 1

1 See below, A 121, 124 (Schr. 1862, 1893) ;
also Weller 479, “Btichlin von dem

Venediger Krieg,” c. 1509, and 549, a broadside reproduced in Hirtli, “ Les Grands

Illustrateurs,” ii, 628. I have seen another broadside by Hans Kurtz, relating to

Maximilian’s discovery of the Holy Coat and other relics at Trier, 1512, with five small

woodcuts representing reliquaries and two columns of German verses, which is

preserved among the woodcuts in the Bamberg library. Schr., who describes the

broadside as no. 1938, does not mention the author. On Schr. 1862, Curtius calls

himself “monacensis poeta,” which shows that lie resided at Munich. Rudolphs

“ Ortslexicon von Deutschland” mentions ten small places in Bavaria of the name of

Ebersbach.
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t THE CRUCIFIXION, WITH THE VIRGIN, ST. JOHN
ST. LONGINUS, AND THE CENTURION.

Sclir. 478.

Facsimile by I\ J. Berjeau.

(Reproduction.)

W.—D 18.

Original in the Bibliotlieque de 1’Arsenal, Paris

A 18.

THE CRUCIFIXION.
Schr. 485 ; W. u. Z. 171. w _j-> %,>

Christ hangs, centre, on a Tau cross, drawn in perspective but not
veined, which rises from the ground without supports and has a rectangu-
lar tablet, with the letters I N R I attached to the transverse beam of the
cross itself. The loin-cloth is closely folded round the body. The Virgin
1. in the act of fainting is supported by St. John and one of the holy
women; two other women stand behind. The centurion r. in full
armour stands close to the cross. Behind him are three soldiers armed
with a pennoned lance, a halberd, and a sword. In front of the group is
a man in civil dress, wearing a hat and long robe, confined at the waist
by a scarf. He has a scarf in his 1. hand. A skull and some bones lie
on the ground near the foot of the cross. The landscape is hilly and the
city appears 1. in the background. The border is double.

[145 X 117.] Schr. gives the measurements to the inner border only
1 he impression in brown ink, was produced by friction. The print is well pre-served but the colours have suffered by rubbing, while the metals are oxidised

’
SllV

n’
vern

?
lllon

;

dfP red
>
brown, pale yellow, yellowish green, brightgreen, pale blue, ultramarine dark grey. The border has been silver. Here and inother places where metal has been used a thick layer of pigment of a yellow ochre

colour, which was used as a ground for the metal, remains where the metal itself hasflaked off. The margin at the top [6] and bottom [2] is vermilion
Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

Schr. 499.

Schr. 509.

THE DESCENT FROM THE CROSS.

THE LAMENTATION FOR CHRIST.
See A 7 (22).

See A 7 (23).

Schr. 523.

A 19.

THE ENTOMBMENT.

,

18 bemg laid by two men on a shroud within the
tomb, which lies obliquely across the print, the head to r. The Virgin
stunds between two other holy women beyond the tomb under the cross,
ot lau form, drawn m perspective but not veined, which shows the marks
ot the nails where the hands had been attached. The nimbus of Christ
13 cruc

r
l
form

;
W1th double rim, that of the holy women plain, with doublenm. Ihe sides of the tomb are ornamented with small incised arches, ofwhich nine are visible. There is no indication of sky or landscape. Nohatching is used. Single border.

tom
C1
amlrenfir^

TI
’^r

I>rOB8i
fl

n
.

i9 y,0d’ ou *hick paper without watermark, slightly“Vepaired - flesh colour, madder red, cinnabar, pale yellow vellowisligreen, ultamarme. andl steel blue. Margin [1-11] not coloured.
7 ’ 7

Presented by W . Mitchell, Esq., 1895. Two other impressions of this woodcut areknown, in the Cabinets at Berlin and Munich.
wooacut are
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THE ENTOMBMENT.
Schr. 528. See A 7 (24).

THE RESURRECTION.
Schr. 543. See A 7 (25).

THE HOLY WOMEN AT THE SEPULCHRE.
Schr. 551. See A 7 (26).

A 20.

CHRIST APPEARING TO ST. MARY MAGDALEN.
Schr. 555. W.—D 41.

Christ stands r. holding a spade and a tall cross with a banner
attached to it in his 1. hand. He has a cruciform nimbus with single

rim, and wears a mantle draped loosely round him, leaving his breast

and r. arm bare. His body is directed r., but he turns his head and
r. hand 1. towards St. Mary Magdalen, who kneels 1. looking up at him
with her box of ointment at her side. She wears a closely-fitting robe

and a loose mantle. Her nimbus has a single rim. On a mound behind
her grows a tree of very primitive design, and there are four tufts of

grass in the foreground. A scroll passes from Christ’s head upwards to

1. destined probably to contain the words “Noli me tangere,” which the
colourist has not inserted in this impression.

The drawing of the faces is very peculiar. They have long, slanting

eyes and pointed chins. The nose is simply an acute angle, and two
straight lines represent the mouth. The fingers are long and tapering

without articulations. The folds of the drapery are soft and rounded.

There is no indication of sky. No hatching is used. The border is

single.

[137 X 96.] Good and well-preserved impression, cut close to the borders.

Colours : crimson lake, flesh colour, yellow ochre, green, dark grey, biown.

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

CHRIST APPEARING TO ST. MARY MAGDALEN.
Schr. 558. See A 7 (27).

THE INCREDULITY OF ST. THOMAS.
Schr. 569. See A 7 (28).

“THE INCREDULITY OF ST. THOMAS.”
Schr. 576. See A 3 (4).

THE LAST JUDGMENT (State II.).

Schr. 598. See the collection of Italian Woodcuts.

A 21.

THE LAST JUDGMENT.
Schr. 599. W.—D 43.

Christ, with lily and sword, sits, centre, on a rainbow. His feet rest

also on a rainbow. The twelve apostles are seen to the waist only,

above a band of conventional clouds, six on either side. A little lower

the Virgin and St. John Baptist intercede for the souls of men as they

rise from their graves in the foreground. Three angels bear the instru-

ments of the Passion. Two others sound trumpets, to which scrolls are
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Schr. 611.

Schr. 650.

Schr. 656.

THE LAST JUDGMENT.

THE FLAGELLATION.

CHRIST STRIPPED OF HIS RAIMENT.

See D 4 (1).

See D 3.

See A 7 (17).

A 23.

CHRIST STRIPPED

Schr. 658.

OF HIS RAIMENT IN THE PRESENCE OFthe virgin.

W.—D 31.

Chnst, with cruciform nimbus, wearing
with his body directed 1. leaning forwards t

crown of thorns, stands
looking back over his 1.
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shoulder, in the centre of a group of seven persons. Behind him and 1.

are four soldiers, one of whom, in full armour, is stripping the robe off

his arms. The Virgin r. is girding his body with the loin-cloth. Behind

her are two holy women. No hatching is used. The folds of the drapery

are angular. Single border, intact only at the top and on part of the

1. side.

[79 X 61.] Portions of tlie 1. side have beeu torn away. The rest is well preserved,

but cut within the border. The woodcut has been backed with a paper leaf from a

Latin MS. book of devotions. The rents in the cut itself prove that it was not originally

pasted on this leaf. Colours : crimson lake, yellow, light brown, dark grey, green.

Purchased from Mr. Bousfield, 1850.

CHRIST AWAITING CRUCIFIXION.
See A 7 (18).

CHRIST BEING NAILED TO THE CROSS.
See A 7 (19).

CHRIST DESCENDING INTO HELL.
Schr. 690. See A 7 (21).

A 24.

THE DEATH OF THE VIRGIN.
Schr. 710.

The Virgin lies with her head r. on a low couch with a carved head.

Her hands are crossed at the wrists and lie on the coverlet before her.

An apostle stands with both hands on the head of the bed
;
another

kneels at the foot
;
a third sits r. on the tiled floor and reads the office

for the dying. Christ stands- on the further side of the bed, and receives

the soul of his mother, in the form of a child with a nimbus, wearing a

simple robe. St. Peter 1. leans over the bed, placing with his r. hand

a lighted taper in the hand of the Virgin. In his 1. hand he holds

a tall crosier. Nearer the foot of the bed St. John stands with clasped

hands. The eight remaining apostles stand in a group behind Christ

and St. Peter. Two of their nimbi are of a vermilion colour
;
a third is

left blank
;
the remainder have been covered with a pale gold, which has

oxidised and turned almost entirely black. The folds of the drapery are

angular. No cross-hatching is used. The eyes are large, the lips thick
;

a strongly marked slanting line runs from each side of the nostrils down
the cheek. The hands are long and thin, without articulations. Single

border.

[173 X 128.] Slightly torn and restored ini. lower corner, otherwise well preserved.

Colours
:
green, light blue, reddish brown, yellowish brown, vermilion, black, gold.

The watermark is not recognisable.

Presented bv W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895. Repr. (reduced) in Gutekunst’s Sale Catalogue,

1886.

f THE CORONATION OF THE VIRGIN.

Schr. 726. (Copy.) W.—D 59.

Tracing in pen and ink of a woodcut found in 1841, together with a large woodcut of

the Crucifixion, in the interior of a tomb in the Cathedral Church of St. Sauveur

at Bruges, and now preserved in the Musee Archeologique of that city (“ Annales de la

Schr. 662.

Schr. 676.
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A 26.
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Dinckmut of Ulin in “ Sermones dominicales Johannis de Franckfordia,” Ulm, n.d.

(1480 ?) ;
Hain 7852; Proctor 2558, and in Sclirick, “Yon den ansgebrannten Wassern,”

1

Ulm, 1482
;
Proctor 2560. A woodcut of the Crucifixion with the two thieves, in the

presence of the Virgin and St. John, acquired for the Department of Printed Books at

the Weigel sale (W. u. Z. 191 ;
Proctor 2559), has text printed in the same type, but the

woodcuts themselves differ completely in style. (See Proctor, “ Index to Early Printed
Books in the British Museum,” 1898, ii, 731, App. no. 2559a.)

On the margin at the top is the inscription in a hand of the xvi century : isz

Buoch Gehort in Die gemciin Teutsch Liberey. 1 This shows that the cut was formerly
pasted in a book. Lower down, in a much later hand, is ‘ No. 31.’

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
Another impression, with the same type, is in the Germ. Museum, Nuremberg

(Repr. Ess. pL 152), a third in the Hof- und Staatsbibliothek, Munich (Einbl. vii, 4).

A 27.

THE INFANT CHRIST ON A FLOWER.
Schr. 779; W. u. Z. 5G. W.—C 2.

The infant Christ, who has a cruciform nimbus and wears a loose

mantle, open in front, stands on a large flower, which has a bud and leaves

of conventional design. He raises his r. hand in blessing, and holds in

his 1. hand a long scroll, which passes behind his back and bears the
inscription, IEtit (jfiot BCltQ; * tat* Behind him is a veined
cross. Single border.

[179 X 116.] Poor impression; the block shows signs of wear. Paper slightly
worm-eaten, otherwise well preserved, without margin. No watermark. Colours :

madder red, yellow ochre (both faded), green.
The woodcut was formerly in the Weigel collection. It was detached from the

cover of a Plenarium printed at Cologne by H. Quentel, 1502.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Formerly described as a metal-cut.
It is a close, but enlarged, copy, in the direction of the original, from an engraving

by the master E. S., P. ii. 57. 158, Weimar, Paris. Reproduction in British Museum.
See Lehrs. Repert. xi. 214, xv. 140, xvi. 29, on the original and other copies (Schr.

778, 780-1). An engraved copy in reverse by Israhel van Meckenem is in the British
Museum (W. H 88), and in the Albertina, Vienna. All these, with the exception of
Schr. 780 (a woodcut in the collection of Baron Edmond de Rothschild, Paris) are repro-
duced in P. Heitz, “ Neujahrswiinsche des xv. Jahrhunderts,” Strassburg, 1899, pi. 1-6.

A 28.

THE INFANT CHRIST WITH A BIRD.
Schr. 786.

The naked child, with curly hair and cruciform nimbus, sits on a

cushion with a large pattern, which is placed on a grassy field. He holds

a long-tailed parrakeet (?) with both hands against his breast. No
hatching. Double border.

1 For the same inscription, see P. i, 31. 18. The same words are written, clearly by
the hand of the same librarian, in the British Museum copy of Amandus, Augsburg, H.
Othmar, 1512, with the following additional words, in a lower line, which have been
erased from Schr. 769 : “ In das Gotzhausz iintzhopfen” Over the title is written by
a different hand, “Das buck ist der Jrume hinder gotes zu untzhopfen.” This is

perhaps the nuns’ convent of Inzigkofen, near Sigmaringen, mentioned by Essenwem,
“ Hzschn. im Germ. Mus.,” 1875, Verzeichniss, p. 2.
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Schr. 804.

See A 45.

A 30.

THE INFANT CHRIST IN THE SACRED HEART, WITH THE FIVE
Schr. 807 ; W. u. Z. 45.
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r. hand, on which is written in vermilion characters, Ego jios capi et lili.

Trees rise in the background, and the sky is painted in ultramarine blue.

A black line encloses the whole, and the very narrow margin is crimson.

On the back are remains of a page of MS. from which the drawing was
taken

;
the word £ Katharina ’ is legible.

[86 X 54.] Presented (as part of his collection of woodcuts) by W. Mitchell, Esq.,

1895. The outlines, where visible, look at first sight like the faint lines of a woodcut

printed by friction in brown ink ; but a closer examination reveals the fact that they

are drawn with a pen. The feeling of the little composition is just that of the contem-

porary woodcuts which served the same purpose, the decoration of devotional manu-
scripts, and it is most fitly placed among them. An analogous case of a drawing which

lias been taken for a woodcut is Schr. 624.

A 31.

THE INFANT CHRIST IN THE MIDST OF FLOWERS.
Schr. 818 ;

W. u. Z. 220. W. D 24.

The infant Christ, wearing a loose robe which reaches to his ankles,

sits on a cushion on a grassy bank. His feet are bare. His body is

directed 1., but his face is full. He has a nimbus in the form of a

floriated cross with rays, but no rim. His wavy hair falls to his shoulders.

He lays his r. hand on a twig of a flowering bush which grows beside him,

and holds a detached branch of a similar bush in his 1. hand. On either

side of his head are scrolls with the words (1.) and <£rtStUS

(r.) Single border, only at the bottom and on both sides as high as the

top of the grass. Hatching is used. The impression, in black ink, was

produced by friction.

[107 X 120.] Good impression, perfectly preserved. Colours: crimson lake, yellow,

verdigris green, brown. No watermark.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

CHRIST AS REDEEMER.
Schr. 833. See D 1.

A 32.

CHRIST AS AN EXAMPLE OF SILENCE (?).

Schr. 837. W.—D 25.

Christ stands with his head bent to 1. and downcast eyes. His long

hair falls on both shoulders ;
a single lock hangs over his brow. He has

a short beard. His hands are crossed on his bosom. His feet seem to be

bare, but the paper is cut short just below the ankles. He has a large

cruciform nimbus with a single rim, and a robe which falls from beneath

the arms in long straight folds to the ankles. A long scroll passes from

the r. shoulder over the nimbus to below the 1. arm, passing beyond the

single line of the border at the top of the print and at the lower extremity

of the scroll. On it is written in cursive MS., Qui custodit os suu custodit

aia$ suci qr mors & vita i maitf llgue st. (He that keepeth his mouth

keepeth his life. Death and life are in the power of the tongue.
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Prov. xiii, 3; xviii, 21.) There is no hatching. The background is

quite plain.

[141 (cut) x 89.] Good impression in black ink, produced by friction. Well pre-
served, but cut at the bottom. Colours

:
grey, dull yellow, carmine (faded to pale

brown).
The subject of this cut has not been satisfactorily explained. Wiltshire describes

it as “ Jesus Christ in the habit of the order of St. Francis.” But the distinctive mark
of tbat habit, the cord round the waist, is wanting, and indeed there is no indication that
the robe is of a monastic character at all. Schr. chooses the title “ Le Redempteur en
pricre,” but does not attach any particular significance to the representation. The words
*• en habits de penitence ” allude to the grey colour of the robe, but to judge by the
other colours, it is probable that this has faded and was originally blue.

A clue to the subject may perhaps be found in the text on the scroll. This is not
even mentioned by Schr. It is true that the words were not cut on the block, but there
can be little doubt that they were chosen to express the intention of the draughtsman,
and that the print would have been considered incomplete till the inscription and the*
colour had been added. It is now suggested that the subject of the cut is Christ’s
refusal to answer the high priest (Matt, xxvi, 63 ; Mark xiv, 61), represented, not
historically as one of the events of the Passion, but with a devotional purpose to
inculcate the control of the tongue. The garment would in that case be simply the
seamless robe of Christ (John xix, 23).

A 33.

THE MAN OF SORROWS.
Schr. 864; W. u. Z. 134. \y p> 27

Christ, with cruciform nimbus and crown of thorns, bends his head 1.

and his long hair, parted in the middle over his brow, falls over his
r. shoulder. His naked body is seen almost to the hips. His r. hand
presses his r. side below the bleeding spear-wound. His 1. hand is raised
to show the bleeding wound in the palm. On either side of his head are
the words . ttt « 0 fjom . and above them rays, which proceed from two
points beyond the present limits of the print, are directed towards the
nimbus. There is no hatching.o

[145 x 107 (cut).] Printed by friction in a pale brown ink. Cut down irregularly
on all sides, and torn or rubbed in several places. Colours : vermilion, pale yellow
yellowish green, carmine. ’

coloured)
a8ed th® Sale

’
18?2 ' Repr ' W> u - Z P- 218 (inaccurately

The body is straugely'contorted, but the drawing of the face and hands is of unusual
excellence and refinement. Schr. calls attention to the resemblance of the type of
Christ to that of a miniature in a MS. of Matthew Paris (MS. 26, before 1240) in the
library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. (Repr. in Karl Pearson, “ Die Fronika ”
btrassburg, 1887, pi. ii, 1. side.)

’

A 34.

THE MAN OF SORROWS.
Schr. 869. W.—D 29.

The Man of Sorrows, with a cruciform nimbus, but without the
crown of thorns, is seen to the waist naked, with arms crossed before
him at the wrists, standing in front of a Latin cross, veined and
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shaded with hatchings, which bears on a rectangular tablet the title

• o : BACIAEVS • ^ : Over the two arms of the cross are the

letters ]c (1.) and xc (r.) Lower down, on either side of Christ’s body,

are the words 1EtCC (b) ijOlUO (r.) Beneath the line which cuts short

the figure of Christ is the inscription in six lines :

—

grtgor* WLity popes,

& bpssfjoppcs pn Jeer’ J^atte graSt
tea of p&o xxbj Bapes & xxbj mtll

peer’ 2To peprn pat Befcrr’ jus fp-

guv’ on petr’ Inters. £icttoutlp Jap
B pater noster. &, B, &ttees.

The whole is surrounded by a double border with hatchings at the top

and 1. side.

[Ill X 64.] Well preserved impression, printed by friction in brown ink, with

margin [15-22], which is pierced with numerous holes caused by the sewing of the print

into more than one devotional MS. Colours
:
yellow, vermilion, light red, grey, black

;

border, light red.

Purchased at the D. McIntosh sale, Christie’s, May, 1857. Formerly in the

collection of W. Y. Ottlev (sale, May, 1837 ;
lot 1894), who discovered it stitched on a

blank leaf at the beginning of a MS. book of devotion on vellum, which he judged to

be of the later part of the xv century. See Ottley, “ Inquiry concerning the Invention

of Printing,” London, 1863, with facsimile, p. 198*. H. Bradshaw, “ Collected Papers,”

p. 96.
“ Seere ” is a,n old English word meaning “ several,” “ particular.” The abbreviation

following the final “ r ’’ in seven words of the inscription stands for “ e.” The abbrevia-

tion for “th,” resembling “y,” is of Anglo-Saxon origin. Similar cuts with English

inscriptions in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and the Cambridge University Library,

are mentioned by Schr. nos. 858, 866. Another, belonging to a private collection, was

lent to the exhibition of Sacred Art in connection with the Church Congress, London,

1899. They were probably cut in England in imitation of Flemish originals.

f THE MAY OF SOEEOWS.
Schr. 869. (Eeproduction.) W.—D 29.

A proof of the facsimile in Ottley’s “ Inquiry,” etc. (v. sujpra).

A 35.

THE MAN OF SOEEOWS.
Schr. 872. W.—D 46 a.

Christ is seen to the elbows within an arch. He wears the crown of

thorns, and his nimbus is composed of rays in the form of a cross without

a rim. A mantle is draped over his shoulders and knotted on the r. side,

exposing his breast lacerated by the scourge. His arms are folded and

bound at the wrists by a cord. He holds a palm branch in his 1. hand.

Two scrollson either side of hishead bear the inscription IESVS CHRISTVS.
On a ledge below the opening of the arch are the words, lEeee fyOtltO*

[101 X 68.] Cut within the border on all sides.

This woodcut is copied in the direction of the original from the engraving by

Israhel van Meckenem, B. vi, 251. 134. Besides the present cut and Meckenem’s

engraving, seven other versions of the subject are known, 5 engravings and 2
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woodcuts (the latter, both reversed, at Berlin and Donaueschingen, undescribed) Oneof these, an engraving in the manner of the Master of Zwolle at Berlin (there describedas a copy from Meckenem), is possibly the original of the whole series (informationkindly communicated by Professor Max Lehrs). The B. M. possesses onlyES ofthe series, an engraving by Binck (Naumann’s Archiv. xiv, 21, 64), and^ photographengraving at Oxford also of the xvi century. To these I may now add an earlierwoodeut than the present one (105 x 77, undescribed) in the Willsliire collection
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Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1848.

Schr. 885.

THE MAN OF SORROWS.
See A 37.

A 36 (1-2).

Two Prints from a Passion Series.

0 . 0„0 (1) THE man of sorrows.
Schr. 893. W.-D46B.

Christ stands, naked but for the loin-cloth, and showing the five
wounds, under a Gothic canopy. His nimbus is cruciform with a double
rim and rays on the disk. He supports the Tau cross with his 1. arm the
spear with his r. arm. On the beam of the cross over his head is a
chalice, and the remaining instruments of the Passion are represented in
detail. On the capitals of the columns which support the canopy are
statuettes of a monk 1. and a layman r., both kneeling. Single border.

[103 x 75.]

Schr. 742.
(2) THE TRINITY.

W.—D 46 c.

God the Father, wearing a cope and an imperial crown, sits on a
throne raised by a step above the black and white marble pavement of a
chamber He holds on his lap the dead body of the Son, who wears the
crown of thorns, and shows the live wounds. The Holy Spirit hovers in
the form of a dove before the Father’s breast. The First and Second
Persons of the Trinity have a plain nimbus with double rim : that of the
Third Person has rays and a single rim. On a tablet at the foot of the
print is the inscription :

—

Sanrta trtmtas units
Brits Pttsrrrrr nohts*

The whole is enclosed by a single border.

[101 x 72.]

The two prints described above probably form part of a larger series. They are notof very early date, and may be after 1500. Hatching is freely used. The impressionsare fairly good, but not very early. The colouring has been almost entirely washedout but it was ouly partially applied, and seems to have been confined to a few tintsyellow and brown predominating.
Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1848.

F
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Schr. 885.

A 37.

THE MAN OF SORROWS. W—D 28.

Christ stands, quite naked, turned three-quarters 1 . and stooping

forward, against a plain background, with no indication of earth or sky

He wears the crown of thorns, but no nimbus. His arms are crossed

before his waist. He holds a rod in his r. hand and in his 1. hand a

scourge of three lashes, each of which is armed with two bundles of spikes.

His whole body is lacerated bv the scourging. Hatching is used sparingly.

Below the subject and separated from it by a horizontal line is the

following inscription in 6^ lines :

—

rnsnm ijmu ajpo tfjti tat sent iirtligcr Into totorral mu
Dm scliamffm Stcfftm in Den gaisrtn ftnopffm al

so innnlirt) >rrnosrn rrlbrtorvt imD tocrtounDO toovDc

Das Dev toollcr loeijev tonD Runocl greulteij gestalt ge

inest tonD sein ijetlig Itippen geseljen toovDen, >e. Ills man

liat in Den IjtmUsrljni offcntoarttngn Sant Bugiten tm

ftevDen (to tm ?) 4 tone!) im Ixx Cap ltd.

The whole is surrounded by a double border.

rj72 x 121 1 Badly printed. The inscription is very indistinct, aud lias been

touched £p throughout with pen and ink. Colours : brown, green, flesh-colour, carmine

bordei carmine Watermark : large bull’s head with star. Margin [4-11]. On the

lower mar “n is written in an old hand, “ Inn dergleichn gestalt 1st xVs Iks nor hnrczn

jam Fine?Sweeter vnsers lieiligen Ordens Erschinen, ah das tn dem neehstgehalltn gememen

Capit . . .
.”

ThelnTcriptton ot thTmm“in, as well as that on the cut itseH suggMts that the cut

was produced in a Brigittine convent. St. Bridget of Sweden, who died in 1373, and

was canonized by Boniface IX in 1391, was the foundress of the order of the Holy

Saviour commonfy called the Brigittine order, a reformed branch of the Augustimans,

for both sexes She endowed the mother convent of Wadstena in Sweden in 1316, and

the rule of the order was confirmed by Urban V in 1370. The principal Bngittine

convents in Germany, with the dates of their foundation, were the
•

<
?
Ia

J
iel‘'

wolde near Liibeck, 1413 ;
Mariencron, near Stralsund in Pomerania, 1421 ;

Marienfoist,

near Bonn 1450? and its offshoot, Sayn or Syon at Cologne, 1613 ;
Marienbaum, between

Xanten and Calcar in the Duchy of Cleves, 1460 (an offshoot of Manenwater neai

Hertosrenbosch) • Gnadenberg, near Altdorf in the Upper Palatinate, 1426 ;
Mana-

Maihingen, near Nordlingen, in the territory of the Counts of CEttingen-^ allerstein,

T472 and Maria-AltomiiSster, between Munich and Augsburg m Upper Bavaria, 148 /

The three Bavarian convents formed a closely related group, for Altomunster was an

offshoot of Mailiingeu, and the latter owed its origin to the mother-convent of Guaden

berg A «reat general chapter of the order was held at Gnadenberg m 1487, where the

rul? of the order was reformed. This is not necessarily the chapter referred to in the

MS inscription above, for others were held of which less is recorded. It seems how-

ever that the zeal awakened in the order by this great event in its history manifested

itself in the production on a large scale, especially in Bavaria, of devotional pictures

relating to St Bridget. A considerable number of these, dating from the lastMecade

of the xv century, have been preserved. See Schr. 1283 ff. The krst editions o

the “ Revelations of St. Bridget,” printed in Germany were those of Lubeck, 1492, and

Nuremberg, 1500, both illustrated with woodcuts.

THE MAN OF SORROWS.
Schr. 893.

See A 36 (1.)

1 C F W. von Nettelbla, “Nachricht von einigen Klostern der H. Schwedwchen

Birgitte ausserhalb Schweden, besonders in Teutschland.’ Frankfurt und Ulm, 1764.

See also G Binder, “Geschichte der bayenschen Birgit ten-Kloster, Regensburg, 1896.
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A 38.

the man of sorrows.

sits, turned somewhat* ° or ° on'tl™cross .

We
,

ai'inS a loin-cloth,

by a rock. His hands are bound at h i f “ from the ground
of his breast. Hatching is freely use Ind the 1° the heiSht
represented. This composition ,•«<,„ ,

the sky and clouds are
beyond these by a border Tl 2-221 coXT^

th
V
ee black lines, and

Passion in detail (of. Schr 37) which inel d
g
If

8
*
lnstruments of the

"•-* <«-* *

ea™™
ll0

No wat“S"

CHRIST FAr.UXG UNDER THE WEIGHT OF THE CROSS.

rim, is falling towardTtheT^t^ nimbus with single
not veined. He wears a robe with t£ht T ’ a

u !
n PersPe^ive but

feet. The Virgin and St. John are seen r follow*’
W

n
Ch reaches to hia

rises at the back, and in the centre is seen the hiR^f n“!'
Tb® grouIld

an abrupt precipice. The towers and -<JL eV °f Calvary, ending in
On the top of the hill is a gallows with Tmanh

JerUSaIem
.

"se beyond it.

other instruments of punishment A ,t„R d
§mg

’ Wlth wheels and
the foreground. A sm-oll passes from the h^d

S®v®ral
.

boues are seen in
Virgin with the inscription in two lines

°

f Christ to tba* of the

f 2‘ji allc Dir Ijtcr it,at bocr ht^trt luat tc Ictfm i)rii om tit.

At the foot of the print is the inscription
:

mcpvtt met item fvoum te tvoost.

Colours : ^Jmilio^^carmine
?

da^
U
bkip *!! Ir®

.Netherlands, probably after 1500
silver (both oxidized): bord£ vermilionlnd ^l^

1
'

18 green
’ Zree»Uh bla^k gold and

Presented by W. When,’ Esq 1895
8llVer; marSin £2-6] nncoloured.

g ?

vent at <***) may have been the Carmelite con

CHRIST IN THE WINE PRESS.
(Drawing.)

cloth, stands in a wine-press, ^acXb^uetyon^hTs'ide tfThiU* The
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beam rests on his shoulders. Above him hovers the Dove, and higher

still is seen God the Father, with cruciform nimbus, emerging to the

shoulders from clouds, blessing with his r. hand and holding an orb sur-

mounted by a cross in his 1. hand. The trough of the wine-press is full

of blood, which flows out of an opening in the side. On it float a number

of sacramental wafers and vine-leaves (?).

["117 X 74.] Colours : crimson, yellow, light green, dull blue, black. This, though

a drawing, is so entirely in keeping with the early woodcuts of the Man of Sorrows, that

it has been placed among them. It is almost childishly weak m drawing, and gaudily

coloured.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

A 40.

THE MAN OF SORROWS.

Christ, with a cruciform nimbus but without the crown of thorns,

wearing a loin-cloth, stands on a grassy field, leaning forward to r. and

holding at arms’ length the purple robe. Behind him is the column with

rod and scourge bound to it by a cord. Christ’s body is lacerated by the

scourging Over his head is a scroll with the words : bttte pomo quatfl

IjattOV pt*0 it- The foreground consists of two rows of tiles, coloured

alternately red and blue. The sky and clouds are represented. There is

no cross-hatching. Triple border.

ril5 x 84.] A good impression of a mediocre woodcut produced in the Netherlands

probably after 1500. Colours: vermilion, carmine, yellow, pale green, dull blue;

border, pale yellow within the middle line, carmine beyond it. Margin [3-4J

uncoloured.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

A 41.

THE CRUCIFIXION, TREATED SYMBOLICALLY.

Christ, with crown of thorns, nimbus and loin-cloth, which has both

ends hanging loose, hangs on a Tau cross, with I N R I on a tablet over it,

which stands in the midst of a large bath, on which are the words JfOUS

mtsnncovfcte- The bath is full nearly to the brim of blood, which pours

in streams from the five wounds of the Crucified. Six naked persons

stand in the blood up to their waists, and raise their hands in supplica-

tion. One of them is a woman with long hair (the Magdalen ?), two more

are marked by the tonsure as monks
;
the remainder are men without

distinctive marks. On two scrolls which rise from the suppliants

towards Christ are the words : 1. AVE LAT’ PERFORATVM VERE

FLVENS S (?) N. (sanguine), r. rctJnUtStt U0S t)cm tU SangUtU* tttO*

In the foreground outside the bath kneel a monk 1. and a nun r. in the

black and white habit of the Carmelite order. The background is an
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undulating landscape. Sky and clouds are represented. There is nocross-hatehzng. At the foot of the print is the inscription in three

eomt al cjfjemcimc. hotter fontnme.
ffler gijenaOen gvoot. ffijjbtoort al tcnnr.
©root mettm dome Cut blocta batten root

The border is double.

x 74-J ^ Sood impression of a mediocre woodcut, probably produced

yellow velW h°
nVen

‘ m “r
Netherlands. Colours : vermilion,’ carmtaefduU bfue

Ly unS“ To^atermirt
TermiU°n: [3~51 °n r' side aud^

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
h

1

engrav
l
n? o{

.

the XVI century °f almost the same composition but with a
fnW P ^kground is in the Douce collection in the University Galleries Oxford

^t^^e^vedi fun fCripti°nS 0n *he 8Cr0UB are ‘became
^ exc^ttt

“
!S engraved m full there are seven persons in the bath, which is calledle fonte.ne der ghenaden, and an abbess kneels 1. with no monk facing her.

Schr. 931.

A 42.

THE CRUCIFIXION ON THE TAU.
W.—D 47.

Christ, with crown of thorns, floriated nimbus with double rim, and
closely folaed loin-cloth, hangs on a cross in the form of a large Tau.The title I N.R I. is on a tablet over his head, but the first two letters
are partially hidden by the nimbus. His legs are crossed, but the feetare nailed separately to a bracket. The cross has a double border, 4-6

used
m breadt“’ 0n evev

-v side except the bottom. No cross-hatching is

[222 x 232.] Colours: crimson lake, yellow, green, brown.
On a border above the cross are the words: {£l)au £uu fio*? nns'tvri rftotrntnrftemat printed in large Gothic type.

* 0 P Slflllata*

graphs,"in
1

smaller

G

gothic Type^
C

^he^
S

t^t/^T^vela by^WilIsMre,* r^^Rre^o^^^the
8 read r: same li,,e> Cljlistc

-
for c

J
T

5,
e text sta

.

tes (confusing the narratives of Exodus xii and Numbers xxh that the

IhTl" G°d t0
.
M°SeS iu the wilderness that the people mi^Rn^ die ofthe plague, and that m every house not marked with this sign the people died Thenfollow two prayers in Latin and German (the first also in Greek), and the statementbat^hreVer

’ conten?Plat 'u
.? thls image in penitence and purpose of amendment shall

+T P1?
yerSNWlt ,

1 three Paternosters and three Aves, to the Trinity shall besafe that day from the plague, himself and his household.
y

tinncoo'
ascriptions show that the woodcut was intended to be fastened to the doors ofhouses in time of pestilence and that the sign Tau was regarded as a charm.

single bonier
^ ^ Wh°lG sheet

’
couslstlD° of woodcut and text, is enclosed by a

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1852.

Cabtimt

‘

er im| 'reSsion ot
'

tbe ™twith different text, described by Schr., is iu the Berlin
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A 43.

CHRIST ON AN ORNAMENTAL CROSS.

With three angels, the four Evangelists, the Virgin and St. John.

Schr. 941. W.—D 32.

Christ hangs on a cross of goldsmith’s work, with ornamental tablets,

containing the emblems of the four Evangelists with their names, at the

extremities of the stem and transverse beam. He has a cruciform nimbus

with short rays on the disk and a single rim. The loin-cloth is folded in

the middle. Three angels in long robes hover round him, holding

ehalices to receive the blood which flows from his wounds. The Virgin

stands 1. with clasped hands
;
a sword pierces her heart

;
over her head

is maria* St. John stands r. with clasped hands
;
over his head is

S toljannes* Each has a large nimbus with rayed disk and double rim.

The ground is covered with plants and flowers. In the upper corners are

the sun 1. and moon r. with human faces, shedding their rays on the cross.

Behind the upper limb of the cross is a large scroll with the xylographic

inscription in Gothic letters :

—

45olQatija ealuav locus btltsstm
9
tstc

mx quo pemantm qcmts ijoc pater t’ fate (tibi triste).

‘ Penianim ’ (for ‘ pendentem ’

?) is corrupt, and suggestive of a copy

from an earlier cut.

Hatching is sparingly used. The folds of the drapery are very

angular.

[367 x 250.] Much damaged and repaired. The whole of the 1. and lower sides

torn away to the extent of 5-15 mm. and restored by hand. Numerous other restora-

tions may be traced in various parts of the print. Colours
:
yellow, pink, brown, green,

all faint in consequence of washing. Printed by friction in pale, watery ink. Water-

mark, a low four-leaved crown, with stem and star.

Purchased from Mr. Gutekunst, 1867. Formerly in the collection of the Bohemian

•Count Franz v. Sternberg-Manderscheid. Sale cat. (by J. G. A. Frenzel), Dresden,

1838, vol. ii, No. 17, with facsimile of watermark.

A 44.

THE CRUCIFIXION WITH ST. BRIDGET IN ADORATION.

Schr. 967. W.—D 64.

The Tau cross, veined and drawn in perspective, stands in the middle,

directed slightly to the 1. It is supported by wedges, and two skulls and

a bone lie on the ground near it. Christ has a nimbus and the crown of

thorns ;
his loin-cloth is folded in the middle, and one end hangs loose on

the r. side. Over his head is a tablet with IN RI, slightly raised above

the arm of the cross. St. Bridget kneels 1. with folded hands, looking up

at the Saviour. The foreground is hilly, and Jerusalem appears in the

distance r. Sky and clouds are indicated. No cross-hatching is used.

[87 X 60.] The composition is surrounded by a border [8—1 7] seem-

ingly cut on the same block filled with a design of flowers and insects.
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Similar borders are described by Schr. under Nos. 804 and 892. The
whole is enclosed by a single line.

wifii
1
!**!

80-
-1 — air

i

iraPression » with margin [4-9] on three sides (on the r. side it is
tlie on^al PaPer having been cut close to the border). Colours: scarlet,

gree
°

Y

y?n?
W ’ blue ’ black - The colourist has addedpiofuse stiearns of blood falling from Christ’s wounds, in thick red lead. The nimbiare covered with a rough, opaque pigment like that found on “impressions in paste.”

/ a
Parolmsed from Messrs. Evans, 1856, together with Schr. 804, 1141, 1154 and 1213

from the same MS
W nCh^ * ° rouP with a common origin, having been detached

Schr. describes the kneeling saint as St. Catherine of Siena, Willsh. as the Virgin
monastic but bears only a superficial resemblance to the Dominicanhalnt, while it is incredible that the most ignorant colourist should give St. Catherinea

*

CaTmif
ro

,
b®‘ Th° colourist, however, has succeeded so far in disguisingthe chaiactenstic head-dress of the Brigittine nuns, that it needs a careful examination
other Prmts t0 detect the white border to the black head-cloth, and

on £ ^
er tbe b™w and across the top of the head, which may be seen quite clearlyon the frontispiece to Bevelattones sancte Birgitte, Nuremberg, 1500, and on the two

is strantp^W Ta
13
?
2 (beloTb ^

here the carmine robe is also to be found. It

and ZS
8nd K

Schr. did not recognise St. Bridget here, since he was aware that this

thich
8ame SrouP aB Nos 1141, 1154 and 1213, the two last of

5?"rtm£lt
h
nr> +

c.of Marienwater, a famous Brigittine convent near Hertogenboscli.ror remaiks on certain Brigittine convents, see p. 66.

A 45.

THE INFANT CHRIST IN

Schr. 804.

THE SACRED
WOUNDS.

HEART, WITH THE FIVE

W.—D 65.

The Tau cross, veined and drawn in perspective, stands, supported by
wedges, on undulating ground. Over it is a scroll with IN R I. The
crown of thorns hangs in the centre, while the spear and the reed with
the sponge of vinegar form a St. Andrew’s cross in front. Before these
low down on the cross, is the sacred heart. Within it the naked infant
Christ sits on a cushion, holding a rod in his r. hand, a scourge with four
lashes m his 1. In the air, on either side of the heart, are the wounded
hands and feet, nails, hammer and pincers, dice and sword. Single
border. [63 x 45.1

6

This composition is surrounded by a passe-partout [11-21], sufficiently
large to leave a vacant space on every side of it. The passe-partout
contains a design of plants and insects, similar to that described under

4\ "? •

a b
,‘
rd

,

catchlnS a % “ the centre of the lower border.Ihe whole is enclosed by a single line.

x 75.] The colouring, style of execution, condition and
those of the preceding cut, to which it forms a pendant.

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1856.

origin are the same as

A 46.

in

CHRIST ON THE CROSS APPEARING TO A SICK MAN.
Schr. 969. W.—D 104.

The sick man, dressed in a long robe and mantle, with his head wrapped
a cloth, sits 1. in a large arm-chair with a high padded back. He
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supports his head with his 1. hand, leaning the 1. elbow on a cushion.

Before him, somewhat to the r., but facing slightly to 1. is Christ, on a

tall Latin cross, with the crown of thorns but no nimbus, wearing a tightly

folded loin-cloth. At the head of the cross is a tablet with I N E I in

reverse. Farther to the r. are the column of the flagellation, with a cord

wound round it, the reed and sponge and the spear, all upright. The

scene is a room- with paved floor and raftered ceiling, and open windows

on three sides, through which hills and trees are seen. At the bottom of

the print, below a single line, is a xylographic inscription in cursive

characters, in three lines :

—

lEs bas atu fcrancfcer arum* fccrsdjmedjter mensci) tier fclagt stci)

buserm tierreu sgner ferauddjatt bnti setter armut * bnti sgner ber*

sdjmadjt Ha spraefj bnser ®err bote obtn stat ®atts tmsser*

The words “ wie oben stat ” refer to another inscription in three lines,

placed on a scroll which passes from the head of Christ to that of the sick

man. We read there our Lord’s reply to his complaint, as follows

He fcrenefter btt btst ge Iteber tut mix irist

He ernter tut btst pe glgeijer tut tntr btst

He bersebmeefjte’ btt btst pe tteber tut tntr btst

No cross-hatching is used. The border is double, but the outer line has

been cut away at top and bottom.

ri75 (cut) X 123.] Rather late impression, slightly damaged. Colours : blue,

yellowish green, pale yellow, pale pink, black, silver (oxidized). All the colours have

become paler by washing. The colouring is perhaps not quite contemporary with the

print, for the colourist, who apparently could not read, has misunderstood the subject.

He has converted the sick man into a sainted nun by adding a nimbus, which encloses

part of the padding of the chair, coloured differently from the rest, and painting the

head-cloth and a long strip in front of the dress (in the shape of a scapulary) a thick

black. He has also provided Christ with a fictitious nimbus.

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845. ... ... .

Another impression, differently coloured, is preserved m the public hbrary at ktrutt-

gart. Hans Husser is generally identified (perhaps on insufficient grounds) with

Hanns Hauser, briefmaler zu Ulme, whose name occurs on another woodcut, Death and

Hell. Schr. 1894 (see below A 126). The difference in dialect and m the spelling ot

the name is accounted for by Schr. on the hypothesis that the present cut was produced

before the artist settled at Ulm.

A 47.

THE PIETA.

Schr. 972.
W.—D 39.

The Virgin sits in the middle of the print, directed very slightly to r.,

with arms folded on her breast, gazing at the dead Christ, who lies with

his head r. supported by her 1. knee. She wears a veil and a robe, almost

concealed by a voluminous mantle, which falls in sharp folds, accompanied

by hatching, to the ground. Her nimbus is plain, that of Christ floriated ;

both have a single rim. Christ wears the crown of thorns, and a tightly

folded loin-cloth. Behind the Virgin stands the Tau cross, drawn in

perspective from the 1. but not veined. Slightly raised above it is a
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tablet with the title t U X U The two nails are in their places on the
transverse beam, and the scourge and rod are suspended from them. The
reed with the sponge 1. and the spear r. stand on the ground, resting
against the arms of the cross. The landscape is rocky and a few tufts of
grass and trefoil grow in the foreground. There is no indication of sky.
lhe border is single.

rv/
193 /* 13

i°'^ i

The jPP™5581011 is P°or, the block having been insufficiently inked.

Margffi [K^unioloured^
’ yeU°W

’
green

’ gr°y*browu ’ Pale Piuk »
crimson lake, black.

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1856.

A 48.

THE PIETA.
Schr. 974. W.—D 40.

The Virgin sits on a wide throne with a low, ornamental back, and a
broad projecting base, of which the central part is rounded in front. The
cross rises behind the throne, having the rod 1. and spiked scourge r.
suspended from the two nails in the transverse beam. Four iron clampsm the form of M are near the top of the stem. Over the stem is the
title tnrt (reversed) on a scroll. The dead body of Christ, with cruci-
torm nimbus, crown of thorns and loin-cloth, lies on the Virgin’s lap.
bhe supports the head with her r. arm and bends forward over it. Her 1.
hand is on the 1. arm of Christ. She has a plain nimbus with double rim
and a mantle which falls in rounded folds, without hatching, from her
head to her feet, almost concealing an inner robe. The foreground is
grassy. There is no indication of sky. The border is single.

o°
lear ^P1^81011 and well preserved, except at the top, where two pieceshave been torn away. Colours : dull crimson, vermilion, violet-grev, light green ultra-marine blue, light brown gold (oxidized) applied over an opaque pigment of yellow

remarks°that ih?«
arg

+

n
ir
7J ’ 0Xldlzed g0

.

ld nex
r

t the border, vermilion outside. ^Schr.remaiks that this cut offers some analogies to the St. Anne, No. 1197 (see A 66). Thevare more noticeable m the colouring than in the actual design, though the Virgin’sfeatures and the architectural details are not unlike those of Schr. 1197. The colouring

yellowHs ffientTcal
6 (Hght br°Wn Carefully shaded and Pa8sing almost into

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1852.

Schr. 989.

THE MAN OF SORROWS, WITH TWO ANGELS.
(After Israhel van Meckenem.)

A 147.

A 49.

THE VIRGIN IN A ROBE EMBROIDERED WITH EARS OF CORN
Schr. 1005. W.—D 10L
The Virgin stands r. facing somewhat 1. and looking at some objectbeyond the limits of the print. Her hands are raised and folded as if in

prayer. Her long hair falls quite loose down her back almost to the
ground. Her nimbus has a rayed disk and double rim. She wears a wide
collar cut out in rays which point downwards, and a long robe with trnht
sleeves, confined at the waist by a narrow girdle so long as to fall down
the front of her dress and trail on the ground. On the sleeves and dress
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are ears of corn with the stalks upwards. An altar stands obliquely 1.

having a frontal and a superfrental, and a white cloth with a large cross

in its centre. On the altar is a candlestick, and over it a wreath hangs

on a projecting bar. The floor is paved in squares. The border is single,

and the top line is prolonged beyond the 1. side line as if there had been

originally a companion subject attached to this, as the attitude of the

Virgin would also suggest. The bottom line, however, is not thus pro-

longed. Hatching is sparingly used. The head is oval
;
the hands are

very long and thin.

[128 x 8G.J Good impression in pale ink, but the surface has been damaged and

repaired in many places. Colours : crimson lake, light brown, pale yellow, flesh-colour,

green. No margin.
Purchased from Messrs. Gutekunst, 1867.

The subject of this print has not been satisfactorily explained. Schr. describes six

other woodcuts, which represent the Virgin in a similar costume. No. 1000, a large cut

at Munich (repr. Schmidt., No. 7), professedly founded on a picture then existing in

Milan Cathedral, represents the Virgin in the Temple before her marriage to St. Joseph.

Diirer, in one of his marginal drawings to the Emperor Maximilian’s prayer-book at

Munich (Strixner’s lithograph no. 36), represents the Virgin in precisely this costume,

even to the collar and girdle, but with the wreath placed on her head, over which an

angel holds a crown.

A 50.

THE ASSUMPTION OF THE VIRGIN.
Schr. 1017 b. W.—D 54.

The Virgin, clad in a long robe and mantle, is rising through the

air, looking upwards, with folded hands. She wears a low crown, and in.

addition to her plain nimbus a halo of rays surrounds her whole body.

Two kneeling angels hold up the lower folds of her mantle. Low hills

are seen below her feet. The border is single.

[83 X 60.] A fair impression, slightly damaged, of a cut of no artistic merit.

Colours: crimson lake, pale pink, yellow, green.

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

A 51.

THE VIRGIN AS QUEEN OF HEAVEN (half-length).

The Virgin, with her head surrounded by a nimbus and crowned with

stars, is seen to the waist over the crescent moon, surrounded by a halo of

rays and flames. Her long hair falls on her shoulders. She looks down

to 1. The child, whom she holds in both hands, stretches out his arms

and looks up to r. This composition is enclosed by a circular border of

three lines [diam. 51]. The circle is placed in the upper part of a rectangle

enclosed by a double border.

In the lower part of this space, below a line, is the following

xylographic inscription in eight lines :

—

mccsst gfirgmct o alBer maria mot |
Her goBs.

contglnttne Btg tinnds . jioertc Bfs
|
jparaBijg toroutot Beg mereltg •

Bit Biste smtBerltn
| gtye eett puer magnet • Bu ontftneste fitjro

aonBer
|
sonBe Bu Irbste gfjehaert Ben stepper enBe

|
Berlosser
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‘c mct
• «» tolost tm> ba alle

aflartt.

b 0t b ' 1 arm 0OnO<1rr- VerOut telfce taer

(See A 63 for a similar prayer. A Latin version of the same prayer
IS engraved under Israhel van Meckenem, B. 42.)

F y

No watermark.
Col°"r8: cinuabar

’
y^low, carmine. On the verso, Latin MS. prayers.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

A 52.

0 r
THE VIRGIN AND CHILD (half-length).

Schr. 1024; W. u. Z. 122.
'

W.—D 57.

infant TW? stands
’ s«e" to th

t

e waist, bending her face r. over theinfant Christ whom she holds in both arms, with his head over her 1shoulder, She wears a jewelled crown, a pearl necklace with a Maltesecross and a mantle, clasped by a large jewelled brooch, over an inner robe,
-tlei han fells m a simple coil over her r. shoulder, leaving her r earexposed. Her face is round, with the features well marked by a fewstrong lines. The nails and finger-joints are marked on her hands. The

crosfinhk IT
0
'),”" h 'T

1

-

t0
-

h‘S mother ’

s chin and h°Ms an ornamentalcross his 1 hand. His hair is curly. His hands and feet are badly

diT that of eh
1”

t

US a
;
l0uble rim

5 that of Virgin has a plaindisk that of Christ is cruciform. The folds of the drapery are for the
a fT Sharp folds - Yery Uttle hatching is used,here is a single border. At the top, divided into two parts by thelrgin s head, is the inscription in six lines (from Luke ii, 34) ;

©tcc positus rst Ijic in rut nam ct tn
raumcttonm ntultox* tn tstafifl
rt w stgmimnon rtr aOtcrtur

antm am ptitat
bit glaOuts ut mud ntur car
mwltis cortnbus cog ftattoncs

* raSlwi!
Good impression, perfectly preserved except in r. upper corner, where

the r L,aer ^ eDd
'T

fr?“‘ the end of the three t0P «'•<* «f the inscription tome r. bolder. No margin, colouring, or watermark
Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.
This woodcut has an unmistakable affinity to Schr. 1023 a fine earlv cut of whichimpressions are extant at Paris and Munich (repr. Schmidt No 3) The cut iust

necklace^and^the cross^f Th®
a feW detai,sar

’

e added^f , the Virgin’s

both This can
Chl

!
d

-,

S ban<
’ otherwi8e the composition is identical in

doubt earlier and ,

be
,.
re-a^ed as a <*>PJ ^ the other, though the latter is no

Tcommon m^hfarwhi^
ia 1 18 m°re

?robable that they a,e Afferent versions ofa common ongmal, which was perhaps a painting or drawing.

A 53.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD (half-length).
Schr. 1029 ; W. u. Z. 52. w __c n
The Virgin, facing slightly r., is seen to the waist, rising above a belt

•ot conventional clouds. She wears a crown and a mantle with variegated
hem, clasped at the throat by a brooch over an inner robe, of which the
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sleeve is lined with ermine. Her long hair falls over both shoulders.

Her nimbus is very large and the disk is surrounded by a broad belt of

stars. A sword pierces her r. breast. Between the thumb and finger of

her r. hand she holds a scroll with the words : 2Tu tS alplfil tt 0

Her 1. arm supports the infant Christ in a sitting posture. He has a

cruciform nimbus with double rim. He holds in both hands a Latin cross,

which passes over his 1. shoulder. The crown of thorns hangs_on_ the

cross, and the three nails are in position. A scroll with t tt«t f* is

attached to the upper limb of the cross. In the r. upper corner of the

print is a wide scroll with an inscription in seven lines, of which the r.

side is very indistinctly printed. Th<5 text, so far as it can be deciphered,

is as follows (Luke ii, 34) :

—

l£m poltm t i)it tn ruia* I
ft in ttxuxt&totm (mttUov) |

Ihttijmisale tt in (atgnum) I
no cotrafttof ft tua tpstus |

atmant jjtranssuut glatnus
|
ft retteUenT tx multts

|
cortJdms

fogttaftonfs*

The folds of the drapery are sharp and hooked. Hatching is used on

the lining of the Virgin’s mantle, but not elsewhere. The border is single.

[380 X 260.] Badly printed, but well preserved, except in the 1. lower corner,

where a portion has been torn away. Colours ;
dull crimson (faded), cinnabar, dull

yellow, green, grey, black, No margin or watermark.

Purchased at the.Weigel sale, 1872.

Two other impressions of this cut are known, in the libraries at Brunswick and

Wolfenbiittel. The former was taken from the cover of a book of 1472. This

impression was purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Repr. (much reduced) in Willsli.

^ The cut is a reversed copy of Schr. 1028, a cut in the collection of Baron Edmond

de Rothschild at Paris, formerly in the Weigel collection (W. u. Z. no. 51, with repr.)

As compared with the original, the chief points of divergence are the following :

—

1. The the whole composition is reversed ;
in the original the Virgin faces 1., holds

the Child on her r. arm, and the sword pierces her 1. breast.

2. The Virgin’s hair is straight, not curly.

3. The hem of the Virgin’s mantle is of striped stuff, not embroidered with gems.

4. Hatching is used for the lining of the mantle, but not for the inner robe ;
the

case is precisely contrary in the original.

5. There are no rays issuing downwards from the clouds.

6. The nimbus of Christ is cruciform but not floriated.

7. The cross which he holds is studded with five nails, which are not in the

original, at the juncture of stem and transverse beam.

8. The inscription is incorrectly spelt, and the lines are differently divided.

Both cuts were formerly described as metal-cuts, for which there was no good

reason. Schr. 1028, to judge by the reproduction, has several of the flaws in the

border which are a distinctive sign of a wood-block, and Schr. 1029 has the appearance

of a woodcut printed from a badly-inked block.

A 54.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD, SEATED.
Schr. 1058.

The Virgin, facing slightly 1. sits on a cushion with tassels, placed on

the chequered floor of a room. She holds the naked child on her lap,

with his head against her r. shoulder. She has a large nimbus with plain

disk and double rim. That of the child has cruciform rays and a single

rim. The Virgin wears a white veil edged with lace and a mantle which
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falls gracefully round her back over the 1. shoulder. At the back of the
print a piece of tapestry with a pattern of large leaves and pomegranates,
fringed at the bottom, hangs by seven loops from a rod which serves
as border to the print at the top, and is prolonged as a single black lineround the other three sides.

n„>
C
whn£ w'-j

A g0°? imPression of:an unusually artistic woodcut, well preserved on

prppdefblCf 1

Colours!
*

are ;°ft and

^Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895. Purchased by him from
S
L. Rosenthal,

Schr. 1066.

A 55 (1-3.)

THREE CUTS FROM A SERIES OF SAINTS.

(1) THE VIRGIN AND CHILD, ENTHRONED.
W.—D 58.

and
T
Wh
V
r
S
nth-

fa
h “?

Sli
?!'

tly L
>

si

,

ts on a low throne with a wide step

m ,nth°
G th

•

back
r

h Plnnacles - She wears a crown and a longmantle over an inner robe. Her hair is loose. She holds the Child onher r. arm and offers him an apple with her 1. hand. Single border

ssssr
-

'<—

*

Schr. 1505.
(2) ST. JAMES THE GREATER.

W.—D 69.

staffer
W
H
kS tOWardS

u
he S h

?
ldin« a she11 in his r- hand astall m his I He wears a pilgrim’s hat, and a long mantle over a tunicdrawn m at the waist by a girdle. He has a plain nimbus. Single border.

[52 X 34.] Colours
:
green and yellow. «S.J.” has been added by hand.

Schr. 1649.
(3) ST. PAUL.

W.—D 70.

St. Paul walks towards the 1., holding a sword point downwards in hisr hand and pointing with his 1. hand. His costume is similar to that ofSt. James, but he is bare-headed. He has a plain nimbus.

TP n,
34

-1 C,
i
lou/s

: g
[
een and yehow. “S.P.” has been added by hand

Colnag
e

hU860
Prm

’ “ ° Wlllla“ EuS8eU collection
> ™re purchased from Messrs.

A 56.

,, , ,

™ VIRGIN AND CHILD IN GLORY, STANDING.
Schr. 1075.

Vlrgm s4and
.
s on the ground, turning slightly 1., wearing a plaincrovn, a robe and a long mantle. She has a plain nimbus and a halo offlames lound her body She carries the naked Child on her r. arm Heplaces his 1. arm round his mother’s neck, and holds a flower or fruit in his
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r. hand. His nimbus is cruciform, with a single rim. There is no

indication of sky, and no hatching. The border is single.

[132 X 92.] This cut resembles in technique Sclir. 786 and 801 {see A 28, *29).

It is rather a late impression, after a crack near the middle of the lower border,

and badly printed. Some of the lines have not caught the ink, while others are

overcharged and blurred. Colours (carelessly applied) : carmine, dull yellow, green,

pale brown. Margin [5-9] slightly torn and worm-eaten, not coloured.

Purchased from Mr. Rosenthal, 1879. Style and origin the same as those of

A 28, 29. Formerly described as a metal-cut.

A 57.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD IN GLORY, STANDING.
Schr. 1078. W.—D 53.

The Virgin stands on the ground, turning slightly r., wearing a richly

ornamented crown, a robe and a long mantle, which trails behind her.

She has a plain nimbus and a halo of rays round her body. She carries

the naked child on her 1. arm, and raises her r. hand towards him. He
is in a sitting posture, with both hands raised. His nimbus is cruciform

with a single rim. The ground is marked by a few horizontal lines.

There is no indication of sky and very little hatching. The border is

single.

[75 X 54.] Good impression of an unimportant cut. The 1. upper and r. lower

corners have been torn off, but the latter has been repaired. Colours : crimson lake,

yellow, green, blue, traces of gold over a light red pigment on nimbus and crown.

Margin (cut very close to border), dull red.

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD IN GLORY, WITH ANGELS.
(Drawing)

The Virgin, wearing a jewelled crown, robe, mantle, and pointed shoes,

stands on the crescent, surrounded by a halo of rays and flames. She

carries the naked child on her r. arm, and holds him with both hands.

The ground below the crescent is covered with grass and flowers. Four

angels are seen in the corners, kneeling with folded hands, two in the

air and two on the ground. Near them are scrolls, with the following

inscriptions in scarlet ink

Above (1) Hec divia vir ... (2) Xt genuit re

Below (2) Fude pees ad filium (2) Pro salute fideliu.

[76 X 57.] Another specimen of the drawings used in the same way as woodcuts

to illustrate devotional MSS. {see pp. 61, 67). Colours: vermilion, dark blue, green,

white (all body-colours), yellow, carmine (water-colours) ;
traces of oxidized metal

on the Virgin’s crown and the border of her mantle.

Purchased from Mr. P>ousfield, 1850.

A 58.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD IN GLORY, WITH ANGELS.
Schr. 1109. W.

—

D 52.

The Virgin stands, facing slightly r., on the crescent, wearing an

imperial crown, a robe and mantle. Her hair is long and wavy. She has

a plain nimbus and a halo of rays round her body. She holds the naked
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child with both hands on her 1. arm. He holds an apple in his r handHis nimbus is cruciform. Two angels, playing a lute and a viol, stand in

anrl a ? .

either
!“
de of

,

the Vagin's head. Two others, playing an or^anand a dulcimer sit on the grass, on either side of the crescent. There kno indication of sky and scarcely any hatching. The features are stiff thedrapery angular but well arranged. The border is single
’

se&xs* * b™»
-SSoSwiS: 5"’ “““ ™» >t, dm,,

A 59.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD IN THE ROSARY
Schr. 1133; W. u. Z. 189. w -D 105.
Within a rosary of flat beads, strung on a black thread and divided atregular intervals by five roses, the Virgin sits r., facing 1. holdino- theinfant Christ on her knees. She wears a simple trefoil crow’n, a robe anda Jong mantle, which falls in confused and sharply broken foMs Hernimbus is plain. The child, who has a cruciform nimbus with double rims over his i. shoulder at a young couple kneeling 1. with folded hands'
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e
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^
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,
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,

be -bout to receive a rosary which Christ holds in his“
tol l 1 J?™” han^ - a -d suspended
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rgm S head ‘ The §Tound is marked by horizontal
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®.
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to be intended for grass The
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s:.:,', ;!*;"- .r - ' Ci zjt
X;i
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;:ZT^z'zsr
* il * * h-”>* 1 >»«

«

®ls offt ama atnrit roariifcraitt> marir
unit lima lijcsU) gto (oh bnBm art

rl1
Jfl* Xrntliri) gum rratcn mint nlauib

rn bnB BarnarJ) . b . patrr noatcr bnuD
narlj lirBrnt pr nr gcljrit aur maria So
offt ropfadjt ca btrtjtg tag bnB auf trBr
bnarr frauen tag .VIF f/ar ahlaa Botlirh« autiBm. Surd) pabat S i.vtrn grhnt.

mafia
5

VheLe^Tof
^

t?fe”t^fcrmelt **’/«*** ^on. No
the cut has suffered damage in a few places. No ZemaA. UPPer P°rti°n °f

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

wa8^M:7Ul^L^acol^Sfuen"^ Prior onh^Dornin ‘
of whose pontificate

Confraternity of the ifiary in lSo See Ms took -D?e
“ the

bruderschaft,” (Augsburg, J. Bander, 1476). Hain 14961.
° neuerte Rosenkranz-

A 60.

the virgin and child in the ROSARY, WITH ST. DOMINIC

h„d. »d f«, ,i,h„ a, vi^Si Sol™ “

n

pr»
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stands 1. on the crescent, treading a demon under foot. She has a rayed

nimbus with double rim, and a halo of flames surrounds her body. Her

long hair falls down her back. Her mantle is fastened by a brooch at each

shoulder, and falls simply, so that the dress is visible in front. It is drawn

in by a narrow girdle at the waist. She holds the infant Christ, who has

a cruciform nimbus with single rim, on her 1. arm.
.

He sits towards the 1.

but turns his head to look down at St. Dominic, who kneels in the

foreground r., in the habit of his order, with a star on his brow, receiving

with both hands a rosary from the infant Christ. Behind St. Dominic

appear a Pope (Innocent in'?) and Emperor, and four other persons of

whom very little is visible. The whole is surrounded by a double border.

In the upper corners, between the rosary and the border, are conventional

clouds. The drapery is shaded by very close and regular hatching.

[93 x 68.1 Colours: carmine, pale yellow, cinnabar, olive green. Perfect preserva-

tion. Margin [3-16] uncoloured. On the margin above the print are two hexameters in

MS. (the first word torn off )
:

—

“
. dextra misero

,
et tecu me tolle per undas

Sedibus ut saltern placidis in mode quiesca,

.”

On the back of the leaf is written in red ink :
“ De sancto iohane euagelista. Then

17 lines of text in faded black ink with rubricated initials, containing a prayer addressed

to St. John, “ 0 speculu v'ginitatis” etc., followed by a collect
“ Beati loais apli tui y

etc. Watermark, a fragment, not recognisable.

Produced about 1500, perhaps at Cologne, where Jacob Sprenger, Dominican Trior,

revived the Confraternity of the Eosary in 1475. Cf. Schr. 1136.

A 61.

THE HOLY FAMILY IN A GAKDEN.
Schr. 1141.

W.—D 61.

The scene is a garden bounded by a brick wall. L. is a tall pavilion

with a conical roof, open in front and showing a diaper pattern on the

inner side of the hangings. In front of the pavilion the Virgin kneels

with both hands stretched out toward the child Christ, who walks towards

her from the middle of the garden, with his r. arm stretched out, while he

carries in his 1. hand a basket full of the apples which St. Joseph, farther

back, is shaking down from a tree. Near the pavilion, a little farther

back than the Virgin, stands St. Anne, who looks down .at Christ and

holds out her 1. hand towards him. The ground is covered with grass,

flowers, and fallen apples. There is no indication of sky. A Brigittine

nun kneels with folded hands in the r. lower corner. The nimbus of Christ

is cruciform, that of the Virgin rayed, that of St. Anne plain
;
the rim in

each case is single, and they are all overlaid with gold. The border is a

single black line.

ri07 x 80.] Colours (unskilfully applied): vermilion, cinnabar, carmine, three

shades of brown, yellow, light green, dark blue, gold. Margin [6-10] plain except a line

of dull red mixed with a tarnished metal, round the border. On the r. side the paper

is cut close to this line, and the margin is artificial. (Cf. remarks on A 44.)

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1856, together with four other cuts trom the same

MS. Schr. 967, 804, 1154, 1213. „ , . ... 7 „

Schreiber, in describing this cut as the Marriage of St. Catherine, has committed a

series of blunders. The ring, which he says “ St Catherine is about toj’ece.vefom

Christ, is nowhere to be seen. Christ is not led by his mother, but walks ™*ep«jn

dently. A Brigittine, not “ a Dominican,” nun (cf. remarks on Ihe habit and colour

under Schr. 967, where the same mistake is made) kneels, not ‘sits, in the lower
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fch^ViJV
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-
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’ occurs as a member of the Holy Family unless the infant Sf’
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h
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P
ern art

al8° PreSent ’ Su°h a rePre8entati°a k far more frequent in Italian than

*hlS and th® two knowing cuts were produced at the Brigittine Convent of Marienvvatei, near Hertogenbosch, about (perhaps after) 1500. Four other cut^ in a similar

piptiiS=ishave an ornamental border with flowers and insects, like Schr. 804 and 967

A 62.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD IN GLORY, WITH ST. CATHERINE AND
Q1 ST. BARBARA.
feChr* 1154

' W.-D62.

WitMn
e

7:Z:i’7
ldin

E^
he °n hf 1 arm

> stands ™ crescentwithm a mandorla, which is held near the top by two flying angels. Shehas a. crown and nimbus, and her whole body is surrounded by rays Herhair falls loose over her shoulders. Her mantle is clasped at the throatby a brooch over her robe. The Child wears a loose tunic. He holds a

siteY on‘the
hand

I™ *11!
dlrC

)
ion 0f St ' Catherine of Alexandria, whosits 1 on the ground, with a book open on her lap, a sword in her 1 handand the wheel behind her. Both the Virgin and Christ, however are

ln°en

lng
0°*

i**

St' C
,

ath®rine
>
but afc St - Barbara, who sits r. with a bookpen on her lap a palm branch in her r. hand, which she has just received

crown°tnd
’

a

and the
.

tower behind her Both the saints have nimbus andcrown a,nd aie similarly attired. Each sits on a little grassy hill. Noindication of sky. No cross-hatching. Single border.

xylSmphtoixt^
4116 l0W6r margin

’
°Ut9ide the border line

- •» lines of

©oB gnu t b alB’ ftnltrljstf maria tnoeB’ no
os. eottigiftne Bra firmed. jpoorte Bra saBuo.
brotttoe B' lurarlt • Bu luot rr stturr manrt, ot
fanffc 0onB’ 0oitBr. fflu Jjebste * grfiiff otfacrf 00
B>onBr. <Si» i,rht boon Sehracljt Be 0era»ra
rn Bra brafossra Ora toerelt. Ett Or toelefceie nt
r tUmicl. HiBt boer mi; 0onBe eft b’ltrat mi ba
alle qttaBtt. a’. V.rprrnt te marie boater.

FoiTgm^rsrAeT yellow> verdigris sreen
-

'

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD IN THE PRESENCE OF FOUR SAINTS.
chr. 1158. (See the coiiect

[

on 0f Xtalian woodcuts.)

G
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the virgin and child with eight virgin saints
THE

i-'chr. 117U.

Setir. 1190.

;Schr. 1197.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH ST. ANNE.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH ST. ANNE.

See A 64.

A 65.

See A 66.

\
A 63.

THE HOLY FAMILY, WITH ST. JOACHIM AND ST. ANNE.
^

Schr. 1213.

St Anne sits in the middle of a carved Gothic throne with a high

• TVip Virgin of a diminutive size, sits on her lap,

back in three division. ^ The b, both. St. Joseph sits 1.,

^nd the infant Chnst stands £P ^ ^ lattel. wears a turban

ticsi-assfr «sasasa

The floor below the step is paved m squaws. T“
“/bends in and

.sides except the top. where
^

the “ner
^

£

this arch and the outer

warfen: (1-> :

stater (r.).

For origin, see remarks on A 61.

+THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH ST. DIONYSIUS.

(Reproduction.)

> hand
Vi
sfotn/slusstS“

staff

n
in his Ms martyrdom k a

wearing a mitre. This seco
> head which is still on

slightly -duced hkeness, with^ ^ ^ d with the

the saints shoulder
. woman at the feet of the Virgin, a man

hS, in lig.m ”»kl"S * Dtow‘"“

as a protector against the ravages of the aforesaid disease.

Photograph (reduced)ifrom the Type was used

212 x 205] in the Hof-u.
and Hochfeder, and the cut appears to be

8SrSSS•SJESS “SUy** LffiStASSEMS3K

intercession had already worked wonders against it.
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A 64.

CHILD WITH EIGHT VIEGIN
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t0 L
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the Print>
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A 65.
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THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH ST. ANNE.
W.—D 55.
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A 66.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH ST. ANNE.

Schr. 1197.
W ‘ -D 56.

St. Anne sits on a low throne, of which the sides are higher than the

back. From pillars on either side in front rises a canopy in a debased

Gothic style, with a crocketed arch in the centre and two pendants.

St. Anne, whose features are unusually youthful, is looking at the infant

Christ, whom she holds with her r. hand as he sits on her r. knee. On

her 1. knee sits the Virgin, a diminutive, girlish figure, with a crown and

a simple robe, held in by a girdle at the waist. The Virgin holds a gilt

apple or orb in her 1. hand, and stretches out her r. hand towards the

Child. Her nimbus has a single, St. Anne’s a double rim. That of Christ

is cruciform. The drapery is well arranged in soft, rounded folds, with a

few strong outlines and no hatching. The whole is enclosed by a double

border [192 X 137]. Outside this, leaving a blank space round the inner

border, is a wide passe-partout [25] with serrated edges, containing origin-

ally sixteen large flowers, of which only seven remain intact. The flowers

are connected throughout by a double band, forming the centre of the

border.

f270 X 170 (cut).] A sadly damaged impression, which has lost the r. side from

the inner border, and large pieces elsewhere, especially the 1. upper corner and. part of

the head of the Virgin. Colours : madder red, vermilion, yellowish brown, dark brown

cinnabar, light green, light blue, gold (oxidized). The colouring, and to some extent

the drawing, is analogous to that of Schr. 974 above. A similar passe-partout is found

in Schr. 1001. Traces of writing in an old hand remain on the margin. Only the

words “ exempla viscositatis ” are legible.
.

. „ ,.

Purchased at the McIntosh sale, 1857. Formerly in the W. Y. Ottley collection.

Lot 1903 in Ottley Sale Catalogue, May, 1837.

THE HOLY FAMILY WITH ST. JOACHIM AND ST. ANNE.

Schr. 1213.
See A 63 ‘

TEMPTATION OF ST. ANTONY.
Schr. 1216. &ee woodcuts by Wolgemut.

(This is cut no. 66 of the Schatzbehalter.)

A 67.

Schr. 1227.

ST. ANTONY.
W.—D 74.

The saint stands near the middle of the print, facing slightly 1. He

wears a robe which reaches to the ankles, and has a plain nimbus. He
holds a staff, the top of which is a Tau cross, in his r. hand, and a closed

book in his 1. hand. A pig stands between him, its head and shoulders

beino- visible beyond his robe r. A man kneels 1. on one knee before the

saint^ raising one hand (probably afllicted with “St. Antony’s fire ”) in

supplication. He has a wallet attached to his girdle. Over the saint s

head is a tablet with his name, S. ANTONI . . . ,
and to this two hands

and two feet (votive offerings in wax) are suspended. In the 1. upper

corner the Almighty appears from a cloud, with hand extended in bene-

diction towards St. Antony. The design is carried out in broad outlines,

without hatching.

(135 X 90.] A very bad impression of a poor cut. Colours (carelessly applied):

cinnabar, lake, yellow, green. Margin on two sides only [3-4] uncoloured.

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.
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A 68.
ST. ANTONY AND ST. SEBASTIAN.

Schr. 1232 ; W. u. Z. 151. W.-D 75.

St. Antony, in monastic dress with a hood over his head, stands 1.

facing slightly r. He holds in his r. hand a staff, the top of which is
a Tau cross, while in his 1. hand he holds an open book at the level of his
breast. The little finger of the 1. hand passes through the handle of a
bell. His beads hang from the girdle at his waist. He has a nimbus
with double rim. A pig with a bell round its neck stands r. near his feet.
At the foot of the print is the name JUtljOUtUS.

St. Sebastian stands r. with both hands bound above his head to a tree,
which is cut short just where its lowest branches spring from the trunk!
His legs are bound just above the ankles to the trunk. He has a wreath
of roses on his brow and a plain nimbus. He has no clothing but a loin-
cloth, and his body and limbs are pierced by thirteen arrows, placed
symmetrically l. and r. with the odd one in the neck. The ground is
grassy. At the foot of the print is the name SCbStt&ttUS The
drawing is firm but stiff and angular. A little hatching is used* in the
modelling of St. Sebastian’s body, but not elsewhere.

[272 x 188 (cut).] Well printed in brown, watery ink. Colours : crimson lake,
carmine, flesh-colour, yellow, light and dark brown, green.

St. ISebastian is in a separate compartment, divided from that which contains
bt. Antony by a space of 5 mm. A similar space occurs again r. beyond St. Sebastian,
and it may be conjectured that the block originally held a third saint, perhaps St. Koch!who would face 1. as St. Antony faces r., and complete the symmetry. It should be
noticed that the border 1. of St. Antony is wide, as though to mark the extreme limit
ot the block on that side, whereas the lines on either side of St. Sebastian are narrow,
as though to mark subordinate divisions.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Repr. W. u. Z. i, p 238.

A 69.

e t.
ST. BARBARA.

Schr. 1249; W. u. Z. 88 b. -yy p) gg
St. Barbara stands, facing slightly r. wearing a crown surrounded by

a single nimbus, a long robe with a girdle and a mantle. Her long hair
tails down her back. She holds up her mantle with her r. hand. She
holds out her 1. hand at her side with the palm upwards. Just over it,
inserted, as Schr. has observed, on a separate piece of wood, is her emblem
a tower, containing chalice and host. A palm-branch springs from the
ground near her feet. Single border. [128 x 82.] This cut is placed
unevenly (too low and too far to 1.) within a passe-partout 24 mm. in
width, with a pattern of acanthus-leaves twining round a rod, in white,
with dark outlines, on a dark ground.

[193 x 138.] Impression produced by friction in grey ink. Colours : crimson lake,
grey pale yellow, green. Margin [6-10] unooloured. Torn in several places. Water-mark: see facsimile, W. u Z. i,p. 150.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

A 70.

„ ,
ST. CATHERINE

Schr. 1321 ; W. u. Z. 88 a. W.—D 97
St. Catherine stands, facing slightly 1, wearing a crown surrounded

y a single mmbus, a long robe with an ornamental belt, and a mantle
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which she holds up with her 1. hand. She lays her r. hand on the wheel,
which supports the long sword, point downwards. The saint’s hair is

braided on each side over her ears, but most of it hangs loose down her
back. The ground is marked by a single line. The border is single

[135 x 83]. This cut is placed unevenly, like the last described, within
the same passe-partout. The colour, quality of the work, and condition
are in every respect the same. The two are by the same artist.

[193 X 138.] Impression produced by friction in grey ink. Margin [8-10] uncoloured.
Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Eepr. W. u. Z. i, p. 148.

A 71.

ST. BARBARA AND ST. CATHERINE.
Schr. 1265.

St. Barbara stands 1. holding in her r. hand the tower, with the
chalice and host on a ledge in front of it. She points towards the tower
with her 1. hand. She wears a crown, surrounded by a plain nimbus, and
a simple robe and mantle. St. Catherine stands r. facing 1. in similar
attire. She holds the sword by the hilt, point downwards, in her r. hand.
No hatching is used. Single border.

[138 X 98.] Coarse work, oyer-inked and badly printed, similar in style and origin
to three cuts already described, A 28, 29, 56. Colours (carelessly applied) : carmine,
pale brown, yellow, green. Margin [2-6] uncoloured. The r. lower corner has been
torn away, and other parts are damaged.

Purchased from Mr. Rosenthal, 1879. Formerly described as a metal-cut.

A 72.

ST. BERNARD OF CLAIRVAUX.
Schr. 1274. W.—D 76.

St. Bernard, wearing the Cistercian habit, kneels r. bare-headed, in a
field enclosed in front by a low wattled fence. He raises both hands and
holds his abbot’s crozier under his 1. arm. A scroll proceeds from his mouth
with the words, jftttmstra te mattTtth These are addressed to
the Virgin, who sits 1. holding the naked Child on her 1. arm, while with
her 1. hand she presses her breast so that the milk spirts out and falls on
St. Bernard’s mouth (in allusion to the legend that Our Lady refreshed
him in this way when his throat was parched with singing her praises).

The Virgin has a nimbus with double rim. That of the child Christ is

cruciform, that of St. Bernard plain. Three trees are seen on rising

ground in the background. There is no indication of sky. Hatching is

used in the drapery. A shield rests on one of the stakes of the fence,

bearing the arms of the Abbey of Ebrach, which was near Burgau in

Suabia, not far from Ulm.

[189 x 124.] Good impression in a strong black ink, in perfect preservation,
uncoloured.

Margin [4-6.] Watermark : bull’s head, only partially visible.

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1865.
Schr. mentions five other representations of St. Bernard with the same arms. The

drawing of the trees resembles that of the cuts in T. Lirer’s Schwabische Chronik,
C. Dinckmut, Ulm, 1486 (Hain 10117. Muther 355.)
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t ST. BRIDGET OP SWEDEN.
(Reproduction.)

Sclir. 1289. W. D 17

Coloured facsimile of the original cut in the John Rylands (late Spencer)
Library, now at Manchester. The artist’s name appears as JiiltCfjtl.
See Schr. 782, 877, 1956 for other cuts with the same signature.

[181 x 121.] Purchased at the McIntosh sale, 1857. The facsimile appears to be
a special hand-coloured proof, made for W. Y. Ottley, of the reproduction published in
his “ History of Engraving,” vol. i, p. 66.

A 73.

ST. BRIDGET OF SWEDEN.
Schr. 1290.

St. Bridget sits on a low Gothic seat with a wide step, the middle part
of which projects and is of a rounded form. A high desk, in connection
with the 1. side of the throne, contains a locker for books, and St. Bridget
is writing her revelations in a book which lies open on the sloping top.
She has a nimbus with double rim, and wears the habit of her order, with
a cross on the 1. side of the mantle near the brooch which fastens it across
her breast. An angel with long, narrow wings, wearing a robe which
reaches to his feet, stands on the seat behind her, laying his 1. hand on
her shoulder and speaking into her ear. R. of the seat are the emblems
of the saint, a pilgrim’s staff, hat and wallet, the lower end of the staff
passing through a crown. In the air three visions appear to her. L. God
the Father emerges from a luminous cloud, supporting with both hands
the pierced body of the Son. In the middle the holy Dove floats over the
head of St. Bridget, under a cloud from which long rays of light proceed.
The Virgin appears r. from a third cloud, holding the naked Child in
her arms. The three Persons of the Trinity, as well as the Virgin, are
distinguished by nimbi of different design. Below, 1. of the desk, a
monk in the Brigittine habit, with a red cross, white in the centre, on
the r. side of his dark brown mantle, kneels with folded hands, facing r.

towards the saint. Over his head is a scroll, extending towards the vision
of the Father and Son, with the words :

pater oe celts miserere twins*

In the four corners of the print are shields with the following armo-
rial bearings : Upper corner, 1. the lion of Sweden, r. S.P.Q.R.

; lower-
corners, 1. the Bavarian lozenges, r. the arms of Oettingen. On the front
of the projecting step is the letter n, which can hardly be accidental, and
may perhaps be interpreted as the wood-engraver’s signature. The border
is single. Hatching is freely used, but there is no cross-hatching.

[175 X 140.] A good impression in a strong black ink. Colours : crimson, vermilion,
dark green, dark blue, dark brown, yellow ochre

;
pale gold over yellow ochre in the

nimbi. These colours are not certainly contemporary with the print. There is no doubt
that the following, at least, are late additions, viz. the opaque white, shaded with grey,
on St. Bridget’s veil, and the instruments of the Passion painted in body-colours on the
four shields, so as almost to conceal their original contents. The shields contain (in the
same order as above) rod and scourge, column and rope, spear and reed, cross with blood
dripping from the three nails. Margin [2-13], on three sides only, uncoloured. Water-
mark (only the upper part is visible) a flower with five petals between two flowers with
three petals, each on a separate stalk, points visible between the stalks

;
probably the
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upper part of a crown. Width from flower to flower 52 mm. On the back is written

in ink by a modern collector “ Aus Altomiinster.”

Purchased from Mr. R. Gutekunst, 1897.

Schr. describes an imperfect impression of this cut in the Munich Cabinet, in which
the monk and the inscription on the scroll are visible only in part. For these, and for

the arms, compare Schr.’s description of a cut of St. Bridget, no. 1288, of which four

impressions are known. The alteration of the arms in the second state of that cut is

accounted for, according to Schr., by the fact that Magdalena of Oettingen, abbess

of the convent of Kirchheim, near Nordlingen, resigned her dignity in 1488. That
explanation is unsatisfactory, for Kirchheim was a convent of the Cistercian order.

There was a well-known Brigittine convent in the territory of Oettingen, viz. : Maria-

Maihingen ; it would be natural that a cut produced there should bear the Oettingen

arms. Maria-Altomiinster, the most famous Brigittine convent in Bavaria, and the only

one still existing in Germany, was founded in 1487, and occupied in 1497 by nuns from

Maria-Maihingen. For prints produced there see Schr. 1185-6. For a note on

Brigittine convents in Germany, see p. 66.

A 74.

ST. BRIDGET OF SWEDEN.
Schr. 1302 ; W. u. Z. 226. W.—D 96.

The saint sits on a low, wide seat, with a desk at her r. hand, where
she is writing her revelations on a long strip of parchment, laid across an

open book. She is prompted by an angel who stands on the seat behind

her. She wears the habit of her order, and has a nimbus with rayed disk

and triple rim. Over the desk is an inverted scroll with the inscription :

ijttUt R. of the seat are the emblems of St. Bridget, a

pilgrim’s staff passing through a crown, with hat and wallet hanging from

it, and a shield with the lion of Sweden. In the air above are the same
three visions as are described in the preceding print, viz. : 1. God the

Father (wearing a triple tiara) with the Son, in the middle the holy Dove,

surrounded by rays, and r. the Virgin and Child. The print is closed at

the top by a rounded arch, with a leaf- ornament in the spandrils. The
floor is paved. In the centre of the lower border is a shield, party per

pale, three six-rayed stars, dexter and sinister. This, no doubt, conveys

the same allusion as the words 0ten*£ (each word preceded and

followed by a six-rayed star), which stand on either side of the shield.

On an upper line in the lower border are the words btfCyttta pVtltCfSlSC

to afte nerina* Double border. Hatching is freely used.

[105 x 77.] Good impression, perfectly preserved. Colours : carmine, vermilion,

pale yellow, pale blue. Margin [5-8] uncoloured. No watermark. Produced at Gouda
about 1500.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

Maria Sterre was the name of a Brigittine convent at Gouda, in Holland, of which
records exist between 1434 and 1466. The convent ceased to exist in 1549, and was
transferred to the regular canons at Stein. The inscription I)uut tfCr flOtltff means
“ protect the good,” but perhaps conveys a secondary allusion to the name Gouda.
( I nformation kindly supplied by Mr. Hymans.)

A 75.

ST. BRIDGET OF SWEDEN.

St. Bridget stands, facing slightly to r. and looking down, wearing a

veil, robe and mantle, but not the distinctive habit of her order. She

holds an open book in her 1. hand, and a Maltese cross with a handle at

the bottom in her r hand. The pilgrim’s staff, with hat and wallet
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suspended from it, stands 1. behind her. A shield with S.P.Q.R. is in the
r. upper corner. The crown lies on the ground at her feet in the centre.
The border is single. The ground is marked by a single straight line,
ihe drapery is good, rather angular in the folds, without any hatching
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A 77.

ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA.
W.—D 99.
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slightly to r. holding the sword, point upwards, in her r. hand, and thewheel in her 1. hand. The ground is marked by a single line.
[35 x 29.] Colours : crimson lake, yellow, grey, verdigris green Margin r<n

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

f ST. CHRISTOPHER.

Schr. 1349.
(Reproduction.)
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lished in C. Gr. von Murr’s Journal, 1776, vol. ii, p. 104. The words
“ Scalps, sec. orig. Sebast. Roland. Norib. 1775,” which were cut on the

block just under the lower border r., have been cut off in the present

instance, and the paper has been stained with an infusion of coffee or

tobacco to give it the appearance of age. This facsimile was itself copied

in 1821, with the inscription “ Secundum copiam S. Rolandi (1775)

scalpsit Zeune. 1821.” A better, but not very accurate, reproduction was

published in Ottley’s “ History of Engraving,” i, p. 90. Other imitations,

with some variations from the original design, are mentioned by Schr. ii,

p. 352. The frontispiece to Linton’s “ Masters of Wood Engraving” is

the best reproduction.

[286 x 205.]

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

A 78.

ST. CHRISTOPHER.
Schr. 1378. W.-D 77.

St. Christopher wades towards the 1. through a river, carrying the

infant Christ on his 1. shoulder. He wears a short tunic and a mantle,

which floats in the air behind him, and holds a tree with leafy branches

in his r. hand. There are rocks on both sides of the river. Single

border.

[36 x 28.] Good impression, cut to border. Colours : crimson lake, pale pink,

yellow, green. Other impressions of this cut are known, in the Huth Collection,

London, and the Munich Cabinet. It belongs, like the St. Catherine described above

(A 77), to a series of cuts, of which six are known, described by Schr. under no. 1096.

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

A 79.

ST. DOMINIC.
Schr. 1387.

St. Dominic stands, facing fully to the front, in the habit of his order,

white robe and scapular, black mantle and hood. He has a moustache

and a short beard. Round his tonsured head is an oval nimbus with

single rim, and on the disk of the nimbus is a six-rayed star. He holds in

his 1. hand a model of a church, and in his r. hand a closed book and a

crucifix between two lilies. No hatching is used. The ground is marked
by a single line. The border is single.

[130 x 76.) Good impression, slightly damaged and repaired, on paper without

watermark (not vellum, as Schr. states). Colours : black, grey, light brown, yellow,

green ; the background scarlet (opaque).

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

A 80.

ST. DOROTHY.
Schr. 1398.

St. Dorothy sits on the ground, in a garden full of flowering plants,

enclosed by a low, wattled fence, which is seen at the back and front, but

not at the sides. Her hair is drawn off* her temples, leaving her 1. ear
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exposed, and she has a nimbus with single rim. She is gazing upwards atth
, !

nfnt Cb
"f*>

who stands on two crossed branches of a tree, fromwhich he is picking flowers and letting them fall into a basket which St.orothy holds in her r. hand. He has a cruciform nimbus with a single
run, and wears a short tunic, open in front. There is no hatching. This
composition is enclosed by a single border [140 x 96] and placed irregu-
larly m a passepartout, which does not fit it, so that a blank space is leftat the top of the composition, and the outer line of the print itself passesbeyond the inner line of the passe-partout on both sides. The passe-
partout must therefore have been printed first, the inner block separately
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A 81.

ST. FLORIAN.
W.—D 78.

The saint, m full armour, bare-headed, with a jewelled band over hisbrow and a nimbus with double rim, stands r., turning slightly 1 and
looking down on a fortified town in flames, over which he pours waterfrom a wooden bucket. At the window of a tower, from which flames are
shooting a man is seen with folded hands imploring the aid of the saint
against the conflagration.

[300 x 205 (cut).] The remains of the original woodcut have been cut out alono-the main outlines of the composition, and mounted at some time on apiece of old worm?eaten paper. This is itself considerably damaged, and has been lined more reJeXmod
fn P.aPf • T

t
e t0P of St. Florian’s lance, with a pennon Attached to it

sri h?ve bP^ ?
r 8

7
hiC

}
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f
ms t0 have no Action with the origfnal de-

mount^^nTat^RTp's
1

™ ^ colours on the old paper on which the fragments aremounted and at the same time the lines of the woodcut were gone over in lamn-black
0nIy be in fewplaceS
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7o.
b
’u

a

rt;

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

t ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI.
Schr. 1425. (Reproduction.)

Photograph of the original cut in the Dresden Cabinet. See note on A 80
[198 x 136.]
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A 82.

ST. GEORGE.
Schr. 1448. W.—D 79.

St. George, in full armour, with double nimbus, wearing a wide low

hat, with two feathers fastened in front by a jewelled clasp, rides towards

the r. and drives his spear through the neck of the dragon, which lies on

its back, writhing on the ground. In the foreground lies the mangled

skeleton of one of the dragon’s human victims. The princess, who wears

a crown, mantle and robe, kneels with clasped hands on the rising ground

r. Beyond her a church spire rises over the edge of the hill. A dead

tree stands near her, 1. The hill slopes down towards the 1. side of the

print, where the castle or fortified town of Selene appears, surrounded by

a moat in which the water flows from r. to L, passing under an archway

which connects an outlying round tower with the main building. Oyer

another arch 1., where steps are seen leading down to the water, the king

and queen, both crowned, the former with a sceptre in his hand, are

watching the conflict. Near another round tower, where the moat turns

the corner of the fortress, a swan swims up stream.

There is a double border, but parts of the design are carried beyond

the inner line at several points. Hatching is used, but not in the

mechanical, regular way common in the less artistic woodcuts of the time.

The shading and modelling, especially of the horse, are very carefully

produced by short lines, straight or curved as the occasion requires,

combined with dots, in a way which recalls the method of an engraver on

copper. Perhaps Burgundian in origin.

[168 X 250.] The impression has been taken in a pale grey ink, or rather dis-

temper, which has been insufficiently applied to the block, so that some of the lines,

especially towards the r. upper corner, have made an impression without colour. The

lower border has been entirely lost, and the outer line is imperfect on all sides. Colours

:

dark red, dark green, the latter in several shades. With the same green colour the

name jjrurjjt
9 has been written in Gothic characters near the saint’s head. The

space between the two lines of the border is red. The watermark is an anchor with a

cross.

Purchased at the Drugulin sale, London, 11th June, 1866, lot 25, where it was

described as Philip the Good of Burgundy, represented as St. George. Repr. Schr. vi,

pi. xvii.

A 83.

THE MASS OF ST. GREGORY.
Schr. 1458. W.-D 80.

St. Gregory, with a plain nimbus, vested in alb and chasuble, kneels

with folded hands on the lowest step of an altar 1., on which are chalice

and paten, two altar lights and an open missal. Farther back on the

altar is an open tomb, in which Christ stands as Man of Sorrows, with

folded arms, holding a rod in his 1. hand, a scourge in his r., and looking

down at St. Gregory. An angel stands behind him, 1., near the column

of the flagellation. R. of the altar, near the deacon who holds the Pope s

tiara, is the cross, with the crown of thorns hanging on its 1. beam and

the reed and spear leaning against the r. beam. Two other sainted Popes

stand r., one of whom, holding a pastoral staff, points with his 1. hand to

the miraculous apparition, while the other, holding a double cross in his
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r. hand, a book in his L, turns away and looks straight before him at the
spectator The ground is marked by horizontal lines, which slope down
towards the r. side.

Below a single line at the foot of the print are a prayer and statement
of indulgence, in fifteen lines of xylographic text in the German language
which are correctly printed by Schr., with the following exceptions !

1. 4 (m original), read “tott” for “fcltt”; 1 . 7, omit comma after
single border. Careful

**

ffrtOUfctQTn.” The whole is enclosed by
hatching is employed on the draperies.

, C
272 * 1

?
1 *3 A good and well-preserved impression, cut slightly within theborder at the top, but with a margin [1-4] on the other three sides. ColouJ madderred (two shades), grey, black, yellow, green. The text is rubricated

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845. Repr. Willsh. i, pi. ix. (much reduced).

A 84.

THE MASS OF ST. GREGORY.
Schr. 1463: W. u. Z. 114. W.—D 81.

i VJTO W1

J
h a pl

^
m nimbus

’ vested iu alb and chasuble, kneelswith folded hands, on the pavement below the altar, on which the full-length figure of the Man of Sorrows stands, with the chalice and patenbetween his feet. The two altar lights and the missal are in their placeson the altar, and behind the retable stands the cross, which issurrounded by the instruments of the Passion in great detail Two
cardinals stand behind the kneeling pope, the first of whom carries thelatter s tiara. No hatching is used. At the foot of the print separatedfrom the design by two lines, are ten lines of xylographic text’ inGothic

whole
“

1

h
Q
Ger“*n language. Schr. prints these correctly on thewhole, but ml 9 read for “ applas ’’

;
1. 10 “aaitCtUB” is arestoratmn, the letters «W 0 ” only remaining. It should be noticedthat the first five lines are defective at the beginning, as well as the restThe whole is surrounded by a single border.

[250 X 180 (cut)]. The print has been seriously damaged, esDeciallvnn 1 -aand cut within the border on all sides except the r. The imnressfon
th K &by friction, in a pale brown ink. Colours : crimson lake bH^ht vplln

tk
u’ Probably

grey, black. No watermark. ’
bright yelIow

’ bright green.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

vvjgel S,^on
e

(T
n
u.
(P
Z? nf f°T^ ia

The original is believed to date from soon after 1455. The copy ramnot‘ho
Nure

.
m

.

be
,
rg-

Loth cuts have the chequered pavement which commonly occmsrthe dttteTprints
'

Schr. 1477.

A bo.

THE MASS OF ST. GREGORY.
W.—D 82.

St. Gregory, with a plain nimbus, vested in alb and cWiiM
gloves on his hands, kneels r. facing 1 before an altar j % Wlth

across the print, the front and side of which have a large leaforn^T 7
white on a black ground. On the altar are a Ifngle^cfndlestck7 “
mtssal, the chalice and the host lying on a corporal. Farther’ back^n
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place of a retable, is the open tomb, in which stands the half-length figure

of Christ as Man of Sorrows, with crossed hands and rod and scourge

under his elbows, standing under the cross and looking down at St.

Gregory. The spear, column and reed are seen to r., and behind

St. Gregory stands a deacon, who holds the papal crown. Hatching is

used in the drapery. There is a single border.

[142 X 98.] Good impression in black ink, slightly worm-eaten near 1. border,

otherwise well preserved. Colours
:
yellow, grey, black, green, a pinkish brown,

cinnabar. Margin [1-6] uncoloured. Watermark, bull’s head.

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

A 86.

THE MASS OF ST. GREGORY.
Schr. 1485. W.—D 84.

St. Gregory, without a nimbus, vested in alb and chasuble, kneels r.

with folded hands at the foot of the altar, on which are a missal, a chalice

standing on a corporal and covered, but no altar-lights. Behind, in place

of a retable, is the open tomb, in which the Man of Sorrows stands with
both hands stretched out, under the cross. A cardinal stands r., holding
the papal crown over the saint’s head. Hatching is sparingly used.

There is a single border.

[84 X 56.] Good impression, without margin, of an unimportant cut, which belongs
to the same series as the Assumption and St. Catherine already described (A 50, 76).

Colours : crimson lake, yellow, grey, green, cinnabar.
From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

THE MASS OF ST. GREGORY.
Schr. 1492. See A 3 (7).

SS. HENRY AND KUNIGUNDA.
Schr. 1498. See D 12.

A 87.

ST. HUBERT.
Schr. 1500. W.—D 91.

St. Hubert, in hunting costume, doublet and hose and pointed boots,

kneels 1. on the ground, facing three-quarters r. with both hands raised. His
head is bare, surrounded by a nimbus with single rim. His hunting horn is

slung under his r. arm by a strap which passes over his 1. shoulder, and
his sword hangs at his 1. side. He gazes at the stag with a crucifix

between its horns, which advances towards him out of the wood r. St.

Hubert’s horse, which stands behind him, turns its head to gaze at the
miracle, and the three dogs fall on their knees before it. An angel is

seen to the waist in the air carrying a stole over St. Hubert’s head, and
a boy in the r. lower corner kneels with folded hands looking towards the
saint. The slope of the ground from 1. to r. is indicated by wavy lines.

Hatching is sparingly used. At the top of the cut is a border in the
shape of a beam, from which two objects are suspended 1. which have been
described by Waagenand Schreiber as coats of arms, but seem rather to be
crystals or pieces of stone of an angular shape. On the border itself is

the inscription :

—

&anctus ijupertus *u ara (?) tn lotrtngem
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The border on the other three sides is a single line. There is no
indication of sky.

Jv
89

,}*^ A late, impression, showing many breaks in the block, especially in

Da?c
b
nink

lme
’
and badly vnnted, but in good preservation. Colours: madder-red

uncoloured.
^ grGen

’ greemsh yellow
’ Pale yellow

» Pale hrown. Margin [9-12]

Pnv?^
tle
^

®ale
» (lot 1908). St. Aubyn sale, 1840 (lot 1182, bought in')Purchased for the B.M. at the second St. Aubyn sale, 1856 (lot 904)

°

r

naU
J

e
-

the plaCG is
.??

ry difficult t0 read * Ars’ near Metz, is the only place inLorraine which seems possible; but it must be observed that the character which

different ? f
8 alm

?
St ld®atical with the “ tr ” of Lotringen and that the “ s ” (?) is very

‘‘frl ’’
°i

rm fr°m
.

thG t
1

eminal “ 8 ” of “ Sanctus ” or “ Hupertus.” Schr. rlads

hetwln ^f’ a Placenear Rufach; but Rufachis in the south of Alsacebetween Colmar and Mulhausen, a long way from Lorraine.

Schr. 1505.
ST. JAMES THE GREATER.

See A 55 (2).

Schr. 1510;

A 88.

ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST.
W. u. Z. 94. W.—D 66.

The saint, with double nimbus, clothed in a tunic of camel’s hair witha mantle draped over it, stands facing slightly 1., pointing with his 1 ’hand
to the lamb, with a cruciform nimbus, cross and banner, which reclines ona large closed book, which the Baptist holds in his r. hand. A long scroll
passes behind the nimbus with the words (1.) Igrrtj gum bur (r
man < to * ftewrto. A shorter scroll 1. beneath the other has th

e

words 1 m - agnus * Det * me * toillt K* On the meadow in Whichthe Baptist stands grow a variety of plants and stumps of trees In thebackground 1. is a rocky precipice, with a chasm down the middle • agrove of trees grows on the top, and a bird is seen among the branchesThere is no indication of sky. Hatching is used along the folds of thedrapery. The border is single and wide.

[275 X 186.] A good and well-preserved impression, in light brown ink Th*border is imperfectly mked, and broken in some places. Colours : crimson lake yellow

sTde ScolS.
pale brown’ dark No watermark. Margin [2-5], except on"’

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

A 89.

THE BEHEADING OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST
Schr. J517; W. n. Z. 185.

‘

"
W.—D 67

The Baptist, with double nimbus, kneels in the foreground, near themiddle of the print, facing r. He wears a tunic of camel’s hair, with ascarf round the waist, and a mantle which has fallen from his shouldersand hangs from the waist over his lower limbs. His hands are folded inprayer as he awaits the stroke of the executioner, who stands behind him
1. with a sword raised in both hands. The man wears a short parti

S .°
U
o-
d COat

’
h
,°
Se and

.

b
,

oots
,>
and » high conical hat. The daughter ofHerodias stands r. with the charger in her

tj , cn i
", ^ *««• hands, waiting for theBaptist s head, fche has a turban on her head, with a diadem above it,
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and wears a long simple robe, gathered up on one side, so as to show the

petticoat below. A man in a turban and short gown stands behind her.

A tower with a tall, narrow doorway and wooden door standing open

is seen behind the executioner 1. The foreground is grassy. In the

distance are two trees, and beyond them a river with boats and a town

on the farther bank. Two hills form the boundary of the landscape, one

of which has a tree on the top, the other a convent or fortress with a

church. Four wavy lines represent clouds. Hatching is sparingly used

on the drapery. The open doorway is shaded by regular lines, slanting

from r. to 1. The border is single and broad.

[272 X 188.] Good impression in very black ink, but damaged, a large piece being

torn off at the 1. lower corner, and a smaller piece in the r. lower corner. Colours

:

crimson lake (very bright), yellow, reddish brown, grey brown, dark brown, green.

Watermark, bull’s head with stem and flower. Margin on all sides, much torn.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

This cut is a copy in reverse of Schr. 1516, of which two impressions are known, in

the Berlin Cabinet and the von Lanna collection, Prague. The Berlin impression, when

discovered by Kindlinger at the convent of Marienthal in the Rheingau, was accom-

panied by a leaf of vellum bearing indulgences granted by the Bishops of Salzburg and

Chiemsee. The strip of illuminated vellum which accompanies the present cut, having

been detached from the book in which it was found (W. u. Z. i, p. 291), bears the

words . . . dno Gerhoho Chyemesis eccie Epi . . . which may be a fragment of

a similar indulgence of the Bishop of Chiemsee in Bavaria. It does not serve to fix the

date of the woodcut, for Gerhoch von Waldeck was Bishop of Chiemsee from 1354 to

1359 (Gams. Series Episcoporura, p. 267), at least a century before the probable date of

the cut. It is interesting, however, as an indication of the locality in which the cut

was produced.

ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST.
Schr. 1520 a. See D 4 (2).

A 90.

ST. JEROME.
Schr. 1527. W.—D 85.

The saint, in the costume of a cardinal, stands, turning slightly to 1.

and with his r. hand draws out a thorn from the 1. foot of a lion, which

stands on its hind legs and rests its r. foot against St. Jerome’s knee. St.

Jerome holds a closed book and a long staff with a cross at the upper end

in his 1. hand. His mantle and the hood over his head are lined with

ermine. The cords attached to his hat are so long, that though he gathers

them up in his 1. hand just below a knot which joins them, they fall,

separately again, and trail on the ground at his feet. The ground is

marked by a single line. Hear the saint’s head 1. is a scroll with the name

^anctus * gcronmnbs. The ornament which follows is not a mere

flourish, but a kind of monster, with horns, four legs, and a very long

tail, twisted back over its body. The border is double. The inner line

is broken at the top by the saint’s nimbus, which has a double rim.

Hatching of a bold, firm kind occurs in the drapery.

[405 X 253.] A fine impression in pale, greyish ink. The 1. upper corner is

restored and the cut is damaged in some other parts, but well preserved on the whole.

Colours : crimson lake (faint above, very bright below), carmine, yellow, orange, green,

light brown. No margin.

Purchased from Mr. Gutekunst, 1867.
. .

Another impression, together with a companion cut of St. Christopher, is m the

Grand Ducal Museum at Weimar.
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A 91.

ST. JEROME.
Sclir. 1537 ; W. u. Z. 187. \\r j) gy

The saint, in the costume of a cardinal, with a plain nimbus, sits r. on
a bench outside a Gothic chapel with a door at the end, a window of four
lights at the side, and a turret with a cupola on the farther side. At the
1. end of the bench is a reading-desk, on which a book lies open, with a

^ pair of eye-glasses and a pen-case. The floor in the foreground is
paved in squares. St. Jerome leans forward to draw a thorn out of the r.
foot of a lion, which sits at his feet and looks up at him. In the backoround
1- St. Jerome is seen again, this time with a beard, doing penance on the
side of a rocky hill, up which a winding road leads to a little chapel with
a belfry. He kneels before a crucifix and beats his breast with a stone,
which he holds in his r. hand. A long row of spires is seen over the rid»-e
of a hill beyond the crucifix. The lion lies on the ground near the saint.
There is no indication of sky. Hatching is largely used along the folds of
the drapery. The border is single.

[264 X 184.] Good impression, well preserved, without margin. Colours : crimson
lake, light brown, yellow, verdigris green.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Formerly pasted in the cover of a book printed
in 1480.

Another impression, differently coloured, is in the Munich Cabinet. (Schr. does not
speak positively as to both being from the same block.)

The design is in all essentials the same as that of two prints in the maniere crible'e
Schr. 2672-3, the latter of which is in the B. M. (B 24), while Schmidt (no. 66) (fives a
reproduction of the former. The woodcut appears to be a later and inferior version,
combining some of the peculiarities of each of the other two prints, while it omits some
details which are common to both, e.g. the clouds, the tower and other buildings beyond
the chapel, the man standing in the doorway, the name on St. Jerome’s nimbus, the
tassels of the cords of his cardinal s hat. It agrees with Schr. 2672 in givin 0, the
winding road up the hill 1., in the shape of the small chapel on the hill, and in the
arrangement of the bricks below the window of the large chapel. It agrees with Schr.
2673 in the line of spires along the hill, in the shape of the rocks near the r. hand of St
Jerome doing penance, and in the shape of the shingles with which the chapel is roofed
On a drawing by Wolgemut, or one of his pupils, related to this group of cuts, see
Jahrbuch der 1c. preuss. Kunstsammluvgen, xvi, 230.

A 92.

ST. JEROME.
Schr. 1538 ; W. u. Z. 93. yy gg

St. Jerome kneels in penitence with a stone in his r. hand, on the side
of a hill 1., before a crucifix r. which rises from clouds. He wears nothing
but a short tunic, open in front and drawn in at the waist. He has a
long beard. His nimbus has an ornamental disk and double rim. His
book and cardinal’s hat are on the ground behind him. The lion sits r.
with one foot lifted towards him. In the distance, beyond a grove of
trees, a doe is running up-hill towards the monastery, which stands on the
summit 1. On the slope of the hill is a row of poplars. There is no
indication of sky. The border is single. All the lines are thick and
coarse. There is no hatching.

[265 x 178.] Indistinct impression produced by friction, in a black, waterv ink
4V ell preserved generally, but worm-eaten in some places. Colours : crimson lake
yellow, yellowish green, light brown, dark grey. Margin (imperfect) uucoloured.

H
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Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Reproduction, W. u. Z. i, p. 15G. There are

two other cuts of the same design, Schr. 1539-40, which differ very slightly from this.

Reproduction of latter (at Munich) Schmidt, no. 25.

A 93.

ST. JEROME.
Schr. 1543 ; W. u. Z. 87. W.—D 8G.

The saint, in cardinals costume, with a double nimbus, sits in front of

a reading-desk with a Gothic tabernacle over it, and draws a thorn from

the 1. foot of a lion, which sits upright before him. In the background is

a Gothic cloister with an arch in front and at the end, and rectangular

windows on the farther side. There is no hatching. The border is single.

[268 X 200.] Well printed in a strong black ink, and well preserved. Colours

:

crimson lake, pink, yellow, grey, yellowish green. Margin [3-5] uncoloured. Water-

mark, Gothic P.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

A 94.

ST. JEROME.
Schr. 1546 ;

W. u. Z. 24. W.—C 13.

The saint, in cardinal’s costume, with a single nimbus, sits, turning

slightly to 1., and draws a thorn from the 1. foot of a lion, which sits

upright before him. Behind the lion is a steep rock with two trees near

the top. R. of St. Jerome is a desk on which a book lies open. A lantern

is suspended from a bracket over it. The folds of the drapery are rounded

and fall into loops and other unusual forms. There is no hatching. The

border is double, but the inner line, both 1. and r., turns off into the

design, so that the lower part, on both sides, is single.

[197 X 130.] The border has broken away in several places. Indistinct impression

in a heavy, black ink. Colours : carmine, pink, red lead, yellow, verdigris green, grey.

Margin [5-10] uncoloured.

The name of the saint has been inscribed in MS. by four different hands.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Formerly described as a metal cut.

A 95.

ST. JEROME.
Schr. 1547. W. D 89.

St. Jerome kneels r. looking up at a crucifix, which is planted on a rock

at a higher level 1. He has a nimbus with double rim, and a beard, and

wears a long tunic, confined at the waist by a belt, but open at the breast.

He holds a stone in his r. hand. A book with a scourge on it and the

cardinal’s hat lie on the ground near his feet, where the lion lies curled up.

A wood is seen in the middle distance r., and a castle stands on a rock

beyond it. On a scroll near the top of the print r. are the words

Sancte IFerommc ora g noins.

On a long scroll which starts from St. Jerome’s head and descends to

the r lower corner of the print are the following words UC MUffcO

sute inbo star aq’ altuti faco bt&ebtt m tUa uo.r trrtinT I aurtV

mm tsonare Surqtte ino’tut bentte ab ttttftrtu.
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At the foot of the print, under a single line, is the followin
xylographic inscription:

—

Feltm noltm tjpt tusto tu&tct me astac
neee e Ept Matricto rigort otrn g gesst 5
ue cogttaut neee e reUtJe roe?, tpt trtco

(eut nc
b’fcti nc

) eogttaf subtfugtt \r $evo\

drapery
Wh°le “ Gncl°Sed hy a double border - Hatching is used in the

•
?°°d

v
mp

^
ession

»
but tlie 1- lower corner, including part of the last

Cmarg?n
mSCriptl0n

’ has been torn aW- Colours: carmine, yellow, green grey

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1852.

Schr. 1556.

t ST. JEROME.
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the original cut on a broadside in the Bodleian Library
Oxford. (Auct. M. hi, 16 (2) ; Proctor 7789.)

[Cut 180 x 119, whole sheet 418 x 258.] The cut is placed at the head of o

omne” nri^t
r<
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’r

Ql11
(
U1 SaC1’a

? ?dei corilscans ” etc., 22 stanzas, ending “ tempos in

Hiornni V11 two columns, with the heading (above the woodcut): “Narrat beatusHieronymus vitam quam tenuit
|

in heremo.” The cut and seven stanzas occupv there™aminS fifteen stanzas the second. The type is the same as was
t

Uo»^^sl^Sdmente
’
SChV- 1845 ' 11 is attrib"ted MrTXcZ

\T 'T^fQ i

Same
+

1

S p *’inted in tbe editions of St. Jerome’s Epistles printed bvV Kesler, at Basle, m 1489, 1492 and 1497 (Hain 8559, 8561 8565) and bv
the first
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two BaSeefi !
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»

1495 (H
?
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8562) ' The author ’

s ia not given In

SIMS
sirK !l

" ™ £

in tir
TT?fS°T, *7°

°J
bcr imPressions of the cut, one of which (with German text) is

nho^rfnh am? n
k

’ I™™' r

The Vienna impression has been compared with (h s

the twof^TheTlatter h^not^been^described^befo^
1
*60^011 “*“ fa tba earIier «f

Presented by R. Proctor, Esq., 1897.

Schr. 1559.

A 96.

ST. JEROME.
W.—D 90.
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rocks are in the distance r. The border is single. Hatching is used in

the drapery.

[133 (cut) x 99.] An unimportant cut, perhaps from a book. Slightly damaged.

Colours : crimson lake, brown, yellow, green.

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaglii, 1860.

A 97.

ST. LEONARD.
Schr. 1588.

The saint, with tonsured head and a plain nimbus, wearing a long

robe, walks towards the r., holding a closed book in his 1. hand, which is

hidden by the drapery, and a chain attached to a weight in his r. hand.

The ground is indicated by a horizontal line. There is no indication of

sky and no hatching. The border is double.

[142 x 98.] Badly printed, but on the whole well preserved. Colours : purple,

green, yellow. Margin [2-8] uncoloured.

Purchased from Mr. Rosenthal, 1879. Style and origin the same as those of

A 28, 29, 56, 71.

A 98.

THE ECSTASY OF ST. MARY MAGDALEN.
Schr. 1600.

St. Mary Magdalen with folded hands, covered entirely with hair,

stands on the ground, with the box of ointment between her feet, while

four angels lay their hands on her arms and legs to bear her upwards.

She has a plain nimbus. There is no hatching. The border is single.

[133 X 97.] Badly printed, but well preserved. Colours (carelessly applied!

carmine, yellow, green. Margin [5-8] uncoloured.

Purchased from Mr. Rosenthal, 1879. Style and origin the same as those of

A 28, 29, 56, 71, 97.

A 99.

THE ECSTASY OF ST. MARY MAGDALEN.

Schr. 1602 ; W. u. Z. 125. W.-D 100.

The Magdalen with folded hands, with hair reaching to her ankles,

but wearing a loose robe over it, is carried upwards by five angels, one of

whom is under her feet, with his back towards the ground, which is grassy.

The saint has a nimbus with double rim. The border is single.

[115 (cut) x 78.] Good impression, slightly cut at the bottom and at the corners.

Colours :
pale yellow, grey, blue, green ;

margin, red.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

A 100.

ST. NICHOLAS OF TOLENTINO.

Schr. 1635 ;
W. u. Z. 35. W.—C 14.

The saint, whose tonsured head is surrounded by a large nimbus with

double rim, wears the habit of the Augustinian order. He stands looking
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to the front, with both hands raised, holding in his r. hand a dish with
two birds on it, in his 1. hand a lily with three flowers. A large six-rayed
star is on his breast. In the r. lower corner are three suppliants, a man
tu- j

w°man
’ kneel with foWed hands, and a youth who stands

behind them. The ground is marked by a single horizontal line. No
hatching is used. L. of St. Nicholas is a long scroll, with the inscription,

. ntcolabs . tfe . tolentmo . <£r&tnts . sanctt . atogbsttm. The
border is single.

a

thpSil^ni
190'-1 P°?

d impression, but worm-eaten, and cut within the border at

No margin! wltomark?hal? an of
0W“’ l

'ed
’ duU yellow

> Sreen '

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Formerly described as a metal cut.Another impression is in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna.

Schr. 1G49.
ST. PAUL.

See A 55 f3\

Schr. 1654.

A 101.

ST. PETER.
W.—D 71.

St. Peter, who has a nimbus with rayed disk and single rim round his
tonsured head, stands with bare feet on the ground, holding an open book

r* a *ar&e key in his 1- hand. He wears a mantle clasped at
the throat by a jewelled brooch, over a tunic fastened in front by buttons
and confined by a girdle at the waist. The ground is marked by anumber of short horizontal lines. There is no indication of sky. Close
regular hatching is used along the folds of the drapery. On either side
ot the apostle s head are the words &tWit peter* The border is double,
except at the bottom, where only the broad outer line is continued.

[94 x 66.] Good impression in black ink. Colours : madder red, pale yellow zrevf/een
:
f

Margin [8-27] uncoloured. The leaf is taken from a MS. book of

? n
a
c
y
i

e

u
r

i:
r

n
l ten probab

]£
af*er

Q
lb?° in tlie Netherlands. On the verso is the

leter
of a prayer ; then (1. 3) Van s peter gebet, (1.4) 0 Gloriose apostel gods s’peter . . . met nae die groetlieit signre. (12 lines.) On the recto is the signature k.

Purchased from Mr. Tross. 1861.

Schr. 1665 ; W. u. Z. 162.

A 102.

ST. PETER MARTYR.
W.—D 92.

The saint, with tonsured head surrounded by a plain nimbus, stands
Aiming slightly r wearing the Dominican habit and pointed shoes. He
has a closed book m his r. hand, a palm-branch in his 1. hand, and a
short sword m the cleft of his skull. The ground is marked by short

j. 1n
?

is sparingly used in the drapery, which is well arranged.
I he border is. single. Beyond it on either side is an interval, then the
border belonging to the next saint in the series of which this formed a
part.

Coloirs - mIdL
]
r f,

lis!lU-y cut
’ toP and bottom

. worm-eaten,colours . madder-red, dark grey, dark yellow, yellowish green. No watermark.
Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.
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f ST. SEBALD.
Schr. 1673. (Reproduction.)

Reduced photograph of the original woodcut [280 X 99], on a broadside

with text by Conrad Celtis (Hain 4844), in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna.

This edition is described by Mutlier, no. 456. The authorities quoted by Schr.

(P. iii, p. 180, no. 185, Muther 457) refer to the different and later woodcut of the same

subject, on another edition of Celtis’ poem, which is attributed to Diirer. The latter

cut has been lithographed by Retberg and reproduced in collotype in the Cornill

d’Orville sale-catalogue. The Cornill impression was purchased by the British

Museum at the sale in May, 1900, and is described below in the catalogue of Durer’s

works. No reproduction of the older woodcut has been published.

A second, undescribed, impression of Schr. 1673 is bound up in a MS. derived from

the library of Sebald Schreyer, now in the Merkel Library in the Germanic Museum at

Nuremberg (MS. no. 1122, p. 70). On the back of the woodcut (the recto of the leaf,

as bound) is a MS. note 1 recording the following facts Conrad Celtis composed an

ode in honour of St. Sebald in 1493 ;
this ode was sung in the same year on the vigil of

the feast of St. Sebald and on the day itself (19th Aug.) ;
after this, Celtis had the ode

printed at Basle with the woodcut (as seen on the verso of the leaf) in the middle of

the text. The woodcut itself is described, with an explanation of the heraldry (at the

top the arms of Denmark 1 ,
and France r. ; at the bottom the arms of Celtis 1., and

Schreyer r.—I use 1. and r. in the usual, not the heraldic sense), and the reference is

so explicit as to leave no doubt that this is the very broadside which was printed at

Basle for Conrad Celtis some time after August, 1493. Mr. Proctor has identified the

type as that of Bergmann von Olpe, whose earliest known book is dated Feb., 1494. This

is clearly the edition to which Celtis refers in a letter to Sebald Schreyer of the year

1495, quoted by Kliipfel (“De Yita et Scriptis Conradi Celtis,” 1827, Pt. ii, p. 42).

“ Mitto tibi, mi Clamose, hie insertam sancti Sebaldi vitam impressam. Plures chartas

cum pergamenis accepisses, cum forma imagines (is ?) : nisi lios fatum, aut negligentia

mea perdere cum Norimberga, et aliis rebus voluisset.” From this it appears that

Celtis had lost a number of copies, both on vellum and paper, together with the block

itself, and his poem on Nuremberg ;
but the copy which he sent to Schreyer has for-

tunately been preserved, as well as a second copy at Vienna. Kliipfel supposed this

first edition of the poem to be wholly lost, and he was evidently unacquainted with the

Schreyer MS., since he conjectures that the edition was printed at Augsburg. He did

not know the broadside with the cut attributed to Diirer; the edition of 1496, which he

mentions as the second, at the end of Metfreth’s “ Sermones de Sanctis, alias Hor-

tulus, Reginm” (Koberger), is not illustrated. The woodcut of the first broadside,

though printed at Basle, was probably designed and cut at Nuremberg; it may be

attributed to Wolgemut or his school. It was replaced by the more modern woodcut,

P. 185, when another edition of the ode was printed (at Nuremberg?). A third and

smaller cut [220 x 95] of St. Sebald appeared in Celtis’ “ Quatuor libn amorum,

Nuremberg, 1502.

A 103 (a, b).

ST. SEBASTIAN.
(Two modern impressions.)

Schr. 1678 ; W. u. Z. 179. W.—D 93 (1-2).

The block from which these were taken is in the British Museum. The only old

impression which has been described is the coloured one from the V eigeliana, no. 179,

1 The full text is as follows :
“ Item als auf anregen vnd begeren Sebolten Schreyers

der hohgelert Conradus Celtis poeta laureatus etc. von Sant Sebolt etliche carmina

anno domini xiiij c lxxxxiij gemacht hat, der auch einssteils in demselben jar zu dem
hympno an seinem abent vnd tag gesungen sind worden vt libro B. folio ijcxxx also

hat nacliuolgend der gemelt Celtis solche carmina zu Basel trucken lassen mitsambt

der pildung Sancti Sebaldi oben ain ciborj mit Tenmarck vnd Franckreich dess Sant

Sebolts wappen, vnd vnden ain Kattel zu der rechten seytten sein des Celtis vnd zu

der lincken seytten Schreyers wappen, welche pildnuss jn mitten der carminum also

getruckt zu ruck des plats erscheint.” It is evident by the context that “ carmina

only means “ an ode.” I owe the transcript of this note to the kindness of Dr. Hans

Boesch, Director of the Germanic Museum.
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Schr. 1687 (= Schr. 1681).

A 104.

ST. SEBASTIAN.

St Sebastian, who has long hair and a beard, a single nimbus round
his head, is bound to a tree in the middle of the print, with his hands
behind his back. An archer, 1., is aiming an arrow at him. A second, r.,
w o wears a Phiygian cap, turns aside to take an arrow from his quiver
while his cross-bow lies on the ground, which is covered with grass and
flowers. The saint s body is already pierced by ten arrows. There is no
hatching. The border is single.

lines^areSprinted PaPer having slipped, so that some of the
?
rinted twice over Colours (carelessly applied) : crimson lake, light brownyellow ochre, green. Margin [6-17] uncoloured, worm-eaten and torn.

° ’

Mreadv^
tMs CUt belonS8 to a series

> of whicb the rest have
07 no
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7 TwdG V1Z
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\lS

6’701 ’ 1075
’ 1265, 1581, 1600 (A 28, 29, 56, 71,

Siylt^ras^talcuS
* ** Compendi"m “«**»» ''eritatis, and were

Purchased from Mr. Rosenthal, 1879.
bchr. has not observed that this cut is identical with his no. 1681, in the Public
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Library at Munich (repr. Schmidt, no. 103) with the omission of the passe-partout

which there encloses it. He believes the cut in one case to have been produced in

Bavaria about 1440, in the other case in Wurtemberg about 1470-80. The passe-

partout, which contains the arms of Bavaria, the Palatinate and Austria, is found with

three other cuts, viz. Schr. 700 and 1466, which, withSchr. 1681, are pasted into a MS.
in the Munich Library, derived from the Monastery of Tegernsee, and Schr. 1397 (at

Berlin). See Scbm. 97, 100 and 103 for reproductions of the three Munich cuts. The
date 1440 would seem to be approximately right.

\
A 105.

ST. SEBASTIAN.
Schr. 1682 ; W. u. Z. 29. W.-C 15.

St. Sebastian, with a plain nimbus, naked save for the loin-cloth round

his waist, stands with his hands bound behind his back in front of a tree

which grows on a low plateau. His body is pierced by ten arrows.

Three archers stand on the ground at a lower level. Two of them are

aiming arrows at the martyr
;
the third holds an arrow between his teeth,

while he prepares his cross-bow to receive it. There is no indication of

sky and no hatching. The border is single.

[197 X 135.] Fairly good impression, but some of the lines are imperfectly inked.

The border shows signs of wear. The paper is slightly tom in a few places. There is

no margin. Colours: carmine, brown, grey-brown, yellow, green. Watermark: bull’s

head.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Formerly described as a metal cut.

A 106.

ST. VINCENT FERRER.
Schr. 1730.

The saint stands in the act of preaching. He wears the Dominican

habit, a black biretta, and black pointed shoes. In his 1. hand he holds

an open book, on which are cut these words : fUVtf)t£t (JOt hlflU tag

Jmns urtatte tSt His r. hand is raised and he points with

the forefinger to Christ as Judge, with lily and sword, seated on a rainbow

with the globe between his feet, who appears out of the clouds in the 1.

upper corner of the print. There is no other indication of sky. The ground

is marked by a single line. Three corpses lie at the saint’s feet. Two,

those of a man and a woman, are wrapped in grave-clothes, with their

faces uncovered
;
the third, that of a boy, is naked. Above a horizontal

line which touches the outer rim of the saint’s double nimbus is the

inscription

:

Sanctu* Ftncenctus confessor Ulomtm preclarus*

The expression of the preacher’s face is very animated. No hatching is

used except in a very slight way on the grave-clothes.

[265 x 174 (cut).] Good impression, cut on all sides within the border-line, but in

other respects perfectly preserved. Colours : crimson lake, cinnabar, yellow', verdigris

green, black. Watermark : a small bull’s head without eyes.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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Schr. 1737 ; W. u. Z. 128.

A 107.

ST. WOLFGANG.
W.—D 91.
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Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

A 108.

A FEMALE MARTYR.
&llr- 175a W.-C 1G.
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A 109 (a, b).

THE FOURTEEN AUXILIARY SAINTS.

W.—D 72, 73.
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The order of the saints from 1. to

(a) 1. St. Leonard as a Benedictine

monk, with book, chain and
fetter.

2. St. Giles, as a mitred abbot,

with a doe.

3. St. Blasius, a bishop, with

crozier and taper.

(The Crucifixion, with the

Virgin 1. and St. John r.)

4. St. Erasmus, a bishop, with

crozier and windlass.

5. St. Nicholas of Bari, a bishop,

with three balls in his hand.

6. St. Vitus, a layman, with a

cock on his r. shoulder.

r. is as follows :

—

(b)7. St. George, with the dragon.

8. St. Christopher carrying the

infant Christ.

9. St. Pantaleon, with hands

nailed to his head.

10. St. Eustace, holding a pair

of antlers with a cross.

11. St. Acacius, with a thorny

branch.

12. St. Catherine, with sword and

wheel.

13. St. Margaret, with dragon

and palm.

14. St. Barbara, with chalice and

host.

The ground is indicated by a single line. No hatching is used, and

the folds of the drapery are simple and straight. All the saints, with

the exception of St. Christopher, have a plain nimbus. They all turn to

the left except St. Leonard, St. Blasius, St. Christopher and St. Pantaleon.

The border (visible only at the top and bottom of a, and at the bottom

and r. side of b) is single.

[Each cut 118 X 314.] Good impression, produced by friction, in a brownish black

ink. Colours : crimson lake, pale pink, red lead, yellow, brown, green. No margin.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

A 110.

THE TWENTY-FOUR SAINTS OF AUGSBURG.

Schr. 1766. (Modern impressions.) W.—D 19, 20.

Modern impressions from the original block lately at Altliorp, now in the John

Rylands Library, Manchester, which was purchased by Dr. Dibdin at Augsburg in

1818, and was formerly in the possession of Baron Gemmingen of Nuremberg. Twelve

saints were cut on each side of the block. They are the saints whose relics were pre-

served in St. Ulrich’s Church at Augsburg ; the inscription states that there were

fourteen more, whose names are not given.

There is also an impression of St. Adelberon printed separately on India paper.

Older impressions of the separate saints are in the Ducal Museum at Gotha, unde-

scribed by Schr. They have no watermark, but may date from the xvn or xvm
century. Each saint is cut close to the margin, so that the inscriptions are wanting.

Purchased from Mr. Mason, 1856.

EIGHT HERMITS.
Schr. 1773 a. See D 7.

f THREE PROPHETS.

Schr. 1774. (Reproductions.)

Photographs of three prophets, from a series of prophets and Sibyls (three of each,

about 85-90 mm. square) in the library at St. G alien, Switzerland. Lehrs, Bepert.

xvi, 37. These can be dated before 1461 by the fact that the Master of the Banderoles

copied in or before that year the first Sibyl, as well as two others not extant in the

original woodcut series, P. ii, 20, 30-32. The same engraver copied two of the prophets

as Joachim and Zebedee in the Holy Family, P. ii, 15, 8, and two of the prophets,

including, again, one not extant in the original series, as separate engravings. Greis-

berg, Bepert xxii, 191. „ „ . ,
_ . . .

Presented by Prof. Max Lehrs, 1891. Reproduction of all six cuts, Schr. vi, pi. x.
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A 111.

THE GENEALOGICAL TREE OF THE DOMINICANS 1473
Schr.1776; W. u. Z. 181. W-D102
St. Dominic (Sfo thUC9 pv piT*catOS),with a star over his head withinthe nimbus, reclines on the grass in front of alow wall. From his side proceeds a vine, resembling the stem of Jesse in the familiar representation ofhe genealogy of Christ On its branches are the half-length figures of four-teen male and two female members of the order, arranged in four rows with
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1L(d

}r
13
?
4

’
hT*edKare *hced between tZ^lnJ^lDatinus Hostiensis (Latino Orsmo Malabranca, or Frangipani, Bishop

SSVblT^S, m4)
'
“d - Hu80 * •— <*i»

Rev^M
6 t

/

h
i
rd

.

r0
TJ

are d ordanus (d. 1237), second general of the order

hato to^bfwo
1

,T’ rt °7 the
.

Vir«in is *o have revealed thehabit to be worn by the order, in 1218), Manees (sic), ie Manez

S7decretals*(d.
r

1275)!

D™’^ Raym°nd °f Pennafort
’ <*

,,

Iu the fourth row are two Dominican sisters, Agnes de Monte

Ce!!“i&2?o" 0) ’ XIV Cent" and CeCiHa R°mana (°ecilia

,l ?le whose features recall the style of Scliongauer, stands nearthe top of he vine, with the Child in her arms, between the two popes

Im!ocent
e

V
* Whl‘6 monastlc habit

* whicb she holds in her r. hand^ to

„ ; ,

Pbe Dominican .saints who were actually canonized stand in a Semi-

te theinscriptions
behind St D°minic - They are

-
acc»ding

sword idLof’
°f mC0,ULln °- St Peter Martyr (

d - 1252), with a

fd
°C

.

bilKc‘a 0octor- St - Vincent Ferrer
(

cl * 141j0 W1*h a b°°k
’ V01?tln8 to Christ as Judge.

bookjfy ld^dofe
39 0C S*' Th°maS AqUinaS (d ' 1274)> w*th

SU
R

C f
,

r
!

Henricus Suso orAmandus (Heinrich von Berg, d. 1375), with book, wreath, and flowers

lilies,' afd arms o
9
f Hungai?*'

°f KungKy (d ' 1271
>
with book>
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6. gancta ftatmna Sfttfo. St. Catherine of Siena (d. 1380),

with lilies and crucifix.
.

_ , ,

Each of these, with the exception of the mystic Suso, who was not

canonized, has a plain nimbus.

At the top of the print is the xylographic inscription

jFclix bitis be cuius surculo Santa gcrntc trDuDat sclo Celt

tuna pjJtnas I IJojmlo bitalt potulo &x bbertate jmlmttu iWunbt

tam nn.rit amintfi.

At the bottom of the print is another inscription :

—

^os prpevt natos CXtios pDut rssc hcatos

<auauis papalta | tura iitl bccmicrt «auta multog ,ijrc tatucrunt.

anno, metre Ixxitj

Weigel mentions that the same Latin rhymes are found at the

beginning of the genealogical tree of the Dominicans on p. 2b b. ot

Turrecremata’s Meditationes, Rome, 14 1 3.
. . .

The whole is enclosed by a single border. Hatching is used in the

drapery. The ground is marked by a strong, curved line, and shaded by

short parallel strokes.

[385 X 268.] A good impression, without margin, in perfect P^rvation

Colours : cinnabar, dull yellow, grey, black, verdigris green. Watermark, a small bull

head with stem and star.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Another impression is in Mr. A. H. Huth s

collection, London.

On these Dominican “ trees,” see Peltzer, Deutsche Mystik und Deutsche Kuns

(Stud. z. D. Kunstgesch., 21, 1899), pp. 106-8.

A 112.

THE SACRED HEART AND THE FIVE WOUNDS.

Schr. 1786 ;
W. u. Z. 33.

“C 8 *

The heart pierced on the 1. side by the lance is placed in the middle of

the print. Round it is the crown of thorns, which bears four roses on

which the pierced hands and feet are displayed, each surrounded by a

cruciform nimbus. The cross is placed at the top, and the other mstiu-

ments of the Passion are arranged symmetrically round the crown ol

thorns. Nine heads of persons who took part in the events of the Passion

are placed near the border. These include, on 1. side Caiaphas, Herod,

and Pilate (before whom are a basin and ewer), and on r side Judas

giving the traitor’s kiss to our Lord, St. Peter and three other persons.

At the foot of the print is the inscription in large Gothic letters

: Das sint Btt toaffnt tmt matt

:

The whole is surrounded by a double border.

T380 X 260.] Fair impression, rather worm-eaten towards the top, othenvisc wel1

preserved. No margin. Colours: crimson lake, cinnabar, light brown, > ello^ ,
'v erdi

gris green. No watermark.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Formerly described as a metal-cut.
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A 113.

THE SACRED HEART AND THE FIVE WOUNDS.

Schr. 1788.
(Modern impression.)

The wounded heart is placed in the midst of the crown of thorns Inthe four angles are the hands and feet. All the wounds are wide ’openand bleeding profusely. The background is filled in wtth conventional

tablet
'

be?
n a ta

tl

6t
(
bet
7-

en -e hands ist,he mon°gram if,3 ; on another
ablet between the feet is xps. At the foot are four lines of textdeclaring the grant by Innocent VIII of seven years’ indulgence for thede^ out contemplation of the wound in Christ’s side.

printer^ Heirf'^t
S
f
i0D

’ lmco,our
.

ed - original block belongs to the

been described 4“ E^wetaTm 7 S,gnS ^ N° imPr“
Purchased from Mr. Colin, 1880.

A 114.

the saceed monogram with the crucifix and the four
EVANGELISTS.

Schr. 1809 ; W. u. Z. 9G. W_D 4g
The monogram l)t)B is placed on a white circle [diam. 661 enclosed bvthree lines. Beyond these is a circle of flames Ld rays

J

on a blackground. Then follow an ornamental band and a plain band on which isthe inscription in Gothic capital letters :

ixxoittrxis ©i*txis «isxF mccwM********* «winsoow %f swiSSThis circle again is enclosed by three lines. A crucifix rises from theinner side of the band which bears the inscription, and carries the title

T « r
1 ’ a tablet 5 mm. distant from the border of the print

s™n‘r^'r ,h* pr,“’“ "p "» i
1SMf 1

|;.'x
~

.

A
.V
0Ve these line® the

;
suu is represented 1. by a face with fifteen ravsand the moon r. by a face in a crescent. The symbols of the four

bear?f
1StS

fl™ u'r
the anSles outside the concentric circles. Each

Tb„ wb 7
1 hls

;

if”6
’ 9 & m.H-ms, s luras, s ioimnncs

desmibed^y^Schi^os! l&lS-lii^No^lSOsf wbicb
6
^ *£ the same

words dflteCCSROTH and
6 rega

f1
ds as the original, has the

4er

^ir’0ri?f
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A 115 (a, b).

THE SACRED MONOGRAM WITH THE CRUCIFIX AND THE FOUR
EVANGELISTS.

(Two modern impressions.)

Schr. 18J2. W.—D 48, 2-3.

These two impressions are from the worn and worm-eaten block preserved in the

British Museum, on the other side of which Schr. 1678 is cut (see above, A 104). The
two impressions differ in quality just in the same way as those of the St. Sebastian from
the same block. The composition is precisely that described under A 114. The tablet

touches the border line at the 1. corner only. The two words in the inscription are

correctly spelt. The four evangelists have the double nimbus. (Schr. is wrong in

saying that St. Luke has not.) Hatching is used on the drapery of St. Matthew, and on
the characters of the monogram.

[262 X 192.] The impression on modern yellowish paper was purchased with the

block itself from Mr. Asher in 1847.

A 116.

THE SACRED MONOGRAM WITH FOUR DOMINICAN SAINTS.

The monogram t§8 is placed on a circle [diam. 30] enclosed by two
lines. Beyond this is a circle of flames and rays on a light ground,

surrounded by a third circle, which contains the inscription :

—

$rtjctonetot moet m ton me it me tp en marta yv tr Iteuer

ntoetor.

In the corners stand four Dominican saints. Those at the top are

St. Dominic 1. with dog and torch, and St. Peter Martyr r. with the

knife in his head. Those at the bottom, less easily recognisable, are

probably St. Thomas Aquinas 1. and St. Vincent Ferrer r. The fore-

ground between the two last is a grassy meadow with flowers and a town
in the distance. Clouds with cherubs’ heads among them are in the sky.

The whole is surrounded by a double border.

[112 X 82.] A late impression, showing flaws in the border, of a mediocre cut,

produced, probably at some Dominican convent in the Netherlands after 1500.

Colours : carmine, scarlet, yellow, blue, yellowish green. Border, carmine. Margin

[10], at the bottom only, uncoloured.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

A 117.

THE SACRED MONOGRAM.
Schr. 1813 ;

W. u. Z. 305. W.—O 10.

The letters gp are composed of ornamental scrolls and are not

shaded. The upright stroke of the is converted into a cross by a long

twisted riband which passes across it, while a shorter riband above

represents the title. Above this is a crown with narrow ribands passing

through it which end in acorns. At the foot of the monogram is an inverted

ornamental flower. The background is plain, and the print is enclosed

by a double border.

[205 x 134.] A rather late impression, after the border had broken away in several

places. In good preservation, but slightly repaired. Colours : crimson lake, yellow,

verdigris green, violet grey. Border, yellow. Margin [3] uncoloured, cut close at the

bottom. No watermark.
Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Repr. W. u. Z. ii, p. 175.
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A 118.
MOSES THE TEN PLAGUES, AND THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

Sclir. 1844 ; W. u. Z. 144
W.—D 22.

are seen

68

T a
J
s1uare P^estal, of which two angles

border at t£ neTt ^ headand wears a mantle with a jewelled

immmmrn
rrr®rm

| Xrr bant iuva n mm I

Sahhata eanrttftces
| habeas t« ijono’eWs (parentes) i

xutertttg nuptarn
| Net re rttptas altetta.

hiS r
i

haud two tabIets
- “scribed “«ttma” and

M?tth"xi; 3740
Cast’s summary of the commandment

Ttx tote alftua J 2 S^JT*** 0rii *-“« ** corBr tuo

the plaaues^of Eo-vrif

6
°l

tbe P™?*’
j

n ten small square compartments, aretne plaBues of Egypt On a scroll above them are the words
: fflmilt ilia

•

;
On ten scrolls which stand to the r of The 'ouareST-8 are deSOriptiVe™ Which form rhyming hexamS!

t<m* uitfta
| Itanot jilacja atJ’a I

at*,-

r
*
rur'v trifstis

|
p’ musra noctuior tsstis

|®-tttta prr straw*
| Featcaa ar.r rrrautt jPfne Bubit granBo

|
p’ brut’ 1

Brtc ntvbaBo I

Jsoita trgit solrm
| Pa nccat ultima plnn

|

,,
Iu ten similar square compartments down the r. side of the print are

generally

W
0n° a Tcroh whlh^oseTToMs^f

1

'his Unhand
6

land'to'T of

1C

th'

S- They are des°nt>ed in particular on ten scrollftvhfch

‘ home
|gaiifoata atempstt

| JLg’os spnrtto inttes. I

^anetos oeetQtt
| Noutt amttte furta I

gteefiart mint
| Vezmcm* tnmue I#mt attuitmum

| jFur bmxaviw mix.

verjimuch wormTaten Ind ZTm wljhin'XT*!* COVer of a book
> is

a dark brown stain along the top and 1 sides
b
TWp°*

a SldeS
+
’ and °overed with

madder red, cinnabar, yelfow, grey, verdigris
1

green
TbGrG 18 D° Col°™ ;

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

intlTvmga/crLeT^T” euT"’
*^ wUh°ut win?8> «*»» i" P™denti«s and
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A 119.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS.
Sclir. 1845. W.—D 10G.

The illustrations of the ten commandments are cut on two blocks

[68 X 258], each containing five compartments [w. 50-55], placed side by
side. They are arranged with text printed in movable type, so as to form

a broadside [390 X 280]. First comes a preface in 4J lines. Then the

first row of five subjects, with 5 lines of descriptive text under each, being

a paraphrase of the commandments in question, then the second row, with

similar text. Then three prayers are printed, with an exhortation to use

them as a precaution against dying in mortal sin (21 lines). The text

is printed in a Basle type, but the printer cannot be identified. The

13, jjf and # are almost identical with those of Michael Wenszler, but the

is different (See Proctor, op. cit. ii, 731, App. no. 7788 a). The same

type occurs on a broadside in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Auct. M. iii,

16 (2)), with a woodcut of St. Jerome (Proctor 7789), of which a photograph

has been described above, after A 95. The subjects are as follows :

—

(1)

. A woman kneels at her devotions before the Man of Sorrows on an

altar, while a man turns away from him and worships the golden calf.

(2)

. A man kisses a crucifix which he carries in both hands, while

taking an oath.

(3)

. A monk preaches fromapulpit to two listeners. The Man of Sorrows

stands in the foreground, with the instruments of the Passion near him.

(4)

. A youth washes his father’s feet.

(5)

. A man is stoning a kneeling saint in a monastic habit (cf.
“ sanctos

occidit,” in A 118), whose body is already transfixed by a sword.

(6)

. A man and woman in bed.

(7)

. A thief picks a man’s pocket whilst an accomplice engages him in

conversation.

(8)

. A woman kneels with her back turned to a judge, while two men
bear witness to the offence with which she is charged.

(9)

. A man and a woman, each confined in a cell, point through the

windows to an empty bed placed outside.

(10). A usurer sits at his table counting his money. A man approaches

with both hands stretched out.

The sheet is in perfect preservation. Colours : madder red, cinnabar, grey, j
rellow,

verdigris green. On the 7th compartment is a stamp in pale ink, referring to an old

inventory, E. Z (for 2).

Purchased at the Pli. Bliss sale, 12th June, 1858, lot 1G5.

A 120.

HANS SCHAUER.
CONFESSION TABLE. 1481.

Schr. 1855 ; W. u. Z. 205. ,W.—D 107.

The whole sheet [404 X 287] is divided by horizontal lines into four

compartments, three of which consist entirely of xylographic text, while

the remaining one (the second) contains fourteen figures, accompanied by

explanatory text. The first compartment [h. 73] contains directions for

confession. The second [h. 91] consists of two groups, which show the

dealings of Christ himself and of the priest, as his representative, with

sinners. A priest in biretta and surplice sits 1. on a wide chair, hearing
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S t: onThe
another group Christ -iddr»«..i „ j
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Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.
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the two uppermost of which are separated by a much narrower segment

which contains the names of the subjects described on the several rings

in the following order, from the centre outwards : hfttttKteB, btrttttCB,

Kona, pettCUm*B, fcttta* The two inner rings, taken together, express

the virtues and their rewards, according to the first

(Matth. v, 3-9), These are :

IttaattetuKo

poaaeaui tin

ItttortcorKta
conamtrio

Pax
filtacto

4.

C pauptaa apa

( rrgntt cclo£

lEauriea
£aturttaa

2 .

5.

7.

3.

6 .

seven beatitudes

3Luct
9

consolatto

fftunKtria
toiato Ket

Each of these names is placed in a circle, the smaller circles near it

containing subdivisions or explanations.

The next ring contains iBona, the gifts of the holy Ghost : ^aptetttta,

Intellcctua, Conatitum, JFortttuKo, Sctentta, ptetaa, ttmor Ktu

The fourth and last of the white rings contains the petitions of the

Lord’s Prayer, commencing 1. SaCtttotUf ttOmnt tttUtn, in sequence

to the i$ater noater, etc., placed in the centre, and ending r. “ £cK
Ithtra noa a malo aittnt.” Over the word “ |3fttct0nra ” is the Holy Dove.

The black ring contains allegorical female figures of the seven deadly

sins, each in a circle, with the name of the sin on a scroll. iottpetfita,

the first of the sins, is enthroned by herself on a special circle, also with

a black ground, outside the ring. On the ring are Patta gfa, 5ta,

IltUtKta, acetKta, auartttf, gitla, luxttrtau The diameter of the whole

circle formed by the six consecutive rings is 260 mm.
The circle containing Pride is placed at the foot of the tree of Eden.

Adam and Eve stand on either side of it. Four circles [diam. 68] out-

side the large circle, contain the following subjects (from r. to 1.) r

Moses with the Tables of the Law, the Nativity of our Lord, the

Resurrection, the last Judgment. These are the cardinal points of the

world’s history, Quatuor tempora, as is explained by the text which runs

along the border of the print, the first line of which states the period of

the history, while the second mentions the season in the Church’s year

which corresponds to it.

1.

—a. From Adam to Moses : ^TempUB KeutaCtOntB ail &Kam
protpoplaato ct prtrno parent* noatro Kurantt uag’ aK

b. From Septuagesima to Palm Sunday.

2.

—a. From Moses to the Nativity : 2T*mpua reitmtaCtOntB a

Ptopac nag’ aK natuutatem Komtnt noatri .ffjrau CJjriatt.

b. The four Sundays in Advent.

3.

—a. From _bhe Nativity to Pentecost : S'empUB monctltattonta

qua[ntu aK mtbxa a nattu]ttate xpt uaqf aK mtaatonrm
apirttUB aaitrtt* Then a sub-title, which explains the choice

of the Resurrection instead of Pentecost for the woodcut

:

remptta pmgr[tnattonta qu]antum aK CTtjriatu a

nattuttate atta nag’ aK rtua reaurmttonem, (The text is

defective here, and the missing words are supplied from

Schreiber’s transcript of another impression.) b. From the

Feast of the Circumcision to the Sunday before Septuagesima.
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4.—a. From Pentecost to the Day of Judgment
: &tmu* mtt-

8S22h?
0tt

i
ft a misstone sptrttus sanrtt mc( atr Stem

JttDltt* b. From Ascensiontide to the Sundays after Trinity.
Beyond these lines of text the whole print is enclosed by a single border.On the margin [10] above is printed with movable type :

UDomtntce otattoms et quattiov tempottim Beelavatto elavtsstma.
On the margin [5] below is the figure 7.

X..^^KXV'hXsr 1-'" “ s-" <“= » ».

Stamp
1

;
Pagan

b
32a'

Mltche11
’
Es<1'> 1895 ' Fr0“ Liphart sale, 5 Dec., 1876 (lot 87).

This cut occurs in three states :

(1) Withouthtle. Basle Museum. Also fragments at Berlin and L. Rosenthal’s,

(2) As described above.

<3) W
temnarum

1

licr

P
touKn

°V
r,i

the ca
t

t: manUni t***tani* rt qimtuur
In? i

wwarwur. Below are two passages of text of four lines each

Schr. 1876.

A 122.

ALLEGORY OF THE WORLD.
W. D 114.

The World is represented as a winged female figure, of human shaoe

witfTthe h
h
R

WaISt
’ bU

^
S

,

ta
L
ndillg on a crane’

s leg> junction of which

cloth
th

,

£

ody ls concea)ecl by a cloth draped loosely round the robe whichc othes the upper part of the figure. The woman’s head and e^esTredirected 1. She holds out a cup in her r. hand. On her r. arm stands anass, and over her 1. arm, on the under side of the 1. wing, is a dov In
head

1 ' hanC She h° ds
J
l0ng forked stick with two curved prongs. On her

feathe
S

s
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C

h°e

W
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n
’ \
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W blW
’ is a ba“d o°f peacock’s

f i

’ crane s leg, on which she stands, grasps a globe with itsour claws. Death, a skeleton, with a serpent crawling from his middleclimbs on to the globe and grasps the leg with both hand! while hefastens his teeth into it. The ground is marked to 1. of the globe by shorthorizontal lines. Hatching is used in the drapery of the figure and thereis some attempt at modelling the face and hands. The nails ’and finder
J

At the
1

?
1 7 ?l?ed ' There are curyed lines as an indication of sky

rh,X” oStot
°‘ *h” 1,8 " 2‘ >' 22 «— r- -I

scfjotontt fjfc tung BnB alt
toelt figur tottB tv gestalt

Solltcf) ettB site toelt fiat
*

Set tv nit Bient tat nttn vat.
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The verses explain the symbolism of the woodcut in the following

manner : The general thought is that the world is deceitful and unsteady,

and that her servants come, like herself, to a bad end. The crown of

feathers betokens pride. The cup betokens unchastity
;
the ass, sloth

;
the

fork, avarice. The two wings are worldly fame and praise. The cloth

round her waist is an emblem of insecurity
\
so is the crane s leg standing

on the globe. The bite of death will one day dash her pride to the

ground. The dog is not mentioned in the verses.

The print is enclosed by a double border, the space between the lines

being chequered.

[395 X 276.] A fine impression, well preserved, except at the top, where part of

the text is lost. It is, however, cut within the border on all sides, and the outer line of

the border is visible only for a certain distance on the 1. side. Colours : madder red,

yellow, grey-brown, dark grey, green. The text is rubricated.

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1865.

A TEACHER INSTRUCTING THREE SCHOLARS.
Schr. 1879. 8ee D 17 -

GERSON AS A PILGRIM.
Schr. 1879a. See D 28

>
29>

A 123.

THE TEN AGES OF MAN. 1482.

Schr. 1881 ; W. u. Z. 206. w~D 110 -

At the head of the print is the title (JD)ift (*)*<« Btr

encmtadiaft Be* altters Bcr menadjen BnB tom m gegletdKt)

toerBm Under this the ten ages of man are represented in separate

compartments, each of which has descriptive text over it as follows

(t)ar dn hint.

Btoentitq tar du .fugling.

^Prdsstg tar dn ma.

Firotg tar toolgdatt.

tar still stan.

Sedjtng iar abgan.
j&tbent?tg iar Btr sde fcrtoar.

&d)dtglt iar Brr todt tor.

jietondig iar Brr fctnBer spot.

A boy spinning a top.

A youth with a falcon on his wrist.

A soldier armed with sword and

spear.

A well-to-do man in civil dress.

A man with his arms folded, a purse

at his side.

An elderly man setting out to walk.

An old man walking, leaning on a

staff, carrying a rosary.

An old man leaning heavily on a

staff.

A child putting out his tongue at

an old man bent double.

^unBr(rt) tar ttu gnaB B((r) got. A corpse on a bier.

Underneath follows a second set of ten compartments, showing the

animals which correspond to the ten ages. Descriptive text is placed over

each, and the name of the animal separately at its feet as follows :

Beijen far rut Itnc*.

jgtoenqtg tar dn fcalfc

IBrdsstg tar rut stnr.

Ftrcjtg tar dn Icto.

A kid. Itpd*
A calf. Halt.
A steer. £t»r.
A lion. IrU).
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Jfunftng tar tg fucljs. a fox. fUCnQ
Sccfjcjtg tar eg foolf. a wolf. btolf

'

Stbent?tg tar eg bunt. a dog. ®>uni
3lcf)c>tg iar rttt bar?. a cat. itat>
flrtoitoig iar ritt esel. An ass. iSs^l
$un9e(rt) tar eg gatt(s). A goose. gatt(B).

Under the ten animals is another line of text, cut in characters
similar to those of the general heading, referring apparently to anothersenes of cuts at the bottom of the print, now lost. The title is as follows :

Jlentrn
nU

l«82
SrBdn 'l,rUC ****" 6tUrli srf»EntEn *«» ««« a«e belt

Under it, in ten compartments, are the proverbial sayings

lUttrr on
tom^att on tomft

on tnqmt
Nugent on txt

on must

Strt on mfjt
<&*toalt on gnatfe
JJFugent on fortfjt

Jfbatoen on sdjarn
or&e on frttr.

The figures and animals are drawn in strong outlines without hatching,lhe ground is marked by a single line.
®

head With 8tem
’

«"»’

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

.Schr. 1882.

THE SEVEN AGES OF MAN.

See D 19.

A 124.

MEMENTO MORI, WITH WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR.
Schr. 1893.

A sheet printed from eleven distinct blocks. The chief of theserepresents a woman in the prime of life, with flowing hair, but a skullwith a fly or beetle crawling over it instead of the youthful face with aad
,

dr/ fathers reflected in the round mirror which she holds inher 1 hand. Her dress is cut very low and laced in front over a bodiceWhich is drawn tightly across the breast. The r. sleeve is slashed andends above the elbow with a border embroidered with an illegible mottoThe inner sleeve of soft material hangs loose at the elbow and is covered

Hnso and v ,V

°uff 7*^ two Orders embroidered with the lettersHNSO and W- The womans left hand holds up her skirt, on the borderof which is embroidered the name HANS KVRCZ. On the rim ofthemirror IS the motto 3IT . BRINGT ALE . DING.
This cut [160 X 124] is surrounded on three sides by a single border

snme
1S

r
Pen ^ P ’ Where?e death ’

s head Passes «P into *£e midst ofsome German rhymes printed from four separate blocks, each with itsown border line above and below. The letters differ so much in form
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that they seem to be cut by at least two, perhaps three, different hands.

The verses are these :

—

leb gfall mix
Brum b’gn id)

(ftfft mtc| irn

©r5rr
Ben teb bun

ntt mer Inal

trauren hoi

sptegel stbat

(
i.e . schande ?)

ab mix sebt tebt

tobter grSnf
(i.e. grund ?)

Ecbjmne
ilbmrv mer
Ecfj Itg tn

Bint bbel

Xmnat Iteb

(The text of the second column is very difficult to read.)

Over the verses is a scroll with the inscription :

—

5eb ntteb

anstrb
er erb.

gbalten
hub bierb

co Hebrtt Hebeu . Hebett co

Keb bin tfutg seijon bubseb toolgcstalt WUt aber tomn id)

intrb alt

Beneath the principal figure is a similar but wider scroll with the

inscription :

—

®mte aber tomn teb totrtJ sterben. Fott totrmett tn erb berberben.

So tomb bas bletitn offt berum. Fttb lug toas bttbett btrfurbunt

Bteb offt tn bent sptegel besteb . He mer btemuttgest btt bteb. co

grobt 2Tobt 2Tobt.

On either side of the principal figure is an upright border [107 X 28]

with a scroll winding round a staff, with the inscriptions :

—

(l.) Irb btM} Suntan . ntettt man golbatt.

(r.) $ti) but Jfrafo btW tbon toas^ teb totlb

Finally, at the top and bottom of the whole print, are two oblong

borders [35 X 195] with children on a black ground. In the centre of

the upper border is the infant Christ seated, with an orb in his 1. hand.

Behind his head passes a long winding scroll, with the inscription

EIN GVT SELIG NEVIAR BVSCH ICH EVCH. At either end of the

scroll is a child-angel playing on a lute (1.) and an organ (r.). In the

centre of the lower border one child is washing another in a tub. At
either end are two children playing, and the rest of the space is filled by a

leaf-ornament.

The whole sheet [300 X 195] is in good preservation. It is not coloured, but merely

touched along some of the lines with vermilion. The paper has no watermark.

The name of the poet, Hans Kurz (see p. 54, footnote) connects the woodcut with

Bavaria, and the word “ busch ” for “ wiinsch ” marks the dialect as Bavarian. In

other respects the cut recalls rather the style of the Basle or Strassburg school about

1500-1510, especially in the close and regular shading, without cross-hatching. On
the name “ Syman ” Herr Schreiber has favoured me with the following note :

—“ At the

Hofbibliothek at Vienna there is a pack of Low German playing-cards of the end of

the xvi century. On one of them (two of acorns) a wife is represented ill-treating

her husband with a cane, and on the border of her dress is the inscription ‘ FRAY
SIMAN.’ At Munich I saw an engraving of the beginning of the xvii century

entitled ‘ Hahnrei-Fest ’ (Cuckolds’ Festival) ;
one of the spectators’ galleries is marked

‘ Raum fur die Siman.’ Consequently there is no doubt that ‘ Siman ’ means ‘ Sie ist

der Mann ’ = 4 Sie thut was sie will.’ ‘ Fraw Hill ’ is doubtless identical with 4 Frau

Holle,’ the same word as 4 Holle ’ (Hell).” Herr Schreiber goes on to suggest that the

husband’s name “Golhan” may be connected with Hahn (cock), but the name has not

yet been fully explained.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895. Repr. Schr. vi, pi. xv.
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Plate II

ANONYMOUS XV. CENTURY

Death in the Jaws of Hell
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Sclir. 1894.

A 125.

DEATH IN THE JAWS OF HELL.
W—D 116.

Death a lean, bony form, but not entirely without flesh, stands with
legs crossed in the mouth of a monster with enormous teeth and bristly
nostrils, which vomits flames from its jaws. Death’s arms are stretched
downwards on either side of his body. A serpent is coiled round his
breast with its bead behind his neck and its tail between his legs. A
toad conceals his groin.

®

The shading is careful and regular, without cross-hatching. The cut is
enclosed by a single border.

[135 x 82.] The border is broken away in several places. Colours : light browncarmine, pale yellow, yellowish green.
own

’

in w ?
e
?
tre of tfae upper part of a Roadside [355 x 245], whichcontains 74 lines of printed text, arranged down to the middle of the sheet in threecolumns, below it in two. The text is entirely in verse, though the lower part isprinted as prose. At the foot is the address of the publisher : Shaun* hauler^ rt

p.”?
a
/
Cr

l
U
f

(See note, p. 72, and Proctor, op. cit. ii, 731 ; App. no 2598 a )Purchased from Messrs. Holloway, 1872. 7

A 126 (a, b).

THE KALENDAR OF MAGISTER JOHANNES DE GAMUNDIA.
Schr. 1903; W. u. Z. 287. (Modern impression.) \y D 112

,

T
ie

,
Kal®adar ™ constructed for the years 1439-69 by Johannes de Gamundia

rnnht^nP w 7leiina
’
2^d Feb., 1442 - His name appears in a space at the end of the

°„f February. The designs illustrating the occupations of each month and thesigns of the zodiac both in circles, point to a time about 1470 or even later for the

CaW?
n

fl

°^ th0 bl°Ck8?
T
h
i
C
n

a
o

S
i

tlH GXtant in the Derschau collection in the BerlinCabinet, and were reprinted by Becker (1810), A 17.

Books (ProctS)
81011

’ Print6d 0n b°th 8ideS ° f °ne Sheet
’ is in the Dept of Printed

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1856.

A 127.

FRAGMENT OF A KALENDAR, WITH WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR
Schr. 1906. W. u. Z. 211. w D 113
The fragment contains two passages of printed text, each of seven

lines, accompanied by circular diagrams, relating to a total eclipse of themoon on 3rd Feb. and a partial eclipse of the sun on 20th July Under
the first diagram is written in MS. in faded ink, Anno dm Mcccclxxxvii
and over the second diagram, in the same hand, Ixxxvij. At the foot of
the text is a woodcut [40 x 188] without border. Two leafy sprays rise
to and r. from a branch, and each ends in a flower, from which a naked
child emerges. The child to 1. is Jesus, the other is the infant St. JohnEach holds a sucking-bag 1 in one hand and lays the other on the end of along scroll which winds from 1. to r. through the foliage, bearing thewords “32tn * gut. seltg . . tor.” Before and after the word “ior” a
thin, black animal with arched back is inserted. A bird is perched onthe scroll at either end. The shading is careful.

^According tc Heitz (Neujahrswiinsche, p. 13, note) such bags are given tochildren in Suabia to the present day. They consist of linen rags, in which sugar andSioSi? “d they “* kn°™ the Proviucial names of Tutscher^
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Colours
:
yellow, green, carmine, grey. The paper, which has no watermark, is

much worm-eaten.
Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Another impression, not coloured, is in the

Basle Museum, printed on a Kalendar of 1488. Weigel states that he had seen in a
shop at Erlangen a Kalendar of 1485 with an impression of the same cut at the end.
The text of the present Kalendar (see Proctor, op. cit. ii, 731, App. no. 7788 B) is

printed in the same type as a broadside in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Auct. M.
iii, 16(2)), with title, “Narrat beatus Hieronymus vitam quam tenuit in heremo.” The
broadside contains a poem in Sapphic stanzas and a woodcut of St. Jerome in penitence,
Proctor 7789, Schr. 1556 (see p. 99). Weigel in a note (W. u. Z. i, p. 341) explains the
symbolism of the design as follows :—The year beginning with Christmas Hay, St. John
Baptist’s Day, June 24th, represents the commencement of the second half of the year.
Accordingly the bird with open wings near Christ is symbolical of the lengthening
days, while the bird with closed wings near St. John is an emblem of the year’s decline.
The text “ He must increase, but I must decrease,” (Joh. iii, 30) was applied to the
position of these two festivals in the Kalendar. A- reproduction of this woodcut (not
quite accurate, for it omits the hatching in several places) is published in P. Heitz,
“ Neujahrswiinsche des xv. Jahrhunderts,” Strassburg, 1899, no. 31. No. 29 in the same
book, a woodcut from the same design, with very slight variations, is from a Latin
Kalendar published (at Ulm?) in 1484, in the Hohenzollern Museum, at Sigmaringen.

TWO PHYSICIANS EXAMINING A PATIENT.
Schr. 1933. See D2(l).

A MONSTRANCE.
Schr. 1941. See A 3 (8).

A 128.

THE RELICS AT ANDECHS, BAVARIA, 1496.

A “ Bilderbogen,” or large sheet of pictures with xylographic text,

intended to be fastened on a wall, containing cuts of the relics at the
pilgrimage church on the Heiliger Berg at Andechs (see woodcuts by
M. A. Hannas for a view of the church), a hill rising above the east shore
of the Ammersee, about 20 miles south of Munich, still a popular shrine.

The cuts and texts are on four blocks, each measuring 265 X 375-80 mm.,
joined together in pairs longitudinally. They are now folded in the
middle, guarded and bound as an oblong folio volume. Each pair of

blocks, upper and lower, forms a unit, the cuts and text being continued
without interruption from the 1. to the r. block. The principal portion of

the text on the second or lower sheet is imperfect, owing to an irregular

tear which extends from the lower corner half-way up the 1. side. The
whole is otherwise in good condition, except that the 1. half of the first

sheet has been torn, and small portions have been lost. The text on the

l. side reads thus ... (fit Bag totrBtg ijatltfytunfi Bag Bo ragtrt
attff Bern ijatltgcmt IP erg EnBedjg Jht obctn parent . . . .

Pltutneftew &uff Bent Emntersee tnn &ugspurger Btgdjtfjumh, etc.

(16 lines). After a reference to the recent foundation of a Benedictine
monastery at Andechs by Duke Albert and his wife Anna, 1

it enumerates

1 Albert II, Duke of Bavaria (Munich), 1401-1460, who married Anna of
Brunswick-Grubenhagen, obtained a Bull for the foundation of the abbey from
Nicholas V in 1453, and finished the buildings in 1455, when they were occupied by
seven monks from Tegernsee. The first abbot, Eberhard Stocklin, was consecrated in
1458.

Hain describes (nos. 968-972) five editions of the “ Andechs Chronicle,” some with
woodcute, published in book form before 1500. The two earliest were folio editions,

printed by J. Bamjer at Augsburg, in 1473, and about 1476. Numerous editions
followed in the xvi'and xvn centuries. Sheets like this, representing collections of
relics at other shrines, are described by Schreiber, nos. 1936-38. Many collections of
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A 129.

THE BATTLE OE DORNACH, 1499.

T4
.

At nornach or Doraeck, in Canton Solothurn, on the r bank of the

form
8

(HeiUgthums^or ^Heilthumsbddier)^ Thetest k
Uri“g ?
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«,
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fntury in took
published at Vienna (1.W2), Wittenberg (1509) and Hane7l520)

eSe 100,10 8re those
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Switzerland and encamped at Therweil, west of the Birs, on 19th July.

Early on the 22nd they took up their position between Arlesheim and

Dornach, placing their cannon so as to command the Castle of Dornach

and the road to Liestal (behind the hill shown in the woodcut), and com-

menced the bombardment of the castle. At Liestal the men of Solothurn

commanded by Nicolaus Conrad, with a small contingent from Berne, had

assembled on the 21st and sent out for reinforcements at the first news ot

. danger to Dornach. They set out from Liestal at noon on the 22nd,

halted on the hill and were caught up by detachments from Berne,

Lucerne and Zurich, which raised their numbers to about 4000. Ihey

came on over the hill and through the wood, and about four o clock

cauo-ht the Austrians off their guard. A detachment sent to Liestal early

in the morning to reconnoitre had reported that there was nothing to be

feared from the Swiss, and the troops who were not engaged in the

bombardment were keeping the feast of St. Mary Magdalen at their ease.

The Austrian commander was killed almost at once near the guns,

“ Oesterreicherin” (with the Austrian arms) and “ Katherli von Ensheim

which commanded the castle. The fight was continued on the slope ot

the hill, where the Burgundian guard came up from Arlesheim to rescue

the gunners. About six o’clock further reinforcements arrived fromthe

cantons of Lucerne and Zug, numbering about 1000 or 1200 men. Then

the Austrian troops gave way. As many as could cross the Birs bridge

before it was broken down got away safely, for the Swiss did not pursue

them in that direction. The rout continued down the Birs Valley, ihe

Austrians lost 3000-4000 men, all their guns, four standards and their

treasure-chest. The amount of the Swiss loss is not known. The men ot

Unterwalden, Freiburg, Uri, and Schwyz arrived during the two following

days, too late for the battle. Basle remained neutral throughout the war.

The treaty of peace was signed at Basle on 22nd September, and m lo

Basle and Schaffhausen joined the Confederation, which had thenceforward

nothing to fear from Austria. (H. Ulmann, “Kaiser Maximilian I,

1884 vol i p 778

:

Amiet, “ Holbein’s Madonna von Solothurn una

der Stifter’ Nicolaus Conrad,” 1879, p. 54: Neujalirsblatt fur• Batels

Jugend, xliii, 1865 :
“ Der Schwabenkrieg und die Stadt Basel, 1499 ).

The woodcut gives a very animated picture of several ot the chiet

moments in the battle, drawn from the 1. bank of the Birs which flows

alono- the foreground from r. to 1. between rocky banks. Ihe Lastie ol

Dornach, with the flag of Solothurn flying from its pointed roofs, stands

on a rock r. It is identified by the name ISClt, under which

is the date 1*99. The road to Liestal passes near it, and 1. ot the road is

the crag from which the Swiss overlooked the Austrian position, and the

high wooded ridge over which the troops with the banners of ^undo,

Berne, and Solothurn are seen advancing. On the slope ot the hill the

fight near the guns is represented. A Swiss officer with bushy plumes in

his hat is seizing a standard from a fallen standard-bearer, who lays one

hand on the breast of a dead man, perhaps the commander, Furstenberg.

On the lower ground the main battle is being waged between fewiss

infantry r. and the Austrian cavalry 1. The standards carried by the

Swiss spearmen and halberdiers bear the arms of the cantons Zurich,

Berne, and Solothurn, while the musketeers have two banners with a

musket in place of heraldic bearings. The imperial banner with the

crossed staves is borne in the midst of the cavalry, who are armed with
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spears, swords, and cross-bows, but no fire-arms. In addition to the main
engagement, combats between single soldiers or small bodies of troops aregoing on m various parts of the ground. The Swiss soldiers may always
be distinguished by the cross cjjn which they wear as a badge. The
crossed staves X are the Austrian or, strictly speaking, Burgundian
badge. Many of the Austrians wear peacocks’ feathers

;
the ostrichplumes generally belong to the Swiss. On the 1. side of the wood

Irmni
6 ne

?
r the Castle of (Birseck), another detach-ment ot Swiss troops, the reinforcements from Lucerne and Zu*are descending from the hill and attacking the Austrian army in theF

.^
ther beyond a tributary of the Birs, is a village (Arles-eim) with a church and wooden huts, where the victorious Swissare pursuing the fugitives. Beyond the village are the tents of theAustrian encampment which cavalry and infantry alike are deserting innasty night. On another wooded hill stands the castle of HbcfltltStriltNumerous combats are taking place along the Birs and even in the water,*where a Swiss soldier with the banner of St. Gallen is stabbing anAustrian who wears a peacock’s feather. Several dead or wounded menare floating down the stream, and two Austrian horsemen, still mounted

are swimming 1 The bridge, built of rough logs laid on beams, and

broken througH
P e maS°n,T “ ^ mi<3d ‘e °f ^ Stream

’
^

This large composition [410 x 855] is engraved on three blocks. It
s remarkable for vigour and accuracy, if allowance be made for thearbitrary dealing with time and space which the representation of somany incidents necessitates. Unlike most cuts of battles of the xv orxvi century it bears signs of being the work of an eye-witness, perhapshimself a soldier, like those artists of Basle and Berne, who havebeft usso many spirited sketches of the life of a Swiss landsknecht in the firsttwo decades of the xvi century. The patriotic spirit manifest in the

Moreo
make

-t

lt mcre
^!

il® *hat any German artist should have produced it.Moreover, it was published as a broadside by Georg Erne, of Basle. The3

T

S °*
.
landscaPe and buildings is remarkably good for the time,

lari forTblb
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u
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lfully represented. The heads are too

l ' b°dies, and have the large features and grimacing expressionscharactenstm of late xv century art. The drawing of the horses, with

isIlS oLhe period
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Carhiruhe^^d^Nme^^rg^have^b^ii’deBcribed^^Alu^sh^d^facsimil^of^the^Basle
impression appeared in the Neujcihrsblatt fur Basel's Juaend xliii

A 130.

Schr. 1961.
THE JEWS AND THE SOW.

[273 x 418.] Modern impression. Purchased at the McIntosh sale, 1857.
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A 131.

GROTESQUE ALPHABET, 1464.

Schr. 1998. W.—D 21

The complete Alphabet should consist, as is proved by the copies, of 23 letters

(omitting J, U, and W), followed by a design of ornamental foliage. In the present

example, the only one known to exist, the letter S is wanting entirely, whilst of A, T,

and V only fragments remain. In several of the letters the border is imperfect, but H
is the only other case in which any portion of the letter itself is lost.

Each letter is surrounded by a frame of which the outer portion is supposed to be

flat and seen only from the front, while the inner portion recedes, and is drawn in per-

spective from the right, being shaded in every case at the top and on the left side. The
groups of figures which form the letters are supposed to stand out in relief within the

recess of the frame, but they occasionally come so far forward as to pass the inner limits

of the frame, and appear against its outer surface. Occasionally, as in F and I, the

figures appear to be actually standing on the lower cross-bar of the frame ; they are

more often raised above it, standing apparently on nothing. The background in every

case is left white, and there is nothing to indicate that the back of the frame is filled

in. A similar frame, drawn in perspective from the left, surrounds the illustrations of

the editio princeps of the “ Ars Moriendi,” but in that work the figures always remain

set back behind the frame. The ornament at the end of the alphabet has a double

border, not drawn in perspective but regarded as flat.

The average dimensions of the letters, measured from the outer lines of the frame

are 117 x 90’75 mm.
The dimensions of the several letters (omitting the fragments) are as follows :

—

B. 118 X 90 G. 115 X 90 M. 117 X 90 R. 115 X 91

C. 117 X 90 H. 115 X 90 N. 119 X 93 X. 119 X 90

D. 117 X 93 I. 116 X 90 O. 119 X 90 Y. 117 X 90

E. 116 X 91 K. 117 X 90 P. 120 X 90 Z. 117 X 90

F. 115 X 91 L. 117 X 91 Q. 119 X 93 Ornament. 116 X 9L

Before the sheets were cut up there appears to have been an interval of 20 mm.
between each row of letters. This interval was divided, half-way across, by a single

horizontal line, and it was along this line, sometimes including it on one side or the

other, sometimes cutting exactly through it, that the letters were cut off. Those letters

accordingly, which are bounded either at the top or the bottom by this line, accordingly

as they originally stood above or below it, have a margin in that direction of 9-11 mm.,
whilst in the other direction, towards the outside of the sheet, the margin amounts to

as much as 20 mm. No letter has a margin of more than 6 mm. (usually 3-4 mm.) at

the side, so it is possible that the letters were placed close to one another within the

row. However, as those letters which seem to have stood at the end of each sheet

have no more margin than the rest, it may be that they were cut closer at the sides

than at the top and bottom, and that the interval was originally larger.

The reconstruction of the three original sheets hy Sotheby (“Principia Typographica,”

i, 122) in a diagram which is repeated by Willshire (“ Descriptive Catalogue,” i, 208) is

no doubt correct. It is based upon the position of the watermark, an inverted anchor

with a cross over it, which occurs three times on the paper of the alphabet. The upper

portion appears in the letters (A, now lost) E and I ; the lower portion in the letters

N, R and X. Each pair of letters thus indicated would have formed the left-hand

portion of one of the three sheets. When the three sheets were joined together, end to

end, the whole alphabet would have run consecutively in two rows, from A to M and
from N to Z. There are two pieces of strong confirmatory evidence for this reconstruc-

tion, which were overlooked by Sotheby and (in part) by Willshire:

—

1. The first part of the alphabet, A-M, the upper portion of the three sheets in

Sotheby’s scheme, lias in fact its wide margin at the top, and is bounded at the bottom

by the line of partition, while the letters N-Z and the ornament, forming the lower portion

of the three sheets, have their wide margin towards the bottom, and are bounded at the

top by the line of partition. It will always be found that where a letter which Sotheby

places in the top row carries this line of partition with it, the letter which should come
underneath has in fact a narrower margin, cut short of this line. This can be seen most

clearly in the last sheet ; the letters I K L have more than their fair share of margin,

including the whole of the line, and the letters X Y Z proportionately less, whereas in

the case of M, while the greater part of the line goes with that letter, a thin strip of it

may be seen above the ornament.
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2. The same arrangement exactly is followed by the Master of the Banderoles in

fonnx
Dgr

i?-

V<r c°Pies (see tlie facsimiles published by the Chalcographical Society in
1890), winch, as we shall presently see good reasons for believing, were based upon this
alphabet, and not on the other version preserved at Basle. The objection made by

owT??
Lebrs to S°ttieby’s reconstruction (« Der Meister mit den Bandrollen,” 1886,

p. 8) falls to the ground, for it is based upon the mistaken assumption of the identity of
the British Museum alphabet with that at Basle.

There is no need at this date to describe over again the subjects of the letters. The
same compositions are preserved in the two copies published in facsimile by the Chalco-
graphical Society in 1890 and 1897, and a complete facsimile of this alphabet itself was
published by the Trustees of the British Museum in 1899. There is a very detailed
and, on the whole, very accurate description by Willshire, and a shorter one, also
accurate on the whole, by Schreiber (who, however, goes astray in describing the letter
B;. Willshire s description may be corrected in a few details.

14 is not true that tbe truraPeter “ kneels on the back of a youn<* man.” The
straight fall of the drapery from his shoulders to below his knees shows that he is
standing. The fact is that the one pair of legs, which primarily belongs to the trum-
peter, is made by a clever trick to do duty equally for the young man who bends forward
at right angles to form the lower arm of the F.

I. Willshire has given the man two right hands. It is the woman’s left hand that
is placed under the man’s chin.

P* What Willshire takes for a “ large conical cap ” is a buckler (“ targe ”, Schr )
\\ lllshire, followed by Schreiber, says that a fragment of S is present, but that T iswholly wanting. In fact the fragment is the left side of T, as will appear by a com-

parison of the fragment with either of the copies.
J

In addition to the MS. notes transcribed by Willshire, there are also scribblings inthe same old ink of the colour of the impression of the alphabet itself, on the letters C(between the legs of the young man 1., after a similar detail in the letter B) and M (onthe hat of the man who forms the upright in the middle of the letter and at the top ofhis feather A later owner, perhaps of the xvn century, has repeated each characterm his own florid handwriting in black ink on the letters KRXYZ.
i iPi®

1

? to be added to Wiltshire's account of the provenance of thealphabet which was presented to the Trustees of the British Museum by Sir Geore-eHowland Beaumont, Bart. (1753-1827), who already possessed it in 1819. It is notknown from whom he acquired it. The parchment wrapper in which the alphabet wasformerly bound appears to have been made up in England early in the xvi centurvand its original possessor was one Edward Lowes.
I have found, however, in the Bagford collection of fragments relating to the history

of printing, acquired by the British Museum in 1753 with the Harleian MSS. (themajority of Bagford s sixty-four volumes are now in the Department of Printed Books')
evidence that the alphabet was known at the beginning of the xvm century, and that
either this actual set, or another set of impressions which has since disappeared, existed
at that time in a complete state. The folio volume known as Harl. 5934, contains a setof very rough copies of the alphabet, the work of an inexperienced English woodcutterThe average dimensions of the letters are 115 x 85 mm. They are printed four on a sheet,the letters A-H being cut two on a block, I-V four on a block, while X-Y again forma pair, and Z stands by itself. The ornament is not reproduced, and instead of leavinga space for it the printer has put Z in the middle under XY. In Harl. 5934 the letters
4"Pw wantl

.

nS> while Z appears in duplicate, but Harl. 5966 1 contains the completealphabet on six sheets (nos. 101-106) reduced to quarto size by cutting down themargins. In a MS. list of contents in Bagford’s hand at the beginning of this volumethe alphabet is described as ‘ Antique A B : of y
e
first specement [specimen] of printing ’’

but there is no note as to the whereabouts of the originals. Harl. 5934 also contains a setof bad pen and ink drawings from the original woodcuts, of the same dimensions as thewoodcut copies, and evidently the immediate patterns from which these were taken Inthe drawings the letters E-H are wanting. The other letters are placed invariablyfour together on a sheet, with the borders touching (which shows that the originalintention was to cut four on the same block throughout), except that on the last sheet

vnl
in this volume was described by Willshire (“ Descriptive Catalogue,”

voi li, 1883, p. 210), who, however, made no other use of it than to describe the subjects
of those letters which are missing in the original alphabet. Even then he did notdiscover that the fragment existing in the original belongs to T, not S. He had notseen the further materials in Harl. 5934.

01
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the letter Z is placed in the middle under X Y, no notice being taken of the ornament.

The draughtsman, followed by the woodcutter, has made no attempt to reproduce the

perspective frame, but has merely surrounded each letter with a border of two lines

4 mm. apart. The woodcut copies are printed on a paper of which the watermark is a

shield, bearing a post-horn surmounted by a crown, with the letters W R (Wilhelmus

Rex ?) beneath the shield. John Bagford, a shoemaker with literary tastes, and a rage

for collecting, who died in 1716 at the age of 66, issued in 1707 proposals for a history

of printing, which never came to anything. It is probable that these woodcut copies

of the “ antique A B ” were destined, together with the numerous copies on wood of

leaves of block-books and of old watermarks which are to be found in the same volume,

to serve as illustrations to the projected magnum opus. Bagford probably considered the

concluding ornament an unnecessary addition to the alphabet and omitted it intention-

ally. The wood-block from which two of the letters of his copy were printed is in the

Print-room (in the inventory of 1837, origin not stated, probably part of the Bagford

collection).
. . , ,,

The sole interest of these late copies lies in the evidence which they give as to the

existence, about 1700, of the letters which are now lost. Especially important is the

indirect evidence that the letter A was dated 1464. The date must have been indis-

tinct, or else the draughtsman was too uneducated to understand it, for he read the

first part of the date (MCCCC) as the word “ mine,” and gave up the second part as a

puzzle, writing it “ h*im.” The woodcutter thought he could make a better job of it,

and produced, probably without having the original before him, an inscription which

reads “ thine min.” He probably intended to make it “ thine mine,” which sounds neat

and epigrammatic, but had scruples before he got to the end, and let his second word

run off into mere strokes. This piece of involuntary evidence as to the original reading

disposes of Schreiber’s assumption that the A in this alphabet was “ probablement sans

la date.” 1 There is no doubt that the copyist had our alphabet (or a duplicate of it)

before him, and not the Basle alphabet. The reasons for this belief will be more

appropriately given below, in discussing the relations between these two. He certainly

had not the engraved copies before him, for wherever the engraved copy differs from

the original, especially in the shading and folds of the drapery, the English woodcuts

will be found to agree with the original.

It remains now to compare this alphabet with the other woodcut alphabet at Basle,

and with the engraved alphabet by the “ Master of the Banderoles,” in the light of the

new material which has been published since Willshire’s Catalogue appeared in 1879.

This new material is contained in the following publications: 1. Max Lehrs, ‘ Der

Meister mit den Bandrollen,” Dresden, 1886, pp. 6-10, with a very complete summary

of the previously existing literature on the subject, and facsimiles, pi. 7-12, of three of

the Basle woodcuts, A K P, and three of the engravings. 2. The Chaleograpliical

Society’s publication for 1890, with a facsimile (no. 12) of a complete set in the

Pinacoteca, Bologna, of the alphabet engraved by the Master of the Banderoles. 3.

W. L. Schreiber, “Manuel de 1’Amateur,” tome ii; Berlin, 1892, pp. 324-327, descrip-

tion of the two woodcut alphabets in the British Museum and the Basle Museum as

distinct, nos. 1998-9. 4. L. Kaemmerer, “ Ein sp'atgotisches Figurenalphabet im Berliner

Kupferstichkabinet,” Jahrbuch der K. preuss. Kumtsammlungen ,
xviii. Heft 4,

Berlin, 1897 (primarily an account of an alphabet of about 1400, in pen and ink on

vellum, but the article contains also a review of other grotesque alphabets both earlier

and later). 5. The Chalcographical Society’s publication for 1897, “ Gothic Alphabets,”

with text by Jaro Springer, pp. 3-4, and a complete facsimile, pi. xiii.-xvi, of the

Basle alphabet, in which the two sheets of the original are divided into four. 2

I will take first the question of priority between the designer of the woodcuts and

the engraver of the alphabet on copper. When Willshire wrote, this question might

still be treated as an open one, though such authorities as Douce, Renouvier, Nagler,

and Galichon had borne witness to the artistic superiority, at least, of the woodcuts to

the engravings, and Passavant was the only critic who had committed himself to the

1 Herr Schreiber subsequently retracted this statement. Centralbl. f. Biblotheks-

wesen, 1895, xii, 216. “Leider ist in dem einzigen uns erhaltenen Exemplar der

Buchstabe A, welcher jedenfalls mit der Jahrzahl versehen gewesen sein wird, zerrissen.”

2 To this list should now be added: Max Lehrs, “Ueber gothische Alphabete,” Repert.

f Kumtwissenschaft , 1899, xxii, 371, a review, embodying much additional information,

of no 5, with a supplement (pp. 376-8) devoted to a review of the present essay on the

Grotesque Alphabet, which was published separately for the Trustees of the British

Museum in 1899, with a collotype facsimile of the entire alphabet.
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opinion that the woodcuts were copied from the engravings (« Peintre-Graveur,” ii 9 30).
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At last, m 1892, Schreiber published the express statement that the Basle alphabet
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is a copy of the original at London. He did not attempt to prove this statement—
without the opportunity of a direct comparison, it was difficult, as he said, to do so—for

he only described those letters of the Basle set which are missing or defective in the

London set, and the difference of dimensions which he quotes, though decisive against

the identity of the two, does not in itself decide which is the original, any more than the

different arrangement of the letters on the sheet, an arrangement which Schreiber

perhaps would not admit to be different, since he says (wrongly, as we have seen) that

the London alphabet “ autrefois etait imprime probablement sur deux feuilles.”

The assertion of Schreiber, proved or not proved, should at least have put a Berlin

critic on his guard against committing the traditional blunder of regarding the two
alphabets as identical. I regret to find that this old mistake has obtained a fresh

currency by the sanction of the two most recent writers on the subject. Dr. L. Kaemmerer,
writing in the Berlin Jahrbuch,

October 1897, describes the alphabet by the Master of

the Banderoles as “ eine genaue Kopie der kiinstlerisch weitaus hoher stehenden nieder-

l'andischen Holzschnittfolge die in zwei Exemplaren in Basel und London
bekannt ist.” Professor Jaro Springer, in the text of the Chalcographical Society’s

publication for 1897 (which appeared in 1898), introduces his description of the

xylographic alphabet with the words :
“ Another example of Gothic figure and animal

alphabets is engraved on wood. Two copies are in public collections, one in the Basle

Museum, on two uncut sheets, another, cut and incomplete, in the British Museum.”
The latter publication contains an excellent facsimile of the Basle alphabet.

I will now comment on the two alphabets, letter by letter, with occasional remarks on
the later copies, in order to establish the two following propositions :

—

1. The alphabet at London is the original, that at Basle a copy.

2. The alphabet engraved by the Master of the Banderoles, and the late woodcut
copy in the Bagford collection, are both based upon the London, not upon the Basle

alphabet. 1

In what follows I shall call the London alphabet o, the Basle alphabet /3, the

engraved alphabet y ,
and the Bagford copies (treating the drawings and the woodcuts

as one) 8.

A. This is a fragment in a. The flower has a long narrow calyx, not a short, thick

one, as in 0. The long form is copied by y and 8. The case hanging at the girdle of

the man 1. has four studs down the front in a, only three in 0. In y there appear to be

four, but they are indistinct ; 8 omits them. The end of the rod 1. touches the outer

margin in a, but not in 0. With regard to the lost inscription, the evidence of 8

makes it probable that a originally had two lines of writing below the men’s hands,

followed by the date mcccclxiiij. These two lines are represented in fi by two straight

lines, in y by two lines of illegible scribbling, in 5 by two straight lines. 0 and y also

preserve traces of writing between the hands, while 8 does not attempt to reproduce

these, but makes the hands touch.

B. In a the figures have more space than in /3. The upper figure to r. especially,

appears in /3 cramped under the frame, whereas in a he comes forward and has free play

outside it. In a both lower figures are clear of the lower margin, which they touch in 0.

0 omits several important folds of the drapery, especially in the lower figure 1. In this

respect 8 follows a.

C. The horns of the lower grotesque head in a touch the right inner margin, but not

the lower margin of the frame. In 0 this is reversed. The expression of the man’s face

and of the upper grotesque head is very superior in a.

D. The superiority of the two men’s heads in a is very marked. The ornaments on

the horse’s trappings are more carefully drawn in a, and the hatching on the drapery is

more intelligent. The dress of the man to r. has a double hem in a (followed by y and

8), a single one in 0. The hoof of the horse and the tail of the monster are quite clear

of the lower line in a, while they cross it in 0.

E. The faces of the two men are again superior in o, and the action of the hand in

grasping the horn is better drawn. The lower of the two men in a is looking away to

the 1. in the direction in which his head is turned (so also in y and 8) ; 0 makes him
squint round to the r. Notice the sleeve of this man in a and 0.

F. The face of the man blowing the trumpet is better drawn in a. 0 omits his ear,

7 gives the ear badly drawn, while 8 here follows a closely. The stooping man has

smooth hair on the top of his head in a (followed by y and 8), 0 here gives him

1 As Professor Lehrs has observed (Repert . /. K. xxii, 378), a sufficient proof of this,

in the case of the Master of the Banderoles, is supplied by the identity of the arrange-

ment of the letters on the sheet.
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a, though it is less clear. In the lower flower in the centre $ hesitates between single

and double lines, and again reproduces a with less skill than does the Master of the

Banderoles.
We have seen, then, that where j8 shows distinct departures in form from a

, y and 8

almost invariably agree with a, so much so as to leave no doubt that a was the pattern

which they followed. Prof. Lehrs, however ([Repert . xxii, 378), has given conclusive

reasons for believing that this was not the case with the miniature-painter who
copied the upright of the letter K, in reverse, as I, in a MS. of the “ Schachzabelbuch”

of Konrad von Ammenhausen in the Royal Library at Stuttgart (fol. poet, et philol. 2).

See reproduction in the Berlin Jahrbuch
,
xviii, p. 221, and in my own essay, p. 14. The

scroll which the young man holds up has on it the date ano dni mcecclxvij
,
which

proves that the copy at Basle was made within three years of the appearance of the

original. The four letters copied from the xylographic alphabet in the Ashmolean MS.
1504, at Oxford, about 1500 (all four, A-D, reproduced by Dr. Kaemmerer, Jahrbuchy

xviii, p. 220 ;
also B and D, in colours, by Henry Shaw, “ Illuminated Ornaments,”

1833, pi. 37), are not sufficiently exact to show from which version they were derived.

The scroll on A does not appear to contain the date or any other trace of writing.

The axiom quoted by Dr. Lehrs (op. cit. p. 9) with regard to £ and 7, that “ every

copy is distinguished from the original in the first place by its inferiority,” applies also,

though with less force, to the case of a and 0. To summarise the differences between

a and P, it appears to me that in a the groups have evidently been designed to fit the

spaces which they occupy, whereas in /3 they are often cramped. This would be a

natural consequence of the reduction in size (the average measurements in £ are

98 x 84 mm., as against 117 X 90 mm. in a), and the change of proportions. In

expression, a is invariably superior. 0 has quite a different type of face, rounder and
weaker, in which the eyes are the most peculiar feature. 0 is weaker in the drawing

of ankles and wrists. )8’s drapery is never so good as a’s, for j9 is apt to insert meaning-

less hatchings and to omit lines which really tell. The hatchings are short and thin,

and do not follow the actual folds so closely as in a. It is impossible to regard the

two, with Renouvier, as proceeding from the same workshop.

With regard to the place of origin of the woodcuts, the most various opinions have

been expressed. They have been assigned to England, Holland, Flanders, Germany,
Burgundy and France. These views have been supported by arguments derived

—

(1) from the letters which appear in the alphabet. Some writers have argued for a

French origin from the absence of W, others against a French origin from the presence

of K.

(2) from the language which occurs in the rebus on K. This, it is true, is French,

but the use of a French motto would be just as likely in Burgundy, Flanders, England
(were an English origin conceivable on other grounds), or even in Italy, as in France

itself.

(3) from the “ French ” qualities of the design. No two critics take quite the same
view of what is “ French ” about it. What seems grace and elegance to one appears

affectation and sentimentality to another. The kneeling lover, to Ohatto, is “no
Dutchman,” while the lady is pronounced by Sotheby to be “ a buxom Vrouw.”

Dr. Lehrs (op. cit. p. 9, note 5) calls the woodcuts “ French in the modern sense of the

word,” with reference to their qualities, not to the place of their origin. The alphabet

has not been claimed, as so many of the dotted prints have been, by the French them-

selves. All these opinions of the German and English critics are too subjective to be

convincing.

(4) from the resemblance of the alphabet to other known works. Schr. attributes it

boldly to the author of nos. 869 and 1448 of his catalogue (A 34 and A 82 of the

present work). He considers that these three works were all produced in the Nether-

lands, perhaps by a Dutchman whose acquaintance Caxton made during his residence

at the Burgundian Court, and were destined for the English market. What are the

grounds for this hypothesis ? All these works are now, and have long been, in Eng-

land. The “ Man of Sorrows ” has English text ; St. George is the patron saint of

England. That is really all, and it proves nothing. As for resemblances of style,

A 34 has no shading at all, and the drawing is very stiff and wooden, while A 82 is

shaded in a very elaborate and peculiar manner, with careful modelling in short strokes

and dashes like those of an engraver with the burin, utterly unlike the method of

shading in the alphabet, with short parallel strokes arranged along a line (in /3 the

strokes often remain when the line which accounted for them is gone).

A more serious attribution is that which ascribes the alphabet to the artist of the

first edition of the “ Biblia Pauperum.” This was first proposed by Leon de Laborde

(“ Debuts de lTmprimerie k Mayence et a Bamberg,” Paris, 1840, p. 19, note 94), and
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eXcept Schreiber

>
as we have seen, arespeaking of the Basle alphabet only, takes from the weight of their authority since

Wlth thc
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ical differences between the two woodcufalpha-
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andthey
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re
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“°* r
f
ally m agreement with L. de Laborde, for if it be

fniw ^
thi

i
tbe ®a^e alphabet is by the woodcutter of the “ Biblia Pauperum,” it willfollow ipso facto that the London alphabet is not. The only ground upon which the

LXde
n
a°nV

Cr ^ {?•
tha* * ori«inal U UistoS that L. deLaborde appears to limit his attribution, in speaking of “un alphabet ffrotesaue

compose et dessine sur bois par l’auteur de la premiere edition de la Bible

to
is
T
a closer resemblauce to the “Biblia Pauperum” thanto any othei of the block-books, I cannot myself see that the resemblance is of such a

flier TJ°
warra?t the attribution of both to the same author. The alphabet is the

brthrfin^
0
f

r

if
V
thpm

US
ll

W
?i
k °f th

?i ^ is °nly surPassed among the block-books

thetvnPH nfimw
h n

’ ni
so'called ediho prmceps of the “ Ars Moriendi,” in which

from^hese
f ^ nCe

* 8tlU m°re expressive and excellently drawn, are very different

I would therefore ascribe the alphabet simply to a Flemish artist, not otherwiseknown, who produced it, as there is every reason to believe, in the year 1464.

Schr. 2004, 2005.

A 132 ( 1 ,
2).

TWO OENAMENTAL DESIGNS.

i

th.® first of thes
1

e
’
a griffin facing r. with three plumes on its head, is

placed within a wreath composed of two intertwined stems, each of which

:: e?
ur;r witk ^ petais s^r.), and four w

eart-shaped leaves. The whole is drawn in broad outlines without anyshading so that griffin, stem, flowers, and leaves are white.

rU a
th

? ®?cond design, the griffin facing 1. without plumes on its head is
p aced within a wreath of similar flowers and leaves. In this case the

WbBi
St

?
m

’ leave
?

are entirely black
>
onJy the flowers being white,with black outlines as before. Where one stem passes under the otherthe line is broken and a space is left.

W ^
he n° bo

^
der ^ either cut. The patterns were no doubt intendedfor repetition, perhaps the two alternately, on ornamental stuff or paper.

coloured.*
125° G°°d impressions

> witb margin, on paper without a watermark; not

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

Schr. 2008.

A 133.

THE SULTAN.

anAh\bUSt °l
the Sult

?
n 18 drawn in Profile t0 1 He has a deep-set eye

, ^
ey

.

ebr0WS
’
a 8hor

,

t moustache, and closely trimmed whiskers andeard. His hair is rather long and curly, and hides the top of the ear

Sll dre^ 7lth a j?wel
u
led collar

> “d a conventional oriental

and a iawln ^S

h
•

Phl78lan cap in the centre, a peak before and behind,and a jewelled rim. On a band at the top of the print is the title_
tier turgtsrij

K 2
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The whole is surrounded by a double border, the inner line of which is

interrupted by the highest part of the cap.

[263 x 185.1 A good impression, and on the whole well preserved, but damaged and

repaired in a few places. Margin [5-12]. Watermark, Augsburg arms. Colours

:

crimson lake, pale brown, pale yellow, grey, green; border, crimson lake. Traces of red,

turned brown, on the face and neck. The colouring and watermark suggest Augsburg

as the place of origin. Repr. (much reduced) in A. Lehmann, “Das Bildms bei den

Altdeutschen Meistern bis auf Diirer,” Leipzig, 1900, p. 46.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

A 134.

THE BISHOP OF SPIRES ADORING THE VIRGIN AND CHILD. 1483.

Sehr. 2021.
W-D 108 '

The Virgin, who has a crown and a single nimbus, is seated on a

cushion, and holds the Child on her knee with her r. hand, while she

extends her 1. hand towards the bishop, who kneels before her with joined

hands, vested in cope and mitre, and holding his pastoral staff under his 1.

arm. Between the two is a shield, with the arms of the diocese of Spires,

bearing a shield of pretence, with the arms of Ludwig von Helmstatt,

Bishop of Spires 1478-1504. Behind the bishop is a long empty scroll.

The ground is marked, but the cut is bounded only on the lower side by a

straight border line. Very little hatching is used. The folds of the

drapery are very angular.

[48 X 129.] A good impression, not coloured. The lower part of the sheet, containing

the text, is badly worm-eaten.

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1852.

The cut stands at the head of an episcopal proclamation regulating the “ordo

divinus” for Advent, 1483, and the remainder of the “ ‘emP“ 1Semal
1

e
. OT

°f

The first paragraph of 36 lines relates to Advent Sunday, 30th Nov., 1483, and the

remainder of the Advent season, regulating the order to be observed when Sundays and

Saints’ days coincide, the observance of octaves and the like. The second paragraph of

19 lines announces the dominical letters (D and C) for the following (leap-

1

year, 1484,

and continues to regulate the services as far as Wednesday after Jubilate (12th May),

when the next synod is to be held. The people are to he instructed not to marry or take

oaths from Advent to the octave of the Epiphany (30th Nov.-13th Jan.), and from

Septuagesima to the octave of Pentecost (14th Feb.-13th June).

The proclamation is printed in an early type of Peter Drach, at Spires (see Proctor,

op. cit., ii, 731, App. no. 2352a). A fragment of the “ordo hyemalis °f Spires for the

succeeding year, 1484, printed in Drach’s later type, but with the same initial J is m the

library (C 18. e. 1 (14), Proctor 2355). It has the same woodcut at its head, and in

addition, a fine ornamental border on the 1. side, containing foliage with an owl, a

peacock and other birds, and a half-length figure of a prophet with a scroll. In the same

volume of fragment (C. 18. e. 1 (13) ) is another « ordo hyemalis for Spires, of the year

1498, printed by Conrad Hist (Proctor 2437a), headed by a copy of this cut, very

roughly executed, in which the Virgin does not extend her hand, while the scroll is

shorter, and is placed between the Virgin and the Bishop. The space to r. of toe design

is filled by an ornamental pattern of foliage, printed from another block.

Schr misled bv the similarity of the arms of the two dioceses, Spires and Constance,

supposed the cut to have been produced at the latter place, where there was no printing-

press at this date. The Bishop of Constance at the time was not, as lie states, Ludwig

von Freiberg, but Otto von Sonnenberg (1475-1491), for whom Drach printed a

Constance breviary at Spires in 1482.

THE VIRGIN AND THE PATRON SAINTS OF CONSTANCE.

See after D 8.
Schr. 2022.
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t AN EMPEROR RIDING.
(Reproduction.)

The emperor wears the imperial crown and a long mantle with ermine
collar and sleeves, over a short tunic, with tight-fitting hose. He ismounted on a small horse, and rides to 1. over stony ground, with a tuft
of grass and a broad-leaved plant in the foreground. He is an elderly

HtV , *

lr

“'TT8
,

Iong 0ver his ears
’ and a short divided beardHis head is turned back to r., and his eyes are bent downwards. Heholds an upright sceptre and the horse’s reins in his r. hand, and a lar-e

conventional rose in his 1 hand. The stirrup is so low that the rider’s

Wdei^Thfl fr^lf Jhe composition ^ enclosed in a double circular
border, the left half of which is shaded with oblique hatching. Thehorse s hoofs and tail pass beyond the inner line of the border. Outside

nrL
Clr

°i
e
i

1S
?
Ute

!' b°vder, consisting of a single line (imperfectly
preserved) which touches the circle at the sides, but not at the top andbottom. The spandrels, like the background of the circle itself, are empty

130mtfA^ (“ft diameter of circular border

Presented by Professor Max Lehrs, 1900.
1

t A KING RIDING
(Reproduction.)

The
,

king wears a mantle of somewhat difterent shape from theTP
w’,7 : 7

b,Jf attacbed to the mantle is drawn over his head, and on
,17 ’ 18 P’aCed a r7 He is mounted on a mule, and rides to

leavls of thr
n
b
S1

’°U
f

d
’
Wlt

i!

a
,

tuft of Srass and a Plan* with numerous

wrkfnfb
h

T, °-
Spea7' :ads - The mule ’

s reins al’e passed round thewrist of his r. hand, in which he holds a sceptre, while he has a large lily

tW ,

PeU f and a bud in his 1 hand. He has a short stirrup, so

His eves i
ne
e«

S
n'
aW

f +V
P high

’
and he sifa uncomfortably in the saddle.

Dkits whfch n
6
tb" l

he sPectator - His long beard is divided into two

The Wder
paSS

,

through a he^y ring, below which the ends hang loose.The border, circular and square, and background are as in the preceding

ISS^ri^e^oll^^ diameter of circular border

Presented by Professor Max Lehrs 1900

A 135.

q , ono . __ BOOK-PLATE OF HANS IGLER.
Schr. 2036 ; Warn. 931.

A heclgehog, walking to 1., holds a spray of a flowering plant in its

Ov^r tile h
h
d
S7

Und 18

?
prinkled with grass and plants with large leavesOver the hedgehog is a long scroll with the motto in black Gothic liters
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faults tgler Baa Btcf) tin tgel fttU.

without hatching.

Single border. Coarse work,

T151 X 203.] Colours : light brown, yellow, green. No watermark. Well

preserved, except that a narrow strip has been torn off and restored on the r. side.

Some letters of the inscription have been restored with ink.
,

Part of the collection of book-plates (“ ex-libris ”) bequeathed by Sir A. Wollaston

Franks, K.C.B., in 1897. On the back are the initials J. M. This is one of

the two impressions mentioned by Schr. as being in the possession of Mr L. Rosenthal,

at Munich. The other, coloured in a similar, but not identical, way, has been repro-

duced by F. Warnecke, “ Die deutschen Biicherzeichen,” Berlin, 1890, Tafel i. (see the

text pp. 10, 11). It is attached to the cover of an undated quarto book, “ Vocabulanus

incipiens I teutonicu ante latinu,” printed by Peter Drach, at Spires (1482 ?). (Proctor

2360) The book, which belonged in 1791 to P. Amandus Ruepp, contains three

inscriptions in the hand of the original owner (facsimiles, Warnecke, p. 11), from which

it appears that his real name was Johannes Knabensperg, and that he was chaplain to

the Schonstett family. Igler appears to have been a nickname, and the motto, iJas

dich ein igel kiis,” must have been some jocular expression, now obsolete,
,

which

Warnecke compares with the still current saying, “ Dass dich das Mauslein beiss. I his

is probably the earliest extant example of a book-plate, though the date, about 1450,

proposed by Warnecke, is most likely too early. Schr. suggests 1470-80. lour

impressions of this woodcut have been described. The above is kept among the Franks

collection of book-plates. Repr., Warnecke, op. cit., Taf. l. L. Rosenthal, Katalog 90,

p. 25, no. 103. Hirth u. Mutlier, “ Meister-Holzschmtte,” Taf. 13.

f BOOK-PLATE OF HANS IGLER.

(Reproduction.)

Schr. 2036; Warn. 931.

Collotype reproduction of the above from F. Warnecke, “ Die deutschen Biicher-

zeichen,” 1890, Taf. i.

A 136.

BOOK-PLATE OF WILHELM YON ZELL.

Schr. 2037 ;
Warn. 2549.

Two shields, surrounded by a single thick border :

1 . An arm embowed in armour issuing from the dexter fess point,

the hand grasping a sword. Crest, an arm embowed as in

the arms, the hand grasping a sword point downwards.

2. Three piles issuing from the base. Crest, a demi stag.

[85 X 77.] Not coloured, slightly cut at the top (the dimensions given are those of

a second, more perfect, impression in the Franks collection). No watermark.

Duplicate from the Franks collection of “ex-libris,” bequeathed 1897. Repr.,

Warnecke, op. cit. , p. 9 ;
L. Rosenthal, Katalog 90, p. 25, no. 106 ;

Muther, “ Die deutsche

Biicherillustration,” i, 267. , , , ,. ..

The other impression in the collection is attached to the fly-leaf of a book trom the

Carthusian Monastery of Buxheim—sold, with the rest of the monastic library, at

Munich, in 1883—on which is an inscription, in the same hand as that reproduced by

Warnecke, stating that the book, “Undecima et ultima pars operum beati Augustmi,

was presented to the monastery “ a nobili domicello Wilhelmo de Zell. Zell, a member,

according to Warnecke, of the family of Zeller, of Kaltenberg is mentioned in a

document of 1479, and it is assumed by Warnecke and Schreiber that the book-plate

was executed not much later than this. Some doubt may be thrown on this by the

existence of the following inscription, placed under an impression of the book-plate,

a tracing of which is in the Franks collection, in the first edition of the Missale

Carthusiense : Missale illud comparauit Garthusiensibus in Buchszheim Nobilis
|

domicellus Wilhelmus de Zell vtendum in altare Beatissime Anne
|
In capella domim

Hilprandi. OreV itaque per (sic!) eo et p. quibus petijt.
|

Anno 1519. If this inscription,

which is not by the same hand as the other, was written at the time of the presentation,

it tends to show that the book-plate is of a much later date than had been supposed.
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A 137.

SMALLER BOOK-PLATE OF WILHELM YON ZELL.
Not in Schr. or Warn.

The first shield and crest (those of Zell) alone, as already described
drawn on a slightly larger scale. Single border (only on r. side and
below).

[80 x 50.] Not coloured. Good impression on stout paper without watermark.
Franks collection of “ ex-libris,” bequeathed 1897.

A 138.

BOOK-PLATE OF HILPRAND BRANDENBURG OF BIBRACH.
Schr. 2038 ; Warn. 245.

An angel in a long robe, with raised wings, holds in both hands a
shield, azure, an ox passant to the sinister argent, with a ring through its
nose. No border.

[68 x 66.] Good impression on stout, white paper. Colours : shield, blue ; angel’s
hair and robe, yellow

; wings, upper side red, under side green.
Duplicate from the Franks collection of “ex-libris,” bequeathed 1897.

u
This impression is attached to the fly-leaf of a book from the Buxheim libraryPnma pars summse Anthonini,” with an inscription below in the same hand as that

reproduced by Warnecke, p. 9, accompanying the Zell book-plate. It is as follows :

Jjiber tartusien In Buclishciim jppe Memingen pueniens a ofre nro dno hilprando
Brandenbg de Bibraco otines primd vtem sume Theological: Anthonini. Oref v eo & n
qutbus desiderauit. Hilprand or Hildebrand Brandenburg was, according to this
himself a Carthusiau. The Franks collection contains, in addition to three other
impressions which have been used as woodcuts, four impressions of this same woodcutused as a book-illustration with fragments of text (not identified) and rude woodcuts
(JJavid, another prophet, the sacred monogram) printed on the back. These are also
coioured, but less correctly and with inferior pigments, which have faded.

~ -*“© arms have been wrongly described by earlier authors as those of the abbey ofOchsenhausen See Warnecke, op. cit., p. 8. Hilprand von Brandenburg may have

quoted^on

“ caPe^a domini Hilprandi” mentioned in the inscription

Repr. Warn. op. cit., p. 8 ; L. Rosenthal, Katalog 90, p. 26, no. 104.

A 139.

BOOK-PLATE OF RADIGUNDA EGGENBERGER.
Schr. 2978. Not in Warn. L. Rosenthal, Katalog 90, no. 105 (Repr.)

A shield without helmet or crest. Quarterly, 1 ,
or, a man’s head couped

at the shoulders proper, vested and capped gules
; 2 and 3, argent, three

eagles sable crowned or, issuing from the dexter, sinister and base points
supporting in their beaks a crown of the third; 4, azure, a cross Tau
argent. ’

[76 x 83.] Good impression, cut to limits of shield,
heraldic tinctures.

Coloured with the correct

Duplicate from the Franks collection of “ex-libris,” bequeathed 1897

1895 pp 205-207
te “ desClibed by Norna Lab°uchere, “Ladies’ Book-Plates,” London,

Two other impressions in the Franks collection are attached to the fly-leaves ofbooks (old paper with watermark, an auchor in a circle) from the Buxheim library.
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Each of these bears an inscription in the same band as that reproduced by Labouchere,

p. 207 (reduced)— the hand of the same librarian who entered the titles of the books

presented by Wilhelm yon Zell and Hilprand "Brandenburg. These are both com-

mentaries by Cardinal Hugo, one on the four Gospels, the other on the prophets Isaiah,

Jeremiah and Baruch, inscribed Liber Carthusien In Buchshaim gge Memingen . . .

. . donatus a nobili dna Radigunda Eggenbergerin de fiessen (i.e. Fiissen ), Relicta

Domicelli Georgij Gossenbrot de Eochenfriberg. Orel |> ect et p quib’ desiderauit. This

is the earliest instance of a book-plate in connection with a lady. The first quartering

contains presumably the arms of her husband, the Junker Georg Gossenbrot, while the

second and third will be those of the Eggenberger family.

\
A BLANK BOOK-PLATE.

Sclir. 2041. See list of books containing woodcuts, at the end of Division D.

The cut was not produced “at Augsburg about 1490-1500,” but at Nuremberg
in 1489, and forms an integral part of the boob, “ Versehung leib sel er vnnd gutt,”

Hain 16019.

A 140.

THE ARMS OF JANUS TOLOPHUS.

The shield bears a half-length figure of Janus, with a black eagle

standing on his shoulders. He holds in his sinister hand a key which

touches a cloud, and in the dexter hand an urn with three stars, from

which a sheet of water issues, bearing a ship. The shield is surrounded

by the collar of the Golden Fleece and surmounted by a helm and a crest

of peacocks’ feathers. At the top of the cut is the following xylographic

description in seven lines :

IAN I TOLHOPHI GERMANI VATIS HERCVLEI
|

Armorum
Insignia Clipeo Bicolori Coelesti Campo & Aureo Parnaso Iano

|

Bicipite Mundi Renouatore Ventre Chaonio Pontificali Lituo Vrna

Stell’
|

Celata Deucalionis Aquis Saturnia Rate Claue Ccelica Nube
Candida Inachi

|

Senis & Ganimedis Iuuenis Faciebus Irrorantis

Aquarii Corona Regia &
|

Aquila desuper Casside Belligera Pauonis

Cauda Cum Argi Oculis
|

Induuiis Ventiuolis Societa (tis?) Iasonis

Adornata.

Inachus, Ganymede and Aquarius appear to have been omitted for want of space.

The words “ Induviis . . . Jasonis ” describe the Golden Fleece. The rare word
“ induviae ” is found in Plautus and Prudentius. Toloplius is known to have pro-

jected an edition of the latter author, from whom, no doubt, he took it. Since

Hercules = Maximilian (see A 141), Yates Herculeus presumably = Court-poet. The
whole design is enclosed by a single border-line.

[265 X 155.] Not coloured. On old white paper, without watermark. An early,

but not contemporary impression.

From the collection of “Ex libris,” etc., bequeathed by Sir A. Wollaston Franks,

K.C.B., in 1897. A former owner has written on the back, as his interpretation of

“ Societatis Jasonis,” “ de la Socieie de Jesus.”

The inventor of this piece of fancy heraldry was Janus (Johannes) Tolophus, a

learned canon of Regensburg, who was Rector Magnificus of the University of Ingol-

stadt in 1473, and died in 1503. He was a friend and correspondent of Conrad

Celtis, a mathematician and a student of classical literature. None of his works appear

to have been printed (Kobolt, “ Baierisclres Gelehrten-Lexicon,” 1795, p. 693 : Kliipfel,

“De Vita et Scriptis Conradi Celtis,” 1827, Pt. I. pp. 40, 105, 107, 108, 187 ; Pt. II.

pp. 147, 148, 156).

The Imperial Library at Vienna possesses an impression of this woodcut on the back

of the same sheet of paper as the following cut, A 141. The two are undoubtedly of
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common origin, and the similarity of dimensions and style make it probable that they
EE

earlier

11

f/6 8an
?
e block

-
,

Tbe probable date is about 1500 or a

bonk nf Pnt o/p ir °/
the

T
inscriptions greatly resembles that to be seen in thebook of Conrad Celtis, “Quatuor Libri Amorum,” Nuremberg, 1502.

A 141.

HERCULES GERMANICUS AND MAXIMILIAN, KING OF THE ROMANS.
The block is divided horizontally into two compartments, each

containing one of the subjects with three lines of xylographic text
over it.

J & r

In the upper portion HERCVLES GERMANICVS stands on a hill,
with legs wide apart and between them a shield, with the hydra club
poplar crown, bow and arrows and other emblems of his labours He
wears the poplar crown (Corona Populea) and lion’s skin (Leonis pellisiand holds in his r. hand the club (Claua Trinodis) and in his 1. hand the

J*""
(f

rcu
?
Emom’) and arrow (Tela Minora), on which the hydra

(Hidra) is impaled. His sword is described as Harpen. Over his head
is the inscription :

—

Hercules Amphitrionis Iouisq’ Filius Victoriosissimus & Inuic-
tissimus Monstroso?

|

Regum Terror & Domitor Pacator OrbisMundi Saluator Sciential Virtutumq’
|

Instaurator MusageticusHeroum Maximus Gloriosissimus Decimator Orbis.
|

°

In the lower portion Maximilian, with the Imperial crown, in a full

iPnni,°llrSl
thl<

i,

armour
’ "des t0 r

> between two attendants on foot
(Populares), who carry a Burgundian banner and a halberd. This™
is preceded by a mounted man with a cross-bow, with an attendant onfoot bearing a banner inscribed “Boemi,” and by a knight on horseback,with a squire bearing a cross-bow and a banner with the Milanese
biscione. The two last are described as “ Mediolanenses.” In the
centre, below Maximilian, is a shield with the single eagle and crown of

/Voll™ 1,™ 1

R°?a“s
’.f.

urr°unded by the collar of the Golden Fleece(Vellus Aureum). Maximilian is followed by three pairs of men on footwith banners inscribed “Nodo Imperii,” “Suice?” and “ Cur II. ” and
o sfrinTot- »

eve
;

* c
ee

-

S“°',le horsemen
>
with banners inscribed “ Huni,”

the foscription“i
the t0P °f the l0Wer eomPartment is

Maximilianus Friderici Tercii Imperatoris Filius
Hex Regum & Dominus Dominantium Potentissimus
Hercules Germanic9 Mundi Monarcha Gloriosissimus.

The whole woodcut has a single border-line.

Elector ^fftiLtf
*

°

n ®]^PaPe
.

r
’ with large watermark of the arms of an

whJ ^ dat^a^rees^^ry well^with

sheet
f a German inSCriptl0n m faded ink

> relating to Roveredo silk, on the back of the

Purchased from Mr. Daniell, 1877
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evident that Janus Tolophus, or perhaps Celtis on his behalf, had indicated precisely

to the artist how the mythological allusions were to be introduced, and had left him

no liberty of invention, so that the result was rather a diagram than a picture.

“ Hercules Germanicus ” was a title which found favour with Maximilian himself.

A 142 (1-34).

MS DOMINICAN PRAYER-BOOK, CONTAINING THIRTY-FOUR
WOODCUTS.

Nuremberg. Before 1461.

II. The Book. The MS. (small 8vo on vellum) is in Latin, with the exception of a

few rubrics in normal South German dialect. It has no title, and the divisions of the

book are not clearly marked ;
it may perhaps best be described as a breviary of irregular

construction, intended for a religious community, not for private use. It is written by

two hands, the second of which has contributed the last 76 pages, containing chiefly the

“proper of saints,” and various corrections and insertions in the earlier portion of the

book There are also a few trifling additions by later hands. The woodcuts are all in

the earlier and larger portion of the book which was written by the first hand. Con-

clusions can be drawn with approximate certainty as to the place and time of its origin.

A. Place.

(1) The convent for which the book was written was Dominican.

The Kalendar contains the following red-letter days referring to

Dominican saints :

Jan. 28.—Translation of St. Thomas Aquinas.

March 7.—St. Thomas Aquinas (with octave).

April 5.—St. Vincent (with octave).

April 29—St. Peter Martyr.

May 7— Translation of St. Peter Martyr. (Grotefend, “Handbuch

der historischen Chronologie,” p. 114, quotes this festival as peculiar to

the Dominicans, but dates it 4th June. The Dominican Breviary, printed

at Nuremberg 1488, places it on 7th May, as here.)

May 24.—Translation of St. Dominic.

Aug. 5—St. Dominic (“ Dominici confessoris patris nostri, ’ with octave).

At the opening of the book a prayer to the Virgin is followed imme-

diately by prayers addressed to the same four Dominican saints. In the

two litanies later on St. Peter is invoked as the latest of the Martyrs, while

St. Dominic (invoked twice), St. Thomas and St. Vincent are placed among

the doctors and confessors. St. Dominic is invoked elsewhere as “ dux et

pater noster.” The form of confession is “ Confiteor Deo et beatae Mariae et

beato Dominico et omnibus sanctis” etc. Another special day in the

Kalendar is

Oct. 10—Anniversarium fratrum et sororum ordmis (black-letter).

(2) It was a convent of nuns.

This is shown by the following rubrics : So ma die dtsciplin nypt der couet

spricht, Confiteor. Die Wochneri, Misereatur. Die Wochin ,
Misereatur vfi.

h x 7c Pf. nr. Et ne. V. Saluos (sic) fac acillas tuas, etc. Wochnerm

(= Wochin?) is the feminine of Wochner, the German equivalent of

Hebdomadarius, the monk on duty for the week.

(3) The convent was dedicated to St. Catherine.
. . .

Her festival, Nov. 25, is a red-letter day, whereas others of the principal

Virgins eq. St. Barbara, are black-letter saints in this Kalendar. A
prayer to her follows those addressed to the Virgin and the four Dominican

saints at the beginning of the book. A woodcut of the marriage of St.

Catherine follows the first two subjects, the Annunciation and Visitation.

Her name, like St. Dominic’s, is invoked twice in the Litany. Lastly, at the

end of the book, a later hand (clearly a nun’s) has added a hymn

:

‘‘ Vo d' Heilige wirdige grossen martrerin sant Kath ina.

Gemma dei preciosa,
margarita fulgida,******

Ora pro mepeccatrice apud regem glorias,

Cuius fulges claritate
,
ut sol in meridie.” (Then a prayer.)
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(4) Other special saints, besides the Dominicans, whose feasts are red-letter davs
in the Kalendar, and who are invoked in the litanies, are patrons of the
diocese of Bamberg. They are as follows :

March 3.—St. Kunigunda, Empress.
April 23.—St. George.
July 13.—St. Henry, Emperor.
Sept. 9.—Translation of St. Kunigunda.
Sept. 30.—St. Otto, Bishop of Bamberg.

(5) Others again point specially to Nuremberg. These are as follows •

Aug. 10.—St. Laurence (with octave).
Aug. 19.—St. Sebald.

st 9
5,

-tK
S

' YitUS
s
and M°d

,

estU3 ; Sept. 1, St. .ffigidius; Nov. 11,St Martin (with octave) are the other red-letter days of unusual occurrence!
Ihej' may also be explained with reference to Nuremberg, where St Vituswas held in special honour, while St. .Egidius was patron of the Benedictine
Monastery founded 1140, with which an older chapel of St. Martin was
incorporated.

Nuremberg, as a free town of the Empire, was not under the temporal
government of the Bishop of Bamberg, but appears to have been, for eccle-
siastical purposes, in his diocese. Rettberg (“Nurnberg’s Kunstleben,”
P 19 a wmdo

!
f ?f 1394 with a portrait of a Bishop of Bamberi,

and (p. 99) describes a window of 1493-5 at St. Sebald’s, with SS. Henry andKumgunda, Otto P). Peter, Paul and George, and portraits of four bishops
of Bamberg. In 1519 we find the suffragan of the Bishop of Bamberg con-
secratmga chapel of St. Kunigunda in St. Lorenz Churchyard (Baader,
Beitrage zur Kunstgeschichte Nurnberg’s,” ii, 30).

(6) All the evidence points to the convent of St. Catherine at Nuremberg, foundedby Comad von Neumarkt (d. 1296), as the probable place of ori|in of theMS The convent was Dominican. C. G. von Murr (“ Beschreibung der
Merkwurdigkeiten in Nurnberg,” 1778, pp. 77-8) describes eight large
choir-books in the Town library, which were written by a nun of this
convent, Margareta Karthauserin, 1458-1470. Karthauserin is a surnameand does not signify a Carthusian nun, for she adds after her signatureZu nutz irem Kloster zu Sant Kathrein in Nurnperg Prediger Ordens,”which shows that she was a Dominican. The same nun wrote the Pars

a “IS8alm
H'f,

3ame libraIT (1163), and the Pars hiemalis
jointly with another nun of the same convent, Margareta Imhof (1452) Thesummer part of a breviary, written by Margareta Karthauserin for
this convent m 1452 is m the Klemm collection at Leipsic, no. 42. The
conjunction of names “ S (i.e. Schwester) Margaretha Imhof und S.Margareuha Kartheuserin zu nutz irem Kloster zu Sant Kathr. In nurnperg
Prediger Ordens shows that Karthauserin, like Imhof, was a surname

J

Si^ v°n
?
VIur

f (°P: PP- 290, 292) mentions altarpieces in the church of
St. Catherine, m which St. Dominic is introduced, in conjunction with St.
Catherine, and as a witness of four scenes of the Passion. This church wasthe meeting place of the Meistersmger in the xvi cent., and the suppressed
convent itself was occupied by the Academy of Painters in 1699. It does

ThpHSnLlnf in
aS an

?T?nt of St - Catherine in Bamberg itself.

(Spitadmeister)
f^ Catberme ln that town was Uttder a male superintendent

B. Date.

C^ihJtZT
l

^f
8^nte 3Si is a

^°Fded b7 tlie date of the canonisation of St.

f °n
SieDa

’ 146L ? 18 remarkable that in a book of devotionwritten for Dominican nuns the name of this saint should not occur, either

u br
' ^ Schmidt

.

ba 8 described ( Zeitschr. /. Bild. Kunst, xix, 332) a MS dated1459 (in the possession of L. Rosenthal, Munich, in 1884), which was written’ in the

v -

Catberi?er
at Nuremberg. The MS. contains 64(?) small cutsof

Thpl
lf °f the VirSm and of Christ, and 12(?) larger cuts of various sacred subiects

was^lpfff
011 Paper, and were not originally part of the book, but were pasted in; space

Seb/ hL^ri
thej

K i
n
-f

ntlng
,
the and they are, therefore, earlier than Oct., 1450

and 11 (lar^
nbe

Tb b
e
r-

S under
.

no -
' He quotes the numbers as 57 (small)

p 373)
^l g ) ' The b°°k 18 n°W m the Prmt Cabinet at Munich (Schr, vol ii
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in the Kalendar or text, so far as the latter was written by the first hand.

The second hand has supplied the omission. After the first four leaves of

preliminary prayers, concluding, as we have seen, with a petition to St.

Catherine of Alexandria, two leaves are inserted, written by the later hand,

referring to St. Catherine of Siena. The text on the last page (for the

octave) refers explicitly to the new festival as follows : Virginis Katherine

hec dies dicata ut nuqud tante scitatis pstantia mortaliu memorie excidere

queat et cunctis celeberrima ppetuo fiat all. V. Ora. bn Anth. Maxima est

Katli’ine v'ginis senensis pstantia que i columitatem languentibus et vita

mortuis restituere potuit all*. V. Illu.

The date 1461, therefore, occurs in the interval between the first hand and

the second. To judge by the difference of the two hands, that interval may
have been considerable, and as it is probable that the office for St. Catherine

of Siena would be inserted in a Dominican book soon after her canonisation, a

long interval would imply that the first part of the book,containing all the wood*

cuts, was much earlier than 1461. But this is merely a matter of inference;

there is no evidence, apart from the style of the cuts themselves, to fix the

date, and the style agrees very well with the date 1450-60. One more

detail is of some interest. In each litany the name of St. Anne has been

inserted by a later hand, much smaller than the first hand, but neater

than the second. This addition may be referred with some probability to

the year 1494, when Frederick the Wise, of Saxony, obtained a bull from

Alexander VI., establishing the feast of St. Anne as one of the greater saints’

days. The addition was made before the binding of the book, for in the

second litany the cropping of the margin has left only the letters . . . nna.

II. The Woodcuts. These (34 in number) are all contained in the earlier portion of

the book, and are, therefore, of a date earlier than 1461. They are not pasted into the

book in the usual way, but form an integral part of its composition, being printed back

to back on vellum leaves, uniform with those on which the text is written, left blank for

the purpose and bound up with the text. MSS. ornamented with woodcuts in this

manner are of very rare occurrence. 1 The practice may be most naturally explained

by the supposition that they were produced in a period of transition, when woodcuts

were only just beginning to take the place of illuminations as a cheap and convenient

way of multiplying pictures for books of devotion. The picture of St. Dominic in this

book is painted in the old-fashioned way, without the aid of outlines printed from a

wood-block. It is the only exception to the arrangement in pairs, and stands by itself

on the recto of a leaf of which the verso is blank.

The cuts are all coloured in a very rude manner. Colours : carmine, reddish violet,

vermilion, cinnabar, yellow, brown, green (of three shades, verdigris, bright and

yellowish, pale and blueish), ultramarine blue, black, white, silver (on armour), gold

(on nimbi, clasps, &c., generally bright and well preserved). Many of the cuts have

been defaced by some person who went over the outlines with pen and ink and

occasionally scribbled on other parts of the design. The borders are usually yellow,

with sometimes a streak of vermilion in addition.

The cuts fall into two chief sets—(a) A series of 22 subjects from the life and

passion of Christ (average dimensions 82 x 63 mm.), ( b) a series of 10 subjects, 8 of

which are saints, 2 scenes from the Passion (average dimensions 61 X 57 nun.). These

are throughout uniform in style and have a double border. There are also two cuts of

exceptional dimensions, the Coronation of the Virgin [93 X 72], and St. Jerome

[107 X 68]. The first of these is, perhaps, slightly more artistic than the average, but

the rounded folds of the drapery, and the absence of any indication of shading

suggests an even earlier date. The St. Jerome has rudiments of hatching, and may be

later, though it is certainly not superior.

The arrangement of the cuts does not correspond with the text, and seems to be

arbitrary. The order of the Passion subjects, for instance, is apparently quite

haphazard, the entry into Jerusalem and Last Supper following the Crucifixion, while

the Descent from the Cross and Christ washing the disciples’ feet are placed on the

recto and verso of the same leaf.

It will be most convenient to describe the separate subjects of either series in the

generally accepted order, and to briefly indicate afterwards the order in which they

occur in the book.

1 See note on A 7, and R. Kautzsch, “ Erorterungen,” &c. “ Studien zur Deutschen

Kunstgeschichte,” Heft iii, 1894, 79 and footnote.
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Single Woodcuts.

FIRST SERIES.

(1.) The Annunciation.

The Virgin, with a plain nimbus, kneels 1. at a desk or lectern, covered
with a long cloth fringed at either end, on which a book rests, under a
square canopy. Her body is directed three-quarters to 1., but she turns
her head over her left shoulder to look at Gabriel, and raises both her
hands in wonder at his words afcC mam qtatW, which are inscribed in
black Gothic letters on a white scroll, which winds upwards to the top of
the print, where it touches the inner border. Gabriel kneels with one
knee bent, and extends both hands towards Mary. His head is bare.
He wears a short mantle or cope, clasped on the breast, over a long robe.
His large wings, which are finely designed, reach to the r. upper corner of
the print. The floor is chequered in squares of black and white (coloured
green). The folds of the Virgin’s drapery are simple and natural, and
the design is altogether one of the best in the book. There is no shading.

[82 x 63.]

(2.) The Visitation.

The Virgin stands 1. facing St. Elizabeth, leaning slightly backwards
and raising her hands as if in deprecation, while St. Elizabeth addresses
her in the traditional manner. The Virgin has a white cloth wound
about her head, which passes under her chin and hangs over her r.
shoulder. Her nimbus, with a single rim, is coloured vermilion and gold!
That of St. Elizabeth is single (the outer rim is added with the pen) and
has a plain disk, lightly coloured with cinnabar. She has a veil over her
head and shoulders, and a long simple mantle, and robe, with rudiments of
hatching at the folds. The background is rocky, and sprinkled with a
few tufts of grass.

[83 X 63.]

(3.) The Nativity.

The Virgin kneels r., facing three-quarters 1., with hands folded before
her bosom. Her head is uncovered and surrounded by a nimbus; her
long hail falls over her 1. shoulder and down her back. She wears a very
full mantle over a simple robe. The Child lies on his back on a sheet
spread on the open grass. He is naked. His head is surrounded by a
nimbus. St. Joseph, without a nimbus, kneels behind the Child’s head,
^and gazes down on him with hands folded. In the background the heads
of the ox and ass appear, under the thatched roof of a shed which is open
on three sides.

r

[83 x 63.]

(4.) The Adoration of the Magi.

The Virgin sits 1., with the naked Child on her knees, in front of the
opening of a shed with thatched roof and open sides. Her hair is loose and
falls over her r. shoulder. The child Jesus stretches his hands towards the
gold offered to him by the kneeling king, whose crown lies on the ground.
The second king, wearing a crown round a high round cap with a knob at
the top, points with his r. hand to the star, near the roof of the shed, and
turns his (bearded) face towards his beardless companion, who wears a
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crown of simpler shape round a conical cap. The first of this pair carries

a vase of myrrh, the second an incense boat. The original shape of the

star cannot be seen, as it has been overlaid with gold and drawn round

with the pen.

[83 x 63.]

(5.) The Entry into Jerusalem.

Christ, wearing a fringed cope, bare-headed and riding on an ass, with

his r. hand raised in the act of blessing, and holding a palm branch in his

1. hand, advances from the 1., followed by the Apostles, towards the gate

of Jerusalem. Before him a Jew is strewing his garment in the way, or,

rather, on the grass, for there is no road, and another beyond, sitting in

the fork of a tree, holds out a branch towards our Lord as he passes.

Among the Apostles the faces only of the two foremost are visible : of

the rest, the nimbi alone appear in a confused crowd.

[82 X 62.]

(6.) The Last Supper.

Christ is seated, with most of the Apostles grouped closely round him,

on the further side of a round table. St. John leans over the table with

his head on his arms, immediately before him. One Apostle sits apart on

a stool 1. in front of the table, and Judas, who has no nimbus, sits on a

similar stool r. Christ is about to give the sop to Judas, and the devil,

in the shape of a thin black reptile, is seen about to enter into him with it*

[82 x 63.]

(7.) Christ Washing the Apostles’ Feet.

Christ stands 1., stooping forward, with a towel girded round his

waist and arranged as an apron in front of him, and washes the r. foot of

St. Peter over a basin placed on the chequered floor. The other Apostles

are grouped behind St. Peter to r. The whole figure of the foremost is

visible, while of the rest only the head or nimbus can be seen.

[82 x 62.]

(8.) The Agony in the Garden.

Christ kneels in the foreground facing r. with hands folded in prayer,

and looks up at the chalice, with the host over it, which rests on the

flat top of a hillock with abrupt rocky sides. The three sleeping apostles

are seen 1. at a lower level. The garden, which contains grass, but no

flowers, is surrounded by a wattled fence, which is broken down in the

foreground. In the distance 1. beyond the fence is another hillock with

rocky sides, on which two trees are growing. The trees are of exceed-

ingly primitive design, for they consist, above the stem, merely of

horizontal lines growing shorter towards the apex, not connected in any

way at the ends. Were it not for the colouring, which gives them an

outline and shape, they would look very unfinished.

[83 x 63.]

(9.) The Betrayal of Christ.

In the centre Judas is embracing Christ. To r. are two soldiers in

armour with spears. Beyond them, and also in the r. lower corner,
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is seen the wattled fence of the garden. To 1. of Christ St. Peter isdrawing his sword from its scabbard, while the servant of the high-priestwho is of diminutive stature, stoops over a lantern in the 1. lower corner
I here are rudiments of hatching in St. Peter’s drapery.

[82 x 62.]

(10.) Christ before Pilate.

Christ stands 1. with hands crossed before him, wearing a long robe
1 wo soldiers in armour stand behind him, one of whom holds his 1. arm!mate slts

^ on
? throne with a square seat and projecting base, having

a canopy with mimic battlements and turrets over his head. He wears ahat with a conical peak bent forward, and a coat reaching below the
knee, with a short cape over the shoulders. He raises his r. hand as hespeaks to Christ, and holds a sceptre in his 1. hand. There is no
hatching.

[82 x 63.]

(11.) The Flagellation.

, P'
rist “ the ce“tre on the base of the column, with body andhead directed to the r. His hands are behind his back. A cord passesround his legs just below the knee. He wears only the loin-cloth. Thegaoler to 1. holds a scourge with three lashes raised in his 1. hand. He

rlwJ)
S

n°
r* d

°Tj-
Iet

c’ ,7
ith a belt of metaI round the hips, tight hose andpointed shoes. His fellow to r. holds a rod in both hands, with which he

is about to strike our Lord from below. He wears a doublet of a different
cut, with ornamental frills at the bottom. The floor is chequered. Theback of the print represents a blank wall, which is closed at the top bv around arch, with triangles cut in the spandrels. There is no hatchin/

[81 x 62.]

(12.) Christ being Crowned with Thorns.
si

.

ta in
,

the centre on a low throne with a wide base, with hands

nlZZl. W / h
Tu’ W6aTg the pUrPIe robe - Two men

>
dressed in

b m /l fr
e

fl,

and Wlth belts at the waist
>
stand on either side ofhim holdmg the ends of two crossed rods, with which they are twisting

the tonT
°f th0lr ,

The background represents a blank wall, closed atthe top by a round arch, with triangles cut in the spandrels. The floor is

tTr;thegaoTerontrer
mentS °f ^ a £°ld °f the tunic

[82 x 62.]

(13.) Christ Bearing the Cross.

Christ, wearing the crown of thorns and purple robe, walks towards

shon'ider

0111

!!

1

?
’“der^e weight of the cross, which he carries oyer his 1shouMer, and looking back over his r. shoulder at Simon of Cvrene a manof dwarfish stature who carries the stem of the cross in both hands’ TheVirgin, with folded hands, and St. John, walk behind our Lord Beforehim are two soldiers in armour, who turn back to urge him on, while one

?L°re
h
SotVh?nr

U ^^ ^ ^ ** a^S
[83 x 61 (cut).]
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(14.) Christ being Nailed to the Cross.

The Latin cross lies obliquely on the side of the hill of Calvary, with

the head to the r. and the foot in the 1. lower corner. Christ’s head is

bent downwards to the r. His 1. hand is not seen, but appears from the

position of the arm to be already attached to the cross. Two men with

hammers are now driving the nails through the r. hand and the feet. A
third man, wearing a hat, kneeling on the ground in r. lower corner, holds

the end of a rope which passes round Christ’s ankles, to secure them till

the nail is driven in. There is no hatching.

[82 x 62.]

(15.) Christ on the Cross, between the Virgin and St. John.

Christ hangs on the cross with head bent to 1., wearing a wide loin-

cloth, closely folded, so that the ends do not appear. The cross is of Tau

form, and is drawn in perspective but not veined. It bears no scroll or

tablet. The Virgin stands 1. with hands folded
;
she has a veil over her

head, and a mantle and robe of simple and graceful design. One pointed

shoe is visible. St. John stands r. bare-headed, with folded hands. His

mantle is gathered up in folds under each arm
;
the tunic hangs straight

under it
;
the feet are bare. There is no indication of grass, but six

horizontal lines are drawn along the ground from 1. to r. under the horizon

line. There is no hatching. The sky in the background is painted a

reddish violet.

[83 x 63.]

(16.) The Descent from the Cross.

St. Joseph of Arimathea, holding a white shroud over his arms, is

embracing the body of Christ, whose arms are already loosened from the

cross. The Virgin, r., holds the 1. arm in both her hands, St. John

stands 1. with folded hands and looks up at the face of Christ. The cross

is of Latin shape, and does not show the holes of the nails. The ground

is marked by an horizon line and four parallel lines below it. There is

no hatching.

[82 x 62.]

(17.) The Lamentation for Christ.

The body of Christ lies on the ground, with the head resting against

the knees of the Virgin, who is seated, 1. St. John kneels in the centre

with folded hands, and St. Mary Magdalen to r., holding the vase of

ointment in her hands. Both gaze at Christ. Between the Virgin and

St. John, St. Joseph of Arimathea is seen, full-face, wearing a turban,

without a nimbus. Between St. John and St. Mary Magdalen the head

of another person is seen in profile. The cross is of Tau shape, and the

holes of the two nails are conspicuous on the beam. There is some rudi-

mentary hatching on ihe Virgin’s drapery.

[82 x 64.]

(18.) The Entombment.

The tomb slants downwards across the print from 1. to r. Christ’s

body (quite naked) is already laid in it, with the head to 1. and the Virgin,

on the farther side of the tomb, standing between St. Mary Magdalen
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J
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- “ the bpdy into position. St. Joseph of Arimathea
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°°‘l
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?
tomb

’
and another person, in a peaked hat, at

shading^
S°me tUftS °f gr&SS gIW m the *’ lower corner - There is no

[82 x 63.]

(
19 .) Christ appearing to St. Mary Magdalen.
°brist

,

stand3
1

r-> bending forward with his r. hand raised in bene-
diction, and his 1. hand resting on the handle of a spade. His head isbare. He wears a loose mantle, open in front but clasped at the throat

f,

hfe
.

13 n° t
.

un,c under St. Mary Magdalen, with head uncoveredand if hair
’ robe and mantle, kneels 1. with both hands

side
tch

tf *i?

Christ- T
.

he vase of ointment is on the ground at her
Side. Behind her we see the wattled fence of the garden. One tuft ofgrass is seen. There is no hatching.

[82 x 63.]

(20.) The Ascension.

hv ft*
^P°stle3 bneel in two groups, 1. and r. The group to 1. is headedby the Virgin, that to r. by St. Peter. They are watching Christ ashe ascends to heaven. His feet, resting on clouds, and the lower part of

summit
6

of
e
tl

tlll

JiT
lW

A n
nd
u
W
J

footPrin‘s are seen on the flat hexagonal

occurs^

f *he hl ' AU ^ figUres are ful ‘y draped, but no hatching

[83 x 63.]

(21.) The Descent op the Holy Ghost.
The Apostles kneel, as in the preceding subject, in two grouns 1and r., headed by the Virgin and St. Peter respectively. Over them in thecentre hovers the Holy Dove, shedding fiery rays towards their headsThere is rudimentary hatching along the folds of the draperv

[82 x 62.]

(22.) The Last Judgment.

fA„ ?
bri3

i
sits “• ‘be centre, on a rainbow, with a second rainbow whichtouches the earth under his feet. He wears a mantle, clasped at thethroat, and draped over his knees

; his body under it is naked.
1

Both his

Ihp 1
S
;l
r7alfd

'
a\d h° makes with the r’ hand the sign of blessing, withthe 1 that of reprobation. The Virgin kneels 1. and St. John Baptist rn intercession for the soul which is rising from an open grave in the earth

ftPTnf\
Chn S

f
6et' Baptist' wears a skin ‘o which the head andfeet of the animal are stiU attached, so that they rest on the ground beforehim as he kneels. There are five tufts of grass No hatching is used

[82 X 62.]

SECOND SERIES.

(
23 .) The Consternation of the Soldiers.
Christ, 1. followed by one of the Apostles (St. James?), is walking inthe garden of Gethsemane. He raises his 1. hand as he speaks to^hethree soldiers who have come to arrest him, but have fallen backwards in

L
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terror to the ground (Joh. xviii, 6). One of them carries a shield, on the

outer side of which is a large face in profile, like the man on the moon,

often seen in early engravings. Another has a lance with a pennon.

Behind the soldiers, on the slope of the hill, is a tree. There is no

hatching.

[68 X 57.]

(
24 .)

The Virgin wrapping the loin-cloth round Christ.

Christ stands in the centre, bending forward, but looking back over

his r. shoulder at his Mother, who is wrapping the cloth round his loins

while one of the three soldiers to r. is stripping the sleeves of the purple

robe off his arms. St. John is seen 1. behind the Virgin. The ground

quite plain. There is no hatching.

[70 x 59 (cut).]

(
25 .)

The Virgin.

The Virgin, with a double nimbus, stands on the ground, facing to the

front, wearing a veil, mantle and robe, and pointed shoes. She °ar"®®

three objects in her hands, the form of which is so obscured by * £
body-colour (yellow) which has been applied to them, that they cannot be

recognised. Their shape is like a long oval leaf. The ground is marked

by an horizon and four other lines; there is no grass. The background

is

7
plain, but has been painted a reddish violet (like the sky m

no.
P
15) sprinkled with large white stars. The mantle is blue, the robe

crimson.

[67 x 55.]

(
26 .)

The Virgin and Child in Glory, with Angels.

The Virgin, crowned, in robe and mantle, holding the Child on her r.

arm, stands on the inverted crescent of the moon,with a h^an fa^
ShP is surrounded by a halo of rays. The ground is marked by a single

uneven line. On a level with the Virgin’s head are two half-length figures

of angels, emerging from clouds, playing a lute (1.) and an organ (r.).

There is no hatching.

[71 x 60.]

(27 .) St. Agnes.

St. Agnes sits on a rock, with her face in profile to 1., holding a lamb

in her anns. Her hair hangs down her back, she wears a full mantle

(with hatchings), over a robe. The background is hilly, and on either

side are three trees, drawn in the same primitive way as ^“ ^scr ed

above (no. 8), but more slender, and less pyramidal in shape, endmto

point at the top.

[69 X 53.]

(
28 .)

The Marriage of St. Catherine.

The Virgin sits r. on a bench, holding the naked infant Christ, who

stands on her knee and reaches out his r. hand to place the ring on

forefinger of St. Catherine’s right hand. The saint, in crown^ “ante,

kneels 1. holding the sword, point downwards, in her 1. hand. The broke
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wheel lies on the ground behind her. The ground rises to 1., and on thetop is a church with a tower. There is no hatching.
[71 x 60.]

(29.) St. John the Baptist.

The Baptist, dressed in a skin or fleece with a girdle, stands in the

wh,VhT
SS and P

°v

nt
f
W1*h

u
1S *' hand *° the lamb

>
with cross a“d banner,"-r a b°°,k wblcb he bolds in bis r. hand. The hand itself iscovered with a cloth which hangs down below the book. To r. of theBaptist is a tall tree, which bends down towards the 1., and lower down ad is perched on a low rock. The colouring here is more opaque and

the'orlginafdesign™
“ °f the CUtS

> and has *** ob—

'

[70 x 60.]

(30.) St. John the Evangelist.

,

s*' John s*ands on the ground, marked by a curved line, bareheadedand wearing a mantle and tunic. He holds the chalice and serpent in his

and bfd
d a ^ “ (?) m hlS 1 hand ' Here again the colouring ^ opaque

[74 x 55.]

(31.) St. Peter and St. Paul.
St. Peter stands 1. facing three-quarters r., wearing a mantle over aW f1Ch " b"“

7

at throat. He points with his r hand to aW k
tl
y ’ whlch

.

he bolds in his 1. hand. St. Paul stands r bv his side

hand
8
!,*^

66 qUar
i^
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u-
H® is similarly attired, and holds a book in his r

sbnnld
aT hlS 1 The sword rests, point upwards, against Ids

LrCd hv
™ r
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r
eS t0 1 UPPer comer of the print. Theground is

and there is nThatcWng.
6 draWmg of these %ures is very primitive,

[74 x 63.]

(32.) St. Ursula.
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K??i3K&f£.“iSs^sSbrsrriSfssis-i;
Thifsecond series, nos. 23-32, is throughout uniform in style with first though

the dimensions are smaller. The two cuts which remain to be described agree with

neither in dimensions, but the first, at any rate, resembles them in style, though it m y

be earlier, while the second has marked differences, and is probably a little later.

(33.) The Coronation of the Virgin.

God the Father (r.) and the Son (1.) are seated on a low wide throne,

without a back. The Holy Dove descends between them on the^head_of

the Virgin, who kneels on the step of the throne facing the front, but

with eyes turned towards Christ, and hands crossed on her breast The

first two Persons of the Trinity are placing the crown on her head, each

with one hand, while the other hand is raised in blessing. The feet of

Christ are pierced, and a rent in his robe shows the wound in his side, but

his hands are not pierced. The drapery falls in simple, rounded lines, and

there is no hatching. The border is double.

[93 x 72 (cut).]

(34.) St. Jerome.

St. Jerome, in robe and mantle, wearing the cardinal's hat, sits facing

the front, but bending a little to r„ on a carved bench with a low back,

and a Gothic pinnacle with crockets and finial at the 1. side. On the r.

side is an open book. The saint is drawing out a thorn from the

r foot of the lion, which stands with its 1. foot on the saints knee, while

the r. hind foot rests on the step. The hatching in the drapery is of a

rather more developed character than is found elsewhere in these cuts.

The border is single.

[107 X 68.]
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St! Dominic), 31, 34, 30, 29, 25, 32. They are arranged m pairs, printed on the rect

and Yerso of the same leaf.

WOODCUTS BY MAIR OF LANDSHUT.

A 143-145.

Nicolaus Alexander Mair, painter, architect and engraver, of :

£1 of his
Bavaria, is mentioned in documents as early as 1491 ; he died j*'®” m
ivrinfq are dated 1499 Thev are rude and provincial in style, but interesting in

subject, and also as marking a stage in the evolution of colour Print
^
n
,
g
_. ^leteTn

the old fashion of colouring prints by hand in bright colours was well-nig

the case of line-engravings; but still Remained very general in the case of woodcuts, till

Diirer reformed the art. Mair introduced a new method of colouring, w ic

sidered a suitable finish even to his line-engravings. Abandoning the use of bnght

local colours, he spread a uniform tint usually green or brown, over the whole

impression, and sometimes heightened it with white m addition In this way be

imitated the effect of a pen and ink drawing, heightened with white, on a gree

brown prepared ground; a style of drawing common in Germany at the close of the
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?v .

aad du*m© a great part of the xvi century. The final development of this
imitation of coloured drawings, in which Mair had no part, was the invention of
chiaroscuro woodcuts, in which the effect of the coloured ground was produced by a
separate tone-block with white spaces cut out to give the lights.
The name of Mair of Landshut as a wood-engraver does not occur in any history of

the art later than v. Murr’s history of art at Nuremberg, Section “ Formschneider-
Kunst, (Journal zur Kunstgeschichte, 1776, ii, 148). “Mair, ein anderer Form-
S

5

!”??
1

.
verf®rtiSte auch noch im xv Jahrhunderte dergleichen helldunkle

.Blatter, i.e. chiaroscuros like Wechtlin’s. Among his many blunders, v. Murr
fitumbled here upon, at least, a half-truth. The three woodcuts in this collection were^ V I \

Luico wuuuuuts m mis collection wereunknown to Bartsch and Passavant, and are of extreme rarity; two, indeed, are
'» while of the third only one other impression is known. 1 They were described

— VfAXM.J UlUDI lillJJlOOBlUU IS KUO V _ _ _m the Durazzo catalogue (second part, 1873, lots 15-17) as “ Metallschnitte/7 and
Willshire (‘ Descriptive Catalogue,” vol. ii, 1883, pp. 374, 378, 381) regards them as
impressions from “ soft metal plates engraved in relief, after the manner of wood-engravmg His opinion is not disputed by Mr. Lionel Oust (“Index of Artists,” vol. i,
!»y3, p 260) The so-called “ metal cuts,” however, as we have already seen, can be
resolved in almost every case into either line-engravings or woodcuts pure and simple, andwhen there is nothing in a print which cannot be explained as the product of a wood-block,
it is needless to suppose that the artist resorted to the technique of relief-cutting on
metal, which was very unusual except in the case of the dotted prints and their more
artistic successors, the illustrations to the French livres d’heures

, and of some decorative
pieces of unusual delicacy like the title-borders engraved by the Master I.F. of Basleaoout 1520. In this case it appears to me that all three prints are easily explained as
woodcuts, and that their peculiarities lie not so much in the cutting as in the design.In two of the prints the use of large spaces of black is remarkable, and in all three, but
especially in the first, cross-hatching is used to an extent hardly to be matched in the

f,
ceSy (compare, however, the Man of Sorrows, after Israhel van Meckenem,

techr.989) !n the second cut, which may be the earliest of the three, the artist hasnot taken the trouble to draw this cross-hatching correctly, and the tangle of irregular

described by wfllshire
ha8 * *** Unplea8ant effect * The three compositions are fully

143.

CHRIST AMONG THE DOCTORS IN THE TEMPLE.

Signed Mair, and dated 1499 (in reverse).
W. 6.

d
76 17?-J Fine early impression, paper stained light green.

BiHintl'
ft8e

?r
th
f
Darazzo sale, 1873. One other impression is known, in the

^atl0
T
nale

>
Pans - 14 1S 011 blueish green paper, heightened with white. SeeF Kunstler-Lexicon, i, p. 388 (where it is described as a chiaroscuro woodcut),•and Renouvier, “ Des types et des Manieres” (xv« siecle), p. 84. It was overlooked bvPassavant. Zani Enciclopedia” ii, vol. 6, p. 110, mentions this impression, then in

<tne Durazzo collection at Genoa.

144.

THE SCOURGING OF CHRIST.

Signed Mair, but not dated.
W. 7.

[271 x 188.] Fine early impression.
Purchased at the Durazzo sale, 1873.

Paper stained light green.
No other impression is known.

145.

ST. BARBARA.

Signed Mair, and dated 1499.
W J

[221 x 139.] Good impression, not coloured.
Purchased at the Durazzo sale, 1873. No other impression is known.

1 A 143 and 145 may perhaps be the “zwey andere alte Holzschnitte mit 1499
bezeichnet, which are classed with a woodcut of Christ with the instruments of the
Passion, oy Ulrich Gamperlein (i.e. Urs. Graf), as lot 36 of Bolzmann’s Sale-
<$atalogue, Regensburg, 1786 (note communicated by Prof. Max Lehrs).
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WOODCUT COPIES FROM LINE-ENGRAVINGS OF THE

XV CENTURY.

After Martin Schongauer.

A 146.

THE TWELVE APOSTLES.

Copies of B. vi, 136, 34-45.

Anonymous copies, in the direction of the originals, printed as a

« Bilderbogen,” on one sheet, from twelve separate blocks, in three rows

of four each, with the name of the Apostle and the corresponding clause

in the creed, printed from movable type, at the foot of each compartmen.

The copies are fairly accurate, but poor in execution. They would seem

by the style and the character of the type to have been produced in

Alsace after 1500. Schongauer’s signature is not reproduced.

The Apostles have been placed partly in the wrong order, so that the

name does not always correspond with the Apostle under whom 1

placed. The order of the Apostles, as shown by their attributes, is a

follows: Peter, Andrew, James, John, James the Less (— B. ,

called Thomas), Judas Thaddeus (= B. 42, here called James the Less),

Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas (= B. 44, here called Matthew) Simon

Matthew (
= B. 41, here called Judas Thaddeus), Paul. The la

Apostle is rightly named, but the name of St. Matthias is also ln‘ro^
c

,

<

;

as
P
the author of the last words of the creed, “ Vitam eternam. Amen.

A narrow band of conventional ornament runs along the bottom ot

the sheet. Each cut has a single border line. A title at the head of the

sheet has probably been lost.

[346 X 248 ;
each Apostle, 89 X 55.] Fair impressions, on grey paper without water*

mark. « ..V wo.tr
Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

After Israhel van Meckenem.

A 147.

THE MAN OF SORROWS WITH TWO ANGELS.

By Jj. t. }. a. B. vii, 405, 1. Schr. 989. Copy of B. vi, 253, 138.

Christ sits on the side of the tomb, the lid of which is placed across it

at right angles to the sides. His feet are in the tomb, but the wounds m
his hands and side are seen, and the veins on his arms are str° » 7

marked in white lines. Christ is supported by two angels. The bact-

ground is the apse of a Gothic church with three windows At the foot

of the print, in black Gothic letters on a white strip, are the words .

% t. attgeli . pacts . amarc . flcbant . >. a.

(267 v 1801 Late impression from the cracked and worm-eaten block, on old

paper ;
watermark, a dog. No early impressions are known.

In the inventory of 1837.
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c * i' a * have generally been interpreted aa a monogram, and Nailer
Mon. m, 803, has gone so far as to suggest the reading Hans Cronn zu Augsburg His'
only argument in favour of this suggestion rests on the fact that Hans Cronn was a
goldsmith and worker in metal, and may have engraved a plate in the crible style. But

print, though it does resemble the dotted prints in some respects (the use of
white lines and of short white strokes cut with the knife on the dark shadows), is cer-
tainly printed from a wood-block, the argument falls to the ground. The date is earlv
at any rate before 1500, for what looks at first sight like rather complicated cross-
hatching in the shadows is really white-line work on a black surface, more often met
with m metal-cuts, and not the crossing of black lines on a white surface.

A 148.

ST. CLAKA.

Copy in reverse of B. vi, 246, 126.

St. Clara walks to 1., carrying a monstrance in both hands, in a paved
courtyard with a low wall. The country is seen through a gate, while
a church appears r. over the wall. The saint wears the monastic’ habit,
with the hood over her head, and has sandals on her feet. The pavement
is black, but the outlines of the stones are marked by broad white lines.
There is no indication of sky.

[92 x 64.] Good impression, with margin. Evidently a page from a book, though
there is no text on either side. The recto shows traces of the ink rubbed off the text on
the opposite page. The whole style of the woodcut is Flemish. Watermark (fragment)
a shield, on which are a bull’s head and two rosettes, a cross over the shield

Presented by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B., 1895.
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The appear-

ance of the

dotted prints.

Names by
which they
have been
known.

The most
correct de-

scription :

—

white-line

engravings
for relief-

printing.

DIVISION B.—DOTTED PRINTS.

INTRODUCTION.

The so-called “ dotted prints ” form a group apart among the pro-

ductions of the engraver’s art in the xv century. First produced, as

is now generally thought, about the middle of that century, they

went out of fashion towards its close, and nothing quite like them

has been produced at any later period .

1

Their most obvious characteristic is the decoration of considerable

portions of the surface with round, white dots on a black ground.

From this is derived the French name by which this style of engrav-

ing is most generally known, “ la maniere criblee ” (from “ crible,” a

sieve
;
the old form of a sieve being simply a sheet of tin perforated

with round holes). “ The German name ‘ Schrotblatter,’ ‘ geschrotene

Arbeit,’ from ‘ schroten ’ (to grind corn coarsely, to cut or saw rudely),

expresses another peculiarity of these prints, the rude way, namely,

in which the ground in many of them seems to have been gnawed

out rather than cut.”

The late Mr. S. R. Koehler, curator of the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, U.S.A., from whom the last words are quoted, has cleared away

a mass of error which had disfigured the accounts given by earlier

writers of the technique of this process. He has shown conclu-

sively 2 that the use of the white line is the essential element in the

process, and that the dots are an accidental and by no means in-

variable addition. These prints should be described as white-line

engravings for relief-printing, and occupy an intermediate position

between line-engravings and woodcuts, the two normal and, as I may

say, legitimate methods of multiplying a black-and-white design, as

understood in the xv century. As compared with either of these,

the dotted prints appear bizarre and eccentric in their way of dealing

with black and white. This is because they combine the engraving

process of the former—with modifications—with the printing process

1 A recent writer has found a modern analogue to them in the illustrations, repre-

senting stars aDd nebulae in white upon a black ground, which are used in astronomical

works.
. „

« “ White-line engraving for relief-printing in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

From the Report of the National Museum for 1890, pages 385-394. Washington, 1892.
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of the latter style
,

1 and the result is, of course, very different from
that attained when the process of engraving and the process of print-
ing are strictly appropriate one to the other, and yield together the
best result which the traditions of the art can produce. Both the
copper-plate engraved with the burin and the wood-block cut with
the knife, though prepared and printed on directly opposite prin-
ciples, produce in the end the same result : a design in black lines
with white spaces between them, which corresponds to a drawing in
black ink on white paper. (There are exceptions to this rule, partial
or complete, in the case of woodcuts, but they are so rare and un-
important that they may, for the present, be disregarded.) ISTow a“
dotted print ” presents, on the contrary, a design in white with

black spaces, broken up into tints intermediate between black and
white, which is not analogous to any customary style of drawing.
How is this effect produced ? It is not due to a mistake in printing
causing a negative impression to be taken, for then the decorative
effect would be obviously wrong, and not, as it is now, the result of
deliberate though, as we may think, eccentric calculation. The true
explanation of it is as follows. The engraver took a metal plate (not
copper, but some softer metal, probably an alloy resembling pewter
which could easily receive an impression from a punch or stamp)]
and proceeded to work upon it with a variety of tools—burin, knife]
punches of several sizes, and stamps designed to impress a variety of
small ornamental patterns—always bearing in mind the method of
printing which was to be adopted, viz., relief-printing, in which the
surface prints black and the ground, or portion sunk below the sur-
face, does not print at all, but leaves the paper white. The plate if
printed from before the work began, would produce a black rectangle,
just as a wood-block would do, before it was cut. In working upon
it, the engraver would proceed on a different principle, and use more
complicated methods than the woodcutter. All that the latter had
to do was to leave the design standing on thin ridges of the original
surface, and cut away all the unnecessary wood between them in
order to leave white spaces. The other craftsman had to pay much
more attention to his white spaces, for it is these that tell in the end
and produce the actual design by standing out upon a black ground
Usually, as it seems, he would begin by outlining delicately with the

Rovak d? R?r°
tS et Typographies de la Bibliothl^ue

nation of both nWhnrls f
7, PP- 1

f
:
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18) says that they were produced by a combi-

^lle WiHshire (“ Introduction to the Study of

What the
process was.
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burin some of the main features of the composition, such as the im-

portant folds of the drapery, the edges of buildings and the like (see

Schreiber 2430, note). There is, too, almost invariably a white line

drawn all round the print just within its outer limits, by way of

border. Otherwise, consecutive white lines of any length scarcely

occur. The next process would be to cut or “ gnaw ” away with the

knife all those portions of the surface which were to appear as

unbroken white. Where it was necessary to modify this white sur-

face and draw upon the high lights, as, for instance, in drawing clouds

upon a clear sky, black lines would be left standing upon the white,

just as in a woodcut, only the engraver took much less trouble to

make them neat, for he was bent on designing in white, and black

lines only came in by the way, when they could not be avoided.

The presence of irregular and untidy looking spots and strokes of

black is also accounted for by the difficulty of clearing out the back-

ground of a metal plate in a neat and finished way. Next he pro-

ceeded to break up his remaining black surfaces, and it was here that

his peculiar craft was exercised in all its variety. He had to imitate

all kinds of textures—water, earth, stone, grass, trees, drapery and

flesh. He did this by using a number of tools, as each seemed most

suitable, not following any fixed rule. Much was done with the

knife. The larger spaces of black were broken up with punches pro-

ducing the familiar round dots, either of one size or of graduated

sizes, sometimes artfully grouped to produce the effect of colour and

modelling. Wherever more definite ornament was permissible, a

stamp could be used, which punched out a ring or a star, a square,

a diamond or a fleur-de-lys. This was done chiefly on the drapery or

on small spaces which required special decoration, such as the nimbus

of a saint or the capital of a pillar. Flowers were often produced by

a combination of rings with dots grouped symmetrically round them,

or else, in the case of the conventional flowers of a curtain often used

as a background, by the fourfold use round a central dot or ring of a

peculiar stamp with curved back and three deep indentations in the

face, which represents a petal. Last of all he lightened still further

those surfaces, chiefly of drapery, which were to be nearer white than

black, by covering them with an elaborate and delicate net-work of

white lines, engraved with the burin, crossing each other at various

angles, and going right across the ornaments previously produced

by the stamps described above, so as to obliterate them almost

entirely in many cases. Something like this crossing of white lines

may occasionally be observed in early woodcuts, but a careful exami-

nation shows that the apparent white lines were only produced
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by pieces being cut out from the (black) lines which originally stood
up in relief, and that they have not the regularity and sharpness of
these fine white lines engraved with the burin. Such work could not
be produced on a wood-block at a time when wood-engraving on the
end of the wood was unknown, and the design was always cut with a
knife on the plank. On the other hand, the white-line work engraved
with the burin on the “

dotted prints ” is identical in principle, how-
ever different it may appear in the result, with modern wood-
engraving, carried out with the burin across the grain in white lines

and dots, as practised for a century past.
1 M. Hymans, and Mr.

Koehler after him, have reproduced an interesting specimen of a
white-line engraving which avoids the use of dots, the plate of which
is preserved at Malines (Schr. 2441. Another plate of analogous
workmanship, Schr. 2219, is in the same collection). Several good
examples of such prints are described in the present catalogue : the
Man of Sorrows with angels, B 10, Schr. 2462

;
the Man of Sorrows

with a monk, B 11, Schr. 2464; the Mystery of the Incarnation, B 12,
Schr. 2481

;
St. Catherine and St. Barbara, B 18, Schr. 2585.

For the purpose of printing, the metal plates appear often to have
been fastened by nails at the corners to a wood-block, to obviate the
danger of their being bent or broken in the press. The round or
irregular holes thus produced leave their traces in the impression. A
late impression may sometimes be detected by the fact that a corner
of the plate has been broken off. The flaws peculiar to wood-blocks
—worm-holes, cracks and pieces chipped out of the lines which stand
in relief—are not found in these prints. 2

In design the “ dotted prints ” are primitive and faulty. This is

not, however, as was formerly supposed, an indication of very early
1 See the illustrations given by Mr. Koehler (op. cit.).
* Dr. Singer, in his catalogue of the Lanna Collection at Prague, i, 6, in describing

an impression of Schr. 2703, argues that in this case the print must be from a wood-
block, because it is “ ausgesprungen ” (cracked or chipped). Our facsimile, however,
of the other impression of the same plate in the Rothschild collection at Paris, shows
that the latter was certainly printed from a metal plate, for the perforations along the
edge, by which it was fixed to a wood-block, are distinctly seen, while the edges of the
plate are curved and flattened out as a soft metal plate would be after much pressure.
The only undoubted case, as far as I know, of the vnaniere CTibl(fe

y
or something very

like it, being carried out on wood, is the Last Judgment, Schr. 599, of which the wood-
block is preserved in the Derschau collection at Berlin. No old impressions are known,
and the early date of the block is not, perhaps, above suspicion. It is, in anycase* *

most likely a copy on wood from an original which had been engraved on metal. There
is an interesting case in our own collection, A 14, of an extant dotted print
being copied on wood, with a rude attempt to reproduce the original technique in
another material to which it is not suitable. Wood, of course, would not admit of the
use of any of the stamps or punches employed in the maniere criblfe. The days when
all these prints were described as woodcuts (as by Dibdin, Ottley, Chatto and Duchesne
and the old sale-catalogues) are long past. The consensus of modern authorities
(Passavant, Renouvier, Weigel, L. and H. Delaborde, Duplessis, Dutuit, Willshire,
Hymans, Lippmann, Koehler, Schreiber) is in favour of metal.

Method of
printing.
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date. The true explanation is, rather, that they were the work

of the goldsmith, not of the painter-engraver, and that, as the

result of a new and somewhat ill-judged experiment in technique,

they stood far below the contemporary work of such accomplished

engravers as the Master E. S. and Martin Schongauer, who had

the traditions of many years behind them. The fondness for

elaborate ornament, restricted to a limited range of patterns, the

ignorance of perspective and anatomy, the comparative excellence

of technical execution in certain small points, with little regard to

proportion and general effect—all these points are suggestive of the

goldsmith’s shop as the cradle of this branch of art. It was thus a

later offshoot of the same stock as gave rise to line-engraving, and it

stood in much the same relation to the mediaeval “ opus interrasile,”

or “opus punctile” 1 as line-engraving to niello—each being a modi-

fication, for the sake of yielding impressions on paper, of an art

which originally regarded the engraved plate as an end in itself.

There can seldom be any doubt in the case of prints in the maniere

criblee, strictly speaking, that the plates were engraved in order to

yield impressions, for it is very seldom that in the impressions we

find inscriptions reversed or the action of the right and left hands

confused. The Apostles in pairs, Schr. 2745-7, at Dresden and

Vienna, are instances in which the inscriptions are reversed, but

there is no doubt, from the correctness of the action, that this was a

mere oversight on the part of the engraver. In one of the British

Museum prints, Schr. 2481, this oversight only extends to one

among numerous inscriptions, which are otherwise rightly engraved.

St. Barbara, Schr. 2556, on which the name is engraved in reverse,

was actually used as an illustration in a book.

Among the peculiarities of drawing which are characteristic of

this style, if not exclusively confined to it, I may mention the fringe

of crimped riband which serves as a convention for clouds (this is

found also in woodcuts)
;
the chequered floors, in which each square

is composed of several compartments of black and white
;
the curtain

with a diaper pattern of conventional roses, which forms a frequent

background to the figures—hardly less frequent is a delicate climbing

spray of foliage with occasional flowers upon a black ground
;

the

conventional flowers and leaves which spring from the grass in the

foreground—the commonest form of flower is simply a group of three

dots
;
and, lastly, the very large size of the nails in representations of

the Crucifixion, or any subject in which the instruments of the

1 See the mediaeval account by Theophilus of these processes of decorating metal

plates, quoted by Willshire. Catalogue, i, 51, 52.
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Passion are introduced. The prints are often enclosed by a passe-
partout, of which there are several types, the most frequent being a
band of the frilled, conventional clouds on a black ground sprinkled
with stars, interrupted at the corners by medallions with the four
Evangelists, to whom in large prints, where space permits, the four
Doctors of the Church are sometimes added, in the middle of each side.

Another common design, with many variations, is a wreath of large
leaves twisted round a rod, interrupted at the corners by a large flower.

Nothing is known as to the personality of any of the engravers in Si
this style, though we have advanced beyond the stage of attributing the

all their productions to a single artist, the notorious, and all but
mythical “ Bernard Milnet.” 1 This name and that of “ Bartholmeus ”

The name “ bernhardinus milnit (et ?)
” occurs on a kind of label attached to the

passe-partout of riband-like clouds, with the symbols of the four Evangelists at the
corners, which surrounds a print of the Virgin and Child, half-length, standing-
discovered at Frankfort in 1818, by Mr. N. Hill of Manchester. This print belonged
some years ago to Mr. G. H. Rowbotham, of Manchester, and was photographed while
in his possession, but it was lost in 1896. (Information kindly supplied by Mr. Gordon
Duff, libraiian of the John Rylands Library, Manchester, April 28th, 1900 and
since confirmed by Mr. Rowbotham.) Schreiber was mistaken in asserting’ that
this impression was at Althorp. (Schr. 2482. Reproduction, Ottley, “Invention
ot I rintmg,M p. 197. Another impression without the passe-partout from the
Weigel collection, passed from the hands of Mr. L. Rosenthal of Munich into
private ownership.) Duchesne, who first published a transcript of the supposed signa-
t
2
r
a’i

Umped t0 the hasty conclusion (“Essai sur les Nielles,” 1826, p. 10) that the print
of S. Bernardino of Siena at Paris with the supposed date 1454 (in reality 1474), was also
by Bernardinus (or, as he calls him, Bernard) Milnet, for no better reason than that
there are dots in both, and that Bernardino (whom he confuses with Bernard) was the
engraver’s patron-saint. He ascribed to him, further, two prints of St. Catherine and
St. George (Schr. 2569 and 2633) at Paris, and others at Berlin (Schr. 2282 2671 m
2743) (“ Voyage d’un Iconophile,” 1834, p. 223). From this it was a short step to the
description of the dotted style in general as “ maniere de Bernard Milnet.” As a matter
of fact, this engraving of the Virgin is far from being typical of the style in general.
Ihe dots and strokes are large and coarse, and the white lines leaving small black
squares appear to have been produced by the knife rather than by the burin. Duchesne
not content with the reckless attribution of other dotted prints to the same engraver
concluded that this engraver was a Frenchman, because his name ended in “ et ’’and St*
Bernard (sic):was a French saint (“ Essai,” p. 11). The “ h ” in “ bernhardinus ” points
rather to a German origin, while the features of the Virgin and the style of the draDerv
suggests a rather late date (about 1480, Schr.) and the Lower Rhine as the locality Noreading of the inscription more plausible than “bernhardinus milnet” has been suggested
It shoidd be observed that even if this be the name of an engraver (to which it is true’
the name “ bartholmeus ” on Schr. 2218 affords a parallel), we are not strictly justifiedm attributing to him anything more than the passe-partout

, which surrounds the print
itself but may have been produced apart from it. In the passe-partout no dots occur.

r-T?

^ 18 1
?
1Porf;an t; to observe that the supposed impression of this print at Paris

LE a 3. Reserve], which all the writers who have discussed the subject, from Duchesne
to Schreiber, have described as an original, is merely one of the twenty-five impressions
of the facsimile made at Antwerp in 1820 for Mr. Hill, from the original which is now
lost. For the proof of this I am indebted to M. Henri Bouchot of the Bibliotheoue
Rationale, Pans, from whose letters, dated 16 Nov. and 18 Nov. 1898 I quote thefollowing passages :

“ L’estampe repre'sentant la Vierge nous a ete envoyee par M Hill
le 26 septembre 1820 par la poste d’Anvers. M. Hill ecrivait a Van Praet, conser-
vateur de la Bibliotheque Royaler ‘ L’artiste venant de me rendre le fac-simile delestampede Bernard Milnet dont il n’a encore tire que cinq epreuves, je m’empressede vous en envoyer une par la poste, au risque rueme de la deteriorer. Je desirebeaucoup qu il remplisse vos vues ; dans tous les cas je vous sera tres reconnaissant
de me donner votre opinion bien detaillee sur cet objet.’ (Le reste de la lettre a trait
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Some
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on our own print, Schr. 2218, are the only signatures in lull to be

found on “ dotted prints ” To these must be added nos. vi, xii, xlix,

lxviii, cxxii, cxxv, cxxvii, cxxxiii, cxxxiv and cl, of the table of

monograms and marks in Schreiber’s Manuel, tome iii. Of these,

nos. vi. cxxxiii and cxxxiv are represented in the British Museum.

Further than this, Schreiber’s review of all known and accessible

examples of this style of engraving has enabled him, not only to

recognise long connected suites (see under nos. 2171, 2172, etc.),

but to ascribe certain groups of single prints, connected by some

peculiarity of design or technique, to one anonymous engraver. For

the author of one of these groups (no. 2304 and eleven others) he

proposes the name of “ le maitre au fond maille
;

for another

engraver who produced the prints described under no. 2623, he

suggests “le maitre au fond noir,” and so on. Further criticism

may perhaps in time succeed in constructing a certain number of

individualities by the traces of a distinct style, but their names can

never be known.

Many of the “ dotted prints ” are copied from line engravings.

For instances in this collection see Schr. 2315, 2319 (reproduction),

2376, 2435 (reproduction). For instances of woodcuts which are

copied from “ dotted prints” see Schr. 405, 878 (reproduction), 1537.

As to date, the evidence tends to show that this style of engraving

was confined practically to the second half of the xv century. The

only specimen actually dated is the S. Bernardino at Paris, Schr.

2567, with the date 1474 (not 1454). Such external evidence as is

derived from the provenance of particular examples, which have been

found attached to the bindings of books, is not worth much. A print

may be pasted or stitched into a book any number of years after it is

bound, and there may have been a further interval between the

k autre chose. Toutefois on voit qu’il offre une epreuve h Duchesne aine et h de Bure.)

II aioute en post-scriptum :
‘ Le nom de Bernhardinus Milnet en bas du fac-simile

pourrait etre mieux copie', mais j’espere cependant que vous le trouverez assez lizible

(sic) ’ Cette lettre est conserved avec l’estampe dans le vol. E. a. 3 reserve.

In his second letter, after observing that some persons still regard the Pans print as

an original, M. Bouchot continues :
“ II suffit, pour se convainere du contraire, de

remarauer: 1. Le papier, qui est surement fabrique au xix* siecle, tout au plus a la fin

du xviii® 2 Les coloris. Les coloris jaunes de ces pieces sont dans les onginaux

ordinaires en gomme-gutte transparente. Les bleus sont verdatres et non comme dans

notre epreuve en cobalt moderne. Nos jaunes sont d’ocre. 3. L’or. Dans notre epreuve

l’or du nimbe est une poudre appliquee sur un fixatif. Les vieux doratent enfeuiUes et

vassaient au brunissoir. Mais si vous voulez la preuve matenelle incontestable et

formelle que notre epreuve est bien la copie envoyee en 1820 par M. Hill, la voici

.

Elle est exactement pli&e en 4 comme la lettre dans laquelle elle a €te envoy€e (‘ au risque

The facshnile published by Ottley differs from that made for Hill, and was probably

made in England direct from the original, but Ottley unfortunately omitted to give any

particulars about it. It does not appear that the original has been studied by any

.
competent critic.
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printing, by which the book is dated, and the binding. On the other
hand, it is possible, though not so likely, that the print so inserted
may be older than the book (for an undoubted instance of this, in the
case of a woodcut, see Schr. 265). Much more important is the
internal evidence afforded by the drawing of the human figure and
features, by the folds of the drapery, and by the details of costume
and ornament. This evidence, in the great majority of cases, points
to the years 1470-1500 as the period of the chief production of these
prints.

Stages in the development of the technique can be traced with
some degree of certainty, though it is impossible to fix, even
approximately, the date of the transition from one stage to another,
and there are many specimens which will not fall conveniently into
any of the groups so formed. The stages are marked in part by the
number of tools used in the work. The earliest specimens are those
in which the whole surface, even to the faces and hands of the persons,
is covered thickly with dots, varying in size but all small, and made,’
for the most part, not with a punch but with the graver or some
pointed instrument, the largest dots only being regular in shape and
uniform in size. The background was entirely cut away, leaving no
border to the print, so that the figure stands out detached in strong relief
from the white paper. The best instances of this are the St. Catherine
at Paris, Schr. 2569 (reproduction, Schr. tom. vi, pi. xxviii), and the St
Christopher at Munich and Paris, Schr. 2590 (reproduction, Schmidt,
pi. 32). A slight advance was made when the dots were removed
from the faces, as in the St. George at Paris, Schr. 2633 (reproduction
in H. Delaborde, “ Engraving,” translated by R A. M. Stevenson, 1886
p. 45), and the St. Christopher at Oxford, Schr. 2593 (see reproduction

here dots are still used on the legs), or only sparingly used in the
modelling of some of the features, as in the “ Mazarin Crucifixion ” in
the British Museum, Schr. 2333. The latter already has a border,
though the whole background within it has been cut away. The
probable date of this group is about 1450-60. In the last-mentioned
print and in the St. George at St. Gallen, Schr. 2635, portions of the
surface, especially the flanks of the horses, are remarkable for the
elaborate and careful grouping of dots of various sizes for the sake of
colour and modelling. Another good instance of this is the St
Jerome. Schr. 2675, formerly in the Weigel collection (see repro-
duction W. u. Z. li, 228), and now in that of Baron Edmond de
Kothschild. It is curious that this peculiarity, which one might well
take for a late refinement, is confined to the earliest prints, in which
the technique otherwise is simple. It was abandoned in ’favour of

Development
to be traced in
the technique.
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dots of uniform size regularly distributed, as soon as the use of a

punch became general. In the second group of prints, the use of

small irregular dots in very large numbers was continued, but the

background was filled in with some kind of ornament, instead of being

cut away. A good instance of this is Schr. 2498 (see reproduction), in

which dots are once more used on the faces. This print is by the

engraver who used a shield with two clubs saltire as his mark. Three

other prints similarly signed (Schr. 2191, 2341, 2596) also have their

backgrounds filled in, but the fifth, the Duel of Man and Wife (Schr.

2763) in the British Museum, has all the background at the top cut

away in the primitive manner, a circumstance which testifies to the

early date of this engraver, whose activity may be assigned to the

years 1460-1470. It will be remarked in several of these early

prints that ornaments occur very similar to the simpler kind of those

which, at a later time, were produced abundantly by means of stamps

—a ring, a star, a diamond with a black dot in the centre, even the

indented curve which does duty for a petal (this is used in Schr. 2590

for the leaves of a tree). But all these ornaments are so variable in

size, and inexact in outline, that it is evident that they were

separately engraved, not produced mechanically with a stamp. The

next step in advance was the introduction of these stamps, each

producing its own little detail of ornament with mechanical regularity,

and the use of punches to give precision and uniformity to the round

dots. The tendency henceforth was to use large and regular dots and

a number of ornaments, of course with the object of saving time and

trouble. With the same object a softer metal seems to have been

used, and as a consequence of this a great deal of the work was done

with the knife instead of the graver. The fine cross-hatching in white

line with the graver, which came in at a very early stage—it is found

in a rudimentary form in Schr. 2569 and 2590, but quite developed

in Schr. 2333—was abandoned towards the end, and some of the later

relief-plates were cut entirely with the knife. We can trace in the

later prints a gradual substitution of realistic clouds for the conven-

tional frills (in Schr. 2625 both were used together). In some of the

best of the prints produced about 1470-1480, when all varieties of

the technique were fully developed and judiciously combined, the

faces are expressive, and the general effect fairly good, though

always marred by some bad faults in drawing. 1

1 Schr. 2646 (see reproduction), 2382, 2625, 2639, 2689 and 2695, and 2604, a

St. Christopher at Berlin, reproduced in Lippmann’s “Engravings and Woodcuts” ii, 31,

may be mentioned, among many others as characteristic specimens, in various ways, of

the better class of “ dotted prints.”
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The history of the criticism of this style of engraving is very
largely a history of French blunders. Among these none are more
remarkable than the theory of Leon de Laborde 1

that the maniere
criblee was the very earliest style of engraving, and the attempt of
Henri Delaborde 2

to prove that two “dotted prints” in the Biblio-
theque Rationale (Schr. 2302, 2442) date from the year 1406 These
gentlemen raised a cloud of dust which time has allowed to settle, and
there is no need to stir it again. Duplessis was hardly more fortunate
in his assumption that a large number of these prints were producedm France. 3 The maniere criblee may, no doubt, have been practised in
that country,4 but an overwhelming majority of the examples which
are known are of Flemish or German origin. This may be proved in
different cases either by the origin of the book or manuscript in
which the prints were found, by the language of the inscriptions on
the prints themselves, or the language and type of the printed text
with which, in rare cases only, they are associated, or, lastly, by the
internal evidence of certain peculiarities or tricks of style which
connect them with a local school of art. This last kind of evidence
is seldom forthcoming, for such peculiarities are merged, as a rule, in
the strongly marked characteristics which belong to this style of
engraving in general, wherever it was practised. Where evidence of
any of these kinds is available, it is discussed in the catalogue which
follows, in the remarks appended to the description of each print
On the whole, it would seem that the principal home of the “dotted

”

style was Cologne. It was also practised lower down the Rhine, in
Holland and in Flanders

;
on the upper Rhine, in Alsace, and’ in

South Germany, in Suabia and Bavaria. It seems very unlikely that
it was practised in Italy (see, however, Schreiber on nos. 2470 and
2682). I shall describe below a book printed in Spain, which was
illustrated by this process.

It is seldom that any inference as to locality can be drawn from
the colouring of these prints. They are generally, though not
invariably, coloured, in spite of their elaborate decoration and the
attention paid by the engravers to shading and texture. The range
of colours is much more limited than in the case of woodcuts and it
seems, like certain peculiarities in the design, to have been common
to the whole style, at least in Germany, and not much governed by

Some mis-
takes of the
early critics of
the dotted
prints.

Countries
in which
this style of
engraving was
practised.

The colours

used.

1 L ’Artiste. 2e
Serie. Tome 4 (1839), p. 113.

Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 1869, i, 238. See the criticism by Dr F LinnmannBepertorium f. Kunstwissenschaft, i, 247.
y ' ' -LlPPmaim >

3 “ Histoire de la Gravure en France,” 1861, pp. 54-7
Schreiber suggests this in the case of nos. 2296 and 2716. I have notprints and can offer no opinion about them.

6611 ^aese
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local usage. For instance, there is little difference in colouring to be

observed between the prints produced on the Lower Rhine and those

of South German origin. There is a certain scheme of colouring,

confined to vermilion, shades of yellow, yellowish brown and

yellowish green, which is characteristic of the Netherlands, though

not the only scheme in use there, and does not occur in South

Germany (for instances, see the series Schr. 2541 and eight others,

from a Flemish MS., also St. Francis, Schr. 2629, and St. George,

Schr. 2639, probably produced at Cologne, and compare the coloured

woodcuts in the copy of Ludolphus de Saxonia, “ Leven Jhesu Chnsti

Zwolle, 1495, in this Dept.). The colours are usually light
;
pink,

cinnabar or madder red (often varnished), pale yellow, light shades

of brown and blueish or yellowish green are the prevailing tints

;

vermilion and ultramarine blue are used more sparingly
;
gold and

silver are not applied.

The “ dotted ” prints were very seldom used as illustrations to

printed books, owing, perhaps, to the difficulty of printing from metal

plates in connection with type. As we have seen, they were quite

commonly fixed to a wood-block before printing, even when printed

separately, and for the purpose of book illustration it was much more

simple to use wood-blocks alone. By far the most important example

AtBamberg(?) of a printed book with crible illustrations is the unique “ Seven Joys

of Our Lady,” with eight illustrations, followed by a separate work,

the “ Passion of Christ,” with twenty illustrations, in the public library

at Munich (see Schr. 2500). This is thought to have been printed

about 1460, and the type is said to resemble that of Albrecht Pfister

of Bamberg. The dialect of the text is Bavarian. Our own collection

contains eight leaves of another (probably earlier) edition of the

« Passion,” printed with a type which is certainly not Pfister s, but

cannot be identified, and a single leaf of a third edition, printed

with the same type as the eight leaves, but with differences m

orthography (for full particulars see under B 4, Schr. 2302).

Another “Passion” resembling this, which was m the Weigel

collection, exists in two states, both incomplete, the earlier

impressions, fifteen in number, having manuscript on the back,

while the later, of which only six remain, have xylographic text,

which does not occur elsewhere in connection with the maniere

criblee. Other instances of printed books thus illustrated are to

be found among the productions of the Cologne presses, for the

most part undated, between 1470 and 1500 A series of 14

“ dotted ” prints, together with 24 bad woodcuts [65 x 45 mm.], is to

be found in Bertoldus, “ Horalogiu Deuotionis,” 8vo (Cologne, Ulrich

At Cologne.
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Zell, c. 1470). 1 These are for the most part copied from engravings
by the Master of the Berlin Passion.

Dr. Max Lehrs 2 describes from the copy in the Dresden library an
undated edition printed at Cologne by Johann Landen, probably after

1500, which contains 23 dotted prints and eight woodcuts. 3 The
same prints, detached from the book, are in the Germanic Museum,
Nuremberg, together with a 24th subject, not in the Dresden copy of
the “ Horalogium.” Both sets were printed from plates which had been
perforated with nails. Dr. Lehrs mentions, further, four leaves from
another typographic edition, with a different set of prints from these,
also at Nuremberg. The 17 prints 4 in the Munich Cabinet to which
he refers are without text, but Schr. (no. 2184) mentions a very
similar set of the same dimensions, printed from perforated plates,
belonging to a typographic edition. The latter set is to be found both
at Munich and Berlin. To Cologne, also, belongs the printer’s mark
of Heinrich Quentell, Schr. 2454, engraved in this style, which was
used in books printed from 1479 onwards. St. Barbara, Schr. 2556,
is an illustration from a book which has not been identified.

A Spanish book in the British Museum, Diaz de Montalvo, in Spain.

In the British Museum Library [IA. 3081], formerly in the Ashburnham collection.
The “ Horalogium ” is bound up with two undated books without illustrations, “ De vita
et beneficiis Saluatoris” and “ Tractatus de spiritualibus ascensionibus,” the last of
which has the colophon : Impressum Colonie apud Ly/kyrchen. The dotted prints
which measure 70 X 50 mm., and are from plates which have not been perforated, occur
as follows :

—

a. 1. r. The Nativity. 8.

a. 5. v. The Annunciation.
(b. 3. v. no. 1 repeated). 9.
b. 8. v. The Circumcision. 10.
c. 1. v. The Adoration of the Magi. 11.
c. 3. v. The Presentation in the Temple. 12.
c. 6. r. The Massacre of the Innocents.
e. 4. r. The Last Supper. 13.

e. 5. r. Christ Washing the Apostles*
Feet.

n. 7. v. Christ descending into Hell.
o. 3. v. The Resurrection.
o. 7. v. The Ascension.
p. 2. r. The Descent of the Holv

Ghost.
p. 5. v. The Last Judgment.

Nos. 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 agree in composition with engravings by the Master of
bt. Lrasmus in a set in the British Museum, from the Malcolm collection Nos 12 35 agree with the subjects described by Dr. Max Lehrs, “Katalog d. Germ Mus” p WThe Adoration of the Magi is a different composition from the one in that series TheMassacre of the Innocents and Washing of the Apostles’ Feet are subjects which'do notoccur m that senes. The remaining 24 illustrations are woodcuts. A copv of thesame edition is in the Berlin Cabinet (no. 2716), while a slightly different edition inwhich sig. p. 5. v. is blank and the Last Judgment is omitted, is in the Germ MusNuremberg [Inc. 33393(12)]. Lehrs p. 17. In the work quoted above, Dr. Lehrsdescribed the dotted prints as copies from the engravings by the Master of the StLrasmus. He now regards them as direct copies from the Master of the Berlin Passionthe original inventor of the designs (Jdhrbuch xxi, 139, 146)

’

2 Op. cit. p. 17.

print^
anden S edition in the British Museum (Proctor no. 1482) contains no dotted

16 - Schmidt reproduces 14 of these; Schr. describes two others 2291and 2305. The other three prints reproduced by Schmidt on the same pages as the
2

?!belong to a different set, also without text, Schr. 2211, 2258, 2278. Schr . 2419 whiVh
also belongs to this set, was not reproduced by Schmidt.

’
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“ Copilacion de Leyes,” fol. Huete, 23 Aug., 1485, printer unknown

(Proctor 9603), has two title-borders, one to the preface, and one

which is repeated at the commencement of each book, which are in

the maniere criblee. So are the nine initial letters P and ELISABET

(an acrostic on the name of Queen Isabella). In addition to the

characteristic dots and hatchings in white line, they have two

ornamental stamps, a ring (very largely used in the first border, where

the costumes of the huntsmen are entirely covered with it) and a

five-petalled flower (if this be not, rather, merely a group of five

dots). They have also the frilled clouds characteristic of this style.

Willshire1 refers to Spanish books printed at Barcelona in 1516 and

at Valencia in 1520, which are illustrated with “ dotted ” prints.

The beautiful metal-cuts found in the French livres d’heures and

liturgical works, which were in use before 1490, but reached their

perfection in the decade between 1495 and 1505, are sometimes

described as specimens of the maniere criblee
,
or as a modification of

that process. They should be treated, in my opinion, as essentially

distinct from it. Whether they adopt late Gothic or early Kenaissance

motives, or a combination of the two, these cuts are always tasteful

in design and accomplished in execution. The craftsmen who pro-

duced them were of a very different order from the ignorant Teutonic

workers in metal, who invented such a strange and abortive innovation

in the art of engraving as the maniere criblee. The one thing common

to both styles is the use of white dots on a black ground. But even

this resemblance is illusory, when attention is paid to the purpose for

which the dots are employed. In the maniere criblee the dots might

be applied to any part whatsoever of the design which was not

actually white. In some early specimens, as we have seen, they were

used even on the human face and hands. At all times they were

applied indiscriminately to drapery, surfaces of wood or stone, the

earth, the fields—wherever, in short, a dark surface was to be broken

up Now in the French metal-cuts the dots are never used in any

portion of the design itself, but only in the background, especially in

two places : first, the sky as seen through doors or windows, or

treated, as it often is, as a mass of black, broken by these white dots,

against which the whole subject stands out in relief; secondly, the

dark ground of panels or pilasters, upon which an arabesque design

in white is shown up. Even here the dots seldom have the mechanical

regularity which is produced when all are punched out by the same

tool
;
they are very often specks of irregular shape picked out with

1 “ Introduction to Ancient Prints,” ii, 68.
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knife or graver. We have seen, however, that in the “ dotted ” style
itself the dots are accidental, whereas the essence of the style is that
the design is in white upon a black ground, and this is often carried
out in white line without the use of dots. It is this that constitutes
the really important difference between these prints and the French
metal-cuts, in which the design, as in the early woodcuts, is carried out
in black line. The French work is identical in principle with the
eailier and contemporary work on wood : it merely carried one branch
of that work, applied exclusively to the decoration of books, to a
higher degree of refinement by using a material which allowed of
more delicacy in the workmanship. The “ dotted ” prints, on the
other hand, differed altogether in principle from wood-engraving, as
it was then understood. They were, as Mr. Koehler has so clearly
explained, a premature experiment in tint-engraving, a process which
has only in the xix century attained its full development in those
minute and accomplished engravings on wood, produced especially in
America, the purpose of which is to imitate painting, not drawing.
The experiment was premature, because in the xv century there
was no demand for the imitation of painting. Outline alone was
required, and this was produced naturally as black line, whether in
the form of line-engravings or of woodcuts. The engravers of that
time had no idea of “ colour,” as the term is understood by a modern
tint-engraver. Colour, in the most literal sense of the word, was
applied to the finished print with a paint brush. Even the engravers
of these white line relief prints, who did achieve “ colour ” by the
clumsy means at their command, were either blind to it themselves
or compelled to yield to the taste of their public, and let their prints
be finished by the Illuminist, whose business it was to “ paint the lily.”
When a demand at length arose for the imitation of painting, it was
satisfied, in the first instance, by the invention of the chiaroscuro process,m which either washed drawings in several shades of the same tint,'
or drawings in black, heightened with white, upon a coloured ground,
were reproduced by the aid of several wood-blocks, each of which
contributed its own colour to the general effect. German wood-
engravers scarcely attempted, even in the xvi century, to pass
beyond this to the reproduction of frescoes or oil-paintings. This
was left to the wood-engravers of the school of Titian in Italy and
the school of Rubens in Flanders, and they in their turn succumbed
to the competition of etchers and engravers.

The dotted prints are not quite so scarce as they were once Rarity of the
thought to be. Willshire, in 1877, estimated the number of known dotted print8 -

specimens at about 300. Schreiber has described about 600, and
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mere will doubtless come to light. It is seldom that so many as

three or four impressions of the same print have been preserved, and

a large majority of the impressions are unique.
.

The fifty-four

examples (exclusive of reproductions) described in the present

catalogue offer such a survey of the whole range of the maniere

criblee
,
whether in subject or in technique, as can only be obtained

elsewhere in the public collections at Berlin, Munich, Paris, and

Vienna.
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DIVISION B.—DOTTED PRINTS,

t THE CIRCUMCISION.
Schr. 2198. (Reproduction.) W.—B 14.

[66 X 48.] Photograph of the original in the University Galleries, Oxford.

B 1 (1-4).

THE MASTER BARTHOLMEUS. *

FOUR SUBJECTS FROM THE LIFE OF CHRIST.

(1.) Schr. 2216. Christ and the Woman of Samaria.

Christ stands 1. pointing with the forefinger of his 1. hand to the palm
of his r. hand as he converses with the woman of Samaria, who stands in
the middle of the print, facing three-quarters 1. and leaning backwards to
balance the weight of two large water-bottles, with a band round the centre,
single handles, and stoppers in their mouths, which she holds in either hand.
Christ has a cruciform nimbus with rays on the disk and a double rim.
His one garment falls in straight folds from the breast to the feet. The
woman wears a high turban with a cloth passed round it and under the
chin. Her long robe, open at the throat and turned back to show the
lining, is drawn closely over her breast, then confined at the waist by a
belt, from which it falls in straight folds to her feet. Behind her is the
well, an oblong stone basin with a wooden structure over it to support
the pulley by which the bucket is drawn up on a chain. On the base is

the inscription + fopp + gtp + mtV + BrtUCfc. The basin is surrounded
by an open drinking-trough full of water.

[123 x 89.]

(2.) Schr. 2218. The Raising of Lazarus.

Christ stands 1. in the same costume as in the preceding print, at the
foot of the open tomb, which lies obliquely across the print. Lazarus sits
in the tomb with both hands raised towards our Lord. His face, arms
and feet are bare. St. Martha stands next to our Lord, and two of the
Apostles are seen r. Beyond them the heads of five Jews may be dis-
tinguished. A round building with an arcade and a steep roof with a
bulbous top is in the background. In front, at the foot of the print, is a

scroll with the artist’s name
jJJJ

[122 x 88.]

(3.) Schr. 2221. The Entry into Jerusalem.

Christ, still in the same costume, raising his r. hand in the act of
benediction, rides on an ass towards the gate of Jerusalem, r., where a
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crowd is waiting to receive him, while a Jew in the foreground is strewing

his garment in the way, and another (Zaecheus) has climbed a tree on the

further side of the road. The Apostles follow on foot. They are led by
St. Peter, and the heads of four others are visible.

[124 x 89.]

(4.) Schr. 2228. The Purification of the Temple.

The temple is represented as a small building open at the sides, with

a low-pitched roof, supported on columns at the corners, and a parquetted

floor. Christ upsets the money-changer’s table with his 1. hand, and
raises a rod threateningly in his r. hand towards the owner, who is

escaping r. along with a man who leads an ox.

[124 x 89.]

Each of the four prints is enclosed by a single black border, which in no. (2) is

defective in the r. upper comer. It would seem that the whole corner of the plate, not

the border alone, was broken off before the impression was taken, for the irregular

hatching in black against a white background, by which the sky is suggested in all

four prints, is wanting in this corner. The plates have not been pierced with holes.

Most of the technical peculiarities of the process are here exemplified : the white dots

on the black ground, the hatching in white lines, alone or combined with dots, in the

half-tones, and the black lines on the high lights. Three ornamental stamps are

employed, viz., a fleur-de-lys on the robe of the woman of Samaria, a six-rayed star

with black centre on the robe of Christ in the second and third prints of the series, and
a small eye-shaped ornament with black centre on the hems of garments in all four

prints.

Yellow and green are the only colours employed, with the exception of carmine on
the foot of Christ in the third print.

The prints are placed two on a sheet, with an interval of 12 mm. between them. The
two sheets measure about 185 X 200 mm., and show signs of having been pasted into a

book. The paper is somewhat discoloured but in good preservation. MS. notes in Latin in a

hand of about 1500 are written on the margins. No watermark is visible except a

fragment, seemingly of a bull’s head, at the bottom of the second sheet.

The dialect and the name of the artist seem to suggest the Lower Rhine as the

place of origin.

From the collection of Mr. John Malcolm of Poltalloch, purchased in 1895. Repro-

ductions of all four prints are published by Schreiber, vol. vi, pi. xxxi.

f THE BETRAYAL OF CHRIST.

Schr. 2253. (Reproduction.)

[103 X 77.] Photograph of the original in the Dresden Cabinet.

Presented by Dr. Max Lehrs, 1891.

B 2 (1-2).

TWO PRINTS FROM A SERIES OF THE PASSION.

(1.) Schr. 2280. The Flagellation.

The scene is a chamber with a stone wall in the background, pierced

by two round-headed windows. The floor is paved in squares, each of

which is divided into two triangles, light and dark. The roof is sup-

ported by three columns. Christ stands on the base of the central

column, and is bound to it by three cords, one of which ties his wrists.
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and then passes round his waist, while the others bind his legs below the
knees and at the ankles. His body is turned slightly to 1., but his head
which is sunk between his shoulders as if he had no neck, is turned to r.He has a floriated nimbus with double rim, and a loin-cloth. The twomen who are scourging him stand in exaggerated attitudes, one to 1.
holding a bundle of rods in either hand, the other to r. brandishing a
scourge of three lashes in his 1. hand, while he plucks at Christ’s hair with
his r hand A third, wearing a cap, sits on the ground, fastening
together a fresh bundle of rods, and drawing the cord tight with his
teeth, lhe border is composed of two white and two black lines.

tech
[

niW
79
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X
hrI

8 ']
n
™S .F™* aSain exemplifies almost all the varieties of thetechnique. Three ornamental stamps are used, viz., a quatrefoil with black centre a

vpUnw
Jed St

*

ar Tth black centre
’ and a smaller white four-rayed star. Colours

: greenyellow, carmine, brown
; margin [4x15] dark brown. The piper (without watermark!

is perforated by a number of minute holes, but is otherwise in good preservation.
^

(2.) Schr. 2385. Christ appearing to St. Mary Magdalen.

St. Mary Magdalen kneels 1. in the garden, holding the vase of oint-ment m her r. hand and the lid in her 1. hand, before Christ, who stands
r. stretching his r hand towards her, and holding in his 1. hand the spadeand a tall cross with the banner of the resurrection. Christ has a floriated
and rayed nimbus with a double rim, and is draped loosely in a cloak
fastened across the throat by a strap, which leaves his breast and armsand his 1. leg exposed. The Magdalen has a rayed nimbus with double
rim, and a cloth over her head, from which her long hair escapes. She
wears a mantle and tumc. The open tomb is seen 1. in the side of a rockon which two trees grow, and beyond a palisade which encloses the gardentwo holy women are seen approaching in the distance. Farther off are
the spires of the city. A number of flowers and tufts of grass are grow-ing in the garden, the ground of which is for the most part dotted ° The
border is composed of a white and a black line.

X 120
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;

apparently a rhomboid with a black dot in the centreis indistinctly visible, the effect being almost destroyed by the white lines subsen uentlv
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® Colours: green, yellow, crimson lake, brown; margin r5-13] darkbrown. The paper is the same in quality and condition as that of the preceding print
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an iXCuf timTW artl8t
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61*^ °f ^ P“f Dfirer °r H ' «•

From the collection of Mr. John Malcolm of Poltallocb, purchased in 1895.
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CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS.

Schr. 2302.
See B 4 (1)

[t THE CRUCIFIXION WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

(Reproduction.)

Schr. 2312.
W.—B 6.

A reduced photograph of the original impression [422 X 325] in the University

Galleries Oxford from the Payne and Douce collections. Another impression, de-

scribed by Dibdin (“ Bibliographical Tour,” iii,Suppl, p. xxxiv) is in the Althorp (now

Rylands)^collection. Both were originally bought from Baron Derschau at Nurem-

berg, who probably possessed the original plate.

There is no need here to enter into the question of the authenticity of the
' Pjjj®

fn
of the impressions, which is discussed at length by Willsh., l, p. 77. It is sufficie

observe that the engraving has nothing whatever to do with the mamcre cnWe There

are dots on the dark background, but they have not the regularity of

“dotted” prints, and the rest of the technique, as well as the style of ornament,is

utterly inconsistent with that process. Neither Willsh. nor Schr seems Jo kave

observed that most of the lines are etched. That fact alone disposes of the possibility ot

its being a work of the xv century, were that conceivable on other grounds. Ibe

fact that not only is the inscription reversed, but the Virgin appears on the right (m

this case, the wrong) side, shows that the plate was intended for decorative Proses and

not for producing impressions. The photograph lias therefore been Pla«®d^ fMasses
sions from a number of similar plates, ancient or modern, described by WiU.hinc1asses

A and E, in a volume apart from the series described m this catalogue. Th<e piiat-e

may well have been etched by the same hand as the “ Adam and Eve,
.

WdlslV^- X “’

which has the same dotted background, but is too obviousty modern m dm t

have been classed with the dotted prints of the xv century. The two plates have the

same ornamental border with curved lines.]

B 3.

THE CRUCIFIXION WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST.JOHN.

Schr. 2315 ; W. u. Z. 347.
W.—B 5.

Christ’s head is bowed to 1., crowned with thorns, and surrounded by

a floriated nimbus with short rays on the black disk with double white rim.

He hangs on a veined Tau cross, which has tU * rt on a scroll raised

slightly above the beam, and passing beyond the border of the print.

The end of the loin-cloth hangs loose on the r. side. The hands and teet

are fastened by long nails. The cross is supported by a number of blocks

of wood or stone, among which a skull is lying. The Virgin stands 1.

with hands crossed upon her breast and gazing down, clad m a long

mantle with a hood over her head. Her inner robe is visible at the

bottom. Her feet are hidden. St. John stands r. with hands folded and

looks up at Christ. His head is bare. His mantle is gathered up and

hangs over his 1. arm, showing the tunic beneath. His feet are bare.

The ground is level and covered with grass and flowers. The background

is entirely covered by a diaper pattern, consisting of two sets of four-

petalled flowers, crossing each other diagonally and separated by lines, one

set of flowers interrupting the lines at their intersection. The whole °

this pattern seems to be engraved and not punched out. The border is

composed of a black line, with a narrow white line within it.

[181 x 121.] Colours
;
green, yellow. The paper is stained and slightly damaged.

'The margin [5-13] is uncoloured, and bears a Latin MS. inscription at the top.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.
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peculiarity also occurs on the dotted print, Schr. 2592,
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’ whlch does not resemble the present engraving in otherrespects, and on a woodcut, Schr. 739, the Trinity, at St Gallen. It seems to be a

0
h",8tl° °f the SCh
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°u
Col°Sne - Schr. attributes another dotted print no 2340to the same engraver. In this he follows W. u. Z. (no. 346). The diaper nat ern is the

dSelv
n
en
b
o°u^h

^ to W ‘ * Z” aSreed with the present print (no. 347)closely enough to be regarded as a copy of it, but did not retain the cross on the knees'

t THE CRUCIFIXION WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

Sch,2319; W.u.Z.326.
(Reproducti-0

fv,« Txr°*
0g

i

raph fr°m the original in the von Lanna collection, Prague (Singer 17) fromeigeliana. For the relations of this print to the engravings by the Master of the
the Master of St. Erasmus, and to the auun. w

S
oodcVt Schr 105 in hoB.M. collection, see the description of the latter (A 14)

Presented by Prof. Max Lehrs, 1898.

B 4 (18).

EIGHT SUBJECTS FROM A SERIES OF THE PASSION.
Schr. 2302, etc. ; W. u. Z. 338. W.—B 2.

complete series of twenty subjects of the Passion, preceded by eight subiectsfrom the life of the Virgin (Schr. 2181, 2500, 2188, 2192, 2199, 2210 2214 2432
b
f
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R-m-

P
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,

m,?e
.°^

der here Siven) exists only in a single copy inthe Hof- und Staats-Bibliothek, Munich (Xyl. 49). In this copy the engravings are
Pr
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22, aad th
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complete set at Munich, sufficient fragments of several other sets existto show that there were at least three different editions with text and one without text.e priority of these cannot be established with certainty. According to Weigel whopossessed two impressions without text (W. u. Z. 340, now at Nuremberg) in additiono the set of eight with text on the back now to be described, the former are so suneriorm point of clearness to the latter as to be properly described as proofs The one impressmn m the British Museum (W. u Z. 339) with text on theVck of7 differentedition from the set of eight (though printed with the same type), also seems to be
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J of St. Veronica s napkin, which in the Munich set is on the same leaf as
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Schr 2273, Pilate washing his hands. The position of this text is accounted for by

the fact noticed by Weigel that on this leaf the text is printed on the recto, the illus-

trations on the verso, whereas in the remainder of the series the converse is the case.

The sudarium subject consequently stood on the verso of the preceding leaf, which

is lost. Weigel explains how the first half of the book was made up with the text

following the subject, the second half with the subject following the text. The tran-

sition must have been formed by a leaf with text on both sides, each facing the cut

to which it referred, the recto being opposite to Christ bearing the Cross, and the verso

opposite to Christ being nailed to the Cross.
, . ,,

3. With text on the back, different from either of these editions : one cut in the

British Museum (Schr. 2324), and two at Dresden (Schr. 2253, 2474), perhaps from the

same edition as the cut in the British Museum. _ ___

4. Without printed text : three at Paris (Schr. 2243, 2302,

1

2442 x
) with MS. at the

top; three at Nuremberg, belonging to two different sets (Schr. 2376, 2424 without

MS., 2262 with MS. on the back); one at Detroit, U.S.A. (Schr. 2324) with MS. on the

5.

'

Lastly, in the Bodleian Library at Oxford are two (Schr. 2232, 2376) printed back

to back as at Munich, but not one of the pairs which occur in the Munich set, and one

(Schr. 2243) without any text, but again not one of those which is without text at

Munich.
The eight subjects now to be described are as follows :

—

(1.) Schr. 2302. Christ bearing the Cross.

Christ walks to r. carrying the cross over his 1. shoulder. He
has a cord round his waist by which a soldier leads him. Simon of

Cyrene follows, holding the lower end of the cross. Another soldier in

armour on the farther side of the cross strikes Christ on the neck with

the handle of a hammer. In the background are two trees, 1. and r., each

on a rock, and the space between them is filled by a wavy pattern of

leaves and flowers, each of which is composed of seven dots.

[101 X 75.] Colours : verdigris green, madder red, cinnabar, yellow. Watermark,

a fragment, which may form part either of a bunch of grapes or of the Augsburg arms.

A similar fragment occurs on the last of the eight prints, but the whole is nowhere to

be seen. , ,,

The text on the back is correctly given by Schr. except one word, erquu&ung,

in which read for ft.

(2.) Schr. 2416. Christ being nailed to the Cross.

The cross is laid on the ground, which is covered with grass and

flowers. Christ is stretched upon it with his head to r., and nails are

being hammered by three men at once through his hands and feet. A few

rocks are seen beyond the grass, and on the black background is the same

pattern in white as in the preceding print.

[99 x 74.] Colours : the same. No watermark. The text on the back is the

1 M Henri Delaborde made an unsuccessful attempt (Gaz . des Beaux-Arts, 1869, i,

p 238) to assign to these two prints the date 1406, based on the supposed evidence of a

calendar in the MS. to which they belong. For the arguments against this early date

see Dr F. Lippmann, in Bejpertorium f. Kunstwissenschaft,
i, 247. To these arguments

may be added the fact that one of the series, the Resurrection, is a copy from an

engraving of the school of the Master of the Playing-cards (see below), J
hll
V“j®

e

others (Schr. 2222, 2232, 2253), are copied in reverse from a Passion series (W . u. Z. 419,

now at Dresden), which Prof. Lehrs believes to be early engravings (before 1446) by

that master himself ( Jahrb . der Kgl. Preuss. Kunstsammlungen ,
xvm, 50).

2 Schr., CentraM. f. Bibliothekswesen, 1895, xii, 225, speaks of the two impressions

with MS. on the back as being relics of a MS. edition of the book, with metal-cuts

inseited, which preceded the printed edition. It seems hardly safe to assume their

priority of date to the latter, unless the quality of the impressions is also in favour ot

this.
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(3 .) Schr. 2324 . The Crucifixion, with the Virgin and St. John.

The Virgin stands to 1. of the cross, wearing a long mantle which
passes over her head. Her hands are clasped, and she looks up at her
son. Sst. John, who wears an open mantle over a tunic, stands r. with histace turned away from the cross, raising his 1. hand. Over the cross is a
scroll with t to 1. of the head of Christ and n V i to r. The background
is covered with a diaper pattern resembling that described above underB 3, but larger. The flowers which cover the intersection of thediagonal lines are punched out with a stamp like a three-fanged tooth,used four times for the four petals, grouped round a central ring. Theremainder of the design appears to be engraved or cut away.
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(4 .) Schr. 2474 . The Pieta.

The Virgin is seated at the foot of the cross, holding the dead body ofChrist on her lap. St John 1. bends over him, raising his mantle to wipethe tears from his eyes, while St. Mary Magdalen kneels r. with bothhands raised. A skull and some bones lie in the foreground. The back-ground is filled with a pattern differing only from that described above,no. (1), m that the dots representing petals round the centre of the flowerare five instead of six in number.
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(5.) Schr. 2364. The Entombment.
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above no m lit? 7 the dark background resembles that describedabove, no. (1), but the flowers consist of four petals, not mere dots, but
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larger and irregular in shape, placed round a central ring. Christ’s body

is being lowered into the tomb by St. John, who supports the head on his

shoulder, St. Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus. The last named holds

the feet
;

St. Joseph stands in front of the tomb, leaning over it as he

helps to lay the body in its place. The Virgin, who has a hood over her

head, bends over the tomb from the farther side.

[103 X 77.] Colours :
yellowish green, yellow, madder red. No watermark. The

text on the back is as follows :

—

O bu komg trcr even tote ga
|
nut grosser macbtc bnb ge

|
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|
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(6.) Schr. 2424. Christ descending into Hell.

Christ, holding a cross with the banner of the Resurrection in his 1.

hand, treads on the broken gates of limbo and extends his right hand

to Adam, whom he is drawing out of the flames. A little lower the face

of Eve is seen, and lower still St. John the Baptist kneels, clad in camel’s

hair, with a leafy girdle round his waist. A devil 1. breathes fire from

his mouth, and flames rise from the roof. The ground is rocky. The

black background is relieved by the same pattern as that of no. (1).

[102 X 77.] Colours : the same as in the preceding print. No watermark. The

text on the back is as follows :

—
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mata

marte aurb ben anb’n
|

betnen Itche tungem bnb
|

£t crfrctoctft al£ bu

tfaracb# I ber frtb mtt eucb &lsta
|
liehe la* micb aucb alita

|

erfrefoet

bjerben an bem •
|

tungsten tag bnb gih bn£
|

nacb bie^em Iehen in betnesi I

bat? retcb ba£ chug Ichen a.

(7.) Schr. 2376. The Resurrection. Repr. Muther, B. I, pi. 1, from the Munich

impression, with the text referring to this subject (here following no. (6)).

Christ, holding a cross with the banner of the Resurrection under his

1. arm, is stepping out of the tomb, the stone lid of which has fallen into

the tomb and rests against the farther side. His 1. arm is concealed by

drapery. His r. hand is raised in benediction, two of the long tapering

fingers being extended, while the third and fourth are bent inwards.

Two guards are asleep in front of the tomb, one of whom, in full armour,

has a
&
halberd, while the other sits with his foot on a long sword. In the

distance 1. is a grove of trees on a hill. The black background is relieved

by the same pattern as that of no. (4).

[103 X 75.] Colours : the same as in the two preceding prints. The text on the

back is as follows :

—

& iteher her tbrsu ertete tote
|
gar barmbrrtt|tgltck ptetu

|

engine marte

magbalene 1 bt btcb siueebt bnb mtt korf
|
peltcber rfalben but) pegerte

|
jb)

galhen bnb mtt belner *
|
harmfieretkatt tr begahat al

|
tr tfunb bnb apraefigt

magba I Xrna furefit btcb ntt tef) pin
|
tfie^u^ baumhJa ge un *ag

|

petru bnb

metnen tungem
|

bto fia^t geaeeben ben fiere |
aWo like i)tx gtb bag teb btcb I

etotgkltck megge seben ame.

This Resurrection, according to Prof. Max Lehrs, is a copy with alterations (of which

the chief is the omission of two of the guards) from a small engraving of the school of
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the Master of the Playing-cards, P. ii, 222, 88, in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna. Sincem the engraving Christ is giving the blessing with his 1. hand, it is probable that this
is itselt a copy in reverse from an unknown original, perhaps by the Master of the
Playing-cards. The engraving in the Stadel Institute at Frankfort, P. ii, 16, 15 whichhad been attributed to the Master of the Gardens of Love, and regarded as the original
ot the dotted print, is now believed to be a modern forgery. See Lehrs’ Kat der
Germ. Mus., p 12 Repert. f. K. xiv, 394, 175. Corrected in Lehrs’ “ Der Meister der
Liebesgarten,” 1893. Anhang, 17a.

(8.) Schr. 2386. Christ Appearing to St. Mary Magdalen.
St. Mary Magdalen kneels 1. in the garden, holding the vase of

ointment in both hands, before Christ, who stands with a mantle draped
loosely over his shoulders, holding a spade as well as the cross and banner
of the Resurrection in his 1. hand, while he gives the blessing to the
Magdalen with his r. hand. The ground is covered with grass and
flowers. Beyond the fence of the garden is a hill 1., on which is a
single tree. The black background is relieved by the same white
pattern as in no. (5), and the hem of the Magdalen’s dress has a
punched ornament from the same stamp as was used on the edge of
the tomb in no. (5), viz., a rhombus with a black circle in the centre*

l
7^

,

Col™rs verdigris green, yellow, madder red, cinnabar. Watermark

:

see above, no. (1). The text on the back is as follows :

—

I
Wn.nart). Hewer i)«ltScn hr

| stcna tn aticrc<s,rf,t
tternw It

|
in mucte tmlr Men fjntts

|
puit auf Brfarai in ii Ijtmcl I bnh StcicSt™ Cl

r!~
' Iiant ittmltStijcn ba

|
tens bntt ube touiilrcti

|
an* Setanot aiio Itbe her i)tl£ Bits

|
(mr acme Ounbije

| memSchen auch alia uber •
I

fotnjren all hnser not bntt
|
nacj tr«n leben mit Btc be

| Atrje ttaO eb)tB leben ante.
The whole set of eight prints is in excellent condition. Each print is enclosed hv

are°m
r

v
C
°RS

'

'

StmS f * White “1 l
b,ack

.
line - The dimensions of the whole page

nrinW tn
88

a
InJTeF!?at U .

may be 8een how the Plate was fastened, beforer&V wooden block, through two holes drilled at opposite comers, either atthe top on the 1. and at the bottom on the r., or vice-versa.
The set of eight prints was purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

B 5.

THE CRUCIFIXION, WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST JOHN
Schr. 2324 ; W. u. Z. 339. W.—B 3

Another impression of the print already described, B 4 (3),
[1°2 x 76.] Colours: pale blue, pale pink (both faded), yellowish green, yellowochre ; margin [1-4], vermilion. The text on the back is as follows

7

,<£ hto efotgr* leben tbe*u
|
crt*te hi httreb he* men*cbe hail huh huhrrgruTgung erne* ber*rf)mecbten pttem tuhr* er*terhen tool*! bnh

|
har nath bunSS? I

acumen bnh hetner Hebe
|
muetter tn tr bet%r *chu* larlent tnar*t

I
hrh nut gru**en *d)mm|n

|
an *acb liber her trffnde I hirtthurch betnl lihen mue

|
ter leihen huEeu mir e|to ge

|
hen ha* ebng lebej* amen/*

in Print_ing be observed by comparison of this with the other

th^r were*

1

fastened^the block shm?"through and* print
8

Wack!
e>“ ^ »y wW°h

Fagan
r

i97^bnt
a
not

1

ideiitical wtth it'^hemiddle’let^er of the^monogram
1*^

B 6.
THE CRUCIFIXION, WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN

Schr. 2323 ; W. u. Z. 392. ^

'

. ?“.nst hanSs 0“ the Tau cross with his body bent slightly r.’ and hishead droopmg to 1. Over his head is a scroll with 5 0 IX $ . The cross
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is fixed into the ground by stones. The Virgin 1. and St. John r. sit

on the grass. The background is composed of a diaper pattern re-

sembling that of B 3, but less carefully executed. The border consists

of a white and a black line.

[101 x 74.] Colours
:
yellowish green, madder red. Margin [7-8], uncoloured.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

B 7.

CALVARY.

Schr. 2333 ;
Ottley, “ Inv. of Pr.,” 1863, p. 194. W.—B 7.

Christ hangs, centre, with head bent to 1., on the cross, which has a

flowers, white on a blackscroll with the letters

ground, fixed into a forked stick. On either side of the scroll are the

sun 1. and moon r. The cross is surrounded by seven horsemen. The

most prominent of these 1. is Longinus, who is piercing our Lord’s side

with a spear, of which the shaft is guided from below by another soldier

in accordance with the legend that Longinus suffered from defective

sight till he touched his eye with the blood which fell on his hand from

the spear-wound. This action is also represented. Behind these two

soldiers are two others, each of whom is pointing to a scroll, on which

are the words, altOS salttOS ft1
SttJ) and f)dtam BOCat tStt (Matth. xxvii,

42, 47). On the other side of the cross the chief figure is the centurion

in armour, who holds the reins in his r. hand, and carries in his 1. hand

a lance with a scorpion on the pennon. He looks up at Christ as he

says, Ptvt filtUS Bet erat f)0 tste (Matth. xxvii, 54). A soldier is seen

between the centurion and the cross, and another with a moustache and

long curly hair is in the r. corner in the foreground, carrying in his 1.

hand a scroll with the words, Bad) (j BeSttUtS templtt (Matth. xxvii, 40).

St. Mary Magdalen kneels, clasping the stem of the cross with both

arms. Her mantle has fallen off her shoulders ;
a long scarf passes

round her hair and neck, and falls over her 1. arm. To 1. of the cross

the Virgin in the act of fainting is supported by St. John, and another

of the holy women, sitting on the ground, takes her r. hand. The

ground, which forms the summit of a hill, is covered with grass and

flowers. The crosses of the two thieves are placed at some distance

back, and the proportions of their bodies appear small as compared

with those of our Lord, which are colossal. The thieves are not nailed

to the cross, but only bound by ropes round the arms and wrists. The

soul of the penitent thief 1. is being received by an angel
;
his eyes are

fixed on Christ, and a scroll bears his words: BnO memento tttd Btl

BenCttS ttt Xtqnii t (Luke xxiii, 42). The impenitent thief is painfully

contorted in his death-agony, and has turned his back on Christ. A
devil is receiving his soul, and his words are recorded on a scroll : St til

xp& Salttti fat tc ipm Ct nos (Luc. xxiii, 39).

The whole is surrounded by a black border, wider at the bottom

than elsewhere, bearing inscriptions in white Gothic minuscules. The

first inscription, commencing 1. and running round three sides, is in
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wKetpy,
I

S
t

ch
3

r

3

2334:
1

a
y
3tuo^l

bUt be reSt°red by C0“P~
|mpartiij mcrttta trta pcn&ct corpora ramta
ffltsmao

| ct geamaa t mciJto Otut
|
na ptae (potestas).

©tsmas aaluatur gcarnaa Pcro Oampntftcatur.

of thelymn
*’"*^ “ the bott°“> is * P™ph«~

lnirnm'fnlS' m”1’ l,Jtl *wtu cr maria btrgtnc bcrrpasssum ct mnmola
| (t)u in truce pro ftomlc cut9

latus Scrfm itn

a§
1845 ' P“™r‘y ™ the collection of W. Y. Ottlev

Ma^rfn^'^bl^formerly Mr^Nicols^f^PaUMalj
6

and was purchased at the sale of his collection by Mr Britton for Sir Tnh?
1** 1 ’

lioth
™alds

.

reli?9”8l>ed it to Mr. Ottley.” Bepr. (much ^ reducedlfwUfch i^i’Another impression is in the Berlin Cabinet
P V reduced) WUlsh. 1 ., pi. i„

SsSss’SSiiSsSi
features are the drawing o? the veins on o^LoX'

°f ^^ °ther “““»
attempt, noticeable especially on tho hind quartera of tiTLl! n 'r'

63’ and *ho

suss ~ - - -~ “ !%.“s Brass
_ , Q t CALVARY.
Sc r. 334. (Reproduction.) yy- g g

ind
tK6Si0n

t°
f
h
1
?
ar Edm0nd de Kot^Uld,

described. The^ and moTareStehft 0
W
f

h£ £ a 23* °f tileKnt > 1" 1
represented, and there are several minor changes. The text iTthe same.

”e dlffcrently

Schr. 2364.

Schr. 2376.

THE ENTOMBMENT.

THE RESURRECTION.
See B 4 (5).

See B 4 (7).

B 8.

Schr 23™
E EVEXTS °F ™E DAY °F THE KESUEEECTION.

T it n W.——B 10

r
a %rZfour guards the two foremost are starting up in consternationfwhile the

N
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others are still asleep. St. Mary Magdalen and the two other Maries

are seen approaching from behind. In the foreground r. Christ appears

to the Virgin Mary, who is sitting with a book on her knees in a Gothic

chapel. Farther up the print Christ appears to St. Mary Magdalen in a

round garden enclosed by a wattled fence. At the top of the print 1.

Christ appears to St. Peter (Luke xxiv, 34 ;
1 Cor. xv, 5). Next he con-

verses with the two pilgrims on the way to Emmaus, and lastly he is seen

seated between them at table in a house, where he is made known unto

them in the breaking of bread. In the first our scenes Christ wears only

the loin-cloth, and a mantle clasped at the throat but open in front,

except in the scene with St. Mary Magdalen, where the mantle is

drawn closely round him. In the scenes with the two pilgrims he

wears a conventional mantle and tunic and a low hat. Plants and

flowers occur in considerable variety, and there is some attempt at a

naturalistic drawing of clouds. Over the gate of the house at Emmaus

are two shields containing marks, a triple hook and a double A, m
white on a black ground. 1 The print is enclosed by a border of two

black lines.

[368 X 244.] In perfect preservation. Colours
:

pink, green, yellow, brown.

Watermark, Gothic 19.

Purchased in 1851.

This print is interesting as a specimen of all the varieties of the technique known

as maniere criblee. In addition to the punched dots, the knife and the burm can be

clearlv traced in the coarser and finer lines, producmg the effect of dark on light and

light on dark respectively. The mantle of Christ in the first four scenes described is

quite free from dots, but is carried out entirely in delicate white lines, crossing each

other on the black ground, of which, indeed, but little is left. Bolder work, cut with

the knife, is to be seen on the sides of the tomb, on the bare arms and legs of Christ

and on the sky. Lastly, three ornamental stamps are used, a fleur-de-lys on the shield

1. and on the table-cloth in the supper at Emmaus, a quatrefoil on the tunic worn by

Christ in the two last scenes, and on the ground behind one of the sleeping warriors,

and a six-rayed star with black centre on the robe of the Virgin

Clouds of precisely the same kind occur on the Calvary (Schr. 2339) at Munich

frepr. Schmidt, 81), in which the drawing of some of the faces recalls the present

engraving. The resemblance is perhaps hardly sufficient to warrant the attribution ot

the two to the same artist; I have no hesitation, on the other hand, m r® coS^lsinS tlle

same designer in the Calvary at Oxford, Schr. 2338 (also at Vienna, without the passe-

Vartout\ Several of the faces are clearly drawn from the same models, e.g., kt. Mary

Magdalen, and that one of the pilgrims to Emmaus who appears to the lett oi Christ.

T he latter appears again among the persons standing to r. of the cross in Schr.

CHRIST APPEARING TO ST. MARY MAGDALEN.
Schr. 2385. ®ee B

CHRIST APPEARING TO ST. MARY MAGDALEN.
Schr °386 ®ee B 4 W*

CHRIST BEING NAILED TO THE CROSS.

Sclir 2416 ^ee B 4

CHRIST DESCENDING INTO HELL.
Schr. 2424.

8ee B 4

f THE DEATH, ASSUMPTION AND CORONATION OF THE VIRGIN.

Schr. 2435. (Reproduction.) W—B 15.

Collotype of the original [354 X 252] in the collection of Mr. A. H. Huth London.

The same collotype is published in Willshire’s “ Introduction to Ancient Prints, n, 72.

^^Tacsimiles, Schr. iii, pp. 301, 320. The former mark also occurs in a slightly

different form on a dotted print at Munich, Schr. 2527, St. Anne. Schr. regards it as

the mark of the metal-engraver.
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Schr. 2454.
t SALVATOR MUNDI.

(Reproduction.) W.—B 11.

Qn^fedogne. X 'Ml £°ln th°V"° * Heinrich

Three other infpressions are nfe^Led by SchJ
6 Un,ver8lty Series, Oxford.

(jJrtX H9)°
0Py °f th° engravi”S by ‘be Master of the Berlin Passion. Lehrs 41

Schr. 2457.

B 9.

ECCE HOMO.
W.—B 9.

Christ stands, bending forward and turned to r., on a ledge of thetomb, which lies obliquely across the print. He wears the crown ofthorns, the loin-cloth and a long mantle, fastened by a loop at the throat

corV^th
111 fr0

f*'
®ls hands are crossed before him and bound by a

Ah* V1StS
-

,

He holds a Palm in r. hand. The seamless robeand the dice he on the ground near his feet. Behind the tomb is the Tau

either Tid
h “ pla

f
ard nailed *° a Wd with obtuse angles. On

blech L b-

f h
!

S h°,"Un and moon
> and white stars against the

o , eOb,

b k
d
r°U

f

n<
!l.

The °tfaer “struments of the Passion are arrangedon either side of the cross, viz., reed and sponge, pillar, cord, scourge fodn cock on 1. side, the head of Judas, two crossed staves, spear and nailson r. side. At the foot is the title • ECCE • HOMO in black on a white

Ou?Lord’Jfiftle
016

'"‘T* (f® *. 124J
is Grounded by text describingOur Lord s fifteen inward and spiritual sorrows, arranged in six lines atthe top, thirty lines on either side, and three at the bottom. The text asprinted by Schr. requires the following corrections :—p. 91 1 2 for tit

rJ“? ;
L 3

’
for ***«« read Stunt; 1

4"
for Bolt read

for uottre'ad BoH ;
p.’ 92, l.side, 19,OOtt read Bod, 1. 16, for sdjltdjtt read gdlltdier 1 29 for rmtif™read nipfn

;
r side, 1. 4, for loolltf read toolttf ;16, to *rte£25»

£ “iSbt
1

to’LiSS "btVb u"

“CS? <"/•'
.Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845

J

above the beam of the cross, (2) theVeaM of Judas rtwh*
line

’
bu* omits (1) all

nimbus, and all other dots whatsoever It seems that thp^nrJT-
and d°ts °n the

cngmal of the dotted print, for theToUowfngTeasol^i*
116 W°°dcut 18 a^ *°‘ ‘be

ornLLt'onTe tanbwSS SrtoThaf^» the“e «*«, the

keeping with TL^emain^ ^It^le^ P
f
int are

<luite in
here than that they were omitted in the^vTOodcut

8 1888 Pr°bable tha“bey were added

prodded for it

eXt “ the W°°d°Ut is inaocurate
- and not fit well into the epaee
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B 10,

THE MAN OF SORROWS WITH FOUR ANGELS.
Schr. 2462.

Christ wearing the crown of thorns and a floriated nimbus with rayed

disk, stands in the tomb, on the front of which is the inscription, SEPVLE

RVM DOMINI N08TRI IHEBV CRI8TI, over a Romanesque arcade. Mis

face is full, but his eyes are looking downwards to 1. His hands are

crossed on his breast, but are not tied. His body is seen as far as t e

hips, and is covered only by the loin-cloth. He is surrounded by a halo

of flames (resembling feathers) and rays. Four angels with long wings

hover in the air, carrying the instruments of the Passion. The lower pan

carry the pillar and cord (1.) and the rod, scourge and nails (r.) respec-

tively. The upper pair have the cross (1.) and the spear and reed with

the sponge (r.). The background is black, relieved by clouds and stars.

The border consists of a white and a black line.

ri75 x 123.] In good condition, but cut slightly within the border in several

places. Colours: pale red, yellow, green (all faded). No watermark. This pnDt is

interesting technically, as combining most of the varieties of the Process
^ i n the

of dots is reduced to a minimum. They only occur at both ends of the tomb the

lower comers. No ornamental stamps are used.
, , OQ!-

From the collection of Mr. John Malcolm, of Poltalioch, purchased in 189o.

B 11.

THE MAN OF SORROWS WITH A MONK.

Schr. 2464; W. u. Z. 444.
W.—B 44.

Christ, whose body appears as far as the hips, where it is covered by

the loin-cloth, stands 1. in front of the Latin cross, at the top of which is

a scroll with the letters I ft R I. He has a floriated nimbus with rayed

disk. His head droops slightly towards the r.
;
his eyes are bent down-

wards and nearly closed. He has a short beard, and his long wavy hair

falls over his shoulders. His arms are pressed close to his side as tar as

the elbows, where they are bent, and cross one another at the wrists.

The wounds are conspicuous in the backs of the hands, as well as the

spear wound in the side. A young tonsured monk is seen in profile r.

looking up at Christ, as he speaks the words (inscribed in Roman capitals

on a scroll) MISERERE MEI FILI DAVID
|

MATHEI XV. He appears

to be kneeling, but only the upper part of his body is visible. The back-

ground, behind the cross, is filled in with a brocaded stuff of large pattern.

The whole is enclosed by a double border.

nig x 81 1 In fair preservation, but slightly worm-eaten and stained, and not an

early impression, for the block shows signs of wear. There is no colouring.

No dots occur, and there is none of the coarse work with the
^LTioesCused

seen on prints of this style, but the characteristic cross-hatching in white lines is used

ou the face and body of Christ, which are carefully modelled, and on the monk s cowl.

FJsewbere°the sbad ing is carried out in carefully drawn black f">“

1 . to r. on the cross, but are horizontal on the plain ground of the brocade.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

THE PIETA.

Schr. 2474.
See B 4 (4).



Plate V

ANONYMOUS, XV. CENTURY
The Man of Sorrows
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B 12.

Schr. 2481.

the mystery of the incarnation
W.—B 45.

^he ^ n
’ wbos

.

e b
.

lack nimbus is the inscription in white letters
4 MWtlla tJOttUm IS seated in the midst of a round gardenenclosed by a palisade. On the ground outside this, at the bottom of the
print, lies a scroll with the words ortUS JClttS (hortus conclusus). The

^n
S
ThP flM

SUrT^e
i

d \ emblems of her perpetual virginity, viz.:

.rL ?
°n

’,¥,ttB ,Ct,,0n,S
5 (

2-) the g°lde“ PO* of manna,
writa anna (urna aurea habens manna, Heb. ix, 4) ; (3.) a tower in two

clausa^ Fret It
"'Uh th® WOrds »0rts mrfWlfe (porta

m i
’•

,

xbv
;

(4-) Aarons rod which budded, httga aarott(Heb. IX, 4), placed upright over the ark of the covenant, with six other
el

n
her

“if
6 0f

,

lt
;

de
,

CreasinS in height, like the pipes of an organ
;e holy Dove has alighted on Aaron’s rod

; (5.) a closed gate, perhaps

fdnVe.W^T/ (

W1
>,
h0Ut

,

inscription
; (6.) a sealed fountain,

tows stcpmat’ (in reverse). Outside the palisade to 1. of the tower is

theV*
16 bus* of G°d the Father, with both hands raised, in the midst of

rim
bU
o
nmg bUS

^'i ,

H® ha
f
a cruciform nimbus, with black disk and white

w“rd filWihil rl 6 n,i
!,

us ,»»08S (or IttOlSt ;
the secondwoid is illegible). Farther r., beyond the rod of Aaron, is a townsui rounded by a wattled fence with open gate on a rocky hill (civitas

outs?de
m

ri

POSltYV
J
atth ' V

’ 14

?

)‘ o- a l^el with the Vhjnoutside the fence of the garden, is the angel Gabriel, who blows a
L°™ 'J

lcb proceeds a scroll with the words (in reverse) auj OTacta

wWch ?wo »

tCm
,

tn
,

hiS
i-

band he holds a bunting spear and a cord by

Athtd hound
U
ra«t.w f aud are held in leashA third hound, rastttas, runs behind the others. They are in pursuit of aunicorn, which has leaped the fence and taken refuge at the knees of the

JeT^h he Tba d
its b°™ caressestneck with her 1. hand. Six wide-leaved plants of various kinds grow in

Starbke f ’ “T “? t0 be Seen “ tbe ^'den, and anothe" of
,

1°™> grows beyond the palisade, near the burning bush The

iThwi °d Tr
hi

i

and Without the garden, is stippled over irregularly

ho,v

W

k d
,

whlt6
,
t0 suSges* sand Or gravel. The whole is enclosed by aborder consisting of a wide black line.

^

markfGothic*jp
X 91 d In condition

. without margin. Uncoloured. Water-

conSrinT/w* Y°o“y
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(Sat’ Ma? “Y1828
?
* the

(1838), 6te Abth. 6897. See Ottley, “Inv of Printing ”*i8fi3 n m? 4 fYYv"? 1

Pnncipm Typographica ” i, 33, 199, with repr. pi xlvi
’ P ' ' S ' Leig 1 Sotbeby,

memorial pictures of the years 1461 and m^iiTthp
11

h™ }f
P “ EPitaphien,” or

St. Sebald at^Nuremberg.
J 1478 the clmrche8 of St. Laurence and
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In the extension of the allegory, the unicorn which takes refage in the bosom of the

Virgin is the Second Person of the Trinity ;
Gabriel acts as huntsman at the bidding ot

the Father; the hounds are the motives which urge the Eternal Word to the Incar-

nation. 1 These ought, strictly, to be four in number, misencordia, veritas, justitia,

and pax. (Ps. lxxxv, 10.) . . -

The fullest representation of the subject, with all the emblems of the virginity of

our Lady, and the four dogs, is a picture of 1515, in the Cathedral of Merseburg.

Several others, painted or carved, are mentioned by Schultz. Schr. describes a woodcut

of the subject in the Germ. Museum, Nuremberg (1019), the border of a dotted print at

Berlin (2205), in which the hunting of the unicorn is combined with the burning bush,

Aaron’s rod, Gideon’s fleece, and Abraham’s sacrifice, and a dotted print at Danzig

(2480), which agrees in most respects with that described above. In all these prints

there are but three hounds, which are identified in the Danzig print as misencordia,

veritas and justitia. The introduction of castitas and humilitas in the present case is

exceptional. The subject also occurs in a woodcut in Ulrich Pinder’s “ Beschlossen

Gart,” Nuremberg, 1505. Peltzer 2 describes a good representation of the subject on the

backs of two adjacent panels of a Passion series of the school of Schongauer in the

Colmar Museum, from the Dominican convent of that town. These paintings contain

the four hounds, correctly named, and numerous emblems of the Virgin.
^

The technical execution of the print agrees in principle with the mamere cnbMe ,

but no dots are used. The usual cross-hatching in white lines is to be seen on the

mantle of the Virgin and on the rocky hill. The whole work has been carried out with

great delicacy by the burin, and there is an unusual amount of relief and careful

gradation of light and shade, especially in the drapery. The drawing and the type o

face suggest the Netherlands or lower Rhiue as the place of origin. I he subject, to

iudge by the representations of it which are extant, was more frequent in the North

than in South Germany. Ottley considered that the impression had been produced by

friction. Willshire denies the “ shining appearance ” of the back, alleged by Ottley.

Since he wrote (?) the print has been backed, so that there is no evidence remaining

for either view.

Schr. 2481.

f THE MYSTERY OF THE INCARNATION.

(Reproduction.) W.- -B 46.

A proof of the lithographic facsimile by Sheldrick, produced in 1828 published in

S. Leigh Sotheby’s “ Principia Typographica ” (1858), vol. i, p. 199, pi. xlvi, being one

of the four early proofs mentioned on p. 33 of the same work. Its agreement with the

original is exceedingly close.

Presented by S. Leigh Sotheby, jun.

t BERNHARDINUS MILNET (?). THE VIRGIN AND CHILD.

Schr. 2482. (Reproduction.)

Photograph of the original recently (till 1896) in the possession of Mr. G. H.

Rowbotham, of Weasle, near Manchester. (See p. 157.)

Presented by Mr. G. H. Rowbotham, 1900.

*

f THE VIRGIN AND CHILD ON THE CRESCENT.

Schr. 2498. (Reproduction.) W.—B 13.

Photograph of the original [146 x 109] in the University Galleries, Oxford, from

the Douce collection.

f ST. ANDREW.

Schr. 2525. (Reproduction.) W.—B 16.

Photograph of the original [247 X 170] in the University Galleries, Oxford, from

the Douce collection.

1 A recent writer on this subject, M. Germain (“La Chasse kla Licorne et l’lmmaculee

Conception,” Paris, 1897), adopts a different interpretation of the allegory ;
he applies it

not to the Incarnation of our Lord, but to the Immaculate our

2 “ Deutsche Mystik und Deutsche Kunst,” Strassburg, 1899, p. 196.
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Schr. 2537.

t ST. ANTONY.
(Reproduction.) w. B 17.

Rothschild
11

Pa?[s
aPhiC C°Py °f the original ia the collection of Baron Edmond de

Another impression is in the Munich cabinet. Repr. Schmidt 77.

Schr. 2541, etc.

B 13 (1-9).

A SERIES OF NINE SAINTS.
(Woodcuts.) W.—B 48 (1-9).

Ten leaves (ff. ccxcvii, ccxcviii, ccc, ccclxix, ccclxxxiii, ccccv, cccclvii, cccclxviii
cccclxxi, cccclxxui) from a Flemish MS. book of prayers contain the same number ofouts, printed separately and pasted on the leaves before the MS. was written Of
;S!fr SSqs r VV t0 be de

f
cribed

>
ar® uniform in style; the last, St. Margaret

the samp
re8t

i
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TtT l f
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"S' l
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lbes the set as “ interrasiles,” and places tliem amongdotted prints observing merely, “Toute cette suite est realisee au moyen du coutea?sans emploi de la mamere criblee,” i.e., without actual dots. The facts stated are sofar quite accurate, but it is possible that the inference drawn from them is wrong andthat the cuts were produced under the influence of the maniere criblee, not on metalbut on wood. It is quite likely that if Willsh. had not found them associated withthe dotted print, St. Margaret, it would not have occurred to him that they were anvthmg but woodcuts The chief feature which suggests a metal-cut is [he methodof shading by cross hatchings m white line, which leave black squares standing in alegular pattern, especially in St. Roch, no. (6). But on comparing this with theanalogous shading on an undoubted dotted print an important difference will appearThere is not the regularity produced by the burin ploughing out two series of flows’

while ef T0t
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r at re
f
Ul
-f

angle
u

lnstead of this
’
{t wil1 be observed that' hi e bnes of tolerable regularity can be perceived in one direction, the eve cantrace no similar lines crossing them from another side. It would seem rathJr tlmthe (black) lines produced by simple hatching in one direction on the wood-block
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1

n la-bonously broken up into irregular dots bV cutting out piecsfiorn them with the knife. Moreover, this method of shading is combined
P
witha™tber

’ never to be see“ 011 the d°tted prints, in which two rows of short horizontal
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ranpd
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al°ng an lmaSinaiT vertical line, branching otf fromit alternate^ to 1. and r. See especially the drapery of St. Antonv, no (1) and
^
tA®aPara

» n,°* The more ordinary hatching in single rows of straight lineseither detached or placed along the edge of an outline, recalls by its dull mechanicalregularity the technique of the wood-cutters of the Netherlands. Of actual dTXncarried out in wmte lme there is none, except the wall in the background
g
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t. Nicholas, no. (5), where the courses of the brickwork are drawn in white the
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f
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m no. (5) may be explained in the same way. The black l£es
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,^
larity and e^n thickness everywhere observable in this set whilsthere there is nothing comparable in fineness to the burin-work which occurs’ iIthPdotted prints. Another point of dissimilarity is the scarcity of black masses and th!complete absence of the thin white lines by which the main outlines of The Smnofit^

»uHn
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,,

DOt inf 1riabIy> <?raw
.

n on metal before any details wereput in The backgrounds are cut away quite clean. The border of no s+
ia slightly broken away at the top, exletly in the manner foS on w^blocto Swhole set is uniform in size [c. 53 X 42] and eolouring. The paper fo staled 1 l,Vh7buff, which contrasts with the white paper on which the MS. is written.

t

The colour!
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used are vermilion, light red, light brown, olive green, and a bright yellowish green.

The border consists of a narrow and a broad black line, and an interval between them
which has been left white, except in no. (2), where it has been coloured vermilion by

the rubricator. The MS. is written in a brownish-black ink, fifteen lines to the page,

with vermilion headings, and vermilion or blue initials. No watermark can be seen

on the cuts, but portions of three different marks—a pitcher, a Gothic p, and a tower

(or crown?) surmounted by a double quatrefoil ornament, can be seen on the paper of

the MS, The set was purchased from M. Tross, Paris, in 1861.

The cuts have been retained in their present place, instead of being arranged

among the generally acknowledged woodcuts, merely for the sake of convenience.

(1.) Schr. 2541. St. Antony.

The Saint is seen to the knees, turned slightly to r., wearing a mantle,

tunic, and high cap. He has no nimbus. He holds a staff with Taw-

shaped head in his 1. hand, and supports an open book with his r. hand,

of which the little finger passes through the handle of a bell. St. Antony’s

fire is represented literally in flames which rise on either side. In the

background r. is a wattled fence, and beyond it a chapel on a rock.

Another steep rock with a tree growing out of it is to 1. of the Saint’s

head.

The cut is placed on the verso of fol. ccxcviii of the MS. The antiphon, com-

mencing on the recto following the collect of St. Paul the Hermit, is concluded on

the verso and followed by the collect of St. Antony.

(2.) Schr. 2622. St. Erasmus.

The Saint, naked but for a loin-cloth, is stretched on a plank, to

which his feet are tied. The plank is raised by smaller cross-pieces of

wood off the chequered floor, and the Saint’s arms are bound behind

him on the lower side of it. On the floor r. are his mitre and a crouching

dog. Beyond the plank rise two posts, which carry a winch, on which

the intestines of the martyr are being wound as two executioners turn

the handles. A third stands in the background, and the Emperor

(Diocletian) watches the scene, pointing with his sceptre to Erasmus.

The hand of God in benediction is extended from a radiant cloud 1.

The background is a plain wall.

The cut is placed on the recto of fol. ccclxix of the MS., which begins with the

heading, “ van sinte Erasme martela ’ gebet.” The prayer itself, “ 0 heere sinte Erasme

marl' en busscop gods” etc., is concluded on the verso and followed by a prayer to

St. John the Baptist. At the foot of the recto is the signature I (cut).

(3.) Schr. 2691. St. Macarius.

The Saint, in episcopal vestments, without a nimbus, stands in a

garden bounded by a brick wall, with a wide stone coping, over which

two trees are seen. He holds a patriarchal cross in his 1. hand, and in

his r. hand a stone and three nails. His name, madjtl = VtUJ3. in

black gothic letters, is placed against the sky on either side of his mitre.

The cut is placed on the verso of fol. ccxcvii of the MS. (the leaf immediately

preceding that which has the cut of St. Antony). The prayer on the recto is addressed

to the Virgin. The text on the verso relates not to St. Macarius but to St. Paul the

Hermit : “ paulus ierste heremit gebet. Suuer bistu Pauwels ierste h'amyt,” etc.

Thirty saints of the name of Macarius are known to the Bollandists. This is

St. Macarius of Armenia, Patriarch of Antioch, f 1012. He resigned his see from

motives of humility, and went on a pilgrimage to Palestine, where he attempted to

convert Jews and Saracens. They threw him into prison, where they crucified him
on the ground, and laid a hot stone on his breast. The nails sprang of their own
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(4.) Schr. 2706. St. Martin.
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(5.) Schr. 2714. St. Nicholas of Myra.
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The cut is placed on the recto of fol. cccclxxiii of tlie MS ^ u jmg ran SlnV claes eyn sckoen gkebet.” The prayer occupies both sides ofThe leaf
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(6.) Schr. 2724. St. Roch.
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(7.) Schr. 2728. St. Sebastian.
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with tassels across the throat. His sword hangs at his r. side. In his 1.

hand he holds a large arrow point downwards. His long, curly hair is

covered with a round cap, which is surrounded by a nimbus with

double rim and rayed disk. The background is covered with short,

horizontal strokes, at the top is a black band, 4 mm. in width, on which

the name f&t. SfbaSttan
9 stands out in white Gothic letters.

The cut is placed on the recto of fol. ccc of the MS., which begins with the words

“
. . basticino os moet beschermen en te hulpe come” part of a prayer which occupies the

whole recto. On the verso is another prayer relating to St. Sebastian, followed by an

address to St. Agnes.

(8.) Schr. 2559. St. Barbara.

The Saint is seen to the knees, seated, with an open book in her lap,

holding a palm-branch in her 1. hand, looking to r. She wears a long

robe with a jewelled border at the neck, and tight sleeves. Her hair is

loose, and she wears a crown with a band over it, which passes under her

chin. Her nimbus has a double rim. In the background 1. is a low wall

with a narrow window through which the open country is seen. R. stands

the tower in three stages, with a porch or small chapel at the foot.

The cut is placed on the recto of fol. cccclxxi of the MS., which begins at once with

a prayer addressed to St. Barbara, “ 0 Bloeme der meechde 0 alre sueUte gloriose maeget

en marteleerse Barbara etc., which occupies both sides of the leaf. Immediately under

the cut are the names “ Jliesus maria barbara ” in red letters.

(9.) Schr. 2582. St. Catherine of Alexandria.

The Saint is seen nearly to the knees, looking to r., holding sword and

book in her r. hand, and the marriage-ring in her 1. hand, which is raised.

She wears a long robe with loose sleeves. Her long hair falls loose, and

is covered only by a crown, round which is a nimbus with double rim. In

the background is a low wall with a coping, above which is the broken

wheel, r. The upper part of the background is filled in with short

horizontal strokes.

The cut is placed on the verso of fol. cccclxviii. of the MS. At the end of the recto

is the heading, “ van sinte Katherina gebet,” and at the top of the verso the prayer

begins, “ 0 God gruet v Katherina w'dyge joncfrouwe” etc.

B 14.

ST. BARBABA.

Schr. 2547 ; W. u. Z. 362. W.—B 34.

The Saint stands on a grassy field, turning slightly to r. The upper

part of her body is thrown back, but the head again bends forward. She

has a crown with three large flowers, and an ornamental halo with black

disk and double white rim. Her long hair falls over her shoulders. The

lips are thick, and an arched line produces the effect of an oval lump on

the chin. The hands are badly drawn. She wears a loose mantle over a
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robe with a jewelled girdle. She holds a closed book in her r. hand, and
supports on her 1. hand a tower in three stages, of which the uppermost
contains three windows, the next four, and the lowest one window and a
door, in all eight windows, not ‘seven’ (Willsh. Schr.). At the top of
the tower is a tall, conical ornament, perhaps intended for a monstrance
containing the host. The ground is covered with a variety of plants, of
which the most conspicuous are two strawberry plants 1. and r. bearing
truit. Ihe other kinds have a flower composed of three large dots or a
wide rounded leaf shaped like a mushroom. The background is’ com-
posed ot the diaper pattern already described (B 3, see also B 5 6)m which the flowers placed at the intersection of the cross-lines’ are
composed of four petals printed with a three-toothed stamp, and placed
round a central ring, The pattern ends at the bottom in a fringe
which shows that it is intended to represent brocade or tapestry. The
border consists^ of a broad black line with a narrow white line within it.

•
Prmt t

177 X H7] is placed within a passe-partout, 23 mmm W1<™h
>
consisting of a wavy band of frilled clouds with white starson a black ground, interrupted at the corners by medallions with theemblems of the four evangelists, named as follows :

1. upper corner mat!)t (r. upper corner, St. Mark, wanting), 1 lower
corner, lucas, r. lower corner, JoJ)ane(g). The outer border is composed
of two white and two black lines. A white space 2-5 mm. in width is
left between the print itself and the passe-partout

,
and on the upper

^ARBA(BA)
SPaC<3 ^ Wrifeten in an old hand SANGTA WIBGO

[23i x 163 (cut).] In good condition, except that the entire r. upper corner is torn

alTdownthe^^Fde
11 °f^ ltSGlf

’
^ the Passe~Partout is cut nearly to the middle

Mt^
:

(^ttr«l?r5
n

mm
adder^^ br°™' N° watermark -

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.
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lar£e flowers at the corners of the inner border. The mushroom-shanedleaf or flower is common to all three prints.
musnroom snaped

Schr. 2356.

t ST. BARBARA.

(Reproduction.) yy g 35

Dou^Kiof ‘ntSe
g^

al [79
-
x 54] ^ th

f
UniTers% Galleries, Oxford, from the

and Paris
impressions are in the public coUections at Berlin, Vienna

Schr. 2559.
ST. BARBARA.

See B 13(8).
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B. 15 (1-3).

THREE PRINTS FROM A SERIES OF VIRGIN SAINTS.

(1.) ST. BARBARA.

Schr. 2561 ;
W. u. Z. 373.

W -B 35 '

The Saint stands turning to r., carrying a palm-branch in her r.

hand, and supporting with her 1. hand the tower, which is in two stages,

with two windows in the upper storey, and the chalice and host within

an open door in the lower. She wears a robe and mantle, and a crown,

and her head is surrounded by a nimbus with plain, black disk and white

rim. Her long hair falls down her back. The ground, on which two

plants grow, is dotted, and bordered at top and bottom by a w™e lm
.

e *

At the bottom is a black space on which is the name sbattt udfUtUA m
white Gothic letters, with an ornament consisting of nine dots round a

ring between the two words. The background is covered by long sprays

of foliage, white on a black ground, which bear flowers composed of six

or seven dots round another dot in the centre. The whole is surrounded

by a narrow white line and a broad black line beyond it.

[48 X 35.] In good condition, without margin. Colours : madder red, yellow.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

(2.) ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA.

Schr. 2584 ;
W. u. Z. 372.

W.—B 39.

The Saint stands, turning slightly to r., wearing a crown, robe and

mantle, with long hair falling down her back. Her nimbus has a plain,

black disk and a double white rim. She holds a closed book in her r.

hand and places her 1. hand on the hilt of a sword, the point of which

rests on the ground between the spokes of the wheel. The ground is

dotted. Three tufts of grass and a plant with three tall flowers grow on

it The background has the pattern described in the last prmt, the only

difference being that all the flowers have seven dots, and the centre is not

a dot, but a ring. At the top of the print is a scroll, which bears on a

black ground, outlined in white, the name ft. ^tV, m white Gothic

letters. Border, a white line (the black line beyond it is almost entirely

cut away).

T45 X 31 (cut).] In fair condition, but somewhat rubbed, and cut within the border

Colours :
yellow ochre, yellowish green, traces of light red or brown.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

Schr. 2699.

(3.) ST. MARGARET OF ANTIOCH.
W.—B 48, 10.

The Saint stands, turning to 1, wearing a crown, robe, girdle, and

mantle. She holds in her r. hand a tall cross, and in her 1. hand a chain,

fastened to the neck of the dragon, which is coiled round her feet hive

tufts of grass grow on the dotted ground, and the background has the

same pattern as the other two prints, except that in this case the flowers

are composed of eight dots arranged round a central ring. A black band

with white borders passes across the top of the print, on which the name

intUTJftrCtU is engraved in white Gothic letters. The border is a w 1 e
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line, which probably had a broader black line outside it, which has been
cut away.

[45 x 32.] Well preserved, but cut within the border. Colours : madder redyellow, verdigris green. The cut is pasted on the verso of i'ol. ccclxxxiii of the MS
foTlowed^v^h

VG (P '

.,9
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er lt is
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the beading “ van sinte margrieta gliebet,”rollowed by the prayer 0 heilighe martelersse sinte margrieta etc.
Purchased from M. Tross, Paris, in 1861.
The three prints just described agree closely with one another, not only in dimensionsoinamentation and technique, but in the drawing of the features. All three saints havethe same oval face with a long nose and straight eyebrows, and a dejected expression
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Margaret have the same unusual kind of crown, with * star on

j
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’ °WiDg the diffe— backgrounds.

Schr. 2567.

f ST. BERNARDINO OF SIENA.

(Reproductions.) W.—B 18, 19.
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col°ure(l a^imcoloured, of a lithographic facsimile, executed in

Rationale ’Park
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from the original [23± x 177] in the Bibliotlieque
Rationale Pans The two impressions are numbered 8 and 22; only 25 were takenA facsimile is also printed in Ottley’s “ Inv. of Printing ” (1*63), p. 194. The date is tobe read as 1474. See Introduction p. 157, footnote.

F -ineaateisto

JSo. 8 was purchased at the Macintosh sale in 1857, no. 22 from Mr. Mason in 1856.

Schr. 2572.

f ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA.
(Reproduction.) W.—B 40.

flip Tv^1

t°gra
?1

l1 theo£g.inal [228 x !67] in the University Galleries, Oxford, from

wlft-rS f

collection. This, according to Schr., is a copy in reverse of his no. 2571 of

SchmidJ
W
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nS are Pre/
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d at Munich, without the passe-partout. Repr.cnmidt, no. 89. The passe-partout in the present example is a cony in reverse of thata tached to the St. Barbara (Schr. 2547) in the British Museum, so thatS Mark andA. John are on the 1. side instead of the r. The original design is by the same artistas that of St. Barbara, Schr. 2547, and St. Dorothy, Schr. 2607 (B 14, 20).

B 16.

ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA.
Schr. 2574 ; W. u. Z. 364. W.—B 37.

The Saint stands, turning three-quarters to 1., wearing a crown, a robeand girdle, and a mantle. Her hair is drawn aside over her ears and
falls over her shoulders. She has a nimbus with a double line of arcs onthe black disk, and a double white rim. She carries a closed book in her
1. hand, and lays the forefinger of her r. hand on the hilt of the swordwhich stands with its point on the ground. An unbroken wheel standsbehind the sword. An alteration has been carried out here in the designon the plate causing some confusion, of which the traces have not been

. I6 grUnd iS d°tted and ends in a wayy line at ^e back.^Numerous tufts of grass grow on it, with three strawberry plants and twokmds ot flowermg plants, which bear either three or five flowers. Two
tall plants which spring from the field and run up to the top of the print

6 arab?Te a
|
ainst the black Sround with their windingspiays of foliage and large five-petalled flowers with dotted centres Theborder is a narrow white line within a wide black one. An ornamental
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stamp of frequent occurrence, of lozenge shape with a round hole pierced

in the middle, is used on the hem of the mantle.

[171 x 118.] In good condition, but slightly worm-eaten, cut to the margin.

Colours : deep madder red, yellow ochre, bright yellowish green.

The print was formerly surrounded by a passe-partout
,
of which only fragments

remain, medallions of the four evangelists [diam. 20] at the corners, and panels of

ornamental foliage and flowers on all four sides. These have been cut out and inlaid,

at the proper distance from the print itself, on modern paper.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

\

B 17.

ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA.
W.—B 38.Schr. 2576 ;

W. u. Z. 353.

The Saint stands, turning slightly to 1., wearing a crown with fleurs-de-

lys, a mantle, robe and girdle. She has a nimbus with rayed disk and a

double white rim with dots. Her hair falls straight over her shoulders,

hiding the ears. She draws up her robe with her r. hand, and holds a

long sword by the hilt, point downwards, with her 1. hand. A fragment

of the wheel lies on the chequered pavement 1. R. of her feet is seen the

half-figure of her persecutor, the tyrant Maxentius, who has a furred cape,

a chain over his breast, a flat cap with a fleur-de-lys over it on his head,

and a sceptre in his r. hand. The background is formed by a curtain,

hanging by rings from a rod and ending in a fringe below, with a pattern

of regular squares, each containing a flower of four narrow petals. In

the space between the curtain-rod and the top of the print are white

stars on a black ground. The whole design is framed by a flattened

Gothic arch, beyond which a broad black line forms the border of the

print. No ornamental stamps are used.

[113 X 85.] In fair preservation, but damaged in a few places. Colours.; pink,

yellow, green (all faint). Margin [2-3] uncoloured.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA.
See B 13 (9).Schr. 2582.

ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDhiA.
See B 15 (2).Schr. 2584.

B 18.

ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA AND ST. BARBARA.
W.—B 47.Schr. 2585 ;

W. u. Z. 378.

The two Saints stand side by side, looking at one another, under two

round arches, over which a portion of a wall is seen with the bricks care-

fully outlined in white. The pavement under their feet is similarly

divided by white lines into squares, which are not drawn in perspective.

The background is uniformly black. St. Catherine carries the wheel in

her r. hand, St. Barbara the tower in her 1. hand. Each has a crown,

and a nimbus with a single white rim. A single black line encloses the

design [81 X 55], which is placed within a passe-partout
,
which consists
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of a band of conventional frilled clouds, enclosed by a narrow white and
a broad black line.

[123 x 93.] In good condition, but slightly worm-eaten. No colouring is used
except a brownish tint irregularly applied. There is no margin. No watermark

dots are used in this print, which is cut with the knife on metal.
Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

Schr. 2591 ; W. u. Z. 355.

B 19.

ST. CHRISTOPHER.

W.—B 20.

St. Christopher stands in mid-stream, facing to the front, but bendino-
Ins head to r. He wears a short tunic and a mantle which flutters
behind him in the wind. He leans with both hands on the stem of a
tree with two branches cut off just above the fork. His hands are large
and the muscles of his legs are strongly drawn. He bears on his r.
shoulder the infant Christ, who has a floriated nimbus with rayed diskand tnple white rim. Christ is looking down to 1. ; he raises his r. handm benediction, and holds an orb with cross and banner in his 1. hand.Ihe banks of the stream consist of a number of rocky ledges, on which
grass and flowers grow. On the 1. side, half-way up the print, the hermit
stands with his lantern, leaning on a short staff. A large strawberry
plant grows near his feet, and another is seen at a little distance to r.An irregular black space just behind the hermit seems to have no mean-
ing, and has probably been left unfinished by an oversight. Beyond the
hermit, at the end of the rocks, are a castle and a tree, with a church ata lower level. On the r. side of the stream a fox crouches on the grass inthe foreground. Farther up are two monks, partly hidden by rocks, andbeyond them is a group of buildings with a tower. The whole sky is full
ot clouds, which resemble a multitude of islands in the sea. The space
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l0Uds is
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fiHed With short irregular white strokes, so

W, n °Vh
!
bkck gr°Und remains - In r. upper corner rays dartfrom a band of conventional frilled clouds, within which a number of

a IbroacT
black sk^ Tbe border consists of a white line withina bioad, black line The irregular edges of the white line betrav thesuccessive strokes of the knife which cut it. The extremities of the white

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.
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c,lm(lue reveah the work of both knife and burin in addition to
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Crucifixion, Schr. 2468, an impression of which was acquired in 1895 by the Albertina,

Vienna.

t ST. CHRISTOPHER.
Schr. 2593. (Reproduction.) W.—B 21.

Photograph of the original [228 x 170] in the University Galleries, Oxford, from

the Douce collection.

t ST. CHRISTOPHER.
Schr. 2602. (Reproduction.) W.—B 22.

Photograph of the original [47 X 33] in the University Galleries, Oxford, from the

Douce collection.

B 20.

ST. DOROTHY.
Schr. 2607 ;

W. u. Z. 263. W.—B 41.

St. Dorothy stands, turning slightly to r., in a grassy meadow, in

which a number of plants have wide leaves with some resemblance to

mushrooms. She has a crown with three large flowers, and a richly orna-

mented nimbus with a double white rim. She has a robe with a jewelled

girdle and a mantle with full, rounded folds. Her long hair leaves her r.

ear uncovered, and falls over her shoulder. She carries a basket, in which

a tall flowering plant is growing, in her 1. hand, and three flowers on a

single stem in her r. hand. The entire background is filled with an

arabesque of winding foliage (formed entirely of dots, instead of the usual

continuous lines) with large four-petalled flowers. The border is formed

of a white and a black line.

[180 X 118.] A good impression, perfectly preserved, with margin [3-5]. Colours :

pale pink, carmine, bright and pale yellow, yellowish green. Margin uncoloured.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872. Repr., Willsli., pi. v.

Another impression, in a passe-partout, is in the Berlin Cabinet.

The print is by the same artist as St. Barbara, Schr. 2547-8, and St. Catherine,

Schr. 2571-2. Not only the features, but the whole attitude and drapery of St. Dorothy

are almost identical with those of St. Barbara. The artist has not taken the trouble to

draw a new design for the second saint, but has merely changed the attributes. The

• Irawing of the hands in all three prints is extremely bad.

ST. ERASMUS.
Schr. 2622. See B 13 (2)-

B 21,

ST. FRANCIS RECEIVING THE STIGMATA.
Schr. 2625. W.—B 23.

St. Francis kneels, turning to 1. with both hands raised, showing the

palms, in a meadow near the rocky bank of a stream. His tonsured head

is bare, and surrounded by a small nimbus with rayed disk and a rim of

two white lines with dots between them. He wears the habit of his

order, and has sandals on his feet. The crucifix with seraph’s wings

hovers over him, and rays composed of long drops of blood fall from the

five wounds towards the corresponding places on the body of St. Francis.

Those which fall on his feet pass under his r. arm and behind his body,

and are bent out of their straight course. His companion Leo sits behind
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asleep, with his cowl over his head, which is propped on his r. hand,ihe landscape background is of an elaborate character. A stream windsthrough the midst of it, appearing in several places, and in the 1 lower
corner three fish are seen in the water. A heron, some smaller bird anda hare are seen in the meadow near the bank, surrounded by a variety offlowering plants. On the further bank 1. is a grove of trees, and in the
distance is a town with several towers. On the near bank of the stream
is a Gothic chapel (perhaps the Porziuncula, the original home of theFranciscan order), with other buildings near it inside a fortified wall.Xhe whole ground becomes more and more hilly as it recedes from thestream. A large number of small white clouds with pointed ends are

TV\the S
?y,’

and
‘l
16 sPaces between them are relieved by stars andwhlte Strokes. Across the top runs a band of conventional frilled

clouds. Ihe border is composed of a white and a black line. Both burinand knife have been used on the print in addition to the dotted work.

X 1
,

67
'l, ,

In good condition, except on the r. side, where pieces have been tornout and replaced by a careful restoration in pen and ink. There is no margin • indeedthe print is cut very slightly within the bolder. It is not coloured Watermark ananchor with a small inverted crown under it.

watermark, an

Purchased from Mr. Tiffin, 1851. Probablv this is lot lQnfi nf iMay 1837, which is described as “ slightly in parts coloured with green ” If^ 8

theprint was submitted to a process of cleaning before it came into the British Museumcollection, and this would account for an alteration in the black, which now has abrownish tinge in several parts of the print. Bepr
, Willsh, pi. iii.

Schr. 2629.

t ST. FRANCIS RECEIVING THE STIGMATA.
(Reproduction.) W.—B 24.
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co°lTectn
0f ““ °riginal [6? X 46] “ the Uni™rsity ^ies, Oxford, from the

B 22 .

Sclir. 2639; W. u. Z. 335.
ST. GEORGE.

W.—B 25.

St. George on horseback and in armour is directed In 1 +
back to thrust his spear into the mouth of the dtgon which lies on fe

grow on it, two of which are circular in ouffine witblll
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B 23.

ST. GEORGE.

St. George on horseback and in full armour, with four plumes on his

helmet, is directed to r., but looks to the side over his r. shoulder as

he thrusts his spear into the mouth of the dragon, which stands on its

hind legs. The dragon is a nondescript wingless creature, with a head

resembling that of an unfledged bird
;

its body is protected on the back

by a shell like the carapace of a tortoise, ending in a spike, and it has

a long serpent-like tail. The spear, after passing through its lower jaw

emerges for a time before it pierces the creature’s breast. In front of

the horse, which plunges with the fore-legs and turns away its head m
an awkward, shying movement, is a smaller dragon, with a long thin

head and slender projecting tongue, a smaller tail, and no carapace,

which stands on its hind-legs, and spreads out the claws of its fore-feet.

On a hill 1. behind St. George kneels the princess with folded hands.

She wears a turban and a simple dress cut straight across the breast,

with tight sleeves. At a lower level, between the princess and the

dragon, is a badly-drawn animal, intended presumably for a lamb. In

the°background at the top is the city of Selene, with a large gate flanked

by two towers, another gate-tower to 1. behind the princess, and many

other buildings, ill-drawn and out of the perpendicular, within the walls.

On the steep slope of the ground on the r. side of the print are two con-

ventional trees with large leaves overlapping one another, like the petals

of an artichoke. A similar tree of smaller size is seen just below the

robe of the princess. The foreground is filled with grass and a number

of plants of different kinds. The border is a black line. The technique

is that of the maniere criblee, except that no dots are used, the white

lines being produced partly with the graver, partly with the knife.

There is no use of ornamental stamps, the five rings which are visible

on the horse’s bridle (in addition to four more almost obliterated by the

hatching in white line) not having the regularity of form which a stamp

would produce. Two similar rings mark the nostrils of the horse, and

a third is attached to its bit.

[119 X 96.] A late impression in greyish black ink on old paper without water-

mark, with wiremarks 36 mm. apart.

Not coloured. Margin 2-7 mm.
Purchased from Mr. Tiffin, 1843.

. . o* p pnro,p is

The genuineness of this print is not above suspicion. The figure of St. George is

tolerably^good, but the bad drawing of the animals, of the plants, and especiall) of

the architecture, and the roughness of the execution generally, are hardly in keeping

with the ornamental prints produced in this manner by goidBmith engravers m the

xv century The technique,
however, though rude, is in principle identical with

theirs * and it is probable, on the whole, that the plate is the work of a bad engraver

of that period, Flemish (or possibly French) rather than German.

Schr. 2646.

t THE MASS OF ST. GREGORY.
(Reproduction.) W.—B 26.

Collotype of the original [354 X 252] in the colln. of Mr. A. H. Huth, London.

The 8ame
P
reproduction is published in Willshire’s “ Introduction to Ancient Pr nts,

vol ii front
P

Another impression of the original, without the passe-partout.

Hie Berlin Cabinet. The composition of the background is in most respects the same

/-• _ n fViat nf the encravinET bv the Muster of the Banderoles, P. ii, 19, 26.

^llshire. ii, 149, H 9. In the engraving, however, the three ministrants behind
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on the cupola of a tower which rises over the roof of the chapel. The

border consists of two white and two black lines. Three stamps are

used : a fleur-de-lys, a six-rayed star with a hole in the middle, and

a ring.

T272 X 188 1 In good condition, except at the 1. upper and r. lower corners, which

have been torn away. There are slight traces of colour which has been removed by

cleaning.
Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

. ,, . , ,

This is a copy, with some alterations in the background, including the introduction

of the birds and of the large tree beyond the chapel, 1., from the St. Jerome, Schr. 2672,

of which four impressions are known, belonging to three different issues (repr.

Schmidt 66, from the Munich impression, with a passe-partout).

The woodcut, A 91 (Schr. 1537), is also from the same design. Its relation to the

two dotted prints has been discussed above (p. 97). For an account of a drawing by

Wolgemut or one of his pupils related to this group of cuts, see Jahrbuch, xvi, 2dU.

Schr. 2678.

B 25.

ST. JEROME IN PENITENCE.

The Saint kneels in the foreground, turning three-quarters to 1., near

the brink of a small pool surrounded by flowers, and shut in 1. by a wattled

fence. He has a nimbus with rayed and decorated disk and double white

rim, and wears a long robe open to show the breast, which he is beating

with a stone. The lion lies just beyond him, 1. The tall crucifix is planted

in the ground at some distance 1. at the edge of a grove. The cardinal s

hat and mantle hang in the fork of a dead tree behind him r. In the back-

ground, beyond a river in which fish are swimming, are the church and

other buildings of a monastery, enclosed by a high wall with battlements.

Farther still the river is seen winding through a flat country from a

mountain. A tree outside the monastery has the earth banked up round

its roots, and enclosed by a wattled fence, so as to form a round grassy

seat, on which three monks (not “ two,” Schr.) are sitting. A small clump

of trees stands r. on the near bank of the river. The border is a broad

black line, just outlined on the inner side with white. In addition to

dots, knife and burin, but no ornamental stamps, have been used.

T237 x 1781 A good impression and well preserved, though slightly torn and

repaired. Colours: madder red (formerly covered with varnish, much of which has

flaked off), brown, bright yellow, opaque green. No watermark Maigm [8 16]

uncoloured. The back shows signs of the print having been pasted into a book. A
former possessor has written on the margin, in a hand probably of the xvin century, at

the top, “ Der qrosse Monchen Patron u Freund,” and at the bottom a Latin note givme

a rationalistic explanation of the lion as a symbol of St. Jerome s fury m attacking

heretics. The lower inscription runs on from the true to a false margin.

From the collection of Mr. John Malcolm, of Poltalloch, purchased in 18J5.

B 26.

ST. LAURENCE.
Schr. 2688 ;

W. u. Z. 369.

St. Laurence stands, turning slightly to r., vested

holding a palm-branch in his r. hand and a gridiron

tonsured head is surrounded by a nimbus, with white

W—B 30.

in alb and dalmatic,

in his 1. hand. His

rays on a black disk
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and a double white rim. A variety of plants grow on the dotted ground,
and two tall sprays of foliage with large five-petalled flowers spring from
the ground, and form a white arabesque against the black sky. Except
on the ground, dots are only used on the border of the dalmatic

;
that

vestment itself, as well as the alb, being shaded entirely with cross-

hatching in white line, engraved with the burin. The border consists of
a broad black line, having a narrow white line within it.

[59 x 44.] A good impression and well preserved. Colours : green, pale red, pale
yellow. Margin [1-2] uncoloured. At the top is written in faded ink by a contem-
porary hand the date 1 £81.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

ST. LUKE.
Schr. 2689. See B 27 (2).

ST. MACARIUS.
Schr. 2691. See B 13 (3).

f ST. MARY MAGDALEN.
Schr. 2693. (Reproduction.) W.—B 42.

Photograph of the original [126 x 69] in the University Galleries, Oxford, from the
Douce collection.

B 27 (1-2).

TWO OF A SERIES OF THE FOUR EVANGELISTS.

(1.) Schr. 2695. St. Mark.

St. Mark stands straight to the front, but turning his head to r., and
looking upwards, under a narrow ogee arch, which has an ornamental
moulding of carved flowers, white on a black ground. The pavement on
which he stands is chequered, and each square is divided into two
triangles by white lines, which run slanting downwards from r. to 1.

The saint’s face is long and oval, with a straight nose and short pointed
chin. The eyes are carefully drawn. He wears a doctor’s cap, from
which his long straight hair escapes, standing out on either side of his
face and concealing the ears. His nimbus has white rays on a black
disk, and a rim composed of three white and three black lines, with a row
of dots on the broadest black line. He wears a mantle clasped at the
throat, and thrown back over his shoulders over a tunic, from the girdle
of which hangs a pen-case. He holds with both hands an open book with
rosettes on the binding. He wears shoes with broad rounded toes. The
lion with long straight wings lies at his feet 1., only the front half of its
body being visible. At the back, from the spring of the arch to the floor,
hangs a curtain with a conventional pattern in hexagonal compartments,
each containing an oak leaf. The curtain ends below in a fringe. Over
the Evangelist’s head is a long shaded scroll with his name, StlttC
marctts, in clear, white Gothic letters, with a rosette before and after
each word. The border is a single black line.

[248 x 82.] A good impression and well preserved, with margin [7-8].
Colours : see below.

(2.) Schr. 2689. St. Luke.

St. Luke stands, turning slightly to 1., and looking down, under an
arch of similar proportions to the other, but differing in the details of
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ornament. The curtain in the background is of precisely the same
pattern, the pavement is also the same, except that a star is introduced
into each of the black triangles. St. Luke is bare-headed, and his short
curly hair leaves the 1. ear exposed. His furred cap hangs on his 1.

shoulder, while the long scarf attached to it passes behind his neck, over
his r. shoulder and across his 1. wrist down the front of the mantle. The
latter is clasped at the throat and drawn closely together down the front,
showing the tunic only at the bottom. The mantle has a wide orna-
mental border. The shoes are of the same shape as St. Mark’s. St. Luke
holds a closed book, with rosettes on the binding, in both hands. The
winged ox lies on the pavement, with its fore-legs bent under its body.
A long, shaded scroll over the Evangelist’s head bears his name,

in white Gothic letters. The border is a single black line.

[248 x 83.] A good impression and well preserved, with margin [8—101. Water-
mark, Gothic p.

The two prints are coloured uniformly with bright yellow, opaque green, brown and
light madder red, which has been covered with a varnish (some of which has flaked off),
producing a brighter and warmer tint. The pigments are precisely the same as those
used in the St. Jerome, B 25 (Schr. 2678); the paper is also the same, both in
quality and condition, and it is probable that the three prints have a common origin.
This must be Flemish, to judge from the word “ JjHUtC ” in the titles of the two Evan-
gelists. There can be no doubt about the reading of this word, which Schr. misquotes
as “ for the letters are quite distinctly formed and the t is dotted. It is difficult
to follow him in his recognition of an Italian type in the faces. They are rather
unusually well-drawn, but thoroughly Flemish in style. St. Luke’s head-dress, again,
suggests the Netherlands. The lion of St. Mark should be compared with that of
St. Jerome, B 25. The two show a considerable resemblance, especially in the
drawing of the mouth.

From the collection of Mr. John Malcolm, of Poltalloch, purchased in 1895.

ST. MARGARET.
Schr. 2699. See B 15 (3).

f ST. MARTIN.
Schr. 2703. (Reproduction.) W.—B 31.

Photo-lithographic reproduction of the original [180 x 121] in the collection of
Baron Edmond de Rothschild, Paris.

Another impression is in the collection of Adalbert, Ritter von Lanna, at Prague,
Singer 22. Dr. Singer believes the plate in this case to have been of wood ; but
it is clear from this facsimile that the Rothschild impression, at any rate, bears marks
of the round holes along the margin by which the metal plate was fixed to a wood
block for printing.

ST. MARTIN.
Schr. 2706. See B 13 (4).

f ST. MICHAEL.
Schr. 2710. (Reproduction.) W.—B 12.

Lithograph (no. 20) by J. P. Berjeau after the original [236 X 182] in the
Bibliotheque de l’Arsenal, Paris.

Schr. 2714.
ST. NICHOLAS.

See B 13 (5).

B 28.

Schr. 2723.
ST. ROCH.

W—B 32.

St. Roch stands in the centre of a triple arch, facing to the front, but
bending his head a little downwards to r. He wears a pilgrim’s hat and
a long loose robe with sleeves, fastened by three clasps down the front.
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He has a wallet slung behind his 1. arm by an ornamental strap which
passes over his r. shoulder. He holds an upright pilgrim’s staff in his r.

hand, and with his 1. hand draws his robe aside and points to the wound
in his 1. thigh. The angel, who has a cross erect over his brow, kneels
on the ground 1. and points also to the wound. A small dog, carrying a
round loaf of bread in its mouth, is near St. Roch’s feet, which are shod
with loosely fitting boots, wide at the ankle and pointed at the toe.

St. Koch has a nimbus with black rays on a white disk, and an
ornamental rim with one row of short white strokes on a black ground,
producing at a distance the effect of black dots. His hair is long and
wavy, his face (that of a young man) is dignified, and fairly well drawn.
The ground is paved with tiles of a chequered pattern, black and white.
The background is formed by a curtain, which hangs by rings from a rod
slung across at the level of the capitals of the columns. The pattern of
the curtain consists of squares, containing four-petalled flowers, with
rounded and pointed petals alternately, in vertical lines. At the foot of
the print is a black band containing the title, j&fg XO in the
centre, and a white arabesque at either end. The border consists of a
wide black line with a narrow white line to mark it off.

[L. 178, r. 173 X 116.] A good impression, well preserved, cut close to the margin,
and not coloured. Watermark, Gothic

Purchased from Mr. Tiffin, 1846. Repr., Willsh. vol. i, pi. iv.

B 29.

ST. ROCH.
Schr. 2723.

A second and later impression of the same print, enclosed in a passe-partout
consisting of a band of conventional frilled clouds interrupted at the corners by
medallions containing the five wounds and the monogram t and in the middle of
each side by squares containing an ornamental pattern. The inner dimensions of this
passe-partout are 188 X 131 mm. It is cut almost to half its width on all sides. The
same passe-partout is found in connection with a print of St. John the Baptist and
St. John the Evangelist, Schr. 2671, at Berlin.

This impression shows signs of colour having been applied to the floor and to
alternate flowers in the tapestry, which has now been almost entirely washed out. The
watermark is a small bull’s head, with eyes and nose distinctly drawn, and a stem and
star between the horns. [60 x 25.]

From the collection of Mr. John Malcolm, of Poltalloch, purchased in 1895.
Formerly in the Firmin-Didot collection. (Stamp, Fagan 21.) Sale, April, 1877,

Schr. 2724.
ST. ROCH.

See B 13 (6).

B 30.

ST. SEBASTIAN.
Schr. 2726

;
W. u. Z. 385. W.—B 33.

The Saint, naked save for a loin-cloth, stands against a tree, to the
branches of which his arms are separately tied above his head. He has a
nimbus with black rays on a white disk, and a plain rim. His body is
already pierced by seven arrows, and two archers are aiming at him with
a long-bow 1. and a cross-bow r. The ground is a hillock covered with
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grass and large star-like plants. The background rises in a series of hills,

with dotted surface, culminating in a castle on either side. The sky is

black, relieved by short, irregular white strokes cut with the knife. The
border consists of a white and a black line. The print has been executed
chiefly with the knife

;
dots are used only on the background.

[117 X 81.] Good impression, but damaged in several places. Colours : verdigris
green, pale yellow, pale madder red. Margin [5]. Uncoloured.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

ST. SEBASTIAN.
Schr. 2728. See B 13 (7).

f ST. JOHN AND ST. JAMES THE GREATER.
Schr. 2746. (Reproduction.)

t ST. JAMES THE LESS AND ST. THOMAS.
Schr. 2747. (Reproduction.)

Photographs of the originals [153 X 104] in the Dresden Cabinet. A third print,

belonging to the same series of apostles, St. Simon and St. Matthew, Schr. 2745, is in

the Hofbibliothek, Vienna.
Presented by Prof. Max Lehrs, 1891.

B 31 (1-20).
Schr. 2757. W.—B 1.

A sheet containing twenty cuts, arranged in five rows of two pairs

each, in such a way that the left-hand cut of each pair contains the
commandment and an illustration of its infringement, while the right-

hand cut represents the plague which follows on the breach of that parti-

cular commandment. The Latin inscription at the head of the first cut
in each pair rhymes with that at the head of- the second cut

;
the whole

rhyme forms a very irregular leonine hexameter. At the foot of each
cut is a German rhyme in two lines, complete in itself. The inscriptions

are all in white Gothic characters on a black ground, and are bounded
by white lines. The background of the cuts relating to the command-
ments is in every case white, with irregular black hatching, descending
obliquely from r. to 1. That of the cuts relating to the plagues is black
in the first eight, white with the same hatching in the ninth and tenth.

In the first cut of every pair Moses appears with horns on his head,

holding the tables of the law in his hand, and pointing out to the guilty

persons the commandment which they are breaking.
The drawing is very rude. The technique comprises all varieties of

the style, with the exception of ornamental stamps.

Each cut measures on the average 62 x 47 mm. Colours : madder brown, yellow,
yellowish green. The sheet is slightly worm-eaten, but otherwise in good condition,
except at the 1. upper corner, where part of the first cut has been torn away. The
whole sheet measures 397 X 266 mm., and has no border. Two former possessors have
copied out the inscriptions on the spaces between the cuts, altering the orthography
of the German according to the usage of their time. The first hand is of the xvi
century, the second quite modern. Of the same date as the first hand, to judge by
the brown tint of the ink, is an old inventory mark G. N. i. between the fifth and
sixth cuts. The watermark is a small bull’s head and cross.
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nfZar
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1?ohn^?77’ The 8eries was first described in Catalogue cxxixof the Augsburg bookseller, Fidelis Butsch, Sobn, 1877, no. 288.
b

I be subjects and inscriptions of the twenty cuts are as follows

(1) The first commandment in Latin: .... ab0l*a (The first
words are lost.)

Its infringement. Idolatry. The worship of the golden calf.
The first commandment in German

:
gleube tit dltCU got *

tus tst b* * txm gdiot

(2) The first plague. Blood descending from the sky into the river.
Text. a. Latin

: bentet ne ssangutg tjora*
b. German : man * brad) tits gebot

t>a* * mere * toart blutrot

(3) The second commandment in Latin: Cuilt male furaiTt
Its infringement. Perjury. A man swearing falsely by a shrine.
Ihe second commandment in German : ba? aitbrr bu SOlt lew

bv got unt bppiq storm
(4) The second plague. A shower of frogs falling from the sky into

the fields.

Text. a. Latin : raite tUUC appartttt’Ut.
b. German

: buret) stoern mantgfalt
txgent frosctj bitge>alt*

(5) The third commandment in Latin
: Salmtljlim • gtiftCCd • (sane-

tifices).

Its infringement. Felling trees and pruning vines on Sunday.
The third commandment in German

: ba? ttj td) fcftV gagen
bin' tJtr ijrtltgen bage *

(6) The third plague. Lice
(
ciniphes

)

attacking (not “ man and beast ”

Exod. viii, 17, 18, but) the corn.
Text. a. Latin: nt rtlltfes lebat flores

b. German
: blit trig bergrsse IteS*
got fcefer bit frutjt ess

(7) The fourth commandment in Latin
:
patents fjOltOtTS

Its infringement. A young man striking his mother, while his
father protests.

The fourth commandment in German : bag Hi) bu golt term
batter bn mutter ere.

(8) The fourth plague. Flies (the text has « loiUStUB ” here and
ntusea below in the eighth plague, where locusts are

clearly represented) descending from the sky on the fields,
lext. a. Latin: bt lorustus raras (sic).

b. German
: IBs . toart grbroefjen _
mtt bnefalter geroefj

(9) The fifth commandment in Latin
: nemtneilt oertbas

Its infringement. Murder.
The fifth commandment in German : bag b tef) tJtr sage bu

so It unman bot slagen.
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(10) The fifth plague. The murrain of beasts. A horse, a cow, a pig,

and a sheep lie dead in a field.

Text. a. Latin : atalttt mOXtt fotmlB*
b. German : Bttrd) Botslfg Bngtfttg

tier sdjdrn ivtf> sdjlttg.

(11) The sixth commandment in Latin: fltrttttOttttt Sftua
Its infringement. Adultery.

The sixth commandment in German
: Ba? l)t Bit Bolt gtnt
tiwi attBcr B)tp tnbtxn.

(12) The sixth plague. Boils and blains.

Text. a. Latin : nt padar bl«ru pt’Ua (proterva ?)

b. German: gdttSt frwtBrr \togbt

fcarn plage Bern Ipfce

(13)

‘ The seventh commandment in Latin : ntcijtl ftttdttt

Its infringement. Theft. A thief opens a money-chest while

the owner sleeps.

The seventh commandment in German : B> Blj td) Bit * Brudl)C
Btt salt ntt stdm

(14) The seventh plague. Hail destroying the corn.

Text. a. Latin: nt StgtS . . . . UdUt
b. German : Bttrd) sttin Bttfug Ber

Ijagd Ba? torn slug

(15) The eighth commandment in Latin
: j&rttta JUtatttttttU

Its infringement. Bearing false witness.

The eighth commandment in German : B)» ,Bttj fidjalt d)Git

nit falser qt}\tq qtbt

(16) The eighth plague. Locusts. (The Latin text describes flies •

see the fourth plague, no. 8, above.)

Text. a. Latin • Btt tttUSCa Mt Bdtramt (deliramentum)*

b. German: Btil'd) mtmtvft Spttl

fcarn Imtsdjrdtr ftd.

(17) The ninth commandment in Latin : Httguant UttfijatlS

Its infringement. Seduction.

The ninth commandment in German : Bf t£ BUS tSt gdlftt

fcttsdjltd) Itbtn.

(18) The ninth plague. Darkness. (Not actually represented, for

the sun is shining.)

Text. a. Latin: Bt IVLtt SOllS BtattS
b. German: Bwd) BttfcUSd) Btttg

Brr sour sdjgn Bergutg

(19) The tenth commandment in Latin : BSUtatU Btta
Its infringement. Usury. A pawnbroker receiving a belt.

The tenth commandment in German : Bj X td) Bit gdjtG
Bmdf solltt ngtfc

(20) The tenth plague. The death of the firstborn.

Text. a. Latin : nt tttOrtartS tta

b. German: Bttrd) B)Ud)rr UOt
Mm Brr gd)c But

The pair of cuts relating to the seventh commandment, (13) and (14), has been

printed by an oversight after the pair relating to the eighth commandment, (15) and

(16). In the description the right order has been restored.
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B 32.

A DUEL BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFE
Schr. 2763 ; W. u. Z. 398. ' w __fi 4g

in
i
!

USb
?
nd r * with his ]eg advanced, brandishing a club

which curvets
<

i
g,°Ut at arm ’

S len§th in his 1 hand a shield

The m ^ outwards and is much bent upwards at the lower endThe man is seen from the back, but his head is turned to 1 so that thoface appears in profile. His head is covered by a kind of cap but hisbody is naked. A sabre hangs against his 1. Hugh on a stTap whichpasses over his r. shoulder. The wife stands facing him, with her
1- leg thrust forward and her body drawn back as though to escapeh:“g b °"-

' Her only covering is a scarf which passes over her1 shouldf a“d across the front of the body. She is armed like the

XbreTct
Sabr

,

e
,

atl

? ,

shleId - Between the two is suspended a short pair

1 side
h

"l
th°Ut provided with strings to fasten them on the

1. side over them is the word “ hvucfj ” (breeches) in large white Gothic

is covered °with toft^ Thef°und 0n
,
which the combatants standis covered with tufts of grass and flowers formed of three dots It is

IS alfeld o,

ei

tr
e

d
end

‘ft*
p0St

,

0n tbe ground near theman’sfeetis a shieid outlined in white, with two clubs saltire on a black ground“ouograms and marks, cxxxiv, vol. iii, p. 320. The form of the

sma ’nat (rV
J’ “ ^ CaS

,

e “ diffe«*nt.) Over the man’s 1. arm is asmall patch of conventional clouds, from which rays issue downwards

p A • y
eI” ^ls bead is a scroll with the following inscription in whiteGothrc letters, in two lines on a black ground : |Est • COtra Lem lKW* *&' <>er *be woman’s head is a sLlfr scroRh

lte of the V
?-St Ub

\

(S“ I ttgm bit. The outline of the print is irregular, and parts of the border seem to have beenbroken away before the impression was taken

does not hold his own?’ fftS. no. 2966 )

“ "ehmen laSSen is Said of the who

IMPRESSION IN PASTE.

B 33.

Schr. 2776
CHR1ST WASHING THE DISCIPLES’ FEET.

v .i

C
^nst kneels m the centre, facing r., and washes the feet of St. Peter

heads of f

acm^ • -^e other apostles sit in a semicircle at the back Theheads of four are completely visible. Of the rest little can be seen but
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portions of their nimbi. The whole is surrounded by a border of a

continuous pattern of leaves, with a flower at each corner. Cross-hatching

may be seen in several parts of the drapery.

nos x 74 1 The paste is of a light chocolate colour, and had the surface originally

covered with a dark, gummy varuishfmuch of which has perished. The »r.gmal paper

shows a margin of 9-17 mm., except on the r. side where it is only 3-5 mm At the

top and bottom it is pierced by holes which show that it has been stitched to a pa e or

cover of a book, probably the cover of a MS. When purchased from Messrs *

m

1845, it was, however (according to Willsh.), “ fixed on an old board. It ^n°t recorded

whether this “board” formed part of the cover of a book, or, if so, whether the print

was found on the inside or outside.

The technical process by which these impressions in paste were

produced has been best explained by Passavant, i, p. 103. If he is

right, the glutinous paste in which the impression was taken was not

laid on the paper, but on the plate itself, which was heated before

printing, so that the whole substance, carrying with it the impressed

design, came off on the paper. The dark varnish would, no doubt,

be applied subsequently, with the object of preserving the surface.

Since the design stands out in ridges of paste on the paper, it follows

that it must have been engraved on the plate, not in relief, as Willsh.

says, but in sunk lines, hollowed out to a greater extent than in

ordinary line-engraving, so that the paste could be forced into them.

The present example does not bear out Passavant s statement that

the paper itself was prepared with yellow ochre : that may have

been done in other cases, e.g., Schr. 2794. There is no trace here of

white or gold having been applied to the impression : when this has

been done, the decorative effect is better, and the print bears some

resemblance to a drawing in gold or white on a dark prepared

ground.

Nobody, so far as I know, has attempted to explain the motives

which led to impressions being taken from engraved plates in this

strange and unattractive material. I should like to throw out the

suggestion that the plates were intended for stamping book-bindings

in relief, and that the brown paste with its polished surface was

intended to imitate leather.
1 In that case, impressions like the

present one, on paper with a wide margin, could only be proofs, not

actually used for binding a book, and, indeed, it is possible that the

paste was only used to prove the plate, either as a cheap substitute

for leather, or as being capable of receiving a clearer and more

accurate impression. If the impressions on paste were actually used

for bindings, it can only have been in sunk panels, which would

1 Since writing tlie above, I observe that Wiltshire (“Introduction to the Study of

Ancient Prints,” i, 102), in describing an impression on paste m his own collection (now

in the Guildhall Library, London), uses the following expression : rhe general aspect

of the piece is that of brown stamped leather of three gradations of tone.
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protect the surface from excessive wear. 1 The material could never
have been very durable, even when protected by a hard varnish. It

is easy to imagine that the decorative effect would have been good,

but that the experiment would have been abandoned, as experience

showed that the bindings wore badly. Against this whole hypothesis

must be set the fact that the impressions in paste described by
Schreiber (44 in number, omitting some badly damaged examples)
have been found, when their origin has been recorded at all, pasted on
the inner covers of books, generally MSS., dating about 1460-80. It

is certainly very improbable that a bookbinder’s waste proofs should
be used in the same way as ordinary engravings for the decoration of

devotional books.

METAL-CUTS.
The whole of Willshire’s Class C, described by him as metal-cuts

has been fused with his Class D, following the more recent criticism

which regards this rough kind of work as printed from wood-blocks,

not from metal plates.

Of metal-cuts properly so called, after the prints in the maniere
criblee have been described, very few remain. These are described by
Willshire in Classes A and E. Here it has been necessary to clear

the ground of a number of prints described by Willshire, and in part
also by Schreiber, which have no claim to a place in a catalogue of

xv century woodcuts, however widely that term may be stretched.

I. Prints described by Willshire, but omitted by Schreiber.

These consist, first, of modern impressions from ornamental
plates of goldsmith’s work, which were intended simply as decorative

objects in themselves, and were in no way calculated to yield

impressions on paper
;
secondly, of modern impressions from etched

or engraved plates of doubtful authenticity, which, if their genuine-
ness were acknowledged, would be rightly placed among etchings or

engravings, and have nothing in common with the class of prints here
described

;
thirdly, of works by known artists of the xvi century.

Thus Willsh. A 1 and App. 1 are impressions of the engraved
metal plates on a chandelier of a.d. 1165-70 and a processional cross

of a.d. 1129. (A 2 has been described above among the woodcuts.)
A 3 and A 4 are impressions from the original and the copy respectively

1 Early in the middle ages carvings in ivory or reliefs in precious metals had thus
teen placed in panels on the bindings of MSS. A Crucifixion on vellum, formerly in the
Weigeliana (W. u. Z. 11, Sehr. 372), of which the present whereabouts is unknown, was
actually found attached in this way to a sunk panel on the outside of a book-bindin^.
(See P. i, 20, 21, W. u. Z. I, pp. 25, 33.) Weigel believed this design to have bee*n
engraved on metal, and altered by hand, but Schr., following other recent critics, believes
it to have been entirely drawn by hand. It is in the style of the xn or early xm
century. It is only mentioned here on account of the purpose to which it was put.
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of a metal plate, signed “Wolfgangus Aurifaber,” and dated 1477,

which is either a modem forgery or, if genuine, was not engraved for

the purpose of yielding impressions on paper. W.—E 8 and 9 are

woodcuts by Urs Graf, and will be described among the Swiss wood-

cuts of the xvi century. W.—E 10 and 11 are photographs of a

memorial brass of 1510 and of a rubbing from some metal plate (the

original is not known) which can hardly be of the XV century.

W.—E 13 is a modern impression from an Italian ornamental metal-

plate, engraved in stipple, in a technique recalling that of the

Kellerdaller family, of Dresden, in the xvi century. The impression

has been placed among Italian engravings. The early date assigned

to the work by tradition is very questionable. W.—E 14-16 are by

Johann Kellerdaller, and have been placed with his works.

II. Prints described by both Willshire and Schreiber, but

omitted here.

Of the prints described by Schreiber among “ Interrasiles,” two

have been rejected.

1. Schr. 2312 (W.—B 6.) Reproduction of an impression from a

plate which is probably a modern forgery, and is certainly etched, so

that it has nothing in common with the maniere criblee.

2. Schr. 2765 (W.—B 49). A French cut of the xvi century,

which does, indeed, exemplify a belated modification of the maniere

criblee
,
but has no more claim to inclusion among examples of that

process itself than any of the very numerous cuts (chiefly French, in

breviaries, livres d’heures, etc.), in which it lingered on till the

middle of the xvi century. Moreover, as a book illustration, the

cut should have no place in Schreiber’s “ Manuel.”

The other cuts included by Schreiber, but omitted here, are the

following :

—

Schr. 2864 (W.—E 12) is an impression from an etched plate,

purporting to be of the xvi century, but probably a modern forgery.

In either case, it has nothing to do with Hans Burgkmair the younger

and, if it had, Schr. could have no reason for including it. Schr.

2869 and 2875-6 (W.—E 7) are book illustrations published at

Augsburg after 1500, and will be described in their right place below.

Schr. 2878-9 (W.—E 5-6) are impressions from metal stamps used

by Theodor Kruger, a bookbinder at Wittenberg, for the decoration

of books, in 1563. They are from designs by Cranach, and will

be described among the woodcuts of the Saxon school. They

are obviously out of place in a catalogue of incunabula.

After this elimination only four prints remain which have a just

claim to be impressions from metal plates of the xv century,

engraved to produce impressions, viz., W.—E 1-4. W.—E 1 is the
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impression in paste already described (Schr. 2776). W. E 2-4
are, in my opinion, modern negative impressions from plates en-
graved in the maniere criblee, the true nature of which was mis-
understood, so that they were printed as intaglio-engravings, not
as relief-cuts; with the result that those parts were inked which
had been intended to come out white and vice-versa. Whether
this is the case with any or all of the other cuts described by
Schr

;

in, pp. 230-235, I cannot say. His words, “ Planches
gravees en creux, dont cependant on ne faisait les epreuves pas
comme c’est Pusage, mais en noircissant toute la planche au moyen
du frotton, manipulation par laquelle naturellement les traits creux
se montraient en blanc,” do not satisfactorily explain the appear-
ance. of these three. On the contrary, it is precisely “les traits
cieux which in these prints appear black, and produce the strangest
effect in consequence, whereas the white background here is sub-
stituted for the black which would result from the surface left in
relief if the plate had been printed in the right way, when “ les traits
creux ’ would be white on black, as in the maniere criblee. The
decorative details which occur in the first and third of these prints
especially are exactly those with which we are familiar in the dotted
prints. Their true character will be pointed out as each print is

described by itself.

t THE ANNUNCIATION.
Sclir. 2865. (Reproduction.) \y. E 4.
Heliogravure by the Amand Durand process from the original [265 x 1831 in the

collection of Baron Edmond de Rothschild, Paris. Another impression is in the Biblio-
theque Nationale, and M. Victor Gay, of Paris, is said to possess the plate from which
the modern impressions were taken. No old impressions have been described

a
,
d0t

J?
d
x
Print printed. It has the following characteristics of

the maniere criblee: (1.)> The dots themselves, over large portions of the surface, viz
,the robes of Gabriel and the Virgin, and of St. Elizabeth in the Visitation, the wallsand the ground. (2.) The delicate cross-hatching on the mantles. (3.) The use of anornamental stamp, a six-rayed star perforated in the middle, on the border and clasp of

fS»mmaIi

e
t

a
f|

d °n
,,
the Jsk of the Virgin’s nimbus. On a small portion of

WUb u?
8

,

ma?tle at tbe bottom the same stamp has been applied, and then worked over^ 1

'ri!°

a
i

t0 be P
f
r
i
lally °bjlterated, as was so commonly done in the dotted

% (fj?
Tbe ch^juered floor, (5.) The plants, of several ditferent shapes, all ofm the dotted prints, especially the star-shaped plant below St. Elizabeth,and that below the Virgm in the Visitation, which has a flower composed of three dots.

(6.) 1 here is less than usual of the coarser kind of work cut with the knife, but this may
n frrt

e
red

fi
n the short strokes across the sky and in the tree on the extreme left

(

Jii Hock fo?prinrn
r

g
on 18 ™,ble

’
through whicb the metai piate wa3 fised *> a

_Jl to “f?38”? to remember that every line and dot here printed black ought to be

wdh notUng abnormalTout it

W°Uld the aPpearanoe of a

B 34.

o U none ,
ST * PETER MARTYR.

Schr. 2873 ; W. u. Z. 404. W.—E 2.

The Saint stands, facing three-quarters 1., wearing the Dominican habit,
and holding in his r. hand with the point upwards, a short broad-sword with
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which his head has been cleft open; in his 1. hand a closed book. He

has a nimbus with a plain disk and double rim. The ground on which he

treads is sprinkled with numerous tufts of grass, but no flowers, the

background is white. The design is enclosed Ivenclosed by a single black line,

beyond which is a border (engraved on the same plate) consisting of

arge leaves growing on either side alternately of a winding stem.

nftQ v 73.1 Modem impression, nncoloured, cut down just outside the plate-mark.

The r lower corner of the plate had been broken off before the impression was taken.

The technique of this print is less easy to explain. The design of the border and

the drawing of the grass is quite consistent with the style of the dotted prints. Dots

occur though very sparingly (only nine in all), on the handle of the sword and the

cover’of the book. The irregular and arbitrary cross-hatching on part of the mantle

recalls rather an ordinary line-engraving, whereas the short thick strokes on the

seapulary are consistent with the “ dotted ” process. A peculiar feature of this prm 1

a series of very minute specks at a little distance from the outline of the blade and hilt

of the sword (on the 1. side) and to the 1. of St. Peter’s face also for a short distance

along the r. side of his mantle. Apparently the design was outlined on the plate in the

first instance in this manner, and these portions of the outline have been left by an

oversight, where the details when filled in did not quite occupy the whole space

sketched out. On the whole it seems safer to conclude that the plate belongs to that

class of which we have seen several examples above, which belong m all essentials to

the “dotted” style, though actual dots are used very sparidgly or not at all, than to

follow Weigel in thinking that it was intended to produce impressions in paste. At

anvTate the method adopted in printing the plate is precisely the wrong one : every-

thing which is black here should be white, and vice versa.

B 35.

THE LOVER.

Schr. 2877 ;
P. i, 234 ;

W. u. Z. 405. W.—E 3.

A young man fashionably dressed, with excessively long pointed shoes,

stands, facing three-quarters l.,in a flowery meadow, holding in his r. hand

a long scroll, which passes over his head and descends to the ground r.

with the inscription in black Gothic letters on a white ground : ItbC tftt

m\c fjartc qual * ton* si ntdjt tons? acf) ntm tst tool. An ornamental

snray of foliage and flowers fills up the background behind the scroll.

Near the young man’s feet a space is left blank across the bottom of the

print for the inscription : JJO HfiC totl tilt tttOtfte •

[100 X 58.] Modern impression, uncoloured, cut down just outside the plate-mark.

Ee
Purchased*’fror^Mr^Bousfield, 1850. Other impressions at Coburg and in Germ.

Mus Nuremberg (from the Weigeliana). This, if printed in the right way, would

appear as a dotted print, unusual in the design but not in the technical execution.

The dots, black as printed here, are used for the border of the man s costume, for the

flowers (arranged in the usual groups of three), for the centre of a large stai-shaped

plant and alfover the ground, where, however, they are partly disguised by a naulti-

tude of short strokes in the spaces between them which produce a broken dn ty-lookmg

surface intended, probably, to represent the soil (not grass) from which the plants

swing The shading on the costume is produced by fine lines engraved with the burin

The ornamental spray in the background is remarkable for its graceful pattern, and for

the fact that it was engraved throughout without the use of ornamental stamps, or eve

ll°iS7f!
a
pr
d

„S- cannot^^k^c^e^if |the

Sbi? rhlk’
‘“‘dotted” prints.
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DIVISION C.—BLOCKBOOKS.

c 1.

BIBLIA PAUPERUM. W.—D 1.

5th edlKfsoSy!
1 ^ * and C beinS lost

> of

0), the arms of Champagne (e.g.,

Purchased from Mr. Smith,

[262 x 392.] Watermarks : two keys (e.q..
SIS- £)> the Paschal Lamb (e.g., sig, nr).

1845
,0m the W°°dburn and Cunningham collections,

the ^reader"*Preferred to"

“

d its r
„
elation8 *° thc other editions.

C 2.

BIBLIA PAUPERUM. W—D 2.

blockbo
e

o

e

k
f0

T°ho
(1^’-

Sig“atUrf 3> fa’ C) of another edit«>n of the same
(“ Woodcutte^^ of th? £T ?e

°ff ^ Sotheby Itself, but Conway

L4S^ottlJeU,erl,,nd' P - ®> n0te 3
> identifies -‘h

withfnftii® SotheVfnot mw
4
,
] (on a and : “three mounts

mounted).
’ ' (“ot now ™lble

- as the loaves were backed before being

i, 59,“ «from
d
an°“^erfeS“ otd

1

^
4

n' the ^“e
613’” acc

f

ordinS to p®theby, “Princ. Typ.”
remaining twenty-eight leaves of that cnnv J

5 S810n of M 'essrs - Payne and Foss; the
iu 1849, when they were pnrchlscd

&t Se 8ale of their stock of books
£11 5S.”

y purchased by Mr. Stevens, the American bookseller, for

sheetfthough the^ape^h^s^jeen ^^ch^am^ed^if th^
11^6^ Si

?
G by side on the B&mQ

folded down the middle. The si" r iQ this £liti
D ®pace between them by being

vol. vii, pi. xlii.
g * C 1U thls edltl0n 18 identical with Schr.’s facsimile.

C 3.

BIBLIA PAUPERUM. W -D 3

•di&SVLfclSS 10
' “• “*“*™ ». *. I) .1 ..Other

editln
m
stm

e

re

B
mat,1of]6

C

and’ fat the^T^
‘W° 6maI1 ^nts of the same

same edition as Scbr's pi. xiiii
® TOlume> Proctor 47>- These are from the

Transferred from the Dept, of MSS. in 1814.

P
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C 4.

BIBLIA PAUPERUM.

Three folios (33-35, signatures U, 0 , p ,
of the second alphabet) of

another edition of the same blockbook. These folios agree, as regards

the presence or absence of shading on the Columns, with those of the

5th edition of Sotheby. There is no hatching in the drapery, in which

hooked folds abound. The drapery is better drawn than the faces and

extremities of the figures. The edition has been identified by Schr. with

that of which he gives a specimen in two states, pi. xxxix-xl. He

considers this to be the earliest of the editions represented among his

facsimiles, though not actually the original edition.

rn and 0 262 X 192, • p * 256 X 193.] Watermark : none on n, on 0 a small inverted

anchor, surmounted by an orb and cross, on * £ * a larger and broader anchor of different

shape. Neither of these agrees exactly with any of Sotheby’s facsimiles.

The impressions are early and sharp, and the paper is in excellent condition Parts

of the drapery, scrolls, etc., have been coloured yellow, but the colour has been nearly

washed away, and the ink of the impression has somewhat suffered in the process.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

f BIBLIA PAUPERUM.
(Reproduction.) ^ • D 4.

Proof, taken in 1853, of the facsimile of sig. a, from the copy of the blockbook

formerly in the possession of Mr. Lea Wilson and afterwards of Lord Vernon, bee

Sotheby “ Princ. Typ.” ii, 51, pi. lxvi (Heineeken’s first edition ;
Sotheby calls it a copy

of the sixth, and places it among the German editions. It belongs to the same edition

as Schreiber’s pi. xliv ; this is in his opinion the latest of the editions produced in the

Netherlands).

[263 X 196.] Presented by Mr. S. Leigh Sotheby.

f BIBLIA PAUPERUM.
(Reproduction.) W.—D 5.

Woodcut copy of sig. t> from some edition of the Biblia Pauperum.. Sotheby,

vol. ii p. 54 pi. lxviii, gives a facsimile of this woodcut copy, which itself is obviously

worthless as a reproduction. Sotheby did not know its origin, but it is doubtless one

of the copies which John Bagford had made for the abortive history of printing for

which he issued proposals in 1707 (see p. 126). An impression of this cut on thin paper

of the size of the volume, and bound up with it, will be found m a volume of the

Bagford miscellanv, in the Dept, of Printed Books (Harl. 5934, no. 99). Two other

impressions, cut smaller, are inserted in the same volume (nos. 36 and 62).

[258 X 178.] From the Cracherode collection.

f BIBLIA PAUPERUM.
(Reproductions.) W.—D 6-7.

Two impressions of a woodcut copy [253 X 187] of sig. If, from some edition of th&

Biblia Pauperum. Another of Bagford’s copies. It will be found in Harl. 5934,

no. 100. One of these impressions was transferred from that volume in 1814.

t BIBLIA PAUPERUM.
(Reproduction.) W.—D 8.

Pen-and-ink drawing of the designs (omitting the inscriptions) on sig. i of the

second alphabet of the edition of the blockbook to which C 2 belongs. Again one of

Ba
f265 x°19&] Transferred from the Dept, of MSS. (Harl. 5934) in 1814.
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C 5.

APOCALYPSIS SANCTI JOHANNIS.
One folio (sig. I), fol. 21, of Sotheby’s third edition of the Apocalypse

-Blockbook. See Sotheby, “ Princ. Typ.” i, p. 18.

The text begins p fepttmu anglm
| teatores saett I out t fine

tta
| Xntltrt JPt fteftgttate The upper compartment shows, in

addition to a large angel blowing a trumpet, our Lord adored by angels

fir fmSS - The l0Wer comPartmen t shows the ark of the covenant
(^retja testament!) surmounted by the temple of God (&emplu &et)with two angels swinging censers. These designs illustrate Apoc. xi, 15-18!

[265 x 190.] In perfect preservation, not coloured. Watermark, Gothic n

voMifpf^ )

by a SUQa11 Cr0SS ' (y8ee facsimiIe
>

not (luite accurate, in Sotheby,

From the Griffiths collection (mark Fagan, Add. 2), sale catalogue, Sotheby andWilkmson, 9 May, 1883, lot 21. This was the last of six leaves from this editionpossessed by the
^
ev

„
Jo
^
n D T> of Wadham College, Oxford (1806-1885Xit. 14, 15, 18. 19, 20, 21 (Sotheby i, 20, mentions only five, and names them wrongly)

n!!tLWerf •

all
/o?S

1 Delbecq (sale 1845, lot 1) and Delessert collections, and werepurchased in 1852 at the sale of the latter collection at Paris. The first five werepurchased at the Griffiths sale by Mr. Quaritch, the sixth by Messrs. Colnaghi from

ofthe BrS^

Mus°e«m
e

ta ]£&“
°f ^ W ' Mit°heU

’ Wh° P"d ik to the tra8tea8

G 6.

APOCALYPSIS SANCTI JOHANNIS.
W.—D 9.

Old impression in dark brown ink of the lower design on a wood-block
(second page) belonging to an edition of the Apocalypse blockbook
without signatures, in the Spencer (now John Rylands) library. Subject
fot. John being sent to the Emperor Doinitian.

rr Watermark : bunch of grapes. From the Basford collection(Harl. 5934), transferred from the Dept, of MSS. in 1814.
g collection

C 7.

APOCALYPSIS SANCTI JOHANNIS.
W.—D 10.

Modern impression of both the designs on the wood-block mentioned
above. The upper part represents St. John accused before the prefect
of putting an end to the worship of idols.

WoJk
6
h.^?.

9^ Th.° ™Pre88r >" b,ack ink taken from the cracted and worm-eatenblock has itself received considerable damage. Impressions in light brown ink weretaken from the original block for Sotheby’s “ Princ. Typ.” ii, p. 50, a. b pi lxv * The
ft* was

,
beli^ by D.bdin, Sotheby and Wiltshire to belong to an original

and cffitin-’fl^ep
11 ° blnckbook J«dgmg merely by the style of the drawing

a <

m the ^P ' 6881011
’ lt seems more likely that it is a comparatively

samt editS
some *}?*** of printing. No impressions of other pages of thesame edition are known, and it bears, according to Sothebv, so strong a resemblance to

ediurXe sr/

d

h
u
b
r

k> ,1,at “ is

i:i

o,,ab
?
y 8,1 isi iaU

(1089
“ lias a respec able pedigree, having belonged to Joslph Amea

oflir Petol’Th
h torlan °f printing in Eng-aud, and then pas-ed through the hands

tLfrift colSto?rMf inn99
P W’ aJOT Tb°“P^. those of Thomas Artie,

The impression was purcLased from Mr. Mason in 1856.

p 2
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C 8.

QUINDECIM SIGNA.
W.—D 12.

A single cut from the blockbook of 11 Antichrist and the Fifteen Signs.

The cut is from the second part of the work : “ Quindecim signa extremi

judicii diem praecedentia.” It is the lower subject on fol. 2, and relates to

the second sign.

The text above the subject is as follows : B&S flttHCtT tSt*

mi) Has m* totter ntttv tut I
Herr Has ts niemants

ami)m mag FnH Has ertrtdj toivi
|
Burr.

The scene is the top of a cliff, forming a table-land, cleft by a ravine.

A man, kneeling on one knee, near the edge of the cliff, points to the sea,

which has receded. Two other men stand 1. conversing. The ground is

quite barren and dry. The spires of a town appear in the background.

ri40 X 155.] Printed in brown ink ;
well preserved ; not coloured. There are two

xylographic editions of this work, one anonymous, the other bearing the signature of

Junghanss briefmaler zu nuremberg, and the date 1472. Schreiber reproduces fol. 8 of

each of these editions in vol. vii, pi. lvi-lvii.
, , , . ,

Another fragment of the Antichrist blockbook (Weigel 164), supposed to belong to

the first edition, is in the Library (Proctor 13).

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

W.—D 14.
t SPECULUM HUMANiE SALYATIONIS.

(Reproduction.)

Woodcut copy of the first page of a Dutch edition, unknown to Sotheby, of the

Speculum Humana) Salvationis blockbook. This copy is reproduced in facsimile by

Sotheby, “ Princ. Typ.” ii, pi. lxxviii. Its origin was unknown to Sotheby and Wiltshire,

but it is another of Bagford’s copies, and is to be found in Ins collection bound up m
Harl. 5934, no. 101, printed on paper of the full size of the volume, with the watermark

K W M (Kin^ William and Mary ? Another paper on which some of these copies are

printed has for its watermark a posthorn on a shield surmounted by a crown, with W R
—“ Wilhelmus Rex ” ?—below it). This impression has the watermark J 1 . 1 he block

from which this oopy was printed is now in the Department of Printed Books.

[130 X 195 (the cut only).]

Transferred from the Dept, of MSS. in 1814.
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DIVISION D.—WOODCUTS FROM BOOKS.

The woodcuts comprised in this division are illustrations de-
tached from books printed in Germany and the Netherlands in the
xv century. They are arranged, primarily, according to the place
of publication, in alphabetical order

;
secondarily, according to date.

Book illustrations do not fall properly within the limits of W. L.

Schreiber’s “ Manuel de YAmateur,” and all cuts described by him,
which have been definitely recognised as belonging to printed books,
have been removed from their place in his numerical order and
described below. The bibliographical works to which references
are given are the following :

—

Campbell: “Annales de la Typographic Neerlandaise au xve

siecle,” 1874-8.

Conway :
“ The Woodcutters of the Netherlands in the Fifteenth

Century,” 1884.

Hain :
“ Repertorium Bibliographicum,” 1826-38.

Kristeller: “Die Strassburger Biicher-lllustration im xv. und
im Anfange des xvi. Jahrhunderts,” 1888.

Muther :
“ Die Deutsche Bucherillustration der Gothik und Fruh-

renaissance,” 1884.

Proctor: “Index to the Early Printed Books in the British
Museum,” 1898. Sections I and III.

Weisbach: “Die Baseler Buchillustration des xv. Jahrhunderts”
(Studien zur Deutschen Kunstgeschichte, 8. Heft), 1896.

AUGSBURG.

D 1.

1473. Christ as Redeemer, Schr. 833. From Plenarium, s. 1. et typ. n., fol
(Augsburg, Gunther Zainer?;, 1473. Proctor 1534.

Christ stands, full face, giving the benediction with his r. hand, and
holding an orb surmounted by a cross in his 1. hand. His long wavy
hair is parted in the middle, and a short curl hangs over his forehead.
His eyes are full. His short beard is divided in the middle. His head
is surrounded by a large floriated nimbus with triple rim. Within the
inmost rim is a band of ornament. He wears a mantle held by a double
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clasp on the breast, but open in front, over a robe which falls in straight

folds without a girdle. The drapery is good and carefully shaded. His

feet are bare. As a background to the figure of Christ, a straight piece

of tapestry with a large pattern, reaching nearly to the ground, hangs

by a cord from a rod which is suspended behind the nimbus. Ihe ground

is varied by four plants of various kinds, and several tufts of grass. The

print is surrounded by a double border, joined at the four corners. On
the border is the following inscription in black Gothic letters on a white

ground : Htse btttnmg tat gtmadjt narf) tier ntenacJjett Jfijeau eristt
|

er auff ertretcij gegattgen tat FntJ also Ijat er tin tjar bntJ eut

hart tmD Iteplteij angeat clJt
|
geljabt tin aoltcfjen rocft bntr

mantel FntJ barftta?
|
tat er gegattgen &ueij tat er Uea ijauptea lettger

getoeaen Baitu all annber ntenaeiten ttff erbett.

[270 X 172.] In good preservation. Colours : scarlet, carmine, yellow, yellow

ochre, yellowish green, steel blue, grey-black. On the verso are thirty-five lines of

text. Begin : In dem namen des herrren amen. Hie vahet sich an
|

ein plenari nach

ordnung der heyligen cristenlichen
|

kirchen .... Eud : . . . Darnach vnd am.

The initial I is a large ornamental letter printed from a wood-block, with flourishes

which extend down the whole side of the page. Strong white paper without water-

mark or wire-mark.

A copy of this edition of the Plenarium (not in Hain) is in the British Museum.

The cut in this copy is not coloured. According to Muther (no. 37) the same cut was

used in another Plenarium, 1171 (Kraenzler, Verzeichniss der Augsburger Incunabeln,

no. 51), printed hy J. Bamler (not in Hain). A copy of that book was in the library

of the late William Morris. The occurrence of the same cut in books printed by

Zainer and by Bamler may perhaps be explained by the fact that both were printing

in the Monastery of SS. Ulrich and Afra in 1173 (Zainer, Speculum Human® Salva-

tionis, according to MS. note, dated 1173, in Mr. Fairfax Murray’s copy; Bamler,

Dialogues of St. Gregory).

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895. Another impression, described as ‘ tirage a

part ancien,” presumably without text on verso, coloured, is in the Bibliotheque

Nationale, Paris (from the Hennin collection). Modern impressions are said to exist.

D 2 (1-5).

1475. Five cuts from Cunrat von Megenberg, Buch der Natur, fol. Augsburg,

J. Bamler, 1175, 1178, 1181. Hain 1011-3; Muther 43-5 ;
Proctor 1613,

1626 ; Choulant in Naumann’s Archiv /. d. Zeichn. Kiinste, iii, 286-308.

(1) Two Physicians Examining a Patient. Schr. 1933. Frontispiece to the

first part, treating of man.

A middle-aged man with a beard stands against a pillar, which forms

the central support of a vaulted room with paved floor and round-arched

window. He has no clothing but a loin-cloth, and his position recalls,

at first sight, the common representation of the scourging of Christ.

To the 1. a physician, wearing a high doctor’s cap, a hood, and a long

gown without a girdle, holds a urinal in his r. hand, and points with

his 1. hand to the head of the patient. The other physician, r., wears a

flat biretta, a hood, and a gown with a girdle. He holds an open book

in his 1. hand, and lays his r. hand below the 1. breast of the patient, who

has put his own hand similarly under the r. breast, as though to point

out the seat of his pain. The print is closed at the bop by a round arch

resting on two columns, and surrounded on all sides by a double border.

Hatching is freely used in the drapery, and the wall at the back is shaded

by vigorous strokes slanting from 1. to r.

Fine impression, with wide margin [18-40], on stout paper; watermark, bulls
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head. Coloura : madder red, pale and dark, light brown, yellow, yellowish green
verdigris green; border, yellow.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895. Oppermann sale, 1882, lot 1270.

(2.\) The Spheres avd Elements. Frontispiece to the second part, treating of
the heavens, the planets, and the elements.

At the top we see the heavenly sphere, symbolized by the coronation
of the Virgin, in the midst of six adoring angels. This is separated by
a band of clouds from the spheres of the fixed stars and of the seven
planets, each represented as a narrow band, vividly coloured, with a
figure of the planet to which it belongs. Below the lunar sphere is the
terrestrial sphere, with its four elements—fire, air, earth, and water,
the three last being combined into a landscape, in which are two towers,
one of which is surrounded by a moat. In the foreground are a man
and a dog. Double border.

In good preservation, with margin [7-41]. Colours : vermilion, bright blue, dull
yellow, green, lilac, grey, brown

; border, vermilion. No watermark.

Text on verso
: CC Das achtent vn das letzt . . . guten freiinden * (3£ lines). Then :

C[ Yo den himeln vn v5 den sibe
planete vn den vier Elementen.

The above two cuts aPPear to belong to the first edition of the book, though they
differ greatly from one another in colouring. The remaining four, differing again
from these, but uniform with one another in colouring, are from a later edition, the
second or third. They agree with the British Museum copy of the third edition in style
of colouring and in the presence or absence of text on the verso, but not in watermark.
4 he second edition is not in the British Museum.

(2b) Another impression of the same cut, from a later edition.

Colours: pale madder red, pale yellow, light brown, light green; border, green.
No watermark.

(3) Fishes and Crustaceans. Frontispiece to the third division of the third part,
treating of beasts.

In a wide sheet of water, with two hills, each crowned by a single
tree, on the farther shore are seen about a dozen kinds of fish—the
largest of which carries a sailing-boat on its back—a lobster, and a
urab, and two nondescript creatures, one of which has four legs and the
other seventeen, combined with fishes’ tails. On a ledge of rock r. stands
a young man, only a portion of whose figure is visible, holding a long,
slender fish in his r. hand. Double border.

[188 x 126.] Colours : as in no. 2b. Watermark : bull’s head with a cross
over it.

(4) Insects. Frontispiece to the fifth division of the third part, treating of beasts.

In the foreground are an ant-hill, a large beetle, some earth-worms,
a snail, a butterfly perched on a flower, and two beehives on a bench.
In the air are a number of flies and three grasshoppers, and in the 1.

upper corner is a spider in its web. Double border.

[187 x 126.] Colours: green, brown, grey, pale madder red; border, green.
Watermark: bull’s head, with a flower between the horns, and a cross below.

(5) Trees. Frontispiece to the fourth part, treating of trees.

In the foreground are a strawberry plant and two small shrubs,
planted in pots. Farther back are two vines, another shrub in a pot,
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and a small tree
;
and at a greater distance are four larger trees, three

of which bear fruit.

[185 X 126.] Colours: green, brown, light madder red: border, green. Water-

mark : bull’s head with a cross over it, different from the watermark of no. 3.

Nos. 2-5 were presented by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B., 1895.

These five cuts belon? to the series of twelve which occur in the three editions of

the Buch der Natur, printed by J. Bamler (Hain 4011-3). The first (imperfect) and the

third are in the British Museum (Proctor 1613, 1626). The fourth edition (Schonsperger,

1482, Hain 4044) has also twelve cuts, the fifth (Sorg, 1482, Hain 4015) has eleven,

and the sixth (Schonsperger 1499, Hain 4046) has fourteen. Of these editions only

the sixth is in the British Museum (Proctor 1804). In this twelve cuts are fairly

close copies in reverse of the originals in the first edition, with an additional frontis-

piece representing a professor seated at a Gothic desk, lecturing four young men,

and another cut of a physician and an apothecary. Nine of the cuts from Bamler’s

editions are reproduced in Essenwein, “ Holzschnitte im Germanischen Museum,”
Taf. lxxv-lxxx.

D 3.

1476. Christ at the Column. Schr. 650. W.—D 30. From Jacob Sprenger,

Statutea der Rosenkranzbruderechaft, s. 1. a. et typ. n., 4to. (Augsburg,

J. Bamler, 1476). Hain 14961 ;
Muther 50; Proctor 1620.

The time of the action is the moment immediately following the

flagellation. Christ is standing, bowed forward as if from exhaustion,

with his hands upon his knees, in front of a marble column, which stands

in the r. corner of a room with paved floor and flat ceiling. Christ is

naked, save for the loin-cloth, and is bound to the column by a rope

round his waist. He has a floriated nimbus with single rim. The two

gaolers, holding rod and scourge, are passing out at a door 1. ;
one of

them turns round and addresses Christ with a mocking gesture. To

r. the Virgin is beholding the scene through a grated window. Fragments

broken off the rods in the flagellation lie on the floor. An oblong sheet

of paper, with a Hebrew inscription, is nailed to the wall above Christ’s

head. The whole is surrounded by a double border.

[125 x 81.] Good impression, washed. The lips are touched with red, but there

is no other colouring. Margin [7-10].

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1856.

An imperfect copy of the book, wanting the cut, is in the British Museum. The cut

was used again in Jacob Sprenger, Statuten der Rosenkranzbruderschaft, Augsburg,

J. Bamler, 1477. Hain 14962 ;
Muther 51 (not in the British Museum).

D 4 (1-2).

1480. Two cuts from Otto von Passau, Die vierundzwanzig Alten, fol., Augsburg,

Anton Sorg, 1480. Hain 12128; Muther 160; Proctor 1671.

(1) Recto. Christas Judge, with the Four and Twenty Elders. Schr. 611;

W.—D 44.

Christ as judge, with both hands raised, is seated on a rainbow, and

his feet rest on a globe. He has a large cruciform nimbus with single rim,

and wears a mantle, clasped over the breast, which leaves his body bare,

but is draped over his knees. The figure of Christ is surrounded by a

mandorla
,
continuous with the rainbow. The space outside this is occupied

by the four and twenty elders, who wear crowns, and gaze up at Christ

with folded hands. The border is triple.

[180 x 121.] Colours : crimson lake, light madder red, violet grey, yellow, green,

dark brown ; border, yellow.
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(2) Verso. St. John this Evangelist. Schr. 1520a.

St. John, in mantle and tunic, is walking to r. with his face turned
upwards, under a round arch resting on columns. He holds a closed book
in his r. hand, and the eagle perches on his extended 1. hand. St. John
has a nimbus with double rim and ornamented disk, the eagle has a small
plain nimbus. The ground is indicated by thick lines

;
the background is

quite plain. The border is triple.

Colours : crimson lake, light madder red, violet grey, yellow, green
[180 x 120.]

border, yellow.

Good impressions, with full margin, but the second cut is placed aslant on the pageNo watermark. ^ 6

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1858.

. .

Th.® rer
?
ail^S 24 cuts from the book, printed from six blocks only, are small and

msigrnticant. Ihe same cuts were used again in Sorg’s edition of 1483 (Haiti 12129
Muther 161). Both editions are in the British Museum. The present impressions’
are probably from the second edition (Proctor 1691) as the impressions in the first
(not coloured in the British Museum copy) are sharper.

D 5 (1-60).

1482. Sixty cuts from Das Puch des Ritters
|
herr Hannsen von Monte Villa (Sir John

Mandeville’s Travels), fob, Augsburg, Johann Schonsperger, 1482 Hain
10648; Muther 263; Proctor 1759.

Rudely cut illustrations of historical and legendary events, natural
history and fabulous monsters, copied from the cuts in Sorg’s edition of
1481 (Hain 10647).

[82 x 60 ] Not coloured. Text on verso. In the inventory of 1837. The edition con-
ains in al l 114 cuts. The British Museum copy (G 6774) is imperfect, wanting 5 leaves,
ana contains 111 cuts. The three cuts there missing are included in the present set.

D 6 (1-96).

1482. Ninety-six cuts from one of the fire editions of the Passional or Heiligen Leben
(Legenda Aurea), printed by Johann Schonsperger, Augsburg, 1482—1499.
Muther 26"t~9.

Rude cuts, without originality or artistic merit, commencing with
some scenes from the life of the Virgin, but consisting chiefly of pictures
ot saints and their martyrdoms. Most of the subjects are easily
recognisable, but some, in which the incident represented was not confined
to any single legend, were used again and again in the course of the book
tor different saints. The last cut on the first mount, St. Helena raising a
dead man with the true Cross, also occurs in the edition of Mandeville
lust described.

[82 x 60.] Colours : light madder red, lilac, violet grey, light and dark grey,
^ale yellow, violet, green. Text on verso,

lu the inventory of 1837.

. Lhe.

pr
|
ci®e

.

edition to which these cuts belong has not been ascertained. The cuts

i?qq rir
Schonsperger s first edition, 1482, were reprinted in 1489, 1494, 1496-7, and

{JSL Afn
theSe V °*ne

?
d
i

fc

-
,on ' that of 1496 (Winterteil)-1497 (Sommerteil) is in the

tiken
h ^

1482Ttb
Pr

S f°

r l

J*V' *??. thi* is not the edition from which our cuts ar*taken. 1482 is the date of the first publication of the cuts.
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D 7.

1483. Cut from Ulrich von Reichentlial’s History of the Council of Constance, fol.

Augsburg, Anton Sorg, 1483. Hain 5610; Muther 174; Proctor 1690.

The subject of the cut, which is printed on leaf lviii verso of the book,

is the inspection of meat and drink during the conclave held in 1417,

while the council of Constance was sitting, for the election of a new
pope, Martin Y.

[204 x 133.]i Colours : madder red (faded), green, blue. Two lines of Germau
text above thexut : Dise figur ist wie man den herren in dem con

|

clauie ir essen vnd
triucken beschauwet ;

and two columns of text on the back (recto of the leaf).

From the Bagford collection (Harl. MS. 5966, 144). Transferred from the Dept, of

Printed Books, 1900.

D 8.

1488. Eight Hermits (W. u. Z. 198 ; Schr. 1773a ;
W.—D 109) from Leben der

A ltvater, fol. Augsburg, Peter Berger, 1488. Hain 8606; Muther 191 ; Proctor 1916.

The scene is a rocky landscape divided into two parts by a road which

winds down hill. At the top 1. St. Antony and St. Paul are conversing

at the door of a shed, while a raven descends with a loaf in its beak. The

other hermits are represented singly to r. of the road. One is crossing a

bridge, another sits 1. under a tree, a third is drawing water in a jug from

a pipe by the road-side, a fourth is telling his beads in a rocky cell, a fifth

mounts the road, and the sixth and last is seated in a hut at the top of

the hill. There is a wide single border.

[192 x 120.] Well preserved, with margin [10-13]. Colours : light madder red,

rich brown, dark brown, grey, dull yellow, dark green.

Purchased at the Weigel sale, 1872.

Muther (no. 191) wrongly states that the cuts in this edition (Hain 8606) are the

same as those in Soi g’s edition of 1482. (Hain 8605 ;
Proctor 1686). As a matter of

fact, they are entirely different, and the frontispiece described above is a modification

of that in Sorg’s edition (not described by Muther, no. 169), in which there are ODly

six hermits [197 X 140]. Both editions are in the British Museum.

D 9 (1-60).

Date unknown. Sixty cuts from an unrecognised book, printed in Schonsperger’s type,

about 1500.

The cuts [80 X 93-5] are from a religious romance or allegory, in

which the human soul (a female figure constantly represented in the later

outs with a wreath or crown on her head) is spoken of as the Bride of

Christ. Other characters are Truth, Mercy, Wisdom, &c. In many of

the cuts the soul is seated on a throne, with hangings of a trefoil

pattern, and accompanied by women carrying a rod, a torch, a lantern

and trumpet, a mirror, and various musical instruments. Several of the

cuts illustrate the seven deadly sins and their punishment. A long series

of Biblical subjects, from the Old and New Testaments, is inserted for the

sake of the moral lesson drawn from each for the benefit of the soul, who is

addressed throughout in the second person. The workmanship is unequal,

very bad at the worst, and never good. Many of the cuts, if not all, are

probably copies from older designs. The fragments preserved of the

German text are not sufficient to identify the book.

In the inventory of 1837.
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1499-1505. f The Virgin and the Patron Saints op Constance. Schr. 2022. I., II,

(Reproductions.)

Photographs of a frontispiece used in liturgical books of the diocese of Constance,
printed by Lrhard Ratdolt, at Augsburg. It occurs in two states, which are placed by
Schr. in the wrong order. In the hrst state St. PeJagius wears a hat. The woodcut in
this state has the date 1499 printed below it, and is probably from the folio edition of
the Constance Breviary printed in that year (Hain 3830). No perfect copy of this book
is known. In the second state the head of St. Pelagius has been re-drawn, and he is
bare-headed. In this state the cut occurs in the Constance Missal of Oct. 8, 1505. The
P“'olographs were taken from the impressions of the cut in both states in the Cabinet
ox Prints at Stuttgart (see Jahrbuch der k. preuss. Kunstsammlungen, 1900, xxi, 207).

BAMBERG.

D 10.

1481 (1485). Initial T, with Abraham’s Sacrifice, first used in Missale
Benedictinum, Bamberg, Johanu Sensenschmidt, 1481, fol. Hain 112(57;
Proctor 782. The text on the back of this impression proves that it belongs
to Missale Ratisponense, 1485, fol. Hain 11356; Proctor 3154. Sensenschmidt’s
press was removed, for the purposes of this edition only, to Ratisbon.

Isaac kneels to r. of the T, on a pile of sticks, with both hands raised
before his breast, facing 1. His eyes are fixed on Abraham, who stands 1.

in front of the T, and touches Isaac’s head with his 1. hand, while in his
r. hand he brandishes a sword. An angel, half-length, hovering in the
air, arrests the stroke of the sword with his 1. hand, while he points with
his r. hand to the ram (or lamb ?) caught in the thicket in the 1. lower
corner of the print. There is a road winding along a hillside behind
Abraham. The latter wears a loose mantle, gathered up and drawn
through a girdle at the waist, over a closely-fitting tunic with long sleeves.
The whole print is in outline, with the exception of very slight hatching
on Abraham’s tunic. There is a double border.

[89 x 95.] Good, but not very early impression (border somewhat broken away), on
paper. Colours; madder red, yellow ochre, yellowish green, cobalt blue, ultramarine,
daik brown, touches of cinnabar (for flesh-colour). The large T has been covered with
silver foil (turned black and in part flaked off) over an orange coloured ground.

On the back are portions of four lines of the Canon in feeusensciiinidt’s large Canon
type . . . lire fftrct . .

. qtmru ttbt. The third line, the rubric
mmiurta btuoru is printed in red.

Taken out of a collection of initial letters, chiefly of the xvi century, in this Dept.
The cut occurs in some copies only (B. M., Bodl., Bamberg, K. Bibl.) of the

Benedictine Missal, 1481, at the beginning of the Canon, “ Te igitur,” facing a painted
Crucifixion. In other copies (B. M.) a woodcut Crucifixion was used, but the space for

" as anc* tilled by a painting. Different copies of the Ratisbon Missal,
1485, vary in the same way. The copies in the Bamberg and Munich Libraries have
the woodcut, while in the Oxford copy a space has been left blank, and filled by a
painted T. These copies vary also in the setting up of the type. Wnereas the Bamberg
and Munich copies, like the present fragment, have ‘‘fal’oru famularuqj,” the Oxford
copy has “ famuloru fal’aruqp” The latter, • eing more legible, is probably the later
torrn, resulting from a correction. In the Oxford copy the Canon is on vellum.

The smne woodcut was used in MLsale Spirense, 1487 (Proctor 7*6), and in the
two different editions of Missale Ratisponense, 1492 (Proctor 792-3). In these editions,
all at Oxford, the Canon is printed on vellum, and there are differences in the text
printed at the back of the T. A copy of this woodcut, in reverse, was used in Missale
hnsingense, 1487. A different composition from the present, with the ram standing on
its lnnd-legs, was used in the Bamberg Missals of 1490, 1491 and 1499, and in the
Ratisbon Missal of 1500, all printed at Bamberg. The subject occupies this position inmany missals as the chief Old Testament type of the atoning sacrifice of Christ.
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I am indebted to Mr. Falconer Madan, sub-librarian of the Bodleian Library,
Dr. Freys of the Hof- und Staatsbibliothek, Munich, and Dr. Fischer, of the Royal
Library at Bamberg, for information about several of Sensenschmidt’s Missals which are
not in the British Museum.

D 11.

1487. The Crucifixion, with the Virgin and St. John. Schr. 374. W.—D 35.

From Missale Frisingense, Bamberg, Johann Sensenschmidt, 1487, fol.

Hain 11302; Proctor 787.

Christ hangs, with eyes closed and head bent to 1., on a Tau cross,

with INRI in Roman letters on a scroll. He wears the crown of thorns
;

the loin-cloth is tightly folded round the body, but the end hangs loose in

the air r. The nimbus consists merely of a floriated cross, without any
rim. The Virgin stands 1. with hands folded, wearing mantle, robe, and
head-cloth. St. John, bare-headed, stands r. with hands folded. His
mantle is simply clasped at the throat, and shows the tunic in front.

Each has a plain nimbus, but it is doubtful whether this is printed from
the block or added by hand. The foot of the cross is wedged in with

stones, and on one of these is the monogram (Nagl. iii, 153, no. 501.

Schr. iii, 307, xlviii), which occurs also, according to Nagler, on a

picture, and may therefore be ascribed to the designer, not the cutter, of

the woodcut. On the ground, near these stones, lie a large bone and a

skull, a smaller bone and two long stones. The ground is covered with

short horizontal strokes, with a single fringe of vertical strokes to repre-

sent grass. Halfway back is a road, and beyond it the ground is hilly.

The whole is surrounded by a double border.

[269 x 173 ] On vellum, from one of the vellum leaves on which the Canon of the

Mass was commonly printed. A crack in the block can be traced for some distance

about 6-7 mm. 1. of the stem of the cross, so that the impression was probably not one of

the earliest. It is well preserved, but cut almost to the border, and the colours have

suffered somewhat by wear. Colours : vermilion, bright blue, bright green, pale lilac,

gold. All the space representing the sky is covered with gold, laid on a light red

ground. The rims of the nimbi of the Virgin and St. John are outlined on this gold

ground in black
;
the presence of the gold makes it impossible to determine whether the

nimbi were printed from the block or not.

Purchased from Mr. Hamilton, 1*62.

Nagler, Wiltshire, and Schreiber state that the cut is derived from Sensen-

schmidt’s Missale Romanum of 1487. No such edition exists. Sensenschmidt’s Missale

Frisingense, to which the cut actually belougs, is in the British Museum, but the

cut of the Crucifixion is wanting. In Sensenschmidt’s Bamberg Missals of 1489 and
1490 the cut is not the same as this.

D 12.

1494? SS. Henry and Kunigunda as Founders of Bamberg Cathedral. Schr.

1498. W. u. Z. 201. W.—D 117.

From Die Reformation des gerichtes der Dechaney des Thumstifts zu Bamberg.
S. 1. a. et typ. n. (Johann Pfeyl? Bamberg, 1494?), Hain 13715. The document itself

is dated Nov. 26, 1488. The first edition in Latin (Hain 13714; Proctor 790) is

undated, but assigned conjecturally to the year 1491. The second edition in German,
to which this cut belongs, is dated conjecturally 1494 by Baer, Catalogue 424, no. 27

(repr. on p. 9).

The Emperor Henry II (d. 1024, canonised 1151) and his consort

Kunigunda (d. 1040, canonised 1201) stand 1. and r. on a paved platform,

holding each with the 1. hand a model of Bamberg Cathedral, repre-
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sented as a Romanesque building with aisles and clerestory, four towersan apse and a small central fleche. Each of the sovereigns carries asceptre m the r. hand and wears the imperial crown. St. Henry wears abrocaded robe edged with fur, St. Kunigunda a robe and mantle ofpiainer material Two shields, one bearing the arms of Bavaria quarteredwith the imperial eagle, the other the arms of Luxemburg, hang side by

is^single Hne°
k UIU Gr the cllurcl1 - Tiie background is blank. The border

[i38 x n8.] Good impression, in brown distemper; the 1. upper corner is torn
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D 13.

1489-90. St. Augustine Whiting
; the Citt op God and the City op Satan-Abel and Cain.

’
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1492-7. St. Jerome. See Woodcuts by Albrecht Diirer.

D 14.

1494. St. Augustine teaching in a Chubch.

seated on benches in the choir, while the laitv cforrd j i •
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listeners. He stands before the episcopal throne, over which we see the

Dove carrying a shield, with the device of a heart pierced by two arrows.

In the distance are three altars. The perspective is quite irregular, and

the whole construction of the church so fanciful that it cannot be regarded

as more than an architectural framework to the picture. On the threshold

is the xylographic inscription :

&alue qtnxa confront : Eugustme lux Boctorum*

On the pavement before the church are three dogs. A man steps through

an arched opening in a buttress, 1., carrying a rosary. The border is a

single line.

T255 X 167 ] Good impression, cut close to the border, uncoloured. Text on the

other side, as given by Hein. No watermark. This is the only cut in the book; but

the second part, Sermones de sanctis, printed in 1495, contains another cut [180 X 137J

bv the same artist. A copy of the book is in the British Museum
y
From the Bagford collection (Harl. MS. 5915). Transferred from the Dept, of

MSS. in 1814.

D 15.

1494 ? The Fool trying to catch two Hares at once.

From Sebastian Brant, Navis Stultifera, 4to, Basle, Johannes Bergmann von

Olpe, 1494-9.

The fool, who wears his cap and bells, carries a hunting-spear in his 1.

hand and with his r. hand sets his horn to his mouth. Two hares are

runnino- off 1. and r., and a dog, in the same state of irresolution as his

master* is running after one, but looking round at the other. A number

of trees grow in the undulating landscape, which is closed by a mountain,

1. The border is single.

ril6 X 85.1 A rather late impression, cut to border-line. Text on verso : lure

iterfl nirnie sub styge suppliciu. Twelve lines of elegiac verse, followed

by twelve lines of prose comment : iUre iteru . Quia in auaros Diues sup.

Seven editions of Brant’s popular work were printed by Bergmann von Olpe before

1500 viz ,
1494 and 1495 (Germ.), 1497, 1 Mar. (both 8’ and 4°) and 1 Aug. 14.18 (Lat.)

1499’fGerm ) The British Museum is so poor in the Basle editions of this book cou-

tabling only the fourth (1 March, 1497, 4») and seventh (1499) Proctor 7776 and 7782,

that if has not been possible to ascertain precisely to winch of the Latin editions this

cut belongs. It is uncertain, therefore, whether it is one of the series of cuts originally

issued in ^494, for six new cuts were added in 1495, six more m 1497 (March), ami one

in 1497 (Au^.). Details are given by Weisbach, pp. 53-6. It is needless to enter

here into the large amount of literature to which the Narrenschiff and its illustrations

have given rise. This cut is reproduced in Simroek s edition, 1872, p. 41, no. 18, Von

zweien herren dienst.

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1871.

D 16 (1-8).

1495-7 The first eight cuts from Joannes Meder, Quadragesimale novum de
'

filio prodigo, 8vo, Basle, Michael Furter, 1497. Hain 13629 ;
Muther 470 ;

Weisbach 56 ;
Proctor 7736.

(1) The prodigal son takes leave of his father.

(2) He sets out on his travels.

(3) He enters a brothel.

(4) He carouses with another man and two women.
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(5) He keeps the swine.

(6) He lies under a tree and weeps.
(7) He arises to go to his father.

(8) He returns to his father’s house.

In the first four scenes the prodigal carries a sword and is fashionably
dressed, with long plumes in his hat. In the remaining four he is in ragsand barefoot In all he is accompanied by an angel, who remonstrates
Vth him °.n

,

hls evi1 courses, and urges him to repentance. In the book
there are eighteen cuts, of which sixteen are different, nos. 1 and 6 occur-
ring twice. In the last eight cuts Christ is introduced, and a mystical
interpretation is given to the banquet and the preparations for it. After
tour scenes relating to the penitence of the prodigal, the latter is a witness
of the Agony in the Garden, the Entombment, and the appearance of

eternal blis^
Ap°StleS ln the uPPer room - He is finally received into

on verso
X
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> 88 “ The Accipies Woodcut.”

Quen?ell (H96 ?)

PlomPt“anum 8>-g»mentorum, 4to, Cologne, Heinrich
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<<0n the ’®ft Slde °f

.

the cut tho master is seated at a desk, on whichlies an open book His seat is surmounted by a canopy, which ends intrefoil pendants. The text of the book is shown by lines of square dotsHe wears a cap with a point or button to it
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The above description is quoted from Mr. R. O. Proctor’s essay, “ The Accipies
Woodcut,” in “ Bibliographica ” i, 52-63, the fullest and most satisfactoiy account of the

matter which has appeared. Mr. Proctor distinguishes five main types of the woodcut,
A-E (facsimiles are given of A-D), of which A has six subdivisions, i-vi, used at

Cologne, Augsburg (Schonsperger), Ulm, Augsburg (Frosehauer), Hagenau, Strassburg

(the two last being identical). He might have added as A vii a variety which occurs

in Exercitium Grammaticale, 2 March, 1500, s. 1. (Georg Husner, Strassburg) Hain 6773,
Proctor 746. In this there is no comma after “tanti.” The book has six rows
of six dots on either page. The master’s girdle is black. The strokes on his bench are

more numerous. In other respects the design of A i is followed closely, but the copy
can be recognised instantly by the difference in the scholars’ faces, and by the black
girdle.

Types B^E belong to Leipsic (Arnold of Cologne), Basle, Strassburg (?), and
Leipsic (Melchior Lotter) respectively. To these F. Falk (“ Das Accipies-Bild in den
Weigendrucken,” Centralblatt filr Bibliothelcswesen, Leipsic, 1895, xii, 32) has added
a sixth main type (with facsimile) in which there are three pupils, from Exercitium
Grammaticale puerorum per dietas distributum (s. 1. et typ. n. ?), 1500.

The present cut is type A i. “ This is by far the most common form in which the
Accipies cut is found. Muther (Bd. i, p. 52) names seventeen books in which it is

employed, but his list is doubtless incomplete. In determining which is the earliest book of

Quentell’s in which the cut occurs, some doubt arises from the frequent use by Quentell
of another cut of a master and two scholars in a large hall, without a legend. Muther
has confused the two in citing the Composita Verborum of 1498 (Hain *14780) as con-

taining the Accipies cut, whereas it really contains the other. Probably the first book
in which the Accipies cut is used is the Alexandri Doctrinale

,
dated 23rd June, 1491

(Hain *705). but the first in which I have actually seen it is the Poeniteas cito of 12th
March, 1492. The printer used the block very much up to 1496, after that rarely, if at

all.” R. Proctor, ** Bibliographica ” i, 54. He then mentions fifteen editions known to

Hain as “ a few of the books ” in which the cut is found.

The edition of the Promptuarium argumentorum, of which this is the title-page, is

not identical with either of those described by Hain 13396-7, or with the edition in

the British Museum, bearing the same date as the latter, pridie nonas Decembris, 1496,

with considerable variations in the title, quoted by Copinger. For comparison it is

worth while to quote exactly the first three lines of the title of the present edition :

Promptuarium argume/ torum dialogice ordinatiorum . a Lilio Albertista etSpi/neo
thomista mutuo sibi obuiantib? per otrarias ratioes/.

The title is in nine lines, ending .... excogitare no pnt, and is followed by the
cut. Falk (Centralbl . filr. Bibl. xii, 33) has rightly pointed out that the “ master ” is

St. Gregory the Great. The nimbus and the word “sancti” in the legend designate
him as a saint, and the dove on the shoulder, symbolizing the inspiration of the Holy
Ghost, is the proper emblem of St. Gregory. The doctor’s cap is appro prfiite to him
when represented not as Pope or as one of the four Latin Fathers, but as the patron of
schools. This cut was only used in didactic books. St. Gregory’s day, 12th March,
was the beginning of the scholastic year in the Middle Ages. Old impressions of

Cranach’s woodcut, the Holy Family with the Children, B. 5, are accompanied by the
hymn, “ Vos ad se, pueri,” etc., which was sung at Wittenberg in the xvi century, when
the children went to school on St. Gregory’s day.

[102 x 89.] Good, but not very early impression, well preserved, with full margin,
not coloured. Watermark : bull’s head with Tan cross over it.

Presented by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B., 1895.

D 18.

A Teacheb instructing three Scholars. Schr. 1879. From an unknown book
printed by H. Quentell, Cologne.

The teacher, who wears a doctor’s cap and gown and a short fur tippet,

but no nimbus (see above, on St. Gregory), sits 1. at a desk, in front of

which is a cupboard with large lock and hinge. He has a Gothic canopy

over his head. He holds a wand in his 1. hand, and makes a gesture

with his r. hand as he speaks to the three pupils, who are seated before

him on low benches with books in their laps. They are not boys, but
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dress

S
' AWett*

bare‘head®d’ *he two others wear a Flemish head-

the ton ti”ii r
-,’

13 a
,

nother cupboard, the door of which, arched athe top has a large lock and two ornamental hinges. Divided from this

the
a
cb

llla,

h
“•*’ round'headed window with diamond panes. The floor ofthe chamber is paved. The border is a single black line

24 DeTlSOO.“tt?^(h, ^“h QuTtci”

MsITsm !

6 Bagford °oIIection
- (Harl - MS. 5925). Transferred from the Dept, of

HAARLEM.

D 19.

1485. Medicine.Surgery, and the Seven Ages of Man. Schr. 1882. W -D 111

Conway, pp. 68, 242, 336; Proctor 9173.
’ UamP be11 2*>8

«

In the foreground 1. is a chamber, open in front, in which a physicianexamimng a urinal by the bedside of a sick man. In the opm/courtthe h0U3e a sul'geon is performing an operational the rshoulder of a young man who is seated on the ground These two

direeTl
aPP6ar

*f I®
t^caI

.
:representations of medicine and surgery notdirectly connected with the series of the seven ao-es ofoccupy the background. In a landscape beyond the wall of the courtyard consisting of two low hills divided by a road, we see seven persons
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D 20.“
‘^iBSSsS^Ssssa*

A woman, richly dressed and loaded with jewels stand, on „ i
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,

Pdt
eStal Uter a Wide arcb

- stone-wmk of ttch is almosTealed by a profusion of climbing plants, roses, holly, and acanthus
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leaves, with a number of children playing among the branches. On
either side of the woman is a coat-of-arms, splendidly drawn. Under

the first, to which the woman is pointing with her r. hand, is the

inscription : ifornijarBus Be brnBcnfiadj Be
|
eantts tt Camerart9 me

i^lognttne* Under the second is the inscription
: Joannes Contes t

^ol
I
ms et Bits t iitmt^eherg* Lastly, at the foot of the pedestal is

a third and simpler coat-of-arms, with the inscription : Be

fiteften mtleSt which passes the lower border of the woodcut. The

border is a single black line, which is interrupted in several places by

the design.

[270 x 197.] Fair impression, with margin, but somewhat damaged and soiled.

No watermark.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895. Reproductions, Muther, Bd. i; Essenwein,

Taf. 109.

Erhart Rewich, or Reuwich, as he is called in the Latin edition, was a native of Utrecht,

where the name, usually spelt Rewyck, is of common occurrence in documents of the

xv century. Nothing is known of his life, except that when Breydenbach, Solms, and

Bicken started from Mentz on 25 April, 1483, on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land to

explore the scenes of our Lord’s passion, they took Rewich with them as painter to

draw all the most interesting places which they visited. “ Der Maler Erhart Rewich
geheissen, von Uttricht geboren, der all disz gemelt yn diesem Buch hatt gemalet vnd

die Truckery yn synem Husz volfiihret.” On the return of the travellers in 1484,

Breydenbach prepared the narrative of the journey for the press, and Rewich under-

took the printing, and had the illustrations cut on wood after his own drawings. The
result was a truly epoch-making book, far superior to any illustrated book of travels

which had hitherto appeared, containing large views of Venice, Parenzo, Corfu,

Rhodes, Cyprus, and Jerusalem, and numerous smaller cuts of places, people, and

animals, which the painter had drawn on his travels. This is the first instance in

which a single painter is definitely known to have undertaken the illustration of a

priuted book. The example was followed shortly by Wolgemut at Nuremberg. It

has been suggested by Butsch (“ Biicherornameutik,” i, 12) that the decoration of this

frontispiece may have been derived from the late Gothic ornament of the western door

of the ducal palace at Venice. It was doubtless imitated by Wolgemut in the frontis-

piece to Schedel’s Weltchronik, 1493. The Mentz woodcut is interesting, technically,

for the unusual skill with which the wood-cutter has preserved the freedom of the

original drawing, and for the use of cross-hatching, which is remarkable at so early

a date.

D 21 (
1-21 ).

1491. Twenty-one cuts from Ortus Sanitatis, fol., Mentz, J. Meydenbach, 23 June,

1491. Hain 8944; Muther 642; Proctor 160. Choulant, in Naumann’s
Archiv. f. d. Zeichn. Kiinste

,
iii, 248, 14.

(1). The Frontispiece. Three learned men seated, and six standing

behind them, under a date-palm and a fruit-tree; the whole framed in

a round arch within a rectangular border, with two blank shields in

the spandrels.

[269 x 169.] Not coloured
;
printed on the verso of the title-page ;

the recto has

the title, Ortus Sanitatis, with an ornamental initial, printed from a wood-block.

From the Bagford collection (Sloane MS. 1044, 535). Transferred from the Dept,

of Printed Books, 1900.

(2-4). Three cuts from the third section of the book, Tractatus de

Avibus
;
the headings to cap. v, “ Aeriophilon,” xxviii, “ Cignus,” and

lx, “ Gluta.”

(5). The frontispiece to the fourth section, Tractatus de Piscibus. Two
learned men stand on the opposite rocky banks of a narrow river and

converse across the stream. In the background on either side is a
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town and a ship is coming up stream. In the water are various kinds
ot fish, fabulous and otherwise, including a mermaid and a monk-fish.Double border [210 x 132J.

_ £
wo c“*'s from Tractatus de Piscibus

;
the headings to cap. lxxii,“ Pohppus,” and lxxiv, « Purpura.”

1 ’

,,
«• Thirteen cuts from the ififth section, Tractatus de Lapidibus •

the headings to cap i “ Adamas,” hi, “ Alabandina,” vii, “Ametistus,”

« Oallait
81
”
S

’
X
“’ p

re
?
a

’ *?">„“ ArgUla>” xiv, “ Armenus,” xxviii,

“S-?’ »
XX‘X

’-

Cafbunculus, xxxvii, “ Crisoprassus,” xxxviii,

rc

C
180 V 1 fi^

XXX1X
’ Cnstallus,” xl, “Cinnabar.” These small cuts

\c. 1«U x lo5J are mpart without border.
(2i). The frontispiece to the sixth section, Tractatus de Urinis. Ina room with two shelves on the wall, each bearing a row of glass urinals,

tour physicians are engaged in discussion. One of them points with a

• T °t f
V6
f

6lS °“ the UPPer shelf
i another holds up a similar

vessel in his hand. An open book lies on a three-cornered stool. In thetront are five persons on a smaller scale, three of whom carry bottles (i)

ihe,V
C

b ° m
yS middle of thi3 group have set down

awav
bU
Th

n
h
f

T *1
S

?ffl

p .JV line of the clouble border is cut

Urinis. [214 x
k
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e

]

° °f the leaf) has the Printed title : Tractatus de

Frim n
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f
e7ed
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’ red lead (Wautened), yellow, green, light brownFrom the Bagford collection (nos. 2-20 from Harl. MS 5944 33-39 48 50 83 c* .

no. 21 from Harl. MS. 5966, 142* Transferred from the Dept It PrintsB^ks mo'.

D 22 (1-24).
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D 23.

1491. Michel Wolgemut. The Martyrtwm nr- Cm t
W.—D 68.
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[248 x 177.] Colours
:
green, crimson, lake, faint yellow. No text or other cuts

on yereo.

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

D 24 (1-28).

1493. Michel Wolgemut. Twenty-eight cuts from Hartmann Schedel, Liber

Cronicarum, fol., Nuremberg, A. Koberger, 1493. Hain 14508 ;
Muther 424 ;

Proctor 2084.

The complete book is in the Dept., and is described below in the section dealing

with Wolgemut’s work. (/See p. 246.)

Group of Angels in a circle . . . from Fol. II, r.

Th§ Creation of Adam.... >> ff
V, r.

The Creation of Eve .... )) ft
VI, v.

The Worship of the Golden Calf » ft
XXXI, r.

The Drunkenness of Noah a ft
XV, v.

Lot and his Family leaving Sodom . » ft
XXI, r.

Abraham’s Sacrifice .... 5} ft
XXII, v.

Joseph accused by Potiphar’s Wife. >5 ft
XXVII, r.

The Destruction of Pharaoh and his Host ff ft
XXX, v.

Moses receiving the Tables of the Law .

The Judgment of Solomon (after “Franz
If ft

XXX, v.

von Bocholt,” B. 2) ff ft
XLVII, v.

Circe and Ulysses .... ff ff
XLI, r.

Elijah in the Fiery Chariot .

The Head of St. John the Baptist brought
ft ft

L, r.

to Herod ..... ff ft
XCIIII, v.

The Nativity of the Virgin . ft it
XCIIII, v.

The Nativity of our Lord ft if
XCV, V.

Christ among the Doctors ft ff
XCV, v.

The Baptism of Christ. ft if
XCV, v.

The Crucifixion ..... ft ff
XCV, v.

(The last five subjects belong to a set of eight cuts from the life of the

Virgin and of Christ, uniform in size and style.)

(20)

St. Thomas giving the

Indian Christians .

Communion to

from Fol. CXCVII, v.

„ „ CIII, V.

„ „ CIII, V.

„ „ CV, r.

(21) The Martyrdom of St. Stephen . . ,,

(22) The Conversion of St. Paul . . „

(23) The Martyrdom of St. Philip . ,,

(24) The Martyrdom of St. Matthias (also

used for St. Matthew) . . „ „ CVII, v.

(The last four subjects belong to a set of thirteen cuts, uniform in

size and style, ff. 103-7, the subjects of which, except the first two, are

the martyrdoms of the Apostles.)

(25) Mahomet from Fol. CLI, v.

(26) The Martyrdom of St. Simon of Trent . „ „ CCLIIII, v.

(27) Seditious preaching in Franconia in 1473 „ „ CCLV, r.

(28) Wallachia (also used for Hungary,

Prussia and Saxony) . » » CCLXX, v.

These cuts were acquired at various times from several different sources.
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D 25.

1494 . Title Page, Homeliarius doctorum, 4to, Nuremburg, Anton Koberger 1494
Hain 8792 ; Proctor 2095.

In the central panel a group of clergy and laymen, headed by the
Pope and Emperor, stand on a Gothic base in front of an open portico
with four flags flying from its pinnacles. The Holy Dove hovers in the
clouds above it. On either side is a narrow compartment divided into six
squares. In the four corners, where each square represents the interior
ol a room, sit the four Latin Fathers. In the intermediate spaces, four
on each side, are the following doctors of the Church, standing in the
open air

: (1.) Ongen, Chrysostom, Maximus, Leo
;

(r.) Alcuin, Bede,
ilaymo, Henry Suso. Their names are printed with movable type on the
margin. J r

The title of the book, JgomtKartUg Btirtorum, is printed above the
cut. There is no other cut in the book.

r„ #

16
?
X

z>

119
^ .

Go(
l
d

. j
mPression >

with margin. No watermark. On it is writtenCdrtimae Buxheim which shows that the book once belonged to that famous convent.
Presented by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B., 1895.

'f
las ** a c°Py the larger cut of the same composition [230 x 1451 in the folio

8793
0n
We

f

isWlM? in
Ni<

r°?
au® ^esler, Basle

>
1493 and H98

.
(Hain 8791,

canonvTpnfthi n
9,

i

23>) *U^ °t!
g
{?

a the
J .

8ma11 flaSs at the corners of the Gothic

?n of
the Basle arms. Both Basle editions, as well as the Nuremberg edition,

Nuremb^Pnnl hi
UfU?- .

(Pr0ctor 7685
’ 7694

> 2095.) A second state of this

fTiTi WloI -

he fr
u
Dt
u
S
?l

eCe OCCurs in Pruthenus, Trilogium animse, Nuremberg,

?
g 1498

’ whldl top of the centre panel, containing the Dove andclouds, is cut away. (Proctor 2119 and title-page in Bagford collection.)

REUTLINGEN.

D 26 (1-72).

1482 . Seventy-two cuts from Passional, das ist der heiligen Leben, fol., Keutlnmen
(Hans Otmar), 1482. Hain 9976 ; Muther 751.

The cuts illustrate events in the lives of the saints, usually their
martyrdoms. They are very rude and primitive in style, and of no
artistic importance. There is usually no attempt at landscape, but a few
cuts contain clumsy trees. The figures are badly drawn, especially the
hands. Hatching of a hard, inartistic kind is largely used. The book is
not in the British Museum.

the
"e CUt d0W“ th0 b0rder line ' They are not coIoured -

SPIRES.

D 27.
1498 . The Crucifixion, with the Virgin and St. John. Schr. 386 W—D 34brom Missale Carthusiensium. Hain 11276; (Peter Drach, Spires, 1496'

Copinger); Proctor 2398. Used again in Missale Ordinis S Benedict!de observantia Bursfeldensi, Peter Drach, Spires, 1498. Hain 11274;i rocror zoi/7.

Christ hangs on a Tan cross, with °I°HoR=I on
directed slightly to r., but the head bent to 1.

the scroll, with his body
He wears the crown of
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thorns, but no nimbus
;
the two ends of the loin-cloth float on either side.

The arms are very stiff and wooden, the feet too large. The Virgin

stands 1., turning her face away from the cross
;
her 1. hand rests on her

r. wrist. St. John stands r. looking up at Christ, with hands crossed on

his breast. His face is thin and old. Each has a plain nimbus. The

cross is wedged with stones. A skull, with the lower jaw lying apart,

and a large bone are near the foot of the cross. The landscape is slightly

indicated, but there is no sky. There is no border line.

[268 X 196 (limits of the design).] Good impression, formerly coloured, but washed.

Traces of red, blue, pale brown, and gold remain. No watermark.
Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1852. Schr. describes another impression in

Germ. Mus., Nuremberg. Kepr., Essenwein, Taf. 113.

STRASSBURG.

D 28.

1488-94. Johannes Gerson. Schr. 1879 a. From Tercia pars operum Johannis

de
|
Gerson doctoris christianissimi, fol., Strassburg, M. Flach sen., 1494.

Hain 7625 ;
Proctor 698 ; Kristeller 491.

Gerson is walking towards the r. with a pilgrim’s staft in his 1. hand,

holding a shield with his device in his r. hand. A dog follows 1. at his

heels. On a hill r. is a fortified town, 1. a clump of trees. In the fore-

ground are two plants, the larger of which bears three flowers. Double

border.

[223 X 150.] Not coloured ;
some worm-holes. The title, as given above, is

printed in two lines on the back. Over it is an inscription in the hand of an early owner

of the book : Te natura Laiton nomen habere dedit.
|
Arthurus Laitonus.

From the Bagford collection (Harl. MS. 5917, 7). Transferred from the Dept,

of Printed Books, 1900.
. .

This woodcut was first used in the edition printed by J. Priiss m 1488 (Ham 7622

;

Proctor 533-5; Kristeller 641). On the varieties of the Gerson woodcut see the note

to D 29.

D 29.

1489. Johannes Gerson. Schr. 1879 a. From Opera Johannis Gerson, 4 to, s. 1.

(Argentorati ?). Hain 7623 ;
Kristeller 642. (See note.)

Gerson, attired as a pilgrim, stands in the foreground, with his face

three-quarters to 1., holding a shield with his device, a winged heart

marked with a Tan cross, surrounded by sun, moon and stars, in his r.

hand, and a short pointed staff in his 1. hand, so held that his thumb is on

the top of the handle. His shoes are black. To r., behind the staff, is a

dog, with its head to r. Its hind-quarters are partly concealed by the

mantle of Gerson. Near the latter’s feet r. is a small plant, and 1. a tall

flowering plant, with a single stem which branches near the top. The

landscape is divided by a wide river or estuary, on the shore of which to

r. is a town, approached by a wooden bridge. Twenty windows can be

distinguished in the towers of the fortifications. On the near side of the

river is a single leafless tree. The border is a single line.

[150 x 114.] Fair impression, mutilated at the top, somewhat damaged and

restored, not coloured. No text on verso, therefore from vol. iii.

Purchased from Mr. Obach, 1871.
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The 4to edition to which this cut belongs is not in the British Museum. A detached
impression of the cut, however, is in the Bagford collection (Harl. 5970), with the words
Secunda pars operum

|

Iohannis de Gerson on the back, which show that it is the 1st
page of vol. ii. In the Kunsthalle at Hamburg is another loose impression [164 x 116],
which belongs to fol. 1 b of the Inventarium following vol. iii, and has the text given
by Hain. For the identification of the edition to which this cut belongs with Hain 7623
I am indebted to Dr. H. W. Singer, Assistant in the Dresden Cabinet of Engravings,
who examined the copy of this edition in the Dresden library at my request.

Some confusion exists in the descriptions of the different varieties of this woodcut,
which has been increased by Dr. Paul Kristeller’s inaccurate account of this edition
(“ Die Strassburger Bucher-Illustration,” 1888, p. 155, no. 642) “Hain 7623*. Panzer I.

40, 169. 3 Bande, fol. Dresden.—Titelholzschnitt (156/222), ganz ahnlich dem in der
Ausgabe 1488. (Kopie.) ”

The edition described by Panzer is fol. (this seems to be an error of Panzer’s), but
the only edition at Dresden in three vols. dated 1489 is 4to, and is correctly described
as Hain 7623 (vol. i is missing). The description and dimensions given by Kristeller
can apply only to the Basle edition of 1489, fol. Even then the words “ganz 'ahnlich

”

are untrue, for the composition is reversed. A complete copy of this edition is at
Dresden (also a second copy of vol. iii only), and Kristeller must have described this
by an oversight as a Strassburg edition.

According to Copinger, “ Supplement to Hain,” vol. i, p. 228, the 4to edition,
Hain 7623, was printed by Georg Stuchs at Nuremberg.

The following short account of the four varieties of the Gerson woodcuts may be
found useful :

—

1. Fol. 1488, s.l. (Strassburg, Joh. Priiss). Hain 7622; Proctor 534-6; Kristeller
641. Frontispiece to each of the three vols.

The fortified town is to r., the tree to 1. Gerson holds the shield in his r. hand,
the staff in his 1. hand. The border is double [223 x 150].

2. 4to 1489, s. 1. (Strassburg, acc. to Hain ; Nuremberg, acc. to Copinger). Hain
7623. Frontispiece to each of the three vols. As described above [166 x 116] Not
in the British Museum. Yols. ii and iii at Dresden.

3. Fol. 1489. Basle, N. Kesler. Hain 7624; Proctor 7672. Frontispiece to
each of the three vols.

The fortified town is to 1., the tree to r. Gerson holds the shield in his 1. hand,
the staff in his r. hand. The border is single [222 x 156]. This cut was used agaiu
in I h 1 x ~ ^

H94 ' StrassburS> Martin Flach sen. Hain 7625; Proctor 698; Kristeller
491. Woodcut no. 1 repeated as frontispiece in each of the three vols.)

4 - Fob I502 ’ Strassburg, Martin Flach jun. Hain 7622. Vol! iv, fol. lb. On
fol. 1 a (back of woodcut) are the words

: Quarta pars operum Iohan= I nis Gerson
prius non impressa.

1

Design attributed to Wechtlin, P. iii, 334, 59. The fortified town is on a hill r.,
the bare tree (with other trees) 1. Gerson walks to r., holding staff in r. hand, shield
in 1. hand. An angel appears behind a bush r. with long slender wings. The dog is
of a long-haired breed, with shaven body. The border is single [220 x 148]. This
design is of a far more advanced character than the others. It was used again in
later editions. 6

Gerson gives the following explanation of his armorial device, “scutum cordis et
hd.ei, 1° US “ EPlst°la ad fratrem Germanum ordinis Celestinorum. Constants
prima Januarn, 141b, which is printed in all the editions of his collected works’
Ascendit mens in hunc affectum cordis ut sibi ipsi cor alatum et ignitum, signatum

signo thau aureo poneret in etheris saphirini medio, radiantibus illic aureo colore sole
luna et stellis quatenus ego peregrinus et advena (sic enim Gerson interpretatum
signmcat) assidua meditatione recordarer verbi celestis peregrini Pauli: Nostra con-
versatio in cells est. The dog is introduced in allusion to Tobias.

D 30.
1497. St. Jerome in Penitence and in his Study.

From Biblia cu Concordantiis
|
Yeteris et Noui testameti, fol.

burg (J. Gruninger), 1497. Hain 3122 ; Proctor 479 ; Kristeller 78.

Strass-

The cut is divided into two compartments by the stem of a
tree, with conventional flowers and leaves, which bends over to 1.
and r., forming a round arch over each of the representations of
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St. Jerome. To 1. the Saint is kneeling and beating his breast with a

stone before a crucifix, which is planted on a rock 1., with a cave at

its base, in which the lion lies panting, with protruding tongue. The
cardinal’s hat lies on the ground. In the distance is a town with

a large Gothic church. To r. St. Jerome, attired as a cardinal, is

seated in his study at a desk on which two large books—the Bible and
his own Epistles—lie open. On the pages of the Bible can be read the

opening words of Genesis in Greek and Latin. The Epistles begin

:

“ Desiderii mei,” etc. The lion is at his master’s feet. The whole is

enclosed by a single border. Over the cut, in movable type, J^attCtUS

itterontmttg tntrvptTS iukltC. Under it, eight elegiac verses : ictma-
djtts . . . bum

[116 X 138.] Good impression, not coloured, but soiled.

Presented by J. H. Anderdon, Esq., 1872.

The book contains no other woodcut. The cut was used again in 1507 as the

third illustration in Leben der Altvater, fol., J. Griininger. Kristeller 108.

D 31.

1497. A Physician in an Apothecary’s Shop. First used in Hieronymus Brun-
schwig, Buch der Chirurgia, fol., Strassburg, J. Griininger, 1497. Hain
4017 ; Kristeller 79 ;

Muther 538 (repr., Taf. 137).

The physician stands near a table at which the apothecary is seated, and points

with a stick to one of a number of jars, each bearing a coat-of-arms, which stand upon
two shelves against the wall of the room. Broad single border.

[184 x 135.] Not coloured, but sprinkled with red dots. On the back of the cut
(recto of the leaf) is printed the title Traotatus

|

de vrinis.

From the Bngford collection (Harl. MS. 5966, 143). Transferred from the Dept,
of Printed Books, 1900.

This impression is from an undated edition (Strassburg, J. Priiss, fob) of the Hortus
Sanitatis. Hain 8942 ; Kristeller 39; Choulant 16 (Naumann’s Archiv., iii, 250). The
cut was used in Hain 4018 (Proctor 481) and in other Strassburg books

;
a copy is found

in Schonsperger’s edition of Brunschwig, Augsburg, Dec. 1497 (Hain 4019).

D 32 (1-5).

1498. Five illustrations from Horatii Flacci opera, fob, Strassburg, J. Griininger,

1498. Hain 8898 ; Proctor 485; Kristeller 83.

The illustrations belong (1) to Bk. II, Ode 10.

(2) to Bk. Ill, Ode 13.

(3) to Bk. IV, Ode 5.

(4) to Bk. IV, Ode 10.

(5) to Bk. IV, Ode 11.

They afford a good example of the Strassburg habit of making up a large illustration

out of a number of small separate blocks, placed side by side without any nice regard
to appropriateness, and united, to save appearances, by four border-lines which appear
to make a frame, but are in reality separated at the corners. This method allows of

the same set of cuts being used again and again throughout the book in different

combinations. Thus these five illustrations are composed of twenty-four blocks, of

which nineteen are different, for five occur twice, viz., a tree with a bent stem, two
distinct houses, a young man with a wreath on his head, holding a roll of MS. in his

1. hand, and a poet in a long gown. We have another Strassburg habit illustrated

here : that of using an original cut and the copy from it in the same book ;
for besides

the two impressions of the tree with the bent stem, there is also an impression of an
inferior cut from the same design. According to Kristeller, the whole book contains

623 cuts, of which only 101 are different. Of these 70 had been used before, while
31 appear for the first time in this book. The British Museum possesses four copies of

this edition.

[85 X 155.] Fair impressions, coloured: verdigris green, yellowish green, pale

yellow, light red, vermilion, dull blue, violet, brown.
Purchased at. the McIntosh sale, 1857.
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ULM.

D 33.
1482-6. Johannes von Armszheim, Mappa Mundi from Ptolemams, Cosmographia,

fol., Ulm Leonhard Holl, 1482. Hain 13539; Proctor 2556; Muther 345!

Muther^^^
Ulm by J°hann Reger

’
1486> Hain 13540 : Proctor 2580;

The map of the world is surrounded by the four winds, represented
in the guise of boys’ heads, with long hair. By each of these a label
is placed, bearing the Latin name of the wind. These inscriptions, and
a

.

0
,

on maPj are cut on the block. The wood-engraver has
signed his name at the top of the block : Enscufotum tSt Mf>r
Sdjntt^er tie ^rms^jeun* “Schnitzer,” which usually means “wood-
carver, was used at Ulm and at Nordlingen for wood-engraver (see
Introduction, p. 9). This is perhaps the most explicit, though by no
means the earliest, wood-engraver’s signature of the xv century. The
last word has been generally, but inaccurately, printed as “ Arnszheim.”
Armsheim is in the western portion of the Grand Duchy of Hesse, across
the Rhine. The Mappa Mundi is followed in the book by thirty-one
unsigned maps. These are said to be the earliest maps cut on wood.

[405 >< 560.] Slightly cut and torn. Colours: pale red, light brown vellow naleindigo. Watermark : a triple mount, with cross and serpent.
g ’ 7 ’ P

Pnn
F

t;TB»00rd C°UeCti°n MS' 5935
’
3> Tran" Dept, of

D 34.

1485. Th
® ^carnation from Erklerung der zwdlff Artickel des Cristenlichen
gelaubens, fol., Ulm, Conrad Dmckmuth, 1485. Hain 6668; Proctor 2566.

The cut is divided into three compartments. In the upper portion,
side by side, are the Annunciation 1. and Nativity r. : while in the
lower portion, occupying half the entire space, are a prophet and an
apostle (St. James the Greater, with pilgrim’s hat and staff, and a rosary),
with blank scrolls to suggest their utterances on this article of the Creed
Ihe whole is surrounded by a double border. The text on the back
explains the third article of the Creed, on the conception by the Holy
Ghost and the birth of the Virgin Mary, and attributes it to St. James.

[183 x 115.] Good impression, cut to margin. The full has alv.vp™ “ »er Artickel. Das xxvij. Elat,” and below the cut to
P
>d. iff”

" C0T0urs •

In th^vemoryT^sT^
'’ brigbt greeD ' N° "a,ermark '

WtJRZBURG.

D 35.
1495. Michel Wolgemut ? The ai ms of the Prince-Bishop Rudolph II von Scheren-

her
f

bB
heW °f ^”Zbur|- Fr0“ SpecA mJsmum scim

Muth^779/w t^/if
b
B^-?e

.
0
/g Eeyser

’ I495
> foL Hain 11313 ;Muther 772. (Not in the British Museum.)

The arms of the Bishop are placed to the left, those of the Chapter,With angels as supporters to the right. Behind the second shield stands
. ilian, patron-saint of Wurzburg, holding a sword in his right hand.
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a pastoral staff in his left, as symbols of the twofold authority, temporal

and spiritual, of the Bishop of Wurzburg, who was also Duke of Eastern

Franconia (“Herbipolis sola iudicat ense et stola ”). Single border.

[174 X 193 (slightly cut on 1. side).] Good impression. Colours (heraldic tinc-

tures) : vermilion, yellow, ultramarine blue, opaque green, madder. The cut is

printed on the verso of the page; on the recto are thirty-seven lines of Latin text

:

Rudolffus dei gratia Epus herbn et francie orientalis dux . . . Datum in Ciuitate nra

herbn
|

Anno dni Millesimoquadringentesimo Dnica inuocauit. The page is cut across

immediately above the text.

This woodcut was introduced in 1495 to replace the engraving of the same arms

by the monogrammistAG an engraver of the school of Schongauer, which had

been used in the editions of 1481, 1484, and 1491 (B. x. 56, 34. P. II, 128, 32. Lehrs,

Repertorium, ix, 2, 377 ; xii, 21). It cannot be described as a copy of the engraving,

for the figure of the bishop, the kneeling angels, and the ornamental foliage are very

independent and spirited. It was already recognised in 1845 by C. Becker ( Kunst-

blatt, 82, p. 342) as a work of the school of Wolgemut, and was attributed by R. Weigel

(“ Kunstkatalog,” no. 16346), to the master himself (see also Prof, von Loga, “Beitrage zum

Holzscbnittwerk Michel Wolgemuts,” Jahrb. d. Jc. preuss. Kunstsamml. 1895, xvi. 236).

As the bishop died in 1495, this cut was not used again, but was replaced m the

editions of 1497, 1499, and 1503 by a smaller cut with the arms of his successor and

other changes (Lehrs, Reperiorium
,
xii, 22). _ .

From the collection of “ex-libris,” etc., bequeathed by Sir A. Wollaston I ranks,

K.C.B., 1897.

ZWOLLE.

D 36.

1484. The Vision of St. Bernard, from Dat boec van sinte Bernaerdus sermonen,

fol., Zwolle, Pieter van Os, pt. I, 24 Dec. 1484; pt. 11,30 April, 1485;

second edition, 27 May, 1495. Hain 2852, 2854 ;
Campbell 275-6 ; Conway,

Sect, xvii, 2, pp. 100, 267, 336-7; Proctor 9145.

Through a square window we look into a chamber, where St. Bernard

stands 1., bare-headed, holding a crozier in his r. hand, and receiving

with his 1. hand a branch with two flowers, offered to him by the infant

Christ. The child, who is naked, stands on a cushion on the sill of the

window. The Virgin supports him with her r. hand, while with her

1. hand she presses her r. breast, so that the milk, indicated by a series

of dots, spirts forth upon St. Bernard. Between the Virgin’s head and

that of St. Bernard are the words : nttigtra te it matt*, while on a

scroll held by the child in his r. hand is the fragmentary inscription,

fTCCf f)£. A closed book lies on the window-sill before St. Bernard,

and a plant in a pot stands before the Virgin. On the farther wall of

the room behind the Virgin is a piece of tapestry or brocade, and behind

St. Bernard we see out through two round arches to a landscape with a

castle. The whole is surrounded by a double border, except at the

bottom, where there is but a single line.

[185 X 153.] A rather late impression; the block shows signs of wear, and the

border is broken away in several places. In fine preservation, with wide margin [7-44].

No text on verso. No watermark.
Transferred from the Dept, of Printed Books, 1897. The cut was previously bound

up with a copy of Boccatius, De Claris mulieribus, Ulm, 1473, from the library of the

Duke of Sussex (Proctor 2496), with which it had, of course, no connection whatever.
„

This is the first work of any importance produced by the “first Zwolle wood-cutter

(Conway) for Pieter van Os. It is, in some ways, of remarkable merit, very picturesque

in grouping, and in the distribution of light and shade, and the countenance of

St. Bernard is noble in its simplicity ;
the pure outline seems rather Italian than
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Flemish. On the other hand the extremities are very badly drawn, especially the
hands and feet of the child. Conway, following Renouvier, “ Histoire de la Gravure,”
1860, p. 172, remarks on the resemblance of this cut to the works of the Master of
Zwolle (Maitre a la Navette), especially to his engraving of the same subject. He
thinks that the woodcut was executed by a man who had been trained as an engraver
in the school of this master, from the fafct that more attention has been paid to the
parts cut away than to the parts left standing. This is true to some extent, but there
is, strictly speaking, no use of white line in the woodcut, certainly not any trace of
work done with the burin, though there are undoubtedly white bits picked out from
the black with the knife.

The present impression of the cut cannot be ascribed to either the first or second
edition of the book, Hain 2852 (1484-5) and 2854 (1495). The first edition is not in the
British Museum, but Mr. C. Sayle has kindly examined for me the copy in the University
Library, Cambridge, and informs me that in pt. I the cut on fol. 1 a has over it Dit is dat
boec van

|

sinte bernaerd9 sermone, and in pt. II, fol. 4b
,
it has no text over it, but on

the back one column of print, beginning “ Hoe dat dit huus,” &c. Of the second edition,
1495, the British Museum copy contains the cut only once, on the first page of Pt. II.,
Winter Stuck, where it has text over it as follows : Sermones Be rnardi In Duytssche,
but according to Conway, p. 267, the cut occurs in both volumes. The present
impression, without text, agrees pretty closely with the 1495 edition as regards the
condition of the block, and may perhaps be a proof without text taken at the time when
that edition was being prepared.

D 37.
1488. Temptatio diaboli de fide. W. D 13 .

From Dat sterfboeck, fol., Zwolle, Pieter van Os, 1488, 1491. Campbell
1620-1

; Conway, Sect, xvii, 7, pp. 104, 268, 337; Proctor 9132, 9140.

The dying man is tempted to renounce his faith, and to commit
suicide. The bed lies obliquely across the design from r. to 1. The dying
man reaches out his r. arm from the bed-clothes and points to a vision,
near the bottom of the bed, of a king and queen (Solomon and his wife)
adoring an idol, to which a devil calls his attention with the words 19 Oft

tJf IjfttJf (Fac sicut pagani, orig.). In the foreground r. are a half-
naked woman, carrying a rod and scourge, and a man who is putting a
knife to his throat. A devil on the near side of the bed tempts the dyingman to suicide with the words 190ft 1)U Sflttftt (Interficias te ipm.)
Beyond the bed a physician and two other persons stand talking.
A devil is pulling away the sheet from under the dying man, and another,
hovering in the air, exclaims -H)f ijfllf tg tf bvokftt (Infernus fractus
est). Above the head of the bed stand God the Father (with a book),
God the Son, and the Blessed Virgin. The floor of the room is tiled, and
shaded under the bed.

[201.x 145.] Good impression, with narrow margin [2-8]. In the lower margin,
centre, is the signature, a it)., and there is text on the verso.

From the William Russell collection. Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1860.

1

1

Tt
,S

?
f
^
,rly close

.

c°Py of the original cut in the first edition of the Ars Moriendi
blockbook (unique copy in B. M., from the Weigel collection), but Mr. Conway (p. 104)
need not have hesitated in pronouncing these cuts to be copies, rather than the original
blocks cut up (as was the case with the Biblia Pauperurn and Canticum Canticorum,
used to illustrate books printed by P. van Os), for there are strongly marked differences.
t or a triple border we have a single line, but that might be a consequence of the cutting
down ot the block. A moment’s comparison, however, of the copy with the original
will show how much the faces have lost in expression, and how stiff and mechanical the
shading has become throughout. Mr. Conway attributes the copy to his “first Zwolle
woodcutter, to whom he also attributes the St. Bernard described above. The block-
book itself, hitherto treated as the first version of these compositions, and certainly awork ot the greatest technical excellence, if not originality, is believed by Prof. Max
l ears to be copied from the series of Ars Moriendi engravings by the Master E. S., of which
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the only complete set in existence is in the Douce collection, University Galleries,

Oxford.* This view has been followed by Mr. Lionel Oust in his edition of the facsimiles of

these engravings and of the block-hook (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1898). Twelve copies

from the engravings of E. S. by the Master of St. Erasmus were transferred to this Dept,

from the Dept, of Printed Books in 1892. The set of copies of which this cut is the first

was printed in its entirety in both editions of the Sterfboeck printed by Pieter van Os
in 1488 and 1491. Both are in the Royal Library at the Hague. The British Museum
possesses only a slightly imperfect copy of the 1491 edition, from the Weigel collection.

A comparison of this single cut with that edition shows that the former belongs to the first

edition, 1488. The loose cut has the signature aiij in the centre below the border; in

the 1491 edition the signature a 3 is placed on the r. side, 15 mm. from the bottom of the

cut, and repeated on the cut itself, on the second unshaded tile to r. of the lowest leg of

the bedstead. The text on the hack is differently spelt. In the loose page the last

word of the first line is “becorin,” in the 1491 edition it is “ becorige.” The
second line ends in the one case “ die siecke mesce,” in the other “ den siecken

menschen,” etc.

NETHERLANDS.

(Place unknown.)

D 38 (1-2).

Two cuts from an unknown book. Modern impressions. Derschau collection. Becker,

2 Heft, 1810, A 14, 15.

1. The Crucifixion. Christ is on the cross
;

to 1. the Virgin is

fainting, supported by St. John and two women
;
behind them is a town on

a winding shore
;
to r. a group of four men, behind them a hill. Single

border.

2. The Lamentation over the Body of Christ. Christ, stretched

out at full length, rests with his head and shoulders on the lap of the

Virgin. St. John and a woman stand behind the latter. To r. St. Mary
Magdalen stoops forward over the feet of Christ. On a hill behind her

is the cross, with a ladder standing against the beam. Two men stand

near the cross. Single border.

[180 x 175.] The blocks were much worn before these impressions were taken.

The style of the drawing is Flemish rather than German. The information given by
Becker is too inaccurate to give any clue to the place of their origin. “Aus der

Deutschen Ausgabe des 1495 in Zwoll herausgekommenen Buches: Dat Boeck van den
Leven ons liefs Heeren Jesu Christi ” is Becker’s statement, but the cuts do not occur

either in the Zwolle edition of 1495 or in Koberger’s edition, Nuremberg, same year.

In the inventory of 1837.

COLOGNE OR NETHERLANDS (?)

(Place unknown.)

D 39.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD AND A SUPPLIANT.

The Virgin, crowned, sits on a low wall with a canopy over her head.

She holds the naked child in her lap with her r. hand, and has a pear in

her 1. hand. Both are looking at an old man who kneels 1., holding in

both
f
hands a scroll on which are the words Uptri 0$ tUU mtltO

Prottb. 31. (Prov. xxxi, 8). On either side of the Virgin are similar
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scrolls, which wind upwards, starting from her shoulders. That to 1. has
the inscription lEgo mater jmlcfjre Utlecttonts tu me ornnes gentes

|

transtte atr me times qut eoeuptsettts me : eeelee toteesto 4
(Ecclus. xxiv). That to r. has it attt tn me pmaumt letiet

antmam suam ontes
|
gut me oUertnt Utltgtt mortem • prouerhtou

oetauo (Prov. viii. 36.) There is a double border, a narrow line within
a broad one. The hatching is regular and mechanical.

[156 x 96.] Good impression, not coloured. No watermark.
From the Bagford collection (Harl. MS. 5963). Transferred from the Dept, of

MSS. 1814. It is not certain that this cut is derived from a book, but its shape and
whole appearance make this probable, besides the fact that it was in the Bagford
collection, which consisted almost exclusively of fragments from mutilated books.

APPENDIX TO DIVISION D.

() Books of the XV Century.

Since in Division D only those illustrations from xv century books
have been described which are mounted as separate cuts, I conclude by
mentioning briefly the books containing woodcuts, or series of cuts
bound in book form, of this period, which are in the Dept. These will be
described in greater detail in the general inventory of books in the Dept,
containing woodcuts of the German, Dutch and Flemish Schools, which
will form the concluding section of this catalogue.

Augsburg. 1489. Compilatio Leupoldi de astrorum scientia. E. Ratdolt. Hain
10042. Proctor 1879.

Cologne. 1500. Synonoma et equiuoca Joannis de Garlandia. H. Quentell.
Hain 7476. Proctor 1368.

Deventer. 1491. Exhortationes nouiciorum. Campbell 719. Proctor 8998.
(Nuremberg. 1488 ?). Oratio Cassandre venete. Hain 4553. Proctor 2257.
Nuremberg. 1489. Yersehung leib sel er vnnd gutt (two copies). Hain 16019.

Proctor 2244.

Nuremberg. 1491. Der Schatzbehalter (the cuts only). A. Koberger. Hain
14507. Proetor 2070.

Nuremberg. 1493. H. Schedel. Liber Chronkarum. A. Koberger. Hain
14508. Proctor 2084.

Nuremberg. 1498. A. D irer. Die heimlich offenbarung Johannis.
Nuremb rg. 1498. A. Diirer. Apocalypsis cum Figuris (wanting title).
Nuremberg. 1500. BeveJationes Sancte Birgitte. A. Koberger. Hain 3205

Proctor 2124.

Zwolle. 1495. Ludolphus de Saxonia. Dat boeck vanden leuen ons liefs heren
Campbell 1184. Proctor 9146.

Sine loco et anno (147-). (Eudcrist) Hye hebt sich an von dem Endcriste, etc
Hain 1149. Proctor 3249.

() Books containing Reproductions of Woodcuts, Metal-cuts,
AND BlOCKBOOKS OF THE XV CENTURY.

(This is not an exhaustive list, but is confined to publications in which
facsimiles occupy a prominent place.)

1. Woodctjts and Metal-cuts.

Weigel und Zestermann. “ Die Anfange der Druckerkunst.” 2 Bde. Leipsic,
1866.

A. Essenwein. “Die Holzschnitte des 14. und 15. Jahrhunderts im Germanischen
Museum zu Nurnberg.” Nuremberg, 1875.
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“ Documents Iconographiques et Typographiques de la Bibliotheque Royale de
Belgique. Premiere Serie : les Bois.” Brussels, 1877.

M. Schmidt. “ Die friihesten und seltensten Denkmale des Holz- und Metallschnittes

. . . . im k. Kupferstich-cabinet und in der k. Hof- und Staats-Bibliothek

in Munchen. ,, Nuremberg, 1883-5.

R. Muther. “ Die Deutsche Biicherillustration der Gothik und Friihrenaissance,”

Bd. n. Munich, 1881.

W. Schmidt. “ Interessante Formschnitte des xv. Jahrhunderts.” Munich, 1886.

“Katalog 90 von Ludwig Rosenthal’s Antiquariat.” Munich, 1892.

Hirth und Muther. “Meister Holzschnitte aus vier Jahrhunderten.” Munich,
1893.

W. L. Schreiber. “ Manuel de l’Amateur de la Gravure sur Bois et sur Metal au
xve Siecle,” Tome vi. Berlin, 1893.

P, Heitz. “Neujahrswiinsche des xv. Jahrhunderts.” Strassburg, 1899.

2. Blockbooks.

S. L. Sotheby. “ Principia Typographical’ 3 vols. London, 1858.

“Ars Moriendi. Editio Princeps. Photographisches Facsimile des Unieum im
Besitze von T. O. Weigel in Leipzig.” Leipsic, 1869.

E. Dutuit. “Manuel de l’Amateur d’Estampes.” Tome i. Planches Xylo-
graphiques. Paris, 1884.

R. Hochegger. “ Liber Regum ” (Universitatsbibliothek, Innsbruck). Leipsic,

1892.

W. L. Schreiber. “ Manuel de 1’Amateur.” Tome vii. Berlin, 1895. Tome vm,
1900.

L. Oust. “ The Master E.S, and the Ars Moriendi.” Oxford, 1898.

W. L. Schreiber. “ Der Totentanz. Blockbuch von etwa 1465.” Leipsic, 1900.
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WOODCUTS BY KNOWN ARTISTS OF THE SCHOOL OF
NUREMBERG. XV CENTURY.

The woodcuts hitherto described in Part I have necessarily been

arranged with little regard to the artists who^ produced them. Those

comprised in Division A are, as we have seen, with trifling exceptions

anonymous, while their origin is, in the majority of cases, so obscure

that no classification by local schools could be attempted. In
Division D, on the other hand, the dates and places of publication of

the books in which the illustrations appeared have been ascertained,

and taking these fixed data as the basis of classification, it has been
possible to form groups of woodcuts exemplifying, so far as the very

limited extent of the collection would allow, the characteristics of

various local centres of art, including, especially, Augsburg, Bamberg,
Basle, Mentz, and Strassburg. The illustrations remain, like the

single woodcuts, in almost all cases anonymous.

Now, however, before passing on to xvi century art, in which
anonymity will be the exception, not the rule, and in dealing with

which a system of arrangement both geographical and historical will

be adopted, there is still one important group of xv century illus-

trations to be considered, which are exceptional in being the certified

work of a pair of Nuremberg painters.

One of these, at least, Michel Wolgemut, holds a distinguished

place in the history of early German art. Nothing can be more
characteristic than his work of the state of draughtsmanship and
woodcutting at Nuremberg, while still unreformed by his great pupil,

Durer
;
nothing can serve better as a transition to the Nuremberg

art of the xvi century, with which Part II will open, and in which
the name of Durer fills the most prominent place.
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SCHOOL OF NUREMBERG. XV CENTURY.

MICHEL WOLGEMUT.

Painter and draughtsman : son of Valentine and Anna Wolgemut

;

b. at Nuremberg, 1434
;
probably travelled on the Rhine and in the

Netherlands
;
became a citizen of Nuremberg and married Barbara,

widow of the painter Hans Pleydenwurff, 1473
;
presided over a large

painter’s workshop, in which his stepson, Wilhelm Pleydenwurff, was
an assistant and Diirer (1486-9) a pupil

;
extant documents bear

witness to commissions received by him for paintings in the years

1479, 1487, 1490, 1501 and 1508
;

d. 30 Nov. 1519. His portrait,

painted by Diirer in 1516, is at Munich, the drawing in the Albertina,

Vienna. He married, late in life, a second wife, Christina, who
survived till 1550.

Wolgemut probably designed the frontispiece to the “Gesetze

der Newe Reformacion der Stat Nureberg,” A. Koberger, 1484, fol.

(Hain 13716 ;
Muther 421

;
Proctor 2039), representing the arms of

the Empire and of Nuremberg between SS. Sebald and Laurence,

who stand on pedestals under a Gothic arch [255 x 175] (V. v. Loga,

Jahrbuch
,
IX, 104). A fine woodcut of the Assumption of the Virgin

on a broadside dated 1492, in the Munich print-cabinet, is also

ascribed to him with great probability, but his chief works as a

designer of woodcuts are to be found in the Schatzbehalter (1491)

and the Nuremberg Chronicle (1493), to be described below. These

are the two first important books with original illustrations published

at Nuremberg, and with the exception of Breydenbach’s Sanctse

Peregrinationes, illustrated by Erhard Reuwich (Mentz, 1486), the

earliest books printed in Germany of which the woodcuts can be

assigned with certainty to a known draughtsman. It is evident that

several different wood engravers were employed in each book, and

that the artist’s designs suffered greatly in their inexperienced hands.

The designs themselves are very unequal in merit, even in the

Schatzbehalter, where the style is comparatively uniform
;

in the

Chronicle, where the diversity is much greater, it is known that

Pleydenwurff was associated with the master in preparing the

designs,
1 while many of the cuts are so indifferent that they must

be regarded as the work of subordinate craftsmen or pupils. In both

books many designs have been borrowed from older engravings or

woodcuts
;
these cases will be noticed as they occur.

1 Messrs. Thode and Yischer, alone among the recent writers on the subject, ascribe

to him a share in the Schatzbehalter also.
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On Wolgemut’s woodcuts the following literature may be profit-
ably consulted :

—

M. Thausing, “Albert Bttrer” English translation. London, 1882
i, 65-8. 5

L. Muther, “ Die deutsche Biicherillustration.” Munich 1884
i, 57-60.

Studien zur Kunstgeschichte.” Stuttgart, 1 886, 314-6.
von Michael Wolgemut.” Jahrbueh,

Zeichnung

V.

H.

R. Yischer,

S. Colvin, “ Eine

Berlin, 1886, vii, 98.

von Loga “ Die Stadteansichten in Hartman Sehedel’s Welt-
chromk.” Ibid, 1888, ix, 93, 184.

H. Stegmann, “ Ueber das Leben Michel Wolgemut’s.” Bepertorium,
1690, xm, 60.

H. Thode, “ Die Malerschule von Niirnberg.” Frankfurt-a.-M., 1891,
125, lo3—7, 181-2.

c. von Liitzow, “Geschichte des deutschen Kupferstiches und Holz-
schnittes.” Berlin, 1889, 74-80.

C. Ephrussi, “ Etude sur la Chronique de Nuremberg de Hartmann
Schedel. Paris, 1894.

^ ' V
* ^g

f
5
“ Beitrage zum Holzschnittwerk Michel Wolgemut’s.”Janrbueh, Berlin, 1895, xvi, 224.

Stegmann “Die Handzeichnungen der Manuskripte der

1895 115

n WeItchr0nik'” Mm- d- Mus., Nuremberg,

I. Der Schatzbehalter.
(Der schrein od’ schatzbehalter der waren reichtumer des hails™ Seligkeit Ntlrnber

S. A - Koberger, 18No
t

V ' U9b * oL Ham 14507
; Muther 423. A perfect copy

iu Dept, of Printed Books, Proctor 2070.)
The cuts only, without the text [253 x 177], coloured, ninety-one in

roZted ‘"Ti
6 C

°7
plf ',0°k thCTe are Ejects being

,
1 k

.

s set ot the cuts was made up by a German collectortrom two copies of the book, duplicates being employed to secure a un fo narrangement on one side of the leaf, whereas the cuts in the book Zare often printed back to back.
Provenance not recorded.

n0t
.

siSnef nor is their authorship mentioned in the

of to relembf ^ aUl'ibuted *° WolSe“ut the strength

wWb “f 0 hLS Plctures and to the cuts in Schedel’s Chronicleue cer afied as his work by the colophon. 2 Some of Wolgemut’s

ffilutherlUTl!"
58

’ 73
tion is very improbable, especfally as iu no 80 the

® stature, but this explaua-
• Thode, however, ascribes cute 41, 53, 57, 60, 84 andU amoSg
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original sketches for these compositions appear to be preserved in a

sketch-book belonging to Herr L. Rosenthal, of Munich (Catalogue 90,

1892, no. 4. See also V. v. Loga, Jahrbuch
,
xvi, 229-232). This book

contains 107 drawings, outlined with the pen or brush in bistre, and

finished in water-colours, the majority of which seem to be by the same

hand, though many have been disfigured by later additions. Seven of

these drawings stand in such close relation to the corresponding designs

in the Schatzbehalter that they must be regarded as sketches for the

woodcuts, though not carried out in sufficient detail to serve directly as

patterns for the wood-engraver. The subjects of which the sketches exist

are the following : 1, 2, 3, 4 (combining two drawings), 23 and 66. There

are also drawings in partial agreement with cuts 32 and 36. The wood-

cut no. 2 is reproduced with the drawing beside it, Jahrbuch, xvi, 230.

The writer of the article gives good reasons for believing that the drawings

are prior to the woodcuts, not copies from them.

The cuts are introduced by two large hands, on which are the

numbers i-c, alluding to the hundred “ Gegenwurff ” or contrasts in the

attributes, the life and sufferings of our Lord, which are the subject

of the text. Then follow subjects from the Old and New Testaments,

the order of which (as the author admits, fol. ad. i, v.) appears arbi-

trary when viewed apart from the study of the text. These are

varied occasionally by allegorical designs.

(1) The Trinity. The action of the principal figures suggests the

eternal purpose of the Father to exalt the Son, and that of

the Son to suffer for mankind.

The composition is adapted and enriched from the concluding cut of

the edition of the Ars Moriendi blockbook preserved in the Bibliotheque
Rationale, Paris, published in facsimile by Adam Pilinski, Paris, 1883.

(2) God the Father announcing to the angels, on their creation,

the future Incarnation and Passion of the Son. The good

angels kneel in adoration, the evil angels stand in rebellion.

(3) The fall of Lucifer and the rebel angels.

(4) The creation of Eve and the Fall of Man,

(5) God promising to Abraham that his seed shall be as the stars

in heaven. The divided beasts and the smoking furnace

(Gen. xv).

(6) Jacob and his sons presented by Joseph to Pharaoh.

(7) The Vision of Daniel : the Winds, the Four Beasts, the

Ancient of Days, the Son of Man (Dan. vii).

(8) Daniel accused before Darius and cast into the lions’ den.

(9) The stoning of Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada, by order of

Joasli (2 Chron. xxiv, 20-22). In the background Isaiah is

being sawn asunder.
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(10) The beasts and birds which were sacrificed under the Old
Covenant, being emblems of the several attributes of Christ.

. ,

H
J
re is a note in the text saying that if the out is coloured the heifer

is to be red.

(11) The scapegoat being sent out into the wilderness, where five
wild beasts are waiting to devour it, and, secondly, the
sacrifice of an ox.

(12) The pouring out of a victim’s blood, the burning of a red
heifer, and the ashes used for the water of separation
(Nilm. xix).

(13) The offering uf the first-born in the Temple.
(14) Joseph taken out of the well and sold by his brethren to

the Midianites.

(15) Moses consecrating Aaron as high priest and his sons as
priests.

(16) The slaying of the Lord’s anointed, both priest and king.
(17) The three angels announcing to Abraham the birth of a son

by Sarah.

(18) Abraham’s sacrifice.

(19) Jephthah’s daughter meeting him on his return.
(20) Jephthah sacrificing his daughter.

(21) Samson’s feats : the foxes in the corn, the lion, the thousand
Philistines slain with the jaw-bone of an ass, the -rntes
of Gaza carried off.

(22) Samson pulling down the house at Gaza.
(23) The Father sending the Son into the world to be made lower

than the angels.

(24) The Jews stoning Christ in the court of the Temple.
(25) The Annunciation.

A free copy of Sckongauer, B. 8.

(26) Christ eating with publicans and sinners.

(27) The Idolatry of the Jews, in spite of which Christ was born
of their race.

(28) Herod enquiring of the chief. priests and scribes where Christ
should be born.

(29) The martyrdom of St, James the Less and St, John the
Baptist.

(30) The Nativity.

(31) Herod enquiring of the Magi what time the star appeared.
(i2 > The Massacre of the Innocents. The Flight into Egypt.

The latter, perhaps, after Schongauer, B. 7.

(33) The Circumcision.
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(34)

The Baptism of Christ.

After Schongauer, B. 8.

(35) The Presentation in the Temple.

(36) Christ purifying the Temple.

(37) The Israelites being fed with manna and with quails.

(38) Moses striking the rock.

(39) Christ healing the sick and casting out devils.

(40) The miracle of the loaves and fishes.

(41) The miracle at Cana.

(42) The Temptation. Christ and the Woman of Samaria.

(43) The raising of the daughter of Jairus.

(44) The raising of Lazarus.

(45) Christ voluntarily embracing death, and suffering all in-

clemencies of heat and cold (symbolized by the rays, hail-

stones, etc.,which issue from the sun and moon).

(46) Christ washing the apostles’ feet.

(47) The Last Supper.

(48) Christ sleeping on the ship with his disciples.

Compare the ships engraved by the Master Lehrs 30-37.

(49) Christ rescuing St. Peter from sinking, and casting out an

evil spirit.

The ship is a fairly close copy in reverse of Lehrs 33.

(50) The return of Tobias to Tobit. The arrival of Tobias’ wife.

The angel bringing food and drink to Elijah in the desert.

(51) The victory of Joshua over the five kings of the Amorites.

(52) Christ on the Mount of Olives.

(53) Moses found by Pharaoh’s daughter. Hagar and Ishmael

in the desert.

(54) Judas bargaining for the thirty pieces of silver.

(55) Evil-merodach releasing Jehoiachin from prison and restor-

ing his crown (2 Kings xxv, 27-30).

(56) Pharaoh and his host perishing in the Red Sea.

(57)

. The Betrayal of Christ.

(58) The fate of Korah, Datlian, and Abiram.

(59) Christ before Caiaphas.

(60) Moses and the Burning Bush. An angel appearing to

Joshua (Josh, v, 13).

(61) Christ led before Pilate.

(62) The Last Judgment.

(63) Christ questioned by Pilate.

(64) Christ and the woman taken in adultery.
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(65) Christ healing a man with the dropsy on the Sabbath, and
silencing the Pharisees (Luke xiv, 1-6).

(66) The virtues of Christ and the wickedness of his enemies
symbolized by divers birds and beasts.

/XT
T

!

li
'tr
CUt ljas been wronS1y described as the Temptation of St. Antony.

(Nagl. Mon. v, 1811; Schr. 1210.) A separate impression of it at Munich
]s enclosed in a border with tlic arms of Nuremberg and the signature-
Wolfgang.

(67)

An allegory of human nature: its helplessness and many
needs.

(68) Christ being stripped of his raiment.

(69) Pharaoh chastised for his oppression of the Hebrews.
(70) The Scourging of Christ.

(71) The Adoration of the Lamb.

(72) Christ being crowned with thorns.

(73) Christ shown to the people

(74) Pilate washing his hands.

The parable of the Good Samaritan.

(77) Christ at the head of a procession coming out to greet a
pilgrim.

(78) Christ redeeming the patriarchs.

(79) Christ preaching to the spirits in prison.

(80) The entry of Solomon into Jerusalem after his coronation.

(81) The procession to Calvary.

(82) An emblem of five virtues in the sacred heart of Jesus and
five persecutions which he underwent.

(83) David and Abishag.

(84) Solomon enthroned in the presence of David.

(85) Christ being nailed to the cross.

(86) Solomon and his wives at a state banquet.

(87) The Crucifixion.

At the end of the series two hands are shown again, the left hand
having on the fingers the Twelve Apostles, and on the thumb the Man
of Sorrows and Mater Dolorosa, while the right hand has on the
thumb Christ and the Virgin in Glory, and on the fingers the
following twelve New Testament Saints: Paul, John the Baptist,
Joseph, Luke, Nicodemus, Mark, Stephen, Thaddeus, Barnabas^
Simeon (son of Cleopas and Bishop of Jerusalem after St. James the
Less), Zaccheus and Lucius (Lucius and Carinus, sons of the Simeon
who took our Lord in his arms, are mentioned in the text as
alternatives to Lazarus).
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MICHEL WOLGEMUT AND WILHELM PLEYDENW [JEFF.

Wilhelm Pleydenwurff, painter and draughtsman : son of Hans
and Barbara Pleydenwurff

;
date of birth unknown

;
assistant to his

stepfather, Wolgemut
;
executes in 1491, for 400 florins, a commission

given to Wolgemut in 1490 to paint and gild a fountain in Nurem-
berg

;
assists, 1491-3, in the illustration of Schedel’s Chronicle

;

d. 1494 (?) (before 6 Feb. 1495).

2. The Nuremberg Chronicle.

(Liber cronicarum cu figuris et ymagibus ab inicio mudi.

(Colophon) Ad in
|

tuitu autem & preces prouidoru

ciuiii Sebaldi Sclireyer
|

& Sebastiani Kamermaister hunc

librum dominus Antho
|

nius Koberger Nuremberge im-

pressit. Adhibitis tame vi
|
ris mathematicis pingendiq}

arte peritissimis Michaele
|

Wolgemut et Wilhelmo Pley-

denwurff. quaru solerti acu-
|

ratissimaqj—animaduersione

turn ciuitatum turn illustrium
|

virorum figure inserte

sunt. Consummate autem duodeci-
|

ma mensis Julij.

Anno salutis fire. 1493. Fol. Hain 14508; Muther 424;

Proctor 2084.)

An imperfect copy. Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1870.

The author, Hartmann Schedel, is not named in title or colophon,

but see ff. 258 v., 266 r. The German edition, Hain 14510, translated

by Georg Alt, is dated 23 Dec. 1493.

The cuts, over 1800 in number, 1 are of very unequal merit, both in

design and execution. The original drawing for the frontispiece, in the

British Museum, is dated 1490. The contract between the painters

Wolgemut and Pleydenwurff on the one part, and the capitalists Schreyer

and Kamermaister on the other, for the illustration of the work, is dated

29 Dec. 1491. 2 As the immense work was finished within nineteen

months from that time, it is evident that Koberger employed a large staff

of wood-engravers on the blocks. The latter were all new, except a few

which were taken from Koberger’s Latin Bible of 1481 (ff. 31-3, 56-7).

1 Mr. S. C. Cockerell, in “Some German Woodcuts of the Fifteenth Century,”
Kelmscott Press, 1897, pp. 35-6, gives an analysis according to size and subject of the

cuts in the Latin edition. According to liim the number of separate cuts, excluding
copies and some unimportant ornaments, is 645. The repeated cuts amount to 1164,
and the total to 1809. Most writers have estimated the number of cuts roughly at 2000
or over.

2 There is evidence, however, that an earlier contract was made, in 1487 or 1488
(Stegmann, in Mittli. d. Germ. Mus., Nuremberg, 1895). Dr. Stegmann also describes

sketches in the spaces left for illustrations in two MSS. of the Chronicle (Latin amf
German) in the Stadtbibliothek, Nuremberg.
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As has been mentioned already, an attempt has been made by Prof.
Henry Thode to separate the work of Pleydenwurff from that of Wolgemut
(see op. cit., pp. 154-5, for a list of the principal cuts which he gives to
the former). The writer, animated by a strong bias against Wolgemut,
has exalted Pleydenwurff to a much more lofty rank than the few extant
notices of his work can justify—he makes him, among other things, the
true master of Diirer 1—and in criticising the Chronicle illustrations he
has done little more than pick out all the best woodcuts and call them
Pleydenwurfl s work. Later writers, MM. Ephrussi and v. Loga, have
had little difficulty in disposing of such evidence as he adduces. There is

just as little ground, on the other hand, for holding the view that Wolge-
mut was the designer, while Pleydenwurff merely cut the blocks, since
both alike are spoken of as painters.

e
M. Ephrussi’s study of the Chronicle contains a very good analysis

of the text and a popular description of the illustrations. A detailed
criticism of one important class of the latter, the views of towns, is to be
found in Dr. V. von Loga’s earlier article, while the later essay contains
a list

(
Jahrbiich

,
xvi, 227—8) of the cuts which have been recognised as

copies from Schongauer, the master the master F. Y. B., the

woodcuts in several earlier books (especially Breydenbach), and in one
case a medal by Yittore Pisano. The decoration at the top of the
frontispiece—children climbing among foliage—was probably suggested
by the frontispiece of Breydenbach’s Travels. Of the cuts representing
towns, a large number are merely conventional, and are used repeatedly
with different names. The following have a better claim to be authentic
views : Augsburg, Bamberg, Basle, Breslau, Buda, Cologne, Constanti-
nople, Constance, Cracow, Eichstadt, Erfurt, Florence, Genoa, Jerusalem,
Liibeck, Munich, Neisse, Nuremberg, Passau, Prague, Batisbon, Rhodes,
Rome, Salzburg, Strassburg, Dim, Yenice, Yienna, WJirzburg. No
earlier views of any of the German towns are known from which these
cuts could have been copied, and it seems, therefore, that sketches were
obtained expressly for this book, since Koberger had agents in all the
leading towns. For the foreign towns existing woodcuts and engravings
were used as far as possible; where these failed invention supplied the
want. The other cuts comprise scenes from biblical and secular history,
pictures of saints, portraits (imaginary), prodigies and monstrosities.
There was not as yet sufficient interest in natural history for pictures of
animals, birds and plants, or phenomena of a normal kind, to be intro-
duced, as they were so largely in some of the later Chronicles, especially
in Sebastian Munster’s Cosmographia. The majority of the small half-
length figures are rude, inartistic cuts, which were used again and again
in the course of the book under different names.

1 Prof. Thode still adheres to this opinion. See Repertorhm. xxii <1899), p. 369.
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A list has been given above (D 24, p. 228) of the twenty-eight cuts

(duplicates) which have been mounted separately as specimens of Wolge-
mut’s work. That selection does not include some of the most important
illustrations, which must be looked for in the book itself. I may mention
especially :

The Frontispiece

Alexander the Great .

The Tiburtine Sibyl

View of Nuremberg
The Death and Coronation of

)

the Virgin . . .)

St. Benedict

View of Salzburg

The Emperor, Electors, and i

Nobles . . . .

)

The two stories of profane

|

dancers . . . . S

The Crucifixion of St. Wil-1

liam . . . J
Antichrist . .

•

The Dance of Death .

The Last Judgment

Fob T. v.

„ LXXV, v.

„ XCIIT, v.

55 XCIX, v., C, r.

„ CII, v.

„ CXLIIII, r.

„ CLII, v, CLIII, r.

„ CLXXXIII, v., CLXXXIIII* r.

„ CLXXXVII, v., CCXV1I, r.

„ CCI, V.

„ CCLXII, v.

„ CCLXII1T, r.

„ CCLXV, v.

MICHEL WOLGEMUT.

t ST. SEBALD, 1494-95.

Schr. 1073. (Reproduction.)

Photolithographic facsimile (reduced) of the first illustrated edition of

the “ Ode to St. Sebald,” by Celtis, with a woodcut by Wolgemut, in the

Hofbibliothek, Vienna.

See Jahrbucli der kunsthist. Samml. des allerh. Kaiserhauses, 1902,

xxiii, 45. The impression of the same woodcut, accompanied by a revised

text of the ode, inserted in MS. 1122 of the Merkel Library in the

Germanic Museum, Nuremberg, is printed on vellum.

For another woodcut (1495) attributed to Wolgemut, see D 35. He
may also have designed the Crucifixion in the Eichstadt Missal, 1488

(Eichstadt, M. Reyser, fol.), Erlangen, Universitatsbibliothek, Inc. 43

(not mentioned by Hain or Weale). The frontispiece of the Ratisbon

Breviary, J. Pfeyl, Bamberg, 1495 (Hain 3886), has been attributed to

Wolgemut by Muther (no. 666) and v. Loga
(
Jahrb . xvi, 234). The cut,

separately, is preserved at Berlin and Nuremberg, the book at Munich
(repr. Ess. Taf. 155-6). An undescribed woodcut, evidently by Wolge-
mut, is the frontispiece to Sigismund von Prustat’s “ Practica Coloniensis

”

(1495-6; Proctor 2252a).
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GEEMAN WOODCUTS, 1501-1550.





INTRODUCTION TO PART II.

KEW FEATURES IN XVI CENTURY WOOD-ENGRAVING.

The year 1500 is not merely a convenient date with which to close
a period

;
it coincides, closely enough, with a real and far-reaching

change in the conditions under which wood-engraving flourished.
Hitherto the process had been left, in the main, to craftsmen in the
service of monks, stationers, and booksellers

;
now the painters took

it up, as they had taken up line-engraving from the goldsmiths, for
the purpose of reproducing, in a popular form, their original designs
in black and white. From 1500 to 1530 especially, there were few
eminent painters in Germany, except Matthias Griinewald, Martin
Schaffner, and the leading artists of Cologne, who were not designers of
woodcuts. To mention only the chiefnames in each local school,we have
Diirer at Nuremberg, Burgkmair at Augsburg, Altdorfer at Ratisbon,
Cranach at Wittenberg, Holbein at Basle, Wechtlin and Baldung on
the Upper Rhine, Lucas van Leyden and Jacob Cornelisz in the
Netherlands, producing woodcuts in abundance, whether as illus-

trations, as single sheets, or in sets that told again, in the language
of a new generation, the traditional story of the Life and Passion of
our Lord.

Thus we find, on crossing the threshold of the xvi century,
an interest of a new kind. We deal less with abstractions, more
with personalities. Documents are still rare, but signatures are
frequent, and we know enough about most of the leading artists to
enable us to recognise with some degree of confidence their unsigned
works, and to trace each master’s influence on the group of lesser
men who were his pupils or admirers. Much xvi century work, and
some good work among it, remains anonymous. We still meet with
monograms that lack an explanation, but few of these conceal a name
of much importance in the history of art, except the signature D.S.,
which is that of the most remarkable draughtsman at Basle in the
days before Holbein, and the initials H.W., which occur on two
woodcuts only, among hundreds, by the most prolific and charming of
the Augsburg illustrators.

Siguiiioance

of the date
1500.

Oar know-
ledge of the
designers of
woodcuts after

that date.
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Conditions
under whieli

woodcuts were
published.

Patronage
of wood-
engraving by
Maximilian I.

Our know-
ledge of wood-
engravers at

this period.

The painter-engravers, to whom we owe all the fine work of this

period in wood-engraving, were usually at their best when they

worked on their own initiative and issued their woodcuts directly to

the public
;
they were seldom on the same level of excellence when

the commission came from a publisher and the work appeared in the

form of illustrations to a book. There is one remarkable instance of

another kind of publication which originated in court patronage, a

new phenomenon in the history of the graphic arts in Germany. The
Emperor Maximilian I, with a view to self-aggrandisement rather

than any real desire to promote the welfare of art, projected an

immense series of illustrated works to commemorate the glories of

the house of Habsburg and the achievements of his own reign. The
scheme amused him in his leisure moments during a number of years,

and we know from various extant memoranda that many publications

were planned besides those that were actually accomplished, in whole

or in part. The latter include the Genealogy of the Habsburgs; a

collection of Saints connected by the ties of kinship with the Imperial

house
;
“ Freydal,” a record of Maximilian’s masquerades and tourna-

ments
;

“ Theuerdank,” a poetical and allegorical narrative of his

wooing of Mary of Burgundy
;

“ Der Weisskunig,” a prose romance in

which the youth and education of the Emperor, and the principal

events of his public life, are described in the guise of fiction
;
and

lastly, the Triumphal Procession, with which the Triumphal Car

and Triumphal Arch are intimately connected, resuming, in one

magnificent pageant, the whole content of the other portions o£

the programme.

This is not the place to repeat the history of these publications,

which has been elucidated by a series of critical essays accompanying

the new editions of the Emperor Maximilian’s works in the Jahrbuch

of the Imperial collections of art at Vienna .

1
I mention them here

on account of their unique importance as a source of information

about the relations between author, publisher, illustrator, and wood-

engraver at this period, and because the blocks themselves, of which

a large number are preserved to this day at Vienna, throw much
light on the vexed question whether the actual cutting was ever done

by the artist who designed the subject on the block. The wood-

blocks of the Arch were cut by Hieronymus Andrea, of Nuremberg;

1 Jahrbuch, i, Triumphal Procession; iv, Triumphal Arch; iv, v, Saints; vi,

Weisskunig; vii, x, Genealogy; viii, Theuerdank. The Freydal miniatures and
woodcuts form the subject of a separate publication, edited by Q, von Leitner, Vienna,

1880-82. There is a good summary of the general results of these investigations

on pp. 110-142 of C. von Liitzow’s “ Geschichte des deutschen Kupferstiches und
Jiolzschpittes,” perlin, 1801,
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those of the Procession and the Weisskunig by a number of engravers’

partly German, partly Flemish, working under the direction of

Jost de Negker, a native of Antwerp, who arrived at Augsburg in

1508 and remained for many years the foremost wood-engraver of

that city. There is no other case in which we have so much definite

information about wood-engravers as is afforded by the signed and

dated blocks at Vienna, and the documents published by T. Herberger

in his book, “ Conrad Peutinger in seinem Verhaltnisse zum Kaiser

Maximilian I” (Augsburg, 1851). The general result of what we
know about these Nuremberg and Augsburg wood-cutters, and about

the relations of Sebald Beham with Resell, Meldemann, Glockenton,

and Guldenmund at Nuremberg, or of Holbein with Liitzelburger,

Jakob Faber, and the monogrammist C.V., at Basle, is to support the

opinion that it was the general, if not the invariable practice at this

period for the draughtsman to design the woodcut and leave its

execution to the professional wood-engraver. 1 The only original

artist to whom the practice of wood-engraving has been attributed by
modern critics, with some show of reason, is Albrecht Altdorfer

;
but

even in his case no positive proof exists, in spite of the preservation

at Munich of such a unique “ document ” as a woodblock with a

drawing from his hand, which the engraver has scarcely begun
to cut.

2

The signature of the engraver by itself, or in addition to that of

the designer, occurs on the face of the woodblock more frequently

in this period than in the xv century, but it is not till after 1550
that it becomes really common. It is then often accompanied by a

knife, while the designer’s monogram sometimes has a quill pen
distinctly drawn beside it.

3 The wood-engraver is rarely mentioned
in the title or text of an illustrated book. A remarkable exception

to this rule is the case of Veit Rudolph Speckle, or Specklin, who
cut the illustrations to a botanical work by L. Fuchs, “ De Historia

Stirpium,” Basle, 1542. That book contains the portraits of Fuchs,
the author, Fullmaurer and Meyer, the designers of the woodcuts,
and Speckle, the engraver.

The blocks of Maximilian’s publications, preserved at Vienna, are

important also as illustrating a technical process which came into

frequent use at the beginning of the XVI century. This was the
practice of making corrections in the block, after it had once been

The block
seldom, if

ever, cut by
the designer.

Wood-
engravers’

signatures.

How correc-

tions were
made in the

blocks.

1 See pp. 27, 28.
2 W. Schmidt, “ Haudzeichnungen alter Meister im k. Kupferstichkabinet zu

Munchcn,” ix, 161, b, c. Also reproduced in T. Sturge Moore’s “Altdorfer” in the
Little Engravings” series, Unicorn Tress, London, 1902.

* See p. 27, note 3.
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cut, by removing the part in need of emendation and plugging the
block with a new piece of wood, on which the corrected design was
drawn and cut again. The blocks of Maximilian’s books were cor-
lected in this way again and again, when the proofs were submitted
to the Emperor, and he required the alteration of some action or some
detail of costume, or even, as in the case of “ Theuerdank,” made some
fundamental change in the text of the book itself, which necessitated
the insertion of a new character in the place of the one at first
represented. The correction was not always carried out by the
original designer of the woodcut, and thus it is common in “ Theuer-
dank ’ to find a head by Leonhard Beck attached to a body by
Schaufelein. 1 The blocks of the pedigree of Maximilian on the
Triumphal Arch bear witness by their repeated corrections to the
successive revisions which the pedigree itself underwent.

This process of plugging the block lent itself easily to fraud when
the block had once passed out of the artist’s control. There is no
more common instance of such fraud than the insertion of Diirer’s
monogram in blocks by other Nuremberg artists, which has had the
effect of preserving these often almost worthless productions from
the destruction that has overtaken works of much greater merit
which were unsigned and therefore exposed to neglect. A signature
could also be stamped on the impression itself without being inserted
in the block.

CHIAEOSCUEO WOODCUTS.
The most important innovation of the early years of the xvi

century in the matter of technique was the invention of printing
woodcuts in chiaroscuro from two or three blocks. 2 This differs in
principle from the earlier method of colour-printing from several
blocks, which was used by Eatdolt before 1490, and by Grimm and
Wirsung so late as 1520.3 The older process had aimed merely at
producing a coloured woodcut by mechanical means instead of
colouring by hand a black and white impression. The new process
aimed at something essentially different from this, viz., the imitation
of a pen-drawing in black on a coloured ground, heightened with

T Jave observed a curious case of the co-operation of the same, two artists in awoodcut at Vienna (Hofbibi.) not connected with Maximilian I. In an undescribedwork of Schaufelein, dated 1513, representing St. Bridget as the patroness of her orderthe groups of monks and nuns on either side have been inserted by Beck.
*

- The most important articles recently published on this subject are the following •

F. Lippmann “Farbenholzschnitte von Lucas Cranach,” Jahrb. d. k preuss Kunft-tomml™, 138; C. Dodgson, “Zu dost de Negker,” Revert f kunJZTxki 377E. Flechsig, “ Cranachstudien,” I. Teil, 32-37.
1 J ’ 6U ’

3 See pp. 36, 37.
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white or gold. The black outline, often dispensed with in Italian

woodcuts, is almost invariable in those of German origin. I can
recall only two cases in which it is not used—Burgkmair’s portrait of
Hans Paumgartner and a rare Crucifixion by Wechtlin

;
in both of

these three blocks are used, and they are printed in three different

shades ot the same colour

;

1
but, even so, there is a block which

gives some of the main outlines, though it is printed in blue or
brown instead of black, whereas some of the chiaroscuro prints of
Ugo da Carpi are from tone-blocks only, with no line at all.

The chiaroscuro process was first invented in Germany. The
earliest record of its use in Italy that we possess is a letter addressed
by Ugo da Carpi to the Doge and Senate of Venice on 24 July,
1516, in which he claims the invention as his own and demands a
privilege tor its protection. The first date on an Italian chiaroscuro
is 1518. 2 The first indisputable date on a German chiaroscuro of the
normal kind is 15 08. 3 That date corresponds with the extant corre-
spondence quoted by Herberger,4 in which Peutinger, writing on
24 September, 1508, to the Elector, Frederick the Wise, says that
in the previous year (1507) the Elector’s Chamberlain, Degenhart
Pfeffinger, had sent him “knights in armour, of gold and silver

prepared by Your Grace’s painter with the press/’ 5 and challenged
him to get the same kind of work done at Augsburg

;
he has now

succeeded in this, and sends a specimen of his knights printed in
gold and silver on vellum for the Elector’s approval. He writes to

the same effect on September 25th, to Duke George of Saxony.
The fortunate circumstance that specimens of these “ kurisser,”

both by the Saxon and the Augsburg artists, are preserved, enables
us to judge of their appearance and the manner in which they were
produced. Of Cranach’s work, which is proved by Peu finger’s letter

to be the earlier (1507), we have one specimen, St. George, B. 65,
extant in two impressions, at London and Dresden, The St. George

' An imitation, as Dr, Lippmann has observed ('Jahrb . xvi, 139), of painting in
grisaille. Tins is perhaps the new style of printing, “ auf Damast Art,” mentioned by
fSchonsperger in a letter to the Emperor, and subsequently claimed by Jost de Negker
(27 October, 1512) as entirely his own invention (Herberger, op. cit

, p 32, note 101)2 P, vi, 208-210. y

a Burgkmair’s St. George, B. 23, dated m.d.viii, reproduced in Lippmann’s “ En
fravings and Woodcuts by Old Masters,” viii, 42, and the same artist’s portrait of
Maximilian I, B. 32, dated 1508, reproduced in the Oppermann sale-catalogue (Amsler
and Ruthardt, Berlin, 1882), no. 304. The latter impression is now in the collection of
Baron E. de Rothschild, Paris ; a similar impression in brownish green, with the
original date, was sold at Gutekunst’s auction, Stuttgart, May, 1902, no.’ 196. An
impression of the outliue-block alone, with the original date, is in the Munich
( Cabinet.

4 Op. cit. p. 26, notes 81, 82.
5 ‘-Kurisser von Gold vnnd Sylber durch E. f. (4. maler mit dem Truck geferti"et.”

The outline*’

block more
constantly

used in Ger-
many than in

Italy.

The procers
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Documents.

Extant speci-

mens of th6
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at Witten-
berg and
Augsburg.
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by Cranach in the British Museum 1
is printed from two blocks, in

black and gold, on paper previously tinted blue with water-colour.

Cranach’s signature is introduced on the block which gives the second
outline in gold. In the Dresden impression that second block is

printed, also on blue paper, with a white material, which served as

a foundation for the gold subsequently applied. Of Burgkmair’s
“ kurisser,” which are almost certainly those to which Peutinger

alludes in his letter as being just ready in September, 1508, we have
two specimens, both bearing that date—the St. George, B. 23, printed

in black and silver, on paper, in the collection of Dr. W. Weisbach at

Berlin, 2 and the Maximilian on horseback, B. 32, printed in black
and gold, on vellum, in the Liechtenstein collection at Vienna

;

3 of

the Maximilian, there is another impression at Gotha.

The important thing to observe about all these early prints in

black and gold is that they are printed from two outline-blocks, and
that the tone is added by hand or dispensed with altogether. The
use of two outlines is limited to two years, 1507 and 1508, and to

two cities, Wittenberg and Augsburg. It clearly marks a stage in

the evolution of the chiaroscuro
;
and when the last stage was reached,

and Jost de Negker introduced the tone-block for use with the same
black outline as had served before, the experimental second outline

was abandoned. This is Dr. Flechsig’s strongest argument4 against
Dr. Lippmann’s opinion that Cranach was the inventor of the true

chiaroscuro, and that, even if the date, 1506, on the St. Christopher
and the Venus cannot be taken to apply to the tone-block, there is

reason to think, on other grounds, that the chiaroscuro Venus was
actually printed before 1508. Dr. Flechsig has several other
arguments against that opinion, which this is not the place to

discuss. He has proved, I think, that Cranach, who returned about
15 November. 1508, from a visit to the Netherlands, cannot have

1 From the Mitchell collection. An inaccurate and misleading “ facsimile” by the
Reichsdruckerei has been published in the Berlin Jahrbucli

,
xvi, 138, and in Dr. Lipp

mann’s“ Lucas Cranach,” Grote, Berlin, 1895 (pi. 20). .The flatness of the duil blue
tint was perhaps inev itable, though its unpleasant effect could have been diminished by
cutting off the tint at the border line of the woodcut, beyond which it had no business to
extend. The great fault, however, is that an impression of the ordinary second state
of the black. outline-block has been selected for reproduction instead of the first
state, in which the shield with the crossed swords has its black half at the
bottom. This mistake has led Dr, Flechsig, very naturally, to condemn the London
impression as spurious, whereas it is a genuine impression of the first state, before
the alteration in the arms, which was introduced in 1508.

2 Dr. Weisbach himself believes that what now appears to be silver is only the
foundation for gold, grains of which may even now be seen adhering to the lines.

3 A reproduction of this on a reduced scale was published by Chmelarz in the
Jahrb. d. Jcunsthist. Samml. d. allerli. Kaiserliauses

, Bd. xv.
4 Loc. nit.
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adopted the use of chiaroscuro tone-blocks before 1509, and that the

discovery must be credited to Jost de Negker at Augsburg.
If Jost de Negker actually took that step in 1508, he lost no time,

for it was not till late in September that specimens of the preceding
invention were ready for presentation to the Saxon princes. A very
rigorous criticism might question the interpretation of the date 1508
on the Burgkmair cuts, and we should then have to fall back on
Burgkmair’s Death the Strangler (B. 40) of 1510, as the first dated
cut of Jost de Negker with a tone-block. 1 There is no real ground,
however, for such scepticism in this case

;
we know that both the

cuts in question were re-issued, with the date altered in one case,

entirely removed in the other, and when we find genuine examples
of both, printed with the tone-block, and still retaining the date 1508,
it is only reasonable to suppose that the year 1508 had not expired
when the first finished prints were issued.

It was not long before the new process was introduced at Strass-
burg. Hans Baldung used it in 1510 (B. 55) and 1511 (B. 3).

None of Wechtlin’s important prints are dated; but a title-border
by him, with a true chiaroscuro tone-block, was issued late in 1510,
though it bears the date 1511. 2 The map of Lorraine in Schott’s
Ptolemy of 1513 is a late example of the old method of printing in
colours, rather than a true chiaroscuro, and the same may be said
of Altdorfer s Beautiful Virgin of Itatisbon. No chiaroscuro wood-
cuts seem to have been made at Nuremberg in Durer’s time; the
tone-blocks which were supplied to some of Durer’s own compositions
were the work of Dutch wood-cutters of the xvii century.

]
Ad impression of this cut, with the date m.d.x., exists at Paris (“ Estampes on

clair-obscur par divers maitres,” tom. i, Ea. 26, p. 102).
2 “ Lectura aurea . . super quinque libris Decretalium.”

(Colophon ) . . . Joanues
Schottus pressit Anno gratie m.d.x. Nonis Novembribus. (B.M. Print-room.)

S

Date of the
introduction
of a tone-

block.

The use of

chiaroscuro

in other parts

of Germany.





DIVISION A.—SCHOOL OF NUREMBERG.

I.—ALBRECHT PURER.

Painter and engraver
;
second son of Albrecht Diirer, goldsmith

(d. 1502), and Barbara Holper; born at Nuremberg, 21 May, 1471

;

pupil of his father and of Wolgemut, 1486-89
;
travelled, 1490-94,

visiting Colmar and Basle, perhaps also Venice

;

1 returned to Nurem-
berg in May and married Agnes Frey, 7 July, 1494; visited Venice,
winter of 1505-6 to spring of 1507, and the Netherlands, July, 1520,
to July, 1521

;
worked during the remainder of his life at Nuremberg

;

died 6 April, 1528.

Purer s woodcuts, in chronological order, fall conveniently into five
groups.

i. 1492-1500 (nos. 1-21, with nos. 1, 2, 5, 6 of the books).

After a few early unsigned works, the woodcuts of this period consist of the
Apocalypse, the early subjects of the Great Passion, and seven large single subjects
(nos. 3-9) uniform with these two series in dimensions and in style.

ii. 1501-1506 (nos. 22-59, with nos. 3, 4 of the books).

0 ,?

^lustrations, a series of eleven sacred subjects uniform in dimensions (nos.

;!Ci Ybn ?
ev

f<
n*een

A

s
,?
bJects of the Life of the Virgin (nos. 37-53). To these arc

resIdence^^Venice
110*8 n°S * 54-59^ wblch ^urer may have designed during his

hi. 1507-1512 (nos. 60-123, with nos. 7, 8 of the books).

The Little Passion, three broadsides of 1510, the remaining subjects of the Great
Passion and the Life of the Virgin (nos. 102-107), the frontispieces of the four books
published m 1511 and many single woodcuts of the years 1510-12. After this grounthere is an interval of three years, during which Diirer was fully occupied in engravingsome of his most important plates, including the Knight, Melancholy, and St. Jerome

Maximflian
a

i

lng deSlgDS f°r the monuuiental series of woodcuts ordered by the Emperor

iv. 1515-1518 (nos. 124-141).

witb°S«Wn fl

g^ pr
iot

S
i°on!

51V grouP of scieutific works produced in collaborationwith Stabius (nos. 127-129), and a number of woodcuts connected with the projects of

1516\nd
e

i518
n°S 13l_137^ T,iese are followed by a few single woodcuts of the years

. ,.
Tbat Durer had been at Venice before 1505 seems certain, but the date of the visit

AqTSt6
?;

?°mc wnters Place it ia 1492-94, during the Wanderjahre; others in

“ .mpt ? his marriage, a date which agrees better with the often-quoted expression,

“ f h
xr
“er ^ Pnkheimer of 7 February, 1506 (Lange and Fulise,Durer s Schnftlicher Nachlass,” p. 22).

s 2
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v. 1520-1528 (nos. 142-156, with nos. 9, 10 of the books).

Heraldic woodcuts, portraits, a few late sacred subjects, and the illustrations to

Durer’s books on Proportion, Measurement, and Fortification. This group also includes

the Triumphal Car of Maximilian, which was not published till 1522, though it belongs

to group iv by its subject and the date of its design.

Special abbreviations used in the catalogue of Durer’s woodcuts :

—

H.—Heller (Joseph). “ Das Leben und die Werke Albrecht Durer’s.”

Bd. II. Bamberg, 1827.

Ha.—Hausmann (Bernhard). “ Albrecht Durer’s Kupferstiche,” etc.

Hanover, 1861. With facsimiles of watermarks, which are quoted in the

text as “ Ha. 1,” etc.

R.—Retberg (Ralf von). “ Durer’s Kupferstiche und Holzschnitte.”

Munich, 1871.

The references to Thausing’s “ Life of Diirer ” are to the English

translation (1882) of the first German edition.

BOOKS WHICH CONTAIN WOODCUTS BY DURER.

A.—In the Department of Prints and Drawings.

1
.

[DUERER.] Die heimlich
|

offenbarug iohnis.

The first and only edition of Durer’s Apocalypse woodcuts with German text,

Nuremberg, 1498, fol. Printed with Koberger’s type 24 (Proctor). The title, as giveu

above, is cut on wood in Gothic letters with ornamental flourishes.

Fifteen woodcuts. The subjects are as follows :

—

(1.) The Martyrdom of St. John. B. 61.

(2.) St. John beholding the seven golden Candlesticks. B. 62.

(3.) The four-and-twenty Elders round the Throne of God. B. 63.

(4.) The Riders on the four Horses. B. 64.

(5.) White robes given to the Martyrs. The Stars falling from Heaven. B. 65.

(6.) Angels restraining the four Winds. The Elect sealed on their Foreheads. B. 66.

(7.) The seven Angels with Trumpets. The first four Trumpets sound. B. 68.

(8.) The fifth and sixth Trumpets sound. The four destroying Angels. B. 69.

(9.) St. John swallowing the Book. B. 70.

(10.) The Woman clothed with the Sun. The Dragon with seven Heads. B. 71.

(11.) Michael and his Angels fight with the Dragon. B. 72.

(12.) The Beast with seven Heads and the Beast with Lamb’s Horns. B. 74.

(13.) The Adoration of the Lamb. B. 67.

(14.) The Whore of Babylon. B. 73.

(15.) The Angel with the Key of the Pit. B. 75.

A fine copy of the book [size of each leaf 422 x 302], on stout paper, without water-

mark, with wire-marks 33 mm. apart. The title and another page have been cut out

and again inserted in their original places; otherwise the book is in its original

condition.

Collections: John Towneley and Mitchell (book-plates of both former owners
inserted). On the flyleaf is a note in an Italian hand of the early xix century which
shows that this copy of the book was formerly joined to a set of proofs of the Great
Passion. The two series together were then valued at £5.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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2. [DUERER.] (The title, “ Apocalipsis
|

Cu Figuris,” is wanting.)

The first edition of Diirer’s Apocalypse, with Latin text, Nuremberg, 1498, fol.

Printed with Koberger’s type 16 (Proctor). Not mentioned by Bartseh or Heller.

The same block, with ornamental Gothic letters, was used for the title-page of this

edition as for that of 1511, in which the woodcut B. 60 was first introduced beneath the
lettering. The 1498 impressions are sharper. The marks by which the Latin text of
1498 can be distinguished from that of 1511 are given most fully by Cornill d’Orville in

Naumann's Arcliiv, 1863, ix, 204.

Fifteen woodcuts; subjects as in no. 1.

With the exception of the title, this copy is complete, but no longer in its original

condition, the leaves having been cut from the book. They are mounted separately in

an album [size of each leaf about 420 x 295]. Good impressions on stout paper without
watermark, with wire-marks about 33-34 mm. apart; less brilliant than the impressions
in no. 1.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

3. [HROSVITA.] Opera Hrosvite. Nuremberg, printed for the

Sodalitas Celtica, 1501
;

fol. (Muther 458.)

Two unsigned woodcuts by Durer :

—

(1.) a i v. Conrad Celtis offering his edition of Boswitha’s Comedies to the Elector
Frederick III of Saxony (H. 2088 ; P. iii, 210, 277a).

Conrad Celtis, with the poet-laureate’s wreath of bay on his hat, bends his knee as

he presents his book to Frederick the Wise. The latter, wearing the Elector’s cap and
tippet of ermine, and holding the sword of office (the Elector of Saxony was ex-officio

sword-bearer to the Emperor), sits on a throne with two shields displaying the Saxon
arms suspended from the canopy. Three spectators stand in the background. An open
door r. gives a view of a river with trees on the near shore and a high hill beyond

;

through another door 1. there is a narrow glimpse of a street, in which a landsknecht is

walking (compare Diirer’s early St. Jerome, P. 246).

Single border [218 : 148], I cannot accept the suggestion made by Wustmanu
(Zeitschr. f. bild. Kunst, xxii, 193) that the three spectators are portraits (from 1. to r.)

of Durer, Koberger, and Wolgemut, the two illustrators of the book, with the printer in

the background. We have no portrait of Koberger; the resemblance of the young man
to Durer is very slight ; Wolgemut in 1516 was clean-shaven, and it is not likely that
he wore a beard to the age of sixty-six and took to shaving after that. Moreover,
Koberger did not print the book, nor did Wolgemut illustrate it. The three persons are
probably members of the Sodalitas Celtica, humanist friends of the editor, many of
whom contributed epigrams to the book. A technical detail is interesting : a triangular
black patch on the young man’s cloak is printed from a piece of wood which the
engraver has neglected to cut away.

(2.) a iiii v. Boswitha presenting her Comedies to the Emperor Otto I in the
presence of his niece, Gerberga, Abbess of Gandersheim (H. 2092; P. iii, 210, 277b;
B. 47).

The three persons are grouped under a canopy set back behind a round arch, with
late Gothic foliage in the spandrels, which forms a frame to the picture. The imperial
crowD, with the Saxon arms displayed on the imperial eagle on a shield below it, is

placed at the centre of the arch. A landscape with houses appears over the top of a
curtain which rises to the height of Gerberga’s shoulders [218 x 148].

Boswitha, or Hroswitli, was a nun of the Benedictine Abbey of Gandersheim in Lower
Saxony, who composed six comedies in imitation of Terence, but in prose; eight lives

of saints in elegiacs or hexamelers; and a panegyric in hexameters on the Emperor
Otto I. Her latinity was remarkably pure for the age in which she wrote, the tenth
century; and the genuineness of her works has been doubted.

Celtis, according to his own account (which is probably trustworthy), discovered the
MS. of her lost and forgotten works in the library of St. Emmeram’s monastery at

Batisbon. He projected an edition of them, to be printed at Basle, as early as 1495
(Hase, “ Die Koberger but there is no evidence that any illustrations were prepared at

that time, and Dr. Burckhardt is not justified in asserting (“A. D.’s Aufenthalt in Basel,”

1892, i). 43) that Durer produced this frontispiece in 1494. It can only be said that the
woodcuts were prepared some time before the date of the publication of the book, 1501.

The attribution of these two cuts to Diirer, accepted by Heller, Betberg (who
mentions only the second), Burckhardt, and several recent writers, was rejected by
Thausing and Passavant. They have not yet been definitely classed as works of
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Durer in any authoritative catalogue. The cutting is bad, and evidently did not
receive that personal attention which Durer bestowed on the Apocalypse and other
books for which he was wholly responsible. But the designs, though disfigured, like
the signed Philosophy of the “ Quatuor Libri Amorum ” of 1502, are fully worthy of
Durer, and in keeping with the large number of drawings of 1490-1500 which are now
known. The most definite evidence, however, for Diirer’s authorship has recently come
to light. On the back of a drawing in M. Bonnat’s collection at Paris (Lippmann 348)
is a charcoal sketch which Dr. Lippmann took for a Coronation of the Virgin. In
1898 Dr. Giehlow recognised in this sketch the first design for the second of the
Roswitha woodcuts. A collotype of the sketch was published in the third portfolio of
the Durer Society, 1900. The three figures are grouped exactly as in the woodcut, and
carry the same attributes, but the frame is different. In the sketch there is not a
round, but a flattened Gothic arch, and there are three shields attached to it but no
imperial crown. The Saxon arms are placed in the 1. spandrel of the arch, instead of
appearing on the breast of the eagle. In the sketch, Otto sits 1., while Roswitha kneels
r. ; in the woodcut the whole composition is reversed. No such sketch for the first

woodcut has been discovered, but it is as impossible to separate the two as it is to
attribute the remaining illustrations of the book to the same artist.

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1869.

4. [DUERER.] Epitome in Divae Parthenices Mari
|

ae Historiam
ab Alberto Durero

|

Norico per Figuras diges
|

tam cum Yersibus
Anne

]

xis Chelidonii. . . . Nuremberg, 1511
;

fol.

The first and only complete edition of the twenty woodcuts of the Life of the
Virgin (B. 76-95), with Latin text. For the subjects, see below, nos. 37-53, 106, 107,
111. The title is printed from a woodblock.
A fine copy of the book [size of each leaf, 438 x 305], on paper, with the two water-

marks, Ha. 27 and 28.

Collections: N. Foucquart (xvi cent.) and Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

5. [DUERER.] Passio domini nostri Jesu . .
.
per fratrem Cheli-

donium colle=
[

eta cum figuris Alberti Dureri I Norici Pictoris. Nurem-
berg, 1511 ;

fol.

The first and only complete edition of the twelve woodcuts of the Great Passion
(B. 4-15), with Latin text. For the subjects, see below, nos. 15-21, 102-105, 112,

Condition, size, watermarks, and 'provenance uniform with those of no. 4, with which
it is bound up.

6. [DUERER.] Apocalipsis Cu Figuris. Nuremberg, 1511
;

fol.

The second edition of the Apocalypse, with Latin text, in which the woodcut B. 60
appears for the first time on the title-page (see note on no. 2). The other cuts are the
same as in nos. 1 and 2 above. Condition, size, watermarks, and provenance uniform with
those of nos. 4, 5, with which it is bound up. The three works, nos. 4-6, which Durer
describes in his Netherlands journal as “die grossen Biicher,” were originally issued
together in 1511, and this set has remained united from the first, as is proved by the
signature of a very early owner, N. Foucquart, which appears on each title-page.

7. [DUERER.] Passio Christi ab Alberto Durer Nu
|

renbergensi
effigiata cu varij generis carmi

|

nibus Fratris Benedict! Chelidonij
|

Muso-
phili. Nuremberg, 1511

;
4to.

The first edition of the Little Passion, with Latin text. Thirty-seven woodcuts
(B. 16-52); for the subjects, see nos. 61-96, 110. A complete and very fine copy of the
book [size of pag*, 189 x 134]. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Collections : Durazzo, Mitchell (book-plates of both former owners inserted).
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1896.

8. [DUERER.] La
|

Passione
|

Di N.S. Giesu Christo
|

d’ Alberto
Durero

|

di Norimberga.
|

Sposta in ottaua rima dal R. P. D. Mauritio
Moro,

|

etc. In Yenetia, M. DC. XII.
|

appresso Daniel Bissuccio. 4to,
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The second edition of the Little Passion (B. 17-52; B. 16 is omitted, B. 31 inserted

twice), with Italian text. On the title-page is a badly engraved medallion portrait of

Diirer, dated 1553, founded on the woodcut portrait (B. 156); this is printed in blue.

A complete and fine copy of the book, with the woodcuts fairly well printed [size of

page, 188 X 137]. No watermark.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1896.

9. [DUERER.] Hierin sind begriffen vier biicher
j

von menseh-

licher Proportion, durch Albrechten
|

Diirer von Niirenberg erfunden

vnd be
|

schriben, zu nutz alien denen, so zu di
|

ser kunst lieb

tragen
|

M.D. XXViij. Nuremberg, “ durch Jeronymum Eormschneyder,

auff verlegung Albrecht Diirer’s verlassen witib.” 31 Oct. 1528; fol.

The first edition of the book on human proportions, published after Diirer’s death,

containing numerous outline woodcuts and diagrams.

A good copy of the book. Watermarks, the three mentioned by Hausmann, p. 100.

Purchased from Messrs. Willis and Sotheran, 1858.

10. [DUERER.] Ynderweysung der Messung,
|

mit dem Zirckel vnd

richtscheyt,
|

durch Albrecht
|

Diirer zusamem gezogen, vn durch in selbs

(als er noch
j

auff erden war) au vil orten gebessert, in sonder-
|

lieyt

mit. xxij. figure gemert, die selbigen auch
|

mit eygner handt auffgerissen.

. . . Nun aberzu nutz alien
|

kunst liebhabenden in
|

truck geben. 1538.

Nuremberg, “durch Hieronymum Eormschneyder,” 1538 : fol.

The second edition of the book, with numerous woodcuts, including diagrams of

plane and solid geometry, architectural figures, designs for various alphabets, etc. The
most important of these, as works of art, are the three fanciful designs for triumphal

columns, dated 1525, in Bk. hi (sig. I 1 v., I 2 v., I 3 r.), the base with recumbent

animals (R. 260—sig. I 2 r.)
;
two small whole-length figures in Bk. iv accompanying

perspective diagrams (sig. P 4, 5) ; and four cuts of artists drawing by the aid of instru-

ments (B. 146-149—sig. Q 1 v., 2 r., 3 r.), the second of which bears Diirer’s signature

and the date 1525. The last two cuts (B. 148, 149) appear for the first time in this

edition.

A good copy of the book. Watermarks : Ha. 36, 37, two other forms of" Reichsapfel,”

not in Ha., both small, and a dog. Bound up with no. 9.

Purchased from Messrs. Willis and Sotheran, 1858.

11. [BURGKMAIR.] Kaiser Maximilian’s Triumph. Vienna,

1796 ;
fol.

One woodcut in this edition (no. 135) is by Diirer.

Purchased from Messrs. Willis and Sotheran, 1859.

Doubtful Works.

12. [BRIDGET.] Reuelationes Sancte Birgitte. Nuremberg, A.

Koberger, 21 Sept. 1500 ;
fol. (Hain 3205 ;

Muther 426, wrongly dated

1501.)

The first Nuremberg edition of this book, with Latin text. A German translation

was printed by A. Koberger in 1502, and a second Latin edition by F. Peypus, at the

expense of J. Koberger, in 1517. The alleged editions of 1504 and 1521 do not exist.

Late impressions of the woodcut B. 158 bear the date 1504 and Diirer’s monogram, but

they are not from a book of that date. The colophon of the first edition contains the

date “ Anno domini. M. ccccc. xxi. Mensis Septebris,” which has been read against the

rules of grammar as 1521, in the month of September, instead of 21 Sept. 1500.

There is no good reason for attributing to Diirer any of the 18 illustrations which
were correctly described, but wrongly included in the catalogue of his works, by
Passavant (iii, p. 183, no. 194). These consist of two heraldic cuts, five other full-page

cuts, ten illustrations composed of several small cuts in different combinations, and one

(the last, Magister Magnus) of smaller size. The total number of blocks used is 29.

The eleventh cut, the Crucifixion, is not by the same hand as the series relating to

St. Bridget.
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Of the two heraldic cuts, the first, with the five shields, headed “ Insignia Regie
Maiestatis,” was attributed to Diirer by Bartsch (no. 158), on the ground of DUrer’s
monogram and the date 1504, which occur in the r. upper corner of some impressions.
He adds that there are later impressions without monogram and date. Here he has
reversed the true state of the case. It is evident that Bartsch did not know the cut as
it occurs in the book (1500), with the arms of Florian Waldauf on the other side.
There, and in the 1502 edition, it is without monogram or date. It was not used again
in this form, for in 1517 it was replaced by a copy. At some later date, however,
impressions of the original block were struck off, without text and without the com-
panion woodcut of Waldaufs arms on the back, but with monogram and date inserted in
the 1. upper corner of the block (r. in the impression). It is this late issue that Bartsch
and Heller (no. 2118) attribute to Diirer. The block has been fraudulently altered,
not, as Thausing supposes, by the printer of a 1504 edition, but by some one into whose
hands the discarded block had come, and who wished to make money out of the
impressions by passing them off as Diirer woodcuts. The best of these impressions
are on white paper ; as a rule, the paper is coarse and yellowish, containing wood-fibre.
Heller notices the arms of Florian Waldauf (no. 2151), which have just as much, or as
little, right to be given to Diirer as no. 2118. Considering these two cuts on their
merits alone, and making all allowances for bad cutting, 1 can see no characteristic
mark of DUrer’s style about them, though they are not without a certain distinction
and decorative effect, and may be his.

The Crucifixion is quite in xv century style, but not by Wolgemut. The remaining
cuts are by a younger Nuremberg artist, influenced by Schongauer, and possibly by
Diirer himself, through the Apocalypse (the pair of lovers walking in P. iii, 186, 13,
bears a very superficial resemblance to the engraving B. 94) ; but still more, as Dr.
Friedlander has pointed out (Bepert . xix, 389), by the artist of the Narrenschiff,
Ritter von Turn, and other illustrations attributed by Dr. Burckhardt to Diirer and
by Dr. Weisbach to an anonymous “Master of the Bergmann Printing-house.” There
are traces, too, of the influence of the Strassburg school of illustration, as seen especially
in Gruninger’s books. The custom of building a full-page illustration out of a number
of separate cuts is peculiarly characteristic of that school, which is indebted in more
essential points to Schongauer.

13. [BECKER.] Hans Sachs im Gewande seiner Zeit. Gotha,
1821; fol.

On the title-page a late impression of the arms of Nuremberg (B. 162), attributed to
Diirer.

B.—In the Department of Printed Books.

[JEROME.] Liber Epistolarum Sancti Hieronymi. N.
Basle, 1497 ;

fol. (Hain *8565; Proctor 7692; Weisbach 21.)

Contains the St. Jerome by Diirer (P. 246), which was first printed in
edition (Hain *8561

;
Proctor 7681 ; Weisbach 18).

[CELTES.] Conradi Celtis . . . quatuor libri amorum.
berg, 1502; fol. (Muther 459, 835.)

Kesler,

the 1492

Nurem-

Contains two cuts by Diirer, Philosophy (B. 130; H. 2063), and Celtis presenting his
book to Maximilian I (P. 217; H. 2089); also several doubtful cuts, one of which,
Apollo and Daphne (P. 273 ; H. 2058), is attributed to Diirer by Thausing.

[LITURGIES.] Missale secundum Chorum et Ritum Eystetensis
Ecclesie. H. Holzel, Nuremberg, 16 July, 1517; fol. (Muther 843,

Crucifixion by Diirer (B. 56; H. 1633), also St. Willibald (P. 189 ; H. 2032), the
of Gabrie1 von Eyb (B. app.47; P. 310; H. 2127), numerous initial letters, apd a
cut of the budanum held by two angels (all coloured).

arms
small
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[PTOLEMiEUS.] Cl. Ptol. Geographicae Enarrationis libri octo,

Bilibaldo Pirckeymhero interprete. J. Griininger, for J. Koberger,

Strassburg, 30 March, 1525; fol. (Kristeller 196.)

Sig. M 3 v. The Armillary Sphere (P. 202) and a diagram on the opposite page,

both attributed to Durer by Joh. Tschertte in letters to Pirkheimer of 1525-6.

[DUERER.] Underweyssung der messung. Nuremberg, 1525
;

fol.

The first edition of the book, containing B. 146-147, R. 260, and other diagrams and
designs by DUrer. Copies of these, dated 1530 instead of 1525, appear in the Latin
translation printed by Chr. Wechel, Paris, 1532, 1534, 1535.

[DUERER.] Etliche vnderricht, zu befestigung der Stetfc Schloss

vnd flecken. Nuremberg, Oct. 1527 ;
fol. Two copies.

On the title-page the arms of Ferdinand, King of Hungary and Bohemia (P. 210 ;

H. 2119). Ten large folding-plates and other smaller diagrams in the text are unsigned,
but doubtless designed by Durer. Both copies are of the ordinary or second edition

;

there is a very rare first edition, briefly mentioned by Brunet, with numerous differences

in the text, which contains the signed woodcut B. 137. Copies of the diagrams (not of

P. 210 or B. 137) appear in WechePs reprint, Paris 1535.

[DUERER.] Hierinn sind begriffen vier Bucher von menschlicher
Proportion. Nuremberg, s.a,

;
fol.

A different edition from that in the Print-room, with the same cuts, but with the
text differently set up. The date, 1528, on the title-page can only refer to the original

publication
; the type and paper show this edition to be much later.

[DUERER.] A.D. . . . de Symetria partium huanorum corporum
Libri. In aedibus viduae Durerianae. Nuremberg, 1532 ;

fol. Two
copies.

Translation of Bks. 1, 2 of the preceding work, by Camerarius, with the same cuts.

[DUERER.] A.D. de varietate figurarum et flexuris partium . . .

libri duo. Hier. Formschneyder, Nuremberg, 23 Nov. 1534 ;
fol. Two copies.

A continuation of the last, being a translation of Bks. 3 and 4 of the original German
edition, with the same cuts.

[DUERER.] A.D. Institutionum Geometricarum Libri quatuor.
J. Janson, Arnheim, 1606; fol.

A reprint of the Latin translation of Diirer’s book on measurement, published at
Paris in 1532. The cuts, however, are the Nuremberg originals of 1525, not the Paris
copies of 1530.

[DUERER.] Sammlung verschiedener alter Holzschnitte, grossten-

theils nach A.D.’s Zeichnungen, wovon sich die Originalplatten auf der
k. k. Hofbibliothek befinden. Vienna, 1781

;
fol.

The only cut certainly by DUrer in this collection is the Mappa Mundi (H. 2110).
The other cuts are a late copy (H. 1955) of B. 156, B. 106, 165, 166; P. 305, 295;
B. 169 ; P. 298, 296, 297, and a large pedigree of the house of Habsburg by
Springink lee.

[DUERER.] Ehrenpforte.

Bartsch’s edition of the Triumphal Arch (B. 138). Vienna, 1799 ; fol. (The copy
in the Print-room is imperfect.)

[BECKER.] Holzschnitte alter deutscher Meister in den Original-

platten gesammelt von H. A. von Derschau. Herausgegeben von R. Z,
Becker. Lief. I. Gotha, 1808.

B. 8 = Bartsch 116; B. 9 = Bartsch app. 38 ; B. 11 = Bartsch 58,
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[PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS. Vienna.] Jahrb. d. Kunsthist.
Samml. d. allerh. Kaiserhauses, Beilagen zum iii. u. iv. Bd. Vienna,
1885-86; fol.

Chmelarz’s edition of the Triumphal Arch (B. 138).

Doubtful Works.

[BRIDGET.] Das puch der Himlischen offenbarung der heiligen

wittiben Birgitte. A. Koberger, Nuremberg, 1502; fol.

The same cuts as in the Latin edition of 1500 [>.».] Copies of the two heraldic
cuts (P. 194, 2, 3) occur in the Latin edition of 1517 (Peypus), which has no other
woodcuts except the title-border B. app. 30. A second state of the copy of B. 158
(P. 194, 2), with the arms of Castile inserted in place of the middle shield, occurs in
Cortes, “Nova Maris Oceani Hispania,” F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 1524; fol.

[TRITONIUS.] Melopone . . . ductu Chunradi Celtis fceliciter

impresse. E. Oeglin, Augsburg, 1507 ;
fol.

Contains the woodcut, Apollo on Parnassus (P. 274), attributed to Diirer by
Thausing (i, 275-6), but rightly rejected by Ephrussi (pp. 139-140). This cut first

appeared, together with the second impression of the Philosophy (B. 130), in Guntberus
Ligurinus, “ De gestis Imp. Caesaris Friderici primi,” E. Oeglin, Augsburg, April, 1507 ;

but the British Museum copy of the latter book has blank pages where the w oodcut

s

are said to stand (cf. Heller, p. 7b7). Melopoim has also (recto of last page) a cut of
Phoebus, Mercury, Jupiter, Pallas, and Pegasus in an oval, surrounded bv the Nine
Muses, with the device of Celtis on a shield below [218 x 144].

[NUREMBERG.] Reformacion der Stat Nuremberg. E. Peypus,
Nuremberg, 1522

;
fol. (Muther 844.)

On verso of title-page the cut, Sancta Justicia, 1521 (B. 102), attributed to Diirer.
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WOODCUTS BY DU BEE.

i. 1492-1500. Nos. 1-21.

[1,
2 .]

EARLY UNSIGNED WORKS.

1. ST. JEROME EXTRACTING A THORN FROM THE LION’S FOOT.
1492. P. 246.

St. Jerome, in cardinal’s hat and robes, is seated 1. on a bench, and is

extracting a thorn with a pair of tweezers from the r. foot of the lion.

The cell is furnished with a bed (in an alcove 1.), washing apparatus,

bookshelves, and desks. Three Bibles—Hebrew, Greek, and Latin—lie

open at the first verse of Genesis. A door r., with pointed arch, opens on
a street along which a man is riding. No signature. Single border.

[195 X 135.] Good impression, after the border had been broken away in the r.

lower corner. No margin. No watermark. On the back is the title, “ Liber Episto-
larum

|

sancti Hieronymi,” in large ornamental Gothic letters, printed from a woodblock.
Collections: Monasterii B. Yirg. de Ebrach (MS.), Cornill d’Orville (blue stamp).

Purchased at the Cornill d’Orville sale, Stuttgart, May, 1900.

This rude woodcut, the earliest which Diirer is known to have designed, first

appeared in the edition of St. Jerome’s Epistles printed by Nicolaus Kesler at Basle
in 1492. (Hain *8561 ; Proctor 7681. A copy is in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.) It

was used again in 1497, and the present impression is from that edition (Hain *8565

;

Proctor 7692).
The block, much worm-eaten, is preserved in the Basle Museum, and impressions

from it were published at the beginning of the nineteenth century, with the inscription,

“Albrecht Diirer von Norinberck f. ex. Bibliotheca P. Basiliensi.” The first four

words are an inaccurate transcript of the authentic autograph of Diirer, “ Albrecht

Diirer von normergk,” which is still preserved on the back of the block. Passavant and
Nagler, who were only acquainted with the 1497 edition, hesitated to ascribe the
woodcut to Diirer, but the case for that attribution is much strengthened by the fact,

first published by Dr. D. Buickhardt, 1 that it was originally used in 1492. It is recorded
by Christoph Scheurl 2 that Diirer proceeded in that year from Colmar to Basle on a
visit to Georg Schongauer. It is likely, as Dr. Burckhardt observes, that DUrer’s god-
father, Anton Koberger, who stood in close relations with the Basle printers, furnished
him with introductions which enabled him to obtain employment as an illustrator.

Dr. Burckhardt endeavours to prove that Diirer was settled in Basle from 1492 to

1494, and was the author of many important illustrations published at the press of

Bergmann von Olpe. This view has been combated by Dr. W. Weisbach, 3 and the
controversy started by Dr. Burckhardt’s book has not resulted in any definite agreement
among critics and biographers of Diirer.

1 “Albrecht Diirer’s Aufenthalt in Basel, 1492-1494” (1892), with facsimiles of the
woodcut and of'the signature on the block.

2 Scheurl in “ Pirckheimeri Opera,” ed. Goldast, 1610, p. 352.
3 “ Der Meister der Bergmannschen Officin und Albrecht Durer’s Beziehungen zur

Basler Buchillustration ”
(Studien zur Deutschen Knnstgescliichte

,
vi), Strassburg, 1896.

The frontispiece is a reproduction of Diirer’s woodcut, which appears again in no. xxxix
of the same series. See also K. Lange, Die Grenzboten, 1892, i, 551; M. Friedlander,
llepert. f. Kunstw. 1896, xix, 383 ;

F. Rieffel, Zeitsclir. f. christl. Kunst, 1897? X> 104,

139, etc.
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la. ST. JEROME EXTRACTING A THORN FROM THE LION’S FOOT.
Copy.

A small window 1. of the door, at the top of the cut, is omitted. The
inscriptions on the books are much less legible and the cutting, as a
whole, is inferior.

x- i
£19 t

139,J Good imPression without margin or watermark. On the back is the
title, “ Liber Aepistolarum

|

Sancti Hieronymi
|
Primae Partis,” printed in red from

movable type.

This woodcut occurs before each of the three part* of the edition of St. Jerome’s
Epistles printed at Lyons by J. Sacon in 1508.

to.6 Bagford collection (Harl. MS. 596G, 24). Transferred from the Dept,
of Printed Books, 1900.

1

t THE SYPHILITIC. 1496. P. 198 . Schl, 1926 L
(Reproduction.)

Pbotolithographie facsimile of the first edition of the poem of Theodoricus Ulsenius,
Tn Epidimicam scabiem, .... vaticinium,” published at Nuremberg, 1 Aug 1496,

as a broadside, with an unsigned wcodcut [251 x 97], probably by Diirer. This facsimile
waspubhshed at Leipzig in 1900 by Johann Uitzen,a descendant of Ulsenius, who
published an article on the original in no. 2955 of the lllustrirte Zeitunq , 15 Feb. 1900
The woodcut was first described and attributed to Diirer by II. A. Cornill d’Orville in
Baumann's Archiv, 1856, ii, 100. The attribution was rejected by Thausine- Retbcre
and Schreiber.

' J 6 ’

2. THE MARTYRDOM OF ST. SEBASTIAN. H. 2027. P. 182. R.—A G2.

The saint stands r. pierced by eight arrows. His r. arm is raised
above his head and bound to a tree

;
his 1. arm is behind his back. He

has a nimbus with an ornamental rim. An archer 1. is aiming an arrow
at Sebastian, while a second, in the foreground, leans forward in the act
of winding up his crossbow, and holds a bolt in his mouth. Two spec-
tators in Oriental costume stand a little way back, and a young man
with cuily hair, wearing a cap, stands behind them. Two horsemen are
seen at a greater distance on a road which ascends a hill and crosses a
defile between two wooded heights. On the 1. slope of the hill is a
fortified town with a lofty church spire. In the background r,, behind
the saint, is a lake or arm of the sea with boats, and mountains on the
farther shore. No signature. Single border.

[390.x 287.] Good impression, but cut so close that the border is lost at the top
and in part also at the sides. Watermark, Ha. 22a (not quite exact).

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This very rare woodcut, reproduced by Retberg from the impression in the Cornill

collection, has been attributed by Dr. W. Schmidt 1 to Schaufelein, but I find nothing
in it specially characteristic of that artist. It has a closer affinity with Durer’s own
style than with that of any of his pupils, and I regard it as the earliest of the series of
large woodcuts of the xv century, uniform with it in dimensions, now to be described
(nos. 3-21). The Orientals are quite in Diirer’s manner; the upright archer bears a
strong resemblance to the second man from the left at the back in the Flagellation, B. 8.
The landscape, too, is like DUrer’s in many ways, though the composition is clumsy
For the trees, compare B. 2, 13, 117, 127, 131 ; for the plants, B. 11 ; for the buildings’
especially the tower, B. 2, 127, 131. Notice the way in which the slope of a bank
running down to the road is drawn, and compare B. 13. The clouds are unusual.

Bepert.
f. Kufistw. xvi, 3Q8,
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and in most of the early woodcuts the sky is left white, but clouds occur in B. G
and 12, while in B. 127 these are drawn nearly in the same way as here. We have the
expanse of water, so beloved by Diirer, but not the flight of birds in the sky, which he
seldom omitted in his large cuts. The nimbus with the ornamental rim is the detail

most difficult to reconcile with Diirer. The watermark presents another difficulty, as it

is most commonly found about 1504-5, whereas the woodcut, if by Diirer, must be about
ten years earlier. This impression, however, is not a very early one, and the block may
have been reprinted. It is, perhaps, too far-fetched to suggest that this St. Sebastian,
if not an original by Diirer, may be a copy ; for it is improbable that the copy only
should have survived and the original, whether signed or not, have perished, and the
watermark is not that found on the copies of the early woodcuts (see note to no. 3a).

Dr. Meder (“ Handzeichnungen aus der Albertina, u.s.w.,” iv, 428) attributes this

woodcut to the same artist as St. Christopher, B. 105. I cannot agree with him.

[3-9.]

LARGE SINGLE WOODCUTS—about 1495-1498.

3. THE MARTYRDOM OF THE TEN THOUSAND CHRISTIANS.
B. 117. H. 1881. R. 117.

[391 X 284.] Fine impression, slightly cut, especially on r. side. Watermark,
Ha. 24. Collections : Enzenberg (F. 160), Mitchell.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

This is the most primitive in appearance of Diirer’s signed woodcuts and may be
dated about 1495-96. Retberg dates it 1507, the year in which Diirer was engaged on
the picture of the same subject, now at Vienna, which he finished in 1508. Thausing,
with more attention to style, places it “ about ten years earlier ” than the picture, but
after the Apocalypse. The subject, to judge by the costume of the monarch with the
imperial crown, is probably the massacre under Hadrian described in the Golden
Legend, whereas the thoroughly Oriental costumes in the picture agree better with the
other version of the legend in which the Persian king Sapor figures. The bishop, whoso
eyes are being bored out, cannot be, as Retberg says, Leodegarius (Leger), who suffered a
solitary martyrdom at Autun in 678. This woodcut has been attributed by Dr. F. Rieffel, 1

without any evidence, to Griinewald.

3a. THE MARTYRDOM OF THE TEN THOUSAND CHRISTIANS.

Copy, without the monogram.

[387 X 283.] Fine impression, with margin [5 mtn.] at top and bottom ; the margin
at the sides has been added by a skilful restorer. Watermark, high crown, variety of
Ha. 21.

Presented by W. Mitchell Esq., 1895.

Of the utmost rarity. Another impression is at Paris ; a third, with the four corners
torn off and otherwise damaged, is in the library of the Academy of Arts, Vienna.
Similar copies exist of all the large single woodcuts of this group, with the exception
of the Martyrdom of St. Catherine and the Virgin with the Hares. The Men’s Bath
(B. 128), without the monogram, is at Berlin and in the Blasius collection, Brunswick;
“Ercules” (B. 127) in the Albertina; the Knight and Man-at-Arms (B. 131) in the
Albertina, at Berlin, and in this collection

; Samson (B. 2), at Stuttgart (much
damaged), and in the v. Lanna collection, Prague.

In describing these unsigned woodcuts as copies, I reject the opinion, to which
Thausing’s authority 2 has given some currency, that they are earlier versions cut while
Diirer was still in dependence on Wolgemut, and for that reason uusigned, while the
signed woodcuts are improved repetitions made for Diirer’s own benefit after he became

1

Zeitschr.f. christl. Kunst, 1897, x, 137.
2 Mitih. d. Inst. f. osterr. Gescliiclitsforschung

, iii, 96.
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a master. This opinion is involved with Thausing’s exploded theory that Diirer
remained in Wolgemut’s workshop till 1497, and that his early engravings were mere
copies of those signed “ W.” It is also very improbable that Diirer would take the pains
to repeat, line for line, so many large drawings which perished when they were first cut
on the block. The more natural interpretation of the facts, viz., that the unsigned cuts
are the work of a copyist who refrained from pirating Durer’s monogram, is borne out
by a comparison of the two versions in every case. The copies are by no means rude or
unintelligent on the whole, but they betray, in details too numerous to mention, a failure
to understand the meaning of the artist’s line. Look, for instance, at the head of the
martyr who lies beyond the bishop in this woodcut, and notice the copyist’s omission of
anatomical detail in the severed neck; or see what he has made of the ear of wild corn,
or of the little castle on the mountain. In B. 127 he has spoilt the three spikes of
flowering grass; the boat to the left of the caslle on an island is drawn without a mast

;

the two black boats above it are less clearly expressed. He has done better with B. 131,
but the largest bird is apparently flying upside down. The perspective is never so good
as in the signed cuts. The faults are not those of an inexperienced wood-engraver, but
those of a draughtsman who has reproduced almost every detail of his original but
missed its spirit and spontaneity.

If I may hazard a conjecture as to the authorship of the copies, I would suggest that
they are all by the same hand as the copies of the Apocalypse in the edition printed at
fetrassburg, in 1502, by Hieronymus Greff of Frankfort, and signed with a monogram
composed of the letters I YF and a cross (Nagler, Mon. iv, 573). 1 It was this piracy,
no doubt, which called forth Durer’s warning, “Heus tu insidiator,” etc., in the 1511
edition. These copies reproduce Durer’s designs with about the same degree of accuracy
as the unsigned versions of the single woodcuts.

The watermark, which occurs, I believe, on all the unsigned single cuts (certainly on
the two in this collection and the two in the Albertina), is a high crown. This is not,
however, as I liausing asserts, Hausmann’s no. 4, which distinguishes one of the earliest
papers which Diirer used at Nuremberg, but a different form, more resembling no. 21,
but not identical with it. The five cusps which rise above the row of five circles arc
much taller and differ in shape, the three middle ones being rounded at the top.

4. THE MEN'S BATH. B. 128. H. 1897. R. 18.

[393 X 283.] Fine impression
; border slightly cut. Watermark, Ha. 24.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

4a. THE MEN’S BATH. B. 128. H. 1897. R. 18.

[387 x 282.] Another fine impression, with margin [6 mm.]. Watermark,
xiSj, Zi.

In the inventory of 1837.
Probably about the same date (149G) as the drawing of a bath for women at Bremen,

reproduced in a rare contemporary woodcut (Paris, two impressions, and Albertina).

^,,rP5
ri
i
S81

:

‘ Bes Bains de Fem,nes ^’Albert Durer,” Paris, 1881, and Thausing,
Mttth. a. Inst. f. osterr. Geschichts/orschung, iii, 98.

5. “ ERCULES.” B. 127. H. 1893. R. 24.

[390 x 283.] Fine impression. Watermark, Ha. 24.
Collections : Berlin Museum (duplicate, F. 329), Drugulin (F. 535), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

1 These copies, which are much rarer than the originals, and often coloured, have
been reproduced in facsimile, with the omission of the monogram, and published at
Munich (1894), with an introduction by Dr. Sepp. The title-page of this edition states
that the text is from the Strassburg edition of 1502, but there is not a word to inform
the inexperienced purchaser that the woodcuts arc not reproduced from Durer’s
ongmals. This edition has been wkhly circulated in London, and was reprinted atMunich m 1901.
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5a. “ ERCULES.” B. 127. H. 1893. R. 24.

[3S7 x 282.] Another good impression, with margin [6-8 mm.], somewhat stained

and repaired. Watermark, high crown, not in Ha.

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1858.

No satisfactory explanation has been given of the subject of this woodcut, which

bears the title quoted above. Date about 1496-7.

6. THE KNIGHT AND MAN-AT-ARMS. B. 131. H. 1895. R. 25.

[391 X 284.] Fine impression, with margin [2-5 mm.]. Watermark, Ha. 24.

Collections : Brcntano (F. 50), Mitchell.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

It has been supposed that this woodcut is a companion to the last, but there is no

connection between the landscapes in the two compositions. The subject is no less

obscure than that of “ Ercules.” “ Saul on his journey to Damascus ” has been suggested.

Date about 1496-7.

0a. THE KNIGHT AND MAN-AT-ARMS.

Copy, without the monogram.

[383 X 278.] Fine impression, but soiled and cut within the border on 1. side.

Watermark, high crown, variety of Ha. 21.

In the inventory of 1837.

See note on 3a.

7. THE MARTYRDOM OF ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA.
B. 120. H. 1883. R. 22

[387 X 284.] Fine impression. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

Date about 1497.

8. SAMSON AND THE LION. B. 2. H. 1102. R. 23.

[382 X 278.] Very fine impression. Watermark, Ha. 24.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

Date about 1497-8.

9.

THE HOLY FAMILY WITH THE THREE HARES.
B. 102. H. 1815. R. 26.

[384 X 280.] Fine impression, but cut slightly within the border on all sides.

Watermark, Ha. 24.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

Date about 1497-8.

[10
-14 .]

PROOFS OF THE APOCALYPSE. Date 1498, or earlier.

Hausmann regards these rare impressions without text as intermediate between the

complete editions of 1498 and 1511, but nearer in date to the latter. That may possibly

be the case with the exceptional impressions (not represented here) on “ buU’s-head
”

paper ; but as the paper usually found with the “ Reich sapfel ” (Ha. 24) is that used for

the earliest impressions of all this group of large woodcuts of the xv century, I see no

reason to doubt that subjects from the Apocalypse on “ Reichsapfel ” paper are proofs,

strictly so-called, taken immediately on the completion of the blocks, or, at least, before

the issue of the 1498 editions. I do not find it to be the case, as Hausmann alleges, that

the proofs have flaws which they share with the 1511 edition but not with those of
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1498. Hausmann gives a list of five subjects of which such proofs are known to him.
The five subjects represented here are in part the same, B. 61, 64, 74, but they include
B. 73 and 75, and do not include B. 63 or B. 65. As B. 75 is without text on the back
in all editions alike, it is only the watermark which shows it to be a proof.

10. THE MARTYRDOM OF ST. JOHN. B. 61. H. 1656. R. 28.

[388 x 282.] Very fine impression. Watermark, Ha. 24.

11. THE RIDERS ON THE FOUR HORSES. B. 64. H. 1664. R. hi.

[393 x 283.] Fine impression. Watermark, Ha. 24.

12. THE WHORE OF BABYLON. R. 73. H. 1687. R. 41.

[390 x 281.] Good impression, but slightly cut and damaged by creases. Water-
mark, Ha. 24.

13.

THE BEAST WITH SEVEN HEADS AND THE BEAST WITH LAMB’S
HORNS. B. 74. H. 1683. R. 40.

[387 x 282.] Fine impression. A piece at the top has been torn off and mended.
Watermark, Ha. 24.

In the inventory of 1837.

13a. THE BEAST WITH SEVEN HEADS AND THE BEAST WITH
LAMB’S HORNS. B. 74. H. 1683. R. 4(h

[389 X 278.] Another impression, less well preserved, being cut within the border
on both sides, especially on the left. Watermark, Ha. 24.

14.

THE ANGEL WITH THE KEY OF THE PIT. B. 75. H. 1689 R. 42.

[390 X 280.] Good impression. Watermark, Ha. 24.

AU the above, with the exception of no. 13, were presented by W. Mitchell, Esq.,

COPIES OF THE APOCALYPSE.

A.—By Hieronymus Greff. Strassburg, 1502.
H. 1657, etc.

Hieronymus Greff, “ Maler,” of Frankfort, became a citizen of Strassburg in 1502. He
married Agnes Hirtz, and is heard of once again in 1507. 1 The copies of the Apocalypse
are his only known work. They appeared, like the original, in two editions, with
Latin and German text. No complete copy of the Latin edition is known, and of the
German edition one copy only in book-form, at Munich (reproduced 1894, with intro-
duction by Prof. Sepp

; the “ facsimiles ” in this edition are without Greff’s monogram).
Both editions are printed with the type of Johann Priiss the elder.

The verso of the last leaf is blank in all editions, as the colophon occurs on the
y®rso of leaf 15. Schorn (Kunstblatt, 1830, no. 24, p. 96) describes early impressions of
these copies without text at the back or numbers at the top on the r. side ; on these
repressions the references to chapters are printed from woodblocks. The monogram
which stands on every leaf is undoubtedly to be read as I V F (Iheronymus von
t ranckfurt), not as M F or I M F. The copies are fairly accurate, and might be called
deceptive but for the monogram.

'

/
<

.^ur Geschichte . . . der ersten Buchdrucker in Strassburg,”
1882, 131 ; Repertoire Bibliographique Strasbourgeois,” 1893, iv, 15.
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1. (1, 2) Latin edition. 1 Two subjects only, the Martyrdom of St.

John, H. 1657, and St. John swallowing the Book, H. 1676.

[(1) 391 X 279 ; (2) 393 x 278.] No watermark.
No. 1 is in the inventory of 1837 ; no 2, from the Cornill d’Orville collection, sold

at Stuttgart, 1900, was purchased 1902.

2. (1-14) German edition. Fourteen subjects—H. 1657, 1659, 1661,
1665, 1667, 1669, 1672, 1674, 1679, 1682, 1684, 1686, 1688, 1690—being
the whole work with the exception of the title—“ Die heimlich offe

|

barung
johannis,” in Gothic letters, printed from a woodblock, with no frontis-
piece—and St. John swallowing the Book, H. 1676.

[c. 392 x 279.] No watermark.
All from the Cornill d’Orville collection (mark stamped in blue). Purchased 1902.

B.—By Zoan Andrea. Venice, 1516.
P. v, 86, 63.

Apocha
|

lypsis Ihesv
|

Christi. Colophon : Impressa per Alex.
Pag. Anno a natiui.

|

domini. m.d. xvj.

Reversed and reduced copies [270 x 190], of which nine bear the signature, in various
forms ( *i • a.,* z • a * d., zova . adbea), of Zoan Andrea, while another (the ninth
subject) is evidently also by him. The five remaining subjects (nos. 2 and 4-7) are
not signed, but are cut by a different engraver, who has copied the originals with more
freedom, and in a bolder, more characteristically Venetian style. The second subject is
so altered as to be almost an independent composition. The Almighty is not seated but
standing, and holds a key instead of a book in his 1. hand, while St. John is not kneeling
but recumbent.

Purchased from Messrs. Ellis and White, 1883.
The book is described fully by the Due de Rivoli, “ Bibliographic des Livres a Figures

Venitiens,” 1892, xlii, 375-377.

[
15-21 .]

THE GREAT PASSION.

Proofs of the Earlier Portion. Date about 1497-1500.

The majority of the woodcuts which compose the Great Passion are proved by their
style, both of drawing and cutting, and by the watermarks of the paper on which
the proofs were printed, to be contemporaneous with the set of large woodcuts of
the xv century, which includes the Apocalypse and several single subjects already
described. Diirer added the remaining subjects (B. 5, 7, 14, 15) in 1510, and published
the whole series in 1511, with the addition of the frontispiece (B. 4). The 1511 edition
(from the Mitchell collection) is complete in book-form, bound up with the Life of the
Virgin and the Apocalypse of the same year. The proofs of the later subjects are
described below (nos. 102-105).

1 See Repert. f. Kunstw. xxv, 371, where this edition is mentioned for the first time.
8 The signature tH, which Dr. Lippmann (“ The Art of Wood-engraving in Italy in

the Fifteenth Century,” London, 1888, pp. 106-120) is inclined to read as the first two
letters of the name Iacobus (Jacob of Strassburg), does not occur in this book; the
suggestion need not therefore be discussed. The point between i and a precludes such
an interpretation of the letters in this case, though they might still be read as the
initials of Iacobus Argentoratensis

;
the combination with z . a . compels us, however to

read them as Ioannes Andreas,

T
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15. THE AGONY IN THE GARDEN. B. 6. H. 1118. R. 176.

[385 x 279.] Good impression, somewhat stained. Watermark, Ha. 24.
This is probably the first of the series, in date, as in subject, and may be earlier

than several subjects of the Apocalypse.

16. THE SCOURGING OF CHRIST. B. 8. H. 1122. R. 178.

[382 x 273.] Good impression
; cut slightly within the border. The block already

shows some signs of wear. Watermark, Ha. 24.

17. CHRIST SHOWN TO THE PEOPLE. B. 9. H. 1124. R. 179.

[392 x 284 ] Fine impression. Watermark, Ha. 24.

18. CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS. B. 10. H. 1127. R. 180.

[384 x 283.] Fine impression, with margin [4 mm.]. There is double striking at
the top, and the paper has some stains. There is no trace of the crack which, in the
1511 aud later impressions, descends from Christ’s breast to the r. limb of the A in the
monogram. Watermark, Ha. 24.

In the inventory of 1837.

19. THE CRUCIFIXION. B. 11. H. 1129. R. 181.

[392 x 282.] Early impression, but slightly blurred in the printing, and perhaps
not strictly speaking a proof. No watermark.

Collections : Enzenberg (F. 160), Mitchell.

20. THE LAMENTATION FOR CHRIST. B. 13. H. 1134. R. 182.

[394 x 285.] Fine impression. Watermark, Ha. 24.

Collections : Enzenberg (F. 160), Mitchell.
One of the earliest of the series.

21. THE ENTOMBMENT. B. 12. H. 1137. R. 183.

[384 x 278.] Good impression, but might be sharper. Possibly not a proof. No
watermark.

All the above, except no. 18, were presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

THE GREAT PASSION.

Earlier Portion. Another Set of Proofs.

16a. THE SCOURGING OF CHRIST. B. 8. H. 1122. R. 178.

17a. CHRIST SHOWN TO THE PEOPLE. B. 9. H. 1124. R. 179.

19a. THE CRUCIFIXION. B. 11. H. 1129. R. 181.

20a. THE LAMENTATION FOR CHRIST. B. 13. H. 1134. R. 182.

Impressions of uniform quality on paper with the small “ Reiclisapfel ” watermark,
Ha. 5. The sharpness of the lines shows that they are very early proofs, but they are
all badly stained and otherwise damaged.

Collection, Sloane. In the inventory of 1837,
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THE GREAT PASSION.

Earlier Portion. Late Impressions, without Text.

/d
ori£inal

.

b
}
ocks of the Great Passion, with the exception of the frontispiece
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book-form
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but without text, by Jakob Koppmayer, Augsburg,

from' thif editkfn’
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’
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’
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’
18b
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15a. THE AGONY IN THE GARDEN. B. 6. H. 1118. R. 176.

Fairly good impression, but border much restored. No watermark.
Collection, Sloane. In the inventory of 1837.

15b. THE AGONY IN THE GARDEN. B. 6. H. 1118. R. 176.

Later and inferior impression, showing a crack down the whole length of St. Peter’s
figure. With margin [5-7]. Thick paper. Watermark, Augsburg arms, differing in
detail from Ha. 50.

In the inventory of 1837.

16b. THE SCOURGING OF CHRIST. B. 8. H. 1122. R. 178.

Rather late impression, showing several cracks. Border restored. Watermark
form of high crown, indistinct.

In the inventory of 1837.

17b. CHRIST SHOWN TO THE PEOPLE. B. 9. H. 1121. R. 179.

Late impression, showing a crack across the monogram and another running from
top to bottom of the block across the face of the fat Jew. Margin [71 Watermark
Augsburg arms, as in 15b.

In the inventory of 1 837.

18a. CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS. B. 10. H. 1127. R. 180.

Good and sharp impression, but after the crack which runs from the breast of
Christ, cutting the r. limb of the A, to the bottom of the print.

No margin. No watermark.
Collections : Enzenberg (F. 160), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

18b. CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS. B. 10. H. 1127. R. 180.

Late impression, after the crack had extended to the top of the block and become
much wider at the bottom. Margin [2-7]. Watermark, Augsburg arms, as in 15b

In the inventory of 1837.

19b. THE CRUCIFIXION. B. 11. H. 1129. R. 181.

Fairly good impression. Margin [3-6]. Watermark, castle (similar to Ha. 23, but
not identical with it).

In the inventory of 1837.

20b. THE LAMENTATION FOR CHRIST. B. 13. H. 1134. R. 182.

„
Late impression, showing a crack throughout the length of the block, cutting

teet of Christ. Margin [3-7]. Watermark, Augsburg arms, as in 15b.
In the inventory of 1837.

T 2

the
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21a. THE ENTOMBMENT. B. 12. H. 1137. R. 183.

Fairly good impression. No watermark. No margin.
Collection, Sloane. In the inventory of 1837.

21b. THE ENTOMBMENT. B. 12. H. 1137. R. 183.

Later impression, showing a crack across the drapery of one of the Maries. Margin
[5-7]. Watermark, Augsburg arms, as in 15b.

In the inventory of 1837.

ii. 1501-1506. Nos. 22-59 .

[
22-25 .]

EARLY ILLUSTRATIONS, etc., 1500-1502.

t THE ARMS OF MAXIMILIAN I AS KING OF THE ROMANS.
(Reproduction). B. 158. H. 2118. R. 45.

Photograph of the impression of the second state, with Diirer’s monogram and the
date 1504 inserted, in the collection of King Friedrich August II at Dresden. The
first state, without monogram or date, occurs in the editions of St. Bridget’s Revelations,
printed at Nuremberg in 1500 (Latin) and 1502 (German) (see p. 263). The usual
description of this woodcut as “ The Five Imperial Shields ” is inaccurate. The title

given to it in the book is “ Insignia Regie Maiestatis,” and the eagle and crown in
their present shape belong to the King of the Romans. 1 Maximilian had held that title

since I486; it was not till 1508 that he took the title of Roman Emperor Elect.
The single-headed eagle, with a nimbus in the upper shield, displays on its breast a
small shield with the fesse of Austria; the royal shield itself is surrounded by the
collar of the Golden Fleece and has griffins as supporters. The shields in the second
row, from 1. to r., are those of the Archduchy of Austria, the Kingdom of Hungary, and
the Duchy of Burgundy; over the Austrian shield is an archduke’s hat, over the
Burgundian are the emblems of the Golden Fleece ; the eagle below is that of Tyrol,
of which Maximilian became count on the abdication of his cousin Sigismund in 1490.
The five shields are surrounded by the collar of the Golden Fleece.

THE ARMS OF MAXIMILIAN I AS KING OF THE ROMANS.
B. 158. H. 2118. R. 45.

Copy.

The copy, from the 1517 edition of St. Bridget’s Revelations, is fairly accurate, but
may be readily distinguished from the original by the fact that the eagle on the top shield
is black, instead of being drawn in outline. The title is “ Insignia Regie Maiestatis,”
as in the first edition, but the page also bears the foliation, “ Fol. II,” and the
signature “a ij.” A second state of the copy occurs twice in “ Praeclara Ferdinadi
Cortesii de Noua maris Oceani Hispania Narratio,” F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 1524; fol.

There the arms of Hungary have been cut out from the middle shield and replaced by
those of Castile.

[233 x 150.] Good impression.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

THE ARMS OF FLORIAN WALDATJF YON WALDENSTEIN.
H. 2151. R. 46.

Copy.

The arms of Waldauf are surmounted by two helms and crests, and
surrounded by the collar of the Order of the Swan. To 1. is the collar of

1 See p. 279, note.
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the Order of Temperance
,

1 and to r. a collar composed of S’s intertwined,
ending in two buckles, each attached to a portcullis, from which the
badge, a lion, is suspended by two chains-.

2

[230 X 143.] Good impression, on the back of the preceding woodcut, from the
edition of 1517. The copy is accurate and not readily distinguishable from the original
without comparison. The title runs :

“ Arma strcnnui Militis Floriani Waldauff.” The
last word in the original edition is “ waldauf.”

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The attribution of this woodcut (in the original) to Diirer is questionable, but it is

iudisputa'bly by the same artist as B. 158. This is recognised by Retberg, the only
writer who attributes it definitely to Diirer

;
he does so, however, only on the ground

of Diirer’s monogram on B. 158, which, as we have seen (p. 264), is a forgery.
The two editions of St. Bridget’s Revelations, in Latin and German, were

undertaken by Anton Koberger on the initiative of Waldauf, who professed a special
veneration for St. Bridget and her order ; he obtained the patronage of Maximilian for
the work, and the royal arms are inserted, together with his own, for that reason.
Other illustrated books due to the initiative of Waldauf are the Brixen Missal, printed
at Augsburg in 1493 by E. Ratdolt,3 and the projected “Relic-book” of Hall, near
Innsbruck, the publication of which was interrupted by Waldauf’s death in 1509. The
work is preserved in MS. at Hall, with proofs of the woodcuts (by Burgkmair) inserted
in their places. 4

t CONRAD CELTIS PRESENTING HIS EDITION OF ROSWITHA’S COME-
DIES TO THE ELECTOR FREDERICK THE WISE OF SAXONY.

P. 277a. H. 2088.

t ROSWITHA PRESENTING HER COMEDIES TO THE EMPEROR OTTO I

IN THE PRESENCE OF GERBERGA, ABBESS OF GANDERSHEIM.
P. 277b. H. 2092. R. 47.

Reproductions issued by the Diirer Society, 1900 (iii, 23, 24). See p. 261, no. 3.

f ST. SEBALD ON THE COLUMN. B. app. 20. H. 1865. R. 91.

First edition.

Reproduction of the unique original iu the Albertina, Vienna, with the heading in
three lines. From the Jahrbuch d. kunsthist. Samml. d. allerh. Kaiserliauses, Band
xxiii, Heft 2. Vienna, 1902.

1 This order was conferred by Alfonso V of Aragon on the Emperor Frederick III,
aud by him on some of his subjects. Maximilian I was also a member of the order,
and its insignia occupy a prominent place on the Triumphal Arch. The collar is

thus described by Herrgott (“ Mon. Aug. Dorn. Austr.” i, 140) : “Torques ex cantharis
floralibus cum adnexa imagine B.Ar

. Marise et gryphe, tenente schedulam, in qua hsec
inscriptio: halt mas.” Waldauf was knighted by Maximilian (Schweyger’s Hall
Chronicle).

2 I have not succeeded in identifying this collar. The Cyprian Order, to which
Frederick III also belonged, had a collar of S’s, but the badge was a sword with a
larger S twined round it (Herrgott, i, 141, and Tab. xviii, 8). J. G. Nichols, Gent. Mag.
N.S. 1842, xvii, 481, after speaking of the Cyprian Order, describes this woodcut, and
says of the third collar, “ the materials of this last collar are all so like the heraldic
emblems of the royal house of England as to make it very remarkable.”

3 Proctor 1900. See p. 36.
4 Mitth. der k. k, Centralcomm. z. Erf. u. Erh. d. Baudenkmale

,
Vienna, 1883, N.F. ix,

5,63, 113. The Pilot, Literary Supplement, April, 1901. Schweyger’s “Chronik der
Stadt Hall, herausgegeben von D. Schonherr,” Innsbruck, 1867, p. 19.
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22. ST. SEBALD ON THE COLUMN. B. app. 20. H. 1865. R. 91.

Second edition.

St. Sebald, in pilgrim’s garb, stands facing to the front, but with his
eyes directed upwards to r., on a hexagonal plinth supported by a wooden
column with a capital of carved foliage. He holds a staff in his r. hand
and supports with his 1. hand, which is hidden by his cloak, a model of St.

Sebald’s church at Nuremberg. He has a nimbus of two concentric circles
of rays. A curtain hangs behind him from a rod suspended at the height
of his shoulder. A grassy field appears below, behind the shaft of the
column; above this level the empty sky forms the background. The
whole composition is framed between two vine-stems, the branches of
which, with their leaves and bunches of grapes symmetrically arranged,
form an arch over St. Sebald’s head. Two shields, with the arms of
Denmark 1. and France r. rest on the vine

;
two more, with the arms

of Celtis 1. and Schreyer r. are introduced between the column and the
stems. Single border.

The woodcut [277 x94] is placed between the two columns (fourteen
stanzas in each) of a Sapphic hymn by Celtis, “ Regie stirpis soboles
Sebalde, etc., printed in Roman type. The R of “ Regie ” is a large
ornamental initial, surrounded by flourishes, and containing in the upper
part of the letter the man in the moon, in the lower half a boar’s head.
The heading is in two lines :

—

“Deo optimo Maximo & diuo Sebaldo Patrono
:
pro felicitate vrbis Norice :

per Conradum
Celten : & Sebaldum clamofum : eius facre edis Curatorem

:
pie deuote

& religiofe pofitum.”

Below the woodcut is the title “ Sanctus Sebaldus :
” in large Gothic

letters.

The. sheet [330 x 280], cut close to the limits of the letterpress, has been damaged
by folding, but is skilfully repaired. The restoration of a damaged portion of the
curtain immediately adjoining St. Sebald’s r. shoulder is inaccurate. The bright
colouring of the woodcut is probably modern. Watermark, bull’s head with Tau cross
over it. Cornill d’Orville mark stamped in blue.

Pui chased at the Cornill d’Orville sale, Stuttgart, May, 1900, lot 302.
Reproductions (both from this impression) : lithograph by Retberg (Naumcinn’s

Archiv, xi, 67, no. 21 ; cf. p. 265), and collotype in Cornill sale-catalogue.
The vvmdcut is very rare. Another impression of this edition is in the Hofbibliothek,

Vienna ; one of another and earlier edition in the Albertina. There is a cut impression
at Berlin. The design is not authenticated as a work of Diirer. The drawing, however,
though not free from faults, is, in my opinion, too good to be the work of any other
Nuremberg artist of the date. It reminded Retberg of Beham, but he admitted that the
early date forbade such an attribution. It forbids equally Dr. Schmidt’s attribution
( Repert . f. K. xvi, 308) to Schaufelein. Muther, who (after Thausing) ascribes it
(no. 457) to Wolgemut, dates it about 1496, which is much too early. Both writers were
thinking ot the Pestkranke (Syphilitic, see p. 268), a woodcut of similar proportions,
but in no way a companion to the St Sebald. The first of the two editions of the
poem issued with the present woodcut may be dated approximately 1501, and the second
1508-10. I draw these conclusions from three kinds of evidence : firstly, the biography
of Celtis and Schreyer; secondly, the type; thirdly, the fact that an imitation was
published in 1502.

1. Schreyer (Clamosus) ceased in 1503 to be “curator” (Kirchenmeister) of St.
Sebald’s, and Celtis died in 1508. Since the dedication bears both names jointly, it
might be inferred from the literal meaning of the words that the first edition appeared
not later than 1503, the second not later than 1508. But it will not do to press this
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point too far. The dedication is repeated with one correction, “ edis ” for “ sedis,” from
the edition of 1494-5, and the words may apply to the poem alone, without reference to
the woodcut, or without a conscious re-assertion of the statement, when a new woodcut
was substituted for the first.

2. A terminus a quo is given by the type. The editions are printed respectively in
two founts of Roman type, used by two different groups of printers at Nuremberg. The
first, used by the unknown printer employed by the Societas Celtica, was introduced in
1501, in the Roswitlia. It was also used in printing the works of Dr. Ulrich Pinder.
Toe large Gothic type at the head of the first edition of this poem occurs on the title-
page of “ Speculum Passionis ” (1507), while the second Gothic type is used in “ Der
beschlossen Gart des Rosenkranz Maria” (1505). Weissenburger and (from 1513)
Peypus also used this Roman fount. The T is normal. A second Roman fount, in
which the T is defective, lacking the serif on the 1. side (thus, T), was introduced by
Holzel, who printed “ Ascensii de epistolis componendis compendium,” 16 Sept. 1504, with
this type. It was also used by G. Stiichs. The second edition of the ode of Oeltis is in
this type, slightly smaller than that of the Societas Celtica, with a different i. A form
of that letter characteristic of this fount (l, not i) first occurs in the Diirer books of 1511,
which were printed by Holzel. That f is not found in the ode, which is therefore
probably earlier than 1511.

3. If it is hardly accurate to say, with Passavant, that this figure of St. Sebald was
“ reproduced” in the “ Quatuor Libri Amorum,” it is at least true that the illustration
(by Wolf Traut?) in that book could hardly have been produced without a knowledge
of Diirer’scut. The Saint has descended from his pedestal, and a landscape background
has been introduced, but the curtain remains, and the two vine-stems with the arch of
branches, carrying the shields of France and Denmark among their leaves and fruit,
betray a direct imitation of Diirer. As the book is dated 5 April, 1502, the woodcut
must ha,ve been designed quite early in that year or at the end of 1501, and this throws
the original back to 1501.

On the earliest illustrated edition of the poem, see pp. 102, 248. While the latter is still
quite in xv century style, Diirer’s woodcut belongs no less decidedly to the new epoch.
It agrees well with his other woodcuts of the same period (nos. 23-25), in which the
vine also figures largely.

23. CONRAD CELTIS PRESENTING HIS BOOK, “QUATUOR LIBRI
AMORUM,” TO MAXIMILIAN I. H. 2089. P. 217. R. 49.

Maximilian, vested in dalmatic, alb, and cope, wearing the imperial
crown 1 and holding orb and sceptre, sits on a throne hung with brocade.
Celtis, in a mantle trimmed with ermine, holding his hat and laureate’s

1 The imperial crown was drawn by Diirer in several different shapes, but he never
portrayed in any woodcut, except the large Triumphal Car, the so-called “ crown of
Charles the Great” (probably not earlier than c. 1100), with which the emperors were
actually crowned. The imperial insignia, now at Vienna, were preserved, from 1424
to 1796, in the Spitalskirche, or Church of the Holy Spirit, at Nuremberg, and the
drawings (Lippmann 166-168), now in the Germanic Museum, prove that Diirer was
acquainted with them at first hand. He used these studies for his ideal portrait of
Charles the Great, painted in 1512 for the Heiligthumskammer in the Schopper house
on the market-place

; but Sigismund, in the companion picture, wears a crown of entirely
different shape. The jewelled circlet, with leaves springing from the upper rim, is
closed by two hoops or arches, from back to front and from 1. to r., which cross one
another at a considerable height above the head. This form of crown, usually with a
cross above the intersection of the two hoops, is the commonest type of the imperial
crown as represented in German art. It is worn, for instance, by the Almighty in the
frontispiece of the Schatzbehalter, and by the emperors throughout the Nuremberg
Chronicle. It is the form used by Diirer himself in this woodcut. In B. 1 58, on the
other hand, the crown, similar in all other respects to the present one, is closed by a
single hoop only, crossing it from 1. to r. This I take to be a conventional repre-
sentation of the crown'of the King of the Romans. It is found again in the pedigree of
Maximilian on the Triumphal Arch, where Rudolph I and Albert I, who were crowned
at Aachen, but never received the imperial crown at Rome, are represented with the
single hoop passing from 1. to r. of the crown, and with a single-headed eagle on their
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wreath in his r. hand, kneels 1. on the step of the throne and offers the
book with open pages to his patron. In the background is a landscape
with hills and a castle. This composition is framed in vines, symmetri-
cally entwined; the upper branches, with birds and cupids resting on
them, are almost bare, while the lower are luxuriantly clothed with
grapes and foliage. -At the top of the print are the imperial arms with
the double-headed eagle

;
the crown above is surrounded by a nimbus

;

at the foot are the arms of Vienna
;
at the sides, on shields suspended

by straps from the vine, are the arms of Austria 1. and Flanders r.

At the bottom is the inscription, qvi maledicit principi svo morte
moriatvr . EX . xxi. No signature. Single border. [217 x 148.]

On the back (recto of the leaf as it stands in the book) is an
ornamental title-page, perhaps also designed by Diirer, with numerous
xylographic inscriptions in Latin and Greek. [216 X 150.]

A fine impression, with little margin. Watermark, Ha. 39
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This is the first leaf of the book, “ Oonradi Celtis Protucii . . . quatuor libri

amorum secundum quatuor latera Germanie,” printed for the Sodalitas Celtica at
Nuremberg, 5 April, 1502 (see p. 264, 279). Dr. F. Dornhoffer has recently discovered
at Vienna a second state of this woodcut, in which new heads were inserted by
Burgkmair, after the block had gone, with that of B. 130, to Augsburg.

24. PHILOSOPHY. B. 130. H. 2063. It 48.

Philosophy, attired as a queen, with crown and sceptre, sits on a
throne, supporting three books with her r. hand. Her name, philo
Sophia, is divided by the back of the throne; the arms of the latter
bear inscriptions in Greek cursive characters : 1. irpwra Oeov rt/xa, r.

shields, hi marked contrast to Frederick III, who has the imperial crown and double
eagle. This royal crown has no more resemblance to the crown used at early coro-
nations at Aachen than the imperial crown in the convention adopted by artists has to

a
6 °riginal u®e<:

!
coronations at Rome. The German or Roman royal crown at

Aachen was of silver; it was originally open, but was closed at a subsequent date by a
single hoop passing from front to back, with a cross prefixed to it (see Bock, Taf. ix,
fig. 11). This crown, however, had fallen into disuse long before the period of which
I am now speaking, and the coronation of the King of the Romans was, in fact
performed with the imperial crown, which was sent from Nuremberg to Aachen for the
ceiemony. That fact, perhaps, accounts sufficiently for the license assumed by Diirer,
in the woodcut now under discussion, of representing Maximilian in 1 502 as emperor!
Celtis, on the page facing the cut, gives him the title “ Caesar Augustus.”

In later woodcuts, subsequent to Maximilian’s assumption of the title of Emperor
Elect, Durer adopts yet another form of the imperial crown. In the Triumphal Arcb
for instance, the crown both of Frederick III and Maximilian himself is closed by a
single hoop, from front to back, surmounted by a cross, and the velvet cap worn within
the actual crown has now taken the shape of a mitre placed sideways, so that the hoop
of the crown passes through, or directly above, the deft of the mitre. The latter is
richly studded with jewels, and might be mistaken, in black and white, for a part of
the metal structure of the crown. This form of crown reappears in the ornamental
border of the large woodcut portrait of Maximilian, B. 153. It may also be seen with
an exceptionally high hoop, on the tomb of Frederick III at Vienna, which was
completed in 1513.

^ is possible that crowns resembling that of Sigismund in the picture and that of
Maximilian m Diirer’s later woodcuts were worn by emperors on other occasions than
their coronation, but no such crown appears to be included in the extant insignia of the
Empire. These are figured and fully described by F. Bock in his large work, “ Die
Klemodien des Heil. Romischen Reiches Deutscher Nation,” Vienna, 1864 The
crowns are also figured in Hottenroth, “ Handbuch der Deutschen Tracht,” Taf. 13
.aud 15. For the crown on the tomb of Frederick III, see Hottenroth, p 415 fi<* 104 13
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Tvacri SiKcua ve/xav. 1 From the breast to the feet of Philosophy there runs

a slanting tablet, growing wider towards the bottom, like a ladder, which
bears the following abbreviated inscriptions : 0, M, A o-, Trj, Ap, Per, Ao,

Tpa, <h. On a scroll at the foot of the ladder is Diirer’s monogram. The
figure of Philosophy is surrounded by a great wreath composed of four

kinds of leaves : vine, laurel, maple, (?)
2 and oak. The wreath is inter-

rupted by four medallions, containing busts of Egyptian, Greek, Roman,
and German sages. At the top is Ptolemy, holding an armillary sphere,

in a circle inscribed, egipciorvm sacerdotes et chaldei. He is followed

by Plato r., with the inscription, grecorvm philosophi. At the bottom
a single laurelled head does duty for Virgil and Cicero, described as

latinorum poetae et rhetores. Lastly, Albertus 1. represents ger-
manorvm sapientes. In the corners outside the wreath are four men’s
heads, typical, in the first instance, of the chief winds, but also, with their

attributes, of the four elements and four temperaments. The first head,

breathing flames, near the vine, is described as Eurus, Ignis, Coler(i)cus

;

the second, breathing lilies and roses, near the laurel, as Zephirus, Aer,
Sanguineus

;
the third, in pouring rain, near the maple, (?) as Auster,

Aqua, Flecmaticus
;
and the fourth, with icicles hanging from the oak-

leaves, as Boreas, Terra, Melancolicus. These inscriptions are placed at

the ends of two open spaces left at top and bottom of the woodcut. Tn
the middle of the upper space is the inscription :

—

“ Sophiam me Greci vocant Latini Sapienciam, 3

Egipcii & Chaldei me inuenere Greci scripsere

Latini transtulere Germani ampliavere.”

In the middle of the lower space are four elegiac verses :—

-

“ Quicquid habet Coelum quid Terra quid Aer & aequor
Quicquid in humanis rebus & esse potest

Et deus in toto quicquid facit igneus orbe

Philosophia meo pectore cuncta gero.”
Single border.

[219 x 148.] Well-preserved impression; margin [4-15]. Watermark, Ha. 39.
On the back is the text of sig. a vi r. of the book, “ Quatuor Libri Amorum,” 1502, with
the heading ad maxmyl . begem.

Purchased at the sale of the Hebich collection, at Messrs Amsler and Ruthardt’s,
Berlin, 23 Feb. 1885.

The signature on this woodcut authorises the attribution to Diirer of the unsigned
companion cut P. 217. The style of cutting resembles that of the Roswitha cuts.
The whole group probably dates from the end of the xv century.

1 These half-lines are quoted from the gnomic poem of the Pseudo-Phocylides,
vv. 6, 7. See Bergk, “ Poetae Lyrici Graeci,” pt. ii, p. 456 (Lipsiae, 1866 ; 8vo).

npwra Oebu rifia, jUereVetTa 5e (re?o yourjas.

liaai d'lKaia vip.eiu, /nrfbe Kpicnv is X^Plu *A/ce.
“ Phocilidis Moralia,” in Greek and Latin, formed part of the first dated book which
issued from the Aldine Press, “ C. Lascaris Erotemata,” etc., 2 pts., Feb.-March, 1495.
Hain *9924

; Proctor 5546.
2 The leaf is not that of hemp, as suggested by Retberg, the only writer who has

attempted a description of the wreath. The symbolism of the leaves appears to be
connected primarily with the winds rather than the temperaments.

3 This line alludes to a quotation from Afranius in Aulus Gellius, xiii, 9, § 3.
“ Usus me genuit, peperit Memoria,
Sophiam me vocant Graii, vos Sapientiam.”

I am indebted to Mr. C. C. J. Webb, of Magdalen College, Oxford, for this reference, and
for several suggestions towards the interpretation of the woodcut.
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The interpretation of this subject has hardly been attempted in any catalogue of
Durer’s works. Some details are obscure, but the reference given by Dr. F. v. Bezold 1

to Boethius2 explains the main conception of Philosophy, and interprets the ladder on
her dress. Philosophy appears to Boethius as “ mulier reverendi admodum vultus.”
After describing her eyes and stature, and the fabric of her dress, he adds, “Harum
[sc. vestium] in extremo margine tt, in supremo vero 6 legebatur intextum. Atque
inter utrasque literas, in scalarum modum, gradus quidam insigniti videbantur, quibus
ab inferiore ad superius elementum esset ascensus.” (“Elementum ” here means a
letter of the alphabet.) Lastly, he describes the attributes of Philosophy as we see
them in the woodcut :

“ Et dextra quidem eius libellos, sceptrum vero sinistra gerel at
”

In the frontispiece to Reisch’s “Margarita Philosophica,” Strassburg, 1504, 3 a ladder
with actual rungs is depicted on Philosophy’s dress, but the rungs, as in the original
text of Boethius, are not expressly interpreted. Philosophy, according to Dr. v. Bezold,4

appears precisely as described by Boethius in Marsilius Ficinus (“ Buch des Lebens,”
Strassburg, 1515, sig. b iij r. Diirer, or rather Celtis, by whom, doubtless, every
symbolical detail was determined,5 has not drawn the rungs of the ladder, but has
interpreted them definitely as the seven liberal arts which composed the Trivium
(grammar, logic, rhetoric) and Quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, music)
of mediaeval education. This is perhaps an extension of St. Thomas’s interpretation of
the rungs of the ladder as grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic. The chief difficulty in the
interpretation of the ladder is caused by the substitution of <t> for n. The letters tt

and 0 are interpreted by Murmelius, the commentator on the “De Consolatione ” in
the 1570 edition, as irpa.KTiK'fi and 6eupr)TiKrj, the two divisions of philosophy adopted
by Boethius himself in his “Dialogus I in Porphyrium.” 6 It is hard to explain 4>.

It can hardly be QiXoaoQ'ia, for philosophy is the sum of the whole scheme, and
not merely the starting-point; 7 nor $iAo\oyla, on whom, in Martianus Capella, the
seven liberal arts attend as bridesmaids, for philology is rather an equivalent of the
liberal arts, or at least of a part of them (the Trivium), than the starting-point from
which the student ascends, stepping up from art to art. It is vain, in the absence of
any written evidence, to speculate on Celtis’s intentions, but we can hardly suppose
that he made a blunder in writing 4> for n, as the anonymous designer of the title-
page to the “Margarita Philosophica” (1504) wrote T for © at the other end of
the scale.

The three books in Philosophy’s hand may allude to one of the current triple divi-
sions of philosophy, either the “ Philosophia triceps [naturalis, rationalis, moralis]
humanarum rerum ” of the frontispiece to Keisch, or the more comprehensive classifi-
cation, “ Philosophia naturalis, moralis, divina,” illustrated in the same woodcut. The
sceptre in Philosophy’s 1. hand is generally taken as an allusion to politics. In the
quatrain at the bottom of the print, the first line applies to the region of the four
elements, “ mundus elementaris,” including all which lies beneath the sphere of the
moon, the lowest division of the “mundus ethereus”

; the second line needs no explana-

1 “ Konrad
.

Celtis, der deutsche Erzhumanist,” in Sybel’s Historische Zeitschrift,
1883, N.F. xiii, 1, 193. On Durer’s Philosophy, see especially pp. 29-31. See also
Dr. Paul Weber’s “ Beitr'age zu Durer’s Weltanschauung,” 1900, p. 79.

2 “De Consolatione Philosophise,” Lib. i, prosa prima (Opera, Basilese, 1570, p. 908).
3 Reproduced by Weber, op. cit. p. 58. The ladder has tt between the third and

fourth (from the bottom) of the eight rungs which appear, and r at the top.
4 Op. cit. p. 30, note 1

.

5 A copy by Schedel of Celtis’s original scheme for the woodcut is preset ved in Cod.
Lat. 434 of the Munich Library. See Naumann’s Arcliiv

,
ii, 254-260. The schtme,

which is much less elaborate than the woodcut as carried out, is reproduced on p. 258*
It has 4>, not n.

6 Opera, 1570, p. 2.
7 Dr. v. Bezold, however (ibid, note 2), interprets 4> and 0 os Philosophy and Theo-

logy, and supports his view by a quotation from the Platon ist Ficino : “[Plato] veram
inquit philosophiam esse ascensum ab his, quae fluunt et oriuntur et occidunt, ad ea,
quae vera sunt et semper eadem perseverant. Tot ergo philosophia partes et facultates
ministras habet, quot gradibus ab infimis ad superna conscenditur ” (Marsilius Ficinus,
Opera, Basilese, 1561, i, 761). The words “ tot . . . conscenditur ” apply admirably to the
liberal arts as stages in an ascending scale ; but the arts are spoken of as “ parts ” and
“ ministering faculties ” of the whole concept, Philosophy, while the starting-point is
the world of phenomena, the summit the world of ideas. The interpretation of 4> and 0
which this passage suggests is not so much QiXoaotpia. and &eo\oyia as $vais iind @eos.
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tion
; in the third, the curious expression “ deus igneus ” doubtless contains an allusion

to the empyrean, the outermost heaven or sphere of pure fire, which was regarded in
the mediaeval, semi-pagan scheme of the universe, partly derived from Aristotle, as in a
special sense the abode of God. 1

24a. PHILOSOPHY. B. 130. H. 2063. R. 48.

Another impression, well printed, but slightly mutilated and restored on 1. side and
below, so that the last line of the inscription is lost. No text on the back. A similar
“ Sonderabdruck ” is mentioned by Kuland (Naumanri’s Archiv

,
ii, 255). The impres-

sion cannot be derived from “Guntherus Ligurinus de Gestis Friderici ” (Augsburg,
E. Oeglin, April, 1507; fol.), edited by Celtis, in which the cut was used for the second
time, for the leaf, l. 6, on the recto of which the cut occurs, has text on the verso.

Very slight margin. No watermark.
Purchased from Mr. Lauser, 1887.

25. THE BOOK-PLATE OF WILIBALD PIRKHEIMER.
B. app. 52. H. 2139. R. 50.

On two boughs, which spring from the lower corners and form an
arch in the centre, stand two angels supporting the helm and crest of
Pirkheimer, and two shields with the Pirkheimer and Rieter arms (1. a
birch-tree for Pirkheimer, r. a crowned siren or mermaid for Rieter).
Over the angels and crest are the words sibi et amicis. p. At the sides
are ribands twisted and tied in the form of cornucopias, filled at the top
with grapes, on which two genii stand. The latter hold the ends of two
garlands of leaves and grapes, which are suspended from the skull of an
animal in the middle. Below the two shields is a group of three genii.
Two of these are armed, one with a child’s whirligig, the other with a
turnip and a turtle’s carapace : they are driving off a third, of whom only
the head and wings are seen. At the foot, in a space between the design
itself and the border, are the words liber bilibaldi pirckheimer, with a
line below them. Single border. [152 x 118.]

Attached to the top of the print is the inscription, inicivm sapientiae
Timor domini, with its equivalents in Hebrew and Greek, printed from a
separate block [18 X 119]. Later impressions lack this inscription.

Good impression, heavily inked, without watermark or margin. Presented bv
W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

J

Two other early impressions of this cut are in the Franks collection of book-plates.
One has the watermark Ha. 4, the other, without watermark, is damaged.

The woodcut is unsigned, and Bartsch hesitated to attribute it to Diirer. There can
be little doubt, however, that it was designed by him, for, apart from the probability
that Pirkheimer would apply to Diirer for a book-plate, the style and execution of the
cut are thoroughly in keeping with Diirer’s work of the same date. Pirkheimer (1470-
1530) married Crescentia Rieter in 1497; she died 17 May, 1504 (Heller, pp. 67, 218;
not 1503 as stated on p. 810). The book-plate is to be compared especially with P. 217
(above, no. 23). The genii, the boughs, the riband-cornucopias are closely alike in
both (c/. Thausing, i, 272-3, and Retberg, no. 50). Diirer probably designed both works
about 1500. Heller desciibes the three objects inserted in the plaited wreath on the
man’s head in the crest as birch leaves. This is correct; but, at the same time,
the resemblance to the crown of thorns and three nails of the Passion can hardly be
accidental. Heller has overlooked the scourge with three thongs held by one of the
angel supporters.

The book-plate is reproduced in Warnecke, “ Die Deutschen Biicherzeichen,” 1890,
Taf. iv. (nos. 1583-4 in the text), and in the same writer’s “ Biicherzeichen des xv. u,
xvi. Jahrhunderts,” 1894, Taf. 42 (reduced). See also

,
on this woodcut, A. Grenser in

the Heraldisch-genealogische Zeitschri/t, ii, 87 (Vienna, 1872).

Dei summum habitaculum ” (Reisch).
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Pirkheimer s valuable library, for which this book-plate was designed, was open, in
the words of the motto, “ sibi et amicis,” and was consulted by scholars from all parts of
Germany. After his death it passed into the possession of the Imhof family, who sold
it m 1636 to Thomas Howard, second Earl of Arundel. After Arundel’s death it was
piesented by his son to the Royal Society. Part of the collection has been dispersed.

25a. THE BOOK-PLATE OF WILIBALD PIRKHEIMER.
. . . . .

B. app. 52. H. 2139. R. 50.A later impression, lightly inked, from the principal block alone, without the inscrip-
tion at the top

[150 x 119.] No watermark or margin.
In the inventory of 1837.

[26-36.]

SERIES OE SACRED SUBJECTS. Date about 1501-1504.

The woodcuts which follow form a group, uniform in dimensions and for the most
part also m style, intermediate between the large and important woodcuts of the xv
century (nos. 3-21) and the beautiful series of the Life of the Virgin, on which Diirer
was engaged during the years 1504-5, before his departure for Venice. At this period
his mam concern was with painting and engraving. The woodcuts, which are assigned
on internal grounds to this time (for none of them are dated), are not so roughly cut as
the group of book-illustrations done for Conrad Celtis, but they are inferior in workman-
ship to the cuts, both earlier and later, on which Diirer bestowed his whole attention
I hey are identified by Thausing with “ das schlechte Holzwerk,” to which Diirer refers
iu his Netherlands diary. 1 The majority of these woodcuts (B. 99, 100, 104, 108 110
H2, 121) were copied by Marcantonio. It is impossible to fix an exact chronological
order within the group. The Crucifixion is probably the earliest

; the remainder are
arranged by subject. The series of Saints, from no. 29 to no. 33, seems to possess an
inward unity, for all the persons represented, from the Baptist to St. Francis and the
Magdalen, are saints who forsook cities for the wilderness, and the landscape back-
ground is not due to chance. The same idea may perhaps be traced in B. 99, which
really represents the Repose on the Flight into Egypt. Nos. 34, 35 (B. 108 and 118),
which are dated by Retberg some four years later than the rest, seem evidently to
belong to the same group. No. 36, St. George (B. Ill), is markedly different from the
rest, and is placed, for that reason among others, at the end. On the whole group, see
Thausing, l, 296-8. & *

26. THE CRUCIFIXION, WITH THE THREE CROSSES.

roi n ,
B. 59. H. 1640. R. 62.

|Mb x 147.J Old, but not very early, impression of the first state, in which the
arm of the cross, against which the ladder is erected, is in its original condition, with the
long nail passing through it. The top border-line has been made up with Indian inkm two places where it is broken. Narrow margin

;
greyish paper. Watermark

unrecognisable.

Collections : Marochetti (F. 383), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This is the most archaic in drawing, and the nearest to the Great Passion, of the

group now being described. Its date is perhaps little after 1500. The block was used
till it became much worn

; the end of the cross, described above, broke off, and the
border on the r. side became damaged, or broke away altogether, carrying with it part
of the highest tree. A second state was then produced by the repair of the block.

26a. THE CRUCIFIXION, WITH THE THREE CROSSES.
_ ,. n _ . . . .

B. 59. H. 1640. R. 62.

j
* ialr impression of the late second state. A new piece has been

added to the arm of the cross 1., not showing the end of the wood nor the continuation
of the nail on the further side. A new border-line has replaced the original one, if not

Durer’s Schriftlicher Nacldass,” p. 140.
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all round the print, at least on the r. side and at the top, where it no longer fits the
design. A small piece of wood has been inserted above the scroll with inri, and there
is a narrow gap between the border and the frayed outlines of the trees and figures on
the r. side. Late white paper, without watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

27.

THE HOLY FAMILY WITH TWO ANGELS, IN A HALL.
B. 100. H. 1806. R. 61.

[217 X 151.] Good impression, with very little margin. Watermark, Ha. 22a.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The woodcut may be compared, especially as regards the architecture and the figures

of Adam and Eve in the spandrels, with several of the earlier subjects of the Life of
the Virgin. The group of figures resembles in idea the concluding woodcut of that
series (B. 95), but the cutting is muoh rougher and not far removed from that of

L
the

Pirkheimer book-plate.

28.

THE HOLY FAMILY WITH FIVE ANGELS, IN A LANDSCAPE.
B. 99. H. 1991. R. 89.

[218 x 150.] Good impression, without margin. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Collections : James (F. 301), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

29.

THE ECSTASY OF ST. MARY MAGDALEN. B. 121. H. 1885. R. 60.

Six angels lift St. Mary Magdalen into the air over the mouth of a
cave on the summit of a hill near the sea. Her hands are folded and her
features wear a rapt expression. A radiant nimbus surrounds her head.
On the sloping ground at the foot of the hill a priest stands gazing up at
the miracle, shading his eyes with his 1. hand from the dazzling light.

[212 x 144.] Early, but not first-rate,] impression on yellowish paper, without
watermark. No margin.

In the inventory of 1837.
The subject has often been misunderstood, and the title given to it by many German

writers, “ Himmelfahrt der Magdalena,” is misleading, since it suggests a single event
like the Ascension of our Lord or the Assumption of the B.V.M. Bartsch’s title,
“ Sainte Madeleine transported au ciel par les Anges,” is correct as far as it goes, but
indefinite, and suggests an Assumption. The same subject was treated by Cranach in
a well-known woodcut of 1506 (B. 72). In that case Bartsch, followed by Heller and
again, quite recently (1895), by Dr. Lippmann, named the saint “ St. Mary of Egypt ”

;

Schuchardt and Dr. Flechsig (“Cranachstudien,” i, 1900) describe her rightly as the
Magdalen. Heller, too, in composing his Durer catalogue, recanted bis error and
described the present woodcut (p. 679, no. 1885) more accurately than any other writer,
though he still thought the subject was to be found in the legend of St. Mary of Egypt.
Thausing (i, 307) decides for the latter and rejects the accepted interpretation of the
Durer woodcut. Herr Schreiber (Manuel, ii, p. 139) admits a possible ambiguity, and
speaks of the subject as an “ assomption.” As a matter of fact, the traditional treatment
of the subject is applicable only to St. Mary Magdalen. The two penitents resemble
one another only in their nudity

;
nothing is said of a miraculous “ levitation ” in the

legend of the Egyptian recluse. Diirer’s woodcut illustrates more accurately than
Cranach’s, or any of the anonymous older prints, the narrative as told in the Golden
Legend (“Legenda Aurea,” ed. Graesse, Lipsise, 1850, p. 413 ; Caxton’s version, Kelrns-
cott Press ed. 1892, p. 626). After landing at Marseilles with Martha and Lazarus,
Mary retired to a cave (La Sainte Baume) among the mountains of Provence, between
Marseilles and Toulon, to expiate her former sins by a life of strict penance. She was
never seen or heard of for thirty years. At the end of that time a priest of the diocese
of Aix, who had become a hermit in the same region, beheld her one day lifted by
angels from the mouth of her cave to the summit of Mont Pilon. He approached her,
and she told him that seven times a day, at the canonical hours of prayer, she was thus
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transported ; that she heard angelic harmonies and was fed with celestial food her onlv
sustenance He carried the news to Maximin, Bishop of Aix, to whom St. MaryMagdalen shortly after appeared, borne by angels, in his chapel. Soon after this she

The halo, which Durer usually omitted, has a special significance here. It isintended to show that the Magdalen during her transport was bathed in supernatural
light, which the hermit could not behold without shading his eyes Jacobus deVoragine describes this radiance, on the occasion of the Magdalen’s appearance toMaximin, Ita vultus dornmse ex continua et diuturoa visione angelorum radiabat, ut
facilius soils radios quam faciem suam intueri quis posset.”

29a. THE ECSTASY OF ST. MARY MAGDALEN. B. 121. H. 1885. R. 60.

[213 x 146.] Another impression, indistinctly printed and falsified with Indian ink
in several places, notably m the 1. lower corner. White paper. Watermark, Ha. 30 (?)
(indistinct), very slight margin. w

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

30. ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST AND ST. ONUPHRIUS.
B. 112. H. 1869. R. 58.

caduclLVargit^
0

Ha
im

3ir
l0n’ WUh°nt Water“ark> bnll

’

s head with

Collections : St. Aubyn (F. 316) and Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

TJ?®
se“nd ?aint was wrongly identified by Bartsch, Heller, and Retberg with St.Jerome. Thansmg (i 296) recognises in the garland of leaves the special attribute ofthe Egyptian hermit Onuphnus, and compares the woodcut with two unfinished pictures

rapy is

e

dated
0
1506

ePreStntm8^ 881116 8alnts
> ln the Bremen Gallery. Marcantonio’s

31. THE VISIT OF ST. ANTONY TO ST. PAUL THE HERMIT.
B. 107. H. 1867. R. 59.

St. Antony, whose emblem, a bell chained to a double cross, is placed
on the table, sits 1. wearing a monastic habit with the cowl over his head.
St. Paul the Hermit r., bareheaded, with a pilgrim’s staff resting against
his 1. arm, looks up in amazement as the raven, which brings him his
daily bread, flies down with a double portion.

[213 x 141] Good, but unequal, impression, cut slightly within the border on r
side

; margin [4-6] at top and bottom. Watermark, Ha. 22a.
In the inventory of 1837.
Bartsch and Heller interpreted the second figure as Elijah

; Retberg describes
hma nght y as Paul the Hermit. The story is to be found in the life of St. Antonym the Golden Legend. A study for this woodcut, not upright, but oblong in form, ism the collection of Dr. Blasius of Brunswick (Lippmann, no. 141).

31a. THE VISIT OF ST. ANTONY TO ST. PAUL THE HERMIT.
B. 107. H. 1867. R. 59.

[214 x 144.] Another good impression, with border intact, but without margin No
watermark. 6

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

32 ST. CHRISTOPHER, WITH THE BIRDS. B. 104. H. 1823. R. 56.

[215 x 143.] Good impression, without margin. No watermark.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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33. 'ST. FRANCIS RECEIVING THE STIGMATA. B. 110. H. 1829. R. 57.

[218 x 145.] Fine impression, without margin. No watermark.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

34. SS. STEPHEN, SIXTUS, AND LAURENCE. B. 108. H. 1876. R. 123.

[211 X 142.] Indistinct, and not very early, impression, without margin.
Watermark, Ha. 30a ? (indistinct).

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
All the catalogues since Bartsch have described the sainted Pope who stands

between the two deacons, as St. Gregory. Vasari (ed. Milam si, 1880, v, 401) followed
an older and better founded tradition when he spoke of a woodcut by DUrer of “ San
Sisto Papa, Santo Stefano e San Lorenzo.” The purse cairied by the Pope alludes to
the treasures of the Church, which St. Sixtus II (d. 258 ; confused by Wessely with
Sixtus I) before his own martyrdom gave to St. Laurence for distribution among the
poor. The purse could have no special appropriateness in the hand of St. Gregory. St.
Sixtus, in art as in legend, is specially associated with St. Laurence. Fra Angelico’s
frescoes in the chapel of Nicholas V in the Vatican are the best known instance.
Though the Pope’s rank entitled him to the place of honour, St. Laurence, as one of
the patrons of Nuremberg, is the hero, so to say, and original motive of Diirer’s wood-
cut. St. Stephen, the first deacon-martyr, is represented here, as in many other instances,
as the prototype of St. Laurence

; while St. Sixtus, who ordained St. Laurence and went
just before him to martyrdom, is fitly placed by his side.

35. SS. NICHOLAS, ULRICH, AND ERASMUS. B. 118. H. 1874. R. 122.

[213 x 144.] Good impression, without margin. Watermark, Ha. 22a.
In the inventory of 1837.
In composition, drawing, and execution, this woodcut is so closely akin to no. 34

that the two must be regarded as a pair. St. Ulrich being the patron saint of Augs-
burg, the woodcut may have been commissioned for some purpose connected wfth
that city.

35a. SS. NICHOLAS, ULRICH, AND ERASMUS. B. 118. H. 1874. R. 122.

[214 x 146.] A somewhat later impression, without margin, on yellowish paper
No watermark. r

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

36. ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGON. B. 111. H. 1832. R. 86.

[212 x 143.] Good impression, without margin. Watermark, Ha. 22a.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The St. George was probably designed about 1505, when DUrer was specially

interested in the study of horses. It is uniform in size, and to some extent in the
cutting, with the series of prints described above, but the landscape is slighter and less
interesting, while the manner in which wide spaces of white are thrown into relief by
black shadow is unique in DUrer’s work on wood.

J

[
37-53

]

THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN.

Proofs of the Earlier Portion. 1504-1505 .

Of the twenty subjects which compose the Life of the Virgin, seventeen were
finished before DUrer went to Venice in 1505. These seventeen were copied by
Marcantonio, who engraved on two of his copies the date 1506.

J

It was not till 1510 that DUrer completed the series by adding the Death and the
Assumption of the Virgin (B. 93-4) and the frontispiece (B. 76). The Life of the
Virgin was issued in book-form, with Latin verses by Chelidonius, in 1511. A copy of
this edition (from the Mitchell collection) is in the Dept. (p. 262, no. 4). The proofs
ut the later subjects are described bilow (uos. 106, 107).

^
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JOACHIM’S OFFERING REJECTED BY THE HIGH PRIEST.
B. 77. H. 1694. R. 64.

[292 x 210.] A good impression, but cut slightly within the border on all sides.
Watermark, Ha. 22a (as in nos. 27, 31, 35, and 36 of the series described above, which
are about contemporary with the earliest cuts of the Life of the Virgin).

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

38.

THE MESSAGE OF THE ANGEL TO JOACHIM.
B. 78. H. 1698. R. 65.

[295 x 208.] A brilliant impression, cut slightly within the border, especially on
the r. side. Watermark, Ha. 1.

From the collection of the Grand Duke of Baden.
Purchased at the sale of the Hebich collection, at Messrs. Amsler and Ruthardt’s

Berlin, 23 Feb. 1885.

38a. THE MESSAGE OF THE ANGEL TO JOACHIM.
B. 78. H. 1698. R. 65.

[298 x 210.] A good impression, somewhat spoilt by double striking, which is
especially noticeable on the r. side towards the top ; the outlines of the mountain, the
birds and the branches are impressed twice over. No margin. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

39.

THE EMBRACE OF JOACHIM AND ANNE AT THE GOLDEN GATE.
B. 79. H. 1703. R. 66^

[293 x 207.] A fine impression, without margin. Watermark, Ha. 1.

Sloane collection. In the inventory of 1837.
The woodcut is dated 1504.

39a. THE EMBRACE OF JOACHIM AND ANNE AT THE GOLDEN GATE.
B. 79. H. 1703. R. 66.

[295 X 208.] A good impression, but slightly stained. Watermark, Ha. 21.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

40.

THE NATIVITY OF THE VIRGIN. B. 80. H. 1709. R. 67.

[295 X 210.] A good impression, with narrow margin [2-3]. Watermark, Ha. 1.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

41.

THE PRESENTATION OF THE VIRGIN IN THE TEMPLE.
B. 81. H. 1*715. R. 68.

[296 x 210.] Brilliant impression, cut slightly within the border. Watermark.
Ha. 1.

From the collection of the Grand Duke of Baden.
Purchased at the sale of the Hebich collection, at Messrs. Amsler and Ruthardt’s

Berlin, 23 Feb. 1885.

41a. THE PRESENTATION OF THE VIRGIN IN THE TEMPLE.
B. 81. H. 1715. R. 68.

[297 X 211.] A good impression, but less distinct than the above. No margin.
Watermark, Ha. 1.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

42.

THE MARRIAGE OF THE VIRGIN. B. 82. H. 1720. R. 69.

[295 x 208.] A good impression, but not of the highest quality. Very narrow
margin. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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43. THE ANNUNCIATION. B. 83. H. 1725. It. 70.

[297 X 211.] A good impression, but slightly stained. No margin. Watermark,
Ha. 21.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

44. THE VISITATION. B. 84. H. 1730. E. 71.

[299 x 210.] A fine impression, with very narrow margin. Watermark, Ha. 21.
lhere are already two very slight cracks in the block across the clouds at the top.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

45. THE NATIVITY. B. 85. H. 1738. R. 72.

[296 X 208.] A fine impression, but injured, and with some double striking.
Margin [3]. Watermark, Ha. 22a.

G

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

40. THE CIRCUMCISION. B. 86. H. 1745. R. 73.

[292 x 210.] A fine impression, without margin. Watermark, Ha. 21.
In the inventory of 1837.

47. THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI. B. 87. H. 1754. R. 74.

[296 x 209.] Originally a good impression, but cut slightly within the border in
some places, and damaged by a fold across the print at the level of the Virgin’s head
Watermark, Ha. 1.

°

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

48. THE PRESENTATION OF CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE.
B. 88. H. 1759. R..75.

mark^Ha 21^ ^ooc*> though not first-rate, impression, without margin. Water-

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

49. THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT. B. 89. H. 1764. R. 76.

mark^Ha 22a^
impre8sioD

’ but damaSed a few places. No margin. Water-

Collections : Brentano (F. 50), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

50. THE REPOSE IN EGYPT. B. 90. H. 1770. R. 77.

damaged* ^ate^ark^HaTa
impreSSi011’ CUt Slightly 'vithin the border’ and othe™i3(!

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

50a. THE REPOSE IN EGYPT.

[295 x 209.] A stronger impression, more
stained. Watermark, Ha. 19.

In the inventory of 1837.

B. 90. H. 1770. R. 77.

heavily inked than the last ; somewhat

51. CHRIST DISPUTING WITH THE DOCTORS. B. 91.

[295 X 208.] A fine impression, but creased across the
three of the corners. No margin. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Collections : Brentano (F. 50), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

H. 1775. R. 78.

and damaged at

U
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52. CHRIST TAKING LEAVE OF THE VIRGIN BEFORE THE PASSION.
B. 92. H. 1781. R. 79.

[298 x 210.] A fine impression, without margin. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

53. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD SURROUNDED BY SAINTS AND ANGELS.
B. 95. H. 1797. R. 82.

The saints present, besides St. Joseph, are St. John the Baptist, St.

Antony, a bishop, St. Jerome, St. Paul, and St. Catherine of Alexandria.

[296 x 213.] A brilliant impression, with very narrow margin. Watermark, Ha. 21.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN.

Earlier Portion. Late Impressions, WITHOUT Text.

38b. THE MESSAGE OF THE ANGEL TO JOACHIM.
B. 78. H. 1698. R. 65.

30b. THE EMBRACE OF JOACHIM AND ANNE AT THE GOLDEN GATE.
B. 79. H. 1703. R. 66.

40a. THE NATIVITY OF THE VIRGIN. B. 80. H. 1709. R. 67.

42a. THE MARRIAGE OF THE VIRGIN. B. 82. H. 1720. R. 69.

43a. THE ANNUNCIATION. B. 83. H. 1725. R. 70.

44a. THE VISITATION. B. 84. H. 1730. R. 71.

45a. THE NATIVITY. B. 85. H. 1738. R. 72.

40a. THE CIRCUMCISION. B. 86. H. 1745. R. 73.

47a. THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI. B. 87. H. 1754. R. 74.

48a. THE PRESENTATION OF CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE.
B. 88. H. 1759. R. 75.

49a. THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT. B. 89. H. 1764. R. 76.

50b. THE REPOSE IN EGYPT. B. 90. H. 1770. R. 77.

51a. CHRIST DISPUTING WITH THE DOCTORS. B. 91. H. 1775. R. 78.

52a. CHRIST TAKING LEAVE OF THE VIRGIN BEFORE THE PASSION.
B. 92. H. 1781. R. 79.

53a. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD SURROUNDED BY SAINTS AND ANGELS.
B. 95. H. 1797. R. 82.

All these impressions are good, with the exception of no. 45a, which is badly
printed, and no. 53a, in which a conspicuous crack runs from the drapery of Moses to
the r. shoulder of the Virgin. In some cases they are little inferior to the proofs, from
which they are to be distinguished by defects in the blocks and by the watermarks.
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The are °f
!i

wo ki“ds : nos * 38b
’ 39b

> 40a> 43a> 44a > 48a >
49a, 50b, and 51a have

Ma. 46 (Ha. reproduces the watermark inaccurately), while the remainder, nos. 42a,
4oa, 46a, 47a, 52a, and 53a, have Ha. 52.

ty0 .

se
J?’

as distinguished by their watermarks, are from different parts of
the old British Museum collection, both in the inventory of 1837. All are clean and
well preserved, with margins [3-8].

[54-59.]

THE SIX “KNOTS.”

Patterns for Embroidery or Lace.

B. 140-145. H. 1926, 1928-1932. R. 108-113.

|C.

4t *s 1>™bable
_
tb
J
t ^urer designed these six patterns during his residence at Venice,

w?.™ iJir*
bem (A 140

’*
141

’
142

’
144

’
145> are c°Pied dh’ectly» so far as the

v i go
c°ncerned

’ f™m five patterns engraved in the Academy of Leonardo da
Vinci (P. v, 182, 9, a^-c, and two others, not described by P.,in the Ambrosiana, Milan)'and we may conclude that the remaining one is founded on a similar original, now lost
or undescribed. The engravings, however, might have travelled beyond the Alps. A
stronger argument for referring Diirer’s woodcuts to this date is that all the earliest

a
£
e

.

01
i
an -Mian paper^ very thin and white, with a cardinal’s hat for

v* *

thG
£
aCt^ ?- rer

?
efers t0 them in bis Netherlands journal 2

( 521) as die 6 Knotn, his authorship might be called in question; his monogramd®®® n
?
t
.

occar
?
n the early impressions, and was only inserted, in a form which he would

drawn
»
in a late edition, issued probably after his death, of four

patterns only The ornamentation in twisted white cords on a black ground wasadapted to oblong form in a title-border published at Nuremberg by.F. Peypus in 1522.

54. PATTERN WITH A HEART-SHAPED SHIELD SUSPENDED IN THEM1HDLL. B . 140. H. 1928. R. 109.
First state, before the monogram.

maSJrarftoll’s hat
00,1 imPre88i0n: the bord<!1' atiil intaot Margin [3-5]. Water-

In the inventory of 1837.
(Mpied from an undescribed engraving in the Ambrosiana, reproduced by Muntz,

, -28. Ihe shield m the original contains the inscription, academia . leonardi vin.

54a. THE SAME PATTERN.
Second state, with the monogram inserted in the shield.

[273 x 214.] Much later impression
; the border is broken in many places and a

large ITn a circle^
& llttle t0 r ‘ °f the monoSram - No margin. Watermark, a

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

55 ’ WITH AN OBLONG TABLET SUSPENDED IN THEMIDDLE. B. 141. H. 1929. R 110.
First state, before the monogram.

Margin [7-12]."^ WatomiT3ar8

U
hat

Utilated “ * “>P “d bo“°”'

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

i 232
°Pi
Th?ZcM i

"n
.

d
,
escri*>e

!

i engraving in the Ambrosiana, reproduced by Muntz,

background iifshaded fromTfoT
^ m9Cription

’ '“ • The

l .?• ^Untz ’ “ Leonardo da Vinci,” London, 1898, i. 225.
Durer s Schriftlicher Nachlass,” p. 148.

U 2
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55a. THE SAME PATTERN.

Second state, with the monogram inserted in the tablet.

[268 X 209.] Much later impression ; the border is broken in many places, and
there are three worm-holes in the lower portion of the black circle. Margin [2-5].

Watermark, an eagle.

In the inventory of 1837.

56. PATTERN WITH A BLACK CIRCLE UPON A WHITE MEDALLION
IN THE MIDDLE. B. 142. H. 1926. R. 108.

First state, before the monogram.

[273 X 211.] Good impression, with margin [7-11]. Watermark, cardinal’s hat.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This pattern is copied exactly from the first (P. 9a) of the Italian engravings de-

scribed by Passavant. The central medallion was designed expressly to contain the
words academia . leonardi vi~ci. In the original the ends of the riband by
which the medallion is suspended are carried round outside the circle and gracefully
arranged. In the copy only the knot is drawn

;
the riband ends abruptly close to the

knot. The only innovation in the woodcut consists iu laying the central part of the
pattern on a circular black ground, and the four outlying portions upon black leaves
with graceful tendrils, each connected by a stalk with the black disk. In the line-

engraving, the outermost member of the concentric bands of ornament stands out upon
a white background, and each of the outlying patterns is entirely separated from the
centre

; the interstices of all parts of the pattern are shaded by cross-hatching.

56a. THE SAME PATTERN.

Second state, with the monogram inserted in the medallion.

[270 X 211.] Good impression, but damaged and restored in three corners. The
block was still in good repair. Margin [6-8]. Watermark, a circle containing a triple

mount and over it a cross with arcs connecting the four arms.
In the inventory of 1837.

67. PATTERN COMBINING SEVEN CIRCULAR GROUPS OF KNOTS
WITH BLACK CENTRES. B. 143. H. 1931. R. 112.

First state, before the monogram.

[271 x 211.] Good impression, with margin [10-13]. Watermark, cardinal’s hat.

Collections : Boerner (F. 286), Mitchell.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

The original of this pattern has not been described. It may have been mistaken for

one of the others.

57a. THE SAME PATTERN.

Second state, with the monogram cut out in white upon the black
centre.

[268 X 210.] Good impression, repaired in some places, showing one worm-hole in
the block near the bottom of the circle.

Very narrow margin. No watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.

58. PATTERN WITH A WHITE SHIELD HAVING SIX POINTS IN THE
CENTRE. B. 144. H. 1930. R. 111.

[272 x 212.] Good impression, without margin. The border is broken on the r.

side. Watermark, cardinal’s hat.

In the inventory of 1837.

This pattern is copied exactly from the third (P. 9c) of the described engravings.
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In the original the shield was designed to hold the words academia leon . ardi
vin. The substitution of a black for a shaded background, and the combination of
the outlying ornaments with the central design, is effected in the same way as in no. 56.

No second state of this pattern, with monogram, is known to exist.

59. PATTERN COMBINING SEVEN SMALLER SYSTEMS OF KNOTS
WITH BLACK CENTRES. B. 145. H. 1932. R. 113.

[272 x 210.] Good impression, but marred by creases in the paper at the time
of printing. There are breaks in the border-line. Margin [2-4]. Watermark,
cardinal’s hat.

In the inventory of 1837.

This pattern is copied exactly from the second (P. 9b) of the described engravings.
In the original the seven shaded centres of the knots contain the letters aca de mia
LEO NAR DI vfci (the last word being in the centre). The interstices are shaded and
the outlying ornaments are detached from the centre as in the other cases described.

iii. 1507-1512. Nos. 60-124.

00 . CHRIST ON THE MOUNT OF OLIVES. B. 54. H. 1625. R. 166.

[128 X 97.] A good, though not a very early, impression, on stout white paper,
without watermark. Margin [10-12]. The border is broken in three places—near the
cross, in the 1. lower corner, and below the monogram.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

It is generally supposed, and with good reason, that this block was originally
intended for the Little Passion, but rejected in favour of the different composition.
B. 26. In B. 54, Christ lies prone on the ground with outstretched arms—a position
which occurs in more than one drawing by Durer of this subject (Lippmann 26, at
Berlin; 199, at Frankfort)—whereas in B. 26 he kneels with clasped hands. The face
of St. Peter is almost identical in both, but he leans in a different direction. St. John’s
position is little altered ; St. James is quite differently placed. B. 54 is very inferior
in the cutting to any block which was used in the book, and this helps to account for
its rejection. It must be among the earliest of these compositions, and may be dated
therefore about 1507-8. Impressions of this woodcut are rare. A reproduction of it was
included in the facsimile of the Little Passion (without the text) published in Hirth’s
“ Liebhaberbibliothek,” Munich, 1884.

[61-96.]

THE LITTLE PASSION. Date about 1508^1510. b. 17-52.

Two subjects of the Little Passion (B. 32 and 37) are dated 1509, and two (B. 18
and 38) 1510. The cutting of the blocks is unequal, and some (e.g. B. 31, 33) may be
earlier than 1509. The series was published in book-form in 1511, with the addition of
a frontispiece (B. 16). The latter must have been cut shortly before the publication of
the book, for very few proofs of this woodcut are known to exist. (There are two, at
Amsterdam and Stuttgart, and this collection possesses a unique trial-proof, described
below, no. 110). Of the thirty-six woodcuts which compose the series itself, some sets of
proofs were struck off before the issue of the book. These are distinguished by their
watermarks and by the sharpness of the lines from those impressions without text
which are later than 1511. Hausmann describes a set of proofs at Amsterdam in sheets
containing four subjects each, not cut up. A similar set is at Stuttgart (size of sheet,
414 x 296 ; watermark, small high crown).

This collection contains two sets of proofs. In the first and earliest, the second cut
(B. 18) is still in the first state. The black line which runs down the middle of Eve’s
back is crossed by a number of short horizontal strokes. In the second state, which
occurs in the second set of proofs and in all later impressions, ten and a half of these
cross-lines have been cut away, leaving only those lines at the top which are in the
shadow cast by the hair and the 1. half of the line next below the shadow.
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First Set of Proofs.

ro I?'
l

\l
X
.
97

‘J , Brilliant impressions, in almost perfect preservation, with margins
[2-3]. Watermarks, Ha. 20 and 21. Owing to the small size to which the sheet wagcut up, only portions of the watermarks are visible. B. 17, 18. 22. 25 26 31 32 88 40
43, 44, 45, and 46 have Ha. 20; B. 49 and 50 have Ha. 21.

’’’’’’
Collections : Brentano (F. 50), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

61. THE FALL. B. 17. H. 1156. R. 130.
A tear across the monogram has been repaired, and just above the tablet a piece hasbeen torn away and made up by hand. There are other slight restorations.

62. THE EXPULSION FROM PARADISE. 1510. B. 18. H 1167. R. 131.

First state, before the alteration in the back of Eve.
There is a worm-hole (in the paper, not the block) near Eve’s r. knee. There are

aiready slight defects along the top border. One of these, between the trunk of the treeond the first branch to 1., has been disguised in this impression with Indian ink.

63.

THE ANNUNCIATION. B. 19. H. 1176. R. 132.

Faultless impression, save for one worm-hole in the paper and a slight break in theborder above the monogram. 6 1

64.

THE NATIVITY.

There is a break in the r. border on a level with the star.
The impression is faultless.

B. 20. H. 1187. R. 133.

65. CHRIST TAKING LEAVE OF THE VIRGIN BEFORE THE PASSION.
B. 21. H. 1216. R. 134.

Very fine impression, a little less clear towards the bottom than elsewhere.
In the book this subject follows the Purification of the Temple.

66. CHRIST’S ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM. B. 22. H. 1198. R. 135.

Brilliant impression. One very slight break in the top border above the monogram.

67. CHRIST PURIFYING THE TEMPLE. B. 23. H. 1208. R. ISO.

Brilliant impression.

68. THE LAST SUPPER. B. 24. H. 1225. R. 137.

Brilliant impression. The border is very slightly broken at the top.

69. CHRIST WASHING ST. PETER’S FEET. B. 25. H. 1239. R. 138.

Brilliant impression. Damaged in one place over St. Peter’s r. foot.

70. CHRIST ON THE MOUNT OF OLIVES. B. 26. H. 1254. R. 139.

Brilliant impression.

71. THE BETRAYAL OF CHRIST. b. 27. H. 1272. R. 140.

Brilliant impression.

72. CHRIST BEFORE ANNAS. B. 28. H. 1288. R. 141

Brilliant impression,
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73. CHRIST BEFORE CAIAPHAS. B. 29. H. 1301. R. 142.

Brilliant impression. One break in the lower border.

74. THE MOCKING OF CHRIST. B. 30. H. 1315. R. 143.

Not so well printed as most of the set. The r. upper corner of the block is already
broken off.

75. CHRIST BEFORE PILATE. B. 31. H. 1329. R. 144.

Faultless impression.

70. CHRIST BEFORE HEROD. 1509. B. 32. H. 1344. R. 145.

Very fine impression, not quite clear in r. lower corner.

77. THE SCOURGING OF CHRIST. B. 33. H. 1359. R. 146.

Not so well cut or printed as most of the series.

78. CHRIST BEING CROWNED WITH THORNS. B. 34. H. 1374. R. 147.

Not very well printed.

79. CHRIST BEING SHOWN TO THE PEOPLE. B. 35. H. 1390. R. 148.

Not very well printed.

80. PILATE WASHING HIS HANDS. B. 36. H. 1408. R. 149.

Not very well printed, like the three preceding numbers, which formed one sheet
with this.

81. CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS. 1509. B. 37. H. 1424. R. 150.

Brilliant impression, with a yellowish stain towards the 1. lower corner.

82. ST. VERONICA, WITH THE SUDARIUM, BETWEEN ST. PETER AND
ST. PAUL. 1510. B. 38. H. 1438. R. 151.

Brilliant impression, slightly stained.

83. CHRIST BEING NAILED TO THE CROSS. B. 39. H. 1446. R. 152.

Brilliant impression.

84. CHRIST ON THE CROSS. B. 40. H. 1462. R. 153.

Brilliant impression.

85. CHRIST DESCENDING INTO HELL. B. 41. H. 1475. R. 154.

Brilliant impression. One break in the border at the r. lower corner.

88. THE DESCENT FROM THE CROSS. B. 42. H. 1486. R. 155.

Brilliant impression.

87. THE LAMENTATION FOR CHRIST. B. 43. H. 1501. R. 156.

Brilliant impression.
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88. THE ENTOMBMENT.

Brilliant impression.

89. THE RESURRECTION.

Fine impression.

Not very well printed.

Fine impression.

92. CHRIST AT EMMAUS.

Not very well printed.

93. THE INCREDULITY OF ST. THOMAS.
Rather too black.

94. THE ASCENSION.

As the last.

95. THE DESCENT OF THE HOLY GHOST.

As no. 92.

96. THE LAST JUDGMENT,

r. «p^r co™af
Si0n ’ “ 'ittIe damage<J °” L Side - Tlle block is already defective at the

B. 44. H. 1513. R. 157.

B. 45. H. 1528. R. 158.

B. 46. H. 1546. R. 159.

B. 47. H. 1555. R. 160.

B. 48. H. 1566. R. 161.

B. 49. H. 1576. R. 162.

B. 50. H. 1587. R. 163.

B. 51. H. 1598. R. 164.

B. 52. H. 1608. R. 165.

6la-90a.—Second Set of Proofs.

mi
finc

.

impressions, in perfect preservation, with margin [3-61. No watermarkThe impressions on the whole are not so brilliant as those of the first set and sli°btdefects m the borders and the alteration in B. 13 show that they are later, but the lasteight subjects are better m the second set than in the first
Presented by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

LATE IMPRESSIONS OF THE LITTLE PASSION.

After the edition of the Little Passion with Latin text was published in 1511 manv
fr; th

?
blocks and issued ™th0Ut

p
text. Thei ie a£.tinguished from the proofs by the wear of the blocks and by the watermarks Fromthese late sets the frontispiece, B. 16, is invariably absent. The block must have beendestroyed, or have passed into other hands, soon after 1511. The blocks still in a fairstate of preservation, came in course of time to Venice, whero an edi ion^fwithout B 161was printed m 1612 with Italian text. Daniel Bissuccio, the publisher is saifto havebought the blocks in the Netherlands. Thirty-five of them (B 16 and 21 beinff loanare now in the British Museum. They are exactly ra“inA (25 mffli^Wnthickness. On the back of each is cut the signature of the pa^e for which it was

Thompsou 0785-186?),Tco^STe Cfof ^
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B. 33, 39, 46, and 47 as examples of different workmanship. 1 The blocks have lost their
border-lmes and are much worn and damaged, but not split. Impressions from four of
the blocks were inserted in Ottley’s “ History of Engraving,” vol. ii p. 730 (1816) The
blocks were then in the possession of the elder P. E. B ussier, who had bought them
some years before at Naples. 2 His book-plate is on the back of several blocks. After
they had been purchased for the Museum from his son, the Rev. Peter Edward Boissierm June, 1839, an edition was printed in 1844 by permission of the Trustees, under the
supervision of (Sir) Henry Cole, from stereotypes of the original blocks. In the
stereotypes the borders were restored and the worm-holes stopped, while the two missing
blocks were replaced by copies engraved by Charles Thurston Thompson. This edition
was reprinted in 1870. A selection of the stereotypes was also used in cheap reprints
ot the Littie Passion, edited by Archdeacon John Allen, under the titles of the
Humiliation and Exaltation of Our Redeemer” (1856) and the “Gospel for the
nlearned (1858). The whole set of stereotypes and Thompson’s copies were used

mu
Austm Dobson s edition, with the original text, published by Messrs. Bell

in 1 8J4 lhe stereotypes are preserved in the Victoria and Albert Museum, South
Kensington.

81b-96b.—Late Impressions.

oa ^lr
i
yo^imPrfl0n8’ without margin, derived from two sources. B. 17, 27, 32,

46
’
and 47 w

.

ere Purchased in 1834, the remainder are in the inventory of
18J7, but their provenance is not stated.

WOODCUT COPIES OP THE LITTLE PASSION.

Six of the Mommard copies (Brussels, 1569,? 1587, 1644, 1654?), 3

Le Rouge collection (MS. mark, F. 349).

viz.

:

H. 1169, copy of B. 18
Purchased 1834.

H. 1274, copy of B. 27.
H. 1376, „ B. 34.

H. 1392, „ B. 35.
H. 1477, „ B. 41.

H. 1557, „ B. 47.

Sloane collection.

In the inventory of 1837.

(two impressions),

[97-99.]

THE THREE BROADSIDES WITH POEMS BY DtfRER. 1510.

97. CHRIST ON THE CROSS, BETWEEN THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

First edition, with the heading:
* 55‘ H' 1632‘ K ' 169 '

“ l)as sind die syben tagezeyt.
Darin christus auff erden leyt.”

[Woodcut, 120 x 96; sheet as mounted, 462 x 146.] Very fine impression cleanwel preserved, and complete, but cut close to the limits of the text. The second half ofthe poem, from “ Zu der Drytten stund " to the end, stood originally Alongside the first

2
S
fG Sir He

.

nry Cole’s Preface to his edition of the Little Passion, 1844

n 5) that
a
the

r

h!nM,
t0 hlS

T’S a
!
Cmm

.

t’ a* Rome (***) Ottley says elsewhere (vol i,

eee howlht ^ave teen
0“e m the l>089eS3ion °f Mr ' Doi,ce- rt is *»

3 There is son>e uncertainty about the different editions of these copies.
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half, on the right, bo that the poem consisted of four parallel columns, the woodcut and
the first two stanzas of the poem balancing the six remaining stanzas. Impressions in
the original state are in the collections at Stuttgart and Dresden (Slg. Friedr. Aug. II).
In this case the r. half of the sheet has been cut off and mounted below what was
originally the left half. Watermark, Ha. 21.

In the inventory of 1837.
The woodcut is dated, but not signed ; the monogram at the bottom of the poem

doubtless covers illustration as well as text, but even without it there could be no
possible doubt of Durer’s authorship. The cut is closely allied to the Little Passion
in style as in dimensions. The first edition of the three broadsides was printed by
Hieronymus Holzel.

97a. CHRIST ON THE CROSS, BETWEEN THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

c< , ,
B. 55. H. 1632. R. 169.

Second edition, with the heading

:

“ Das sindt die sieben tage zeit

Darin christus auf erde leit.”

[Woodcut, 120 x 96 ; sheet as mounted, 205 x 343.] A later impression, with the
border of the block broken at the 1. lower comer. In this case the sheet is preserved in
its original condition, but the paper is cut rather close to the text and irregularly.
The two halves have been folded while the ink was wet, and each portion of the text
has left a blurred impression on the paper opposite. There are, moreover, on the
back of the print traces of an impression of the rhinoceros (B. 136), taken in the same
way, while the ink was wet. That proves that this impression is not earlier than 1515 ;

it may be much later. There is no monogram at the end of the verses in this
edition.

Watermark, a heart with an arrow behind it, bearing a superficial resemblance to
Ha. 25a, which is given by Ha. as the watermark of this edition.

Collections : Firmin-Didot (F. 21), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

f DEATH AND THE SOLDIER. B. 132. H. 1901. R. 171.

(Reproduction.)

Facsimile, issued by the Diirer Society (iv, 24), of the Stuttgart impression of the
first edition.

98. DEATH AND THE SOLDIER. B. 132. H. 1901. R. 171.

Second edition, with the heading :

“ Kein ding hilfft fur den zeitlichen Todt
Darumb dienent Gott fru und spott.”

[Woodcut, 123 X 87; sheet as mounted, 343 x 155.] A fair impression from the
uninjured block, but not equal in sharpness to those of the first edition.

Here again the r. portion of the poem has been cut off and attached to the bottom
of the 1. portion. There is no monogram at the end of the verses in this edition.
Watermark, Ha. 25.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

99. THE SCHOOLMASTER. B. 133. H. 1900. R. 170.

First (only ?) edition, with the heading

:

“ Wer recht bescheyden wol werden.
Der pit got trum hye auff erden.”

[Woodcut, 127 X 97 ; sheet as mounted, 441 x 170.] A fine impression, but sub-
sequent to a breakage in the border-line r. a little more than half-way up. Water-
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mark, Ha. 20. The sheet is clean and well preserved, but cut close to the limits of
the text, and what was originally the r. half of the broadside has here again been cut
off and attached to the bottom of the 1. half.

.

Diirer’s monogram is placed at the bottom of the verses, but not on the woodcut
itself, which is dated 1510. There are quite late impressions of the cut alone without
text, but no later edition of the broadside as a whole has been described, as in the case
of the other two.

There are very fine impressions of this and the preceding cut (B. 132) in the first
state in the Stuttgart collection.

Collections : Nagler (F. 524, blue), Berlin Cabinet (duplicate, F. 329), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

100

.

THE PENITENT. 1510. B. 119. H. 1866. R. 168.

[193 x 130.] A good impression, but restored in the 1. upper corner, where a large
piece, including the monogram and date, has been lost and replaced by a copy drawn
in Indian ink. There is another small restoration below the handle of the scourge No
margin or watermark

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The subject remains unexplained. A pen-and-bistre drawing of the kneeling figure

is m the British Museum (Lippmann 237), but its authenticity is not entirely above
suspicion. It is in the same direction as the woodcut, and agrees with the latter very
closely, but the drapery is not so well drawn, and the action of the 1. hand is slightly
different. There are two small independent sketches on the same sheet.

101

.

ARMS OF MICHEL BEHAIM. 1511 (or earlier).

B. 159. H. 1937. R. 128.

[283 x 193.] Good impression, without margin. Watermark, a large single-
headed eagle, not in Ha.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The attribution of this unsigned cut to Durer is warranted by the artist’s letter to

Behaim on the back of the block, which was discovered by v. Murr, in the xvm centurym the archives of the Behaim family. The block is still in good preservation, and the
letter^though faded and partly effaced, is still legible (see F. Fuhse, “ Durer. Kleine
Mittmlungen, ’ Mitt. a. d. Germ. Nationcilmuseum, Niirnberg, 1895, 9, with a facsimile
0f
P“reP8 lett®r in collotype, Taf. i). The transcript of the text (after v. Murr) in Lange

and Fuhse, “ Diirer’s Schriftlicher Nachlass,” p. 59, is inaccurate. The editors rightly
remark that the letter is important as proving that Diirer only drew the design on
the block and did not cut it himself. He sent the block with the drawing on it to
his patron, who apparently had to get it cut for himself. Diirer declined to make
certain alterations in the arrangement of the foliage which Behaim had desired, on the

Ifmj
ia

5
co^ on helm, on which the eagle stands, would, then be

hidden by the leaves. The year in which the commission was given to Diirer cannot
be ascertained, but Michel Behaim died on 24 Oct. 1511.

[102-105.]

THE GREAT PASSION.

Proofs of the Later Portion. 1510.

102.

THE LAST SUPPER. B. 5. H. 1113. R. 175.

[396 x 285.] Good, but not first-rate, impression, rather spotty in places, and
damaged in the middle at the bottom. The border-line already has the defects in the
1. upper and r. lower corners observable in the edition with text. No margin Water-mark TTo on °

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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103. THE BETRAYAL OF CHRIST. B. 7. H. 1120. R. 177.

[397 x 282.] A better impression than that in the book, but not, strictly speaking,

a proof. No margin or watermark. Some defective places in the border-line and else-

where have been restored with Indian ink.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

104. CHRIST DESCENDING INTO HELL. B. 14. H. 1131. R. 184.

[396 X 284.] A fine early proof, in good preservation, except at the bottom, where

the border-line is a restoration. No margin. Watermark, Ha. 39.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

105. THE RESURRECTION. B. 15. H. 1140. R. 185.

[389 x 276.] A fine early proof, in good preservation, with very narrow margin.

Watermark, Ha. 5.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

THE GREAT PASSION.

Later Portion. Late Impressions, without Text.

102a. THE LAST SUPPER.

103a. THE BETRAYAL OF CHRIST.

104a. CHRIST DESCENDING INTO HELL.

105a. THE RESURRECTION.

Late impressions, without margin or watermark, from the

first two some of the corners have been torn and repaired.

B. 5. H. 1113. R. 175.

B. 7. H. 1120. R. 177.

B. 14. H. 1131. R. 184.

B. 15. H. 1140. R. 185.

Sloane collection. In the

[
106

,
107 .]

THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN.

Proofs of the Later Portion. 1510.

106. THE DEATH OF THE VIRGIN. B. 93. H. 1787. R. 80.

[287 X 205.] Brilliant impression, in perfect preservation, with margin [4-6].

Watermark, Ha. 20.

In the inventory of 1837.

106a. THE DEATH OF THE VIRGIN. B. 93. H. 1787. R. 80.

[290 X 206.] A less brilliant impression, stained, and without margin. Water-

mark, Ha. 20.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

107. THE ASSUMPTION AND CORONATION OF THE VIRGIN.
B. 94. H. 1793. R. 81.

[289 x 207.] Fine impression, well preserved, with very narrow margin. Water*

mark, Ha. 20.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895,
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Title-Page of the Little Passion

(Trial Proof)
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107a. THE ASSUMPTION AND CORONATION OF THE VIRGIN.
13. 04. H. 1793. R. 81.

[280 X 207 ] A less distinct impression, without margin, and cut very slightly

within the border in some places. Watermark, Ha. 21.

In the inventory of 1837.

THE LIFE OE THE VIRGIN.

Later Portion. Late Impressions, without Text.

108b. THE DEATH OF THE VIRGIN. B. 93. H. 1787. R. 80.

107b. THE ASSUMPTION AND CORONATION OF THE VIRGIN.
B. 94. H. 1793. R. 81.

Late impressions, with margin [2-8]. Watermark, Ha. 52.

In the inventory of 1837.

[
108-121 .]

OTHER WOODCUTS OF 1510-11.

108.

THE BEHEADING OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST. 1510.

B. 125. H. 1851. R. 172.

[194 x 130.] Good, but not first-rate, impression, with narrow margin [1-3].

Watermark, Ha. 21.

In the inventory of 1837.

109.

THE HEAD OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST BROUGHT TO HEROD. 1511.

B. 126. B. 1860. R. 173.

[193 X 130.] Fine impression, with margin [5-6]. No watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

110.

THE TITLE-PAGE OF THE LITTLE PASSION. 1510-11.

B. 16. H. 1142. R. 129.

Unique proof.

Over the seated figure of the Man of Sorrows is the following title,

cut on the block in large ornamental Gothic letters

:

Passto(ms) &m nrt itm
crisrtt cum figurts.

[No border; size of leaf, 133 x 103; of figure, 86 x 77 ;
of inscription, 32 X 97].

The figure of Christ is printed with extreme delicacy and clearness. No watermark.

Acquired in 1834.

This state of the title-page has only been described in the fifth portfolio of the

Diirer Society (1902, with facsimile). It is evident that the xylographic title preserved

in this trial-proof was abandoned on account of the grammatical solecism (“ passionis ”

for “ passio ’
) which it contained. In the proof the offending letters “ nis ” have been

almost entiiely erased, and then restored with Indian ink, but the dot of the i and the

ornamental flourishes of the s remain intact, and prove clearly how the word was spelt

before it was tampered with. The inscription must have been sawn off the block. A
type-printed title took its place when the book was issued.
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HOa. THE TITLE-PAGE OF THE LITTLE PASSION. 1511.

• . r . „ ,
B. 16. H. 1142. R. 129.A mutilated impression [size of leaf, 138 x 100] of the title-page of the 1511

edihon, with prmted title. Over the figure of Christ are the four lines, “13as$t0
CiJUStt ah ^llbcrto j0ui¥V

I
renbergenfi effigiata cu varij generis carmi I nibus

f
ratns Benedicti Chelidonij

|
Mufophili,” and below it the four elegiac verses, « O mihi

tantorum . . . nouis,” followed by the words Cum nrtutlrcrtfl
Acquired in 1834.

*

111, 112. THE FRONTISPIECES TO THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN ANDTHE GREAT PASSION. 1511. B. 76, 4. H. 1692, 1110. R. 63, 174.

Proofs (?) printed on one sheet.

[No border ; size of sheet, 242 x 401 ; size of designs, B. 76, 202 X 191 B 4
197 x 190.] Fine impression and well preserved, but lacking the brilliancy of very
early proofs ; margin wide at top and bottom, narrower at the ends. The two blocks
have been placed in contact in the middle of the sheet, and the design extends so
nearly to the edge in each case that it is barely possible to draw a line between the two
compositions. The double print is more easily explained in this way than by the
supposition that both designs were cut on the same block and afterwards sawn asunder.
It would be difficult both for draughtsman and for engraver to observe strictly the
limits of two designs so nearly overlapping, while a block measuring 192 x 382 would
be an awkward one for the engraver to handle. At any rate, the two woodcuts were
printed together, and both designs were doubtless prepared about the same time, iust
before the issue of the two series in book-form in 1511. No other double impression of
tins kind has been described. Watermark, Ha. 20a.

Collections: Durazzo, Mitchell,
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

111a. FRONTISPIECE TO THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN

Another proof. (?)

* 7& H ^ K ' 63

[No border
; size of sheet, 220 x 206 ; size of design, 203 x 194.] A fine impression,

with margin [8-9] on three sides, but cut close to limits of design on r. side. Here the
paper has not been cut exactly straight, and the extreme 1. ends of some of the lines of
B. 4 are visible, proving that this was originally only the 1. half of a double impres-
sion, similar to that described above (nos. 111-112). An irregular white patch on the
Virgin s drapery is not caused by any injury to the print, but by some substance,
probably a scrap of paper, which intervened between the block and the sheet at the
time of printing. Watermark, Ha. 20a.

Purchased from Mr. Obach, 1868.
Hausmann doubts whether the ordinary impressions of this woodcut without text

ought strictly to be described as proofs, because they are inferior in sharpness to some
ot the best impressions with text, and because there is no trace of the xylographic title
over the woodcut, which, as he thinks, was cut on the same block and afterwards sawn
off. But it is equally probable, or more so, that this title was cut on a separate block,
like that of the Apocalypse. It must be admitted that the impressions without text
ot this woodcut, and of B. 4, here described, are inferior in brilliancy to the undoubted
early proofs of B. 16 and B. 60 (nos. 110, 113).

111b. FRONTISPIECE TO THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN.

,
B. 7t

Another proof. (?)

H. 1692. R. 63.

[203 X 191.] A sharper and earlier impression, but cut very slightly within the
limits of the design on all sides. Watermark, Ha. 20.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

112a. FRONTISPIECE TO THE GREAT PASSION.

Another proof. (?)

B. 4. H. 1110. R. 174

[No border; size of sheet, 263 x 195; size of design, 197 x 192.] A fine
impression, with margin [3-50], except on the 1. side, where the paper has been cut
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close to the limits of the design. One dot on the extreme edge is the end of a line of

B. 76, and proves that this was originally the r. half of a double print similar to that

described above (nos. 111-112). Watermark, Ha. 20.

In the inventory of 1837.

In the University galleries, Oxford, is a very early proof of this woodcut,
representing an undescribed state of the block. The majority of the liues which form
the rays of Christ’s nimbus are of the same length, so that the effect produced is that of
a straight line forming the limit of the design along the top. A portion of these rays
were then reduced in length, till the present indented outline was brought about.
There are also variations in the lower portion of the design.

113. FRONTISPIECE TO THE APOCALYPSE. 1511.

B. 60. H. 1652. R. 27.

Proof.

[No border; size of sheet, 242 x 184; size of design, 185 x 183.] Very fine sharp
impression, on greyish paper, without watermark. Margin [1-34], except on 1. side,

where the paper is cut close to the limits of the design.

Collections: Enzenberg (F. 160), Mitchell.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

Proofs of this frontispiece, or impressions of any kind without text, are much rarer

than those of B. 4 or B. 76. Mr. G. Mayer possesses an undescribed early proof,
analogous to that of B. 4 described above. The rays of the nimbus above the Virgin’s
head are prolonged upwards and end evenly in a straight line, while some of the lines

below the fringe of cloud towards the bottom are carried farther to the right.

No. 113 has been reproduced in collotype in the fifth portfolio of the Diirer
Society, 1902.

114. THE DEATH OF ABEL. 1511. B. 1. H. 1101. Ii. 186.

[117 X 82.] An early impression, but damaged; the surface has been injured, and
details of Abel’s body and of Cain’s r. arm have perished. No watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

114a. THE DEATH OF ABEL. 1511. B. 1. H, 1101. R. 186.

[116 X 82.] A later impression, black and indistinct, on greyish paper, without
watermark.

Collections : Nollekens and Cracherode.
In the inventory of 1837.

115. THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI. 1511. B. 3. H. 1103. R. 187.

[291 X 219.] A fine early impression; but there is already the beginning of a
crack across the beam, and another across the drapery of the kneeling king and the
surface of the stone in front of him. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

115a. THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI. 1511. B. 3. H. 1103. R. 187.

[289 X 218.] A later impression, still good, but showing the progress of the cracks
already mentioned. Yellowish paper, cut slightly within the border on both sides and
at the bottom.

In the inventory of 1837.

116. THE TRINITY. 1511. B. 122, H. 1646. R. 193.

[388 x 281.] Good, but not equal in brilliancy to the earliest impressions of a cut
which surpasses all Diirer’s other work on wood in technical accomplishment. No
watermark. Cut slightly within the border.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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THE MASS OF ST. GREGORY. 1511. B. 123. H. 1833. R. 190.

[298 X 206.] An early, but not first-rate, impression
; well preserved : with margin

[2-3]. Watermark, Ha. 1.
&

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

118.

ST. JEROME IN HIS STUDY. 1511. B. 114. H. 1840. R. 191.

[234 X 159.] A fine linpressmn, cut slightly within the border at the bottom and
on the r. side, where the border-line has be< n restored. Watermark Ha ?0a

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

119. THE HOLY FAMILY WITH ST. JOACHIM AND ST. ANNE. 1511.

I-OQ*
B. 96. H. 1800. R. i89.

L236 X 159.] Fine impression, without margin. No watermark
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

120. THE HOLY FAMILY WITH SAINTS AND ANGELS. 1511.
B. 97. H 1802 R 188

[212 X 212.] Brilliant impression, with narrow margin [1-2], damaged and
restored in 1. lower corner. No watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The head of the old man in the background, below the date, was directly copied, on

a much larger scale, in a woodcut by H. S. Beham, Pauli 1260.

121.

ST. CHRISTOPHER. 1511. B. 103. H. 1818. R. 192.

[212 X 211.] Brilliant impression, in the finest state of preservation, with wide
margin [20-74]. Watermark, a dog (not Ha. 35 ; the forelegs are apart)

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
J

121a. ST. CHRISTOPHER, 1511. B. 103. H. 1818. R. 192.

[208 x 210.] Another impression, still earlier and more distinct, but not so well
preserved, being somewhat stained and cut slightly within the border. No watermark

In the inventory of 1837.

[122 ,
123 .]

WOODCUTS OF 1512.

122.

ST. JEROME IN A CAVE. 1512.

First state.

B. 113. H. 1845. R. 197.

- yjxx YV fct tCriUHJ Jt.

Sloane collection. In the inventory of 1837.

122a. ST. JEROME IN A CAVE. 1512.

First state.

B. 113. H. 1845. R. 197.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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122b. ST. JEROME IN A CAVE. B. 113. H. 1845. R. 197.

Second state.

[169 x 125.] Good impression of the second state. The date 1512 has been
removed. The smallest ship has lost its mast, and the block shows signs of wear

visible

°Ut Later paPer’ with heraldic watermark, of which only a fragment is

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

122c. ST. JEROME IN A CAVE. B. 113. H. 1845. R. 197.

Copy.

In the original the root of a plant, which hangs from the rock over
the mouth of the cave, extends to the outline of the hill beyond the
water; in the copy there is an interval of 1J mm. between the root and
the hill. The cross-stroke of the A in Diirer’s monogram is less definite
than in the original. There are other minute differences, though the copy
is careful. The date is omitted, and the copy appears to have been
made from a rather late impression of the second state

;
the tablet over

the crucifix, for instance, agrees with that in no. 122b.

[170 x 126.] Good impression on toned paper, with margin [2-4]. A slight
vertical crack may be traced across the rock and through St. Jerome’s hand and book

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

i

The copy, which is rarer, with or without text, than the original, was made for a
broadside (undated) printed by Hans Glaser at Nuremberg, with Latin and German
text, headed, ‘ Sanctus Hieronymus Strydonensis Theologus ” (P. iii, p. 163). Impres-
sions of the complete broadside are in the collection of K. Friedrich August II at
Dresden and the Blasius (formerly Hausmann) collection at Brunswick. Hausmann
>.l
x nations other impressions of the copy—which he wrongly describes as the

farst block—at Berlin, Copenhagen, and in the Ambras collection at Vienna (K. K.
Hofmuseum). >

123. THE VIRGIN WITH THE CHILD IN SWADDLING-CLOTHES.
H. 1808. P.177. R.—A 60.

The Virgin sits, bending low over her Child, on a bank faced with
boards. Two angels, with long floating robes, hold an imperial crown
over her head. Landscape background, with sea and ship r. on the
horizon. Circle enclosed by three lines. [Diam. 93.] In the lower mar-
gin is a landscape sketch

;
a study of broken rocky walls with leafless trees

and buildings under a hill in the distance 1. Single border-line at
the bottom, and for a distance of 26 mm. on the 1. side.

m,
^Sizc of sheet, 159 X 95.] Good impression, but not sharp enough to be very early,

watermark
preserved

’
excePt a portion of the outer line of the circle. No

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This rare and charming woodcut is not signed, and is not described by Bartsch.lor these reasons, probably, critics have hesitated to ascribe it definitely to Diirer, but

™ th
l
m
S
rk

J
0f Sameness in every touch. It may be of about the same date as

no. Ill, which it resembles closely in some details of the landscape. The Brussels
impression has been reproduced in Hirth’s “ Meisterholzschnitte,” no. 47a, and the
present impression in the fifth portfolio of the Diirer Society, 1902, no. 27. Passavant
says that some impressions, with the landscape, have the woodcut of the Life of the
Virgin, in thirteen compartments, by H. S. Beham (Pauli 885), printed on the back.

X
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iv. 1515-1518. Nos. 124-141 .

[
124

,
125 .]

SINGLE WOODCUTS OF 1515.

124. THE VIRGIN WITH THE CARTHUSIAN MONKS. 1515.

H. 2005. P. 180. R.—A 61.

The Virgin, characterised by the crescent, crown, and sceptre as
Queen of Heaven, is represented also as the protectress of the Carthusian
order. A Carthusian monk, with a rosary in his hands, lies prostrate
beneath her feet. Six others kneel on either side under the folds of her
mantle, which is held up by St. John the Baptist 1. and St. Bruno r.

The background is filled with rays emanating from the central figure, and
the whole composition is framed in a round arch with vine-leaves and
grapes in the spandrels. On the arch is the date 1515. An abbot’s
crozier and mitre lie on a ledge at the foot of the print. No signature.
Single border.

[253 x 184.] A black, over-inked impression; some of the shadows are so choked
up that much detail is lost. The ornament in the r. spandrel has been damaged and
restored inaccurately with the pen and Indian ink. There is a break of 3 mm. in the
border-line under the mitre : the block shows no other sign of injury. No watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

This woodcut is not mentioned by Bartsch, and is not generally recognised as a
genuine Diirer. Retberg remarks that the Virgin and Child are fine and worthy of
Diirer, but the monks are by an inferior hand. This is manifestly untrue : they are
drawn upon the same block and are intimately related to the principal figures. The
difference of scale is, of course, intentional, and the Virgin, when drawn as the
patroness of a group of suppliants, was commonly represented on a colossal scale. St.

John and St. Bruno, though inserted on separate blocks, seem to be by the same artist

as the other figures. The presence of St. John the Baptist would be explained if we
knew the circumstances in which the woodcut was produced, doubtless as a commission.
Apart from the beauty of the Virgin and Child—a group which surpasses the achieve-
ment of any pupil—the architecture, the ornament, the background of rays, and the
shape of the figures in the date are all in Durer’s manner. At the same time it cannot
be denied that there are unusual features in the drawing, and certain details which
suggest that Springinklee may have been employed to transfer Diirer's drawing to the
block. The design of the nimbus is unusual, though it occurs also in the figures of St.
Arnolph and St. Leopold on the Triumphal Arch. The regular shading on the back
of the Virgin’s hand is a point which suggests Springinklee, who used it, for instance,
repeatedly in drawing the busts of emperors and princes on the Triumphal Arch ; but
Diirer used it too (B. 4). The strongly emphasised line at the Child’s ankles is

another characteristic of Springinklee, also to be matched in undoubted works of
Diirer. On the other hand, the drawing of the nostrils, of the ridge of the nose, and
the little depression on the upper lip of the Virgin is entirely in Springinklee’s manner

;

so is the treatment of the drapery in certain places. But it cannot be maintained
that Springinklee, in 1515, was capable of inventing so good a design, and we are
forced to conclude that he, at the most, transferred Diirer’s drawing to the block under
the master’s close supervision.

The upper part of the figures of St. John and St. Bruno has been cut on pieces of
wood inserted in the block, presumably because Diirer was dissatisfied with either the
drawing or the cutting of the original figures. The outline of the insertion on the 1. can
be seen above the nimbus of St. John, then descending almost vertically as far as the
corner of the book; thence it slants off again to 1., and the juncture with the original
block at the edge is marked by the greater thickness of the new border-line. On the r.

the line of the insertion crosses the nimbus of St. Bruno, reaches the sceptre at the top
ol the shaft, passes along the shaft to the corner of the book, and turns r. below the
book along the edge of the mantle, then slants across St. Bruno’s hand to the edge.
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125. THE RHINOCEROS. 1515. B. 136. H. 1904. R. 214.

First edition.

[212 x 297.] Very fine impression of the first edition, as described by Hausmann
(p. 79), with the heading- in five lines, beginning, “ Nach Christus gepurt. 1513. Jar. Adi.
1- May ...” and ending, “

. . . dcr Rhynocerus Schnell, Fraydig vnd Listig sey.”
The slight break in the 1. border-line is disguised ; the crack in the block across the
tail and hindleg is just perceptible. Margin, 9-12 mm. Watermark, Ha. 30.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

125a. THE RHINOCEROS. B. 136. H. 1904. R. 214.

Third edition.

[211 x 297.] Fine impression of Ha,’s third edition (p. 80), with the heading in
five and a half lines, beginning, “ Nach Christi geburt, 1513. Jar, Adi 1. Maij . . .

”

and ending, “
. . . der Rhinocerus, Schnell, Fraydig, vnd auch Listig sey.” The break

in the 1. border-line is visible
; the r. border-line is bent outwards, but not broken away,

3 mm. from the top
; the crack may be traced across both hindlegs, but is not yet con-

spicuous. Margin, 10-14 mm. Watermark, Ha. 8.

125b. THE RHINOCEROS. B. 136. H. 1904. R. 214.

Seventh edition.

[213 X 298.] Fair impression of Ha.’s seventh edition (p. 81), with six and a half
lines of Dutch text, beginning, “ Int Iaer ons Heeren 1515.” The address at the bottom
(according to Heller, “ Men vint se te coope by Hendriek Hondius Plaetsnyder in ’s
Gravenhage ”) has been cut oft*. The crack is now plainly visible across three of the legs,
and can be seen also on the animal’s snout. The border is broken in several places!
No margin. Watermark, an eagle.

In the inventory of 1837.

125c. THE RHINOCEROS. B. 136. H. 1904. R. 214.

Eighth edition.

[213 x 298.] Good impression of the chiaroscuro, Ha.’s eighth edition, with the tone-
block printed in green. No text. The chiaroscuro impressions were issued by Willem
Janssen at Amsterdam in the xvn century. The crack may now be clearly seen across
the entire length of the original block. The border is lost in the r. lower corner, and a
piece 24 mm. in length is missing at the top. Margin, 9 mm.

Mr. R. S. Whiteway, author of “ The Rise of Portuguese Power in India, 1497-1550,”
London, 1899, has kindly supplied me with several references to this rhinoceros from
Portuguese sources, from which it appears that Diirer must have been mistaken as to'the
date of the arrival of the animal in Lisbon. The rhinoceros was presented by the Sultan
of Guzerat (or King of Cambay, as the Portuguese writers call him) to Diogo Fernandes
do Beja, who was sent by Albuquerque on a mission to that country, which lasted from
January to July, 1514. Castanheda says definitely that the animal reached Surat from
Champanel and was made over to De Beja on May 18th. It reached Albuquerque at
Goa on September 15th. Portuguese ships, by which alone the rhinoceros could have
bi en brought to Lisbon, left the Indian coast from September to December in each year
since at other seasons the winds were adverse, and reached Lisbon in the following
spring after a voyage of seven or eight months. It is quite likely, therefore, that the
rhinocerus may have arrived on 1 May, 1515, the year in which Diirer made the
drawing, and in which the woodcut was published. The date of its arrival, however
is given in the drawing as “ im 153 jor.” This can only be explained as a slip of the’
pen for 1513, and the latter date is given in the text prefixed to the woodcut, not onlym the first edition, but in all those issued in Germany, without being corrected by
DUrer. The Dutch edition of Hondius is the first which gives the date 1515. It might
be supposed that this was a correction based on independent authority were it not for
thu spurious information added by Hondius at the end of the original text. He says
(Heller, p. 694) that the rhinoceros was sent by the King of Portugal to the Emperor
Maximilian in Germany, and that it was copied from life by the famous Albrecht
Diirer. It is quite clear from the note in the original drawing that Diirer had not seen
the beast itself, but had drawn it from a sketch supplied by a correspondent at Lisbon
and the Portuguese writers, Barros, Correa and Albuquerque’s son, the author of the

X 2
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Commentaries, agree in stating that King Emmanuel sent it as a present, on account of

its great rarity, not to the Emperor, but to the Pope
; it perished, however, by shipwreck

before reaching Rome. Burgkmair’s woodcut (B. 76), published in the same year,

appears to be based on Durer’s. The rhinoceros was the first which had reached
Europe in modem times, and Durer’s representation of it long served as the basis of

illustrations in works on travel and natural history. The references to the rhinoceros

in Portuguese writers are as follows: (1) “Commentaries of Affonso Dalboquerque,”
Hakluyt Society’s edition, translated by W. de G. Birch, 1884, iv, 104 ; (2) J. de Barros,
“ Da Asia,” Dec. n, Liv. x, cap. 1, p. 403, in the Lisbon edition of 1777 ; (3) F. Lopez
de Castanheda, “ Conquista da India,” Liv. hi, cap. 134, p. 450, in the Lisbon edition of

1833
; (4) G. Correa, “ Lendas da India,” tom. ii, p. 373, in the edition published by the

Royal Academy of Sciences, Lisbon, 1860. Mr. Wliiteway alludes to the subject on
p. 151 of his book. The information about the hostility of rhinoceros and elephant is

derived from Diodorus Siculus, in, xxxv, 2 (mentioned by Castanheda). Sebastian
Munster (Cosmograpliia, Basle, 1550, p. 1086), who repeats the date, 1 May, 1513,
says that King Emmanuel arranged a fight in 1515 between the rhinoceros and an
elephant, in which the latter succumbed. This is probably an invention, or a careless

interpretation of the text over DUrer’s woodcut. The fullest account of the ill-fated

second voyage of the rhinoceros is given by Giovio in “ Dialogo dell’ Imprese Militari

et Amorose,” Rome, 1555, p. 50.

[
126-128 .]

SCIENTIFIC WORKS PRODUCED IN COLLABORATION
WITH STABIUS. 1515.

Johannes Stabius, a native of Steyr in Upper Austria, was professor of mathematics
at Ingolstadt till 1497, when he settled at Vienna in the same capacity. He presided
over the mathematical side of the college founded there by Maximilian in 1501. He
was a member of the Societas Danubiana, founded by his friend, Conrad Celtis, the
leader of the humanist circle at Vienna, and was crowned poet-laureate by him in 1502.
After Celtis’s death in 1508 became into close personal relations with the Emperor, who
appointed him court historian, and employed him in researches connected with the
genealogy of the house of Habsburg. He planned the Triumphal Arch, and wrote
the literary compositions which appear on it. His relations with Diirer date from 1512,
when he visited Nuremberg in company with Maximilian. His portrait was painted
by Diirer, in the character of Charles the Great (1512), and drawn on wood by Spring-
inklee in that of St. Coloman (1513). Three woodcuts of his arms were produced in

Durer’s school. The geographical and astronomical works, in which Diirer himself
took part, were produced in 1515, when Stabius was again at Nuremberg. He died at

Gratz in 1522. (Thausing, E.T. ii, 113-121; Sotzmann in Monatsberichte d. Ges. f.
Erdkunde zu Berlin, 1848, N.F. v, 232-256

;
Chmelarz in Jcihrb. d. Jcunsthist. Samml.

d. allerh. Kaiserhauses
,
1886, iv, 300-303.)

126. THE TERRESTRIAL GLOBE—EASTERN HEMISPHERE.
l
H. 2110. P. 201. R.—A 66.

The terrestrial globe, drawn in perspective, shows the Old World as

known to Ptolemy, with extensions derived from Martin Behaim’s famous
globe of 1492. The planisphere is surrounded by twelve winged heads
of winds, accompanied by their names in Roman capitals. Four of

the heads, caecias, vvltvrnvs, favonivs, and traskia, are decorated
with peacock’s feathers in addition to the stronger plumage which they
share with the rest. In the upper corners are 1. the arms of

Cardinal Matthaus Lang, Archbishop of Salzburg, in a wreath, and r.

a dedication of the woodcut by Stabius to Lang, printed in nine lines of

Gothic letter within a wreath. In the lower corners are 1. the arms of

Stabius (in which the eagle faces r., not 1. as elsewhere), surmounted by
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his laureate’s wreath, and r. the privilege granted to Stabius by the
Emperor, dated 1515, printed in ten lines in Roman letter, and framed
in an ornamental design of vine-leaves. All the inscriptions are cut on
the wood. The whole design is cut on two blocks, each measuring 645
X 425 ram.

&

[645 X 850.] Good modern impression.
Presented by the Director of the Imperial Library, Vienna, 1848.
The block is preserved, with many others which belonged to Stabius, in the Hof-

bibhothek, Vienna. Impressions were published in 1781 as no. 12 in Sammlung
verschiedener Holzschnitte, etc. Other impressions were taken in 1847 for the purpose
of presentation, and were printed with far greater care. Bartsch did not include the
woodcut in his Diirer catalogue, and Retberg relegates it to the appendix. It is not
signed, but the drawing of the ornaments and of the winds is nearly good enough to be
Durer’s. Dr. Giehlow, however, attributes the winds to Hans Diirer. The map, as
such, is discussed by Sotzmann, loc. cit. pp. 247-255.

127. THE CELESTIAL GLOBE—NORTHERN HEMISPHERE.
B. 151. H. 1924. R. 216.

The constellations of the northern heavens, drawn in shapes corre-
sponding to their names, and arranged within a circle divided into twelve
segments, each of thirty degrees, are surrounded by the signs of the
zodiac. In the corners without the circle are the astronomers Aratus,
Ptolemy, Manilius, and the Arab Azophi (Alsuphi), represented as half-
length figures emerging from clouds and each holding a sphere. At the
top, outside the border-line, is the title, “ Imagines coeli Septentrionales
cum duodecim imaginibus zodiaci,” in Gothic letter, cut, like all the other
inscriptions, on the block.

[455 (with inscription), 429 (without), x 431.] Fine impression
; perfectly preserved

Watermark, Ha. 28.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

127a. THE CELESTIAL GLOBE—NORTHERN HEMISPHERE.
T j

.
B. 151. H. 1924. R. 216.

Late impression, on grey paper, artificially darkened; damaged and repaired.
Durer’s monogram has been inserted between the feet of the sign Virgo and the lower
border. The block is preserved in the Berlin Cabinet.

In the inventory of 1837.

f THE CELESTIAL GLOBE—SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. (First block.)
(Reproduction.)

Lithograph by Retberg (25 copies printed, see Naumann's Archiv
, xiv, 126, 30) from

the unique impression in the Munich Cabinet of a first block of this subject, which
differs from the ordinary block in the position of the hare’s forelegs, the number of
stars in Orion’s belt, and other details, fully described by Retberg, Krit. Verz no. 215
and Nciumann’s Archiv, xiv, 57. R. writes carelessly when he identifies this woodcut
(Nanmann's Archiv

, xiv, 126) with B. 150. It seems rather that B. knew nothing of
the Munich variant of his no. 152, and that he wrongly described as a distinct woodcut,
no. loO, what is, in reality, only a late edition of no. 152.

128. THE CELESTIAL GLOBE—SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE.
B. 152. H. 1925. R. 215

The constellations of the southern heavens are arranged like those of
the northern hemisphere, in a circle of 360 degrees. In the angles with-
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out the circle are, in the upper corners, 1. the arms of Cardinal Lang,
r. a dedication to the same, in ten lines of Roman letter, enclosed by a
wreath, and, in the lower corners, 1. the arms of Stabius, Conrad Hein-
fogel, and Diirer, with an inscription recording the share which these
three took in preparing the block, and r. the privilege granted by Maxi-
milian to Stabius, printed in twelve lines in Roman letter, with the date,
1515, surrounded by clouds. At the top, outside the border-line, is the
title, “ Imagines coeli Meridionales,” in Gothic letter, cut on wood.

[453 (with inscription), 427 (without), x 432.] Fine impression
;
perfects preserved.

Watermark, Ha. 28.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
In Retberg’s lithograph (no. 31) of this subject, the lions in Lang’s arms are on a

black field, as in no. 126 above; in the impression of the original, now described, the field
is white. In the coloured impression at Munich, from which Retberg worked, the field
has been painted black, and this misled him.

128a. THE CELESTIAL GLOBE—SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE.
_ . .

B. 152. H. 1925. R. 215.
Late impression, on grey paper, like that of no. 127a. The block has been cut to a

circle [diam. 370], and Durer’s monogram has been inserted below the constellation
Piscis Notius. The block, thus mutilated, is preserved in the Berlin Cabinet.

In the inventory of 1837.

129. THE AUSTRIAN SAINTS. B. 116. H. 1880. R. 219.

First edition, with six saints. About 1515.

[174 x 132.] Imperfect, being the r. half only of a fine early impression. The
fragment contains the figures of SS. Severinus, Coloman, and Leopold, and the r. half
of the long tablet contains the inscriptions that refer to them. The border-line is
preserved on three sides.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

129a. THE AUSTRIAN SAINTS. B. 116. H. 1880. R. 219.

First edition, with six saints.

[155 X 271.] A later and weaker impression, also imperfect; the six saints
(Quirinus, Maximilian, Florian, and the three named above) are preserved, but the
tablet containing the inscriptions has been cut off. Watermark, Ha. 21.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The first edition, complete, is reproduced in Hirth’s Les Grands lllustrateurs,

no. 403.
’

129b. THE AUSTRIAN SAINTS. B. 116. H. 1880. R. 219.

Second edition, with eight saints. 1517.

In the second edition the number of the saints was increased to eight by the
addition of Poppo and Otto on the right. The original termination of the tablet was
cut off, and the design was copied at the end of a new piece added to contain the
enlarged inscription.

[175 x 365.] Good impression, but slightly damaged and inferior in sharpness to
those of the first edition. There is no border-line at the top of the new piece. The
portion of the dalmatic of Poppo which shows through the open 1. side of his chasuble
has been re-drawn and re-cut on an inserted piece of wood, the outlines of which can be
clearly traced. The second edition first appeared as a fly-sheet with Latin verses by
Stabius, in three columns, with the date m.d.xvii at the end (see Ilausmann, p. 74).
Late impressions exist, for the block is preserved in the Derschau collection, pow ip thp
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Berlin Cabinet. Diirer’s authorship has been doubted, unjustly, as I believe, by Dr. W.
Schmidt, 1 who attributes the woodcut to Springinklee. Its resemblance to B. app. 32,
which is undoubtedly the work of the pupil, is very superficial. At Sigmaringen there
is an undescribed early copy of two saints only, Florian and Leopold, in a circle with
double border [diam. 191] ; their attitudes are reversed, so that St. Leopold, placed 1.,

faces St. Florian r.
; a curtain suspended from a rod at the height of the saints’ necks

is introduced by way of background. The block from which it was printed is in the
Bavarian National Museum at Munich (Saal 56) ; it bears the number 1380.

The date of the original woodcut is probably 1515, since Stabius, as we have seen,
was at Nuremberg in that year. The cutting of the inscriptions resembles that on
Diirer’s scientific woodcuts of 1515 (nos. 126-128). In its origin the woodcut was
doubtless connected with the researches of Stabius into the history of the Austrian
house, though we are not aware that it was commissioned by Maximilian. The saints
represented are the patrons of Austria as a country, as distinguished from those of
Maximilian limself, designed by Springinklee (B. vii, 185, 32), and the long series of
saints connected with Maximilian’s ancestry, designed by Beck (B. vii, 240, 82). The
first three are connected with Lorch in Upper Austiia, of which place Quirinus and
Maximilian are said to have been archbishops. The latter suffered martyrdom at Cilli

in Styria about 284 ;
his relics were translated by St. Rupert to Lorch, and thence, in

the time of the Emperor Henry II, to Passau. St. Florian suffered martyrdom by
drowning in the Enns at Lorch in the hi century. St. Severinus, called the Apostle
of Austria, died in 482 ; his relics were translated to Naples. St. Ooloman, who suffered
martyrdom by hanging at Stockerau in Lower Austria, in 1012, was translated by the
Margrave Henry I to Melk in 1014. Leopold IY, sixth Margrave of the Babenberg
line, reigned from 1096 to 1136; he was buried in the Abbey of Klosterneuburg, near
Vienna, his own foundation. Poppo, Archbishop of Trier, 1016-1047, and Otto, Bishop
of Freising, 1138-1158, are not recognised by the Bollandists as saints. They were
added as an afterthought, somewhat inconsistently, as members of the house of Baben-
berg (Marchio Orientalis was the title of the ruler of the Ostmark, afterwards called
Oesterreich), but not otherwise specially connected with Austria. The grave of Arch-
bishop Poppo, in the church of St. Simeon, was opened at the request of Maximilian, on
the occasion of his second visit to Trier, in January, 1517 (Beissel, “ Gesch. der Trierer
Kirchen,” 1889, ii, 104). Lives of SS. Maximilian, Florian, Severinus, and Coloman
are printed in Hier. Pez, “ Scriptores Rerum Austriacarum,” 1743, tom. i. The same
volume contains an account of the canonisation of St. Leopold in 1485.

[
130-136 .]

WOODCUTS COMMISSIONED BY THE EMPEROR
MAXIMILIAN I. 1515-1518.

Of the great series of woodcuts designed to glorify the house of Habsburg and
Maximilian’s own achievements, certain portions were assigned to Nuremberg, others
to Augsburg artists. In those executed at Nuremberg, Diirer’s personal share was
important but not large. His handiwork can only be traced in certain portions of the
Ehrenpforte, or Triumphal Arch, in the Freydal woodcuts, in the small Triumphal
Car commemorating the Burgundian Marriage, which forms part of the Triumphal
Procession, and in the large Triumphal Car of 1522.

130. THE TRIUMPHAL ARCH. 1515. B. 138. H. 1915. R. 217.

Stabius, the author of the literary scheme of the Triumphal Arch,
divided its contents into seven parts

: (1) the three gates of Honour,
Praise, and Nobility

; (2) the central tower
; (3) the historical events of

Maximilian’s reign in 23 (24) compartments over the side gates
; (4) the

Repertorhm
,
xvii, 39.
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busts of emperors and kings on the left
; (5) the Emperor’s kinsmen on

the right
; (6) the round towers at either end

; (7) the ornaments.
This classification corresponds imperfectly to the actual structure of

the arch. It is advisable first to grasp the plan on which the building
is constructed, to observe the relation of the architectural members to
one another, and then to note the distribution of the subjects over the
several members.

Looking at the arch itself, or, for more convenient reference, at the
reduced facsimile of the whole work which accompanies the latest edition,
we shall see that the great wall which forms the front of the arch is divided
vertically into live sections, all on the same plane. The central and widest
section is pierced by the gate of Honour and Might

;
the sections adjoining

it, slightly narrower, are pierced by the gates of Praise and of Nobility ;

while the much narrower sections to 1. and r. of these are solid wall from
top to bottom. The divisions between these five sections of the wall are
marked by four boldly projecting members, each consisting of a pair of
columns, one in front of the other, resting on and supporting solid

rectangular masses of masonry. In the spaces between these great
projections are three smaller pairs of projecting columns, flanking the
three gateways. At the extremities of the whole building, lastly, stand
two round towers, which advance from the plane of the facade to about
the same extent as the bases of the smaller pairs of columns. These round
towers were perhaps added as an afterthought, owing to the extension
of the subject-matter, for which room had to be found. They have no
place in the original conception of a triple arch suggested by the antique
xamples still existing at Rome. The platform on which the whole edifice

stands is approached by two flights of steps 1. and r. Near the top of
the steps r. are three escutcheons. 1

(1) Through the three gates we see the interior of the building, an
empty hall paved with squares of black and white marble

;
through the

open portals on the farther side we see three roads converging on the arch
across an uninhabited country.

(2) The middle section of the great wall rises far above the rest, and
forms in its extension the front wall of a central tower surmounted by a
cupola. This section is occupied by the pedigree of Maximilian, framed
between two panels of coats of arms

;
the fifty-seven shields 1. contain the

arms of the possessions of the house of Habsburg inherited or acquired
by conquest down to the Bavarian war of 1504, while the fifty-one shields
r. contain the arms of territories acquired through the Burgundian
marriage of Maximilian and the Spanish marriage of Philip. This
heraldic decoration was suggested by the “Wappenthurm ” at Innsbruck,
reconstructed in 1496 and painted in 1499 by Jorg Kolderer, with a
series of fifty-four coats of arms in two panels, each containing nine rows
of three. 2 The pedigree starts with three female figures, Troia, Sycambria,
and Francia, who typify the legendary descent of the Merovingians from
Hector and the migration of the race through Hungary to Gaul. The

1 See p. 317.
2 See the engraving of the Innsbruck tower (now incorporated with the E. front of

the Hofburg)by S. Kleiner, in Herrgott, “ Monumenta Aug. Domus Austriacm,” Vienna,
1750, i, 86. Its resemblance to the central part of the Ehrenpforte, which must not be
pressed too far, was pointed out by Prof. F. v. Wieser in Zeitschr. des Ferdinandeums,
Innsbruck, 1897, Heft 41, p. 307. On Kolderer, see below, p. 317.
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Diirer.

first ancestor represented is Clovis, the first Christian king of France
; then

twenty-seven generations are shown before the line arrives at Frederick
III, who is placed on a level with his wife Leonora of Portugal. From
Frederick the line ascends to Maximilian, who sits on a throne, with the
imperial crown and shield at his feet, wearing the imperial robes and the
order of the Golden Fleece. Two angels support the Austrian arms and
archducal crown over his head, and twenty-two 1 female figures holding
wreaths of bay symbolise his victories. On a lower level are Mary of
Burgundy and Joanna of Castile. The line then descends again from
Maximilian to his son Philip, who stands, with the arms of Spain below
his feet, between his children, the Archdukes Charles and Ferdinand and
the Archduchesses Eleanor, Isabella, Mary, and Catherine. Maximilian’s
daughter, the Archduchess Margaret, is placed apart 1. All these princes
and princesses, from Mary of Burgundy downwards, hold the pomegranate,
a symbol chosen by Maximilian to represent the sweet fruits of clemency
and honour under a plain and hard exterior.

(3) The fiat walls on either side of the central tower are occupied by
the 23 (afterwards 24) historical subjects, 12 1. and 11 (afterwards 12) r.

(4) Above the first row of these 1. are placed the first twelve of a series
of fifty-two busts of emperors, kings of Italy and kings of the Romans, from
Julius Caesar to Sigismund, who also occupy the whole of the narrow
outer section of the wall, the front of the base of the outer pair of great
columns, and the front of the entablature supported by the small columns
to r. of the gate of Praise.

(5) Above the first row of the historical subjects r. are placed the
first twelve of a corresponding series of forty-nine contemporary princes,
connected with Maximilian by birth or marriage

;
they are represented as

busts accompanied by their armorial bearings. The continuation of this
series occupies the corresponding portions of the r. half of the arch.

(6) On the round towers are placed eleven scenes of the Emperor’s
private life, not in chronological order. A few of these represent definite
events

;
the majority are typical of Maximilian’s various pursuits and

accomplishments. Some spaces were left blank with a view to additions.
The subjects actually represented are the following :

—

Left Toicer.—i. According to Stabius, the foundation of the Order of
St. George

;
perhaps rather the foundation of a church of that order. 2

1 This number points to an earlier stage of the scheme for the historical subjects, in
which only twenty-two victories were to he represented.

2 The explanation given by Stabius and Cbmelarz (Jahrb . iv, 296) is unsatisfactory,
for the order was founded by a bull of Paul II granted to Frederick III during his
visit to Rome, 24 Dec. 1468, to 9 Jau. 1469, while the woodcut clearly alludes to a
personal act of Maximilian. Dr. Giehlow (Jahrb. xx, 38, 39) explains it as Maxi-
milian’s own entrance into the inner order of spiritual knights, which took place on
11 Nov. 1511. He had assumed the insignia of the order at Antwerp on 28 Oct.
1494, but was then married for the second time. He was free to take the vows on the
death of his wife in 1510. But this does not account for the model of a church, marked
in three places with St. George’s cross, which Maximilian, who wears the imperial robes
and not the distinctive dress of the order, is delivering into the hands of four kneeling
members of the order, two of whom have the tonsure, while the others are lay knights!
Two kneeling women, who hold St. George’s banner and wear a cross on their habit,
represent a female branch of the confraternity, nowhere mentioned in the modern litera-
ture on the subject. Dr. Giehlow’s essay, “ Beitrage zur Entstehungsgeschichte des
Gebetbuches Kaisers Maximilian I ” (Jahrb. xx, 30-112), contains a valuable account
(pp. 36-57) of Maximilian’s relations with the order of St. George, and of the part which
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ii. Maximilian and the knights of St. George vowing a crusade against
the Turks.

This was a project always dear to Maximilian, but never accomplished. It became
prominent in 1494, 1503, 1507, and 1511, always in connection with the Order of St.
George, or the confraternities of St. George associated with the order. The 117th
woodcut of Theuerdank and the accompanying verses also allude to the proiected
crusade. *

iii. The improvements in artillery introduced by Maximilian, and the
“Tabor” or barricade of waggons, which was his favourite means of
fortifying an infantry camp.

Compare the Weisskunig, woodcuts 43, 44 (1775 ed.).

iv. Maximilian conversing in seven languages.

Compare the Weisskunig, woodcuts 24, 55, 59, 80, 228, and text, ch. 28, 61-69.

v. The veneration of the Holy Coat at Trier and the translation of
the relics of St. Leopold.

The Holy Coat was discovered in 1512. Leopold IV, Margrave of Austria (d. 1136),
was canonised in 1485 at the instance of Frederick III. Maximilian had a special
veneration for this saint, who occupies a prominent place on the arch itself, as well as
in the woodcuts B. 116 and B. app. 32. His relics were removed from their original
resting-place to a new shrine in the abbey church of Klosterneuburg on 15 Feb.
1506, in presence of Maximilian, the Archbishop of Salzburg, the Bishops of Passau
and Gurk, and other prelates and noblemen. Cuspinian, who describes the ceremony,
says that Maximilian wore the robes and crown of an archduke (see M. Kropff, “ Leben
u. Wunderthaten des Heili^en Leopold . . . nacli der lateinischen Herausgebun^
unsers gelehiten Pater Hier. Pez Deutsch abgefasset,” Wien, 1756, p. 209).

°

vi. Maximilian’s prowess in the chase.

He holds the wheel of Fortune, the emblem of his good genius, Ehrenhold, in
Theuerdank.

Bight Toiver.—vii. Maximilian engaged in tournaments and masquerades.

This is the subject of Freydal, and of parts of Theuerdank and the Weisskunig.

viii. Maximilian’s genealogical and heraldic studies.

The text speaks of the elevation of the duchies of Austria and Burgundy to king-
doms, an event which never took place.

ix. The tomb erected by Maximilian for his father.

Frederick himself commissioned Nicolaus Lerch to make his tomb, but it was not
till 1513 that the monument was fiuished by Michael Dichter. It is in the cathedral
of St. Stephan at Vienna. Maximilian’s own cenotaph at Innsbruck is mentioned in
the text, but not represented in the woodcut.

x. The imperial treasure.

In spite of the constant lack of money which hindered the accomplishment of his
aims in politics, literature, and art, Maximilian kept inviolate the treasure which he
had inherited from his father. Frederick had removed it to Nuremberg

; Maximilian
sent it in 1495 to Nordlingen, and thence to Wiener-Neustadt, where it was preserved
during the remainder of his reign (Ulmann, “ Kaiser Maximilian I,” 1884, i, 845).

that order played in the programme of his literary and artistic publications. He has
since discovered, inserted in MS. 3301 at Vienna, a printed document with much further
information concerning the order, and the confraternity attached to it. The mention of
a church which the Emperor intended to found near the Turkish border explains the sub-
ject of this woodcut. The document mentions “ consorores,” in addition to “ confratres,”
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xi. Maximilian’s interest in building.

Compare the Weisskunig, woodcut no. 27.

(7) The most prominent ornamental features of the arch are ex-

plained by Stabius in the fourth and fifth sheets of the text. With the

exception of the statues of four Habsburg Emperors, Albert I, Frederick
III, Rudolph I, and Albert II, on the entablatures supported by the
four great pairs of columns, and those of two sainted ancestors, Arnolph,
Bishop of Metz (d. 640), and Leopold IV, Margrave of Austria, which
are placed on the front columns of the two outer pairs, all the figures on
the arch have an allegorical significance, or else allude to the emblems of

a Roman triumph. The two archdukes of Austria, one in armour, the
other in civil dress, with attendant squires, on either side of the middle
gate, betoken the qualities required of a ruler and, in particular, of future

rulers of Austria in war and peace. The sirens on the two small columns
over the archdukes, and the harpies on the great columns over their

squires, are symbolical of the temptations, annoyances, and obstacles which
Maximilian had overcome in the course of his life. Of the heraldic

griffins at the top of the four great double columns, the outer pair hold
Maximilian’s device, the pomegranate, and his motto, “ Halt Mass,”
while the inner pair hold a St. Andrew’s cross and flint and steel, parts of

the insignia of the Burgundian order of the Golden Fleece. The fleece

itself and the collar of the order are introduced among the ornaments at

the summit of the two side walls. The insignia of the Order of Tem-
perance, to which Frederick III and Maximilian belonged, 1 are displayed
on the inner pair of double columns above the harpies. The cupids
above the Golden Fleece allude to the ovation of the ancient Romans
(described by Valturius, “De re militari”), in which the victor was
crowned with myrtle, sacred to Yenus. The antique warriors, with the
eagle and dragon standards of the Romans, and their attendant drum-
mers and trumpeters, allude to the higher honour of the triumph. Two
heralds, with the arms of the Empire and of Austria on their tabards,

stand on the roof of the central tower, below the cupola, and trumpeters
proclaim the triumph of their sovereign to all the world. The flaming
cressets and torches are intended to add to the splendour of his fame, and
to shed light on the truth. The archducal hat on the r. round tower com-
memorates the dignity of Maximilian’s Babenberg ancestors as rulers of

the “ Ostmark,” or Austria
;
the crown on the 1. tower is in honour of the

house of Habsburg
;
while the imperial crown on the summit of the

cupola betokens the accession of that house to the supreme rank. In a
“ tabernacle,” as Stabius calls it, in front of the cupola is a “ mystery of

the old Egyptian letters derived from King Osiris.” This is a picture of

Maximilian enthroned with a basilisk on his crown, a serpent twined
about his sceptre, surrounded by hieroglyphic symbols, a crane, a bull,

a cock, a serpent, a pair of human feet, a lion, a dog with a stole about
its neck, and a hawk. The mystery is interpreted in a long and bom-
bastic panegyric of the Emperor’s virtues. 2 The whole arch teems,

1 See p. 277.
2 The task of composing this mystery was entrusted to Pirkheimer, whose draft

for it has been preserved (“ B. Pirckheimeri Opera,” ed. Goldast, Francoforti, 1610, p. 202)
under the title of “ Interpretatio quarundam literarum iEgyptiacarum ex Oro Niliaco.”

The editor wrongly refers it to the victory of Charles Y over Francis I. Pirkheimer’s
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moreover, with birds, beasts, reptiles, dragons, and other creatures,
mythical or real, which Stabius does not attempt to explain in detail.

Our impression of the complete arch, the provenance of which is not recorded, has
been mounted on linen

;
it is attached to a roller and hung in the exhibition room. The

height of the sheet, from the top to the bottom of the paper, is 11 ft. 8^ in. or 357 cm.
The width at the bottom, where the blocks at either end of the descriptive text extend
to the edge of the paper, is 9 ft. 8 in. or 295 cm. The total height of the blocks
themselves, measured down the middle from the top of the crown to the foot of the text
is 10 ft. or 305 cm.

The impression belongs to the first edition, issued in 1517-18. The paper is white
and well-preserved, save for trifling injuries, with the exception of the sheet which
contains the upper half of the historical subjects on the r. side ; the paper of that sheet
has a yellow tinge, due probably to exposure before the sheets were joined. The water-
mark is a large eagle (see Ha. p. 83), the exact shape of which cannot be seen through
the linen back. The word “ Halt ” in “ Halt Mass ” (the motto of the Order °of
Temperance) is gilt; no other portion of the woodcut is coloured. The printing is
uneven.

Complete sets of the first edition are very rare. There are mounted sets at Berlin,
Copenhagen, and in the von Lanna collection at Prague (coloured)

; unmounted sets in
the original sheets and in brilliant preservation are preserved at Copenhagen, Stockholm,
Stuttgart and in the collection of Mr A. H. Huth at Biddesden, Andover, Hants. The
latter is the set, mentioned by Bartsch and other writers, formerly in the collection of
Moritz Graf von Fries, at Vienna, and said to be derived from the Praun Cabinet at
Nuremberg, sold in 1802. The Fries collection, now Mr. Huth’s, is, in the main,
that formed by Abraham Ortelius of Antwerp (d. 1598), whose Diirer work in three
volumes is briefly described in the Fries sale-catalogue (Amsterdam, 1824), pp. 67-72.

Special literature on this woodcut :

—

H. Glax. “ Ueber die vier Ausgaben der geschichtlichen Vorstel-
lungen der Ehrenpforte Kaiser Maximilian’s I ”

(
Quellen und Forschungen

zur vaterlandischen Geschichte, Literatur und Kunst
,
Wien, 1849, p. 259).

A. Bielke. “ Die Ehrenpforte A. Diirer’s in der Kupferstichsammlung
des konigl. Museums zu Stockholm” (Deutsches Kunsiblatt, 1853, iv, 13).

°

J. M. Thiele. 11 Die Triumphpforte des Kaisers Maximilian von Albr.
Diirer” (ibid. 178).

E. Chmelarz. “ Die Ehrenpforte des Kaisers Maximilian I ” (Jahrb.
d. Icunsthist. Samml. d. allerh. Kaiserhauses, Wien, 1886, iv, 289).

W. Schmidt. a Uber den Antheil Wolf Traut’s, H. Springinklee’s
und A. Altdorfer’s an der Ehrenpforte Maximilian’s I” (Clironih fur
vervielfaltigende Kunst, 1891, iv, 9).

C. v. Liitzow. “ Gesch. d. deutschen Kupferst. und Holzschn.” 1891,
119-122.

text, conveyed in the appropriate symbols, runs as follows :
“ Immortalis ac sempi-

ternus famse heros (the Emperor with a basilisk on his head), antiqua ab origine natus
(the bundle of papyrus on which he sits), princeps optimus (dog wearing a stole),
animosissimus, fortissimus, vigilantissimus (lion), cunctis naturae bonis praeditus, artibus
et dhciplinis egregie eruditus (dew descending from heaven), tlivinus (star), Aquil.
Rom. Imp. (the eagle on the hangings at his back), magnae orbis terrarum partis
dominus (serpent cut in half on the sceptre), virtute bellica summaque modestia (bull),
victoriaque excellenti superavit (hawk). Rpgem Galium potentissimum (the cock stand-
ing on a serpent, emblem of the mighty King of France, defeated at Terouanne, 16 Aug.
1513), quod ferme impossibile videbatur omnibus hominibus (human feet walking
on water).” The last hieroglyph (crane, emblem of circumspection), interpreted by
Stabius of Maximilian’s prudence in preventing the attacks of the said enemy, is not
mentioned by Pirklieimer, and may have been a subsequent addition. Dr. Gieldow
kindly called my attention to this interesting passage, which will be fully illustrated in
his essay on the knowledge of hieroglyphics at the time of the Renaissance (to appeal-
in the course of 1903 as a supplement to the Jalirbuch). See p. 318.
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Y. Scherer. “Die Ornamentik bei A. Durer,” 1902, 96-114.

K. Rapke. “ Die Perspektive und Architektur auf den Diirer’schen

Handzeichnungen, Holzschnitten, etc.,” 1902, 75-79.

C. Fischnaler. “Jorg Kolderer und die Ehrenpforte Kaiser Maxi-
milian’s”

(
Ferdinandeums-Zeitschrift

,
Innsbruck, 1902).

Dr. Carl Giehlow has kindly permitted me to use his valuable un-
published observations on the essay by Chmelarz on the Ehrenpforte.

The Purpose op the Arch.

The Triumphal Arch forms the complement of the Triumphal Procession, with
which, in its origin, it was closely connected. The two works present a curious travesty
of a Roman triumph, crowded with allegories and symbols of Christian, pagan, and even
Egyptian origiu. At the same time the arch resumes, in a single composition, the
contents of all the other members of the series : the origin of the house of Habsburg, as
set forth in the Genealogy and the Austrian Saints ; Maximilian’s chivalrous exploits
and the wooing of Mary of Burgundy, narrated in Freydal and Theuerdank

;
his

biography and the political events of his reign, described in the Weisskunig
; and,

lastly, the aggrandisement of the house of Austria by war, diplomacy, and marriage,
illustrated, along with the pastimes and serious pursuits of Maximilian himself, in the
elaborate pomp of the Procession. It was Maximilian’s intention to have a second
triple arch designed, to form a religious counterpart to the secular Triumphal Arch, and
to be called “ Die Andachtspforte.” This project was never carried out.

The Author and Designer.

The programme of the whole arch, the five sheets of prose commentary at the foot,

and the other inscriptions, were composed by Stabius, under the direction of the Emperor
himself. The arms of Stabius are placed on a step at the foot of the arch r. with
two other coats. The second of these has only recently been explained ; the names
of Chelidonius, Emser, and Resch had been proposed, but proof was wanting in every
case. It is now certain that the arms are those of the Tyrolese architect and painter,
Jorg Kolderer, 1 and that some share in the design of the arch must be attributed to

him. Documents of 30 March, 1507, and 10 Jan. 1512, prove that Kolderer prepared
for Maximilian several designs for his “ Triumphwagen,” an expression which may
include the arch {see p. 319). What we know of Kolderer, from 1197 to his death in

1510, proves him to have been pre-eminently an architect, though he also bore the title

of Hofmaler. The architectural structure of the arch may have been his work, perhaps
also the heraldic emblems on the central tower, while Maximilian found in Durer an
artist more fitted to the task of covering the vast surface with pictures and ornaments.
The third coat is that of Durer, who seems to have signified in this way that he was
generally responsible for the decoration of the arch, without certifying by his monogram
that he had drawn the whole upon the blocks. The modest size of his escutcheon also
suggests that he recognised the importance of Kolderer’s first design.

There is no documentary evidence for the participation of other artists besides Durer
in the work, but it is possible to distinguish, by differences in style, the work of Spring-
inklee and Traut in the historical subjects, while ten of the scenes in Maximilian’s life

on the two round towers, and the decoration of their cupolas, are by Altdorfer, and Spring-
inklee had a large share in designing the remainder of the woodcuts, or in drawing on the
blocks portions of Durer’s composition. The share of these several artists will be described
below, in the discussion of the historical subjects, and more particularly in the sections
of the catalogue which deal with their own work. The hand of Durer himself can be
recognised with tolerable certainty in the following portions of the arch :

—

(a) The decorations of the principal gate (notably the angel with the
crown) and of the large columns that Hank it. The harpies on the r.

column are markedly superior to those on the 1. ;
a similar difference is

observable in several other parts of the arch (e.g. the children with
armour between the gates), and it may be supposed that, in cases where
there were symmetrical groups of ornament, Durer drew one side (the r.)

carefully on the block and left the execution of the other to a pupil. Dr.

1 See Kolderer’s seal, reproduced by Fisclmaler, loc. cit. p. 6.
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Giehlow attributes much of the detail on the 1. side, especially the child
with armour, the man holding the garland, the ape, the griffin with
St. Andiew s cross, Frederick III, and the group of drummer, trumpeter,
and standard-bearer, to Hans Durer.

(b) The outer pair of large columns, with the lavish ornament at the base,
the statues of SS. Arnolph and Leopold, Albrecht II (from whom Albrecht I
is copied) and the griffin with flint and steel

;
also the griffins over the inner

pair of columns, and the groups of figures above the griffins on the r. side.
(c) Portions of the ornamental terminations of the wide spaces of wall

on either side of the central tower. These, however, in the main, like the
whole of the decoration of the central cupola and the two archdukes on
the bases of the central columns, show Diirer’s design at second hand.

(d) The fifth scene of Maximilian’s private life on the 1. round tower.
(e) The second (in the original edition), fifteenth, twenty-second, and

twenty-third historical subjects.

(/) The half-length figure of the Archduchess Margaret, the head of
t e Aichduke Ferdinand, and that of the first Archduchess in the pedi-
gree. These are drawn on separate pieces of wood inserted in the block,
the rest of which was designed by Springinklee.

(g) The busts of six emperors, from Constantine to Honorius, and
among the kinsmen on the r. side the head of Ludwig, King of Hungary.

,,
The only drawings for the arch known to exist are a first sketch for King Philip in

the pedigree, in the Durer MS at Dresden; a sketch [83 x 75] for the griffih with flintand steel, facing 1., in vol. iv of the Durer MSS. in the British Museum (5231, fol 91b) •

and a hasty pen-and-ink sketch for the angel who holds the crown over the central gatelway (ibid. fol. 99b ; reproduced in Conway’s “ Literary Remains of A. Durer,” p. 278,mentioned by Lange and Fuhse, p. 266). A water-colour design for the hieroglyphic
mystery, not by Durer himself, is preserved in MS. 3255 in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna.'

The Engraver.
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but if he employed assistants, he

doubtless, likeMost de Negker, gave finishing touches to their work, to ensure a uniform
appearance. Neudorfer praises especially his skill in cutting letters. His mark, whichmight be described as a combination of three Z’s, or as a triangle of which every side isproduced and then bent at an acute angle to the right,3

is found on almost all the blocksbelonging to the original edition. He seems to have begun the work early in 1515 and
to nave completed it, with the possible exception of the pedigree, by April, 1517.

History of the Blocks.
I he blocks, originally 192 in number, remained in the possession of Andrea till 1526On receiving payment, he surrendered them to the Nuremberg council, who sent them

to Augsburg, whence they were transferred immediately to Vienna. After they hadbeen used for two editions, m 1526 and 1559, they were sent with other property of the
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159°) to Gl'atz in Styria » there they remained in the JesuitCollege till 1799, when they were sent back to Vienna, with the exception of 21 whichhad been lost meanwhile. They were used for the editions of 1799 and 1885-6 andare still preserved m the Hofbibliothek. One block, recovered since 1799, is in theAustrian Museum for Art and Industry at Vienna.

The Date.
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n he entered the Emperor’s service, to 1515, when he

received, on September 6th, the grant of a yearly pension of 100 Rhenish florins. In a

1 See KunstchroniJc
, N.F. ix, 265.

2 See Chmelarz, pp. 308-310.
Ibid. p. 310, Taf. 36 of the edition of 1885-6, and Liitzow, p. 122.
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memorandum addressed to Christoph Kress on his departure from Nuremberg for Vienna
on 30 July, 1515, Diirer urges his friend to remind Stabius that he had been employed
for three years in making drawings for the Emperor ; that, but for his diligence, “ das

zierlich Werk ” would never have been completed ; and that, in addition to the Triumph,
he had made many other designs for his Imperial Majesty. 1 The Triumph or “ Tri-

umphwagen” was the original name for procession and arch combined, and though
from 1517 onwards the Emperor wished the expression ‘‘ Triumphpforte ” or “ Ehren-
pforte ” to be used for the arch, as distinct from the procession, the distinction was even
then not strictly observed. The year 1513 certainly marks a critical period in the

evolution of the arch, for the Battle of the Spurs, fought on August 16th in that year,

led to so many modifications in the design that it is impossible to suppose that Diirer

proceeded any earlier to draw out the whole in detail for transference to the blocks.

The date, 1515, which stands at the base of both the round towers that flank the arch
1. and r. is that of the completion of Diirer’s finished drawing for the whole work. That
drawing or miniature, which was painted in colours, probably in the style of the finished

drawing of 1518 for the chariot, had been sent by Maximilian to his daughter, the
Archduchess Margaret, in the course of 1515, for in a letter written at Antwerp on
18 January, 15 16,

2 he repeats his request for her opinion of the work, which he had
sent “ puis aucun temps.” But it is impossible to say precisely with what object the
date 1515 was inserted. In both places the piece of wood which contains the date has
been let into the block, and we do not know the motive of this correction, nor what stood
previously in the place. We may conjecture that the date of Kolderer’s original design,

1512, was preserved for a time. It may be observed that 1515 is the date of the
latest historical event commemorated in the original issue of the work, the congress of

princes held at Vienna from July 7th to August 2nd, 1515, which resulted in the double
marriage that secured the thrones of Hungary and Bohemia to the house of Habsburg.

Progress op the Work.

We know from Maximilian’s correspondence with Stabius that the Arch was not
ready for issue till late in 1517, at earliest. On May 19th in that year he ordered
Stabius to finish the work one way or another; on June 5th he expressed his dis-

satisfaction with a copyT which had been sent him, and commanded Stabius to stop the
work until he had explained his wishes in person

;
on June 17th the explanation was not

yet completed; by September 1st matters were so far advanced that he could give direc-

tions for a copy, when printed, to be presented to Duke Frederick of Saxony,

3

another to

be sent to Peutinger at Augsburg and a third to be kept by Stabius himself. 1 Disputes
between Stabius and Mennel on the subject of the pedigree seem, however, to have
continued till quite late in 1517, and the final result, settled in part by the Emperor’s
instructions, in part by conference with Lang and other advisers, represents a com-
promise between the views of the two historians on Maximilian’s ancestry. The whole
lowest block, in which the oddly placed figures of Gelbo and Bezelinus stand at the
top, has obviously replaced an earlier version of this part of the pedigree; while,
within this block itself, the eight closely packed figures from Glodoveus to Ethobertus
have been inserted by a still later correction, on a different piece of wood. The latest

correction of all, by which “Boizel der grossmutig” and “Guntram der dapffer”

—

persons who would otherwise have occurred twice over—were changed into “Wernherus
der guetig ” and “ Radepoto der standhafft,” while the former “ Radepoto der stand-
hafft” became “Otto der trostlich,” was only carried out in a provisional manner.
These new titles were cut, indeed, with others on a woodblock, but that block was
never divided, so that the correct titles could not be inserted in the places destined for
them on the blocks. They were only introduced at the last moment on the impressions,
in the form of slips of paper pasted over the incorrect titles which they superseded.
In the upper part of the pedigree the figure of the Archduchess Margaret underwent a
double coarection, in consequence, probably, of criticisms expressed by her to Maximilian
during the latter’s residence in the Netherlands in 1517. The commentary of Stabius
could not be completed while the question of the ancestors remained open, and the
length of time required for drawing and cutting this long composition on the blocks

1 LanTo and Fuhse, p. 60.
2 Le Glay, “ Correspondance de Maximilien Ier et de Marguerite d’Autriche,” Paris,

1839, :
i. 341.

s Vienna Jcihrbuch, ii, 2, Regest 1270, 1274 ; i, 2, Regest 434, quoted by Chmelarz,
pp. 310, 311 ;

the letter of June 5th is published by Fischnaler, lor. cit. p. 3.
4 Ibid, ii, 2, Regest 1301-2.
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contributed to the delay in the appearance of the first edition. Another cause of

delay was the uncertainty about the nomenclature of the three gates. The names
ultimately adopted for the two side portals, “Porten des Adels” and “Porten des

Lobs,” were cut on the same block as the amended names of the ancestors, and the

titles were similarly pasted on after the edition had been printed off. But the fact

that the text of Stabius contains the titles finally approved shows that the completion of

the former was postponed to the last possible moment. At length, on 17 February,

1518, in a letter from Maximilian to his daughter, 1 we hear for the first time of a copy
being actually despatched. Maximilian tells her that he is sending the Arch, and
requests her to return by the bearer the one that he had sent before ;

this must have
been the miniature, which she had kept, accordingly, for more than two years. On
20 May, 1518, Stabius received a grant of 200 florins per annum, presumably as a
reward on the completion of the work.

2

Diirer received a similar grant on 8 September,
1518.®

The Editions.

Of the whole Triumphal Arch there have been five editions.

1. The first edition, the printing of which was begun in the spring of 1517, but not

completed till January or February, 1518. An interesting reference to this edition, of

the date 14 April, 1522, is printed in the Vienna Jahrbuch
,

iii, Regest 2970.

2. That printed at Vienna by order of Archduke Ferdinand in 1526-28. The
Archduke ordered certain incomplete sets already existing to be completed, and as many
more copies to be printed as the blocks would bear, three hundred of which were to be

delivered to him, the rest to be kept by the printer to defray his expenses (Jahrbuch, iii,

Regest 2868). This edition was supervised by Treitzsaurwein, Stabius having died

in 1522. Treitzsaurwein himself died in 1527. On 15 November, 1528, Ferdinand
issued instructions to his successor for the distribution in Austria of copies of this

edition (Regest 1757).

3. That printed by Raphael Hofhalter at Vienna in 1559 for Archduke Charles, son

of Ferdinand I.

4. The incomplete edition printed by A. Mollo and Co. at Vienna in 1799 for Adam
Bartscli, who supplied twenty-one subjects, of which the original blocks had been lost,

by etchings of his own.
5. The edition, partly in facsimile, printed by Adolf Holzhausen at Vienna in

1885-6, in 36 sheets, as a supplement to the Jahrbuch der hunsthist. Samml. d. allerli.

Kaiserhauses, Bd. iv. The original blocks in the Hofbibliothek were used, with the

addition of one block now in the Austrian Museum, while the missing subjects were
supplied by photomechanical reproductions made from an impression of the 1559

edition. The numbers of the plates in the fifth edition are used to distinguish the

subjects in the following description.

No existing impression has been described which can be said with certainty to

belong to the second edition. The latter, probably, resembled the first in almost all

particulars, including the corrections, but it may be supposed that the rejected titles of

the side gates had been removed from the blocks before the second edition was printed,

and the labels added with the new titles would in that case have nothing beneath

them, as is also the case in the third edition. A copy of the second edition, however,

could be at once distinguished from the third by the presence of the original figure of

Rudolph I and the absence of the twenty-fourth historical subject.

The first edition, to which the British Museum |impression belongs, is distinguished

from the third and later editions by the following peculiarities

1. The two side portals of the arch (pi. 12 and 15) were formerly entitled, 1. “ Die

Porten der Eere,” r. “ Die Porten der Obristen Freuntschafft.” 4 In the first edition these

earlier inscriptions were concealed under slips of paper of a darker colour, which bore the

corrected inscriptions, 1. “ Die Porten des Lobs,” r. “ Die Porten des Adels” (see pi. 36).

1 Le Glay, op. cit. ii, 374.
2 Jahrbuch, i, Regest 466.
3 Ibid. Regest 474. Diirer expressly mentioned the Arch in the claim which he

addressed to Charles V to have this gi ant confirmed. See Lange and Fuhse, p. 384.
4 An examination of the blocks shows that even these were not the original titles.

They appear to have been adopted at the same time as the title of the middle gate,

“Die Portenn der Eeren Vnnd Macht,” which was not, however, changed again, whereas

the second titles of the side gates were quickly abandoned in favour of the third.

There is nothing to show the form of the first set of titles, since the pieces of wood
which contained them were not preserved.
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At Copenhagen these slips have been washed off one of the impressions, and are
preserved separately

; in our own impression the earlier inscriptions, underneath the
slips, can be seen indistinctly from the back. The third edition has the corrected
inscriptions only, pasted over spaces which would otherwise be empty.
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a Latin title in 18 lines, but otherwise the same German text as appears on the complete
edition of the Arch. The text, however, is not xylographic, but printed with type ; the

orthography varies in the two editions ; the scrolls which contain the text resemble
those used for the complete Arch, but are cut on different and smaller blocks; the

framework, imitating branches of trees roughly hewn, in which the cuts are set, is also

from different blocks ; a cornice of many mouldings, one of which consists of alternate

round and oval beads, runs along the bottom of each row. 0 has the Latin translation

by Chelidonius, instead of the original German text of Stabius. A and 0 contain
21 subjects; B has 20, with a twenty-first taken from the Weisskunig (no. 213, ed.

1775) ;
the first, ninth, and twenty-fourth of the subjects represented on the complete

Arch are wanting in all three. The eleventh and twentieth subjects are not from the

same blocks as those used for the complete Arch. D has all 24 subjects, with xylo-

graphic German text, and agrees in all respects with the third edition of the Arch,
published at Vienna by R. Hofhalter in 1559. The subjects were issued on separate

sheets, with a margin, and were numbered, from the fifth onwards ; including the

German title and a blank sheet, there are twenty-six sheets in all.

All the editions are rare. Glax found A in the Hauslab (now Liechtenstein) collec-

tion at Vienna, B in the Albertina, C in the Klugkist collection at Bremen (now in the

Kunsthalle), D in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna, and in the Klugkist collection. Weigel
describes another set of A (Kunstcat. 5612) and of D (ibid. 12861).

130a. THE BETROTHAL OF PHILIP AND JOANNA.

Single subject from a German edition. (Glax B.)

Maximilian stands 1. with the imperial shield at his feet
;
the Arch-

duke Philip, in the middle, with the arms of Austria and Burgundy on a

shield at his feet, receives from Joanna of Castile a shield with the arms
of Castile, Leon, Aragon, Sicily, and Granada. The scene is a vaulted hall,

with a curtain suspended across it from a rod at the height of the actors’

heads
;
an open arch is seen at the back.

On a label over the woodcut is the type-printed text in six lines,

beginning, “ Die saclien er gantz wol betracht.” As compared with the

xylographic text on the complete Arch, the following variations occur :

zwegen (for tz), kemiges (for un), bekawt (for nn), flispania (for h), zuhawt

(for nri), weisz (for ys), konigreich (for u). .The cornice below and a strip

of the border at each side are preserved.

[244 x 161 ; the subject alone, 173 X 145.] Indistinctly printed. The crack which
begins in the 1. lower corner can be traced across the shield and the Emperor’s clothing,

but no farther (on this crack, see Glax, p. 266). The paper has some brown stains.

In the inventory of 1837.

This is the fifteenth subject of the complete series. Repr. Hirth, no. 592. The Arch-
duke Philip and the Infanta were betrothed in 1495 and married at Lille on 21 October,

1496; by the successive deaths of her brother John, Prince of the Asturias, in 1497, her

elder sister, the Queen of Portugal, in 1498, and Don Miguel, son of the latter, in 1499,

Joanna became heiress of Castile and Aragon, and the succession to the Spanish

monarchy was secured to the house of Habsburg.
The woodcut is one of those designed by Dtirer himself. An inferior woodcut of the

same composition, by Springinklee, where the scene is a closed room, is reproduced by
Chmelarz (p. 316) from the only known impression, in the Liechtenstein collection.

130b (1-22). THE COMPLETE LATIN EDITION. (Glax C.)

(1.) The Title.

The text is given by Glax, p. 269. It occupies 26 lines, of which the

first five are in larger type than the rest. A fragment of the border

remains at top and 1.

[222 x 155.] The paper is stained brown.
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Diirer.

(2.) The Betrothal with Mary of Burgundy. (Diirer.)

Maximilian, partly in armour, wearing the archducal crown, stands 1.

with a shield, quartering the principal Austrian possessions, and surmounted
by the same crown, at his feet. He receives from Mary, who stands r., a
shield with the arms of Burgundy.

^The text above is in lines :
“ Primura itacg . .

. pociuntur.” (Glax,

[218 X 147 ; subject alone, 174 x 147.] The woodcut is badly printed, over-inked, aud
spotty. The label with text has been cut off and joined on again. The paper is stained

In the inventory of 1887.
The second subject of the series. Repr. (Glax B) Hirth, no. 590. Maximilian was

betrothed to Mary, only daughter and heiress of Charles the Bold, on 81 January,
1476. They were married by proxy on 21 April, aDd in person on 19 August, 1477.

Another block of the same subject, designed by Springinklee, was used in the
editions of 1799 and 1885-6. The present woodcut (repr. Chmelarz, p. 317) was used in
all the xvi century editions and in all the separate editions of the historical subjects.

(3.) The War in Hainault. (Springinklee.)

The Burgundian infantry are seen r. repulsing the cavalry of
Louis XI 1.

The text is in 4| lines : “ Quantum vero . . . agnouit.” (Glax, p. 279.)

[218 X 148 ; subject, 178 x 148.] Condition as no. (2).
In the inventory of 1837.
The third subject. The marriage of Maximilian brought on a war between the

Empire and Louis XI, who had hoped to obtain the hand of Mary for the dauphin,
Charles, and to acquire for France the possessions of the Duke of Burgundy in the
Netherlands. & J

(4.) The Battle of Guinegate. (Traut.)

Two engagements are represented, between infantry and cavalry.
In both cases the Burgundian troops occupy the 1., the French the
r. side.

The text is in 5£ lines :
“ Apud Terrauonam . . . pungnatorum ”

(Glax, p. 279.)
&

[219 x 147 ; subject, 171 x 147.] Condition as no. (2).
In the inventory of 1 837.
The fourth subject. Maximilian besieged Terouanne from May to August, 1479 He

defeated the French army sent to relieve the town on August 7th, at Guinegate.

(5.) The First War in Gueldres. (Traut.)

Cavalry and infantry are again represented, with the Burgundian
and rebel Flemish standards. In the background a town is bein^
bombarded.

The text is in 4£ lines :
“ Inter Caesarem . . . compulit.” (Glax,

[217 x 148 ; subject, 169 x 148.] Condition as no. (2).
In the inventory of 1837.
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The tf0uble with Gueldres began in 1480. Charles of Egmont

( 1467-1508), with the King of France and the population of the Duchy on his side
refused to acknowledge Maximilian as Duke of Gueldres. Charles took up arms in
1492 ; in 1494 four of the electors pronounced in favour of Maximilian, who invaded theDuchy in that year, but retired without reducing it to submission.

Y 2
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(6.) The Siege of Utrecht. (Traut.)

The composition greatly resembles that of the last subject.

The text is in
5-J

lines :
“ Eo tempore Episcopus . . . agnoscerent.”

(Glax, p. 280.)

[217 X 148 ;
subject, 170 x 148.] Condition as no. (2).

In the inventory of 1837.

The sixth subject. The Bishop of Utrecht was imprisoned by the citizens, whose
rebellion against Maximilian (1482-1485) was abetted by the French and by William
de la Marck, “ the Boar of the Ardennes.”

(7.) The First Flemish Rebellion. (Traut.)

In the foreground a battle of infantry at close quarters
;

in the

background the burgesses of Ghent, on their knees, are restoring the
Archduke Philip to Maximilian, who rides at the head of his cavalry.

The text is in 5-| lines, the last two being in smaller type : “ Quid
dicam . . . Flandros.” (Glax, p. 280.)

[213 x 147; subject, 168 X 147.] Condition as no. (2).

In the inventory of 1837.

The seventh subject. Kepr. Hirth, no. 609. The people of Flanders,' after the death
of Mary in 1482, rebelled against Maximilian and assumed the guardianship of his son,
Philip, whom they detained till 1485.

(8.) The War with Liege. (Traut.)

A cavalry engagement in the foreground, with the Burgundian standards
r.

;
an infantry fight in the middle distance

;
Liege in the background.

The text is in 5 J lines :
“ Haud ita . . . accepit.” (Glax, p. 280.)

[226 x 157 ; subject, 173 x 150.] Condition as no. (2), but a little of the border is

preserved.

In the inventory of 1837.

The eighth subject. Maximilian here, as at Utrecht, restored the bishop to his

see in spite of the resistance of the people.

(9.) The Second Flemish Rebellion. (Springinklee.)

Fighting in the foreground and middle distance
;
in the background the

surrender of a town. Burgundian standards 1.

The text is in 4J lines :
“ Cum Flandri . . . coegit.” (Glax, p. 280.)

[226 x 155 ;
subject, 175 x 150.] The paper stained, but intact, the label not

having been cut away from the woodcut.
In the inventory of 1 837.
The tenth subject. After the coronation at Aachen, 9 April, 1486 (ninth subject,

omitted in this edition), the towns of Ghent and Bruges headed a rebellion against the
King of the Romans, who was kept a prisoner at Bruges from February 1st to May,
1488. Tills led to war between the Empire and the Netherlands, in which Duke
Albert of Saxony commanded the imperial forces. The rebellion was suppressed in 1489.

(10.) Maximilian makes Peace with Henry VII. (Flotner. ?)

Maximilian, with crown and sceptre, stands 1. with armed men behind
him holding the Burgundian standard, and holds a letter which he is

about to deliver to Henry, whose soldiers are armed with long-bows and
carry a standard with two Tudor roses. An orator kneels between the
two princes, addressing himself to Maximilian. The scene is on the sea-

coast
;
a ship with sails spread lies alongside.

The text is in 5f- lines ;
“ His fere temporibus . .

.
praesidium.”
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[221 x 157; subject, 174 x 148.] Watermark, a heart, pointed at the bottom, as
in Ha. 56, with a star on a line rising vertically from the top of the heart ; h. 58 mm.
Condition as no. (9).

In the inventory of 1837.

The eleventh subject. It is difficult to say what incident is represented. Chmelarz
(p. 292) interprets the subject as the landing of Perkin Warbeek with Maximilian’s
support, but this is quite inconsistent with the text. Maximilian’s relations with
Henry VII were connected with the Duchy of Brittany and Maximilian’s intended
marriage with the Duchess Anne. He was married to Anne by proxy in March, 1491.
Charles VIII, who was betrothed to Maximilian’s daughter, Margaret, repudiated the
latter in November and married Anne of Brittany on December 6th. Maximilian,
failing to obtain subsidies for war from the Imperial Diet, induced Henry VII, in 1492, to
make common cause with himself, and with Ferdinand of Aragon, against Charles VIII.
Perhaps this agreement is the subject of the woodcut. The text, however, refers to the
close of a quarrel with Henry

; and the quarrel itself was caused by Henry’s action in
making peace with Charles on 3 November, 1492, after crossing the Channel and
laying siege to Boulogne in October. Maximilian afterwards revenged himself by
aiding Warbeek in 1495.

Another woodcut of this subject, by Wolf Traut, similar in composition, but with
three ships, was used in all the editions of the complete Arch, and in edition D of the
historical subjects.

(11.) Maximilian avenges the Insult to his Daughter. (Traut.)

In the foreground is the imperial camp. The guns have been bom-
barding a town (Besan^on ? ), the burgesses of which kneel and make their

submission to Maximilian, who rides in advance of his cavalry.

The text is in 4J lines :
“ Posteaquam . . . ademit.” (Glax, p. 280.)

[222 X 159 ; subject, 172 x 148.] Condition as no. (9).

In the inventory of 1837.

The twelfth subject. Repr. (Glax B) Ilirth, no. 595, Maximilian invaded Franche-
Comte late in 1492, entered Besan^on on December 21st, and by the peace of Senlis,
23 May, 1493, recovered the greater part of Margaret’s dowry, Artois, Charolais, and
Franche-Comte, for his son Philip.

(12.) The Expulsion of the Hungarians from Lower Austria.
(Springinklee.)

The subject represented is the bombardment and storming of a town
by Maximilian’s troops.

The text is in 7 lines, the last two being in smaller type: “Jam
pridem . . . subiugauerat.” (Glax, p. 281.)

[220 x 152 ; subject, 172 x 150.] Condition as no. (2).
The thirteenth subject. Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungary, had overrun and

conquered a great part of Austria during the reign of Frederick III. He took Vienna in
1485 and Neustadt in 1487. On Matthias’s death (6 April, 1490), Maximilian entered
Austria and expelled the Hungarians in a few weeks.

(13.) The Campaign in Hungary. (Springinklee.)

The action represented is the capture of Stuhlweissenburg (Alba
Grseca).

The text is in 41 lines : “ Quin vlterius . . . suam fecit.” (Glax.
p. 281.)

V

[216 x 150; subject, 170 x 150.] Condition as no. (2).
In the inventory of 1837.
The fourteenth subject. After ridding Austria of the Hungarians, Maximilian asserted

his claim to their throne, according to the terms of the treaty of 1463. The Hungarian
Diet, however, proclaimed the Jagellon, Ladislas II, King of Bohemia, as King of
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Hungary Maximilian accordingly invaded Hungary in September, and advanced
victoriously to Stuhlweissenburg (December 20th), where he was crowned. A mutiny of
his troops, whose pay was in arrears, prevented further success

; he was forced to retire
and by the peace of Pressburg, 7 November, 1491, he contented himself with the
recognition of his right to the throne on the extinction of the Jagellon male line.

(14.) The Betrothal of Philip and Joanna. (Diirer.)

See p. 322, no. 130a.

The text is in 5J lines : “Porro . . . designauerat.” (Glax, p. 281.)

[218 x 147 ; subject, 172 X 147.] Condition as no. (2).
The impression is blacker and clearer than no. 130a; the crack is more conspicuous

but does not extend to the r. half of the block.
v

In the inventory of 1837.
The fifteenth subject. Repr. (Glax B) Hirth, no. 592.

(15.) The Swiss War. (Traut.)

The imperial infantry 1., with Burgundian banners, confront the
Swiss r.

The text is in 6J lines, of which the last 1J are in smaller type:
“ Interea Heluecij . . . desiderari.” (Glax, p. 281.)

[225 x 152 ; subject, 173 x 148.] Fine impression, on white paper, not divided, and
well preserved, except in 1. lower corner, but cut within the border

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The sixteenth subject Repr. (Glax B) Hirth, no. 596. The disputes between the

bwiss cantons and the Suabian League led to an imperial war, in which the Swiss
were successful

; the decisive action was at Dornach (see p. 121), and the peace of
Basle (22 September, 1499) practically recognised the independence of Switzerland.

(16.) The Expulsion of the French from the Kingdom of
Naples. (Traut.)

Trench troops r. are being defeated by cavalry and infantry 1.,

with the banners of Castile and Aragon, Sicily and Burgundy.
The text is in

4f- lines : “Praeterea . . . contineret.” (Glax, p. 282.)

[216 x 152; subject, 170 x 149.] Condition as no. (2).
In the inventory of 1837.

,,
seventeenth subject. Charles VIII, reviving the claim of the house of Anjou to

the throne of Naples, invaded Italy in 1494. Maximilian, with the Pope, Spain, Venice,
and Milan, formed the Holy League for the expulsion of the French in 1495.

(17.) The Bavarian War. (Traut.)

The subject is the defeat of the Bohemians at Menzenbach near
Ratisbon.

The text is in 7 lines, of which the last 3 are in smaller type •

“ Super est . . . fugauit.” (Glax, p. 282.)

[220 x 150; subject, 172 x 150.] Condition as no. (15).
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The eighteenth subject. On the death of George the Rich, of Landshut, on

1 December, 1503, Maximilian pronounced, at the Diet of Augsburg, 1504, in favour of
the succession of Albert IV, of Munich. Rupert, son of Philip, Count Palatine by theKmne, asserted his own claim, and Maximilian made war on him successfully. By the
peace concluded at the Diet of Cologne in 1505, Maximilian obtained Kitzbuhel, Kufstein,
and other places adjoining his Tyrolese territory.
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(18.) The Second War in Gueldres. (Springinklee.)

In the foreground the imperial troops are riding down their opponents
;

in the background a town is being burned and sacked.

The text is in 3f lines :
“ Geldrenses . . .

perfidiam.” (Glax, p. 282.)

[218 x 149; subject, 172 X 149.] Condition as no. (2).

In the inventory of 1837.

The nineteenth subject. Repr. (Glax B) Hirth, no. 610. The war with the Duke of
Gueldres broke out again in 1499. It was conducted by Duke Albert of Saxony, and
ended in Maximilian’s resignation of the greater part of the territory to his rival.

(19.) Maximilian confers the Fief of Milan on Ludovico
Sforza. (Flotner.)

The Emperor, in the presence of the seven Electors, confers the
Milanese banner, with the biscione of the Visconti, on the kneeling Duke.
Maximilian sits on a throne with Renaissance ornaments, in the midst of

a square of thoroughly Italian character.

The text is in 4 lines :
“ Porro ductis . . . cladibus.” (Glax, p. 282.)

[218 X 151 ; subject, 173 X 145.] Condition as no. (9).

In the inventory of 1837.

The twentieth subject. Repr. Chmelarz,p. 315. Maximilian married Bianca Maria
Sforza on 16 March, 1494, with a rich dowry, in return for which he invested her
father, the usurper Ludovico il Moro, on 25 November, 1495, with the Duchy of
Milan, as a fief of the Holy Roman Empire. This nominal assertion of sovereignty
was the only result achieved by Maximilian in the direction of the recovery of Italy for

the Empire, which was always one of his ideals.

A different block of this subject, designed by Springinklee, was used in the
complete Arch.

(20.) The War with Venice. (Springinklee.)

The imperial troops r., with the standards of Burgundy and Castile,

are defeating the Venetian troops 1., with the standard of St. Mark. In
the background a city (intended for Venice) on a lagoon.

The text is in 6 lines, of which the 6th is in smaller type :
“ Supererant

. . . supercilium.” (Glax, p. 282.)

[217 x 150 ; subject, 172 x 150.] Condition as no. (2).
In the inventory of 1837.
The twenty-first subject. The Republic of Venice was Maximilian’s neighbour on the

southern frontier of the Tyrol. After much friction, Venice gave a pretext for war by
refusing to allow Maximilian passage through her dominions with more than a few
hundred men on his proposed march to Rome for the purpose of the coronation. After
he had assumed the title of Roman Emperor Elect at Trent, on 5 February, 1508, he
invaded the Venetian territory. The war was not at an end till a new Tyrolese
frontier had been determined in 1518.

(21.) The Meeting with Henry VIII, and the Battle of the
Spurs. (Durer.)

In the foreground Maxmilian 1. is clasping the hand of Henry r.

Both are mounted and attended by armed escorts with their respective
standards. Farther back Maximilian is seen again, riding at the head of
an infantry force armed with spears. Beyond that again the French
cavalry r. is being routed, while the town of Terouanne is seen in flames in
the distance.

The text is in 6f lines, of which the last If are in smaller tvpe :

“ Hlud vero . . . recipitur.” (Glax, p. 282 )
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X 170; subject, 173 x 149 ] Condition as no. (15). “ 22 ” has been written inred mk by an old hand on the 1. side of the scroll with text

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The twenty-second subject. Repr. (Glax B) Hirth, no. 593. Henry YIII’s army
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(22.) The Congress of Princes at Vienna. (Diirer.)

In an open portico, with a curtain drawn across it, Maximilian stands
L with the imperial shield at his feet. At his 1. hand stands his grand-
daughter Mary

;
farther r. are Ladislas, King of Hungary, with his

children, Ludwig and Anna, and at the extreme r. is Sigismund, King
ot Poland. The arms of Hungary and Poland are placed at the feet of
the two kings.

The text is in 8 lines, of which the last 5 are in smaller type :
“ Pos-
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ccessorem-” The death of Maximilian and the accession ofX” T as E“Pe™r are mentioned, so that this edition cannot be earlier

than 28 June, 1519, when Charles was elected.

[221 x 150; subject, 173 x 150.] Condition as no. (2).
In the inventory of 1837.
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THE FREYDAL WOODCUTS. 1516.

Literature.— Quirin von Leitner. “ Freydal des Kaisers Maximilian I.iurmere und Mummereien.” Wien, 1880-1882.
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The miniatures were intended only as historical records to serve as authorities for the
artists who were to draw the subjects on wood ; none of them are of much artistic
merit, but they vary greatly in style. One only (no. 116) is signed, with a monogram
composed of the letters N P (Nicolaus Pfaundler of Innsbruck?), and dated 1515.
A letter from Maximilian to Sigmund von Dietrichstein informs us that much of the
work was carried out at Cologne, where the Emperor resided from July 1512 to March
1513. The MS. contains lists of the ladies in whose presence Maximilian had taken
part in tournaments or masquerades, and of the knights who had opposed him in the
lists. The combatants are identified on the majority of the miniatures themselves ; in
the masquerade subjects the gentlemen who perform are sometimes identified, but the
ladies are always anonymous. It appears from a note-book of 1502 that Maximilian
commanded Martin Trummer, the court tailor, to have paintings of all his masquerades
made in a book. In 1505-8 the Emperor was planning the “ Comedy of Freithart ”

as the first part of Theuerdank. In 1512 Treitzsaurwein drew up a plan for
Freydal, consisting of 128 pictures of “ Rennen,” “ Stechen,” and “ Turniere ” only ;

the “ Kampfe,” like the “ Mummereien ” (masquerades), were originally planned as
separate works The letter mentioned above shows that by 14 October, 1512, the
Emperor had already planned Freydal as a work to contain about 250 woodcuts. A
first draft of the text, with a few corrections by the Emperor, is extant. Freydal is
Maximilian himself, who is supposed to visit the courts of sixty-four princesses or noble
dardes in succession, and to spend four days at each, in the chivalrous exercises of
“ Rennen ” (or “ Turnier ”), “ Stechen,” “ Kampfen,” and masquerading. The miniatures,
accordingly, consist of this fourfold cycle, sixty- four times repeated. Freydal is present
in every scene. The work is still regarded as introductory to Theuerdank, and the action
is supposed to take place before the departure of the hero for the Burgundian court

The miniatures were probably finished by 1515. On 9 June, 1516, Peutinger
wrote to Maximilian from Augsburg to say that Schonsperger had no instructions about
the scale on which the illustrations were to be drawn on the blocks. It is to be presumed
that the few existing woodcuts were carried out soon after that date. Peutinger’s
letter may seem to imply that they were cut at Augsburg, and it is, perhaps, for that
reason that Retberg and von Leitner attribute the designs to Burgkmair. I have no
doubt that the designs, at least, are by a Nuremberg artist, and, in fact, by Durer
himself An old impression of B. app. 38 at Hamburg (Kunsthalle) has “ Jeronimus
bormschneyder” on the lower margin, which proves that it was printed at Nuremberg.'
Similar evidence is afforded by the address, “jHanns Glaser Brieffmaler zu Niirmberg
am Panersperg,” on an old coloured impression of B. app. 36 in the Germanic Museum
at Nuremberg.2 A sixth woodcut (B. app. 37, H. 2096, P. 287), of different dimensions,
is often described as belonging to this series. It is rightly omitted by von Leitner
I attribute it to Cranach.

The modes of tilting practised in the age of Maximilian fall, according to the
effect aimed at and the kind of armour worn, into four main divisions :

“ Rennen ”
‘‘Stechen,” “ Turnier,” and “ Kampf,” or « Turnier zu Fuss.” These have many sub-
divisions, nearly all of which are illustrated by the miniatures ; but it is only necessary
here to describe the modes represented in the woodcuts, which include two kinds of“ Rennen,” one of “ Stechen,” and one “ Kampf,” or single combat on foot.

In “ Rennen ’ generally the main object was to strike the adversary’s shield with
a sharp lance and to unhorse him

; the saddle had no front and rear supports; the lance
was not intended to splinter, though it might do so. The different kinds of “ Rennen ”
were distinguished by the kind of shield used, the manner in which it was attached,
and modifications in the armour. Those represented in the woodcuts are—(1) “ Scharf-
rennen ” (no. 131), in which the shield had a hook on the inner side which fitted into
a socket on the breastplate

; as the lance pointed slightly upwards when it struck the
shield, the latter was unhooked and flew up over the wearer’s head or to one side ; at
the moment of impact each combatant dropped his lance: (2) “ Anzogen-Rennen

”

(no. 132), in which the shield was screwed on to the breastplate, and one or other of

1 It is likely that the blocks were also cut by Hieronymus Andrea.
2 Passavant (iii, 215) mentions this inscription, but his account of these woodcuts

is very misleading. The five uniformly coloured impressions at Nuremberg are of the
woodcuts P. 288-292; P. 289 alone has the address. They are ci rtainly the originals,
and not “ reduced copies of inferior execution,” as he alleges. P. 287 is not includedm the coloured set, as his words might lead the reader to suppose. He evidently
regarded the uncnloured 287 as a true original, and 288-291, which are, in fact
considerably smaller, as copies.
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the combatants was unhorsed by the force of their impact. The lance (“ Rennspiess ”)
used m these courses was 13 ft. long, and its greatest diameter was 2f in The
shield was made of hard wood overlaid with leather, and covered in front with a cloth
matching the horse’s trappings in colour and decoration.

In “ Stechen ” the lance (“ Stechstange ”) was of the same length, but stouter 31 in
in diameter It was tipped with a coronal. The small ribbed shield was tied to the l’
shoulder by laces, and this was the point aimed at. Each knight sought to unhorse his
adversary, or at least to break his own lance upon his shield. In the ordinary method
or Deutsche Gestech, the combatants met in the open lists and their legs and r hands
were unarmed

; in the Italian method, or “ Welsche Gestech ” (no. 133), leg-armour
was worn, the r. hand was protected by a gauntlet and the combatants tilted across awooden barrier aoout five feet high, which they kept on their 1. hand. In the Germanmethod the saddle had an upright plate in front, but none behind, so that it was easy to
lose the seat

; m the Italian method the saddle had high front and rear supports, so that
the rider seldom lost his seat unless the horse fell with him. In all these coupes the

straTghT
016 bmdfoded and had their ears stopped

; they were specially trained to run

In the combat on foot—a new development of the “ Turnier,” introduced in defiance
ot earlier notions of chivalry by the influence of Maximilian himself—the combatants
weij fully armed and used a large variety of weapons. Fourteen kinds, including swords
clubs, poles, flails, halberds, javelins, etc., occur on the Freydal miniatures. The
combatants m no. 134 use daggers.

The masquerades in Freydal consist chiefly of dances by persons disguised in
characteristic or grotesque costumes. These, as accounts prove, were provided by the
court tailor, at the Emperor’s expense, for all who were to take part in the masquerade
I he couples either followed one another in procession (“ Reihentanz ”) or danced in a
circle. In the courtly measures, the feet were hardly raised

; springing motions were

of

S

(lrum and fife

grotes(
lue and ril8tic dances. The music generally consisted only

131. THE ‘ SCHARFRENNEN.” H . 2097. P. 288.

Freydal (Maximilian) is on the 1., his opponent, Antonio de Caldonazo,
Baron of Ivano, on the r. The latter wears as crest a reel with a loose
end of twine. Freydal’s lance already lies on the ground

;
the other has

just left the hand of its owner
;
both shields are detached.

[225 x 245.] Good, old impression, but after a crack which can be traced across the
sky exactly above Ivano’s lance-rest. Watermark, a pointed shield, nearly heart-shaped
with a star over it, as in Ha. 34.

J 1 ’

Collection, Miss Sarah Banks (d. 1818).
Presented by Lady Banks, 1818.
For i eproductions of the woodcut, see Hirth, Les Grands lllustratenrs, no 476 and

v. Leitner, p. xi ; for an account of Ivano, ibid. p. ciii.

i

T
,

h® ’woodcut is founded on no. 101 of the Freydal miniatures. Diirer has adhered
closely to the miniature, except in making Jvauo’s horse advance a little farther 1. He
has covered Ivano’s clothes, shield, and horse-trappings, which are plain in the miniature,
with a brocaded pattern, which often occurs on woodcuts of about this date ; see nos 130b
(2, 14, 22), 135, 136, 140, 141, 146.

132. THE “ ANZOGEN-RENNEN.”
B. app. 36. H. 2098. P. 289. R.—A 49.

Freydal keeps his seat, while his opponent, Niclas von Firmian, falls
headlong.

[223 X 243.] A rather late impression
; a crack, partly disguised by Indian ink

Se8 aCr°SS the Sky
’
aUd Freydal ’

s helm and s,lield - Watermark, a small imperial

In the inventory of 1837.

•i • 7

For rePr
P
duc^’ )ns

»
see Birth, no 474, and v. Leitner, p. ix

;
for an account of Firmian

ibid. p. Ixxvii. The woodcut is founded on no. 97 of the Freydal miniatures. Diirer lias
again followed the miniature closely in the main, while correcting faults in the drawing
The clouds and biid are introduced by him.

13
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THE ITALIAN JOUST. H. 2099. P. 290.

Freydal, with his crest, on the other side of the barrier, has kept his
seat

;
his opponent, Jacob de Heri, has fallen with his horse.

[223 x 242.] A fine, early impression, but the paper has been slightly torn and
repaired. Watermark, see no. 132.

Collection, Banks.
Presented by Lady Banks, 1818.
This woodcut, the finest of the series, and unmistakably by Diirer, is reproduced by

Hirth, no. 477, and v. Leitner, p. x. For an account of Jacob de Heri, who is perhaps
identical with Jacob de Heere, burgomaster of Bruges in 1485, see v. Leitner, p. lxxxiii.
The woodcut is founded on no. 82 of the Freydal miniatures. Durer has treated the
original with greater freedom in this case ; his style is evident in the drawing of the
lion, the fluttering scarf, the heads of the two horses, the haunches and trappings of the
one which has fallen, and the antlers.

134.

THE COMBAT ON FOOT, WITH DAGGERS. H. 2100. P. 291.

Freydal 1., who wears a crest of long ostrich feathers, is getting the
better of his opponent, Jorg von Weispriach, who has a crest of cock’s
feathers.

[223 x 242.] A fine, early impression, the paper somewhat stained and creased,
and cut rather close at the top. Watermark, a triple mount with star on a stem
over it.

Collection, Banks.
Presented by Lady Banks, 1818.
For reproductions, see Hirth, no. 473, and v. Leitner, p. xii ; for an account of

Woyspriacher, or Weispriach, ibid. p. ci. The action and costume of the two figures in
the miniature (no. 159) are scarcely altered, but the characteristic landscape and sky,
with a hawk attacking a heron, are entirely Durer’s own. In the miniature the com-
batants stand on a marble floor.

135.

THE MASQUERADE. B. app. 38. H. 2101. P.292. R.—A 51.

Three ladies and three masked gentlemen in fantastic attire dance
hand in hand in a circle. Three masked men bearing torches stand
outside the circle

;
one of these, who wears a chain and a hat with

feathers, is Freydal. A princess, with three ladies of her court and other
attendants, watehes the dance from a balcony.

[225 x 250.] A late impression (the block is in the Derschau collection). Water-
mark, a gate (“ Burgthor ”) ; not in Ha.

Collection, Banks.
Presented by Lady Banks, 1818.

oo F°
r * reproduction, see v. Leitner, p. viii. The woodcut is founded on miniature no.

88, but Durer has treated the details very freely, while preserving the main features in
the composition, for the drawing of the miniature is childishly weak. The old man with
hat in hand is a characteristic creation of Durer’s

; the feminine types may be compared
with those on the following woodcut, no. 136, and on the great Triumphal Car, no. 145
which was designed in 1518. Four of the masked men are identified on the miniature
as Embs, Kopernol, Geltinger, and Franciscus Prager. The usual title of this woodcut
111

?!

?

rn
?
aT1 catalogues, “ Der Fackeltanz,” is inaccurate, for the dance of that name, in

which the arrangement of the dancers was strictly prescribed, does not occur in Freydal
(see v. Leitner, p. liii). Torch-bearers are present in almost all the masquerades, and
4 reydal himself is usually one of them. It does not appear for what reason Heller
supposes that the dance here represented took place in 1517. H. attributes the woodcut
to fechaufelein. An early impression at Hamburg has “ Jeronimus Formschneyder ” on
the lower margin, F
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136 (1, 2). THE BURGUNDIAN MARRIAGE, OR SMALL TRIUMPHALCAR
R. 218.

The team of four horses driven by Victory is cut on one block, the car
itself on another.

(1.) Victory, a winged female genius, sitting on a raised seat or box
decorated with pomegranates, holds in her 1. hand a wreath and in her r.
hand a large ring, to which a single rein is fastened. The rein is
connected at the other end with the harness of four prancing horses,
moving from 1. to r., which are yoked, again by a single ring, to the car!
Their trappings are ornamented with the emblems of the Golden Fleece.

[274 x 424, limits of design
; 373 x 433, limits of sheet.] There is no horder-line

at the top. A good, early impression, with the watermark of the first edition of the
Triumph, printed in 1526 by order of Ferdinand I, viz., a crowned two-headed eagle
with a sickle on its breast. 6

(2.) On the upper platform of the car we see the Archduke Maximilian
and Mary of Burgundy holding the Burgundian shield between them,
standing under a canopy supported by four torch-bearing genii who stand
on slender pillars. Between the two front pillars is a two-handled vase
filled with pomegranates. On a lower level stand three women in antique
drapery, crowned with laurel and holding a covered cup, a banner and a
hoop tied with ribands. On the wide lower platform of the car, imme-
diately over the wheels, stand two groups of persons drawn on a smaller
scale, viz., a princess with four attendants and five courtiers, two of whom
are crowned with laurel. At the back of these two groups is a curtain
with a pattern of pomegranates which covers the side of the raised portion
of the car. A colossal landsknecht, crowned with laurel, stands on the
ground and throws his weight against the car from the back.

• .R
80

? A fragment of border-line, from which the height is measured, is
visible above the flame of the highest torch. Only at the bottom is there a line
approximately complete, though broken in many places. The block was otherwise well
preserved when this impression was taken. Watermark as described above

these two impressions form part of a set of 137 woodcuts of the Triumphal Pro-M
f“?' S“ith in m5

’
of which 97 belong to- the edition of

1526, 36 to that of 1777, and 4 to that of 1796. 1 The series is bound in a volume, with
the text of the 1/96 edition at the beginning.

The car with the Burgundian Marriage occurs only in the first edition, for the blockhad been lost before the xvm century. In the fourth edition, 1883-4, its place is takenby a reproduction fno. 901 of an old iTrmrpssinn in mi..
i j ;

— j

•

ciuuuu, iooo-i, ns piace is laxenby a reproduction (no. 90) of an old impression in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna. The
ictory and the team of horses, is no. 135 in the edition of 1796, andn^SQ^iwi Tth

fTc
C
Q?

r
^ ^ UU1BCS

’
1H 11U - Ioy 111 tne ecunon or i/ytj, and

no. 89 m that of 1883-4. The block is signed at the back, “ Jeronimus Andre form...” Repr. (reduced) Hirth, no 61 1

.

^he °f *b
.

ese blocks is 1518 - The programme of the whole processionwas faxed by 1512, the miniatures which served as a pattern to the various designers ofthe woodcuts were finished in 1516, and the dates at which various blocks werefamshed and delivered, so far as they are recorded on the back of the blocks, rangerom 12 November, 1516, to 25 August, 1518. The portion assigned to Dtirer and
his pupil, Springinklee,2 are not dated, but they seem to be later than the rest.
Ifaey depart more widely than any of the other woodcuts from the original programmeand trom the miniatures, and their elaborate allegories betray the influence of Pirkheimer,

i, 180^Wien ^883)
n8

’ Schestag in Jahrb ‘ d' kunsthist- Sam™k & aUerh . Kaiserhauses
,

i QQQ
1
f
os - 8?-198 ?
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130
’ 131 in tbe edition of 1796, 91-110 and 121, 122 in that of

1883-4, are by Springinklee. Thausing attributed these 24 woodcuts to Diirer himself,m addition to the car with the Burgundian Marriage. See Mittli. der h. /;. Central-
commission, etc., xm, 140-149 (Wien, 1868).
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who invented the details of the great Triumphal Car, the drawing for which is dated
1518. The Albertina possesses six other drawings by Durer, dated 1518, of riders
carrying trophies, designed to form part of the procession, but never carried out as
woodcuts owing to the abandonment of the scheme on the Emperor’s death.

136 (la). VICTORY AND THE TEAM OP HORSES.

A later impression of the first block, being no. 135 in the edition of

the Triumphal Procession published at Vienna and London in 1796.

137.

THE BOOK-PLATE OF HIERONYMUS EBNER. 1516.

B. app. 45. H. 1940. R.—A 53.

Two escutcheons, with the arms of Ebner 1. and Fiirer r.
,
are supported by

child angels or genii. The date, 1516, is placed between the buffalo horns
of the crest. Two cornucopias, filled with grapes and vine-leaves, fill the
vacant space on either side of the horns

;
they pass behind the angels and

the escutcheons, and their lower ends are tied together. The background, in

the lower half of the design, is shaded with horizontal lines. On a white
band at the top is the motto, devs . refvgivm . mevm, and at the bottom,
LIBER . HIERONYMI . EBNER.

[129 x 97.] Good impression, uncoloured, and well preserved, with margin [5].
Watermark, small “ Reichsapfel,” shape of Ha. 24, but 83 mm. high. Collector’s mark,
small heraldic device, not in F.

; a single-headed eagle springing from a crown, in circle,

dm. 7 mm., printed in pale blue.

In the collection of ex-libris bequeathed by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B., 1897.
One of the rarest and best of Durer’s heraldic woodcuts. It is not signed or other-

wise authenticated, and is not accepted as genuine in any of the catalogues, except
Passavant’s (no. 211), but Thausing (E.T. ii, 123) attributes it decidedly to Durer. He
is doubtless right

;
the ornament, the children’s heads and drapery, the shape of the

letters and figures, are all characteristic of Durer and unlike the work of any pupil.
Hieronymus Ebner (1477-1532), a member of the ancient and still flourishing family

of Ebner von Eschenbach, which had had representatives in the Nuremberg council since
1332, was married in 1501 to Helena Fiirer. See A. Grenser in Heraldisch-genealogische
Zeitschrift, ii, 135; G. A. Will, “ Niirnbergisches Gelehrten-Lexicon,” 1755, i, 313.

f THE BOOK-PLATE OF HIERONYMUS EBNER. 1516.
(Reproduction.) B. app. 45. H. 1940. R.—A 53.

Facsimile issued by the Durer Society, 1900 (iv, 29).

138.

CHRIST ON THE CROSS BETWEEN THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.
1516. B. 56. H. 1633. R. 220.

[278 X 224.] Good impression of the second edition of the woodcut, on the title-page
of the third part of the edition of Luther’s Old Testament printed by F. Peypus, Nurem-
berg, 1524. Over the woodcut is printed, “ Das dritte teyl des Allten Testaments, mit
fleysz verteutscht. m.d. xxiiii.” Watermark, Ha. 30. The woodcut was designed for,

and first printed in, the Eichst'adt Missal, printed by H. Holzel, Nuremberg, 1517, where
it is on vellum, facing the first page of the canon (see p. 264).

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

139.

THE VIRGIN CROWNED BY TWO ANGELS. 1518.

B. 101. H. 1811. R. 229.
[298 x 212.] Very fine impression, perfectly preserved, without margin. Water-

mark, Ha. 31.

Collections : Nagler (F. 524), Berlin Cabinet (dupl., F. 329), Alferoff(F. 342), Mitchell
(F. 551).

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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140. PORTRAIT OF MAXIMILIAN I. 1518. B. 154. H. 1950. R. 231.

Bust, facing three-quarters r. The Emperor wears the collar of the
Golden Fleece over a mantle of rich brocaded stuff, edged with pearls, and
a wide fur-trimmed hat with an oval medallion of the Virgin and Child
attached to the turned-up brim. On a scroll over his head (on the same
block) is the xylographic inscription, “ Imperator Caesar Diuus Maxi-
milianus

|

Pius Felix Augustus.” The “ a ” and “ e ” of Caesar are distinct
and enclosed in the letter C.

[550 x 381.] Good impression, but damaged; a strip about 6 mm. in width from
top to bottom on either side and the 1. upper corner, including part of the letter I, havebeen cut from another impression and joined on by a restorer. The neck and chin aredamaged and restored. Watermark, a star and flower ; not in Ha

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
One of the rarest of Durer’s woodcuts. Other impressions are known at Bamberg,

5®™1
?*

and
..
Vl

f.
nna (both Albertina and Hofbibliothek, the latter from the Cornilld Orville collection sold m 1900). Four cuts (at least) were made from the drawing

done from life at..Augsburg
;

28 June, 1518 (now in the Albertina; repr. Vienna
Jahrbuch iv, Th. n, Reg. 3039; Schonbrunner and Meder, no. 186). The cut with
the ae enclosed m the C was evidently (by the inscription) published in the same
year, during the Emperor’s lifetime. It is the best of the versions represented here-
but I believe that a still better one exists, of which I have seen but one impression,
very sharp and early, but unfortunately coloured and dirty, at Bamberg. It has “ Cm ”
m the inscription, like 140a. A similar impression is said to exist at Gotha.

140a. PORTRAIT OF MAXIMILIAN I. 1518. B. 154. H. 1950. R. 231.

Copy.

The same portrait redrawn on another block. The copy is accurate,
on the whole, but lifeless and mechanical. The most marked difference ism the modelling of the face, where the hatching is more regular. The
lips are less carefully drawn. In this, as in all the other copies, the series
of detached curved lines on the cheek point downwards at the extremities,
whereas in the original they point upwards. There is no shading between
the short hairs which escape under the brim of the hat beneath the
medallion. The same inscription is cut in larger letters and the words
are less spaced. The word “ Caesar ” has “a>” instead of “ ae,” and the
C ranges with the other letters.

• l41? x
,
323J G??d >

old impression, on yellowish paper, but after many breakagesm the border-lme, which an early restorer has disguised with ink, now faded
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

140b. PORTRAIT OF MAXIMILIAN I. 1518. B. 154. H. 1950. R. 231.

Copy.

A later impression from the same block. The lines have thickened,
and

^

an oblique crack runs from the top of the block, through the second
“a” m “ Maximilianus,” across the hat and mantle, to the bottom.
Diirer’s monogram has been inserted between the lower line of the scroll
and the 1. end of the hat, underneath the letters “ ra.”

,, I? X
1

316,J Fair imPression, on white paper, with Augsburg arms,
the border have been disguised with Indian ink.

In the inventory of 1837.

Defects in
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140c. PORTRAIT OF MAXIMILIAN I. 1518 B. 154. H. 1950. R. 231.

Copy.

From another block, earlier than that used for 140a. The drawing of

the features is rather more free, though it agrees with 140a in almost
every particular in which the latter departs from 140. The white patches
on the neck are larger than in 140a. In some details of the ornament 140c
agrees with 140, not with 140a. For instance, in 140 and 140c, the six-

petalled flower nearest to the 1. lower corner faces 1. ;
in 140a it faces r.

In 140a the border-line cuts off part of the lower petals of this flower
;
in

140 and 140c there is an interval of 3 mm. between the lowest petal and
the border. This copy has no inscription

;
the latter is not merely cut

off, for if that were the case the ribands at the end of the scroll would
still show near the ends of the hat. The paper on the 1. side is inserted,

but the original paper on the r. side shows no trace of the riband. There
is, however, on either side, a fragmentary line belonging to the rolled-up

end of the scroll itself
;
so that we have here, probably, a second state of

the block, from which the scroll, originally present, has been cut off,

leaving slight traces of its presence.

[373 X 324.] Good, old impression, with slight injuries. Watermark, a small, low
crown.

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaglii, 1871.

On the back of this impression is an undescribed fantastic woodcut by
an anonymous Nuremberg artist (an imitator of H. S. Beham), about 1530.
On a black shield are represented a nude man and woman, the latter head
downwards

;
their bodies are joined together by a white patch, approxi-

mately square, which conceals their middles, with a dot in the centre.
The man wears a wide hat trimmed with feathers and has an ivy wreath
round his waist and spurs on his heels

;
he is playing the flute. The

woman has a circlet on her brow and a chain round her neck
;

she
holds an embossed drinking-glass in both hands. The shield has a leaf-

pattern along its indented edge. No border-line. Limits of design,
228 X 200.

This is evidently a proof of a block intended for the manufacture of one of those
toys, still in common use, in which bodies and legs can be joined in different com-
binations by turning a movable disk, which supplies a waist that will fit either figure.
The missing part would have been printed on a card or paper attached to the rest by a
wire passing through the point marked by a dot.

141. (After DUrer.) PORTRAIT OF MAXIMILIAN I IN AN ARCHITEO
TURAL FRAME. 1519. B. 153. H. 1949. R. 230.

[550 x 381.] Good impression of the second state, with monogram inserted in the
r. lower corner. Some defects, including the long crack which passes down the 1. side
of the imperial shield and across Maximilian’s hat and hair, have been disguised with
Indian ink. Watermark indistinct.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This woodcut can only be regarded as another copy of no. 140. The drawing of the

hair, features, and neck, agrees most closely with 140c. Fine as they are, the archi-
tectural frame and the griffins, with the emblems of the Golden Fleece at the top, are
not at all in Durer’s style. I have no hesitation in attributing them, and consequently
the whole copy, to the “ Pseudo-Burgkmair,” or “ Master of the Illustrations to Petrarch,”
the unknown draughtsman who worked chiefly for the firm of Grimm and Wirsung, at
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Augsburg, about 1517-22. The copy will have been made at Augsburg in 1519 ; it

was doubtless occasioned, like the other portraits made at Nuremberg, by the great
demand for this portrait which followed the Emperor’s death on January 12th in that
year. The original woodcut was probably published in 1518, during the Emperor’s
lifetime. An impression of the rare first state of B. 153, before the insertion of the
monogram, is in the Kunsthalle at Bremen.

V
V. 1520-1527. Nos. 142-156 .

t THE ARMS OF ROGENDORF. 1520. R. 239.

(Reproduction.)

See Lange and Fuhse, “Durer’s Schriftlicher Nachlass,” p. 126, 1. 20, n. 8
;

p. 127,
1. 1

;
p. 128, 1. 27. On the Rogendorf family, see Heraldisch-qenealoqische Zeitschrift, ii,

102 ( Wien, 1872).

Lithograph by Retberg, Nciumann’s Archiv
, x, 284, 4. First copy, exactly repro-

ducing the only known impression, in the Germanic Museum, Nuremberg, which has
the r. lower corner torn away. No. 26 of 50 impressions; presented by Retberg to
Andresen.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
Also the second copy, on another stone, with the missing corner drawn in by Friedrich

Wolf of Munich. Naumann’s Archiv
,
xiv, 126, one of 50 impressions ; presented by

Retberg to F. Prestel.

Presented by F. Prestel, 1870.

f THE ARMS OF LORENZ STAIBER. 1520. R. 240.

(Reproduction.)

Lithograph by Retberg, 1864 (Naumann's Archiv , xi, 67, 16), from the only known
impression of the first block, in the Hausmann collection, which now belongs to
Dr. Blasius at Brunswick.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
Diirer drew Staiber’s arms on wood at Cologne in November, 1520 (Lange and Fuhse,

p. 136, 1. 12). He drew them again (in what way is not mentioned) at Antwerp in
1521 (ibid. p. 148, 1. 11). Two very small pen-and-ink sketches of Staiber’s arms are
preserved in the Diirer MSS. at the British Museum (Sloane 5229, fol. 59). They do
not appear to be connected with the woodcut.

There is nothing to prove that this is actually the woodcut designed by Diirer ; but
it is, at least, more worthy of him than B. 167, 168. The collar of S’s, with portcullises
and Tudor rose, is English. It is not the collar of an order of knighthood, but the
“ collar of the King’s livery,” which might be conferred on persons of knightly or higher
rank, but did not carry with it any higher degree of nobility than that of Esquire (see
J. G. Nichols on “Collars of the Royal Livery,” in Gent. Mag. N.S. vols. xvii-xix, esp.
xix, p. 259). The collar in this form was placed round the royal arms on a signet used
by Henry VII and Henry VIII

; it is also to be seen on Holbein’s portrait of Sir T. More
as chancellor, the only difference being that the S’s there are not divided by knots (see
Scharf in Archseologia, xxxix, 267). Staiber had been in England, and had received
the honour of knighthood from Henry VIII at some date previous to December, 1523,
as appears from a Latin holograph letter in the Record Office, thus summarised in
Brewer’s “ Letters and Papers of Henry VIII,” iii, pt. 2, p. 1498, no. 3602 : “ Sir
Lawrence Stauber to Henry VIII. Does not forget the King’s kindness when he made
him a knight at Windsor. Offers to serve the King with 100 horse. Nuremberg,
4 Dec. 1523.” Staiber, who was in the service of Charles V, was buried in the abbey
church at Heilsbronn, near Ansbach; his arms are shown on a kind of circular
hatchment attached to the S. wall of the nave (see Heller, no. 1946).
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(After Durer.) THE ARMS OF LORENZ STA I BER.
B. 168. H. 1916. R. 241.

Second state of the second block. The inscription at the top has been
removed, and the crest has been altered by the addition of a crown,
bearing two pennons, to the lion’s head.

[No border-line; size of sheet, 404 x 330.] Well printed, but after some damage to
the block

; a crack can be traced from the top of the lion’s head to the foot of the print,
passing across the helmet, shield, and the letter “ u ” of “ veniunt.” Watermark, a
variety of Ha. 41.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

143.

THE ARMS OF JOHANN TSCHERTE. 13. 170. H. 1948. R. 244.

[186 x 145.] Brilliant, early impression, but damaged
; all along the r. side a strip

7 mm. in width has been cut off and joined on again, while a similar strip on the 1. side
has been lost and replaced by a restoration in pen and ink ; the 1. side generally has
suffered from friction. Watermark, a small eagle on an ornamental shield, not in *Ha.

Collections : W. Bell Scott (F. 489), Franks.
Duplicate from the collection of ex-libris bequeathed by Sir A. Wollaston Franks,

K.C.B., 1897.

The arms were identified by J. Wussin, Naumamis Archiv
, x, 369. The hand-drawn

ex-libris there described is now in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna. It has verses dated 1536 by
C. M. O., the author of the verses printed under many of Cranach’s woodcuts. A similar
drawing has been reproduced in Die Graphischen Kiinste, 1879, i, 72. See Thausing’s
“ Durer,” 2te Aufl. 1884, ii, 125. Thausing attributes the woodcut to Durer, but
doubts the authenticity of the monogram. Its presence on this very early impression
proves that it is not a subsequent addition. The date 1521, proposed by Retberg, is
conjectural. The head of the satyr may be compared with a head immediately behind
Maximilian’s back on the great Triumphal Car (no. 145). Johann Tscherte, a Slav by
birth (the name means in the Bohemian language a devil or satyr), settled at Vienna
about 1510 as an architect; he held state appointments, and distinguished himself in
fortifying the city against the Turks. He was a friend and correspondent of Diirer’s
and Pirkheimer’s (see also Thausing, E.T. i, 155; ii, 217). He died in 1552 (“ Allg.
Deutsche Biog.” xxxviii, 716). A woodcut of Tscherte’s arms under an arch, with
iohann tscherte on a tablet over the crest [112 x 73], stands on sig. A i v. of “ Ayn new
kunstlich Bueeh,” by Henricus Grammatens, J. Sttichs, Nurnberg, 1518, 8vo. (Muther

143a. THE ARMS OF JOHANN TSCHERTE. B. 170. H. 1948. R. 244.

[186 x 144.] A later impression, well preserved, with margin [9].
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

144.

THE ARMS OF THE EMPIRE AND OF NUREMBERG. 1521.
B. 162. H. 1942. R.—A 20.

Two angels hold, each in one hand, the two shields of Nuremberg,
while with their other hands they support the imperial crown and shield!
At the back of the crown is a fringe of cloud, above which are two seated
female figures, representing Justice and Liberality or Abundance. Over
the r. hand of the latter figure is a tablet with the inscription sancta I

IVSTICIA
|

. 1521.
1

[246 x 169 ] Good impression, with margin [4-6]. No watermark. On the back is
printed in Gothic type, “Reformacion der Stat I Nuremberg I Cum Gratia et PriuiWio ”

Collections : Marochetti (F. 383, MS.), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The first edition of the “Reformacion” that contains this woodcut is dated 21

January, 1521 (Panzer, “ Annalen,” no. 1235) ; two others appeared in 1522 (Panzer, nos.

Z
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1552-53). The woodcut is not signed, and the attribution to Diirer, accepted by Bartsch,
Heller, and Passavant, is rejected by Retberg. Parts of the design, especially the two
allegorical figures, are mannered and unpleasing, and the carefully shaded background
is unusual

; but there is so much that is characteristic of Diirer himself, and unlike the
work of any of his pupils (e.g. the wide spaces of white, the drawing of the clouds, the
crown, the shields and their emblems—how unlike Springinklee’s drawing of heraldry
on the arch !) that I have no doubt that the earlier authors are right. The fat arms
and hands of the women are to be matched on many other woodcuts about this date
(e.g. Mary in B. 56, the angel with the crown in B. 138, but especially the contemporary
work, B. 139). For the feet, cf. the drawings, Lippmann 390, 391. Diirer probably
made the drawing before his departure for the Netherlands, and, if so, the date 1521,
in which the shape of the figures is unusual, may have been inserted by some one else
in his absence.

145 . THE GREAT TRIUMPHAL CAR. 1522. B. 139. H. 1912. R. 247.

First edition.

Maximilian sits alone on the car, wearing the imperial robes, with the
actual crown of the Holy Roman Empire (so-called crown of Charles the
Great) on his head, sceptre and palm in his hands, and orb and sword on
a cushion at his feet. Victoria kneels behind him and holds a laurel
wreath over his head

;
the large feathers of her wings are inscribed with

the names of Maximilian’s wars. At the four corners of the car the
cardinal virtues, ivsticia, temperantia, fortitvdo, prvdentia, stand on
pedestals. Justice and Temperance hold between them a wreath inscribed
veritas

;
the wreath held by Fortitude and Prudence is inscribed con-

stantia
;
three linked wreaths between Justice and Fortitude stand for

clementia, aeqvitas and bonitas, while the three dependent virtues
between Temperance and Prudence are liberalitas, mansvetvdo and
inteligentia. The driver of the car is ratio

; four other women who run
by the side of the car are identified as gravitas, perseverantia, securitas,
and fidentia. The wheels of the car, decorated with the Austrian eagle
and griffins as supporters of the emblems of the Golden Fleece, bear the
names magnificentia, honor, dignitas, gloria. An eagle, a dragon, and
two lion-cubs rest on the wheels, and a lion sits at the back of the car.

The front is decorated with the imperial eagle. A canopy over Maximilian’s
head has an emblem of the sun and a shield with the imperial eagle, in
illustration of the motto, qvod . in . celis . sol . hoc . in . terra . caesar .

est. A tablet suspended from the canopy bears a second motto, in . manv .

dei
.
(cor) regis . est, and in front of the canopy are the words veri

principis imago. The reins are named nobilitas and potentia. Each of
the six pairs of horses is escorted by a pair of female allegorical figures with
wreaths, identified as providentia and moderatio, alacritas and oportv-
NITAS, VELOCITAS and FIRMITVDO, ACRIMONIA and VIRILITAS, AVDATIA and
MAGNANIMITAS, EXPERIENTIA and SOLERTIA.

All the inscriptions given so far are cut on the block. The woodcut is

also accompanied by six columns of printed German text, above the six
pairs of horses, giving explanations of the allegorical figures and the
mottoes, and a short history of the production of the car, from Maximilian’s
approval of the design expressed in a letter to Pirkheimer, dated Innsbruck,
29 March, 1518, to its publication by Diirer in 1522. The text ends
with a kind of colophon: “ Diser wagen ist zu Nurmberg erfunde

|

gerissen
vnnd gedruckt durcli Albrechten

|

Thurer, im jar . M.D.xxij.
j

Cum Gratia
et Priuilegio Cesaree Maiestatis.”
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HANS SPRINGINKLEE, after ALBRECHT DURER

The Emperor Maximilian Crowned by Victory

(Trial proof of part of the Triumphal Car)
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The whole is printed on eight sheets, which bear signatures (A to G
and 3$) in the 1. lower corner.

[Size of sheet, 500 X 2 365 ; limits of design, 455 X 2302 ;
border only on 1. side

and below.]

Fine impression, well preserved, mounted on linen and folded. Watermark, Ha. 32.

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1856.

145a. THE GREAT TRIUMPHAL OAR. B. 139. H. 1912. R. 247.

Second edition.

The text, printed with movable type, is in Latin, and ends :
“ Excogi-

tatus k depictus est Currus iste Nurembergse, Impressus vero per

Albertum Durer, Anno . m.d.xxiii.” The first sheet has no signature ;
the

other seven have the signatures B to G and h.

[Size of sheet, 480 X 2 280.] Good impression, the first sheet better printed than

the rest
; not so well preserved as the first edition, and with less margin. Red lines

have been ruled along the edges and round the printed inscriptions; mounted on

linen and folded. Watermark, Ha. 32.

Provenance not recorded.

145b. THE GREAT TRIUMPHAL CAR. B. 139. H. 1912. R. 247.

Fourth edition.

See Ha. p. 85. The Latin text is an almost exact reprint of that in

the second edition, but the following variations occur in the first column :

1. 3, 2nd ed. “iis,” 4th ed. “ ijs ”

;

1. 6, 2nd ed. “ recte,” 4th ed. “ recte” ;

1. 9, 2nd ed. “moderate,” 4th ed. “moderate.” The margin has been

almost entirely cut away, but the upper half of the signatures from B to

G can be seen.

[Size of sheet, 457 x 2-312.] Fair impression, not much inferior to the earlier

editions, but the paper is stained and cut down; mounted on linen and folded.

Watermark, on sheets C and E, a shield with stars ; on sheet D, Ha. 32 ; on the rest,

none visible.

In the inventory of 1837.

145c. THE GREAT TRIUMPHAL CAR. B. 139. H. 1912. R. 247.

Fifth edition.

See Ha. p. 85. The Latin text is reprinted from the 2nd and 4th

editions
;
in the words already mentioned, in the first column, it has

“ iis,” like the 2nd edition, but “ recte ” and “ moderate ” like the 4th.

At the end, after the date m.d. xxiii, is added, “Anno autem d. m.d.

lxxxviiii. Iacobus Chinig Germanus, tabulas hasce ad hseredibus Alberti

Durerii sere
|

proprio emptas iterum Yenetiis diuulgandas curauit.
|

Kinig Germanus.” The first two sheets have no signatures, the others

have Roman capitals from C to H.

[Size of sheet, 480 x 2-350.] Fair impression, well preserved, with margin. White
paper. Watermark, a shield of irregular shape, with initials S C, surmounted by a
trefoil.

Purchased from Mr. Evans, 1864.

145d. THE GREAT TRIUMPHAL CAR. B. 139. H. 1912. R. 247.

Trial-proof.

This is a trial-proof, hand-printed by friction, of so much of the first

Z 2
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block as contains the figure of Maximilian (to the knees), the cushion, the
head at the back of his throne, and the figure of Victory, with a small
part of her wings and part of the wreath over her head. The outlines are
quite irregular and the rest of the block has not been inked. Every
detail of the two figures comes out with extreme clearness. Such a trial-

proof is, so far as I am aware, unique among xvi century woodcuts.

[Size of sheet, 170 x 114.] Ropr. in this Catalogue.
Collections: Durazzo (sale, 1872, lot 1919), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
Durer’s first sketch for the great Triumphal Car is in the Diirer MS. in the Royal

Library at Dresden. In this the Emperor sits alone. The second and better-known
sketch dates, according to Thausing, from about 1514-15, but it carries out the
Emperor’s instructions of 1512. It is a pen-and-ink drawing, now in the Albertina (see
Thausing, “ Diirer,” E.T. ii, 137 ; Vienna Jahrbuch, iv, pt. 2, Reg. 3040; Schonbrunner
and Meder, no. 401). In this design the horses have riders, there are none of the
allegorical female figures, and the Emperor, instead of sitting alone on the car, is

accompanied by the same members of his family as appear in the pedigree on the
Triumphal Arch, viz. Mary of Burgundy, the Archduchess Margaret, Philip and
Joanna, and their two sons and four daughters. The car is less loaded with symbolical
details. The second design, a pen-drawing dated 1518, tinted with water-colour, is

also in the Albertina (see Vienna Jahrbuch, iv, pt. 2, Reg. 3041 ; Schonbrunner and
Meder, nos. 221-228). In this design the Archduchess Margaret is placed by the side
of her mother, the other members of the family occupying the same position as before.
All the allegorical figures and symbols invented by Pirkheimer have been introduced,
and the drawing, except as regards the imperial family, differs only in a few
unimportant details from the woodcut as finally carried out. Maximilian ordered this
design in a letter to Pirkheimer of 5 February, 1518 ; he acknowledged its receipt on
March 29th.

This car was originally intended to form part of the Triumph of Maximilian, but
appeared in 1522 as a separate work. I suspect that Springinklee had some share in
transferring the design to the block. A wall-painting, copied from the woodcut, was
carried out in the Town Hall at Nuremberg.

146. PORTRAIT OF ULRICH VARNBULER. 1522.

B. 155. H. 1952. R. 248.
[430 x 323.] Good impression, though not before the crack ; well preserved, but a

little retouched
; very narrow margin. Watermark, Ha. 40. (?)

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

146a. PORTRAIT OF ULRICH VARNBtlLER. 1522.

B. 155. H. 1952. R. 248.
[431 X 327.] Fair, later impression; the crack is more visible and the 1. eye is

damaged. Margin [8 mm.] at bottom only ; on this is printed, “ Men vintse te coope by
Hendrick Hondius Plaet&nijder in ’s Gravenhage.” Watermark, heraldic, as described
by Ha. p. 88.

In the inventory of 1837.

146b. PORTRAIT OF ULRICH VARNBULER. 1522.

^ .
B. 155. H. 1952. R. 248.

Chiaroscuro.

[433 x 328.] Fair impression, printed in dull yellow and dark green from two
tone-blocks, the white lights being cut out of the yellow block. A piece of the paper
has been lost and replaced in facsimile in the r. upper corner. The restorer has
omitted the contraction mark over Z C. Watermark, an oval with curved lines across
it. The margin has been almost entirely cut away, but the tops of the letters of the
inscription are left

; the latter should read, “ Ghedruckt t ’Amsterdam by Willem
Janssen in de vergulde Sonnewyser.” These impressions in chiaroscuro date from
about 1620.

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1857.
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Varnbiiler, a learned friend of Pirkheimer and Erasmus, became Protonotary of the
Supreme Court of the Empire in 1507 and Chancellor of the same court in 1531
(Thaueing, “ Diirer,” E.T. ii, 258). The drawing for this woodcut is in the Albertina

;

it is of the same size, but in reverse (Ephrussi, p. 325 ; Schonbrunner and Meder,
no. 269).

147.

DURER’S ARMS. 1523. B. 160. H. 1938. R. 249.

[338 X 258.] A good impression, but cut within the border on all sides. Yellowish
paper ; no watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
Perfect impressions of this woodcut are very rare. An inferior and damaged

impression, but with its border-line intact [360 X 264], is placed among the duplicates.

A slight sketch of the arms in charcoal is in the British Museum (Lippmann 264).
The composition is reversed in the woodcut.

148.

THE LAST SUPPER. 1523. B. 53. H. 1622. R. 250.

[213 X 300.] Fine impression, with wide margin [16-33] ; the paper is slightly

stained, and a crease, which existed at the time of printing, has a disfiguring effect.

Watermark, Ha. 21.

Collections : Roller (F. 549), Mitchell.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

148a. THE LAST SUPPER. 1523. B. 53. II. 1622. R. 250.

[212 x 298.] Another good impression, cut to border-line. Watermark, Ha. 31.

In the inventory of 1 837.

148b. THE LAST SUPPER, 1523. B. 53 A. H. 1623.

Copy.

The copy has five strokes instead of four in the horizontal line starting from the
centre of the dish. The cutting is inferior throughout.

[210 X 292.] Good impression, cut to border-line. Watermark, Ha. 48.

In the inventory of 1837.

A number of drawings, dated 1521-23, in various collections (Berlin, Florence,
Frankfort, etc.), suggest that Diirer contemplated the issue of yet another Passion, in
oblong shape, about that time. This subject only, however, was carried out as a
woodcut. A drawing of the same date, resembling this print in size, proportions, and
style, but differing much from it in detail, is in the Albertina (Schonbrunner and
Meder, no. 579).

149.

THE TAPESTRY AT MICHELFELD. 1524.

B. app. 34. H. 2059. R.—A 47.

On three sheets. (1.) The wheel of fortune is being turned by Time
(a woman) and a fox, emblem of craftiness. The nobler birds, eagle and
falcon, are at the bottom of the wheel, the ignoble kinds, jay, magpie, and
pheasant, at the top

;
the magpie (Agerlaster = Elster) is king. A

peacock, emblem of pride, struts before the wheel. To r. is a group
consisting of a knight in armour, an ecclesiastic, a scholar, a smith, and a
peasant with a flail. All these are watching the scene displayed on the
second sheet. Over their heads is a scroll with the following inscription

cut in Gothic letters

:

“ Betrugnus biss vnns nit zu gfer

Die Frongkhait schlefft ein lang zeit her.

Erwacht sy, es wurt dir zu schwer.”
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(2.) To r. Fraud (betrugnus) is seated on a throne, with the simple
babe, Piety (Frukait = Frongkhait = Frommigkeit), asleep in a cradle at
his feet. Fraud holds a rod in his r. hand and in his 1. hand the end of a
long scroll, which bears the inscription

:

“Mit list meiner behenndikait : Hab ich bracht die Gerechtigkaitt

:

Mitsambt der Vernufft vnnd Warhait: zu meiner Vntherthenigkaitt.”
Under this scroll are three women sitting in the stocks. These are
Justice (Gerechtigkait), with both hands bound to a staff, Truth (Warhait),
with a padlock on her lips, and Reason (Verniifft), with her hands secured
to the stocks by a bar.

(3.) A schoolmaster and a priest are turning towards Fraud, whom
they address as follows :

“ Herr ewr rede die hor wir gern.
In ewer Schull beger wir zlern.”

The priest is glancing back over his shoulder at the last figure, a long-
robed man with flaming eyes, who stands for Eternal Providence (“Ich
bin die ewig fursehung ”) and has a scroll over his head with these words :

“ Ein yetlich sach gat aus die nit wider eingat
In den vrsprung von dem sy geflossn ist.”

[(1) 135 x 308, (2) 135 X 304, (3) 133 x 248.] Good impressions, but with false
margins added; the dimensions given are those of the original paper, so far as it
extends. White paper, without watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
According to an inscription attached to the middle sheet in some impressions (e.q.

at Bamberg and Nuremberg, see Heller, p. 784), this woodcut professes to represent a
piece of tapestry a hundred years old, discovered at Sehloss Michelfeld on the Rhine
at mid-Lent, 1524; the picture shows, we read, what men of old times thought of
villainies that are now matters of daily occurrence. Whether there is any truth in this
story of Michelfeld or not, the woodcut is obviously a satirical print alluding to the
social disorders of the artist’s own time.

Bartsch and Heller placed this woodcut among the doubtful works of Differ

;

Passavant and Retberg attribute it to H. S. Beham
; the latter attribution is rejected

by Dr. Pauli, the author of the latest and most authoritative catalogue of Beham’s
works. 1 I believe myself that it reproduces, at least, a sketch of Differ’s, though it may
not have been drawn by Differ himself upon the block. In the first sheet the drawing
is so thoroughly in Differ’s manner that, if it stood alone, I should see no difficulty in
regarding it as authentic in every sense ; I cannot say the same, however, of the other
sheets, and yet there is no reason to suppose that they were drawn by a different hand.
Even in the third, and worst, sheet the schoolmaster reminds one strongly of the woodcut
B. 133 ; he should also be compared with the man in fig. 61 of the “ Underweysung der
Messung ”

; the flaming eyes of Providence remind one, though distantly, of the
Apocalypse and the engraving of Justice (B. 79), but this peculiarity could easily be
imitated. The inscriptions, of course, imitate type, and not the artist’s autograph.
I cannot believe that any one but Differ drew the two groups on the first sheet ; for this
veason, and because a date can be assigned to it, I place the woodcut here in the
chronological series of Diirer’s works, and not merely in the following group of woodcuts
connected remotely, if at all, with Differ.

t THE ARMILLARY SPHERE. 1525. P. 202. R. 257.
(Reproduction.)

Lithograph by Retberg from the woodcut in the Strassburg Ptolemy of 1525
(see p. 265), which is attributed to Differ by Johann Tscherte in letters to Pirkheimer
of 22 November, 1525, and 5 February, 1526 (see Joh. Heumann, “ Documenta
Literaria,” Altdorf, 1758, pp. 279, 281). [265 X 265.]

Presented by F. Prestel, 1870.

1 “ H. S. Beham. Ein kritisches Yerzeichniss seiner Kupferstiche, u.s.w,,” Strass-
burg, 1901, p. 461, no. 1426.
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[150-153 .]

ILLUSTRATIONS TO THE WORK ON MEASUREMENT. 1525.

150.

AN ARTIST DRAWING A SEATED MAN. B. 146. H. 1917. R. 258.

[129 x 148.] A fair impression, with no text on the back ; not a proof.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The illustration occurs on sig. Q ij b of the 1525 edition, on sig. Q ib of the 1538

edition, of the “ Underweysung der Messung.”

151.

AN ARTIST DRAWING A LUTE. 1525. B. 147. H. 1919. R. 259.

[131 x 183.] Condition as above.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

The illustration occurs on sig. Q iij a of the 1525 edition, on sig. Q 2 a of the 1538
edition. There is a drawing of the apparatus, standing on a table as here, on fol. 131 of
the Diirer MS., Sloane 5229. The drawing is signed and dated 1515; Diirer has
written “ glas,” to show what the frame contains.

152.

AN ARTIST DRAWING A PITCHER. B. 148. H. 1921. R. 261.

[84 x 217.] A rather poor impression, on a leaf (Q 3) of the 1538 edition, with 13£
lines of text and the following woodcut below it. Watermark, Ha. 37.

Collections : Aylesford (F. 3), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

153.

AN ARTIST DRAWING FROM A FEMALE MODEL.
B. 149. H. 1922. R. 262.

[75 x 215.] Condition, etc., as above.
The last two woodcuts were doubtless made at the same time as the others, but

they [were first printed in the 1538 edition. Both blocks were then already
cracked.

154.

THE HOLY FAMILY. 1526. B. 98. H. 1804. R. 263.

[145 x 113.] A fine impression of the best of Diirer’s late woodcuts, and one of the
rarest of them all. Watermark, Ha. 34, larger than in Ha.’s reproduction.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

[155 ,
156 .]

ILLUSTRATIONS TO THE WORK ON FORTIFICATION. 1527.

155.

THE ARMS OF FERDINAND I, KING OF HUNGARY AND BOHEMIA
H. 2119. P. 210. R. 268.

On a large shield, quarterly, the arms of Bohemia (1, 4) and Hungary
(2, 3) ;

on an inescutcheon the arms of Austria, Burgundy (old and new),
Brabant, and Spain (Castile, Leon, Aragon, Sicily, and Granada)

; over all

a second inescutcheon with the eagle of Tyrol and lion of Flanders. The
large shield is surmounted by a royal crown and surrounded by the collar

of the Golden Fleece. The Fleece itself is cut on a separate block, and
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the link which connects it with the collar is on a third block. On eitherside of the Fleece is printed, with movable type, the title of the book •

“ Etliche vnderri
’ ' - ~

der Stett,

flecken.”
On the back of the page is the
“ Albrecht Durer.”

cht, zu befestigung
Schlosz, vnd

dedication to King Ferdinand, signed

[Size of page, as cut,

Watermark, a small dog, not Ha. 35.
In the inventory of 1837.

268 x 185; limits of design, 251 x 148.] Good impression.

156. THE SIEGE OF A FORTRESS. 1527. B. 137. H. 1903. R. 269.

a small* dogfnot Ha° S
'**3^ °f Wh°'e

’
226 * Good imPre88i»- Watermark,

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

™. D“rf speaks positively of the occurrence of this woodcut as an

n«mIte
10n

r'Lv
" 8 on though its connection wUh ?hat workTsnhmate I have seen but one copy that contains it, and have never heard of another“ “ purchased from Mr. Quaritch in 1897 a copy, formerlyTn the Rmima” un,tescnbed first edition of the book. This has “manat” for

iyi?n
Uat

’ ir
l^ coJ°Pkon ’

and contains an extra sheet with a list of errata which have

dog) as ik found “Mr'MW^b i‘
htts tIle 8ame watermark (a small

ordinary cools No
the

,

la?er doS (Ha. 35) which lours in

from a*differont copy oMt
al80

’ bythe watermark, from the first edition, and comes

APPENDIX TO DURER.

A.—Woodcuts after Drawings by Durer.

In addition to the woodcuts, described in the preceding section of theCatalogue, for which Diirer himself drew the designs upl the block acertain number of cuts exist which are based upon exUnt drawls by

S cSssed o?n
ngS WhlC

^
b
f
“ k“0Wn t0 haVe made

’
but which cannotbe dassed as Durer woodcuts in the full sense of the word, because thengs were not made for reproduction by wood-engraving at all andwere not transferred by Diirer to the block. Leaving °aside^s unauthen

cohtafa^the’wlJdcutlnd'1®“*“^i™jn
;
r,«lot’

s «>Py. says that the book ought to

dated 1527, and he only giy“es the’ colophon with “moult’
3 “““ ‘W° editi°nS
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ticated, certain numbers in the appendix of BnH-«eb T

t0 Sketches * Diirer
-
this consists of trUe

0;£g
1. The portrait of Eobanus Hessus, H. 2172 P 218 B 9(\7mg 3‘gned and dated 1526, in the British MuLum,' l ppmann%B

^W-

2. The Virgin and Child with St. Anne H IQ n T •

undisputed though signed and dated 1514,’ formerly in the^MR’ h'ncollectmn, Lippmann 78, now in the German^ Museum, Nurembe^
Graveur,” (

“ Der Deutsche P?intre-

Uprx SiS*o?
rS‘—i'r'SS 18U

'

/im\ V° tr ot dohami von Schwarzenbero- B 1^7
(1514) no longer extant.

15 ’ 157 * -Drawing

tss.t“ssr“s? iy «>;

H. 2172. P. 218. R. 267.

1. PORTRAIT OP EOBANUS HESSUS. 1526.

hat anSan^Thi
11

! tndToUsA til 1
L

* We
“lL* -We-brimmld

formed by a wall, which h
the wall is empty. No signature. Single border

P ’ P C® above

the back are printed three epigrams “Tn ™ lme
>

‘ verte.” On
mu

re
f°

huius ®tatis Apelle graphic” expressam’^hvL
Eobam

. .
Hessi sui ab Alberto

The text lias been slightly mutilated thoue-h the iL.*,. ^
nes ^exa?^er Brassicanus.

For a facsimile of both sides of the leaf made from^lS^
°n °ther side is *tact.

mtpTmT*’ 1879
’ p 78 ’

and

Ss
starap)

’ Mitehelb

&%£iht^±Te 1
]

f? s“ «» British
not showing the arms and hands, and the background £ m' -

alt
?
s only a bu3t

.

reproduction is faithful, though it lacto delifacv Th« / !?
other respects the

described as a broadside, but it is, in fact a leaf^ont nf
6
/

8 '” 1 bas generally been
Eobanus Hessus addressed to John Frederick Duke nf <2

a rare tbe EIe©y of
appeared m two editions, 1526 and 1527. The Berlin

Whl°h Seems to have
copy of the first edition,* containing the woodcut; an incomplete cop^wlouH^

gia
|

. .
Frid

^^um Dupem Saxoniae
|
Ele-

At the end of the elegy : « Impressum
8110 Kab3ndis Augusti

J m.d.xxvi ”
m.d.xxvi/’ Then V I

pus Anno
canus. Panzer, “Ann. Typ.” vii, 470 221

HeSSU8 and the eP i^rams of Brassi-

in
Herr^^ps^l^tejnische’ldtteraturdenkmhler d^x^u^d

116^
”?^ V ™n Loga

Vvo
a
n feSSW?“xMi

J
Ared’uced repro^

SSass'ji^ss
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the Hof- und Staatsbibliothek, Munich. I have never seen a copy of the 1527 edition,

but its existence may be inferred from the statements of Hausmann and Retberg. The
former (p. 90) calls tbe portrait a “ Titelblatt,” and says that it was published by
Peypus at Nuremberg in 1527. Retberg (no. 267), after describing two pages which
agree with those of the first edition, adds that there is a third page (recto of the second

leaf), which contains twenty lines of text and ends with the date m.d.xxvii. No other

impression of the woodcut, detached from the book as here, has been described. The
Albertina has a fine impression on vellum, perhaps a presentation copy, with the four

lines of verses below, but “ em ” instead of “ enim ” in 1. 3. The word “ verte ” is

omitted, for there is no text on the back. There is a coloured impression of the

woodcut, without text, at Nuremberg (Germ. Mus.). Hessus himself alludes to the

portrait of 1526. 1 The woodcut was used again in 1540 for a poem on the death of

Eobanus Hessus (see below).

Helius Eobanus Hessus (1488-1540), whose family name was probably Koch,
derived his Latin names from Sunday, the day of his birth, Eobanus, whose martyrdom
with St. Boniface is commemorated on June 5th, and Hesse, his native country. He
was connected chiefly with Erfurt, where he became professor of Latin in 1517, but he
resided from 1526 to 1533 at Nuremberg, where he obtained an appointment at the

new school founded by Melanchthon. He returned in 1533 to Erfurt, and moved in

1 536 to Marburg, where he died. He was a fluent writer of Latin verse, but a man of

no stability of character (L. Geiger, in “ Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie,” xii, 316).

f PORTRAIT OF EOBANUS HESSUS. H. 2172. P. 218. R. 267.

(Reproduction.)

Third edition.

Lithograph by Retberg, 1864 (Naumanris Archiv, xi, 66, 8), from the impression

lately in the Cornill d’Orville collection (sale-catalogue, 1900, no. 384). It has the

title quoted by Passavant, but with the lines differently divided, viz. . . . Poe-
|

. . .

domini
|

. . . Gigas. The second line is in Gothic type. This edition was published

at Zwickau in 1540. Another impression is at Berlin, and a third at Bamberg, with

a poem in italics, in two columns, under the woodcut. The address, “ Cygneae per

Volffgangum Meyerpeck,” is placed at the foot of the first column.

This impression of the lithograph was presented by Cornill d’Orville to Prestel, and
by him to the British Museum in 1870.

la. PORTRAIT OF EOBANUS HESSUS. II. 2172. P. 218. R. 267.

Copy, undescribed.

A copy in the same direction as the original, but wider. In place of

the wall, the background consists of a curtain or rug of thick material

draped in heavy folds over a rod or partition. In front of the poet

is a wide ledge at the bottom of the print, with a patch of shadow,

cross-hatched, just below his arm.

[140 X 113.] Late impression, the border broken in several places, the block

otherwise well preserved. Grey paper, without watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

B.—Woodcut Copies of Engravings by Durer.

1. COPIES OF THE VIRGIN ON THE CRESCENT, 1514 (B. 33), AND THE
LITTLE FORTUNE (B. 78).

Four woodcuts, in three different styles, and all from earlier books,

are combined on a quarto title-page, “ Drey christlich predig vom
|

Salue

1 Kammel, “Joachim Camerarius in Niirnberg,” Zittau, 1862, p. 15, quoted by

Thausing.
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regma,dem Eua
|
geliynndheyligen

|

schrift ge=
|

mess.” M.Ramminger,
Augsburg, c. 1525—30. (Author not ascertained.)

(1.) In the middle, under the title, a bad anonymous copy, in reverse
of the engraving B. 33 [88 X 66] ; a late impression from a damaged
block. The same woodcut is printed again on the back of the leaf
accompanied by Latin quotations relating to the Virgin Mary.

(2.) To 1. of this, a roughly cut copy, in reverse, of B. 78 ; over

iA^eavi\l
1

9rV
a

25]

rnamental design °f tW0 connected dolphins, ending

(3.) To r. a wild man leaning on a staff, facing 1. ; ornament of cherubs
heads and leaves above and below [122 X 25]. Uniform with the last incutting

;
nothing to do with Durer.

i U i,

At
-

the *°P a border designed for the side of a page, but herepaced horizontally; pattern of leaves with a goose in the middle, onblack ground [114 x 15]. Nothing to do with Durer.

From Helbing’s catalogue, xxxiii, 523 (Munich).
Purchased from Messrs. Grevel & Co

, 1900

“ nt “1,vf

b
?
tl

%,
i”feSSi0

?
of n0 (2) ocours on the la3t Page »f ‘he anonymous poem
VerSt° n ’’' Pri ',tC' 1 With the °f Ra

y
mm°,

Ung^

2. COPIES^ OF MELANCHOLY (B. 74), AND THE RAPE OF AMYMONE

the Hfm°°f
d
™w b0r

i-f
r “ fC?!' comPartments, cut on one block, surroundsthe title of “ New Formu =

|

lar, Teutsch, Allerlei
|
Schreibenn ” etc. ZuFranckenfurt, Bei Christian Egenolff, 1544

;
fol.

•

toP'compartment Diirer’s two compositions, both reversed and

ZtT °
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n °f d6tai1
’
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l combined into'asinglepictuie The sea-monster, carrying the nymph, swims from r. to. 1 ands rapidly approaching the shore on which Melancholy sits brooding with

t
8
Tv!
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6 ba*. CarrieS a scro11 inscribed with the word

tbftwo shores

1" ^ a shlp Sal S aWay down the channel between

The remaining subjects have nothing to do with Durer. In theupright panel to 1 of the title, Fortitude, or, rather, Strength, standing on

r a man
e

t th
a ,“7^ with her hands

5 in ‘he corresponding paneli. a man with ostrich plumes in his hat is climbing a ladder and has

anna^ntT
Ched ln sPi*e of the exertions of four persons typifying

to
P
his belt

P°
Tht

y
’l

dlSeaSe
’

"J
d death

’
who are PulIing roPes attachedto his belt. The lower compartment represents the leap of Marcus

,

Wh
V\
h t

i

ake
,

S plaCe Iu a densely crowded square with a Gothic

thS the
a
d
m th

m
backgl'0Un<l The^ of ^e faces in this scene suggestthat the draughtsman was a pupil or imitator of Sebald Beham

si0Si^ x 1650 Poor im-s-

Presented by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B., 1895.
y

I he woodcut has been described by T. Volbehr “Zwei „i y/ ,zu emem Holzschpitte,” Mitt, ausdem Germ.
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II —ANONYMOUS WOODCUTS OF THE SCHOOL OF
DURER.

This section includes the majority of the woodcuts which have
been attributed to Diirer, on insufficient evidence, by Bartsch (whether
in the body of his catalogue or in the appendix), Heller, and Passa-
vant. In cases where I have accepted the attribution of an unau-
thenticated cut to Diirer himself, a second impression has been in-

cluded in the present section for the sake of completeness, so far

as duplicates were available. Similarly, wherever I have seen good
cause to attribute to another artist a woodcut which has hitherto

passed under Durer’s name, the best impression has, usually, been
placed with the works of the master to whom it belongs, and a
duplicate, if the collection contains one, represents the subject in this

section. I have excluded, however, those subjects which are not
connected in any way with the school of Nuremberg.

The arrangement of this section is by subject; but instead of

placing first the subjects ascribed by Bartsch to Diirer, then those
which he relegated to the appendix, then those described only by
Passavant or Heller, I have combined all these groups—which stand
on much the same level as regards authenticity—into a single series.

OLD TESTAMENT.

1. THE TEMPTATION OF JOB. B. app. 2. H. 1963. P. 222.

Job sits on a bundle of straw, leaning his head on his 1. hand. His
wife, in the dress of a woman of Nuremberg, stands r., and the devil
stands behind Job, chastising him with a whip of two lashes

;
landscape

background.

[155 x 120.] Modern impression (Derschau, B 1), with Durer’s monogram inserted
in the r. upper corner.

Originally used in Ulrich Pinder’s “ Speculum Patientie,” Nuremberg, 1509 (B.M.),
where the impression is extiemely clear.

NEW TESTAMENT.

2. THE NATIVITY AND THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI.
B. app. 3. H. 1967. P. 173.

A frieze divided into two parts by the stem of a tree lopped of its

branches. To 1. the Nativity : St. Joseph advances from 1., holding a
lantern, and the shepherds enter from r, Tq r. the Adoration of the
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Sr.
8*' J°Seph StandS L b6hind the Virsi“> the three kin§s advance

th„ rfi??
2
rH} t

G00d '

j
a

-

!? ‘“P1
'638*0”. which has been out through the middle downthe stem of the tree, and joined again. Watermark, large high crown

’

Presented by W. Mitchtdi, Esq., 1895.
5

Various opinions have been expressed regarding the authorshiD of this wnodct

of
y
p“tr

,

reh

a

^r,'o
teS “A tblAu|bu‘^ arfetwho illuskatS the

more proLble opirnon that ’it was dSgne^b^Hans vo^TuTl^Xo ”ho°se

<« <«> Ai 5 j&RaSirirsKte'sn;
another copy, a out [63 x 248] signed (Nagl. Mon. iii, no. 1449) in the r lower

placed with woodcuts by Wolf Traut). One might exnect fAtT*
the lmPres?lon

imitation of the Adoration of the Mao-i W t ifo
exp ct to a corresponding

2a. THE NATIVITY AND THE ADOKATION OF THE MAGI.
A very late impression from the original block

B ' “PP ' 3' H ' 1967 ' P ' 17S -

In the inventory of 1837.

2b. THE NATIVITY AND THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI
c°py by HI
Cut described above. Fragment of a calendar for 1518 fsheet 4ifi vr oq^i • . , .

red and black, worm-eaten, and otherwise damaged
L “ *» 416 x 295J’ Prmted in

Collections
I : W. Bell Scott (F. 489, black), Franks.

Presented by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B., 1895.

3. THE NATIVITY. 1511.
Part of P. 265.

reversed ^Cl ‘of tT h’ f* "T coraPosition afi the 1. side of no. 2, butersect. lo 1. or the broken column, near the middle thp Vi™;* i 1

adoring the infant Christ. St. Joseph advances from’ r with a lanternthe landscape r. the angel announces the Nativity to a kneeling

describes
,

J^-ndert,” p, 150 ,

Hirth-Muther, “ Meisterholzschnitte,” no. 113
“ b reproduced, as Hans Eeu, in
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shepherd. In the r. lower corner is the date 1511 (the 5 reversed). At
the other end, to 1. of the Virgin, the composition differs from that of the
other print. The gap in the wall, through which the shepherds were
entering, is partially blocked up, leaving a window through which two
shepherds outside, one seated, the other leaning on his staff, behold the
scene in the ruined building. On a hill behind them we see their flocks
of sheep and goats. The star shines immediately over the end of the wall.

[81 x 312.] Early impression, but soiled
; margin [2-3].

In the inventory of 1837.

J

4.

THE AGONY IN THE GARDEN, (r. half.) H. 1970. P. 225.

Christ kneels 1. with folded hands, looking up to r., where an angel
appears out of a cleft in the rock, offering him a chalice with a cross
rising from it

;
in the foreground r. St. Peter sits asleep, leaning back

;

his knife lies on the ground by his side. Single border, except on
1. side.

[296 x 223.] Fair impression, on old paper, without watermark.
Collections : G. Storck (Milan, 1804), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The I half of the composition, containing the two other sleeping apostles and the

armed men led by Judas, is on a separate block, of which the Museum has no impression.
The complete print at Dresden is attributed doubtfully to Burgkmair. That is certainly
a mistake ; but it is difficult to make any definite suggestion regarding the artist, or to
be sure that he belongs to the school of Dttrer. The drawing is vigorous and the
cutting effective, in a broad style, with much use of white line in the shadows. Date
perhaps about 1525-1535.

5.

THE CROWNING WITH THORNS. B. app. 4. H. 1971. P. 226.

Christ sits on a stone seat in a vaulted building, wearing the purple
robe. A man who kneels r. mockingly places the reed sceptre in his hand.
Three ruffians twist the crown of thorns about his head. In the fore-

ground the false monogram of Diirer has been stamped on.

[245 x 176.] Late impression (xvi cent.); watermark, an escutcheon and the
letters MM over a Gothic P.

The work seems to date from about 1500, and recalls, in a superficial way, some of
the early woodcuts of Diirer. Notice the costume of the kneeling man, the view of a
street through the open door, the round arch, and the decoration of the spandrels. But
the faces suggest rather the school of Strassburg. The Albertina possesses two
undescribed woodcuts by the same artist, the Flagellation, and Christ bearing the
Cross, fragments, probably, of a complete Passion series.

6.

CHRIST SHOWN TO THE PEOPLE. H. 1626. P. 174. R.—A 23.

Christ, seen nearly to the knees, stands in the middle with hands
crossed and tied at the wrists. Pilate to r., in a turban, grasps the
Saviour’s mantle with his 1. hand, while he holds out his r. hand with the
palm upwards. A villainous-looking gaoler stands 1. holding a rod and
scourge. Between his head and Christ’s r. shoulder the face of another
man, who wears a high fur cap, is indistinctly seen in deep shadow.
Behind this man is a round bulging pillar, supporting the roof of the
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judgment-hall, with a rope knotted round it. On the wall over Pilate’s
head is the date 1521.

[328 X 250.] Good impression, cut close to the border ; slightly stained
; Pilate’s

turban has been covered with white paint, traces of which remain. Watermark, Ha 81
In the inventory of 1837.
Undoubted rarity and an ill-founded attribution to Diirer have conspired to gain

tor this woodcut a reputation beyond its deserts. The name of Beham has recently
been suggested with some degree of plausibility, but Dr. Pauli has not accepted the
attribution. I he influence of DUrer is strongly marked in the countenance of Christ,
while other parts of the drawing are remote from his style. The original woodcut wasunknown to B., and H. describes it as if Pilate stood 1. and the gaoler r., while he
omits the date. Other impressions exist at Bamberg (on vellum, much stained and
damaged) and Coburg

; a fine example, bought at the sale of the .Cornill d’Orville
collection, May, 1900 (lot 284), for the Stuttgart Cabinet, has been reproduced twice,m lithography by Retberg (Naumann’s Archiv

,

v,‘ OON — J

Cornill catalogue.
xi, 265, 28), and in collotype in the

6a. CHRIST SHOWN TO THE PEOPLE. B. app. 5. H. 1627.

Copy.

The composition is reversed, the ceiling is not drawn, and the head
of the second gaoler is entirely hidden by Christ’s 1. shoulder. In the
r. upper corner is Diirer’s monogram in outline. The execution is
very poor.

[325 x 2o2.] Late impression in chiaroscuro, the tone-block being printed in a dull
green. Heraldic watermark.

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1877.
In Heller’s impression, at Bamberg, the tone-block is printed in brown.

t CHRIST ON THE CROSS, WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN. 1509.
(Reproduction.) H 19^3 p 22g

Photograph (reduced) of the impression [323 x 228] at Coburg. Other impressions
are at Bamberg (on vellum), Berlin, and Vienna (Albertina, early impression on vellum
coloured). An interesting early work of some pupil or contemporary of Diirer- somedetails are m the style of Traut. The drawing of the vines that grow out of vases in theornamental border, especially that on the r. side with a bird, closely resembles that on

fo™
W
M°^

CU
L°r

a gwe
-^
e

-

r’ R *96> The date is oddJy Placed, and might be mistaken
for a MS. addition, but it is an integral part of the woodcut, which probably belongs toa missal. An old pen-and-ink copy of the figures of the Virgin and St. John is in theSloane volume of drawings by Diirer and his school in this Dept. (Sloane 5218 112)

7. CHRIST ON THE CROSS, WITH THE VIRGIN AND
Copy.

ST. JOHN.
H. 1974.

The sun and moon, over the heads of the Virgin and St. John
tively, are not in the original cut. The execution is inferior.

P. 175.

respec-

Fairly good, old impression, without watermark
; damaged in 1. upper

[292 x 207.]
corner.

In the inventory of 1837.
Modern impressions of this block are in Derschau, D 4. This impression was taken

rn
e

-

b
p°C

i

k
ft

aS cracl
5
ed between the figure of St. John and the^ross. The crack

8 left arm is just visible. A sharp early impression of the original woodcutat Coburg bears the inscription, “Gedruckt durch Hans Guldenmund Rrieffmaler zuN uiemberg A. An impression in chiaroscuro (tone-block pink) at Hamburg has thesame inscription on the lower margin. ®
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8. CHRIST ON THE CROSS, WITH THREE ANGELS.
„ B. 5
kecond state.

H. 1643. R.—A 9.

Christ hangs on the cross with head bent to 1. An angel catches in
a chalice the blood dripping from his r. hand, and in another that which
flows from the wound in his side. A second angel r. catches the blood
from the 1. hand, and a third, with both wings spread, catches the blood
from the wounded feet. The lower portion of the design, including the
ground, the lower part of the cross, the drapery of the third angel, and his
1. hand, is cut on a separate piece of wood added to the original block.

[585 x 421.] Fair impression, after a crack in the block, which passes acrossChnst s r arm, the hair of the first angel, and the r. wing of the third. Another crack,
•

t
.

arra
’
grazing the shoulder of the second angel, and crossing the 1 wine of

the third, is less conspicuous. Watermark, Ha. 54. Margin T3-51
’

In the inventory of 1837.
L J

In the first state, of which impressions are preserved at Berlin, Bremen, Gotha,
Stuttgart, and Vienna (Albertina), the design is cut short at the foot of the first block,and the total height is 395 mm.

The woodcut may be founded on a drawing by DUrer, and the first two angels are

block
mUC^ m ^1S S^e

’
^ cann°t be supposed that he drew the whole upon the

8a. CHRIST ON THE CROSS, WITH THREE ANGELS.
a , . , . L . . .

B. 58. H. 1643. R.-A 9.
Second state. Another impression.

[518 x 418.] In this impression the defects of the block have been disguised by
retouching, and the paper has been stained a pale brown. Watermark, a dog (?), not

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
Neither of the above impressions, though old, contains the text mentioned by

HeHer. Modern impressions of the original, and of the copy, H. 1644, are in Derscliau,

8b. CHRIST ON THE CROSS, WITH THREE ANGELS. B. 58 A. H. 1645.

Copy.

A roughly cut copy, on a smaller scale, on two blocks, joined together
at half the height of the design. The wings of the third angel appear
mutilated. Over the Saviour’s head is inri, and over the 1. beam of the
cross the inscription, cut in the block :

“ Herr meinen Gayst beuilch 1 ich dir
Dein gnadig Angsicht wend zu mir
Durch dein bitter leyden vnd sterben
Lass mich inn kainer Siind verderben.”

[500 x 360.] Late impression. No watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.

SACRED SUBJECTS.
9., THE ALTAR. H. 2054. P. 268.

Seven subjects, partly copied from compositions of Diirer, are com-
bined in the form of an altarpiece, with a round-arched frame. At the

For “ befehl ” = “ empfehle.’
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top, under the arch, is the Trinity, from the woodcut B. 122. Then three
subjects in a row : the Lamentation for Christ

;
Christ as Man of Sorrows

with the Virgin and St. John, from the engraving B. 3 (in reverse) • the
Assumption of the Virgin, from the woodcut B. 94 (partly in reverse)
Ihen, in a second row, St. Christopher, St. Catherine, and angels ministering
to souls m purgatory. On a ledge in front of the supposed picture are two
kneeling figures, a male donor 1. with St. Barbara and a female donor r.
with St Catherine. Between them, two empty escutcheons : two others
are held by angels in the spandrels.

was much worn. Watermark, a
[342 x 271.] Late impression, after the block

fortified gate, not in Ha. (somewhat like Ha. 14).
Collection, Cornill d’Orville (blue stamp).
Purchased at the Cornill sale, May, 1900 (lot 407).
No early impressions of this woodcut appear to have survived, and even late ones

71??' ,

W
7S P™bably designed by Erhard Sol,on, but I am unable to attribute
blni ^ the authority of these indistinct impressions. He copied not onlyDurei, but Springinklee, and even earlier works of his own. The ornament of the frame

JhP^nT
“ Swtngmklee’8 taste, but the faces, especially in the Lamentation, andthe landscape in the St. Catherine, are suggestive of Schon’s style, about 1515.

10. THE LAST JUDGMENT. H . 2052. P. 267

Below, 1. the entrance to heaven, r. the jaws of hell. A scroll over
the former has the inscription, “ Cui9 vult miseretur a similar scroll over
the latter is inscribed, “Quern vult indurat.” Above the level of these
scroUs the three Persons of the Trinity are seen, as half-length figures,
alike in features, apparel, and gesture, emerging from clouds. Each raises
the r. hand in blessing and makes a gesture of reprobation with the 1.
hand. Double border.

P?°d impression, on the title-page of “Ein nutzharliches
|
buohlein, yon

Stnunh,
volzle'

1
'''“g ewjger fuisehuug, Wie das der wildly yatter .loan

|
nes von

VT ®f
prl,gt h

?
4 ' (b Pcyi,us' Nuremberg, 1517; I to. Muther 1173 and

Sf_
21
§-

t t s''.

ar® tlie w0rds
o
“ 15 Jesus. 17.

|
Dein bin ioh, mach michseli

?
. H. J. V. S. (Bruder Johaun von Staupitz.)

In the inventory of 1837.

o Q™
riie J^ribution to Hfns von Kulmbach, suggested by P., is probably right. The

naTilis

C
”1577

U8
J
d

.

m
T
tbe
wL^ifcm edition, “Libellus de Executive etera/predenti-

4+
151

I’ Td m J°^ H°itto u-'er, “ Vom Jiingsh n Tag ” N. Knorr, Nuremberg,
^ arg

,

e woodc
Y
t of the Last Judgment, in which the lower part of the

Str°^g,y
T

r
^
sei

f
bIes t ! e present cut, occurs in “ Brandt nburgische Halsz-genchtsordnung. J. Gutknecht, Nuremberg, 1516; fol. (See p. 426.)

11. TITLE-BORDER, WITH THE BAPTISM OF CHRIST.
B. app. 30. H. 1934. P.203. R.-A 43.

The border is composed of four blocks : 1, (top) three compartments—
(a) the angel chaining Satan, (b) St. John writing the Apocalypse, (c) theWhore of Babylon

; 2, (bottom) three compartments—(a) angel with
cross, crown, a,nd nails, (b) the baptism of Christ, (c) angel with spear
and reed

; 3, (1. side) Death with scythe and hour-glass standing on a vase
lull of bones

; 4, (r. side) men and women fleeing from the apparition.

on title-page of the book described by P. as f.

[256 X 172.
]

Fair impression,
atermark, small high crown.
Presented by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B., 1895.
An earlier impression (P. 203c) will be found attributed to Spvinginklee. A still

ri on ihaf.
P '

‘?Sb) LaB °“ lts
,

bac
,

k a woodcut certainly by Scliou, and the impression
is on that account necessarily placed among Sclion’s works.

2 A
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HOLY FAMILY.—THE VIRGIN.

12.

THE HOLY FAMILY. B. app. 12. H. 1994. P. 179. R —A 30.

The Child sits in the lap of St. Anne, giving his blessing to Mary,who kneels r. Joseph stands 1. farther back, holding his hat. Each
person has a nimbus of rays drawn across a background of horizontal lines.

[79 x 56.] Poor impression, soiled by constant use, taken from a book of hoursprinted m red and black
; 8^ lines of text are on the back of the cut, ending with thewords, Surrexit do

I
minus de sepulchro

:
qui g nobis pependit in I ligno alleluia.”Purchased at the De Paar sale, October, 185'4.

This woodcut appears to much greater advantage in fine impressions, which arevery rare. It is a delicate piece of work, by an artist approaching Diirer rather closelyFor the Virgin, compare the drawing Lippmann 272.
cioseiy.

13.

THE HOLY FAMILY.
H. 1987.

The same composition on a larger scale, with the addition of St.Joachim to r of St. Anne, and other variations. St. Anne is seated ona grassy bank with a front of boards; St. Joseph’s hands are clasped:
hrist is not blessing His mother. The background is white and the

nimbus, m all cases, round, not composed of rays.

[300 x 225.] Late impression from the black block only, without date or mono-gram on the stone. Watermark, imperial eagle
e °r mono

In the inventory of 1837.

10 H iqsTS .

b® r^ht.in
.,
de
f
cribl\g this block as a copy of that dated 1519, B. app.

10, H 1986, which P. attributes unhesitatingly to Diirer. In my opinion it is onlvanimitation of the little cut B. app. 12, or another woodcut from the same design Thebetter impressions of the copy itself are in chiaroscuro, with Diirer’s monogram on the
ZU NUrnbe^ d^b Hans Glaser Brieffmaler autf

14.

THE VIRGIN WITH THE CHILD IN SWADDLING CLOTHES.
Another impression, cut to the circle, of the

no. 123), and attributed to Diirer.
[Diam. 90.]
In the inventory of 1837.

H. 1808. P. 177. R.—A 60.
woodcut already described (p. 305,

15.

THE CORONATION OF THE VIRGIN.

The Virgin kneels, facing directly to the front, with her head slightly
inclined to r. Her hair falls evenly over both shoulders, her hands are
crossed on her bosom, her eyes downcast. God the Father r. and God theSon 1 hold a crown over her head. Each Person wears an imperial crown

;the Father, a venerable, long-bearded figure, holds a sceptre in his 1.

mfy 16 ®on
f

1 hand rests on an orb in his lap; his beard is short.he Dove floats oyer Mary s head. The background is empty, save forsome slight indications of clouds in the lower portion.

[195 x 163 ] A somewhat late impression in chiaroscuro, the tone-block printed

tr^, reddlf p

r

v
W

i

n
;

The border- line of the outline-block is broken in
P
many

a dnlT J2^

l

t B“ro“ndinS tbt
?
D^e has been coloured yellow (now turned

g t n), probably by aid of a stencil-plate, leaving out a white circle for the
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distinctly*
^ D°Ve ‘ °n the b&Ck the 8ame woodcut is Priated a second time, less

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

nnlJiW^°T
dCUt is U“de®

1

cribed
’ and very rare. An impression of the outline-block

The l!r angen
;
with the remark that the composition is from the Heller altarpiece.

an orit^l
b
w t H that b°wever, is superficial. The woodcut seems to be

R i?
rk of some Nuremberg artist, rather early, perhaps about 1510, and

cut of
ng than to Durer The draughtsman had probably seen Schau'elein’scut of the same subject in “ Speculum Passionis,” 1507.

10. ST. ARNOLPH.
SAINTS.

B. app. 23. H. 2034. P. 191.

A bishop with a triple nimbus, vested in mitre, amice, and chasuble,
stands three-quarters to r. holding a crozier in his 1. hand and giving the
benediction with his r.

[185 x 88.] A poor impression, damaged in parts
In the inventory of 1837.
A copy of the figure by Durer on the outer column 1. of the Triumphal Arch.

17. THE MARTYRDOM OF ST. CATHERINE.

St. Catherine in profile to 1., crowned, kneels in the foreground. One
of her executioners stands 1. near the broken wheel, under the fiery hail •

another is seen lying dead between St. Catherine and the wheel To
r. another executioner, with slashed sleeves, holds a sword in his r. hand
and lays his 1. hand on St. Catherine’s shoulder. A group of five men
stands farther back, the first of whom, wearing a turban, is meant,
apparently, for the tyrant Maximin or Maxentius. Single border.

“ ®

?

d
.

ln?Pre8S10» on the back of the title of the following work,Dme Catharine vir
|

guns per Petru Chalybem
|
heroica vifce descriptio,” etc. .F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 8 March, 1515. The printed title is surrounded by an architec-tural border in the shape of a portal with two dolphins above.*

7 arcmtec

Purchased from Mr. Lumley, 1853.
The martyrdom of St. Catherine should be compared with the Crucifixion in anotherbook printed by Peypus, Luther, “Von den guten Wercken,” 1520.

18. ST. CHRISTOPHER. B. app. 16. H. 2013. P. 181.

The samt advances towards the r., leaning on a pole which branches
at the top. The Child lays his I. hand on the saint’s head and his
r. toot on St. Christopher’s shoulder. The hermit, with a lantern, stands
on the shore r. Rushes grow in the 1. lower corner, and a shore with
low hills extends along the 1. side of the water. The moon shines near
the top of the pole.

[297 x 221.] Modern impression (Derschau).
Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1867.

betteSecT°i

r

n
k
th1 eariy^preslo^’

Whi°h h°WCTer
’^ a ”»*

* The same title was used in Petrus Lombardus,
F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 11 Feb. 1515.

Compendium Theologie,

2 a 2
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19. ST. CHRISTOPHER. B. 105. H. 1827. R.—A 10.

Second state.

The saint stands with body directed to the front, but head turned
upwards to r. He holds a pole in his r. hand and raises his 1. hand
to the level of the head of Christ, who sits astride on Christopher’s
shoulders, giving the benediction with the r. hand and holding an orb
in the 1. On the shore the hermit, with a lantern, stands in front of a
building surrounded by trees. The design was originally cut off at the
point where St. Christopher’s legs emerge from the surface of the water.
The continuation, showing his feet and the end of his mantle, was added
on a separate block. There is no signature.

[442 x 186.] Old impression, heavily inked, and indistinct in parts; the paper has
brown stains. Watermark, large eagle (shape indistinct).

In the inventory of 1 837.
An impression of the very rare tint state, before the addition of the feet, is at

Stuttgart; this second state is equally rare. The pen-and-ink drawing, tinted with
water-colour (431 x 189 mm.), which this woodcut reproduces in reverse, is in the
National Gallery at Budapest, and has been reproduced in the Albertina publication
of drawings, iv, 428. It is not there attributed to Diirer or his school, but a remark in
the text ascribes it to the same master as the large early St. Sebastian (P. 182). That
is an attribution which I cannot accept. The St. Christopher, though doubtless earlier
than 1525, is decidedly of the xvi century, and has nothing archaic about it, except in
the weakest part, the background with the hermit, whereas I believe the St. Sebastian
to date from about 1495 (see p. 268), and to be an early work of Diirer himself, who is
certainly not responsible for this St. Christopher.

19a. ST. CHRISTOPHER. B. 105. H. 1827. R.-A 10.

Third state.

Diirer’s monogram and the date 1525 have been added in the 1.

upper corner.

[449 x 186.] Better printed than the earlier impression. A slight crock extends
from top to bottom of the original block, near the middle ; it does not extend to the
additional piece. Watermark, eagle and crown.

Collections : Durazzo, Mitcheli.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

t ST. GEORGE. H. 2015. P. 250.
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of a round woodcut at Coburg [diam. 72]. An interesting work of the
school of Diirer, probably by Springinklee or Schon, perhaps rather the latter

; notice
the drawing of the grass on the round hillock 1.

20. ST. JEROME. H. 2016. P. 188. R.—A 63.

St. Jerome, with a nimbus of rays, kneels three-quarters to r., holding
his garment open with his 1. hand, while with the other he beats his breast
with a stone. His eyes are fixed on a crucifix placed in the hollow of a dead
tree r. His hat hangs from a bough of this tree, and his mantle is thrown
across another bough. The lion lies in the foreground r. A chapel with
an apse and buttresses stands on rising ground 1. behind the saint. Single
border.

[153 x 103.] Good early impression, with no text on the back, the paper some-
what stained. No watermark,

in the inventory of 1837.
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A puzzling woodcut., nearer, perhaps, to Wolf Traut than to any other artist of the
school whom I can name. It was used as an illustration in a number of books printed
by Hieronymus Holzel at Nuremberg, from 1511 (not 1507) onwards. P. describes the
editions inaccurately. Of the books which he numbers a and b, there are editions both
of 1507 and 1514 ; the woodcut only occurs in the latter. His e is the same work as c.
Of/, the British Museum possesses two editions, neither of which contains the woodcut.
I have not seen d. 1 can vouch for the accuracy of the following list, as far as it goes

;

it is doubtless incomplete :

—

a Apologia Sacre scripture. (At end) Anno Salutis . Millesimo quingentesimo
vndecimo . Die v’o xvj . Mensis Decembris. (B.M.)

Expositio misse do
|

mini Hugonis Car
|

dinalis ordiuis I Predicatoru. (At end)
. . . 15014. Die . xix . mensis May. (Ibid.) c—

7 Tractatus de horis
|
Canonicis dicedis pulcergimus:

|

A domino Alberto de
Ferra-

|

rijs vtriusqj Juris doctore
|
de Placentia editus. (At end) . . . 1514

Die . viij . Mensis Junij. (Ibid.)
5 Epistole Fracisci Philelphi equitis aurati (in red). 1514. (Munich, Hof- u

Staatsbibl.)

6 Same title (in black). 1517. (Ibid.)

C Confe»sionale cdpendiosum . . . patris Jacobi de Paradiso. (At end) 1520 . die .

xix Mensis Maij. = P. c. (B.M.) The impression of the cut here looks
very late.

In all these books the woodcut occurs on the verso of the first leaf, so that it has
the printed title on the back (recto of the leaf).

21.

ST. JEROME. B. 115. H. 1848. R.—A 12.

St. Jerome, with a round nimbus, kneels facing to 1., holding a stone
in his r. hand, before a crucifix which rests against the trunk of a large
tree. A. Bible lies open at the foot of the tree. There is a wooded
background, with a stag standing r. on a slight eminence. A mountain
stands out white in the distance against a dark sky, shaded horizontally.
Double border.

[Diam. 58.] A clear impression, somewhat worn, and cut irregularly within the
outer line of the border.

Collections : v. Nagler (F. 524), Berlin Museum (dupl. F. 329), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
A good cut, perhaps by Springinklee, but I can find no convincing proof that it is his.

21a. ST. JEROME. B. 115. H. 1848. R.—A 12.

[Diam. 59.] A blacker impression; the lines have thickened, and detail is lost.
The outer border-line is nearly intact. Well preserved, except one damaged spot near
the foot of the tree.

*

In the inventory of 1837.

22.

THE MARTYRDOM OF ST. LAURENCE. H. 2018. P. 244.

[240 X 161.] A poor impression.
In the inventory of 1837.
An early work of Baldung (q.v.).

23.

ST. SEBALD. B. app. 19. H. 2023. P. 184. R.—A 36.

[172 x 125.] Fair impression on yellowish (stained?) paper, on back of the title-
page ol Die hystori des lebes

: |

sterbens vud wumlerwerck des hey- I lio-en
Peichtigers vn grossen nothelffers Sant Se-

|
balds.” H. Holzel, Nuremberg, 1514 : Ito

Collections : Firmin-Didot (F. 21), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
Certainly by Springinklee (q.v.).
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24.

ST. SEBALD IN THE NICHE. 1518.

A a . . „ ,
B. app. 21. H. 2024. P.183. R.—A 37.

Attributed to Sprmgmklee (q.v.). This is a later impression.
In the inventory of 1837.

25.

SS. VALENTINE, STEPHEN, AND MAXIMILIAN.
B. 109. H. 2233. R—A 11.

The patron saints of Passau, with the arms of the diocese and of the
Bishop, Wigileus or Vigelinus Eroschl (1500-1516), from the Passau
Missal, printed by J. Gutknecht, Nuremberg, 1514. The woodcut bears,m the first state, the monogram of Wolf Traut

(
q.v .).

[252 x 186.] Late impression.
In the inventory of 1837.

ALLEGORICAL, MYTHOLOGICAL, AND SECULAR SUBJECTS.

26.

THE OPPRESSION OF THE COMMON PEOPLE
B. app. 33. H. 2061. P.276. R.—A 46. Pauli (Beham) 1425 hi.

An ass (Der arm gemein esel), symbolical of the common people, is
ridden by two oppressors, a prince (Tyran), who brandishes a spear and
holds a sceptre, and a Jewish usurer (Wucher), who is flaying the poor
beast alive. An open grave stands ready by its side. The ass has kicked
down Hypocrisy (Gleissnerey), represented as a monk with breviary in one
hand, money-bag in the other

; but Reason (Vernufft) holds a cloth before
its eyes to intercept its view of the Word of God. Justice (Gerechtikeyt),
who sits m the stocks, is wiping her eyes, and Religion stands by to
comfort her, holding a sword in her r. hand and the Bible (Wortt Gottes)
in her 1. hand. '

Watermark : eagle and crown.[165 x 390.] Late impression.
In the inventory of 1837.

. , w
ady editio£® °f

]
h
i
8 Reformation satire, with verses by Hans Sachs above and

below, were published by Hans Guldenmund in 1525 (Hamburg) and 1526 (BerlinCoburg, on vellum, coloured). The woodcut appears to much greater advantage inthese clear, early prints, and after seeing the impression at Coburg I was strongly
inclined to attribute the design to H. S. Beham, of whom the rider with the hat and
feathers especially reminded me. I was not then aware that this attribution had alreadybeen proposed by Dr. TV . Schmidt (Repertorium, xx, 479). Dr. Pauli does not accept
it. The engraved copy published by E. Kieser, 1617 (H. 2062), attributes the design
to Durer, and dates it 1522 (of this copy there is a later state, dated 1647) Thewoodcut m Derschau (B 10) is a late impression of a copy which Heller described bymistake as the original (see Schorn, quoted by P )

y

27.

THE TAPESTRY AT MICHELFELD.

riOK 001 _,

B- app. 34. H. 2059. P.275. R.-A 47. Pauli (Beham) 1426.
at
oL lmpr^l0n °f the w°odcut already attributed, with somehesitation, to Durer (p. 341, no. 149). Watermark, fortified gate (not Ha. 14).Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1867.

6 v ;

28.

THE JUDGMENT OF PARIS. B . 134. H. 1890. R.-A 5.

The sleeping Paris, in armour, reclines 1. against a bank near a
fountain. Mercury, an old man in a mantle, holds the apple in his r.
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hand, and touches Paris with his 1. hand to wake him. The three
goddesses stand r., and beyond them the horse of Paris is seen among the
trees. The background is heavily shaded with cross-hatching. Double
border.

[Diam. 57.] The outer border-line is almost entirely cut away; otherwise a good
impression of this rare woodcut, in which I caunot recognise with certainty the style of
any of Durer’s pupils.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq , 1895.

29. THE EMBRACE. B. 135. H. 1898. R.—A 16.

A landsknecht and a woman sit, clasped in one another’s arms, under
a large tree r. Another woman is indistinctly seen sitting near them,
and a second landsknecht stands in the foreground 1. A mountain appears
in the distance beyond the wood, and the sky is shaded with horizontal
lines. Double border.

fid

[D^ 56

A

^air imPression>
weH preserved, with margin [size of paper, cut square,

Oo X OoJ.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
Certainly by the same artist (Springinklee ?) as no. 21, St. Jerome, B. 115. I am

not sure that the Judgment of Paris is also his, in spite of the resemblance in externals.

30. A MOUNTED TURK. Naumann's Archiv
,
ix, 212.

A Turkish horseman, in profile, with long plumes in front of his
turban, holding a banner with crescent and star, is galloping to r. The
sky is white; the stump of a tree and several tall plants rise in the
foreground. Single border.

[113 x 76.] Fair impression
; the border-line is broken in two places at the top A

complete leaf [156 x 112] of yellowish paper, without watermark, from an octavo book •

no text on either side.
’

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This woodcut was introduced into the Durer literature by Cornill d’Orville who

bought an impression (Cornill sale, 1900, lot 442) as a Durer at a sale at Cologne.’ Howas inclined to regard it as an early work of the master himself. Like many other
rare woodcuts in the Cornill collection, attributed to Durer, it acquired a wholly un-
deserved reputation and was reproduced in lithography by Retberg, in 1864 {Naumann's
Arcluv, x i, 66, 14;. It is an illustration from one of the numerous books and pamphlets
on Turkish subjects which appeared towards 1530, but I have not yet found a clue to
its identification, though I suspect that the printer may have been Pevpus, and the
designer possibly Erhard Sclion.

’

31. THE PRINTING-PRESS. H 209& P. 286.

The press described (in type) as “Prelum Ascesianii,” and dated 1520,
fills the greater part of a narrow room, in which three men are working.
Single border.

[117 X 80.] Good impression, on the title-page of “Aetatum
|
Mundi Septem

supputatio, per Carolum Bouiilum
|
Samarobrinu,” etc. (Charles de Bouelles). Under

tne woodcut are the words “ Venundatur Iodoco Badio Ascensio ”
Purchased from Mr. Russell Smith, 1863.
This woodcut served as the printer’s mark of Josse or Jodocus Badius (d. 1535), a

native of Aasche, near Brussels, whose press was at Paris. The work is clearly not
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French, and the man standing in the background 1. is so much in Durer’ s style that
one is tempted to conjecture that Badius might have obtained the design from theGerman master during his visit to the Netherlands. The hypothesis, however is
entirely without confirmation. The woodcut is reproduced (inaccurately) by Silvestre“ Les Marques dTmprimeurs,” no. 468.

’

PORTRAITS.
32. ALBRECHT DURER. B. 156. H. 1953. R.-A 17.

Bust in profile to 1., with straight hair, cut short over the brow,
longer at the side, where it hides the ear completely, moustache and short
curly beard

;
white frilled collar and mantle of thick stuff, turned back

at the throat. In 1. upper corner, Durer’s arms; the background other-
wise quite empty. Thick single border-line. Inscription at top, “ Albrecht
Diirer Conterfeyt in seinem altter

|

Des Lvi. Jares.” Below, a poem in three
columns, each of eight lines, beginning, “Schaw an so du erkennen wilt I

Die ob abconterfeyt pilt
|

1st Albrecht Durer der beiumpt I Maler zu
Niirnberg hoch geplumbt,” etc., ending, “ Dieser kiinstreych man ist ges-
torben

|

Gleich sechs vnd fiinfftzig jare alt
|

Als man nach Christi gep
&
urt

zalt
|

Fiinfftzenhundert acht vnd zwentzig jar
|

Am sechsten des Aprilis
fiirwar.” Below the poem, in a single line, “ Getruckt durch Hans Glaser
BriefFmaler zu Niirnberg auff der Schmeltzhiicen.”

• w92 ^°od i
,

mPression »' the background has been coloured blue, the mantle
violet, and the colour has been partly effaced by washing; the head remained
uncoloured.

Purchased at the Hebich sale, Berlin, 23 Feb. 1885.
Retberg describes this woodcut quite correctly as a meritorious work of the school of

Durer, without artistic qualities, and certainly not by the master himself. It is import-
ant as the only portrait of Durer at the end of his life that we possess. It seems tohave been produced m order to meet the large demand for portraits of the famous
painter to which his death gave rise; the early editions have become rare. An earlier
impression than any here is the property of Stonyhurst College, Lancashire

32a. ALBRECHT DURER. B. 156. H. 1953. R.-A 17.

Later edition.

The last words of the heading read, “ ... in seinem alter
|

Des
LVI. Jares.” The verses at the foot arb printed in smaller type and
surrounded by an ornamental beaded moulding. In the last line
“ Mayen ” has been substituted for “ Aprilis.” The address reads “ Ge-
druckt zu Nurberg, bey Hans Wolff Glaser.”

[295 x 258.] Fair impression, a good deal later than the preceding. A slight
crack m the block starts Irora the border line under the l of lvi, and can be traced
across part of the head. Not coloured.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

32b. ALBRECHT DURER. II. 156. H. 1953. R.-A 17.

Later edition.

Heading as in 32a, but in different type. The verses begin with a
large initial S. The last line has “ Mayen.” Address, “Gedruckt zu
Nurnberg, bey Wolff Drechssel, Formschneider.”
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[296 x 260.] Fair impression. The crack has hardly advanced, but part of the
border-line is broken away to 1. of Diirer’s arms.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

32c. ALBRECHT DURER. B. 156. H. 1953. R.—A 17.

Later edition.

Durer’s monogram and the date 1527 have been inserted within the
open door of the arms.

[296 x 259.] Poor impression, without margin. Watermark, Ha. 41.
Sloane collection.

In the inventory of 1837.

32d. ALBRECHT DURER. B. 156. H. 1953. R.—A 17.

Later edition.

The shield containing Diirer’s arms, still with the monogram and date,
has been cut out of its original position in the corner and inserted
immediately in front of Diirer’s brow, so that his hair touches the r. side
of the shield. No border-line.

[192 x 178.] Poor impression, on crumpled paper, and cut down. Watermark an
eagle. ’

In the inventory of 1837.
This state has not been described.

32e. ALBRECHT DURER.
Copy.

TITLE-BORDERS AND ORNAMENTAL COMPOSITIONS.

33. THE PIRKHEIMER BORDER. H. 1936. P. 205. R. 200.

J. Kjy t » . ITAIbUU

See Springinklee, no 1.

33a. THE PIRKHEIMER BORDER.
[195 x 125.] Late impression, without text.
In the inventory of 1837.

H. 1936. P. 205. R. 200.

34. BORDER WITH AN ANGEL PLAYING THE LUTE.

Second state.
H. 1935. P. 204. R.—A 67.
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explanations written in black ink. The tree has been removed from the escutcheon at
tne root of the print, and the oval space which contained it remains emDtv.

In the inventory of 1837.
* J

The woodcut was used in 1526 as title-page to the work, “ Anzaygung etlicher
Irriger mengel,” etc. (not in the British Museum). If it could be proved that the border
was in existence some years before 1526, I should be inclined, in spite of certain
difficulties (e.g. the head of the angel), to attribute the design to Springinklee.

t BORDER WITH AN ANGEL PLAYING THE LUTE.
(Reproduction.) H. 1935. P. 204. R.—A 67.

Lithograph by Retberg, 1864 (Naumann’s Archiv, xi, 67, 19), showing the tree in
the shield and the printed title.

Presented by Retberg to F. Prestel, and by him to the British Museum, 1870.

t THE GARDENER P. 196 . R.-A 65.
(Reproduction.)

Lithograph by Retberg, 1864 (Naumann’s Archiv
,
xi, 66, 13), from the impression,

then believed to be unique, in the Cornill d’Orville collection [148 x 37].
Presented by Retberg to F. Prestel, and by him to the British Museum, 1870.

+ THE GARDENER. P. 196. E.-A 65.
(Reproduction.)

Collotype from the same impression; illustration to the Cornill sale-catalogue
Stuttgart, 1900, lot 362.

& ’

1 his interesting woodcut of the school of Diirer may be compared especially with the
vine-border of the Crucifixion dated 1509, H. 1973 (see p. 351). The gardener reminds
one also of the man crouching under the vase on which Death stands, in the 1. panel of
the border, B. app. 30 (see p. 353). The Cornill impression has been repeatedly described
as unique, but a second impression is preserved in the Hofbibliothek at Vienna, where
the woodcut is introduced as an ornamental panel between two columns of verse by

?VK?oN
nt

r
°? a broadside printed by Hieronymus Holzel, after the accession of Leo X

(1513). The large woodcut at the top of the broadside, described by Nagler (Mon. i

P’ 7^)’ i0 by Wolf Traut (g.v.'), but it is doubtful whether the Gardener is to be
attributed to the same artist.

f ORNAMENTAL LETTER S.

(Reproduction.)
Photomechanical reproduction of the original impression [348 X 246] in the

university library at Erlangen, published by the Diirer Society, 1900 (iii, 31). The
Berim Cabinet possesses another impression, slightly cut at the sides, from which a
reduced collotype was made in 1877 for J. E. Wesscly’s “ Das Ornament und . die
Kunstmtlustne,” etc., i, 48, no. 117. Wessely says that Schorn attributed the woodcut
to purer

;

1 he himself suggests the name of Urs Graf. In the text accompanying the
Durer Society s reproduction I suggested Flotner as the possible author

;
Dr. Carl'

Giehlow has reminded me since then of the claims of Hans Diirer, and I am inclined to
think that he is right. At any rate there can be little doubt that the woodcut should
be placed with the works of the school of Diirer.

35. THE COLUMN. B. 129. H. 1916. E.-A 14.

A naked satyr sits on the top of the capital, holding in both hands a
cord, on which bead and other ornaments are strung. The ends of the
cord hang down on either side of the column, and a wreath slung between

This attribution is not to be found among Schom’s supplementary notes to Heller,
based on the Nagler collection, which were published in the Kunstbldtt (supplement to
the Morgenblatt, Stuttgart and TUbingen) in 1830. Wessely perhaps records some
unpublished remark of Schorn’s.
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them carries a bunch of grapes. The capital is of a fanciful, pseudo-
Corinthian design, with roses on long stalks growing out of the curling
leaves. At the foot of the fluted shaft two winged harpies, with women’s
heads and bodies, long hair and lion’s feet, are bound to the column. Two
large ram’s horns project from the upper member of the base, which has a
large ram’s skull in front

;
three ram’s heads are attached to a lower

member
;
below this the base expands to a wide bulbous shape, and then

contracts, ending finally in the shape of a turnip, with leaves and roots
attached to it, which two plump angels or genii are lifting from the
ground. The whole work is cut on four blocks, without a border-line.

P®04 x 2270 Vei7 fine impression, without date or inscription
; watermark, a do^.

felightly damaged, but carefully repaired and mounted on linen. The satyr’s horns, the
r. half of the capital and some of the beads are gilded with gold leaf applied to a’ red
ground. No other portions are coloured.

In the inventory of 1837.
Complete impressions of the column are extremely rare. H. mentions one in the

Stadel Institute at Frankfort, and Schorn (Kunstblatt
, 1830, p. 108; describes two

impressions, with the date 1517, in the Nagler collection, now in the Berlin Cabinet
Another dated impression is in the Germauic Museum, Nuremberg. The finest undated
impressions, such as the present example, are earlier than those dated 1517.

The drawing, by some pupil of Durer (Springinklee ?), which served as the imme-
diate pattern for the woodcut, is preserved in the British Museum (Sloane 5218, 87-89)
with the exception of the fourth sheet, containing the base, which is missing It
formed part of the Sloane collection of Durer drawings, contained in a black leather
volume with binding dated 1637 and a Dutch inscription. The drawing is in pen-
and-ink outline, tinted with water-colour in six colours, pink, brown, yellow, green
blue, and violet, against a black background. The woodcut reproduces the drawing in
reverse, on the same scale and with very slight deviations in detail. These water-
colour drawings made in Diirer’s studio generally mark an intermediate sta«-e between
the master s first sketch in pen and ink or chalk and the finished work. They weremade especially as patterns to guide the draughtsman in transferring a design of
Durer s to the block, when this was not done by his own hand. Durer’s original sketch
ln

t j T86 not Preserved, but there is a similar column lifted by angels, with a
seabed satyr at the top, among the marginal decorations of the so-called “ Praver-book
of the Emperor Maximilian ” at Munich (no. 12 of Strixner’s lithographs).

HERALDRY.

36. THE ARMS OF THE EMPIRE AND OF NUREMBERG.

[^5 X 168.] A later impression, with no text on the back^ of the^^cut
attributed above (p. 337, no. 144) to Durer.

In the inventory of 1837.

36a. THE ARMS OF THE EMPIRE AND OF NUREMBERG.
* „ .

B. 162. H. 1!A modern impression (c. 1800 or later ?) on blue-grey paper.
Purchased from Mr. Durrell, 1848.

R.—A 20.

37. ARMS OF THE BEHAIM FAMILY.
-j-,. , , ,

B. app. 57. H. 2122. P.306.
First state, with the tiltmg-helm.

R.—A 58.

27x 107
\] PH impression, richly illuminated in water-colour, body-colour, andgokl

; the white-lead used for silver has turned a dark grey. The entire background
whether shaded or not, has been filled in with an opaque blue, with the exception of a
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small space between the legs of the wild man. The scroll below is left blank, but the
r. shield has been filled in with a blackamoor’s head, in profile to L, bound with a
scarlet riband tied at the back, on a gold fit-id. The illuminator has given the helm the
shape which was introduced on the block itself in the second state; the original shape
can only be seen indistinctly from the back of the impression, but the condition of the
wild man’s r. shoulder, distinctly visible through the transparent green tint, shows con-
clusively that this is an impression of the first state, which is much rarer than the
second. On the back is the following inscription, written by a xvi century hand in ink
which has faded to a pale brown : Raphael Beheim vnnd seiner Hausfrawen allerseliqen
Wappen. Sy war ein g^horne Buschin von Langersheim. Under this is written : seltener
l er Abdr: mit dem geschlossenen, hier auf d. Ruckseite d. Blattes erlctnnbaren Htlme
J. A. Boerner

,
1857.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq
, 1895.

It is difficult to form any opinion as to the authorship of this woodcut, since the
figure of the wild man is almost entirely hidden by the helm and shields. P. and R.
attributed it to H. S. Beham. Rosenberg, in his Beham catalogue, places it among
the doubtfn 1 woodcuts (no. 36), while Pauli rejects it (no. 1474). The decorative part
ot the design betrays a fairly skilful imitator of Diirer’s own style ; the partial shading
of the background with horizontal lines is also in Diirer’s maimer (cp . B. 159, 160), but
the drawing is not vigorous enough to be attributed to him

; the decoration seems rather
to be imitated from B. 159.

Biedermann, in his “ Geschlechterbuch der Niirnberger Patrizier,” gives the
following information about the member of the Behaim family to whom this impression
belonged. “Raphael Behaim zu Steinbach, geboren anno 1542 den 21 Jul., ward
Rittmeister zu Strassburg, erheyratete das Guth Steinbach, starb an. 1592 den 14 Jan
zu Nurnberg und hat 2 Schilde zu St. Sebald und St. Catharina. Gem. Beanicephora
Buschin, Hrn. Heinrich Buschens von Langersheim in Elsass und Frauen Anna Buschin
emer gebornen Hundin von Wenckheim Tochter.” Biedermann does not mention the
date of the wife’s death, which had already taken place when the MS. inscription
quoted above, was written. The painting of the woodcut must be later than 1560, at
any rate, and this proves that impressions of the first state of the woodcut were still in
use at that date.

37a. THE ARMS OF THE BEHAIM FAMILY.
B. app. 57. H. 2122. P. 306. R.—A 58.

Second state.

The original tilting-helm has been removed and one of later shape, with
a barred visor, inserted in its place on a separate piece of wood measuring
18 X 22 mm. *

[125 x 106.] Good impression, uncoloured, on old paper without watermark. The
r. shield was left blank on the wood-block, obviously with the intention of allowing any
male membtr of the family to use the impressions, probably as book-plates, with the
firms of his own wife inserted by hand in the vacant space, as was done by Raphael
Behaim in no. 37.

In the inventory of 1837.

38. THE ARMS OF THE FAMILY OF KRESS YON KRESSENSTEIN.
ronc _ „ ^ B. 161. H. 1941. R.—A 19.
[325 x 269.] Fair impression, not early

; indistinct and retouched on 1. side of
helm. Watermark, castle gate with letters m l below.

Collections : Bell Scott (F. 489), Mitchell.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
As R. observes, the date of the woodcut is undoubtedly later than that of Durer’s

death ; the Kress family did not use peacock’s feathers as part of their crest till 1530.
The man’s face in the crest is in Flotner’s manner.

t THE ARMS OF DON PERO LASSO. H. 2125. P. 216. R.—A 71.
(Reproduction.)

Lithograph by Retberg, 1864 ( Naumann's Archiv, xi, 66, 11), from the unique
original formerly in the Cornill d’Orville collection (sale-catalogue, May, 1900, no. 381).
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Presented by H. A. Cornill d’Orville to F. Prestel, aud by him to the British
Museum, 1870.

The design may be by Diirer, but it is not authenticated in any way.

t THE ARMS OF WILHELM LOFFELHOLTZ. P. 215. R.—A 70.

(Reproduction.)
Lithograph by Rotberg, 1863 (Naumann'$ Archie, x, 283, 2\ from the original

impression at Stuttgart.

Presented by Retberg to F. Prestel, and by him to the British Museum, 1870.
R. gives the height as 450 mm. instead of 405.

39.

THE BOOK-PLATE OF WILIBALD PIRKHEIMER.
B. app. 52. H. 2139. P. 212. R. 50.

[151 x 118.] A late impression of the woodcut already (p. 283, no. 25) attributed
to Diirer

In the inventory of 1837.

40.

THE ARMS OF THE POMER FAMILY.
B. app. 53. H. 2141. P. 315. R.—A 55.

[164 x 114.] Good impression, slightly damaged; no watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.
By H. S. Beham (q.v.), Pauli 1351. A book-plate. A reproduction with the heraldic

tinctures has been published in the Zeitschr. f. Biicherzeichen
,
vi, 78.

41.

THE BOOK-PLATE OF HECTOR POMER. B. 163. H. 2140. R.—A 21.

[296 x 196.] Good impression; watermark, Ha. 41.
In the inventory of 1837.
Designed by H. S. Beham (q.v.), Pauli 1352, and cut by R.A. (Andrea?), 1525

42.

THE ARMS OF SCHEURL AND TUCHER. H. 2146. P. 214 .

[298 x 204.] Good, old impression, in an undescribed state, with Durer’s monogram
inserted in r. lower coiner.

From the collection of book-plates bequeathed by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B. 1898
This belongs to a group of woodcuts which I attribute to Wolf Traut (q.v.).

’

42a. THE ARMS OF SCHEURL AND TUCHER. H. 2146. P. 214.

[296 X 204.] A later impression, without the monogram. Watermark, a small ea<He
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

° *

f THE ARMS OF SCHEURL AND FUTTERER. B. 164. H. 1943. R_A 22
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of an undescribed first state, in the collection of P. Gellatlv Esq of
Loughton, Essex, formerly in the Cornill d’Orville collection. The second large shield
r. contains the arms of Futterer

; the other arms are the same as in no. 43 The tablet
contains the following inscription, printed with type; “ mihi avtem adhe* I kerb deobonum eat

. |
Ch. Sch. D. nascitur xi No

|
uemb. mcccclxxxi.” There are no inscrin-

tions on the margin. F

Christoph Scheurl (1481-1542) married Kathaiina (1491-1543), daughter of Ulrich
Futterer and Ursula, by birth a Behaim, on 29 August, 1519.

That is, accordingly, the earliest possible date for this state, but the block mav be
still earlier, for the Futterer arms could have been inserted

; the limits of the heraldic
design do not extend to the edge of the escutcheon.
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43. THE ARMS OF SCHEURL AND ZINGEL. B. 164. H. 1943. R.—A 22.

Two escutcheons, with a panther rampant for Scheurl 1. and a winged
arrow for Zingel r., are placed under a helm surmounted by the Scheurl
panther crest. Under the escutcheons an angel holds a tablet prepared
to contain an inscription printed in movable type. The arms, crest, and
angel are enclosed in a quatrefoil, which is itself surrounded by a laurel
wreath tied in four places with ribands. Between the ribands and the
angles of the quatrefoil are placed four small escutcheons with the arms of
Scheurl 1. and (?) r., above, Tucher 1. and Pfinzing r., below.

[159 x 140 ; size of leaf 230 x 180.] Good, early impression, with Latin text
printed in italics. Watermark, small high crown, with star over the cross, not in Ha

In the inventory of 1837.
Albrecht Scheurl (1482-1531) married Anna Zingel on 3 Feb. 1523 (not 1513, as H.

and R. have it). 1523 is thus the earliest possible date for the insertion of the Zingel
arms. The earliest impressions, however, of this state of the block were publishedm commemoration of the death of Albrecht Scheurl, who died in captivity, in the
hands of brigands, in Bohemia, on 13 June, 1531. In the collection at Bamberg are two
early editions with text, in which the woodcut is printed on the 1. inner side of the
sheet (or second page when folded), while the r. side contains only printed text
(extending to the fourth page), eutitled, in one case, “ Epitaphium Alberti Scheurli ”

(by Sebaldus Heyden), in the other, “ Threnodia in morte Alberti Scheurlii.” Heller
describes the second of these (Threnodia) at length

; as the text below the woodcut on
our impression is quite different from that which he gives and the orthography
“ Scheurli,” not “ Scheurlii,” is adopted, it is probable that we have here an incomplete
copy of the first edition (Epitaphium).

Over the woodcut is printed, as in the other edition, “ Psal. xxvi
|
dominvs illumi-

natio mea . . . trepidabo?
|
Dum . . . infirmati

|
sunt ... cor meum.” Then at the

sides the dates of the birth of Scheurl s six children ; the date of Barbara’s birth has
been altered by hand from 5 to 19 April. In the tablet are four elegiac verses, printed
as prose : “ Qui bona pcipio a Dno, cur dura re

|
cusem? Ytraq| cu iustus det' q’,

adi-
|

mat' q’, Deus. Cuius ad arbitriu sem [per simul oia fiunt, Ille ferat toto
|
nomenm orbe sacrum.” The inscription under the woodcut reads: “Albertus Scheurlus

Christophori Scheurli ex Helena Tucherina alter filius, nascebatur xxvu. Nouem
|

bris
Anni mcccclxxxii. Ducebat uxorem Annam, D. Ioannis Zinglij Iurisconsulti, & Du-
cum

|

Palatinorum Consiliarij filiam uirginera . hi. Februarij . mdxxiii. Exquafilium
unicum Albertum, filias au

|

tern quinqj
,
Annam, Helenam, Vrsulam, Barbaram ac

Sybillam suscepit. Dum uero suis negotijs peregrinatus ope
|

ram daret, apud Hoff
oppidum Mai chionicum, in latrones Abspergianos incidit, vi. Octobris . mdxxx. per

|

quos,
fidem publieam, a Marchione Georgio interpoatam, nihil ueritos, uiolentissime in
Bohemiam abductus, princi

|
pi eius scelestissimm factionis, Iobanni Thomse Abspergio

in praedam traditur. Porro dum in uinculis inhumanissime
|
adseruatur, ac ob extor-

quendam pecuniam miserrimis modis adflictatur, tandem xiii. Iunij, impar tot malis
feren-

|

dis, ita uinctus in Domino diem suum obit. id'q| biduo post, quam Iohannes
Thomas Abspergus a Salmone Iudseo,

|

in hoc pacta, ut aiunt, pecunia conducto, in
Zedlitz trucidaretur. Nimirum ita hoc faciente Domino, ut hominem in-

|
nocentem

non prius ad se reciperet, quam scelestissimi sui tortoris iustam ultionem ipse
comperisset.”

The design is obviously not by Diirer. It may be by Traut, who designed a book-plate
(no. 42) for the elder Christoph Scheurl. The angel is somewhat in his manner, and there
is reason to think that the woodcut was produced before 1520, the date of Traut’s death.

43a. THE ARMS OF SCHEURL AND GEUDER.
B. 164. H. 1943. R.—A 22.

Later state.

The arms of Geuder have been substituted in the second large
escutcheon for those of Zingel. In the small escutcheons the Scheurl arms
alone remain as before

;
the other three now contain the arms of Tucher,

Futterer, and Behaim, inserted on new pieces of wood. The tablet is

empty, and there are no inscriptions.
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r
^15?C

X
,
*?9 ’•

®ize of leaf
» 170 x 1440 01d impression, on paper very similar to that

or no. 45, but without watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.
This state of the block is also described by H., who identifies the arms as those of

Christoph in von Scheurl, 1535-92, who married Sabina Geuder, 1537-1610, in 1560H. also describes later impressions in which the Scheurl and Geuder arms remain • but
the three smaH escutcheons are empty, while the tablet contains an inscription, “ Dominus
5™lt

’,,
etc-.in two lines- Tbe latest impressions of all were taken for Herr Cornill

d Orville, who possessed the block. He left it, with his collection of books illustratedby Durer and his school, to the Stadtbibliothek at Frankfurt-am-Main

t THE ARMS OF JOHANN SEGKER.
(Reproduction.) B. app. 56. H. 2148. P. 213. R.—A 57.

^tYtr^ ^ Retberg
’
1863 (Naumann'8 Archiv, x, 283, 3), from the impression at

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

44.

THE ARMS OF LAZARUS SPENGLER. B. app. 58. H. 2149. P. 324.
[134 x 90.] Poor impression. No watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.
By H. S. Beham (g.v.), Pauli 1353.

45.

THE ARMS OF JOHANN STABIUS. B. 165. H. 1944. R. 242.

.

Krst cut
>
with the name ioann stabivs at the foot of the shield and

inscription, flammevs ecce volat, etc., on a flat frame.

nhKl n0J ?
Iode

(
n '“presfion (1781), on yellowish paper. The words, « Tabulaab Alberto Durer ligno mcisa, etc., which should appear below, have been cut offBequeathed by Sir A. W. Franks, K.O.B., 1897

t Q^
hiS d6S

-

gn
i
?
ST

x

ainly by DUrer‘ Dr - W ‘ Schmidt i attributes it to Springinklee

+ i TL +r
mcll

.“f
d

,

t
.

0 ascribc t0 Traut; it may be compared, especially as regardsthe mantling, with his woodcut of the arms of John of Bavaria, administrator of thediocese of Ratisbon, 1512 Compare also the foliage on the brokdAde ^

by T^aut men!
*l°»

ed
.

1

°.n P; 36
f- Chmelarz observes that the title of Cmsar Augustus given toMaximihan m the inscription proves that the woodcut is not earlier than 1508 Itprobably dates from about 1512 the time at which Stabius entered into Se relationsb ?Hre

.

r ai
?
d °tber Nuremberg artists. No old impressions exist. The block is

1781 2 and 1880?
ImpeTml Llbrary at Vienna, and impressions were taken from it in

46.

THE ARMS OF JOHANN STABIUS. B. 166. H. 1945. R. 243.

Second cut, with the name stabivs over the crest, a laurel wreath to 1.ol the name, and a grooved frame without inscription.

editlono*ITShh^not socl^rby printed!
11
**6^ older than the

Bequeathed by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C B 1897
Tbbi d

“J?
n generally attributed to Durer himself,' though his authorship is not

' The draw*ng °f tbls woodcut is certainly much more spirited, and it if based

?h
sketchesby Durer, which are preserved in vol. ii of the Diirer MSS inthe British Museum (Sloane 5229, nos. 63-65). The drawing numbered 63 is a slightcharcoal sketch of a single-headed eagle, with the head facing to r. It is on a thick,

1 Chron’ik fur vercielfaHigende Kunst
, 1891, iv, 13

der
W°TOn SiCh die ^-'P^on *«f

the

J

tw“ut“tla"u pp^otsw^^’ *T’ ** The d““ °f
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yellowish paper, with bull’s-head watermark, quite unlike that used for the other
sketches, and it is not certain that the eagle is connected with the arms of Stabius.
The other drawings, however, which are on very thin, white paper, are undoubtedly
connected with the woodcut. No. 64 contains separate sketches of a palm-tree and a
single branch of laurel, drawn with the pen in bistre, accompanied by the words
Palm and lorper in Durer’s writing. On no. 65 r. we see a slight chalk sketch for
the whole. device, as it appears in the r. upper coiner of the woodcut, in the same
direction, i.e. with the palm-tree on the 1. side. No. 65 v. contains an outline sketch of
the round wreath of bay tied with a riband, the bay-leaves being indicated on the
1. side only ; also two separate sketches, one in chalk, one in bistre, of bay-leaves
curved into the shape which they would take in the wreath.

As in the case of no. 45, no old impressions exist, and new impressions were taken
in 1781 and 1886.

40a. THE ARMS OF JOHANN STABIUS. B. 166. H. 1945. R. 243.

Another impression.

The edition of 1781, on yellowish paper. Under the woodcut is the printed inscrip-
tion, “ Tabula ab Alberto Durer ligno incisa, quse in Augustissima Bibliotheca Caes.
Vindobonensi asservatur. m.dcc.lxxxi.”

Bequeathed by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B., 1897.
There is a third block of the arms of Stabius, of which two impressions are known

to exist, in the Berlin and Munich Cabinets. It was described and reproduced for
the first time in the Zeitschr. f. Biicherzeichen, 1895, v, 8, where it was attributed, on
the authority of Dr. Lippmann, to Durer. A protest was raised against this attribution
in a later number of the same periodical (v, 33) by E. Doepler. I agree with him in
thinking that the authorship of Durer is out of the question.

47. THE ARMS OF LORENZ STAIBER. B. 168. H. 1946. R. 241.

[387 X 317.] A poor impression, from the worn block. Watermark, an escutcheon
with a pile and the letters h s.

In the inventory of 1837.
A duplicate of Durer, no. 142 (q.v.).
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III.—HANS SPRINGINKLEE.
Hans Springinklee, draughtsman and illuminator; pupil of

1612-1522.*
ll0USe ^ ^ ^ NuremberS; worked about

Authorities :

—

Neudorfer “Nachri^tenvon Kunstlern und Werkleuten in Niim-

Bartsch, P.G. vii, 323.
Passavant, P G. iii, 239.
Nagler, K.L. xvii, 184; Mon. iii, 643, no. 1541.
Putsch, “ Biicher-Ornamentik,” i, 28, 65
Muther, “ Bucher-Illustration,” i, 177 .W Schmidt in Chronik fur vervielfaltigende Kunst, iv, 9, Wien1891, and Repertonum

,
xvi, 308, xvii, 39.

’ * ’

No existing catalogue of Springinklee’s woodcuts is even approxi-mateiy compiete, and none has been attempted since recent criticismhas made it possible m a measure to disentangle the work of indi-vidual pupils of Durer from the mass of woodcuts attributed byvarious authors to the master himself. Springinklee contributed
argely, both as Durer’s assistant and as an independent designer tothe execution of the Triumphal Procession and Triumphal Arch ofMaximilian; he was also associated with Durer in producing a seriesof mathematical and astronomical diagrams for Stabius, the majoritywhich are only extant m modern impressions (1781) from the

SprLgiSeedMtoor Start?
lesiroD8 and handbooks, that

who wrote (“Hist. Nachr” p. 190) Hanns °Sl
7 than ^°PPelmayr (1730),

Snaps MiS'A'.ssisfc:
woodcuts, however, are dated 1520 and 1521^ None o/hi?^,

11

^
m 1539. These very

than 1522, and I have found no illustr«tilr,‘« Zi-
f
T?- T°^uts bear a later date

the year 1523, with theexLp^ the first time after
illustrations in the Vulgate printed by Peypus in 153^

’ “S !u°
Sets of

far as Paralipomenon II are new. They are
P
freelv comVrl n

thS e(
V,
tl0n al

1

1 tbe cuts as
from the cycle of illustrations us^d at Lyons 1518 S ’h

a SCale
E48 * 57J>

be by Springinklee, the rest by Schon. FromEsdrls I ’totte n,f

G
^ ® to

cuts are used again, with the execution nf h-
8 1 to ?be end of the O.T. the old

three new cuts in the Minor Prophets ThesI arA lfJ^
8

•
m Major ProPhets and

some signs of wear, andTSmffie ttat^^ The blocks show

SStt G
Al.Te othVm^t^MissarcsSS-at:
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blocks preserved at Yienna. In addition to these groups and a

number of single woodcuts, much of Springinklee’s work is to be
found in illustrations produced about 1515-1522 for the publishing

firm of Koberger, whose books at that time were printed partly at

Nuremberg by J. Stiichs and F. Peypus, partly at Lyons by Clein,

Sacon, and Marion.

Springinklee’s woodcuts vary greatly in merit, according to the

amount of care bestowed on them. His handiwork is often only to

be recognised by some mannerism in drawing, by the use of some
favourite ornament, or, in landscape, by the characteristic handling of

foliage
;
as a rule, he is at his best when most directly inspired by

Durer.

In the following catalogue, which does not aim at completeness,

except in so far as Springinklee’s work is represented in the British

Museum either by original woodcuts or reproductions, a chronological

order has been attempted. The strict historical sequence, however,

has occasionally been interrupted for the sake of convenience in

grouping subjects. The only woodcuts of much importance not

included in the catalogue are Aaron (Nagl. Mon. iii, 646, 9) and the

Apostles (ibid. 6).

The woodcuts fall into the following groups :

—

i. 1512-1515 (nos. 1-3).

Various early woodcuts.

ii. 1515-1518 (nos. 4-52, with nos. 1, 2 of the books).

The two series of illustrations to the Hortulus Animae, and single woodcuts
of the year 1518.

iii. 1515-1519 (nos. 53-78, with nos. 4-6 of the books).

Subjects connected with the Emperor Maximilian.

iv. 1519-1522 (3?) (nos. 79-84, with no. 3 of the books).

Single woodcuts, illustrations, and title-pages.

v. Copies and doubtful subjects (nos. 85-89).

BOOKS ILLUSTRATED BY SPRINGINKLEE.

A.—In the Department of Prints and Drawings.

1. [HORTULUS.] Hortulus anime. Printed for J. Koberger by
J. Clein, Lyons, 18 May, 1517; 8vo. (Muther 1140.)
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Imperfect, wanting sig. + a, + b i, ii, and fol. cxviii. 1

I rom the collection of Franz, Graf von Kesselstatt.
Purchased from Mr. Evans, 1850.
Sixty-three of the illustrations are by Erhard Schon. Of the remainder six areFrench woodcuts, from the edition printed by J. Clein in 1513, while twelve are bvS£he,

i

a
i /'Pea K

edwT the edition printed for J ' Koberger by J. Clein, Lyons
7
,

V
•’ 1516, ln which they were used for the first time.

^

lhe subjects are the following :

—

(1) Fol. xli r. The Man of Sorrows, standing with hands unraised before the

Tv,r
" S

pf - ,

No Si

?
na^re- t58 x ^ = > 516

- fol xxxvrv.
16 the

signature
L
rssv 481 ?'!

the Cr089
.
between the Virgin and St. John. Nosignature. [08 x 48] = 1516, fol. xxi r. and xli v.

XI.TI r.

F01 ' U V' St Gresory and the AnSel of st- Matthew [58 x 48] = 1516, fol.

(4) Fol. ltoi v. St- Jerome and the Lion of St. Mark [58 x 48] = 1516. fol. li v.
(5) „ nxivr. St Ambrose and the Ox of St. Luke [58 X 48] = 1516, fol lvi r

fol.ixxr”
T’ St Augustme and the Eagle of St. John [58 x 48] = 1516,

r„a|tssv;e.as>,.atss,k. sa- ™ *

i a
* ° i

C3PX r> Blasius ' three-quarters to r., with taper in 1. hand crozier in r •

landscape background [58 x 48] = 1516, fol. cxiv r.
’ ’

ern£rS T
'a

SJ-Enwnins, three-quarters to 1., walking and reading a book-i o
h UDdCT hlS

i:
a™ ; landscaPe background [58 x 48] = 1516, fol. cxvi r

__ P
xx

f
vra v fet. Dionysius, carrying his mitred head on a large bookcrozier under his 1. arm

; landscape background [58 x 48] = 1516, fol. cxx r.

g

l1
' uV’ St.Nicholas, facing to the front, holding crozier in r handsupporting the three balls on a book with 1. hand, which is hidden by the cone

fol.^xx^r
background

’ Wlth hllls across a lak« or wide river [58 x 48] = 1516,

fol ^clii v
01 CLXXVn r ‘ A priest hearing tke confession of a penitent [59 x 49] = 1516,

CLxiv^r
F01 * CXC r ^ priest £iving the Host to a communicant [58 x 48] = 1516, fol.

Thnsp^rp
0mTe

?
tal bnrders to every Pa£e >

two of which bear the date 1516.adeP®n
.

de°t compositions entirely in the same style as the larger borders

2. [HORTULUS.] Hortulus anime. Printed for J. Koberger by
F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 29 March, 1519; 8vo. (Muther 1174.)

3

Imperfect, wanting the last five leaves.
Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1870.

wnndilu
6
f
°f th

.n
illu

,
8'r

.

ations
,

are by Erhard Schon. Of the remainder, five are French
an.

6 eddl
?
n Prmted by J. Clein, Lyons, 1513, while fifty-three are by

J
P
Clem atLv0T^

h
151 fi

be
vf .

t
.

w0
„
sets

;

nineteen are from the edition printed byJ. Llem at Lyons, 1516, while thirty-four are from the new set first used in two editionspunted by F. Peypus for J. Koberger, Nuremberg, 8 May and 12 Dec. 1518. Some ofthe cuts in this copy are partially tinted yellow.
The subjects are the following :

—

Dec.) sig
,g

+ Vv,
V’ (faCmg foL The Anuunciation (B. 3) [119 x 82] = 1518 (12

(3) Fol. xix r. = 1 (2).

(4) „ xxi v. The Lamentation for Christ [88 X 68] = 1516, fol. xxiv r.

1 This edition is very rare. There is a perfect copy in the Munich Library.

2 B 2
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(5) Fol. xxxii r. = 1 (1).

(6) „ xxxii v. The Mass of St. Gregory (B. 32) [119 X 79] = 1518, fol.

xxxv v.

(7) „ xxxyii y. St. Veronica [88 x 68] = 1516, fol xliii v.

(8) „ xxxix v. Christ on the Mount of Olives (B. 7) [119 x 80] = 1518, fol. xlii v.

(9) „ xl r. = 1 (3).

(10) „ xlv r. = 1 (4).

(11) „ xlix r. = 1 (5).

(12) „ liii r. = 1 (6).

(13) „ lvii v. David and Bathsheba (B. 2) [118 x 80] = 1518, fol. lxii r.

(14) „ lxxxv r. St. Michael (B. 36) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. xoi v.

(15) „ lxxxvi r. St. Roch (B. 37) [119 x 80] = 1518, fol. cxvn r.

(16) „ lxxxvii v. The Baptism of Christ (B. 33) [117 X 79] = 1518, fol. xcm v.

(17) „ lxxxviii v. St. Matthias (B. 20) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. xciv v.

(18) „ lxxxix v. St. Philip (B. 18) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. xcv v.

(19) „ xc r. St. James the Less (B. 22) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. xcvi v.

(20) „ xci r. St. Peter (B. 14) [119 x 80] = 1518, fol. xcvn r.

(21) „ xcn r. St. Paul (B. 25) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. xcvm r.

(22) „ xcm r. St. James the Greater (B. 16) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. xcix r.

(23) „ xcm v. St. Bartholomew (B. 19) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. c r.

(24) „ xciv v. St. Matthew (B. 24) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. c v.

(25) „ xcv r. St. Simon [88 x 68] = 1516, fol. cvh v.

(26) „ xcvi r. St. Jude (B. 23) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. cii r.

(27) „ xcvi v. St. Andrew (B. 15) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. cm r.

(28) „ cxvn v. St. Thomas (B. 21) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. cm v.

(29) „ c r. St. Sebastian (B. 38) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. cvi v.

(30) „ ci r. St. Blasius = 1 (8).

(31) „ cii r. St. George (B. 31) [119 x 81] = 1518, fol. cvm r.

(32) „ cm r. St. Erasmus = 1 (9).

(33) „ cm v. The Ten Thousand Martyrs [88 X 68] = 1516, fol. cxvn r.

(34) „ civ v. St. Christopher (B. 28) [119 x 81] = 1518, fol. cx v.

(35) „ cvi v. St. Dionysius = 1 (10).

(36) „ evil r. St. Stephen (B. 29) [119 x 81], 1518 set, but not in the edition of
12 Dec.

(37) „ cvm v. St. Anthony (B. 26) [119 X 80], 1518 set, but not in the edition
of 12 Dec.

(38) „ cxv r. St. Martin (B. 35) [119 x 81] = 1518, fol. cxxi v.

(39) ,, cxv v. St. Nicholas = 1 (11).

(40) „ cxviii r. St. Dorothy (B. 43) [119 x 79], 1518 set, but not in the edition
of 12 Dec.

(41) „ exx r. St. Margaret (B. 45) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. exxv r.

(42) „ cxxi r. St. Mary Magdalen (B. 44) [120 x 81] = 1518, fol. cxxvi r.

(43) „ cxxii r. The Virgin and Child and St. Anne [88 x 68] = 1516, fol.

cxxxviii r.

(44) „ cxxiii r. St. Ursula (B. 46) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. cxxvm r.

(45) „ cxxiv r. St. Catherine (B. 42) [119 x 80] = 1518, fol. cxxix v.

(46) „ exxv r. St. Barbara (B. 41) [119 X 80] = 1518, fol. exxx r.

(47) „ cxxvm r The Adoration of the Magi (B. 6) [117 X 80] = 1518, fol.

cxxxiii r.

(48) „ cxxix v. The Resurrection (B. 9) [88 X 68] = 1516, fol. cxlvi r.

(49) „ cxxxii r. The Death of the Virgin (B. 13) [1 18 x 79] = 1518, fol. cxxxvn v.

(50) „ cxxxiii r. All Saints [88 x 68] = 1516, fol. cxlix v.

(51) „ cxxxiv r. The Adoration of the Shepherds (B. 5) [88 X 68] = 1516, fol.

cli r.

„ cxxxv v. Confession [58 x 50]. A copy of 1 (12), with double border-
line. The edition of 12 Dec. 1518, has the original.

(52) „ cxlvi r. Communion (B. 49) [119 x 79] = 1518, fol. clii v.

(53) „ clxxiii v. Burial of the Dead (B. 50) [119 x79] = 1518, fol. clxxxii r.

The ornamental borders to the pages, consisting largely of flowers, fruit, and birds, in
imitation of the borders of early xvi century MSS., may also be by Spriuginklee, but
they are not the same set as were used in the edition of 1518, in which Springinklee’s
style is more easily recognised. The decoration of the 1518 edition is more architectural,
consisting largely of Renaissance columns, varied with cherubs, dolphins, lions’ heads,
and vines, and harmonises better with the frames of the illustrations themselves.
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3. [BIBLE.] Biblia cum concordantiis. Printed for A. Koberger
by J. Sacon, Lyons, 17 Nov. 1522; fob (Muther, i, 180, note 1.)

Purchased from Mr. Caspari, 1877.
The following large woodcuts (repr. Muther, Taf. 208-210) are by Springinklee
(!) Sig. bb vi v (facing Gen. i). St. Jerome in his study, writing (B. 57) [234 x 1831

Under the woodcut six elegiac verses : “Fontibus ex grecis . . . bene pressa manet.”
(2) Fol. i r. The Creation of Eve. Monogram on tree r. (P. 62) [138 x 1781
Previously used in the edition of 24 July, 1521 (Sacon).
(3) .Fol. ccxliiii v. The Nativity (B. 51) [205 x 175], Below, in 4 11, “ O immensum

chaos et inch
|
te celsitudinis fili mi quis di

|

gne valebit tuam radiosam I speciem
contemplan. Previously used in the editions of 19 Oct. 1519 (Sacon', 19 Au^. 1520(^non), 12 Dec. 1520 (Mai ion), and 24 July, 1521 (Sacon). The same inscription,
clmerently set up, is found under the cut in every case.

Of the small illustrations in the text [59 x 87], so far as they are German at all, the
majority are by Erhard Schdn. The following may be attributed to Springinklee with
some degree of certainty :

—

(4) Fol. Lin r. (Judg. i) Judah and Simeon fight against the Canaanites.
(5) ,, cxxi r. (Tob. i) Tobit, blinded, bears patiently the reproaches of his wife

and neighbours.

(6) Fol. cxxiii v. (Jud. i) Nebuchadnezzar and his envoys.
(7) ,, cxxv v. (Jud. x) Judith praying and setting forth with her maid.
(8) „ cxxvir. (Jud. xiii) Judith and her maid placing the head of Holofernes

in a bag.

(9) Fol. cxxx v. (Job i) Job and his wife.

(10)

„ cxxxii v. (Job xv) Job and two of his friends, who are blowing trumpets.

r* a in\”
cxxxmir

- (Jobxxvi) Job prajing to the Almighty for his friends (Job
Xlll, o— JLUJ.

Repeated, fol. cxxvi (sic for cxxxvi) r.

(12) Fol. clxxiiii v. (Isa. vi) The Vision of Isaiah.
(13) „ cxcix r. (Lam. i) The Lamentations of Jeremiah
(14) „ ccn r. (Ezek. i) The Vision of Ezekiel.
(15) „ ccxv r. (Dan. iii) Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego in the furnace.
(16) „ ccxvn r. (Dan. vii) Daniel’s vision of four beasts.
(17) „ ccxvn r. (Dan. viii) Gabriel interprets Daniel’s vision of the ram and

he-goat.

(18) Fol. ccxviii v. (Dan. xiii) Daniel judges the two elders.

•
? » ccxix r< (Ban. xiv) Habakkuk, carried by an angel, brings food to Danielm the den of lions.

(20) Fol. ccxl v. (2 Macc. v) Portents seen in the heavens.
The 86 illustrations to the Vulgate (O.T.), of which these woodcuts form a part,

follow a fixed order of subjects which prevailed in the majority of Lyons Vulgates
printed from 1512 to 1542, and in some later editions. This cycle of subjects was
derived from Venice, where it first appeared, according toVogelin,' in a quarto Vulgate
printed by Lucantonio di Giunta, 28 May, 1511, containing 86 woodcuts of uniform
size.- The fii>t set of copies of these 86 cuts appeared at Lvons on 31 July 1512
and was reprinted in subsequent editions, e.g. 1513, 1515, 1516. In 1518 an eighty-
seventh subject was introduced, and a large number of the illustrations were replaced
by superior and larger cuts by two German artists, Springinklee and Schdn, who
worked for the publisher, Koberger. In 1520 all but eight of the old set of 1512 were
replaced by new cuts. The editions of 1521 and 1522 repeat the cuts of 1518-20 with
slight variations in the number and order. The blocks were then transferred to
Nuremberg, where the woodcuts appeared, with six additional subjects by Schdn in
the Bible printed by Peypus in 1524. Part of them were' used in the Vulgate printed
by Peypus in 1530. After the dissolution of the fiim of Koberger the blocks returned
to Lyons, and the woodcuts reappeared in the octavo Bibles printed by G. Boulle 1542
and J. de Millis, 1551, 1561. These editions tontain certain subjects, belonging*
aPI^ntly, to the original set by Springinklee, which had appeared in the Vulgate
ot 1530, but in no earlier edition. Other editions printed at Lyons up to 1561 contain

1 Bepert. f. Kunstw. ii, 313 ft.

Vogelin seems not to have observed that these are only a selection of the much
larger number of cuts (many signed b) first published in 1490 in the Malermi BibleThe original blocks of that date were used in 1511.
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either the old French copies of the Venetian cuts or Koberger’s German set of illus-
trations, with the exception of the edition published by Trechsel in 1538 (and reprints
of it), in which a new set of cuts by Holbein appeared, still adhering to the old cycle
of subjects.

Springinklee also designed the ornamental head and tad pieces for the Eusebian
canons, which follow the prologue to the New Testament in this edition only among
those printed at Lyons (they were used again in 1523 at Nuremberg). There are three
pairs of these, and each pair occurs twice.

(21) Headpiece. Eight small arches resting on capitals and containing tablets to
hold the names of the four Evangelists twice over ; under each tablet is suspended a
bunch of grapes. At the top of all is a larger tablet to hold the title of the canon
[55 x 206}

(22) Tailpiece. The bases corresponding to the capitals above; an ornamental
course runs behind the bases [22 x 206]. The shafts of the columns are represented
only by straight lines, printed in red. This pair (21-22) is used for canons 1 and 10.

(23) Headpiece. Between the capitals of the columns are six round and three
oblong spaces toehold the titles of the canons; the rest of the space is filled with
ornament, which includes two cherubs’ heads and bunches of grapes and other fruit
[55 X 208].

(24) Tailpiece. The bases corresponding to the capitals above ; a grassy field is
seen in the intervals between them [23 x 205]. This pair (23-24) is used for canons 2-4.

(25) Headpiece. The columns support three pediments, each of which contains
two oblong tablets for the titles and a small round opening above for a number.
Between the capitals are bunches of fruit, and the intervals between the pediments
are filled by half-length winged satyrs, two of which are seen in full face and two
(the outer pair) in profile [55 x 208],

(26) Tailpiece. Another set ot bases, connected by an ornamental course of a
different design from that used in no. 23 [23 x 205]. This pair (25-26) is used for
canons 5-9.

4. [TREITZSAURWEIN.] Der Weisskunig. Vienna, 1775; fol.

Purchased from Mr. Asher, 1850.
Two woodcuts are by Springinklee;

—

(1) No. 156. Maximilian and the Archduke Charles, seated side by side under a
canopy, receive three ambassadors, who kneel and deliver their message. A page holds
the escutcheon of Portugal. A group of six courtiers stands 1. near the throne, the
foremost of whom, by his gesture, appears to be interpreting the letter read by the
foremost ambassador. Unsigned. [237 x 212.]

The group of the three ambassadors and the page is cut on a separate piece of wood,
inserted in the principal block. Two other blocks of the same irregular shape exist,
containing the same subject with variations, so that the complete edition of the
Weisskunig, if it had ever been completed, would have contained this subject three
times. Bartsch prints only the first version, but all three are given in the latest edition
(Jahrb . d. kunsthist. Samml. vi, Vienna, 1888 (ed. A. Schultz), pp. 383-5). They
represent .*

(a) The ambassadors of Emmanuel, King of Portugal, demanding the hand of
Eleanor, eldest daughter of Philip I of Castile (married in 1518).

(b) The ambassadors of Christian II, King of Denmark, demanding the hand of
Isabella, second daughter of Philip (married in 1515).

(?) The ambassadors of Ludwig II, King of Hungary and Bohemia, demanding the
hand of Mary, third daughter of Philip (married in 1522).

(2) No. 199. Maximilian, on his throne, giving directions to a painter and a group
of historians, who are recording the history either of his reign or of his ancestors
Signed. [236 x 210.] Cut by Claus Seman. P. 67 in the edition of Schultz. (Repr’
Hirth, “Bilderbuch,” i, 138.)

y

No old impressions of either cut are known to exist.

5. [TREITZSAURWEIN.] Kaiser Maximilian’s Triumph. Vienna,
1796; fol.

Purchased from Messrs. Willis and Sotheran, 1859.

. . (if?
3
;)
Twenty three woodcuts (nos. 89-109, 130, 131 in this edition) may be

attributed without hesitation, though only on internal evidence, to Springinklee.
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6.

[BURGKMAIR.] Images de Saints et de Saintes issus de la
Famille de l’Empereur Maximilien I. Vienna, 1799; fol.

N°. 43 is Springinklee’s St. George (B. 58). It does not belong to the series of Saints
(by Beck) among which it is placed in this edition.

B.—In the Department of Printed Boors.

1. [QUERCU.] Opusculu Musices, per Simonem Brabantinum de
Quercu confectum. J. Weissenburger, Nuremberg, 1513: 4to. (Panzer,
vii, 454, 101.)

V

On title-page, an undescribed cut by Springinklee, in the style of the fir.-t Hortulus
cuts : a couple singing, another couple listening, near a fountain [81 x 118]. Not
signed. Muther (no. 1696) mentions the edition of 1516 (Landshut). (Panzer, vii, 133, 12.)

[PLUTARCH.] De his qui tarde a numine corripiuntur libellus.
P. Peypus, Nuremberg, 30 June, 1513

;
4to.

Border, with Pirkheimer’s arms, generally ascribed to Durer (P. 205, H. 1936), sig.
a ui r. Fine impression. This is the first book in which the border appeared.

3. [PLUTARCH.] De vitanda usura. P. Peypus, Nuremberg, 26 Jan.
1515

; 4to.

The same border on the title-page
;
good impression.

4. [LUCIAN.] De ratione conscribendse historic, F. Peypus,
Nuremberg, March, 1515

;
4to.

The same border on the title-page
; fair impression.

5. [NILUS.] Nili sententiae morales. F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 1516 ;

4to.

The same border on the title-page
; fair impression.

6. [HORTULUS.] Hortulus anime. J. Clein, for A. Koberger, Lyons,
16(?) March, 1516; 8vo.

50 cuts (exclusive of repetitions) by Springinklee (B. 1, 5, 9, the rest undescribed
by B.) The first edition in which Springinklee’s illustrations appeared.

7. [BIBLE.] Biblia cu cocordantijs. J. Sacon, for A. Koberger, Lyons,
17 Dec. 1516 ;

fol.

On the title-page, St. John the Baptist, with lamb and flag, standing in a gateway
flanked by statues of fet. Jerome and St. Augustine on columns

; above, six angels with
the arms of the Empire and of Nuremberg. Not signed. [272 x 184.] (ltepr. Butsch,
Taf. 36.)

8. [LITURGIES.] Missale s’m Choru & Ritu Eysteten Ecclesie.
H. Holzel, Nuremberg, 16 July, 1517; fol.

Two full-page cuts by Springinklee (unsigned), formerly attributed to Durer-
(1) on verso of first unnumbered vellum leaf, after fol. clviij, the arms of Gabriel von
Eybe, Bishop of Eicbst'att, in an ornamental border [293 x 213] (B. app. 47, H 2127
P. 310); (2) on recto of opposite leaf, St. Willibald, patron of Eichstatt,

’

in
’

orna-
mental border [292 x 211], H. 2032, P. 189. On the back of the fifth unnumbered
vellum leaf containing the canon is a cut of two angels holding the Sudarium
[33 x 163]. The initials with figures throughout the book are also by S. Fol. i r A
(David) [76 X 62] ; ix v. D (Nativity) [25 X 26]; xi r. P (Nativity) [68 x 54]; xvn vE (Adoration of the Magi) [25 X 26] ; lxv r. E (Entry into Jerusalem) [51 x 451 •

Lxxxvmi r. P (Resurrection) [66 x 54] ; chi r. V (Ascension) [50 X 44] ; cvm r S
(Pentecost) [59 x 56]; cxhi v. B (The Trinity) [50 x 44]; cxv v. C (a priest, holding
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27. [BIBLE.] Das Newe Testament mit fleyss verteutscht.
F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 1524

;
fol.

On title-page, the Nativity (B. 51). The new cuts of the Four Evangelists and St.
Paul are by Schon. The following cuts by Springiuklee, from the Hortulus Animae of
1518, are reprinted here: B. 14, 16, 17, 23, 25, 27. B. 27 has been cut down to the
height of 101 min.

28. [BIBLE.] Biblia Sacra. Lugduni, Apud Guilelmum Boulle,
1542 ;

8vo.

The same cuts by Springinklee and Schon, with a few exceptions, as were used in
the earlier folio Vulgates printed at Lyons 1518-1522, with the addition of most of the
new cuts from the edition printed at Nuremberg, by Peypus, in 1524, and five illustra-
tions by Springinklee to the Psalter and Minor Prophets, of which three (Hosea, Joel,
Zachariah) had already appeared in the Vulgate of 1530 (Peypus). This edition and
that of 1561 are mentioned by Vogelin in Repertorium

,
ii, 316.,

29. [BIBLE.] Biblia Sacra. Lugduni, Apud Iacobum de Millis,

1551
;
8vo.

The same cuts as were used in the edition last described.

30. [BIBLE.] Biblia Sacra. Lugduni, Apud Jacobum de’ Millis,

1561
;
8vo.

The same cuts as were used in the edition of 1542, with an additional cut by
Springinklee (probably of the same date as the original series), representing St. Jerome
in his cell, at the head of the prologue.

31. [DUERER.] Sammlung verschiedener alter Holzschnitte,
grosstentheils nach Albrecht Diirer’s Zeichnungen, wovon sich die

Originalplatten auf der k. k. Hofbibliothek befinden. Vienna, 1781
;

fol.

Nos. 2, 3, 7-1 1 are by Springinklee.

32. [DUERER.] Ehrenpforte. Bartsch’s edition of Diirer’s

Triumphal Arch, Vienna, 1799 ;
fol.

Many of the blocks were designed by Springinklee.

33. [BECKER.] Holzschnitte alter deutscher Meister. Gotha,
1808-1816; fol.

B 55, three subjects from the Hortulus Animae (B. 8, 11, 29).

34. [PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS. Vienna.] Jahrb. d.

Kunsthist. Samml. d. allerh. Kaiserhauses, Vienna, 1883, etc.

Modern impressions of the Triumphal Procession (Bd. i), Triumphal Arch (Bd. iv),
and Weisskunig (Bd. vi), which include many cuts by Springinklee. His St. George
(B. 58) is reprinted in Bd. v, and St. Coloman (B. vii, 137, 106) in Bd. iv.

Doubtful.

35.

[PETRUS LOMBARDUS.] Compendium Theologiae. F. Peypus,
Nuremberg, 11 Feb. 1515; 4to. Architectural border on title-page: a
portal with Corinthian columns

;
garlands of foliage and beads hanging

perpendicularly at the side; over the entablature two dolphins, facing
outwards [150 X 102].

Also used in P. Chalybs, “ Dive Catharine . . . heroicae vitae descriptio ” (8 March,
1515), and probably in other books printed by Peypus about the same date. A late

impression in A. Althamer, “ Anzeygug warumb Got die wellt so lang hab lassen
irrhen ” (1526).
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WOODCUTS BY SPRINGIN KLEE.

i. 1512-1514. Nos. 1-3.

1. THE PIRKHEIMER BORDER. (1513.) H. 1936. P. iii, 192, 205.

Two angels at the bottom support a shield with the arms of Pirkheimer
\two others blow trumpets. A tall column on the r. side springs from a

vase-like base, ornamented with snakes and dolphins. Pan, blowing his
pipes, stands on a shorter column on the same side. At the top are two
cornucopias of ribands, holding grapes, with a dog’s face in the middle,
and a crane, standing on a third column 1., pecks ab the hanging clusters.A basket stands at the top of a short flight of steps, below which a
medallion of an antique warrior is attached to a wall. The background
behind the columns is black.

[195 x 125.] Good impression, from sig. a iii r. of “ Plutarchi Chaeronei I de his qui
tarde a

|

numme com-
|

piuntur li-
|
bellus,” F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 30 June, 1513.

(Panzer, vn, 453, 99.) This title and 15 11. of text are printed in the space enclosed
by the border (see repr. Butsch, i, 32).

Purchased from Mr. Gaucia, 1850.

.. r»
Th

“j.
18

,

tlie first buok ia which the border appeared. P., who quotes Plutarch’s
„ ^ura’” 26 January, 1513, as the first, was misled by a misprint, “ 1513”
for 1515, in Panzer (vii, 456, 114). The early date is almost the only circumstance
that supports the attribution of the border to Diirer, which has found favour with
Retberg (no. 200) and Butsch (“ Biicher-Ornamentik,” i, p. 65). The r. column and
tbe

0
va

.

se wb
}

c
1

h I* springs combine a number of the favourite decorative motives
of bpimginklee (dolphins, snakes, kidney-shaped ornament, bead and other mouldings)
some of these being especially characteristic of his earlier designs

; for instance, the
borders (dated 1515) of the first series of illustrations to the Hortulus Animae: com-
pare also the frieze underneath the two heralds on the Triumphal Arch. The angels
bear a remarkable resemblance to those on a woodcut, certainly by Springinklee
though not signed, a St. John Baptist (Butsch, i, 36), used in a Bible printed at Lyons’by J. Sacon for A. Koberger, 17 December, 1516 (see p. 375, no. 7). Butsch’s expla-
nation that Springinklee, m the latter case, was copying Diirer, is, of course, a possible
one, and it must be admitted that the decoration of the top and 1. side of the border ismore in Durer s style, and may be based on a sketch by Diirer himself, while the whole
is superior m taste and execution to the small amount of independent work which weknow Springinklee to have produced in the years 1512-1513. It is difficult, for
instance, to convince oneself that this border and the horoscope of 1512 (H. 2106) canbe by the same artist. Yet divergences of taste and method almost equally great maybe found among his later works.

J 6 *

t ST. WILGEFORTIS AND THE FIDDLER. 1513.
(Reproduction.)

Against the r. wall of a chapel is an altar, on which are two lighted
tapers. Between them is the image of the crucified virgin martyr, who
is nailed by the hands only to a beam. A bent rod, forming an almost
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complete circle and ending in two fleurs-de-lis, passes behind the beam.
The image has a jewelled crown and is represented with a beard and long
hair and features, which resemble the traditional countenance of Christ.
The long robe with full sleeves is confined at the waist by a girdle and
falls to the ankles. On the 1 . foot is a jewelled shoe. The fellow to it has
dropped off the r. foot and lies on the altar. On the step kneels a man
playing the violin and looking up at the image. Behind him kneel a
woman, holding a rosary, and two men. Against the near end of the
altar is a child angel holding a shield from which the contents have been
cut away, and on the floor below are Springinklee’s monogram, surrounded
by rays, and the date 1513 .

Facsimile published by the Durer Society, 1898 (i, 22), of the impression in the
llouce collection of woodcuts in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (vol iv no 13)

Presented by the Committee of the Durer Society, 1898.

, .

Phe
.

impression here reproduced is presumably of the second state; in the first, the
shield held by the angel would contain armorial bearings, and the woodcut would
probably be accompanied by some explanatory text. I am not acquainted with any
other impression bearing Springinklee’s monogram

; impressions of a third state, after
the removal of the monogram from the block, are at Berlin and in the Blasius collection
at Brunswick.

•

auth
?
rship of the woodcut was unknown till it was described for the first time

.

1S a S°°d and characteristic work of Springinklee, showing very strongly,m the cutting as well as the design, the influence of Durer’s woodcuts of 1511. It is
the artists earliest dated work, with one exception, the Horoscope, H. 2106 (cf. Schmidtm Chromkf. vervielf. Kunst

,
iv., 12).

Both the legend of St. Wilgefortis and the subject actually represented in the
woodcut are of romantic interest and little known. The saint was the Christian
aughter of a heathen king of Portugal, who imprisoned her for refusing to man y the

bridegroom of his choice. Christ appeared to her in prison, and gi anted her prajer
that she might be changed into a form which should find favour with none on < arth,
bU

$
W1 \him x

°7- hy transforming her into his own likeness. Her father accordingly
ordered her to be crucified, like the God whom she adored. Her crucifixion was
engraved by A. Collaert in Ricci’s “Triumphus Jesu Christi Crucifixi.” Antwerp, 1608
(p . 45). -the growth of a beard for the protection of chastity is related of PaulaRomana and other saints. St. Wilgefortis, to whom an altar was dedicated in old St.
iraul s before the Reformation, was venerated in many countries, under many names.
Ihe chief ot these, Libeiata, and its equivalents, Livrade, Gehiilf, Ohnkiimmerniss or
Aummernuss (in latinize d form Kuminis or Cumerana), Ontkommer, Uncumber, refer

°-n-
6 V11 8la s miraculous deliverance from an unwelcome marriage, and her own

willingness to help those who apply to her in need. One such deliverauce is com-
memorated in the present woodcut. The story is related in the text accompanying a
unique woodcut by Burgkmair in the Munich Library (repr. Hirth-Muther, “ Meister-
holzschnitte, no. 87). The relics of “Sant Kiiniernuss,” according to that story, were
preserve d at Stouberg in Holland. A fiddler was playing one day before her shrine,
^

-A
6 JI

?
age droPPed its golden shoe. He took ‘it and offered it for sale to a

goldsmith, who would have had him imprisoned for theft. The fiddler protested that
the image had given him the shoe, and so, to test the truth of his story, he was
conducted to the church, where the miracle was repeated in the presence of witnesses.A similar s^ory is related of the image of Lucca, known as the Santo Yolto, a crucifix
or cedar wood said to be the work of Nicodemus. It has been suggested that the legend
ot fet Wilgelortis is only a northern corruption of the legend of the Santo Volto, the
crucifix with its long robe being taken in course of time for the image of a crucified
woman. In the sixteenth century the connection of the two stories, at an}7 rate, was
recognised, for Burgkmair’s woodcut, though accompanied, as we have seen, by the
printed legend of St. Wilgefortis or “ Kiimernuss,” contains the title, “Die Bildnus zu
uca, cut on the block. Authentic representations of the Lucca rood have the same

curved rod behind the figure, but a chalice stands below the r. foot (see Angelo Rocca,^ ifJ
C

•

ex Pretioso Ligno Crucis,” Rome, 1609, p. 41).

lecF*
detai

l
s

,

about s*. Wilgefortis may be found in the Bollandist “Acta Sanctorum,”
1868, tom. v, July 20, pp. 50-70.
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2. ST. COLOMAN. (1513.) B. vii, 137, 106. H. 1828.

The saint, in the garb of a pilgrim, with a cross on his cloak near the
r. shoulder, stands looking directly to the front, holding a staff in his 1.

hand and a noose in his r. hand, with which he also gathers up the folds
of the mantle. He wears several leaden badges in his hat. In the four
corners are the arms of the Empire, of the Archduchy of Austria, of
Scotland, and of Stabius. Single border.

T t25?
x A?7’] Late imPressi°n (older than the 1781 edition), without inscription

Earge heraldic watermark. Border-line restored in parts
Presented by W. Mitchell, Es q., 1895.
The woodcut was first published in 1513, accompanied by a Sapphic ode on StLoloman by Stabius, addressed to Andreas Stiborius (see P. iii, 161). An impression of

the first edition is at Coburg. An impression with the title below in three lines as
quoted by Heller, but without the peem itself, was in the Cornill d’Orville collection
(cat. .no. 177)- The stanzas quoted by Passavant prove the correctness of Heller’s
surmise that the poem is that printed in Pez, “ Scviptores Rerum Austriacarum ” i 106
1 he block is preserved in the Imperial Library at Vienna, and a new edition was
printed in 1781, with the title, “s. colomanni effigies.

|
Edita ex lignea tabula ab

Alberto Durer a. m.dxiii. incisa, quae
|
Vindobonae, in Aug. Bibliotheca Caes Reg

asservatur.
|

m dcc.lxxxi.” Impressions from the original block are also to be found in
the Vienna Jahrbuch, iv, 302.

The woodcut was formerly attributed to Durer, but this attribution was questionedThausing and Chmelarz,2 while Dr. W. Schmidt 3 was the first to ascribe it
definitely to Springinklee. That attribution is undoubtedly right. Apart from the
very characteristic drawing of the features, such accessories as the ground on which
the saint is standing betray Springinklee’s hand, while the drawing of the crowns is
exactly like that on the blocks designed by him for the Triumphal Arch.

The saint is a portrait of Stabius himself, as we learn from a letter written bvNicolaus Kratzer to Durer, dated London, 24 Oct. 1524, which Thausing quotes

himse?f
entl0n °f ^ WOodcut in this letter in 110 way justifies its attribution to Durer

3, ST. SEBALD. (1514.) B. vii, 179, 19. H. 2023.

St. Sebald stands, in three-quarter face to 1., under a round arch with
a vine stem along its inner edge and with vine leaves in the spandrelsHe is dressed as a pilgrim and carries in his 1. hand staff, scrip, and rosary
while with his r. hand, hidden under a fold of his mantle, he supports a
model of the church of St. Sebald. There is a landscape background
water with boats and hills on the farther shore 1., broken ground with
trees r. The royal arms of Denmark and France 1., and the arms of
Nuremberg r., stand just within the arch at the foot of the print
Single border. r

[172 x 125.] Good impression from the book, “Die hystori des lebes: I Sterbensvnd wunderwerck des hey.
|
hgen Peichtigers vn grossen Nothelffers Sant Se' I balds,”

etc., H. Holzel, Nuremberg, 1514. (Mutfier 1165, repr. Taf. 213.1
In the inventory of 1837.

J

Placed by Bartsch in the appendix of his Durer catalogue, and generally regarded
a doubtful. Durer The attribution to Springinklee was proposed bySchmidt (.Repertonmn

,
xvi, 308), but subsequently withdrawn (ibid, xvii 37) I haveno doubt, however, that this attribution is correct. The work is unlike that of anyother artist of the school of Durer, and the treatment of the foliage is decisive Thiswoodcut was copied, with modifications, by Erhard Schon as St. James the Greater(B. 3) in the Hortulus Ammae of 18 May 1517, fol. cxx b.

1 “ Durer,” E.T., ii, 242 (footnote).
2 Vienna Jahrbuch, iv, 301.

3 Repertorium
, xvi, 308.
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3*. THE VIRGIN WITH THE CARTHUSIAN MONKS. 1515.... H. 2005. P. iii, 179, 180.
For a description of the subject and discussion of Springinklee’s share in the work

see Diirer, no. 124 (p. 306).

[255 x 187.] Lightly inked and uneven in quality. A sharper impression and
clearer, on the whole, than that placed with Diirer’s woodcuts, though later, for the
break in the border-line now measures 6 mm., and there is a second break of 2 mm. to
r. of it. Thin white paper, without watermark

; the 1. lower corner is torn.
Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1858.
This impression shows more clearly than the other the outlines of the insertions in

the block.

ii. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE HORTULUS ANIMAE.
Nos. 4-49.

All accounts hitherto published of the illustrations desigued by Springinklee and
Schon for the Hortulus Animae, and of the editions in which they appeared, are
inaccurate and incomplete. Bartsch described only the woodcuts that are actually
signed, and neither Passavant nor Nagler made any important additions to his catalogue
or distinguished Springinklee’s two sets of illustrations. This was done for the first
time by Mutlier; but his account of the various editions and their contents is not
trustworthy in detail. A further account of the matter, very accurate so far as it goes,
but not exhaustive, was given by Herr W. von Seidlitz in the Berlin Jahrhuch, 1885.
Heller has given a list of editions of the Hortulus in general, and Hase, more recently,
enumerated those published by the house of Koberger, with which we are more immediately
concerned. Neither list, however, is complete. I hope that a new table of the editions
may be found useful, though further research may probably show that it is still incom-
plete. 1 Of the seventeen editions enumerated, i have seen thirteen, while four more
(nos. 7, 9, 12, 16) have been described on credible authority. I have omitted, as
probably apocryphal, a quarto edition of 1516 (J. Koberger, Nuremberg) described by
Panzer (vii, 457, 121) and mentioned by Hase as no. 5.

It will be seen that all these editions, with others, probably, of which no copies
have survived, were printed within five years, either at Lyons or Nuremberg, for Johann
or Anton Koberger. They all retain some woodcuts of French origin from an earlier
edition printed at Lyons in 1513, and no single edition is illustrated exclusively either
by Springinklee or Schon. No. 1, for instance, contains, in addition to four cuts by
Schon, which are uniform in dimensions with the first series by Springinklee, and have
always been supposed to belong to it, a single cut (St. Wolfgang) from the small series
by Schon, which first makes its appearance as a whole in no. 3. All the editions, from
no. 3 onwards, with the exception of no. 5, contain an admixture of Springinklee’s first
series, and the cuts by Schon, while from no. 6, in which Springinklee’s second series
first appears, to no. 17, every edition contains an admixture, in varying proportions, of
all three sets. I believe that no single edition contains the whole of Springinklee’s
second set. While the larger part of it appears in no. 6, new subjects are added in
no. 10 and no. 17, while other subjects exist in single impressions which I have not
found in any edition of the book that I have examined.

1 See Appendix B at the end of this volume.
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[4-13 .]

THE FIRST SET. 1516.

Before describing those woodcuts which are represented separately in the Print-room,
I givei a brief list of the complete set, as contained in the book, arranged in the usual
order by subject.

A. Large size [no. 10 (frontispiece) 128 x 89, the rest 88 x 78]. Border-line at
bottom only m most cases.

1. David.
2. Annunciation.
3. Adoration of the Shepherds. B. 5.

4. Adoration of the Magi.
5. Circumcision.
6. Christ on the Mount of Olives.
7. Crucifixion.

8. Lamentation for Christ.
9. Resurrection. B. 9.

10. The Virgin on the Crescent. B. 1.
11. St. Andrew.
12. St. Bartholomew.
13. St. James the Greater.
14. St. James the Less.
15. St. John.
16. St. Jude.
17. St. Matthew.
18. St. Matthias.
19. St. Paul.

B. Intermediate size [76 x 51].

39. The Trinity.

C. Small size [58 x 48].

40. The Crucifixion.
41. The Man of Sorrows.
42. St. Gregory and St. Matthew.
43. St. Jerome and St. Mark.
44. St. Ambrose and St. Luke.
45. St. Augustine and St. John.

20. St. Peter.
21. St. Philip.

22. St. Simon.
23. St. Thomas.
24. All Saints.

25. The 10,000 Martyrs.
26. St. Christopher.
27. St. George.
28. St. Gregory.
29. St. Jwhn the Baptist.
30. St. Leonard.
31. St. Martin.
32. St. Michael.
33. St. Roch.
34. St. Sebastian.
35. St. Anne.
36. St. Apollonia.
37. St. Ursula.
38. St. Veronica.

46. St. Blasius.
47. St. Dionysius.
48. St. Erasmus.
49. St. Nicholas.
50. Confession.
51. Communion.

The following subjects are represented (all from A)

4. THE ADORATION OF THE SHEPHERDS. (No. 3 of the above list.) B. 5.

The Virgin kneels, in profile to r., adoring the Child, who lies on the

u i°* i- -

St ' JosePh kneels beside her holding a taper. A
shepherd with bagpipes under his arm kneels r. at the top of a flight of
steps

; two comrades stand on lower steps behind him. The open shed towhich the steps lead is supported by a flattened arch
; other buildings in

background. Monogram (reversed) on the fourth step from the top.

[87 x 66. With passe-partout
, 134 x 88.] Good early impression, without text onyellowish paper. A passe-partout from the 1516 edition

’

In the inventory of 1837.

5. THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI. (No. 4 of list.)

The Virgin sits r.,

on a flattened arch.

in profile to 1., at the head of a flight of steps resting
She holds the Child on her knees. Two of the Magi
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aooverel^nnin r ft ^T’
the *hird

> Balthasar, stands 1. holding

head of th
P

t

1S

-n,™?' a-

J°sePb stands in the background, at thehead of the steps, with staff in r. hand, hat in 1. hand. Buildings in

through^n aTch
1

.^T
"rowin« on ‘he walls. On wallfseen

thlt o
S
f

h
the d

L
’
13 SPT™gmklee’s monogram (reversed), and below itthat of the wood-engraver, Wolfgang Kesch (also reversed).

yellowish paper. A p^sse-partouttwm *ht
9

ihG
G
edffion

rly lmprea310n
’ wlthoul text> on

In the inventory of 1837.

0. THE CIRCUMCISION.

A priest, the operator, sits on

behind t’nd^v
^ Cluld

'
•

A“ attendant
>
carrying °a taper, stands just

and two 1 7 g “an m Pr0ille at tbe side 1 St Joseph, the Virgin,and two other persons, stand in background r. No signature.

pJoat from edK 136 X 9L] Lati“ text <red aad “*<*>> P™*'
In the inventory of 1837.

(No. 5 of list.)

a chair in foreground r. Another,

7.

THE LAMENTATION FOR CHRIST. (No. 8 of list.)

Virgin
p

d
A

:;

lmathea Supports the body of Christ by the arms. The

IndL hkb
a0
d /

r W0“ank“eI 1- a*d St. John stands behind them

cross in thn f

d f°rW
;f

ds * In
„
the background r. is seen the stem of the

signature
foreg™md a vase of ointment and the crown of thorns. No

In the inventory of 1837.

8.

THE RESURRECTION.
(No. 9 of list.) B. 9.

In the inventory of 1837.

9.

THE VIRGIN ON THE CRESCENT. (No. 10 of list.) B. 1.

the 'Child

1

\vitb be^ ’“If
6™1 or°wn

> facinS three-quarters to 1., supports

Below her We er.

d
’ and -offers ^ an apple with her 1. hand.

fherabs
h

OverLr\ d
C
-

re
!u

e
^’,and She is surroundcd clouds and

n . •

* 0 ^er bead is the holy Dove. The lower part of the block

the tablet is a unf
tabl®t

(.
cut through to admit type, and at the foot of

signature
corrb acing r., with knees bent and horn lowered. No
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1515, bat

:

Present*

It ST. •

f ha

No

He., red and black) from fol.
» is provided with a single border-line,

iW WeitfeTk “ Holzechnitte berfthmter

(No 11 of list.)

1 lee s characteristic type r. An
' an(l grapes i a upper corner*, forms

l>order-line. No signature.

] Good i napresaion, withou t text (perhaps a
• mark, in * pane-3 r tout, dated at the Utp

• ppears in the 1510

Vo 1., M
of liis mantle

HIV itajT
'

m ixpiommu shah

(No, 22 of list.)

et, while his

ST. THOMAS.
•- ;

i . Thomas w if!

Landscape backgroun< i

border-line. No rigmu

.v -5 h A .t3

iid, a i«ok im I, hand.
fk>u^i r., and tnoun-

n ‘ 10(11). Continuous

1 Gw4 *“*-*- wuhoai t«t.
Printed by W; Mitchell, E*: 1S95.

18. ALL SAINTS.
1

-
* ,

(No. 24 of list.)

p .

1-ground are- St Catherine, St. Nicholas and St
:

s:.r *.A2S£.ttasignature.

impression (proof?), with ‘ u

, -wteul whisber



Plate VIII

HANS SPRINGINKLEE

Sr. Andrew
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Lxxxfv b o?iditon\
La

Th,,
t

™f
t ro8aria " ete., red and black) from fol.

though it was used°a8 frontispiece^ without one
06 18 WUh * “Dgle border-line'

In the inventory of 1837.

dtte“?(185
f

l-54).
°Ut

’ ^ Flege1’ “ n0 ' 51 in WeiSeI
’

s “ Holzechnitte beriihmterMeister” (1851-54).

10. ST. ANDREW.
(No. 11 of list.)

to 1 with 1 ho d
k
T

SUPPftmg hls CTO9S with r. hand, and pointing

nrohfTd' r

d; TreeS °f SPrlnginklee’s characteristic type r. An
. ch formed of a vine stem, with leaves and grapes in upper corners formsa frame to the subject. Continuous border-line No signature

IX. ST. SIMON.
(No. 22 of list.)

1 hand hoTdTarid'/b
1
-’^ “X 1Td restinS on a 1-tchet, while his

No“gnttme
Landscape background with mountains.

SonT Germa” "•**-
In the inventory of 1887.

12. ST. THOMAS.
,XT „
(No. 23 of list.)

r
Thomas walks to 1., holding a spear in r. hand, a book in 1 handLandscape background, with characteristic trees 1., houses r and moun

border-line No “gnaWe.
°*^^ “ “ n°‘ 10

<U >- Continuous

uniformlnall respecffwith naTo:
133 * 88:1 Go0d imPreasion G«oof ?) without text,

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

13. ALL SAINTS.
T . (No. 24 of list.)

Behind th.
f°regr0Und °atherine

> St. Nicholas, and St. George

»». .
li"*“d “d b*“"d

uuifomwUh Zfo
PaUe'Pttrtmt

’
134 * 87 ' ] G“d ‘“Pmssion (proof?), without text,

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

[14-49 .]

THE SECOND SET. 1518.

repre^nbsd^e^rateb'hi^th^kluaeum^ol^ectmn
6^ £?

dore dascri>>mg those which are

exceptions, described by Bartich
P ' ™ woodcuts are signed and, with two

theoXmS^ - tablets contained in
in ’uaiit7- * «

2 c
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approximate indications of the date of good impressions without text, see the notes
on nos. 24 and 35. No such impression in this collection has a watermark.

1. David and Bathsheba. B. 2.

2. Annunciation. B. 3.

3. Adoration of the Shepherds. B. 4.

4. Adoration of the Magi. B. 6.

5. Baptism of Christ. B. 33.

6. Christ on the Mount of Olives. B. 7.

7. Crucifixion. B. 8.

8. The Trinity. B. 59. (?)

9. The Virgin standing. B. lO.

10. The Virgin seated. B. 11.

11. Mater Dolorosa. B. 12.

12. Death of the Virgin. B. 13.

13. St. Andrew. B. 15.

14. St. Bartholomew. B. 19.

15. S. James the Greater. B. 16.

16. St. James the Less. B. 22.

17. St. John. B. 17.

18. St. Jude. B. 23.

19. St. Matthew. B. 20.

20. St. Matthias. B. 24.

21. St. Paul. B. 25.

22. St. Peter. B. 14.

23. St. Philip. B. 18.

24. St. Thomas. B. 21.

25. The 10,000 Martyrs.
26. St. Ambrose. B. 48.

27. St. Antony. B. 26.

28. St. Augustine. B. 27
29. St. Christopher. B. 28.

30. St. Francis. B. 30.

31. St. George. B. 31.

32. St. Gregory. B. 32.

33. St. Jerome. B. 34.

34. St. Laurmce.
35. St. Martin. B. 35.

36. St. Michael. B. 36.

37. St. Roch. B. 37.

38. St. Sebald.

39. St. Sebastian. B. 38.

40. St. Stephen. B. 29.

41. St. Anne. B. 39.

42. St. Apollonia. B. 40.

43. St. Barbara. B. 41.

44. St. Bridget.

45. St. Catherine. B. 42.

46. St. Dorothy. B. 43.

47. St. Margaret. B. 45.

48. St. Mary Magdalen. B. 44.

49. St. Ottilia. B. 47.

50. St. Ursula. B. 46.

51. Communion. B. 49.

52. Burial of the Dead. B. 50.

53. Angels delivering Souls from

Purgatory. B. 60. (?)

14. DAVID AND BATHSHEBA. B. 2.

Bathsheba, partly draped, with her back to the spectator, is bathing
at a fountain in a courtyard. At the top of the fountain 1. is a cupid,

aiming a shaft at David, who watches the bather from a balcony r.

Monogram on base of a column 1.

[118 x 78.] Good impression, without text.

In the inventory of 1837.

15. THE ANNUNCIATION. B. 3.

The Virgin kneels r. at a desk, turning her face towards Gabriel, who
approaches 1. with a wand in r. hand. The Dove is seen within a round
opening in the vaulted roof of the chamber. Monogram in 1. lower

corner.

[119 X 82.] Fair impression, with German text printed in red on recto, red and
black on verso.

In the inventory of 1837.

10. THE ADORATION OF THE SHEPHERDS. B. 4.

The Virgin kneels r., facing 1., adoring the Babe, who lies on her robe.

St. Joseph kneels beside her, holding a taper in his r. hand. Two shep-

herds approach 1., one clasps a tree, the other carries bagpipes. Through
a window r. appear the heads of the ox and ass. The monogram is on the
wall above this window.

[115 x 78.] Good impression, without text, on wLite paper.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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17.

THE ADORATION OF THE MARI.

lap

T
sljS;VLld;^Zii^tr

h:
Can°Py’ hold

rg *he Child on her
Caspar kneels before Christ Melchior stPT*’

P“P y hidden by a pillar,

head, in the middle, and Balthasar bareb iP’
rais“1S his hat from his

sky over his head. ’Mon^T^.^tir "^ ^ “ th°

Uac
C

k on
X
vel

] ** “P'888™’ with German ‘ext printed in black on recto, red and
In the inventory of 1837.

18.

CHRIST ON THE MOUNT OF OLIVES.

chalice placed in ^ThTth*^ a

5?£S L&zr’tz’stt s s
hill. Monogram oiTa stone in foreground!*

0^ “ the a

Presented by w! M^hell^Esq^is^^ Paper discol°ured.

18a - CHRIST ON THE MOUNT OF OLIVES.

~4 sa
,

pri

"*r
,

1

» - *»>
repaired with a fragment of^iKSTbiJr' corner

In the inventory of 1837.

19.

CHRIST ON THE CROSS, WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.

Monogram on a stonet^t
1

foot^fcros!
116 °r°SS ' LandscaPe background.

Purchased at
*“*•

19a. CHRIST ON THE CROSS, WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN.
Another impression, on a mutilated le„f t

B 8.

Juiced «„ ornamental ^ *£
In the inventory of 1837.

20.

THE TRINITY.

body of the Son^whls?head humect t

“**’ SUpport3 under the arms the
Father. The Dove floats ovw the sP

°n the r' Mulder of the
the Trinity, and two cherubs’ heads arme,,

Three angels attend °n
monogram is in the I. lower corner.

PP below
> Sazmg upwards. The

Presented iy ta‘5 a°‘ very ear.y.

2 C 2
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This is apparently the subject described as no. 59 by Bartsch, who did not recognise

it as belonging to the Hortulus Animae. It occurs on fol. lxxyiii a of edition 9 (12

December, 1518). Passavant, 1 however, identified B. 59 with a woodcut dated “ Anno
1520,” which I have not seen. A bad copy of the present woodcut (Nagi. Mon. iii,

p. 645, no. 2), retaining Springinklee’s monogram, with a plain border-line [91 x 58],

serves as frontispiece to “ Exerciciu spirituale hominis Christiani,” Jodocus Gutknecht,

Nuremberg, 1519. (Muther 1229.)

21.

THE VIRGIN AS QUEEN OF HEAVEN, STANDING. B. 10.

The Virgin crowned, with sceptre in r. hand, holding the Child on her

1. arm, stands on the crescent. There are six cherubs’ heads, four in the

upper, two in the lower corners. Monogram above the cherub in r. lower

corner.

[118 X 78.] Good impression, without text.

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1858.

22.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD, SEATED, WITH ANGELS. B. 11.

The Virgin, with a star on her mantle over the 1. shoulder, sits on a

throne r. and holds the Child in her lap. He receives a fruit from the

hand of a tall angel, while three child angels form part of the group. The

Dove is seen in the air 1. Architectural background, with monogram on a

tablet near the centre, resting on a cornice.

[119 X 89.] Good impression, without text.

In the inventory of 1837.

23.

MATER DOLOROSA. B. 12.

The Virgin kneels at the foot of the cross, in a landscape, crossing her

hand over her bosom, which is pierced by five swords. On either side of

the cross, of which only the stem is visible, is a cherub’s head. Monogram

on the ground r.

[118 X 78.] Fair impression, without text.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

21 THE DEATH OF THE VIRGIN. B. 13.

The Virgin reclines on a bed, propped up with pillows, facing to the

front. The apostles stand round the bed, four 1. and eight r. St. John

1. holds a taper in r. hand, palm-branch in 1. hand. St. Peter r., in cope

and papal tiara, sprinkles holy water. Another apostle in foreground 1.

swings a censer, near which the monogram is placed. Plain single

border.

[93 X 80.] Good impression, without text.

Px'eseuted by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

There was originally a tablet, to contain text, at the foot of the block, increasing the

height to 119 mm. The tablet has been cut away, not from this impression merely, but

from the block, as may be seen by comparing this impression with one in the book itself

(e g . fol. cxxxii of edition 12). This impression, therefore, must be of later date thau

the editions of 1520, in which the complete block was still being used.
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25. ST. ANDREW. B. 15.

St. Andrew sits under an arch, looking round to 1., with his 1. arm
passed round one of the beams of the cross. Buildings in background r.

Monogram r. on a ledge.

[117 x 80.] Late impression, without text; the block much worn.
Purchased at the Durazzo sale, 1873.

20. ST. BARTHOLOMEW. * B. 19.

The apostle, holding a knife in 1. hand, sits in a room beside a table

on which is a dish of pears. He looks back over his r. shoulder at the

view through an open window 1. Monogram in 1. lower corner, under the

table.

[118 x 78.] Fair impression, though rather late, without text; on thin white
paper.

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1858.

27.

ST. JAMES THE GREATER. B. 16.

St. James, holding a shell in r. hand, pilgrim’s staff in 1. hand, sits 1

.

on a chair under a portico with open roof. Monogram on a tablet resting

on the cornice of a pilaster.

[118 x 78.] Late impression, uniform with no, 25.

Purchased at the Durazzo sale, 1873.

28.

ST. JAMES THE LESS. B. 22.

St. James sits 1. on a chair under a portico, holding the instrument of

his martyrdom, a fuller’s club, in his 1. hand.

[118 x 80.] Late impression, uniform with no. 25.

Purchased at the Durazzo sale, 1873.

29.

ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST. B. 17.

St. John, holding in his r. hand the chalice with a serpent, sits, turning
slightly to r., on a throne with a shell-shaped canopy. Monogram on
shaft of a column 1.

[118 x 78.] Good impression, though not early, without text.

Purchased from Mr. Gutekunst, 1870.

30.

ST. JUDE. B. 23.

The apostle, holding a club in his r. hand, sits looking down to 1.,

with his 1. elbow resting on a table. Monogram on a tablet resting on a
cornice near 1. upper corner.

[118 x 78.] Good impression, without text.

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1858.
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31.

ST. MATTHEW {not Matthias). B ^
The apostle with his r. hand on the hilt of a sword, sits looking up to

1. on a low stool with a base carved in the shape of a dolphin A garland

gar3
ended °Ver hlS h6ad * M0n°^m a comice 1.nelr the

with no. 29.

32.

ST. PETER.
B. 14.

atJhed toTt
le

,i^°
Wing

h
n lt h

hand a lar«e key with - smaller one

tht tm rest no o
“ aU' Io

^
kmS UP to 1 Monogram on a tablet neartne top, resting on a cornice. Houses and trees 1.

L*
1®,* 78

{]
Go

J*
impression, without text, uniform with no. 29Purchased from Mr. Gutekunst, 1870.

33.

ST. PHILIP.
B. 18.

The apostle, holding a cross in 1. hand, an open book in r. hand, sits

r foot

anOP‘e a'r ^ a r°Und arCh - MonoSram a tablet under his&k^uTaz^mr with no - 25 ’ cut and d«-

34.

ST. THOMAS.
B. 21.

hold^inToth t’T ^f1

?
t0 l ’

at a table
> readinS a book which beds in both hands. A lance rests against the wall of the roomMonogram on a tablet attached to the walk

[117 x 78.] Late impression, uniform with no. 25.
Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1856.

35.

ST. AMBROSE.

The saint is seated, facing r., writing in a book
desk. A lamp hangs from an arch over his head
pillar 1.

B. 48.

which lies on a sloping

Monogram on shaft of

aWvVL™ ?8; ^ W
.
lthout te

r^f
brood impression [margin 5 mm.], though the block

in'5w mg™ °f wear. The impression can be dated with certainty before 1524 for

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1858.

30. ST. AUGUSTINE.
B. 27.

The saint in cope and mitre, is seated at a table, looking round anddown at a child who is ladling water with a spoon on the floor 1. Mono-gram on a tablet under the table r.

!

C

ime
>

dIte
] ^ iu,p,'es8ion

’ without teit . anifo™ with no. 35, and doubtless of

Purchased from Mess;s. Graves, 1858.
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35. ST. AMBROSE.

pibar 1

A P hangS fr°m *" arch 0Ver hU head- Monogram on shaft n,
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37

.

ST. CHRISTOPHER. B. 28. P. iii, 242, 65.

The saint, holding the stem of a tree in his 1. hand, is stepping out of

the water and has his 1. foot already on dry ground, where the hermit

stands holding a torch. Christ stands on St. Christopher’s r. shoulder;

his r. hand rests on a large globe, while he blesses with the 1. hand.

The monogram is on the shaft of a column r.

[118 x 80.] Soiled impression from a German edition with text in red and black on
both sides of the leaf.

In the inventory of 1837.

P. describes this woodcut as it appeared in a later book, without recoguising it as one

of the illustrations to the Hortulus Animae.

38

.

ST. MARTIN. B. 35.

The saint, riding to r., is cutting his cloak with a sword to share it

with a beggar who kneels in foreground 1. Monogram on a wall near the

horse’s foreleg.

[118 x 79.] Good impression, without text, on thin white paper.

In the inventory of 1837.

39

.

ST. MICHAEL. B. 36.

The archangel, with sword uplifted in his r. hand, is about to strike

at the throat of the dragon, which he grasps by the leg. Monogram in 1.

lower corner of the frame.

[118 X 78.] Fair impression, without text, on stouter paper than the last.

In the inventory of 1837.

40

.

ST. ROCH. B. 37.

The saint, walking with a staff and raising his garment with his 1.

hand to display the sore on his r. thigh, is led to 1. by an angel. The
monogram is on a tablet resting on a cornice near 1. upper corner.

[116 x 77.] Poor impression, without text, uniform with no. 25; cut and
damaged.

Purchased at the Durazzo sale, 1873.

41

.

ST. SEBALD.

The saint, attired as an aged pilgrim, with a staff in his 1. hand, sits

in a chair, facing 1., and holds in his r. hand, with the assistance of a boy
angel, a model of a church with two towers, an apse, and central spire.

Monogram on a tablet over the capital of a column r.

[118 x 78.] Late impression, without text, uniform with no. 25.

Purchased at the Durazzo sale, 1873.

This subject was unknown to Bartseli and the writers who have supplemented bis

catalogue by observations. It is mentioned, however, in the catalogue of the collection

of prints at the Hamburg Kunsthalle. p. 275. It occurs in the 1520 edition (no. 18) on
fob cxlyii v.
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42.

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH ST. ANNE.
St. Anne sits 1., facing three-quarters r., and receives

ciuld J esus, who stands upright supported by his mother,
the wall over St. Anne’s head.

B. 39.

on her lap the
Monogram on

[118 x 78.] Good impression, without text.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

43.

ST. APOLLONIA.
B. 40.

forcepstrthTwt ^^ .

thre
t?

uarters in both hands a

someTuUdingsl
^ MonoSram a Wge at the foot of

[118 X 79.] Good impression, without text.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

44.

ST. BARBARA.
B. 41.

1 hand^nd a wt •" t g three-quarters r„ holding a palm-branch in her
:
ha aud a b

.°
k̂ m

-hf hand. A chalice, with the Host rising above
it, stands on a ledge r. before a tower. Monogram on a tablet held bv

frame.
861 “ a lunette

’ Whleh forms the uPPer portion of the ornamental

[119 X 79.] Good impression, without text.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

45.

ST. DOROTHY.
B. 43.

St. Dorothy stands, facing a little to r., with her 1. hand on a basketof flowers held by a boy r. Monogram on the base of a column r.

[118 x 78.] Good impression, without text.
In the inventory of 1837.

40. ST. MARGARET.
B. 45.

The saint stands under a portico looking back to 1. over her rshoulder. She holds a tall cross in her 1. hand. The dragon crouches ather feet. Monogram near the top of the shaft of a column r.

[118 x 78.] Good impression, without text.
In the inventory of 1837.

47. THE ECSTASY OF ST. MARY MAGDALEN 1

• •
B. 44.

The saint is supported in the air by five angels over the mnn+h k= sz - pli Tk* s

1 On this subject, see p. 285.
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48. ST. OTTILIA.

of We

f»0,
nted

L
bbeSS

v

kneel
?
“ r,ra>'er >

facing three-quarters to r. The soulof her father, whom she redeemed from purgatory by her prayers is seenissumg from a monstrous pair of jaws surrounded by flames. Characteristictrees are seen over a wall r. Monogram on a tabled resting on“ ice h
t al

X
-

78 Good lmPression, without text
In the inventory of 1837.

49. BURrAL OF THE DEAD.

maUntoThe^avelCheKxtou
1^^ hehiS'theiiL^ovel'^^nd^C^

tater
reS

S°n

U

rino-in^
a

,

pneSt engaged
.

in sprinkling the deceased with holy

water Jn ThTu T m0™8r™ is <>n the vessel which contains theI® J?
the bafground are the walls of the cemetery A lar“e

twCmen:a7frm
d
e

frUlt “^™ * fr°nt °f the -ch^hich form!

[118 x 78.] Good impression, without text.
In the inventory of 1837.

[50-52.]

SINGLE WOODCUTS OP THE YEAR 1518.

50. ST. JEROME KNEELING IN HIS CELL. p ii; 2i„ G4
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tain printed text. Two other anAT , ?
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border-line is only 2 mm., so that the title which rlmfhfi +

The margin beyond the
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88
!
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chalybs. (in red) and eight
the headmS ^tokem . p.

“ 1 Cardineo fulgens luxit diademate in orbe.z Diuus Hieronymus lector amice diu.

7 Hums sacra tenet liber hie dictamina : mendis •

There is no text « uS Sol' SSfcJ?""
^ ; P°^’ I’ 1

'0 '5
*'”'
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Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

This cut of St. Jerome was used on the title-page of two editions of St. Jerome’s
Epistles printed by J. Sacon at Lyons, 20 August and 26 October, 1518.

In the first of these (not described by Panzer ; a copy at Munich), the words “ Epistole

sancti Hieronymi ” are printed over the cut. In the tablet, the heading (in red) has
calybs, not chalybs. Tfie verses are in black, as here. The crack alluded to above is

already visible.

A facsimile of the title-page of the second of these editions (Panzer vii, 320, no. 370)
is given by Muther (ii, 208), though he does not describe the book in the text. The
heading (black, of course, in the reproduction) again has calybs, and the colon after
“ mendis ” is omitted. The crack is not visible, but this defect may have been made
good in the reproduction.

The present impression, which has chalybs, belongs to neither of these editions,

but to some third one, of which I find no record.

50a. ST. JEROME KNEELING IN HIS CELL. P. 64.

Another impression.

The crack at the top extends across the arch to the upper edge of the

tablet. On the margin at the head of the woodcut is the title (printed in

red, “ Biblia cum concordantijs veteris et noui testameti et
|

sacroru

canonu,” etc. (4 11.). In the tablet are ten Latin hexameters, beginning

:

“ Biblia q’ latijs toto redimita elementis

Orbe micet :
grec9 stupet hinc,” etc.

Latin text (black) on back of leaf. Yellowish paper.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895. The name of a former owner, Ioannes

Henricus Otto, is stamped blind at the foot of the woodcut.
After serving to illustrate the two editions of St. Jerome’s Epistles described above,

the block was used for the following Bibles printed at Lyons and Nuremberg for the

house of Koberger :

—

a. Latin—19 Oct. 1519; J. Sacon, Lyons (Panzer vii, p. 322, no. 393).

b. Latin— 19 Aug. 1520; J. Marion, Lyons (Panzer vii, p. 328, no. 433).

c. Latin—12 Dec. 1520; J. Marion, Lyons (Panzer vii, p. 328, no. 434).

d. Latin—Aug. 1523; F. Peypus, Nuremberg (Panzer vii, 464, no. 174).

e. German (O.T. pt. 1)—1524; F. Peypus, Nuremberg (Panzer ii, 240, no. 211).

/. Bohemian—1540; L. Milchthaler, for Melchior Koberger, Nuremberg (R. K.

Ungar, “Allgem. Bdhm. Bibl.” 1786, Hierographie, p. 27). With Bohemian text in the

tablet :
“ Ziadosti welike byl ... A takto gey pocina."

No. 50a is from ihe third of these editions (Muther 1136).

This woodcut of St. Jerome does not occur in the following Bibles printed for the

Kobergers during the same period :

—

Latin—10 May, 1518 ; J. Sacon, Lyons (Panzer vii, p. 320, no. 366).

„ 24 July, 1521 „ „ „ vii, p. 330, no. 447).

„ 17 Nov. 1522 „ „ „ vii, p. 332, no. 461).

51. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH ST. ANNE. 1518.

Heller (Diirer) 1990.

St. Anne sits on a bank covered with grass and flowers, with a front

of boards. She is turning over the pages of a book with her r. hand

;

her 1. hand, hidden under her cloak, rests on the 1. shoulder of the

Virgin, who sits on the ground at her mother’s feet, holding the Child

with both hands. St. Anne wears a hood
;
the Virgin is bareheaded,

but her hair is surrounded by a string of pearls. There are stones and

plants in the foreground and glimpses of landscape with distant hills

beyond either end of the bench. There is a walled village r. at the foot

of the hills. The date 1518 is on the board 1. of St. Anne. No signa-

ture. Single border.
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Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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to the Chur Breviary of 1520. 1 The pillars and the socles on which their bases rest are

the feeblest part of the design, but similar balls on the top of columns are used more
than once by Springinklee, and the uninteresting ornament on the socles resembles that

used in similar places on the large woodcut, B. app. 32 (below, no. 78), which is

undoubtedly by Springinklee. The latter’s characteristic mouldings are entirely

wanting, and the decoration of the columns is less lavish than one would expect after

studyiug the Hortulus Animae. The most probable explanation of this restraint, and of

the unwonted excellence of the figure of St. Sebald, is that Springinklee was working
from a drawing by Diirer which he transferred, almost unaltered, to the block. This
would account for the absence of a signature.

iii. SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH THE EMPEROR
MAXIMILIAN I. Nos. 53-78.

Springinklee was concerned in three of the great woodcut works commissioned by
Maximilian, viz.: Der Weisskunig, the Triumphal Arch, 2 and the Triumphal Pro-
cession. It is only in the first that Spinginklee’s work is signed; in the other two
it has been attributed till recently to Diirer or, more vaguely, to the school of Diirer.

Besides these contributions to the joint undertaking of several artists, Springinklee

designed a few single woodcuts of subjects directly connected with Maximilian for his

house, the chief of which, in addition to those described below, is a large pedigree of

the house of Habsburg, from Rudolph I to Philip and Joanna, which was continued by
a later hand, about 1 562, and brought down as far as the children of Maximilian II.

No old impressions of this pedigree are known, but the blocks are preserved at Vienna
and impressions were taken in 1781. The subject is not represented in this collection.3

ILLUSTRATIONS TO DER WEISSKUNIG.

See p. 374, no. 4. No separate impressions of these woodcuts are in

the collection.

53. THE TRIUMPHAL ARCH. B. viii, 149, 138.

For a full account of the Arch, and the editions of it represented in

this collection, see the catalogue of Diirer’s works, no. 130 (p. 311). It is

only necessary here to recapitulate so much of the description as applies

specially to Springinklee’s share in the work. The date of the execution

of the woodcuts is 1515-1517. The chief portions drawn on the blocks

almost entirely by Springinklee are the following :

—

(a) On the central tower, the pedigree of Maximilian (with the ex-

ception of a few figures re-drawn by Diirer himself and inserted, see p. 318),

including the figure of the Emperor himself and the group of victories
;

further, the heralds and trumpeters on the platform below the cupola,

and the cupola itself with the “ tabernacle ” and other allegorical acces-

sories (pi. 32-36 of the edition of 1885-6).

1 See Mitth. d. Gesellsch. f. vervielf. Kunst (Vienna, 1902).
2 Dr. W. Schmidt (Chronik f. vervielf. Kunst ,

iv, 12, Vienna, 1891) attributes

to Springinklee the three woodcuts in Theuerdank (nos. 20, 34, 38), assigned by
Laschitzer (Vienna Jahrbuch viii, 1888, p. 80) to an unknown artist, B. I shall state

below my reasons for attributing these to Erhard Schon, rather than to Springinklee.
3 Dr. W. Schmidt was the first to recognise Springinklee’s hand in this woodcut.

See Repertorium
,
xvii, 39.
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(b) On the walls flanking the tower, the Roman emperors (pi. 6, 11,
12, 17, 18, 21), with the exception of those from Constantine to Honorius
(parts of pi. 17, 18), and the kinsmen of Maximilian (pi. 10, 15, 16, 23,
24, 27), with the exception of the head of Louis, King of Hungary (on
plate 27). The ornamental terminations of these flanking walls (pi. 21,
22, 27, 28) were also evidently drawn upon the blocks by Springinklee,
though the invention is Diirer’s.

(c) The last remark applies also to the figures of the two Archdukes
of Austria and their attendants on either side of the central arch (pi. 7—9),
and to ornamental accessories, too numerous to be described in detail,
which occur on the same blocks as many of the subjects mentioned
above.

(d) Nine of the historical subjects. The majority of these have been
described already in the catalogue of Diirer’s works (no. 130b), as they
occur in a separate edition of these subjects (Glax C). Since, however, no
edition of the Arch itself, and no separate edition of the historical subjects
contains the whole of Springinklee’s woodcuts, it will be useful here to
state fully the number of woodcuts from his hand, and the editions in
which they were used, adding descriptions of those which have not been
described already.

1. (Subject no. 2.) The Betrothal of Maximilian and Mary of
Burgundy. Maximilian holds the hilt of his sword in his r. hand. He
and Mary stand, holding the Burgundian shield between them, in an
arched passage leading to a courtyard.

This composition of Springinklee’s was rejected in favour of a superior
one by Diirer himself, in which the two persons stand in front of a curtain.
Diirer s block was used in all the early editions, Springinklee’s in those of
1799 and 1885-6.

2. (Subject no. 3.) The War in Hainault. (,See Diirer, no. 130b, 3.)
In all editions.

3. (Subject no. 10.) The Second Flemish Rebellion. (See Diirer,
no. 130b, 9.) In all editions.

4. (Subject no. 13.) The Expulsion of the Hungarians from Lower
Austria. (See Diirer, no. 130b, 12.) In all editions. A duplicate of this
subject is placed with Springinklee’s woodcuts.

5. (Subject no. 14.) The Campaign in Hungary. (See Diirer,
no. 130b, 13.) In all editions.

6. (Subject no. 15.) The Betrothal of Philip and Joanna.
Maximilian, with the imperial arms at his feet, stands 1. holding a

sceptre in his r. hand, a roll of paper in his 1. hand. Philip, the Austro-
Burgundian shield at his feet, holds a sceptre in his r. hand and lays
his 1. hand on the Spanish shield, which Joanna holds in both hands.
Two curtains, which do not meet, are slung on a rod at the back of
the room, and a cupid sits astride on a garland slung just below the
ceiling.

Very feebly drawn and characteristic of Springinklee at his worst
;much in the same style as the Weisskunig cuts. This cut occurs in no

edition, having been rejected entirely for a far superior composition by
Diirer. It is only known by a single impression in the Liechtenstein
collection, V ienna, which has been reproduced on p. 316 of the essay by
Chmelarz in the Vienna Jalirbucli

,
Bd. iv.
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The Second War in Gueldres. (See Diirer,
no. 130b, 18.) In all editions.

8. (Subject no. 20.) Maximilian confers the Fief of Milan on Ludovico
btorza.

The Emperor sits on a throne in a vaulted chamber and places the
Milanese banner with his r. hand in the hands of the kneeling Duke An
ofhcial, standing before the latter, holds an open book from which he
appears to be reading an oath which the Duke repeats. Three personswho stand to r. of the throne bear the Emperor’s orb, sword, and sceptre

;three others, to 1. of the throne, carry documents in their r. hands The
imperial banner, which balances that of Milan in the composition, is either
propped up against the side of the throne or borne by some invisible
person behind it. One of Springinklee’s favourite garlands is suspended

.
T^s Woek was used in all the editions of the complete Arch, and in the

fourth (Glax D) of the historical subjects. In the first three of the latter

.

ax 7 "
, 7 >

a different composition of the same subject, by Flotner,
replaced it. (See Durer, no. 130b. 19.)

J

^bje
T
ct r, 21) The War with Venice

- (^e Durer, no.
130b. 20.) In all editions.

ta
^P^^inklee s authorship in these nine woodcuts was recognised by

r * * cbmidt. In this case he was not transferring Diirer’s drawings
t0

j
° block

>
but producing free and independent compositions of his own,

and the peculiarities of his style are accordingly unmistakable. Where
figures are drawn on a large scale, the features show his draughtsmanship
at a glance. In the battle-scenes, where the figures are small and crowded,
bprmgmklees woodcuts are readily distinguished from Traut’s by the
ti ees, which resemble those found on his signed woodcuts.

[54-74.]

PROOFS OF WOODCUTS FORMING PART OF THE
TRIUMPHAL PROCESSION.

B. vii, 229, 81.

b°ok ’form
>
tbese proofs do not form part of any edition of the

likp Thp ’ ^
bl

.

ch oi^lu
^

y appeared as a book, and they are accordingly
7
described here

Je
f

C
l

by Bui-er, no. 136 of his works, as separate woodcuts. The iml

mark o^thiTl5267d itinn^Vi
^°% 60 - 6

.

:

\ and 74 are early proofs, and have the water-

wTw ’ tlie rest are later impressions, probably taken in 1777. They
\hT

tablets
;
and are so proved to be earlier than 1796, when the wood was forthe first time cat away in these places. No. 73 only is from the 1796 editionTney were all purchased from Messrs. Smith in 1845

Springinklee’s woodcuts, in the Triumph as in the Arch, are unsigned but readilvrecognised by the features-especially, in this case, the feminine type-bythe ov^-ments, and by the drawing of the trees.
y

1706*91-102
t

to

1

that
8

of
J
lS80

d
R4

8

i

gned ty SPr'nSinkIee (n°s. 89-100 in the edition of

Thev follow iL l i
f

i -i’

883“8
f
)

,

pageants representing the wars of Maximilian.

t ;,. vi
Triumphal Oar with the Burgundian Marriage, designed hyDu.ei. The original programme of the Triumph provides for seventeen wars if groups

Chronik fur vervielfaltigende Kunst, iv, 9,
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of six, four, four and three, and directs that (representations of) “castles and cities shall
be carried by landsknechts in the old Roman fashion,” followed by pictures of the
separate wars. These instructions were carried out in the miniature,* but the wood-
cuts depart widely from this precedent, and as the inscriptions which should have
explained the subjects were never cut, it is impossible to identify the separate wars
except m the rare cases where the design itself supplies a clue. The representations
are no longer earned by landsknechts (except in subordinate positions on nos. 56 and
59), but placed on cars moved by various mechanical appliances, and escorted bv
landsknechts wearing wreaths. Maximilian himself appears, in most cases, on the plat-torm at the top of the car, and some allegorical female figure sits or stands on a kind of
box-seat or bracket in front.

54. THE VENETIAN WAR. No g9 (91)

A woman, emblematical of the republic of Venice, accompanied by the
Hon of St. Mark, sits in a dejected attitude on the platform looking at
the bodies of four slain men. The side of the car is divided into two
compartments

;
the upper one represents a fight at close quarters between

the imperial and the Venetian troops
;
in the lower one are three ships on

the lagoon. A figure of Victory, with laurel wreath and palm, stands on
a globe in front of the car, which is escorted by a halberdier, while two
landsknechts at the back work the machinery which moves the wheels.

K78 u37?^ Impression probably of the date 1777. No watermark.
I fie block was cut by Hieronymus Andrea.

55 . ONE OF THE WARS IN FLANDERS. No . 90 (92)

Maximilian sits on a throne to 1. of the platform, holding a sword in
his r. hand, and touching with his sceptre the helmet of a woman who kneels
before him typifying the conquered province. A shield with the lion
rampant of Flanders is on a ledge behind her. The side of the car
represents an expanse of undulating country with a number of small
iortmed places, but no engagement. A winged female figure with a
cornucopia stands on the small platform before the car, facing Maximilian
lhe car is worked by large poles with grooves fitted to cogs on the wheels •

tour landsknechts keep the machinery in motion.

[376x375.] As no. 54.

The block was cut by Claus Semau.

50. A CONQUEST.
No. 91 (93).

Maximilian sits on a throne to I. of the platform, with sword in r.hand, sceptre in 1. hand. Two women stand before him, one of whom
wearing a mural crown, typifies a city

; the other, in helmet and breast-
plate, a province. A winged Victory, with a wreath in her 1. hand sitson the front of the platform, looking back at the Emperor. On the side
ol the car we see part of a procession of landsknechts actually carrying

1 Now 111 the Hofbibliotliek, Vienna. Twelve pages (nos. 50-53, 56-58 61-681belong to the wars. As a specimen of these, no. 52, the first Conquest of Gueldres isreproduced m the Vienna Jahrbuch
,

i, Taf. 17. Tbe British Museum possesses anundesenbed pen-and-ink drawing, 215 x 390 mm. (Sloane 5218, 119) of the samesubject as mmjature no 51 1 he drawing is inscribed on the back, “ Der erst kriee vnheouygau vnd
|
pyckertey ” It is apparently a preparatory sketch for the Miniature.
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models of cities and castles, according to orders. This whole composition
is placed within a large wheel with four spokes, propelled by four men
who work a kind of treadmill on the inner side of the wheel in front, while
a fifth holds a lever which works on the axle.

[375x372] As no. 54.

The cases in which two provinces are mentioned in the programme are the war inHamault and Picardy and the conquest of Burgundy and Artois. The block was cut
by Wolfgang Resell.

57

.

THE NEAPOLITAN WAR. Na 92 (94)>

This is apparently the subject described in the programme as “ Die
Neapolitanisch Siglich Hilf.”

On the platform two women, representing the kingdom of Naples and
the archduchy of Austria, are shaking hands. The arms of Naples are
supported by a woman holding in her 1. hand a palm and a branch of
myrtle (?), the Austrian arms by a child angel. On a pedestal in front of
the car stands a Victory holding a wreath and palm

;
in the air before her

is a star. On the front of the car are a number of small models of
fortified towns, constructed like a table ornament on a round base running
on wheels. A long narrow compartment below contains three ships. The
car is propelled by three landsknechts, and an invisible fourth must be
supposed behind it.

[380x370.] As no. 54.

The block was cut by Wilhelm Liefrinck.

58 . THE AUSTRIAN WAR. No 93 (95)

Probably the subject described in the programme as “ Die Eroberun^
ains tails der Nider osterreichischen lannde.”

Maximilian sits on a throne to 1. of the platform, and a woman stands
before him wearing the archducal crown and holding the Austrian banner.A child angel, behind her, supports the Austrian shield. On a pedestal
in front of the car stands a woman (Charity) suckling two children. On
the side of the car is a landscape with a river-god (Enns, Danube, or
Leytha V) and several detached parties of soldiers, some of whom are
setting fire to houses. Two landsknechts, standing on a lower platform at
the back of the car, move the machinery which propels it by means of
double cog-wheels.

[380 X 377.] As no. 54. There is a conspicuous crack in the block near the 1. side.
The block was cut by Hieronymus Andrea.

59. A WAR. No. 94 (96)

On the platform is a large arched tablet, which has remained blank,
with a Victory on either side. On the side of the car is a procession of
landsknechts moving to r., carrying models of castles and cities. On a
seat at the back of the car is a seated woman (Fortitude) holding a
column. The car is propelled by a single landsknecht in front who
works a system of cog-wheels.

[375 X 380.] As no. 54.

There is a conspicuous crack at a distance of 140 mm. from the 1. side.
The block was cut by Cornelius Liefrinck.
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60. THE SURRENDER OF A PROVINCE. No. 95 (97),
Maximilian stands 1. on the platform, with a sword, point upwards
his r. hand. A woman stands before him bareheaded, raising her r

^
anl P

K°^
y m

u
6 aCt °f swearinS allegiance. Behind her is a shieldon which the arms have never been cut. On a seat in front is a windedemale figure (Prudence

?) holding a compass in her 1. hand. On the sideof the car is a landscape with four towers and many trees. The car ispropeiled by twomen sitting on a platform at the back, who turn thehandles of a machine which acts on the cogs of the hind-wheels.

. £
382

.

x An early proof, with the watermark of the 1526 edition an

The'M^kwi cut'Ty
to Sp0ilt double 8triki“S-

’

61 . A WAR.

On the platform
No. 96 (96),

trampling on his
Maximilian, on horseback, is

prostrate foes. On a bracket before the car stands a winged womancarrymg a pole mxnriantly clothed with hops. On the side®of the car

Und u
nds

r?
ech

n
are Suardlu« a larSe number of civilian prisoners. Twolandsknechts walking by the hind-wheels, propel the car by levers workingon a system of cog-wheels m front. °

[380 x 376.] As no. 54.
The block was cut by Hans Frank.

62 . A SURRENDER.
No. 97 (99),

On the platform Maximilian, with a bishop (the Bishop of Utrecht 7)at his r. hand, is addressing a group of kneeling burgesses. Justice a

Tf’Z caTTnXCde of

al

tb
“ L Staad3 °n a bracket inWor me car On the side of the car a procession of choristers and prieststhe first of whom carries a reliquary, is entering a church r. Thenar ispropelled by six landsknechts, of whom five are visible,

[376 x 370.] As no. 54.
The block was cut by Hans Frank.

63. THE CAPTURE OF A TOWN. No.98 (100),On the platform is a large model of a city with Maximilian 1. advancingmounted, at the head of his troops, with the Burgundian standard Awinged woman, holding a branch of laurel (?) in her r hand qi+q n
* ^

in front of the car and looks back. Onthi^rf^cSa on^wcompartment representing a camp. The car is propelled by an extrlwheel with projecting spokes, on which a landsknecht places his
7
hands and

The Mock wls tut bfW^ang"! Water“ark °f the I52G edition-

64. A SURRENDER.

On the platform Maximilian, standing

No. 99 (101),

in front of athrone I receives withE Xwting sUTom :group of men who stand on a lower level. On a pedestal rising from the

2 D
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platform itself stands a woman without wings, holding in her 1. hand a
branch of the same shrub and one of palm. On the side of a car is a
landscape divided by a river which issues from a mountain gorge 1. On
both sides of the river landsknechts are setting fire to houses, from which
women are rescuing their boxes and bedding. The car is drawn by two
horses attended by two landsknechts.

[375 x 370.] As no. 54.

The block was cut by Hieronymus Andrea.

65. THE CAPTURE OF A TOWN. No. 100 (102).

On the platform a landsknecht, bearing the Burgundian standard, is

scaling the walls of a town, followed by other men of the imperial force.

A woman without wings sits on a seat in front of the car holding a cloth

over both hands. On the side of the car are two compartments, in both
of which the imperial ammunition waggons are represented in motion to r.

escorted by cavalry and infantry. The car is drawn by four horses

attended by two landsknechts.

[380 x 375.] As no. 54.

The block was cut by Cornelius Liefrinck.

60 (1-2). THE TROPHIES OF THE WARS IN FRANCE AND THE
NETHERLANDS. Nos. 101, 102 (103, 104).

The four groups of wars are followed in the programme by as many
“ Trafaywagen” or cars containing trophies. The first of these, placed
after the first six wars, is to contain weapons, armour, and banners,
especially those used in the Low Countries and in France. The Hungarian,
Bohemian, and Italian trophies were never carried out. This subject is

cut on two blocks.

(1.) A mounted landsknecht goes before, carrying a decorated tablet

(black till 1796) raised on a pole. He is followed by ten men on foot,

who are pulling the ropes by which the car is dragged [378 X 365].

(2.) Two more men walk by the side of the car and help to push it

along. The car is heavily loaded with armour for man and horse,

standards, and all kinds of weapons. The principal trophy in the centre
consists chiefly of four suits of armour placed back to back, surmounted by
a sheaf of weapons and by wreaths, with two small figures of Victory on
brackets [380 X 378].

Impressions as no. 54.

The first block was cut by Hans Frank, the second by Jan de Bom (or Bonn).

67. THE SPANISH MARRIAGE. No. 103 (105).

A car of similar construction to those which carry the wars is drawn
by four stags in charge of a single landsknecht. On the platform are
Maximilian, Philip, and Joanna, with their arms. The three figures and
their drapery are copied closely from Durer’s woodcut on the Triumphal
Arch (the fifteenth historical subject), omitting the background. The
group is placed under an arch supported by four columns, Cupids holding
lighted torches are placed on the capitals of the latter, and on a wreath
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suspended across the front of the arch. In front of the first pair of columns
stand three women holding a covered cup, a standard, and a hoop. On
the side of the car are groups of four noblemen and four ladies, confronting
one another, against a background of large thistles. The man in profile
at the 1. of the group of men bears a certain resemblance to Diirer. Aman m the costume of a Roman warrior sits on a raised seat at the back
ot the car, holding m his 1. hand a vase of flowers.

[378 x 375.] As no. 54.
The block was cut by Hans Frank.

nrn^mm»
U
51

e
t

Ct ’ e0"Mendin
*. to no. 63 of the miniatures, is placed in theprogramme between the Hungarian trophy and the beginning of the third group of

horseback
d 4 18 that King PMlP s marriage shall be carried by two men on

The five following subjects are the effigies (“ Grabpildter ”) of the Enmeror’sancestors, carried m procession according to the precedent of the Roman triumph

bearings.
6 * deSCnbed m the ProSramme, and can be recognised by their armodai

68.

THE EMPEROR FREDERICK III. No< 104 (106)
A horseman rides in front, bearing a black tablet destined to contain

the words Die hernach getragen pilder sein die thewrlichen kaiser, kunig,
Ertzhertzog vnnd Hertzog, der Schilt, namen vnnd lanndt kaiser
Maximilian fuert. He is followed by two horses bearing between them
a platform on which is a standing effigy of Frederick III, under a canopy,
with the imperial arms before him.

[377 x 370.] As no. 54.
The block was cut by Hieronymus Andrea.

69.

CHARLES THE GREAT; CLOVIS; STEPHEN, KING OF HUNGARY-RUDOLPH I. No 105 (lfl7);

The effigies of these four persons stand in the order named, from r to
L, on a platform carried like a litter by two horses harnessed between
poles and led by two landsknechts. Each of the first three kings has a
nimbus. 6

[377 x 374.] As no. 54.
The block was cut by Hieronymus Andrea.

70.

ODOBERT, KING OF PROVENCE; ARTHUR, KING OF ENGLAND-
of
H
jerusal?m

POKTDGAL: god™ of bouil™mng04 JERUSALEM. No 1Q6

The arrangement of this woodcut is the same as that of no. 69
effigies of the four persons stand in the order named from r. to 1.

The

[380 X 373.] As no. 54.
It is not known who cut the block.

71.

ALBERT I, KING OF THE ROMANS; ALBERT II KING OF THFROMANS AND OF HUNGARY AND BOHEMIA LADISLATlI
?PAr\r°

F BOHEMIA; FERDINAND, KING OF
No. 107 (109).

Arrangement as in nos. 69, 70.

[373 x 366.] As no. 54.

The block was cut by Hans Frank.

2 D 2
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72

.

PHILIP, KING OF CASTILE ; ST. LEOPOLD, MARGRAVE OF
AUSTRIA; THE ARCHDUKE SIGISMUND

; CHARLES, DUKE
OF BURGUNDY. No. i08 (110).

Arrangement as in nos. 69-71. St. Leopold is copied in reverse from
the figure of that saint, by Diirer, on the Triumphal Arch.

[380 x 372.] As no. 54.

It is not known who cut the block.

73

.

A KING AND QUEEN RIDING. No. 130 (121).

The king and queen, holding sceptres in their r. hands, ride to r.,

escorted by six pikemen. This subject does not occur in the programme,
and it is uncertain what royal couple is represented.

[266 x 373.] This impression is from the 1796 edition, and has the printed number.
The block was cut by Alexius Lindt.

74.

A PRINCESS RIDING. No. 131 (122).

The princess rides to r. on a richly caparisoned palfrey led by two
noblemen. She is followed by two ladies-in-waiting, whose horses are
escorted by three halberdiers. This subject, again, does not occur in the
programme

; the pomegranates on the caparison show that the lady is
closely connected with Maximilian, and she may be the Archduchess
Margaret, or even Mary of Burgundy, though a place was provided for
each of these on the Triumphal Car, which was originally to have formed
part of the procession.

[262 x 424.] Very fine impression, with the watermark of the 1526 edition (See
no. 60.)

v

The block was cut by Jost de Negker.

75.

ST. GEORGE AS THE EMPEROR’S PATRON SAINT. B. vii, 329, 58.

St. George stands 1. in full armour, holding in his r. hand a banner
marked with a cross in a circle. The dragon lies dead at his feet. To r.
is a Gothic chapel, with the emblems of the Golden Fleece (St. Andrew’s
cross and the flint and steel) marked upon the tiles of the roof. The
chapel is drawn on so small a scale, in proportion to the figures, that
Maximilian, who kneels on one knee in front of it, lays his gauntleted r.
hand on the roof. He wears over his armour a cope with St. George’s
cross upon the clasp, while his helmet is surmounted by the crown of the
King of the Romans. 1 There is a landscape background with trees
and mountains

; Springinklee’s monogram is in the foreground near the r.
lower corner.

[235 x 212.] Late impression, after the block had become worm-eaten, on paper
ruled m squares on the back. r r

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1856.

1 For the shape of the crown, compare these personages in the Habsburg pedigree on
the Triumphal Arch who were kings of the Romans but were never crowned as
emperors. They, however, wear the crown with the hoop passing across the head from
1. to r., whereas here it appears to pass from front to back.
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No old impressions of this woodcut are known. The block is preserved at Vienna,
and it was reprinted in 1799 (“ Images de Saints et de Saintes,” etc., no. 43) and in 1887
(Vienna Jahrbuch, v, 217). Its original destination is matter for conjecture, since
Bartsch’s assumption that it formed part of the series of Saints of the house of Austria
has been proved by Laschitzer1 to be false. Laschitzer himself suggested that it was
intended to illustrate a special book on St. George planned by the Emperor. The note,
however, from which he argued, has been proved by Dr. Giehlow2 to relate to a project
for printing the statutes of the Order of St. George, not a legend of the saint. All that
can be said is that the woodcut alludes, like the first subject on the round tower to 1. of
the Triumphal Arch (see p. 313), to some foundation of a chapel of the Order of St. George
or an act of patronage on the part of Maximilian. The tree behind the roof of the
chapel is drawn in the same way as certain trees in the Hortulus Animae (on B. 4, 7, 37),
while the others, on a smaller scale, are in Springinklee’s most characteristic manner,
and parallels may be produced from his woodcuts of any date from 1515 to 1522 ; but,
judging by subject and style combined, the probable date of this woodcut is about
1516-1518.

70. TRITHEMIUS PRESENTING HIS “POLYGRAPHIA” TO MAXIMILIAN.
(1518.)

Maximilian, in profile to r., wearing the imperial crown and mantle,
sits 1. on a throne, holding the sceptre in his r. hand and raising his 1.

hand, of which the first two fingers are extended like a priest’s fingers in
the act of blessing. Trithemius, bareheaded, in the Benedictine habit,
with his mitre on the ground before him, kneels and offers to the Emperor
a bound volume fastened with a padlock. This alludes to the cryptic
character of the book, a treatise on writing in cipher. Another person,
probably Jacob Haselberg, bookseller, of Reichenau, near Constance,
the publisher of the book, stands behind the author, and offers two
keys in his r. hand to the Emperor. The keys allude to the second
part of the work, entitled “ Clavis Polygraphiae.” The abbot’s chap-
lain, a young monk, stands in the background holding the crozier. The
ceiling of the room is supported by two columns. Single border. No
signature.

[108 x 94.] The woodcut described above is flanked by two fluted columns [each
108 x 7], perhaps also by Springinklee, which serve to fill up intervals between the
woodcut and the border described below (no. 77). These various blocks and two<
passages of letterpress fill the title-page of the second part of the book, viz., “ Clavis
P°ly

I

graphiae Ioannis Tiitemii Abba
|

tis diui lacobi Herbipolensis, quondam
|

Span.-
heimensis, ordinis sancti Bene-

|

dicti, Observantise Bursft lden-
|

sium patrum.” The^
same blocks were used on the title-page of the first part, with the title (in retf ), “Poly-
graphiae

|

libri sex, Ioannis Trithemii Ab
|

batis Peapolitani, quondam
|
Spanheimensis,

ad Maxi-
j
milianum Caesarem.” The work, completed in 1508, was published by

Haselberg in July, 1518. The printer, not named, is Adam Petri, of Basle. It has
been stated, incorrectly, that the book was printed at Oppenheim.

In the inventory of 1837.
The occurrence of a woodcut by Springinklee in a book printed at Basle may be

explained by the relations existing between Adam Petri and the Kobergers. That it is
Sprmginklee’s can hardly be doubted, on comparing it with that artist’s share in the
Triumphal Procession. Compare especially the shape of the throne, Maximilian’s
features, and the drawing of his crown in nos. 55, 56, 58, 62, 64 ;

this throne is also of
frequent occurrence in the second Hortulus Animae.

Tritheim, or Trithemius (1462-1516), whose original name was Heid'enberg, entered
the Benedictine Order in 1482, and was elected Abbot of Spanheim in 1483; he became
Abbot of the monastery of St. James at Wurzburg in 1506, and remained there till his
death. Among Lis numerous writings on history, biography, and occult subjects are

1 Vienna Jahrbuch
,
v, 216. 2 Ibid, xx, 43.
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two works on writing in cipher, “ Steganograpkia ” and “Polygraphia,” which brought
him under some suspicion of sorcery.

Other woodcuts in which Trithemius and his chaplain are represented, with a third
person, either the publisher, Haselberg, or the chancellor of the diocese of Wurzburg
are to be found on the second leaf of his “ Compendium Annalium de Origine Regum et
Gentis Francorum,” J. Schoffer, Mentz, 1515, and on the title-page of “Liber octo
quaestionum ad Max. Caes.,” Oppenheim, 1515. (Muther 1775.)

78a. TRITHEMIUS PRESENTING HIS “ POLYGRAPHIA ” TO MAXI-

Late impression.

A poor impression from Seb. Munster’s “ Cosmographia Henricpetri, Basle, 1628,
p. 647, where the block was introduced as a portrait of Frederick III

Presented by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B., 1895.

77. TITLE-BORDER TO THE “ POLYGRAPHIA ” OF TRITHEMIUS. (1518.)

The border is composed of four blocks.
(a.) In the bottom panel [36 X 106] the author of the book, identified

by the inscription . io. trithemivs. vested as an abbot, reclines in the
attitude of Jesse in the representation of the genealogy of Christ, with
his head resting on his 1. hand. A stem issuing from below the morse of his
cope divides at once into two branches, which ascend to 1. and r. through
the upright panels on either side.

(6.) The stem in the 1. panel [220 x 26] bears three flowers from
which issue half-length figures of philosophers holding respectively an
armillary sphere and a sextant, and a third person who holds the end of
a scroll. The arms of the empire stand at the top, those of Trithemius,
quartered with the arms of the monastery of St. James, at the bottom.

(c.) The corresponding panel on the r. side [219 X 26] has two
philosophers holding respectively a pair of compasses and a square rule,
and above them a third person who holds the end of a scroll. The arms
of^ Austria stand at the top, those of Lorenz von Bibra, Bishop of
Wurzburg, at the bottom.

(d.) The oblong panel at the top [24 X 106] contains merely the
remainder of the two scrolls.

[220 X 160.] From the same book as no. 76.
In the inventory of 1837.
H is not so easy to recognise Springinklee’s hand in the border as in the single wood-

cut, but the introduction of the author’s name and the collocation of arms show that itwas actually designed for the book in which it appears. The reclining figure of the

of tbp itZfb
er

’ S
a
!i,

deClde
i?

oharferistics of Springinklee’s style, especially the shape
of the mouth and the small round depression on the upper lip. The faces of the sages

flg"re8 °U the TriumPhal Arch’“d wi";

77a. THE SAME BORDER. p 39g ?6

Second state.

In the second state, the name of Trithemius has been removed from
the lower panel, and all the armorial bearings have been effaced, the eagle
alone remaining in the 1. upper corner, but displaying now an empty shield.
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In this state the border, attributed by Passavant to Holbein, was used in the
Ptolemy, edited by Munster, printed by Heinrich Petri at Basle in 1545. The space
contained in it is occupied by letterpress.

Purchased from Mr. Parsons, 1865.
The top and bottom panels were also used in the same book in combination with

different side panels, of the school of Holbein.

78. MAXIMILIAN PRESENTED BY HIS PATRON SAINTS TO THE
ALMIGHTY. (1519.) B. vii, 185, 32. H. 2045.

The scene is laid in heaven. The Almighty, wearing a jewelled cope
or mantle with a long train borne up by two angels, stands 1. on a plat-
form in front of a door. He holds an orb in his 1. hand, and raises his
r. hand in the act of blessing Maximilian, who kneels before him, arrayed
in the imperial robes, with orb, sword, and sceptre on a cushion at his
knees. The Virgin, with the Child in her arms, stands at Maximilian’s
r. hand, and his other patrons, SS. George, Maximilian, Barbara,
Andrew, Sebastian, and Leopold stand in two rows at his back, carrying
their emblems (banner, pastoral staff, tower, cross, arrows, Austrian
shield). The name of each is cut on his nimbus. The background is

architectural
;
three massive piers, to the first of which the imperial

arms are affixed, lead back to a round arch through which the open sky
is seen. Six cherubs hover in the air round scrolls, which bear quotations
from the Psalter in Roman characters cut upon the block. The scroll
that proceeds from the mouth of the Almighty bears the inscription,
“ Preueni eum in Benedictionibus dulcedinis posui in Capite eius Coronam
de Lapide precioso

|

& letificabo eum in gaudio cum Vultu meo :— .’

A second, proceeding from the mouth of the Virgin and extending over the
heads of the other saints, has the legend, “ Domine saluum fac Regem, &
exaudi Nos in Die qua inuocauerimus te.” Maximilian himself is saying,
“ Tu autem Domine Susceptor meus es

:
|

gloria mea : & exaltans Caput
meum.” There is no signature, but the arms of Stabius, who must be
regarded as the originator of the woodcut, are introduced in the 1. lower
corner. The whole is surrounded by a single line [375 X 377].

On the upper margin are four elegiac verses, printed from two small
blocks :

“ Si meritis Coelum petitur, quis Maximiliano
Felice Augusto dignior Astra petit ?

Post terre Imperium super Aethera Maxmilianus
Celitibus mixtus Regia Sceptra tenet.”

On the lower margin is the following inscription, printed from a
single block

:

“ Imperator Caesar Diuus Maximilianus pius, felix, augustus, Christian-
itatis supremus, Princeps Ger-

|
maniae, Hungariae, Dalmatian, Croaciae,

Bosnaeq
,
Rex Angliae, Portugalliae & Boemiae heres, &c.

|

Archidux
Austriae, Dux Burgundiae, Lotharingiae, Brabantiae, Stiriae, Carinthiae,
Carniolae, Lym-

|

burgiae, Lucemburgiae & Gheldriae, Comes Princeps in
Habsburg & Tirolis, Lantgrauius Alsa-

|

tiae, Princeps Sueiuae, Palatinus
Hannoniae, Princeps & Comes Burgundiae, Flandriae, Goriciae

|

Arthesiae,
Holandiae, & Comes Seelandiae, Phirretis in Kyburg, Namurci & Zut-
phaniae, Mar-

|

chio super Anasum, Burgouiae & sacri Imperii, Dominus
Phrysiae, Marchiae Sclauonicae, Mechli-

|

niae, Portus Naonis & Salinarum,
&c. Princeps potentissimus transijt . Anno Christi Domini

|

m.d. xix
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. Die xii . Mensis Ianuarij . Regni Romani . xxxiij . Hungarian uero . xxix
V lxit Annis . lix . Mensibus . ix . Diebus . xix.

|[Then twelve verses in three columns.]

“ Imperij colume : Germani gloria regni :

Virtutumtf decus
:
per te dementia mudo

Illuxit magne tribuit gum maxima terre
Omnipotent reru manitf rex sceptra benignis

Iusticie cultus : sancte simul ocia pads
Te duce celesti populis e munere missa.
Nunc ad sidereas sedes super astra recepi9

jEterna frueris Vita ; te gloria Christi

Luce sub immensa lustrat : sanctusque uocari
Incipis ; vnitus Christoq ’ Tiominiq ’ deoq’
Ergo age ceu nostro Bex clemens orbe fuisti
Sic pius e supera nos respice sede precantes ”

[Size of sheet, 550 X 390.] Fine impression
; well preserved on the whole, but hasbeen creased by folding. Watermark, imperial eagle.

1

In the inventory of 1837.
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Sanctusque vocari Incipis.”
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“d Sem ^ S 'ben almue8en - Dieser svipogen ist also genannt: Die

“ Sand Jorg zu Innsprugk.
Unnser Fraw zu Mechl.
Sand Sebastian zu Wienn.
Sand Anndre zu Rayn.
Sand Maximilian zu Gretz.
Sand Leopolt zu M'alstadt.
Sand Barbara zu Ratenburg am Necker.”
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Durer. Passavant and Retberg (A. 45) assigned it, quite at random, to Burgkmair.
I he recent more critical study of the woodcuts of Diirer's pupils, by Dr. Schmidt 1 and
others,2 has placed Springiuklee’s authorship beyond a doubt. While full of analogiesm detail with his signed works, it shows him in an unusually favourable light, and is
undoubtedly one of his highest achievements. The types most readily recognised as
bpringinklee’s are those of the angel with the censer and of St. Barbara (the latter to
be compared with the women on nos. 54-67, 73, 74, above). The cherubs are also
chaiacteristic. The architecture is decorated with several of Springinklee’s favourite
ornaments—the beaded moulding round the large arch, the lily-of-the-valley ornament
over the painted arch, the dolphin with snout and tusks, the leaves running up the
shaft of the column. St. Leopold is copied from Diirer’s figure on the Triumphal Arch,
though the copy is less exact than in the case already mentioned (no. 72)

;

otherwise I
observe no plagiarisms from Durer, though the types of the Madonna and Child come
very close to the master’s style.

The woodcut is rare in its complete state, with the inscriptions preserved. There
is a fine coloured impression on vellum at Coburg.

t THE IMPERIAL FAMILY MOURNING FOR MAXIMILIAN. (1519.)
(Reproductions.) p 242 67

The three persons seated to 1. of the bier are Charles, King of Spain,
the Archduke Ferdinand, and the Archduchess Margaret; to each of
these Sbrulius dedicates one of the poems which appear, together with
an epistle to Charles, dated 9 Feb. 1519, and an epitaph in acrostic
form on Maximilian, on the printed sheet or broadside which contains
the woodcut. The four princesses seated to r. of the bier are the
Archduchesses Eleanor, Isabella, Mary, and Catherine. The bier is covered
with a pall, and on this are laid the crown and orb (on cushions), with
sword and sceptre. There is no coffin on the bier, which is placed under
a simple wooden structure consisting of four uprights with cross-beams,
supporting at either end a triangular erection (a herse, in the original
sense of the word) with fifteen lighted tapers. The woodcut represents
no actual incident in connection with the Emperor’s obsequies, but an
imaginary gathering of the mourners, who could never thus have been
assembled in one place.

The woodcut measures 156 x 138 mm.
; the sheet at Munich, from which these

photographs were taken, measures 300 x 373 mm., but it is imperfect, the “ Nenia ”
itself, mentioned at the head of the broadside, having been cut away. Another
impression at Maihingen (collection of Prince Oettingen- Wallerstein) is more perfect,
and measures 435 mm. in height, though the first two lines of the title at the top and
the conclusion of the long poem have been cut away. The latter is printed in three
columns, with the heading

:

IN DIVI MAXIMILIANI CAESARIS
P.P. AVG. OBITVM. NENIA.

There is a third impression at Paris (Courboin, “ Catalogue de la Reserve,’” no. 10646)
I he reproductions are twofold

: (1) of the woodcut alone, size of the original : (2) of
the whole sheet with the text, reduced.

v J

iv. SINGLE WOODCUTS, ILLUSTRATIONS, AND TITLE-
PAGES, 1519-1522. Nos. 79-84.

79. THE NATIVITY. (1519.) B. vii, 328, 51.

The Virgin kneels r., facing 1., with her arms crossed upon her breast,
adoring the Child, who lies on the end of her mantle, with three small

1 Bepertorium, xvii, 39. 2 E.g. Dr. K. Giehlow, loc. cit.
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angels busied about him. St. Joseph kneels 1., in profile to r., holding a
candle and sheltering the flame with his 1. hand. Two shepherds, in the
middle, have just arrived on the scene, and are preparing to kneel and
worship. The ox and ass are seen r. behind the Virgin, near a stately
Benaissance column. In the background are trees and buildings, the
latter partly in ruins. Springinklee’s monogram is near the 1. lower
corner.

[205 x 175.] Good impression. On the margin below the woodcut the following
two lines are printed

:

‘‘•[O immensum chaos r inclyte celsitudinis fili mi q’s
digne valebit tuam radiosam speciem contemplari.”

The text on the back is that of the second book of Maccabees, on the last page of
the Old Testament, in the Vulgate version; fol. ccxliiii, sig. H iiij, of the edition
printed by J. Sacon at Lyons, 24 July, 1521.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The woodcut was used in the following Bibles :

—

a. Latin. Lyons, J. Sacon for A. Koberger, 19 Oct. 1519. Fol. ccxliiii v.
b • >» n J. Marion „ „ 19 Aug. 1520. „
c-

>. » » „ „ 12 Dec. 1520. „
«• » >» J. Sacon „ „ 24 July 1521. „
«• » » „ „ 17 Nov. 1522. „
/. German (N. T. only). Nuremberg, F. Peypus, 1524. Title-page.
g. Latin. Nuremberg, F. Peypus, 1530. Sig. S i v.

a has the two lines of text as printed above; b has “quis,” not “q’s”; c has
“indite” and “quis”; d agrees with a; e has the inscription set up in four lines;
while in / it is wanting altogether. The cut is mentioned by Weigel (Kunstcat. 8524’
18327) as occurring in g.

79a. THE NATIVITY. B. 51.

Another impression.

A good impression without text on the back, and without margin. Watermark, a
small bull’s head. It is not to be described as a proof, since the block shows some
signs of wear

; it might be from edition /, in which the verso of the first leaf is blank,
but the watermark is different from those found in the book.

79b. THE NATIVITY. B. 51.

Copy.

the same direction as the original. In the place of Springinklee’s monogram is
that of a wood-engraver of Lyons, whose mark is reproduced by Brulliot, pt. i, p. 421,
no. 3028, and Courboin, “ Catalogue de la Reserve,” Paris, 1900, i, p. 124, no. 1212.

[205 x 175.] On thin white paper without watermark. Latin text on back, ending
“ ®_Explicit vetus testamentum.

|
®Finis.”

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1896.
The copy occurs in “ Biblia Sacra

|
Lugdimi I Sub insigni Sphserae, apud iEgidium

& Iacobum Huguetan, fratres.
|
mil . ccccc . xl ” fol., on fol. ii r. of the N.T. This

impression, however, is from the end of the O.T. in an earlier edition. The cut was
used again by the brothers Huguetan in the Catalogus Sanctorum of Petrus de
Natalibus, 1542 (Sig. a iij v., facing fol. i). The edition of that work printed by Sacon
in 1519 does not contain, as one might expect, the original cut by Springinklee. A
different copy, rather worse, with no mark or monogram, was used in the Vulgate
printed by J. Crespin, Lyons, 1529, fol. (fol. ccxnr.).
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t FRONTISPIECE TO THE CHUR BREVIARY. 1520.
(Reproduction.)

The frontispiece represents the Madonna and Child with the patron
saints of Chur, Florinus and Lucius, and the kneeling bishop, Paul
Ziegler (1503-1541), with the arms of the see.

Photograph of the woodcut [251 x 163] on the title-page of the Breviary for the
diocese of Chur, printed (by Erhard Ratdolt) for Georg Ratdolt, Augsburg, 1520. A
copy of the book was purchased for the British Museum at the sale of the Henry White
library at Sotheby’s in April, 1902. The woodcut (unsigned) was first described and
attributed to Springinklee by the writer of this catalogue. 1 Some initial letters in the
volume are by the same artist. The group of the Madonna and Child shows very
strongly the influence of Diirer’s woodcut of 1518, the Virgin crowned by angels,

t FRONTISPIECE TO THE CHUR DIRECTORIUM. 1520.
(Reproduction.)

Two angels support shields with the arms of the diocese of Chur and
of the bishop, Paul Ziegler, with the mitre and pastoral staff, under a
round arch of which the top is cut off.

Photograph of the woodcut [96 x 105] on the back of the title-page of “Index Sive
Directorium horarum secundum ritum Curien.diocess.dicendarum,” which was printed
(by Erhard Ratdolt) at Augsburg in 1520 to accompany the Breviary mentioned above.
The woodcut is clearly also by Springinklee, though I attributed it by error on a
former occasion 2 to Schaufelein

; I had not then seen the woodcut in the Breviary,
with which it is closely connected. The copy of the book from which this reproduction
was made is in the Stiftsbibliothek, St. Gallen (Inc. 466—7). A facsimile of the wood-
cut was published in my article on the frontispiece to the Chur Breviary. 1

f GOD THE FATHER. p. iii} 241, 63.
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the impression [266 x 169] in the collection of King Friedrich
August II at Dresden. There are other impressions in the Kun.sthalle, Hamburg (with
text on the back printed in red and black, from a missal), and at Paris (Courboin,
“ Catalogue de la Reserve,’’ no. 10645).

This woodcut, again, shows the influence of Diirer, B. 101. It may be dated
approximately c. 1520-1522. As a signed work, it is important for comparison with
other woodcuts of this period.

80. ADAM AND EVE. B. vii, 173, 1. H. 1959.

Eve is receiving an apple in her r. hand from the serpent, which
is coiled round the branch of a tree 1., and passing another with her 1.

hand to Adam, who holds a third already in his 1. hand. There is a
large tree behind Adam, with an owl sitting on a small branch over his
head

;
the trunk of a pollard willow is seen between Adam and Eve, and

the background is filled with rocks and shrubs. No signature.

v X?2? * 14? J 01d impression, but indistinct, and in parts very bad. Watermark,
bull’s head with serpent.

Perhaps the most carefully finished work of Springinklee, and well cut, though

Mittlieilungen der Gesellscliaft fur vervielfaltigende Kunst, Vienna, 1902, no. 4,

2 Jahrb d. k. preuss. Kunstsammlungen
,
xxi, 196, note 1.
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81. ST. JEROME WRITING. (1522.) B vii) 329> „
St. Jerome is seated at a table under a portico opening at the fartherend of a terrace overlooking wooded and hilly country. His cardinal’s
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Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

• .Jj}
18 wo°dcut, in which the architecture is unusually good, though the saint’s face

. 1, T?’ °,
ccu

? °nl? “ the printed by J. Saiof, Lyons, ?7 November 1522where it stands at the end of the “ Prulogus in Pentateuclium,” facing fol i It therehas^six elegiac verses printed at the foot: “Fontibus ex’grecis? . bene pressa

t THE CREATION OF EVE. (1522.)
(Reproduction.)

, ^
he Al^ty) f imperial robes, sits 1. on a cushion, surrounded by

uds, and raises his r. hand in benediction. Adam is asleep r. undera tree, with his 1. arm resting on a mossy stone. Eve rises from his
r. side, turning towards her Maker with her hands joined in prayer

a
u
^ ^ a11 in the sky^ the <*ees are drawn inoprmgmhlee s familiar manner. No signature. [72 x 115.]

This woodcut, hitherto undescribed,2 stands on fol
Testamenti,” ™ D * T ~ ’ -
taken from
no other cuts
of Eve was uspd

oy epringinklee. J his Creation

by Pevp™in l523 and I fiVo °f
m the folio Latin Bibles Pantedy reypus in 1523 and 1530. It is there placed between two ornamental borders.

t ST. SIMON AND ST. PETER. 1522.
(Reproduction.)

The two apostles are seated side by side under the trunk of a large
tiee, with small bushes on either side of it and a distant hill 1. St Simon’s

saw tbpTTl
WitKaC0Wlj he

\
h0lds a larSe key in his r. hand, and asaw the emblem of his martyrdom, is seen behind him, resting againstthe trunk. St. Peter, bareheaded, has an open book resting on his knees,and holds a large key, with a smaller one attached to its handle, in his

l
Chromic fur vervielfaltigende Kunst, 1891, iv, 10.

Bibel/’
^ PanZtr> “ Ge8chichte der NUrnbergischcn Ausgaben der
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1. hand. In the 1. upper corner is a placard with the date 1522 over the
monogram [109 X 77].

I have seen but one impression of this woodcut, hitherto undescribed* it is in theDresden Cabinet The tree-trunk is almost an exact replica of that in the Creation
of Eve just described. The collocation of these two apostles is very unusual, but they
are identified by their emblems beyond any doubt. There is no evidence to show
whether this print forms part of a set of apostles; it has, in any case, nothin* to doW1
lr t

he
i

S
.

eri?°f aP08*^8’ two together, illustrating the oreed, which was first
published in 1539 ;

for there St Peter is coupled with St. James the Greater, and
St. birnon as usual, with St. Jude, while both cuts are dated 1520. The key in thehand of St. Simon is unusual, but a parallel may be found in the title-page of the
octavo Latin Bibles printed by Petreius at Nuremberg in 1527 and 1529, in which
all the apostles hold keys.

,ABiss».r
A nude woman kneeling, facing three-quarters to r., and turning her back

to a small tree, holds a bunch of grapes and vine-leaves in her 1. hand, while
with her r. hand she presses milk from her 1. breast. She wears a wreath
of vine-leaves on her head. In the 1. upper corner is a placard with the
date 1522 over the monogram [98 x 78].

Photograph of the unique impression in the Albertina, which was known to
Bartsch. The woodcut is interesting as the mark of a new departure by Springinklee
at the end of his career, both in subject and treatment. The system of shading is
quite unlike that which he had hitherto used, and the figure is drawn with unusual
freedom, though it has very apparent faults.

f THE FALL. (1530. ?)

(Reproduction.)

The thick stem of a tree, leaning a little to 1., divides the composition
nearly into two halves. Adam sits 1. on a stone holding an apple in his
1. hand, and looks upwards at Eve, who stands on the r. side of the tree
holding in her 1. hand a twig from which Adam has just plucked the
apple, while in her r. hand, hanging at her side, she holds another twi<*
with an apple on it. The serpent, coiled round the tree, holds the stalk
of a third apple in its mouth. Mountains in background r., small shrubs
drawn in Springinklee’s most characteristic manner, to 1. of the thick stem!
Not signed.

[48 x 57.] Placed between two upright ornamental panels of foliage [each 48 x 131
Photographed from sig a i v. of the folio Latin Bible printed bv F Pevnus isqn
Munich, Hof- u. Staatsbibliothek.

^ * *

This is the first of forty-nine new cuts used in this Bible for the first time though
they are very likely of earlier date (1522-3?). The nine cuts to Genesis are probably
by Springinklee, the rest by Schon. The majority are founded on the larger cuts used
in the Lyons Vulgates, 1518-1522, but others, of which this is, perhaps, the most
favourable specimen, are independently designed.

[82-84.]

TITLE-PAGES FOR BOOKS PRINTED BY PEYPUS AFTER 1520.

82 . BORDER WITH A BASKET OF FRUIT. Butsch i, p. 28.

On either side are candelabra with dolphins and foliage on a back-
ground shaded horizontally. Between these is an upright frame with
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a rectangular opening cut out to receive the printed title. On the cornice
of the frame sit two angels holding a laurel wreath, from which a basket of
grapes, pears, and other fruit is suspended. Above this wreath stands
a two-handled vase. In an oblong panel on the base are two Nereids,
whose tails are intertwined with those of dolphins

; between them hangs
a bunch of grapes.

£180 X 121.] Impression from a somewhat worn block, from a book witli the titleWas auff de
|
Reichsztag zu Nil

|

remberg, von wegeu Bebstlicb I er beiligkeit, an’
Keyserlicher Maiestat

|
Stathalter vnd Stende, Lutberiscber

|
sacben halben gelano't,

vn darauff ge-
|

antwort worde ist, Auch etlicbe
|
andere mer nutzlicbe dig, I wie die

volgende kurti
|

vorred vnd register anzeigt.*.
|
Cum gratia et Priuilegio” (4to). This

book has the following colophon: “ Gedruckt zu Nuremberg, durch I Friderichen
Peypus. md. xxiij. ’ A later edition, with the same colophon, has the word
Impenali added under the last line of the title.

Purchased from Mr. Gutekunst, 1874.
This border was rightly attributed to Springinklee by Butsch, and rightly described

also as an inferior work. The Nereids may be compared with the similar figure, drawn
full face, on the base of the column r. in B. 51. The basket of fruit is a poor repetition
of that in St. Sebald, B. (Diirer) app. 21. Springinklee’s favourite string of oval and
round beads is the moulding chosen for the frame itself; the moulding placed below
the panel with Nereids is also one of frequent occurrence in his borders.

According to Butsch this border was used in 1521, in Hollen’s “ Preceptorium.”

83. BORDER WITH FIVE ANGELS.

The architectural scheme consists of a round-arched portal, flanked by
two projecting columns, and bearing in the midst a large rectangular
tablet for the title, with ear-like handles. Two child-angels, standing on
the capitals of the columns, hold the ends of a wreath

;
three more sit below

the tablet playing a tambourine, a lute, and a trumpet. The columns are
ornamented with wreaths and rams’ skulls, the pedestals on which they
rest, with dolphins. Between the pedestals is a panel with a relief of
naked children towing a boat, followed by a child riding on a sea-horse.

[177 X 120.] Early impression, from a book with the title (printed in red), “ Ein kurtz
I
Regiment ausz vil

|
treffenlichen zusamen ge-

|

prachten tractaten ver- I stendi^er
artzt ge-

|
zogen, wie sich zu zeite der pe

|
stilentz zu-

|
halten sey.”

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1871.
This border, which has not previously been attributed to Springinklee, has muchm common with the Pirkheimer title-page, but more especially with the architectural

borders of the illustrations to the Hortulus Animae illustrations of 1518, and the
St. Jerome Kneeling (P. 64) of the same year. I have been unable to ascertain the
date of the book to which this impression belongs.

83a. BORDER WITH FIVE ANGELS.

Later impression.

From a book with the title, “ Yon der
|
Erbsund das sye der I Christen kynder

gleichals
|
wol verdamb als der

|
Heyden.

|
®Vnd von dem heyligen Tauff I ob er die

Erbsund hynweg nem.
|
Durch Andream Althamer,” F. Peypus, Nurnberg, 1527, 4to.

The block is much worn, and the impression black and heavy.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

83b. BORDER WITH FIVE ANGELS.

Copy.

[171 x 121.] A coarse copy, with all the details ill drawn, and omitting the
lowest part of the pedestals, from a book with the title, “Ain Sermon auff de tag
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|
der verkiindung Marie

1. 5. 24.”
ge

|
predigt zu Rotteburg

|

Durcb Andream
|

Keller.
|

Purchased from Mr. Caspari, 1875.

(84. BORDER WITH TWO ANGELS AND TROPHIES OF ARMS.)

No impression of the original woodcut is in the Print-room collection. It is to bo
found in the Library on the title-page of the quarto Latin Bible printed by Peypus,
December, 1522 (see p. 377).

84a. BORDER WITH TWO ANGELS AND TROPHIES OF ARMS.
Copy.

[171 x 122.] The background, white in the original, is black in the copy, which is
from a book with the title, “Yon dem hayligisten

|
Opffer der Mess ... (1. 11)

Durch
|
Gasparu Sehatzger

|
Barfusser Ordes

: |
1525 :

”

Purchased from Mr. Caspari, i875.
A different copy, with white background, was used in George Chapman’s “ Euthymiae

Raptus,” London, 1609 (title-page in Bagford collection, Harl. MS. 5963, no. 387).

v. DOUBTFUL WOODCUTS. 1 Nos. 85-89.

85. BORDER WITH THE BAPTISM OF CHRIST.

^ B. vii, 183, 30. H. 1934.
For a description of the subject, see p. 353, no. 11. This impression is on the title-

page of “ Stellarium Corone
|
benedicte virginis Marie,” etc. (J. Sttichs, Nurnberg,

1518, foL).

Purchased from Mr. Gutekunst, 1870.
This woodcut, first published in 1517, may perhaps be the work of Springinklee.

I he angel at the 1. side at the top, and those on both sides of the bottom compartment,
remind one of his angel types; the landscape of the Baptism is somewhat in his
manner, and may be compared especially with the background of the St. Sebuld of 1514
(B. app. 19). But there are difficulties in recognising his style, for instance, in the
Virgin, or in the Whore of Babylon; and I find nothing in the whole work quite
decisive m favour of his authorship.

88. THE JUDGMENT OF PARIS.

For a description, see p. 358, no. 28.
Springinklee.

In the inventory of 1837.

B. vii, 146, 134.

I hesitate to attribute this woodcut to

87. THEEMBEACE. B. vii, 146, 135.

For a description, see p. 359, no. 29. Probably by Springinklee,2 Eke the round
fet. Jerome, r>. 115.

In the inventory of 1837.

1
*

i

F
°J 1^?

leiS,
/
S6

od o
08

' l
2,

J
3

’
21

* 34, 35
»
45

’
of tlie anonymous woodcuts of the

school of purer (p. 348, sq.). Nos. 1 1, 23, 2 1, 28, 29, 33, of that group are represen tedmjPressions among Spnngmklee’s works. See also the notes on nos. 124 and145 of the woodcuts attributed to Diirer himself.
2 Attributed to him by W. Schmidt, Repertorium

,
xvi, 303.
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[88-89 .]

WOODCUTS m THE EICHSTATT MISSAL. 1517.

(88. TWO ANGELS HOLDING THE SUDARIUM.)

No impression of the original cut is in the Print-room. It is to be found in
Eyste

,

tens®’ Printed by H - Holzel, Nuremberg, 1517, fol., on the verso
of the fifth unnumbered vellum leaf containing the canon. The types of the angels
are unusual, but the holy face is drawn in Springinklee’s manner, and as the majority
ot the decorations of the book, including the whole set of initial letters, are by him,
there is little doubt that this is also his work.

88a. TWO ANGELS HOLDING THE SUDARIUM.
Copy.

• £ d®cePti
7
e“P7 »*

,

the differences are most marked in the r. hand of the angel h, andm
rQ
e
»
nnftof

T
th® 1(

?
ng lock of hair to r. of the head of Christ. No border-line.

Loo x lol.J Late impression.
In the inventory of 1837.

(89. ST. WILLIBALD. H. 2032. P. iii, 182, 189.)

No impression in the Print-room. The woodcut [292 x 211] is to be found, heavily
coloured, on the recto of the second vellum leaf in the Eichstatt Missal. It has been
attributed to Sprmgmklee,1 but it is difficult to decide between his claims and those of
fechon, the lxjrder di-awn on the same block as the saint, is more in the latter’s style.The arms of^Bisho^Gabrie]

1 von Eybe, B. app. 47, are certainly by the same artist.A copy of the Eichstatt Missal nn the possession of Mr. Quaritch (cat. 154, no. 65),eontams a different vellum leaf from that usually found in the book at this place, with
different woodcuts, uncoloured. This leaf has not been inserted later, but bouid up

b°?’ Tb® wo°dcut of St. Willibald [280 x 198] is superior to theIS Vff
6 Vftern of the curtain is much richer, the shield (with the correct

'7
of a different shape, and the border is in quite a distinct taste. The woodcut

ot the Crucifixion, on the verso, is more in Burgkmair’s taste than Diirer’s.

t ST. WILLIBALD.
(Reproduction.)

E
f
tb®rg (Baumann’s Archiv, x, 283, 1). This impression was

presented by Retberg to Prestel, and by him to the British Museum, in 1870.

89a. ST. WILLIBALD.

Copy by Georg Erlinger.
Second state, in which the

replaced by those of St. Erasmus.
emblems of St. Willibald have been

The copy is deceptive, but differences of detail will be noticed on
comparing it with the woodcut in the missal, which prove that it is
actually a copy, and not an adaptation of the original block. In the
original, moreover, the subject is connected with the ornamental border
y a narrow frame made of four branches, tied together at the corners,

whereas the copy is surrounded by a plain border-line, and the block

^ at*
15 1S Printed within a detached passe-partout.

Alterations have been made in the copy itself, which prove that we

1 Muther, no. 1134.
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have to do with a second state of the block. No impression of the first
state appears to have survived, but it may be supposed that it represented
bt. Willibald, copied directly from the original. In the second state a
square piece of the block, corresponding to that portion of the original
which contains the episcopal arms, has been cut out and replaced with
a new block simply completing the bishop’s robes, the fringe of the curtain,
and the floor. A larger piece, containing the saint’s 1. hand, with a book
and the upper r. portion of the curtain and rod, has been replaced with anew block containing the usual emblem of St. Erasmus and the adjacent
part of the curtain drawn afresh.

The border [330 x 228] is composed of four blocks fitted together.
Jiach ot the side panels contains a vertical section of a candelabrum with
dolphins, angels supporting vases and cressets, and other Renaissance
ornaments. At the top and bottom of these panels are the emblems of
the four Evangelists, as follows : at the top, 1. St. John, r. St. Matthew •

at the bottom 1. St. Mark, r. St. Luke. The top panel is filled with
foliage having a cherub’s head in the midst, the bottom panel with garlands
which support a tablet bearing the (printed) address, “ Georig I Erlino-er I

zu Bamberg.” 1 ° 1

©

In the inventory of 1837.

J,
11S “ono£raph on Georg Edinger, published in 1837, traces his

h"
kS a

,
Pr

!?
ter at ?amberg from 1519 1 to 1542, when he died. Many of his bookshave title-borders or illustrations which he is supposed to have cut. His mark is anarrow pointing upwards, with a Greek cross placed obliquely on the shaft 2 Heller

""5 the Bamberg printer Johann
£ niw i

To^e smgl
f
woodcut described by Bartsch, from the impression

Frlin „?°fblb
i

10
*

t

h

?n’
Vl

?
nna

:

tl
l
e

1

re may be added five undescribed woodcuts with®™oer s mark m the university library at Erlangen., viz. :

—

The Annunciation, after Wechtlin, P. iii, 331, 14
The Crucifixion after Baldung, B. vii, 125, 57. Mark in r. lower corner.

a tablet
BaldUnS

’
B ‘^^ 6 ' A Iabbit in L “™er “olds

nftr?bnit?>!
1
^
nia an

-

d Dorothy- These two are printed from the same block, theattributes being varied by means of a piece added on the 1. side. The saint is copiedfrom a,n original woodcut of St. Dorothy described by Heller, no. 2042, which isattributed at Munich to Springinklee.
’ wnicn 18

rtf rtiw
111 b® seen fron

lJhis list that Erlinger was mainly, if not exclusively, a copyist

nL^ f
men

« J

VOrk- border described above, which bears his name, is probablycopied from Schon or Springinklee, though I do not know the original.
P Y

* YG 2rst kear of him at Augsburg in 1516 as a printer.2 See B. vii, 471 ; Brulliot, i, 423.
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IV.—EBHABD SCHON.

Painter, draughtsman, and engraver (?) ;
pupil or imitator of

Purer
;
worked at Nuremberg; earliest dated work 1515, latest 1542:

d. after 1550.

Authorities :

—

Doppelmayr, “ Historische Nachricht von den niirnbergischen
Mathematicis und Kiinstlern,” Niirnberg, 1730; 156, 197.

Bartsch, P.G. vii, 476.

Passavant, P.G. iii, 243.

Nagler, K.-L. xv, 456; Mon. ii, 650, nos. 1754-1756, 1758.
Muther, “ Bucher-Illustration,” i, 180.

C. Dodgson, in Rejpertorium
,
xx, 206.

Nothing is known of Schon’s biography and little of his works,
with the exception of the woodcuts. Doppelmayr, who dwells chiefly

on his knowledge of mathematics and perspective, calls him also a

painter and engraver (Kupfferstecher). We have no authenticated

specimen of his painting; 1 a drawing, dated 1520, is preserved at

Dresden, 2 but no engravings are known. In his woodcuts he shows
himself, as Doppelmayr remarks, an imitator of Diirer’s manner. He
passed occasionally from imitation to direct copying, not only from
Diirer, but from Springinklee, with whom he must have stood, about
1515-1516, in close relations, since they co-operated at that date in

illustrating the Old Testament and the Hortulus Animae, and perhaps
in carrying out the details of Diirer’s general design for the Triumphal
Arch. 3 Several of his early woodcuts, with others probably which

1 F. Rieffel, Zeitschr. f.bild. Kunst, N.F. xiii, 211, mentions a painting by him
at Heilsbronn. I could discover no picture, during a recent visit, in which his style was
recognisable.

2 Woermann, iii, Taf. 13. See Repertorium, xx, 75, 207.
3 It has not hitherto been recognised that Schon had any share in the woodcut

works of the Emperor Maximilian. I am convinced, however, that he contributed
three illustrations to Theuerdank, and on the Triumphal Arch his style appears so
plainly in the seated king of the arms of Seville (Hispalis) that I can hardly doubt that
he drew the whole of the heraldic panels which flank the pedigree of Maximilian (pi.

30, 31 in the edition of 1885-86). Another cut that I have been inclined to attribute to
Schon is the tenth subject in the first three separate editions of the historical woodcuts
(Grlax, A, B, C), where it replaced the original woodcut by Traut (“ Er kriegt den Konig
von engelland,” etc.), which appears in Glax D, and as the eleventh subject in all
editions of the complete Arch. (See Diirer, No. 130b (10), p. 324.) The face of Henry VII
on this woodcut is quite in Schon’s manner, but in a manner which one would hardly
expect to find developed so early as 1519, the presumed date of the early separate
editions

; the nearest parallel is Nathan, on the Tree of Jesse, 1528. Other parts of the
woodcut are less like Schou, and we miss especially his manner of drawing the ground.
There are some traits suggestive of Flotner (for instance, the shaded face of the
kneeling man), but the general treatment is very unlike that of the contemporary
woodcut of Flotner, no. 19 of the separate editions. It is difficult, however, to suggest
another attribution.
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have not yet been recognised, are to be found in books printed by
Peypus about 1515-1525. The faces in his early cuts are generally
round and youthful, with a certain naivete of expression and a curious
formation of the eye. In later works, from 1524 onwards, the features

become sharper, the nose especially, longer, the eyes small and close

together. Important works by Schon in the new style are dated
1524 and 1528. About the latter date he appears to have been in
Bohemia, or at least to have had relations with Bohemian printers
and publishers. In 1538 he issued at Nuremberg the first edition
of his work on Proportion and Drawing, to which he added five new
cuts, dealing with the proportions of the horse, in the third edition
of 1542. 1

BOOKS ILLUSTRATED BY SCHON.

A.—In the Department of Prints and Drawings.

1. MELCHIOR PEINTZING. Die geuerlicheiten vnd eins teils
|

der geschichten des loblichen streyt
|

paren vnd hochberumbten helds

|

vnd Ritters herr Tewrdannckhs. Printed by Hans Schonsperger the
elder at Nuremberg, 1517 (dedication dated March 1st).

An imperfect copy on vellum, with 32 missing leaves supplied from an ordinary
copy on paper, also of the first edition. This copy further lacks the title, and eight leaves
at the end, containing the dedication and list of contents, which are supplied by a
facsimile in MS. made from the second edition printed at Augsburg, 1519.

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.
Two at least of the following woodcuts, which have been attributed by S. Laschitzer2

to an unknown artist, B, and by W. Schmidt 3 to Springinklee, are, in my opinion, un-
doubtedly by Schon. Their authorship can be established by comparison of the faces
and the method of drawing grass and trees with those in Schon’s signed woodcuts, such
as the Hortulus Animae cuts and the large Rosary.

(1.) Subject no. 20. Theuerdank hunting the chamois.
The faces of the three ladies who witness the hunt, of Ehrenhold (with the wheel on

his tabard), and of the lad who sits on a stone 1., unmistakably betray Schon’s hand.
(2.) Subject no. 34. Theuerdank imperilled by the breaking of his cross-bow.

.

The identity of Unfalo’s features in this woodcut with those of the same character
in no. 20 gives the readiest clue to the authorship. The drawing of the grass and trees
is also characteristic.

(3.) Subject no. 38. Theuerdank nearly injured by his own sword on a boar
hunt.

There is more to be said here in favour of Springinklee’s authorship, to which the
outline of a conifer to r. of Theuerdank lends some support. 4 But here again the
rendering of grass on a slope by a number of series of curved lines is in Schon’s manner,
and it seems that Laschitzer was right in attributing this subject to the same artist as
the other two.

The successive editions appeared in 1538, 1540, 1542, 1543, and 1561.
2 Jahrb. d. kunsthist. Samml. d. allerh. Kaiserhauses

, 1888, viii, 80.
3 Chronik f. vervielf. Kunst, 1891, iv, 12.
* See, however, a similar tree in the St. Roch, signed by Schon, in the Hortulus,

lol7. This method of drawing foliage is not exclusively confined to Springinklee,
though it occurs far more frequently in his woodcuts than elsewhere.

2 E 2
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2. HORTULUS ANIME. Printed for J. Koberger by J. Clein,
Lyons, 18 May, 1517 ; 8vo. (Muther 1140.) (Eor further details, see
p. 370, no. 1.)

The following cuts [all 65 x 55] are by Schon
[(1) Title-page. The Virgin on the Crescent, seated (after Springinklee’s title-page

to 1516 Hortulus, reversed).
Missing in this copy

;
the cut is repeated on fol. xcvn r.]

[Diagrams in the calendar for finding the dominical letter and golden number.
These may be by Schon, but it is difficult to speak positively about them.]
(2) Sig. + C iv v. The Annunciation (after Diirer, B. 19).
(3) Fol. xxvi v. Pieta.

(4) „ xxviii r. The Crucifixion.

(5) „ xlii r. The Mass of St. Gregory.
(6) „ xlix r. St. Veronica (B. 31).

(7) li r. The Agony in the Garden.
(8) „ lxxv v. The Almighty appearing to David.
(9) „ c v. Mater Dolorosa, with /ive swords (B. 22).

(10) „ cxii r. St. Michael.
(11) „ cxmr. A Guard an Angel.
(12) „ cxv r. St. John the Baptist (B. 18).
(13) „ cxvi r. St. Matthias (B. 7, as St. Matthew), signed.
(14) „ cxvur. St. Philip (B. 5), signed.
[(15) „ cxvm r, St. James the Less (B. 9) ; missing in this copy.
(16) „ cxviii v. St. Peter (B. 1) ; missing in this copy.]
(17) „ cxix v. St. Paul (B. 12, as St. Matthias).
(18) ,, cxx v. St. James the Greater (B. 3), signed (after Springinklee’s

St. Sebald, p. 381, no. 3).
r °

(19) „ cxxi v. St. Bartholomew (B. 6).

(20) „ cxxii r. St. Matthew (B. 10, as St. Simon).
(21) „ cxxiii v. St. Jude (B. 11), signed.
(22) „ cxxiv v. St. Andrew (B. 2).

(23) „ cxxv r. St. Thomas (B. 8), signed and dated 1515.
(24) „ cxxvi r. St. John (B. 4).

(25) „ cxxvn v. St. Luke painting the Madonna.
(26) „ cxxix r. St. Sebastian (B. 19), signed.
(27) „ cxxxii r. St. George.
(28) „ cxxxiiii r. The ten thousand Martyrs.
(29) „ cxxxv r. St. Christopher (B. 14).
(30) „ cxxxvii r. St. Laurence, signed.
(31) „ cxxxix v. St. Stephen.
(32) „ cxli r. St. Antony (B. 13).

(33) „ oxlii v. St. Gregory (B. 17).

(34) „ cxlvi r. St. Roch, signed.

(35) „ cxlviii r. St. Augustine.
(36) „ cxlviii v. St. Jerome.
(37) „ cxlix v. St. Francis.

(38) „ cl v. St. Wolfgang (B. 20) = 1516 edition of Hortulus, fol. cxxix r.

(39) „ cli r. St. Leonard.
(40) „ clii r. St. Martin.
(41) „ cliii v. St. Agnes (B. 23).
(42) „ cLim v. St. Bridget (repeated sig. H iii r.).

(43) „ clvi r. St. Dorothy (B. 28).
(44) „ clvii r. St. Apollonia (B. 25).
(45) „ clix v. St. Margaret.
(46) „ clx v. St. Mary Magdalen (B. 29).
(47) „ clxii r. The Virgin and Child with St. Anne (B. 24).
(48) „ clxiii r. St. Ursula (B. 32), signed.
(49) „ clxiii v. St. Elizabeth.

(50) „ CLxmi v. St. Catherine of Alexandria (B. 27).
(51) „ clxvi r. St. Ottilia (B. 30).

(52) „ clxvii v. The Circumcision.
(53) „ clxviii v. The Adoration of the Magi (after Diirer, B. 3).
(54) ,, clxx v. The Resurrection of Christ.
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(55) Fol. clxxi v. The Descent of the Holy Ghost (after Dtirer, B. 51).

(56) „ clxxiii r. The Death of the Virgin (after Diirer, B. 93).

(57) „ clxxiiii r. All Saints.

(58) „ clxxv v. The Adoration of the Shepherds (after Dtirer, B. 20).

(59) „ cci v. The Virgin on the Crescent, standing (B. 21).

(60) „ ccvi v. St. Bernardinus (B. 1 6).

(61) „ ccxxv v. The Burial of the Dead.
(62) „ ccxxxix v. Angels rescuing souls from Purgatory.

(63) „ ccxli r. The Last Judgment (partly after Dtirer, B. 52).

3. HORTULUS AN1ME. Printed for J. Koberger by F. Peypus,
Nuremberg, 29 March, 1519; 8vo. (Muther 1174.) (For further details,

see p. 371, no. 2.)

Tiie following cuts are by Schon :

—

(1) Fol. lxxvi r. Mater Dolorosa (B. 22) = 2 (9).

(2) „ xcvjii r. St. John (B. 4) = 2 (24).

(3) „ xeix r. St Luke = 2 (25).

(4) „ cv v. St. Laurence = 2 (30).

(5) „ cix v. St. Gregory (B. 17) = 2 (33).

(6) „ cxi v. St. Koch = 2 (34).

(7) „ cxiii r. St. Jerome = 2 (36).

(8) „ cxiii v. St. Francis = 2 (37).

(9) „ cxim r. St. Wolfgang (B. 20) = 2 (38).

(10) „ cxvi v. St. Agnes (B. 23) = 2 (41).

(11) „ cxvii r. St. Bridget = 2 (42).

(12) „ cxviii v. St. Apollonia (B. 25) = 2 (44).

(13) „ exxy v. St. Ottilia (B. 30) = 2 (51).

(14) „ cxxvii r. The Circumcision = 2 (52).

(15) „ exxx v. The Descent of the Holy Ghost [88 x 68].
From the 1516 edition, in which it has hitherto been ascribed to Springinklee.
(16) Fol. clxxxvi v. St. Bridget.
Same remark as no. 15. A similar composition to 2 (42), but reversed

; St. Bridget
here kneels 1. facing to r.

4. BIBLIA CUM CONCORDANTIIS. Printed for A. Koberger
by J. Sacon, Lyons, 17 Nov. 1522

;
fol. (Muther 1136, p. 180, note 1.)

The majority of the small illustrations in the text are by Schon ;
they were used

for the first time in 1518 (10 May), and for the last time, so far as can be ascertained, in
1561. The subjects by Schon in this edition are the following :

—

(1) Fol. i v. (Gen. iii) The Fall and Expulsion from Eden (the latter after Dtirer,

B. 18).

(2) „ n v. (Gen. vii) Noah’s Ark.
(3) „ iii r. (Gen. xi) The Building of the Tower of Babel.

(4) „ mi v. (Gen. xviii) The three men appearing to Abraham.
(5) „ y r. (Gen. xxii) Abraham preparing to sacrifice Isaac (repeated fol.

LXXI V).

(6) „ vi v. (Gen. xxvii) Isaac blessing Jacob.

(7) „ ix r. (Gen. xxxvii) Joseph’s brethren taking him out of the pit.

(8) „ x r. (Gen. xli) Pharaoh’s dream of the fat and lean kine.

(9) „ xu r. (Gen. xlviii) Jacob on his deathbed bhssing his sons.

(10) „ xiii r. (Gen. 1, Exod. i) The burial of Joseph. Pharaoh’s order to the
midwives.

(11) „ xiii v. (Exod. iii, iv) The Burning Bush. Moses’ rod changed to a serpent.

(12) „ xim r. (Exod. v.) Moses and Aaron before Pharaoh. The officers of the
Israelites* are beaten. Moses complains to God.

(13) „ xvi v. (Exod. xvi) The Israelites gathering manna.
(14) „ xvn v. (Exod. xix) Mosjs receiving the Tables of the Law (repeated fol.

xxvii r.).

(15) „ xix r. (Exod. xxv) The ark, candlestick and table.

(16) „ xxi r. (Exod. xxxiv) Moses a second time on Sinai.

(17) „ xxiii r. (Lev. i) God instructing Moses concerning the sacrificial rites

(repeated fol. xxxix v.).

xxv r. (Lev. x) The death of Nadab and Abihu.(18)
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(19) Fol. xxvm v. (Lev. xxv) God speaking to Moses; women offering a lamb to
Aaron (see chap, xxiii, 18).

(20) „ xxix v. (Num. i) The numbering of the Children of Israel.
(21) ,, xxx v. (Num. ii, iii) The order of the Tribes in their tents.
(22) ,, xxxiiii r. (Num. xvi) The destruction of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram.
(23) „ xxxv v. (Num. xxi) The Brazen Serpent.
(24) „ xxxviii r. (Num. xxxi) Moses ordering the captive women of the

Midianites to be slain.

(25) „ xl v. (Deut. v) Moses instructing the people in the law.
(26) ,, xliii v. (Deut. xviii) The Levite’s portion regulated.
(27) „ l r. (Jos. xii) The thirty-one kings slain by Joshua.
(28) ,, lix r. (Ruth i) Ruth and Boaz.
(29) ,, lx ir. (1 Sam. i) Elkanah and his two wives.
(30) „ lxii r. (1 Sam. x) Samuel anointing Saul.
(31) „ lxiiii v. (1 Sam. xvii) David slaying Goliath.
(32) „ lxvi r. (1 Sam. xxiii) Saul informed of David’s escape from Keilah.

Jonathan visiting David in a wood in the wilderness of Ziph.
(33) ,, lxviii v. (1 Sam. xxxi, 2 Sam. i) The death of Saul. His crown brought

by an Amalekite to David.
(34) „ lxx r. (2 Sam. viii) David houghing the chariot horses of Hadadezer and

slaying the Syrians.

(35) ,, lxxiii v. (2 Sam. xx) Joab killing Amasa.
(36) „ Lxxvr. (1 K. i) Bathsheba before David. 1 David’s burial.
(37) ,, lxxvi v. (1 K. v) Hiram’s embassy to Solomon.
(38) ” LXXIX y ’ (1 K. xiv) A battle (war between Jeroboam and Rehoboam?).
(39) ,, lxxxi r. (1 K. xviii) The sacrifice on Mount Carmel.
(40) ,, lxxxiii r. (2 K. ii.) Elijah carried up by the whirlwind. Elisha mocked

by the children.

(41) ,, lxxxv v. (2 K. xi) Athaliah rending her clothes before Jehoiada. Her
death.

(42) „ lxxxvii r. (2 K. xvi) Ahaz and Urijah offering sacrifice on the new altar.
(43) ,, lxxxix r. (2 K. xxiii) Josiah orders the reading of the book and the

burning of idols.

(44) „ xc v. (1 Chr. i) (subject ?) An old man in bed addressing two groups of
men.

(45) „ xcm r. (1 Chr. x)The Philistines behead Saul and dedicate his armour to
their gods.

(46) „ xciiii r. (1 Chr. xvi) Celebration of the recovery of the Ark (repeated
fol. cxliiii v.).

(47) ,, xcvn r. (2 Chr. i) Solomon kneeling before the seven-branched candle-
stick.

(48) „ xcviii r. (2 Chr. vi) The sacrifice at the dedication of the Temple, the
people kneeling (2 Chr. vii, 3).

(49) ,, xeix v. (2 Chr. xii) Shishak despoiling the Temple.
(50) „ ciiii r. (2 Chr. xxxii) The destruction of the host of Sennacherib.
(51) ,, cvi r. (Ezra i) The return from captivity and re-building of the Temple.
(52) ,, evil r. (Neh. i) Nehemiah’s petition to Artaxerxes (chap. ii).

(53) „ cxi v. (3 Esdr. i) The Passover of Josiah.
(54) „ cxxxvii r. (Ps. i) David seated. A wayfarer.
(55) ,, cxl v. (Ps. xxxviii) David on his throne. The chief musician, Jeduthun,

kneeling before him (repeated fol. clvii r. and clxiii v.).

(56) „ cxli v. (Ps. Iii) The Fool.
(57) „ cxlvii v. (Ps. cix) The Trinity.

(58) ,, clviii v. (Song of Sol. i) The Bride standing before the throne of the King.
.There are a few cases (e.g. nos. 12, 38, 45) in which I am tempted to attribute the

design to Springinklee, but in the absence of any conclusive evidence in favour of an
exception, the probability that the whole of the illustrations to any one book of the
Bible are by the same artist must outweigh any scruples suggested by small points of
style. The only case in which an outlying woodcut must certainly be attributed to
Springinklee is the single illustration to the book of Judges. With that exception
his work is confined to two consecutive groups of books from Tobit to Job, and from
Isaiah to Maccabees.

1 Or Solomon (1 K. ii, 19). On this point, see Yogelin, Repertorhim ii, 324.
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B.—In the Department of Printed Books.

1. [REYNMANN.] Natiuitet Kalennder. E. Peypus, Nuremberg,

7 Dec. 1515 ;
4to.

On back of title, frontispiece by Schon, undescribed (to be compared with large

Rosary woodcut). Round the earth are placed in concentric circles the seven planets,

the signs of the zodiac, and the twelve celestial houses. Beyond the outermost circle

are four winds, and at the top of all God the Father in the act of benediction, his

mantle held by cherubim, over his r. hand the Dove. No signature. Single

border-line [175 X 127].

2. [HORTULUS.] Hortulus anime. J. Clein, for A. Koberger,

Lyons, 16(?) Mar. 1516 ;
8vo.

Five cuts by Schon, viz., St. Wolfgang (B. 20) [65 x 55], and Pentecost, the Last

Judgment, the Death of the Virgin, St. Bridget [88 x 68].

3. [PLUTARCH.] Plutarchi Chaeronei de Exilio. Angelo Barbato

Interprete. F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 15 July, 1517 ;
4to.

On title-page a border with St. Peter and St. Barbara and the arms of Nuremberg

[148 x 103]. Very feebly drawn or spoiled in the cutting, but apparently designed by

Schon (see Repertorium ,
xx, 207). The same border was used in “ Erasmi Stellae

Interpraetamenti Gemmarum Libellus unicus,” Aug. 1517 (not in the Library); in

Luther, “ Von den guten Wercken,” 1520, and probably in other books printed by Peypus.

4: [HORTULUS.] Hortulus anime. F. Peypus for J. Koberger,

Nuremberg, 12 Dec. 1518 ;
8vo.

Three cuts by Schon, viz., St. Laurence [65 x 55], from 1517 ed., and Pentecost and

St. Bridget, from 1516 ed.

5. [PINDER.] Speculum Passionis. F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 11 Oct.

1519; fol. (Muther 881.)

Fol. ii r. Initial I with St. Bridget [30 x 30]. Fol. lxxviii r. The Rosary;

in spandrels above, 1. St. Gregory, r. St. Francis ; below, 1. two men, r. two women
kneeling in prayer for souls in Purgatory [183 x 155]. The block had been

used before.

6. [BIBLE.] Biblia cum eoncordantiis. J. Sacon, for A. Koberger,

Lyons, 19 Oct. 1519; fol.

Numerous small cuts in O.T. by Schon, the rest by Springinklee.

7. [BIBLE.] Biblia cum eoncordantiis. J. Marion, for A. Koberger

Lyons, 12 Dec. 1520; fol.

Small cuts in O.T., as before.

8. [BIBLE.] Biblia cum eoncordantiis. J. Sacon, for A. Koberger,

Lyons, 24 July, 1521 ;
fol.

Small cuts in O.T., as before.

9. [CHARLES V.] Ein auszug ettlicher sendbrieff . . . Herren Carl

Romischen vnd Hyspanische Konig . . . von wegen einer newgefunde

Inseln . . . zugesandt. F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 17 March 1520 ;
4to.
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One cut by Schon, sig. g i r, St. Matthew, from 1517 Hortulus, here as St. Paul.
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r J
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aU bach^ounds shaded horizontally
L'55 x 119]. Badly cut; the faces approach Schon’s later style.
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|
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Jar.
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VERITAS
I

VINCIT. (Nuremberg, 1528); 4to.

ot
title-page, border (undescribed) by Schon, probably used before: four blocks-

side a column with a boy standing behind it, and on the capitalasea-

Q50 1201 Th!°& r doXhv!n8; at the bott°m
’
a cuirass between two men’s heads[150 x 120]. The features of these men and of the boys are in Schon’s manner, andresemble very closely two heads on the nine of roses in his pack of cards.
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The same border, better printed.
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Woodcut on title-page, a Turk, with a crown on his turban, riding towards the
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jm.d. xxxn. F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 1532; 8vo. (Muther, 1186.)

Border on title-page, a Renaissance portal, the child Christ sitting below on a
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21—23. [BIBLE.] Biblia Sacra. G. Boulle, Lyons, 1542; 8vo.
J . de Millis, „ 1551 „

1561 ,,

The woodcuts by Schon used in the Lyons Vulgates, 1518-1522, and in the GermanO.T., Nuremberg, 1524, were reprinted in these three editions.

n one
4

*-,
Holzschnitte alter deutscher Meister. Gotha,

JLoUo—lolo
;

tol.

B 31, part of a Bavarian pedigree, and B 56, 57, twenty-two saints from theHortulus Animae, including one, St. Barbara (B. 26), not in the 1517 edition.
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Doubtful.

25. [BRANDENBURG.] Brandenburgische halszgerichts ordnung.
J. Gutknecht, Nuremberg, Nov. 1516; fol.

Three cuts [240 X 170], in the manner of Springinklee or Schon, perhaps rather the
latter. On the title-page, a collection of instruments of torture

; on verso of same leaf,

the arms of Brandenburg with griffins as supporters, an arch of vine-branches at the
top; on leaf i r., the Last Judgment, in which the head of the Baptist is almost the
same as in the large Kosary and in the Virgin with the Carthusian Monks (see p. 428).
The two groups below, in which the saved are conducted into glory, and the lost are
driven into the jaws of hell, appear to be freely imitated from the woodcuts attributed
to Hans von Kulmbach, H. 2052 (see p. 353), though the book in which the latter
appeared is dated 1517.

26. [WERNER.] Libeilus Ioannis Verneri Nurembergen. super
vigintiduobus elementis conicis. F. Peypus, Nuremberg, 1522 ; 4to.

Border on title-page, of four blocks
; candelabra at sides, arch and dolphins at top

;

below, angels kneeling and supporting a shield with the device of Peypus and initials
F P [169 x 133]. Inferior work, but probably designed by Schon, to judge by the
faces of the angels. The border had been used in 1520 or earlier, and occurs again in
“ Andr. Althameri Brenzii Scholia in Cornelium Taciturn . . . De situ . . .

Germanise,” 1529. Some initials with saints in Werner’s book—C (St. Simon), 0 (the
Virgin), P (St. Peter?), T (two apostles) [18 x 18]—appear to be by Schon, as well as
the larger initials with children, foliage, etc., on a shaded ground [28 x 28], which
occur in many books printed by Peypus (e.g. the O.T. and N.T., 1524).
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WOODCUTS BY SCHON.

i. BIBLICAL SUBJECTS.

1. THE LARGE ROSARY. H. 2050. P. iii, 243, 35.

First state.

The three Persons of the Trinity, the Virgin, and six groups of saints
are surrounded by the nine orders of angels, and the circle thus formed is

enclosed by a rosary. At the top two angels hold the sudarium with the
holy face. In the upper corners are the Mass of St. Gregory 1. and the
Stigmatisation of St. Francis r. In the lower corners are groups of the
clergy 1., headed by the Pope, and the laity r., headed by the Emperor.
The ground between these two groups is covered with grass from which a
few trees are growing. In a lower compartment, divided by a horizontal
line from the rest of the print, five angels are ministering to a multitude
of souls in the flames of purgatory, some of whom are being delivered from
torment by the prayers of the church on earth. Schon’s monogram, the E
in outline with a black S twined round it, is on a rock near the 1. lower
corner.

#

Returning to the group enclosed by the rosary, it will be seen that the
principal figure is that of Christ on the cross. The first and third
Persons of the Trinity are directly above the crucifix

;
the Virgin, half-

length, on the crescent, is at the 1. end of the cross-beam. The groups of
saints are ranged in three tiers on either side of the cross. In the first

tier 1. are prophets and patriarchs, among whom David, Moses, and St.
John the Baptist are conspicuous

;
to r. are apostles and evangelists, among

whom we recognise SS. Peter, John, James, Paul, and the emblems of
SS. Matthew, Mark, and Luke. In the second tier 1. are martyrs,
SS. Christopher, George, Pantaleon, Erasmus, Laurence and one of the
Holy Innocents

;
to r. are doctors and confessors, SS. Jerome, Gregory,

Henry, Sebald, Bernardinus, and others. In the third tier 1. are Virgins, SS.
Christina, Ursula, Dorothea, Barbara, Margaret, Catherine, and others

;

to r. are widows and other holy women, SS. Anne, Kunigunda, Mary
Magdalen, and others.

On the margin at the top is the following inscription: “Gegenwurff
Christenlichs gebets des hymelischen Rosenkrantz begnadet von pabst
Alexadro dem . vj . mit . vij . Jar . Leo de

|

x . mit . c . Jar . vnd c
.
quad-

ragen . Cardinal Raymundus vnd Innocentius . cc . tag . Primas
Albertus . c . vnd . xl . tag . Bischoff

|

vnd weichbischoff zu Bamberg . lxxx .

tag . on ander gemayn Ablass formlichen bettern verlihen . des langen
hymelischen Ro-

|

senkrantz gesetzt auff . 1 . Vater vnnser vnd Aue maria .

v
. glauben . oder kurtz . x . Vater vnnser vnd Aue maria

. j .
glauben.”

[406 x 300, with margin 433 x 300.] Good impression, but a little restored in
places where the paper had been damaged by folding.

Watermark, anchor in a circle.

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1848.
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The earliest possible date for this edition would be the autumn of 1513. “ Primas
Albertus ” is Albrecht of Brandenburg, who became Archbishop of Madgeburg, and in
virtue of that archbishopric, Primas Germanise, 1 on 30 Aug., 1513. He might how-
ever, still be so designated after his election to the see of Mainz on 9 March, 1514 He
was not made a cardinal till 151 8. The Bishop of Bamberg is named Vitus in the Latin
edition. This can only be Veit von Pommersfelden, Bishop 1501-1503; the grant of
an indulgence by him was accordingly an event in the past, which does not help us to
date the woodcut more precisely. The most probable date, however, judging by the
style of the woodcut, is 1515. It agrees closely with the Hortulus Animae woodcuts,
and Schon s small Rosary woodcut (B. app. 29, H. 2046) bears that date. The St. John
Baptist m the present woodcut agrees so closely with the same saint in the Virgin
with the Carthusian Monks (P. 180), dated 1515, attributed to Durer, that one is
tempted to suppose that Scl.ou had that cut before him

; the action of the hands how-
ever, is different, and it is not certain that Schon’s St. John is a copy of the other.’

There are good impressions of this state in both collections at Vienna; without
inscription in the Albertina, while the impression in the Hofbibliothek has a longer
inscription in Latin (5 lines) both above and below. This Latin edition has been
reproduced in Lippmanu’s “ Engravings and Woodcuts by Old Masters,” iii, 39.

la. THE LARGE ROSARY. P 35

Second state.

The block has been plugged with pieces of wood containing the Latin
names of the ninefold celestial hierarchy, each in an oblong frame, as
follows :

—

1. On either side of God the Father, “Seraphin” (twice). The
seraphs hold hearts as the emblem of love.

2. (1.) On a level with the arm of the cross, “Cherubin.” The cherubs
hold books as the emblem of wisdom.

3. (r.) At the same level, “ Throni.” The angels of this order sit on
thrones, holding scales in their hands. “ Angelis cathedris insidentibus
divina librare convenit juditia, eoque sunt throni dei.” (Latin edition.)

4. (1.) Near St. Christopher, “ Dnaciones.” These angels wear crowns.
“ Cum Patriarchis et Prophetis recte collocavimus regnorum domina-
tiones ” (ibid.).

5. (r.) Near St. Bernardinus, “ Virtutes.” The Virtues carry orbs.
“ Sed Apostolis Christi virtutes miraculorum operatores assistunt ” (ibid.).

6. (1.) Near St. Ursula, “ Potestates.” The Powers carry swords.
“ Atletis vero fortissimis congrue arrident potestates demonum coercentes
malitiam ” (ibid.).

7. (r.) Near a female saint without an emblem, “ Pricipat9.” The
Principalities wear crowns of various kinds, imperial

,
archducal, etc., and

mitres. “ Hos imitantur praelati et Confessores cum principatibus pro-
vintiarum gubernatoribus ” (ibid.).

8. (1.) Between the rosary and the earth, under the Virgins, “ Arch-
angel!” Some of the Archangels carry sceptres, others closed books.
“ Sponsas vero christi Archangelos paranynphos : dei secretarios decet
oppignorare ” (ibid.).

9. (r.) In a corresponding place, under the widows, “ Angeli.” Each
angel wears on his head a circlet with an erect cross. “ Tandem Viduis
et omnibus electis tota angelorum multitudo coniuncta prospicitur ” (ibid.).

On the margin at the top is one line of text, “ Das ist die lobliche

The Archbishop of Magdeburg had the oldest right (since 968) to this title,
though it was also claimed by the Archbishops of Mainz, Trier, Salzburg, and Coin.
See Meyer’s “ Konyersations-Lexicon,” Vte Aufl. xiv, 237, art. “ Primas.”
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—

Schon.

bruderschaft des hiralische Rosekratz. At the bottom are two lines,d “ Denen die do betten den hymlischen rosenkrantz wirt verlyhen aller
ablas vnser lieben frauen rosenkrantz

|

vnd darzu hundert vnd siben
jar . hundert quadragen vnd tausent sibenhundert vnd achtzick tag.”

first edition
3** * G°°d impression

’ sliShtly damaged. Not much later than the

Purchased from C. Fairfax Murray, Esq., 1892.
There are two later states of this woodcut.

rowoin

1

!^ i?

a® tbe 8a
.

m
f

inscriptions, but an additional piece of wood
[21 x 21] has been inserted at the foot of the rosary, on which the stem of the cross isprolonged to the ground and ends in roots. The Munich impression has the headingiDEA FiDm catholicm. E n deutliche . . . wirt.” Below is printed, “Eln yecft
weder, etc., followed by the address : “ Getruckt zu Ingolstatt bey Alexander vnd

,

W®y3senh
^
n

’ f

-

D - lxv.” Another impression of this state, with the inscrip-tions cut off, is in the Albertina. In the fourth the xylographic inscriptions have beenreplaced by words to the same effect printed with movable type, while a narrow

ftfle^Tron
1 b

r,
d
K
er

.

ha8 be
!?

a<

Jt
ed °n both sides - This state is much later, probably

alter 1600. Albertma, without heading or address.
‘ ^

[2-27.]

ILLUSTRATIONS TO THE HORTULUS ANIMAE. (1515-1516.)

On the editions of the Hortulus Animae printed for the Kobergers, see p. 382. Theprincipal editions illustrated by Schon are those of 18 May, 1517 23 Januarv 151821 lay> 15i8’.;° Marc> .
1520' and 22 June

- 1520, but m£y of his woodcnte’occirtogether with those of Spnnginklee, in other editions. Since one, St. Thomas (B. 8) is’

?51«
d
if^

15
’ W
j?u Ti fu’

St
. Yolfgang ^B - 20)’ occurs in the edition of 16 (?) March1516, it is probable that the whole set was designed in 1515, or the following year • theymay even have appeared in some edition earlier than that of 18 May, 15177 of which nocopy is now known to exist.

’ w lcn no

The complete set of illustrations [65 x 55], very imperfectly described by Bartschconsists of the following sixty-five subjects :— ^ ’

1. David.
2. The Annunciation.
3. The Nativity.
4. The Adoration of the Magi.
5. The Circumcision.
6. The Agony in the Garden.
7. The Crucifixion.
8. Pieta.

9. The Resurrection.
10. Pentecost.
11. The Virgin standing (B. 21).
12. The Virgin seated.
13. Mater Dolorosa (B. 22).
14. The Death of the Virgin.
15. St. Andrew (B. 2).

16. St. Bartholomew (B 6).
17. St. James the Greater (B. 3).
18. St. James the Less (B. 9).
19. St. John (B. 4).

20. St. Jude (B. 11).
21. St. Matthew (B. 10, as St. Simon).
22. St. Matthias (B. 7, as St. Matthew).
23. St. Paul (B. 12, as St. Matthias).
24. St. Peter (B. 1).

25. St. Philip (B. 5).

26. St. Thomas (B. 8),

27. All Saints.

28. St. Acacius and the 10,000 Martyrs
29. St. Antony (B. 13).
30. St. Augustine.
31. St. Bernardinus (B. 16, as St.

Francis).
32. St. Christopher (B. 14).
33. St. Francis.
34. St. George.
35. St. Gregory (B. 17).
36. The Mass of St. Gregory.
37. St. Jerome.
38. St. John the Baptist (B. 18).
39. St. Laurence.
40. St. Leonard.
41. St. Luke.
42. St. Martin.
43. St. Michael.
44. St. Roch.
45. St. Sebald (B. 15, as St. Coloman).
46. St. Sebastian (B. 19).
47. St. Stephen.
48. St. Wolfgang (B. 20).
49. St. Agnes (B. 23).
50. St. Anne (B. 24).
51. St. Apollonia (B. 25).
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52. St. Barbara (B. 26).

53. St. Bridget.

54. St. Catherine (B. 27).

55. St. Dorothy (B. 28).

56. St. Elizabeth of Hungary.
57. St. Margaret.
58. St. Mary Magdalen (B. 29).

63. The Burial of the Dead.
64. Purgatory.
65. The Last Judgment.

59. St. Ottilia (B. 30).

60. St. Ursula (B. 32).

61. St. Veronica (B. 31).

62. A Guardian Angel.

Nos. 17, 20, 22, 25, 26, 39, 44, 46, and 60 are signed ; no. 26 is also dated.
This list does not include the four cuts by Schon of a different size [88 x 68],

uniform with Springinklee’a first set, and printed with them in the edition of
16 (?) March, 1516 (p. 423, no. 2).

The subjects represented here among the separate woodcuts are the
following :

—

2. THE ANNUNCIATION. (No. 2 of list.)

The Virgin kneels r. at a prie-dieu near her bed
;
the Dove is over her

head
;
Gabriel draws back a curtain with his 1. hand and blesses Mary as

he delivers his message.

This is Heller 1184, after Diirer, B. 19.

3. THE NATIVITY. (No. 3 of list.)

This is Heller 1194, after Diirer, B. 20.

4. THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI. (No. 4 of list.)

This is Heller 1104, after Diirer, B. 3.

5. THE CIRCUMCISION. (No. 5 of list.)

The high priest sits r. with Christ on his lap
;

the operating priest

kneels before him
;
an attendant stands farther back holding the case of

the instruments
)
the Virgin, Joseph, and two other persons stand 1. near

the door.

6. THE PIETA. (No. 8 of list.)

The Virgin kneels, bending to r., near the foot of the cross and
supports the body of Christ. There is a frame of branches and leaves

overhead.

7. THE VIRGIN STANDING. B. 21. (No. 11 of list.)

The Virgin, crowned with stars, with the Child in her arms, stands on
the crescent, looking down to r. Background of rays. Frame of branches.

8. THE VIRGIN SEATED. (No. 12 of list.)

The Virgin sits, with the crescent beneath her feet, holding the Child

against her 1. shoulder. She has the imperial crown. Background of

clouds, with eight cherubs in the sky.

9. MATER DOLOROSA. B. 22. (No. 13 of list.)

The Virgin stands, turning to 1., clasping the points of five swords
to her bosom. Mountains, trees, and a cottage in background. Frame
of branches.
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10. THE DEATH OF THE VIRGIN. (No. 14 of list.)

This is Heller 1789, after Diirer, B. 93, with modifications.
Repr. Muther, Taf. 212.

11 . ALL SAINTS. (No. 27 of list.)

In the foreground are St. Catherine, a bishop (St. Nicholas ?), and
St. George.

12. ST. AUGUSTINE. (No. 30 of list.)

St. Augustine, sits r. at a desk, looking up at the first and third
Persons of the Trinity, who appear to him through a window. The child
ladling water with a spoon is in the 1. lower corner.

13 . ST. CHRISTOPHER. B. 14. (No. 32 of list.)

The saint moves to 1., looking back. The hermit stands on the further
shore r. Frame of branches.

14

.

ST. GEORGE.

St. George has huge ostrich plumes attached
towards the r. over the prostrate dragon.

(No. 34 of list.)

to his helmet; he rides

15

.

ST. GREGORY. B. 17. (No. 35 of list.)

St. Gregory is enthroned as pope, with triple tiara, holding a triple cross
in his 1. hand. Curtains in background. Frame of branches.

16

.

THE MASS OF ST. GREGORY. (No. 36 of list.)

The saint, in profile to 1., kneels between deacon and subdeacon before
the altar. These three persons are copied from Diirer’s woodcut, B. 123,
but the background is different.

17

.

ST. LUKE PAINTING THE MADONNA. (No. 41 of list.)

The Virgin, half-length on the crescent, holding the Child on her
l . arm, appears 1. to St. Luke, who sits r. before an easel painting her
portrait. The winged ox lies 1. on the floor of the room.

18

.

ST. ROCH. (No. 44 of list.)

St. Roch, who has a long beard, stands 1. with a staff in his 1. hand
pointing with his r. hand to the sore on his thigh. The angel stands
r., m profile to 1. Landscape background. Frame of branches. Monogram
on a stone in 1. lower corner.

19

.

ST. SEBASTIAN. B. 19. (No. 46 of list.)

The martyr, pierced by five arrows, stands in front of a tree with
his r. arm bound to a branch. Landscape background. Frame of branches.
Monogram on the trunk of the tree.
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20. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD AND ST. ANNE. B. 24. (No. 50 of list.)

St. Anne stands in the middle, with the child Jesus on her 1. arm
\
the

Virgin, a girlish figure with long hair, stands 1. looking up at her Son.
Landscape background. Frame of branches.

21. ST. APOLLONIA. B. 25. (No. 51 of list.)

The saint stands in the middle, with eyes to 1., holding in both hands
a large forceps with an extracted tooth. Landscape background. Frame
of branches.

22. ST. CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA. B. 27. (No. 54 of list.

)

The martyr stands crowned, with sword in r. hand, directed a little to
r., where the broken wheel lies on the ground. Landscape background.
Frame of branches.

23. ST. DOROTHY. B. 28. (No. 55 of list.)

The saint stands near a hedge receiving a basket of flowers from a boy.
Sea in background. Frame of branches.

24. ST. ELIZABETH OF HUNGARY. (No. 56 of list.)

The saint stands at the door of her house 1., with a flagon in her
r. hand, giving a piece of bread to a crippled beggar. Landscape
background.

25. ST. MARGARET. (No. 57 of list.)

The saint stands, with the dragon at her feet, holding a cross in her
r. hand and a book, in which she is reading, in her 1. hand. Landscape
background. Frame of branches.

20. ST. URSULA. B. 32. (No. 60 of list.)

The saint stands crowned, on the bank of a river, turning a little to
r., holding an arrow in both hands. Trees and mountains beyond the
river. Frame of branches. Monogram on a stone in 1. lower corner.
Repr. Muther, Taf. 212.

27. ST. VERONICA. B. 31. (No. 61 of list.)

The saint stands, directed to the front, holding the sudarium in both
hands. Landscape background. Frame of branches. Repr. Muther,
Taf. 212.

These twenty-six woodcuts are of uniform quality, being fairly good impressions
without text, hut with the ornamental borders, on very thin white paper. Such
impressions were probably taken soon after the blocks had ceased to be used as
illustrations. The last edition of the Hortulus Animae, in which they were used,
appeared in 1520. One of the cuts used in “ Ein Christelich niitzpar Betpiichlein,” 1523,
shows that the blocks were then in much the same condition as when these separate
impressions were taken

; it appears in the .same way without text below, but with
the border.

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi, 1848.
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crucifix between two groups of saints. This woodcut was used in two rare German

editions of the Hortulus Animae, printed by F. Peypus for J. Koberger on 8 May,

1518 (Ebert 10292; copies at Bamberg and Copenhagen), and 18 May, 1519 (Weller

1193; copies at Bamberg and Munich). 1 It stands at the beginning of a section on

preparation for death, which is not included in most editions of that work. In Ebert

10292 where the cut is placed on leaf cxcvm v., the tablet contains the following lines,

printed in red :
“ Wie man sol lerenn ster *

|

ben, ein gutte lere begriflfen
|

in sechsz

stuck lein . Vnd sol.” In Weller 1193, leaf clxxxiiii v., the text (also in red) is the

same, but “lernen” is correctly printed. In the 1518 edition the monogram is

indistinct; in the 1519 edition it has become illegible; the defect in the latter case is

not due merely to the printing, but the letters must have been deliberately effaced on

the block. The other illustrations in both editions are by Springinklee.

The style of this cut agrees closely with that of Schon s cuts iu the Hortulus

Animae, and the date of the design cannot be much later. The features of the dying

man may be compared especially with those of the suppliant with his guardian angel

(no. 62 of the list, p. 430), also with those of St. Gregory (no. 36) and St. Luke (no. 41).

This is, after the large Rosary, the best and most original work of Schbn’s early

period. It is reproduced in this volume.

31 . JOSHUA. 1524.

Joshua, facing three-quarters L, fully armed, holding his helmet in his 1.

hand, a battle-axe in his r. hand, sits on a stone under an arch Hanked by

columns which support a ledge on which two children sit holding the

ends of a wreath with a two-handled vase in the middle. On the ground

at the foot of the arch r. is the monogram preceded by the date 1524.

T261 x 167] Good impression, well preserved, on the title-page of “Das Ander

tevl des allten I Testaments mit fleyss verteutscht.
|

m.d.xxiiii.” F. Peypus, Nurem-

berg, 1524, fol. (Muther 1141, and repr. Taf. 211.) On the back of the leaf is printed,

“ Das Register fiber die bficher
!
dises teyls .

| j Josua,” etc.

Presented by W. Mitchell, E=q., 1895.
. , . ,

The figure of Joshua is freely copied from the woodcut by an artist closely

connected with Cranach on the title-page of the second part of the first edition of

Luther’s O T., M. Lotter, Wittenberg, 1523, fol. The features characteristic ot

Sc! on’s second manner are already strongly developed. Nagler’s statement (Mon. n,

p 652 no 6) that later impressions of this woodcut occur in a work by Rivius on

Architecture, printed by Petreius in 1547 and 1558, is, I believe, unfounded.

f DAVID.

Photograph of the second woodcut in “ Der Psalter teutsch zu singen,” F. Peypus,

Nfirnberg, 22 May, 1525, 8vo (see p. 424, no. 13), taken from the copy in the Hof- und

Staatsbibliothek, Munich.

32 . ST. WENCESLAUS. (1527?)

The patron saint of Bohemia stands facing three-quarters r., fully armed

but wearing an elector’s hat. He carries a banner with a single-headed

eacle in his r. hand and lays his 1. hand on the top of a shield with the

same eagle (the arms of Bohemia). The arms of the see of Prague (on a

field sable a fess or) are placed in the 1. lower corner. Landscape back-

ground with trees and mountains. The composition is framed on three

sides by vine-stems, with leaves in the spandrels at the top. No

signature.

F85 x 66 ] The woodcut is coloured green, yellow, and dull pink, and sur-

lounded by an irregular band of cinnabar. The page is framed in a decorative

T Appendix B, nos. 6 and 11.
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and a pen, with the date 1528 to r. The whole background behind the

stem of Jesse is shaded with horizontal lines, only interrupted by the

rays that proceed from Christ and from the Dove. Double border.

[280 x 189.] Very sharp, early proof
; the space [194 x 90] cut out to receive a

printed title is left blank. Watermark, a small bull’s head, with a flower on a stalk

between the horns.

In the inventory of 1837.

This fine and important cut is of the utmost rarity and almost unknown (see

Repertorium, xx, 207). There is a similar proof at Erlangen, much damaged, with the
monogram cut off. The woodcut has been wrongly described by Nagler, on the
authority of J. M. Schottky, as a drawing, said to have been used on the title-page of a
MS. of the Gospels in the Bohemian language. It was used, in fact, not on the title-

page, but at the beginning of St. Matthew’s Gospel, in two Bohemian Bibles printed at

Prague by Paul Seweryn in 1529 and 1537. The public library at Prague possesses

a copy of each (54. A. 13, 14, the 1529 edition coloured), and they are described by
R. K. Ungar in his “Allgemeine bolimische Bibliothek,” Prague, 1786. Schottky
evidently gave a liberal interpretation to the word “ Federzeichnung,” and reproduced
the woodcut for the sake of the design. The cutting of all the lines, and especially of

the inscriptions, is so delicate that an inexperienced person might mistake a proof of

the woodcut for a drawing, but Schottky, who reproduced the whole of the printed page,
cannot have been under this delusion. The words which he quotes, (K) “Nyha rodu
Gezysse Krysta, syna Davidowa, syna Abrahamowna,” are, of course, not the title of

the book, but the opening words of St. Matthew’s Gospel.

34. PART OF A PEDIGREE OF THE HOUSE OF WITTELSBACH.

Half-length figures of princes and princesses of the Bavarian house

are arranged in four rows. In the top row are two persons only,

an elector and his wife
;
in each of the lower rows are six persons, none

of whom are named. Single borders at top and bottom, not at the sides,

for the pedigree should be continued in both directions.

[417 X 333.] Late impression, on yellowish paper, from the block in the Derschau
collection (Becker, B 31, attributed to Burgkmair).

Purchased, 1834.

I have never seen an early irapressiou of this woodcut, and its style cannot be fairly

judged by the modern impressions, but the resemblance to Schon’s Tree of Jesse is

noticeable even in these. I was confirmed in my opinion that the work is to be
attributed to him by the discovery, at Coburg, of an early impression of another block

belonging to the same pedigree. In this sharp, early print Schon’s handiwork is

unmistakable. The figures there are accompanied by xylographic inscriptions, by
which they are identified as members of the Bavarian house in the xiv and early xv
centuries, including Ruprecht. King of the Romans (1352-1410), Johann (1383-1443),

Stephan (1385-1459), Otto (1390-1461), Christoph, King of Denmark (1416-1448), and
others

;
in all twenty-three persons, viz., four in the first row, seven in the second, and

six in each of the others.

35. A GENERAL AND A TURK.

A German general 1., in a low wide-brimmed hat trimmed with

feathers, is engaged in conversation with a Turk r. armed with bow and
arrows and a sabre, and carrying a shield slung over his back. They
stand between two columns in front of a gateway cut square, having a

round arch over it with a solid tympanum on which are the arms of the

empire with lions as supporters. A few plants and tufts of grass are

seen through the opening. Single border.

[158 x 120.] Late impression, worn and stained, on coarse paper.

In the inventory of 1837.

The cut appears to date from about 1530. It was probably designed to illustrate a
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T,:;

k
,
0±°rl8i"e

-

,

1 attribnte
,

it to ScI»" ™ account of the features of both charactersThe general may be compared especially with an Austrian Archduke (Albrecht VI ?!on the pedigree, no 34, the Turk with the King on the pack of cards described below

tfufc SIT, tha arch la almost identical with that on two heraldic wood-cuts of the school of Durer, the arms of Lazarus Spengler, B. app 58 and the small

SS)
0
The

e

°cheruhr
r

h
aPP

' » 'T.
a8crfbed ^ Dr- PauliKC (no! 135L

thfn Beham’s
h b b d °D the latter cut are Perb»P8 “ore in Schou’s style

35a. A GENERAL AND A TURK. Later impression.

Herr Gott was kompt do fur ein weybell,
Er tregt sein Thartzschen, kleyd vnd seybell,
Gleich als wie ein tiirck.”

The second column is a speech by Der Getrew Eckbart in thirty-four verses At the

Apot^ker'-
638

’ IU d6r F“tStUchen Stadt Coha^ trucki cWacl schnal

impresston
197 X 282 '] ^ bl°Ck here is mUch more worn than in «'« earlier

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi & Co., 1862

addresrbu7wUh ££££$“ 00 a“da dated with no

30. PLAYING CARDS. Nagl. Mon. ii, p. 653, no. 1758.

(1) Deuce of roses.

In front of a tree bearing two roses, two angels or genii support thetwo shields of Nuremberg and that of the empire, the latter surmounted
by a royal crown. In the middle below is the figure 2

(2) Nine of roses.

, ^e
,.
foot °f

f
*ree bearing nine roses, two human heads, with

nsn-like bodies attached to them, sprawl on the ground.
(3) Seven of leaves.

At the foot of a tree bearing seven (vine ?) leaves, a fox sits wiping its
eye, watched by two sympathetic geese; another fox runs off to 1. with agoose m its mouth.

(4) Ten of grapes. 1

An amazon rests her r. hand on a shield inscribed with the figure 10and carries a branch with the suit mark in her 1. hand. The figure x is
over her helmet. 6

[Each 92 x 61, cut.]

Bequeathed by Lady Charlotte Sehreiber, 1896.
Described in Lady C. Schreiber’s work on Playing Cards 1893 ii 13 nnrl vonm

duced pi. 102 The cards are there said to be in the s^yVe of H S Beham They
P
arealso described as no. 113 in Mr. F. M. O'Donoghue’s catalogue of the Schreib™

ttem 1540 ^1’ tnn iT
b
Th

S
h

*'y at‘rib
?ted to Scb5n - The date there assi^red to

ChTles
1

V at BMnJf rW ?
f the c,ow? auggests that the coronation ofGharles V at Bologna (Feb. 1530) had not yet taken place. The style agrees veryciosely with that of the Tree of Jesse, 1528, and of a border used in the samf yearSp. 425, no. 17). For another card of the same pack used about 1530 as a book illustration,

W- Fr
,

a“k3 was wrong in describing this suit as pomegranates; the con-

p.r ffftl
rfPrcsff

‘aboa
,
of a pomegranate occurs among the cards from this pack atParis as the mark of the fourth suit, which is not represented here.

*
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see p. 425, no. 19. Thirty-nine cards belonging to this pack were in W. Y. Ottley’s collec-

tion (sale-catalogue, May, 1837, p. 41, no. 615). Fifteen cards are also (since 1 667) in the

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (AA. 1 Res. Cat. ii, 10531) ;
two of these, valet of grapes

and six of (vine?) leaves, are reproduced in Lacroix, “ Le Moyen Age et la Renais-

sance,” tome ii, Cartes h Jouer, pi. iv bis. M. Henri Bouchot informs me that the

cards reproduced in pi. iv and on the 1. side of pi. iv bis are not in the Cabinet des

Estampes at all. The cards at Paris are mentioned by Nagler, who was wrong, of

course, in inferring from the presence of the arms of Saxony that the artist lived in

that country.

\ • * wc? vr: * tmAMaammM
37. A PORTICO. Nagl. Mon. ii, p. 652, no. 1755.

A large unfinished stone building, with beams and joists partly laid,

drawn in perspective. Schon’s monogram, with an acute angle drawn to

1. of it, is placed towards the r. of the threshold. No border.

[302 x 253, limits of design ; 311 x 256, size of sheet.] Very fine impression on

white paper; watermark, a bear with a collar.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

This is perhaps the impression described by Nagler on the authority of J. A. Borner

;

I have never seen another. The woodcut is too large to have formed part of any book

but a very large folio, and it has apparently no connection with any work of Rivius.

It is probably about contemporary with the drawing-book which Schon published in

1538, where the same angle is placed by the side of his monogram on the title-page.

See Repertorium, xx, 207.

38. A MAN ON HORSEBACK.

A man in profile, in a low hat with a feather, holding a switch in his

r. hand, rides towards the 1. To r., behind the horse, is a bare tree, and
to 1., in front, a stump from which young branches are shooting. No
signature. Single border.

[109 x 113.] The impression is much soiled, and the outlines have been pounced
for the purpose of transferring the design.

In the inventory of 1837.

This cut occupies sig. F ii v. of the 1542 and 1543 editions of Schon’s “ Under-
weisung der Proportion ” (at Coburg and Berlin respectively).
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V.—HANS SEBALD BEHAM.

Hans Sebald Beham, painter and engraver
;

b. 1500
;

first dated
engraving 1518

;
first dated woodcuts 1520

;
worked at Nuremberg

under the influence of Diirer till 1525
;
was banished for his irreli-

gious opinions in January of that year, but returned in November

;

accused in 1528 of plagiarism from Diirer’s unpublished work on the
proportions of the horse, he left Nuremberg again, but returned in
February, 1529; published woodcuts in 1527, 1529, and 1530 at
Ingolstadt, and in 1530 worked at Munich

;
was employed in 1531

by Cardinal Albrecht of Brandenburg at Aschaffenburg or Mentz

;

worked chiefly at Mentz and Frankfort-on-the-Main till 1535

1

returned for a short time to Nuremberg, but resigned his citizenship
on 24 July, 1535, and resided thenceforth at Frankfort till his death
in 1550. His later woodcuts were published by Christian Egenolph
at Frankfort. A change in the form of his monogram—the substitu-
tion of B for P—coincides with his first removal to Frankfort in
1531.

Authorities The older catalogues of Bartsch, Passavant, Rosen-
berg (1875), Aumuller (1881), and v. Seidlitz (1885) are superseded
by the recent catalogue of Dr. Gustav Pauli, “ H. S. Beham, ein
kritisches verzeichniss seiner Kupferstiche, Badirungen and Holz-
schnitte ” (Studien zur deutschen Kunstgeschichte

,
Heft 33), Heitz,

Strassburg, 1901. The woodcuts are described, pp. 257-446, the
illustrated books, pp. 478-511. A large number of Beham’s wood-
cuts had hitherto been overlooked, or attributed, by Heller, Passa-
vant and others, to Diirer. Additions to Dr. Pauli’s catalogue, and
corrections of some errors, have appeared in reviews published in the
Mittheilungen der Gesellschaft fur vervielfdltigende Kunst

, Vienna,
1903, p. 16, and Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft

, 1902, xxv, 465.'

The first of these articles deals almost exclusively with engravings,
the second with woodcuts.

The woodcuts are placed and described in the order of Pauli’s
catalogue. Table 2 of the Appendix, p. 490, may show how difficult
it would be to place them in chronological sequence.

Abbreviations :

—

B.—Bartsch. “ Le Peintre-Graveur,” viii, 230-249.
P.—Passavant. “ Le Peintre-Graveur,” iv, 78-86.
B.—Rosenberg. “ Sebald unci Bartbel Beham,” 117-134.
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A.—Aumiiller. “ Les Petits Maitres Allemands. i. B. et H. S.

Beham,” 72-91.

S.—Seidlitz. Meyer’s “ Kiinstler-Lexicon,” iii, 329-334.
Pauli .—See above.

H.—Heller. “Leben und Werke A. Dtirers,” Bd. n. (quoted for

woodcuts formerly attributed to Durer).

\
BOOKS ILLUSTRATED BY BEHAM.

A.—In the Department of Prints and Drawings.

1. [BEHAM.] Biblisch
|

Historien, Figiirlieh
|

fiirgebildet, Durch

|

den wolberumpten Se
|

bald Behem, von
|

Nuremberg.
|

(Monogram.)
|

Zu Franckfurt, am Meyn, Bei Christian Egenolph. (At end) m.d.

xxxiij. 4to.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1899.

The first edition of Beliam’s Old Testament woodcuts, which are here printed back
to back, with no letterpress except a brief description of each subject in German and a
reference to book and chapter. A very rare edition, perfect copies of which are known
elsewhere only at Coburg and Gottingen; it is also found, cut up, at Oxford and
Cambridge.

In addition to the title-page, Pauli 271, the book contains eighty small cuts,

Pauli 277-356, of O.T. subjects, with the four Evangelists and St. Paul at the end.

Brilliant impressions throughout.

2. [BEHAM.] Biblicae
|

Historiae, mag =;
|

no artificio depi-
|

ctae, &
utilitatis publicse

|

causa latinis Epigramma =
|

tibus a Georgio .dEmy s
j

lio illustrate.
|

(Monogram.)
|

Cum Ces. Maiestatis priuilegio, Franco-
forti

|

Christianus Egenolphus excudebat. (At end) d.m. xxxix. 4to.

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1874.
The twelfth edition, containing the same cuts, with the addition of the two figures

with the names Jehovah and Adonai, Pauli 273, 274, and at the end Egenolph’s device,

a flaming heart on a round altar, with the skull of an ox in front [35 x 25], Pauli 1355.

3. [BEHAM.] Imaginum
|

in Apocalypsi Johannis De-
|
scriptio . . .

Autore
|

Georgio Aemilio.
|

Franc. Chr. Egen. (At end) Francoforti

Christianus Egenolphus
j

excudebat. Anno 1540.
|

Mense Martio.

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1874.

Cuts : on the title-page, Egenolph’s device, Pauli 1355, in the second state, with the
skull cut out; in the text, twenty-six cuts of subjects from the Apocalypse [67 x 73],
Pauli 833-858. This is the third edition of Beham’s Apocalypse series, first published
in 1539.

Doubtful Cuts.

4.

[BECKER.] Hans Sachs im Gewande seiner Zeit. Gotha, 1821.

(1) Leaf xviii. Nachred, das greulich Laster. Pauli 1428.

The poet, sitting under a lime tree, beholds a vision of Slander, which
is interpreted to him by a herald. Slander, or Evil Report, is a crowned
woman with wings of peacocks’ feathers, her twisted hair ending in

snakes, her left breast wounded. She holds a knife behind her back, and
carries in her r. hand a poisoned cup

;
she drags behind her, by a cord



Plate XIII

HANS SEBALD BEHAM

Jacob’s Ladder

Job
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1 rnVb “ Petits Maitres AIL m lands, i. B. et H. S,

Meyer’s “ Kiinstler-Lexicon,” iii, 329-334.

’
i und Werke A. Diirers,” Bd. n, (quoted for

W# attributed to Diirer).

-J- >Jo.K.>S ILLUSTRATED BY BEHAM.
'

1. [BI KAM.J Biblisoli
|

Historien, Figiirlich
|
furgebildet, Burch

|

di-; . imipten Se
|

bald Behem, von
|
Nuremberg.

|

(Monogram.)
|

Zu I mckf j am Meyn, Bei Christian Egenolph. (At end) m.d.

Pi . v W. Mitchell, Esq., 1899.

; ! I X jTAjq
' each subj aid a

bo k apd chapter. A very rare edition, perfect copies of which are known
MAH38 ajA'a ;33i'8^A:W i

cut »]•. ut Oxford and

: * 3fJP 3 SPo a 0 >k contains o’irhty small cuts,

t ^JCvangelists and St. Paul at the end.

nid itfs publics- causa Jatinis Ej»gnuni tib** a Cioorgu.- A y >

lust-rate.
|
(Monogram.)

|
Cum Cm. Muievnatis prioUegio, < -a ne<>-

Jhi i , nua Egenolphus excudebat. (At end) d.m. xxxix. 4to.

GuUkunat 1874.

rung the game onts, with the nrlehtior:
'

- - ‘V-as

a llaaii n^rtoua ; at, with the skull et .u i ....

|

i Aoinilio.
j

JV; c. Chr. Egert. (At end) Erancoforti

Chrisi nus Egenolphus
|

excudebat. Anno 1540.
j

Mens© Martio.

Purchased from Herr Gutekumt, 1874.

: on the tit! . Egenolph’s device, Pauli 13.">5, in the second state, with tlie

out; in > < ntv-six cuts of subjects fn Ajwealypse [67 x 73],
*8. 1 h i edition of Beham’s

.
published

Doubtful Cura.

K EB.j Hans Sachs im Gewande Z t. Gofcha, 1821.

(1) J>af xviii Nachred, das greulich I Pauli 12&

is interpreted to him by a herald. Slander, si
, is a crowned

'up&uin with wings of peacocks’ feathers, It; * ending in

snakes, hei reast wounded. She hoi id her back, and
hand a poisoned cup; sbe-tLag. behind her. by a cord
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fastened to her r. ankle, a ball smeared with pitch and brimstone. Trees

in background [138 X 145].

I have been tempted to attribute this to Beham, on the ground, mainly, of the

resemblance of the trees to those in the series of Planets (1530), and the Stag Hunt,

Pauli 1224, but Dr. Pauli does not accept it. The cut is seen to far greater advantage

in the original edition of Hans Sachs’s poem, published by Wolfgang Reach, Nuremberg,

about 1530-31.

(2) Leaf xxn. Die vier Eigenschaften des Weins. Pauli 1429.

This is by another Nuremberg artist, whom Dr. Pauli rightly distinguishes from

Beham.

B.

—

In the Department op Printed Books.

1. [SACHS.] Ein gesprech zwischen Sanct Peter vnd dem Herren, von

der jetzigen Weldt lauff. G. Merckel, Nuremberg, n.d.
;

4to. (Muther

1142.)

On title-page a late impression of St. Peter, 1521 (Pauli 899). The date of the book
is probably about 1550.

2. [SACHS.] Drey schone Gsprech Zwischen Sant Peter vnnd dem
Herren, Dreyerlei art betreffendt. G. Merckel, Nuremberg, n.d.

;
4to.

(Muther 1142.)

On title-page the same cut ;
the block is still further worn.

3. [CHRISTIAN PRAYER-BOOK.] Ein Christelich niitzpar Bet-

piichlein, etc. E. Peypus, Nuremberg, 1523; 8vo. (Muther 1181.)

Border, Pauli 1338, on title-page.

4. [BESCHWERUNG.] Beschwerung der alten Teiifelischen Schla-

ngen mitdem Gotlichen wort (by Johann von Schwartzenberg). Hans
Herrgott, Nuremberg, 1525; 4to. (Muther 1265.)

Ten coarsely cut illustrations [98 X 97] and one of larger size [128 X 96], in most
of which it is impossible to recognise the style of Beham ;

others, however, especially

that illustrating the Holy Communion, come very close to Beham, and as the whole
series appear to be by the same artist, it is likely that he sketched the illustrations

roughly and did not superintend their execution. They are not mentioned by Pauli.

5. [BESCHWERUNG.] Same title with the additional words, “ New
Corrigiert, vnd besser Registeriert.” (Augsburg?) 1525; 4to.

This edition contains copies, in the same direction, of the Nuremberg cuts, and a
series of Dance of Death initials copied from Holbein.

6. [PAPACY.] Das Babstum mit seynen gliedem gemalet vnd
beschryben, etc., 1526 ;

4to. (Muther 1143.)

Seventy-three cuts of ecclesiastical costumes, Pauli 1124-1196.

7. [BIBLE.] Biblia sacra vtrivsqve Testamenti, etc. J. Petreius,

Nuremberg, 1527 ;
8vo. (Muther 1274.)

Title-border with Moses, Christ, the Apostles and Evangelists, etc. [140 x 91], not
described by Pauli. See Repertorium, xxv, 467.
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NureJb
B
eS

L
152

]

9;

B
8va

aSaCra vtrivsque Testamenti, etc. J. Petreius,

The same border as in the edition of 1527.

w 9
iJ

BI
AT
LRK Grundt vnd vrsa<* der heyligen schrifft, etc. GWachter, Nuremberg, 1529; 8vo.

the title-page, the Creator moving tol. [62 x 47], Pauli 513; in the text fortv-eight small cuts from the two series, Pauli 359-527 and 528-674.
y

10. [EPHEMERIDES.] Fragment of a calendar printed at Knrem-berg by Hans Herrgott (c. 1530).

546
> 548

> 552> 557* 5«9> 585, 589, 598, 600,

1

b y
0N Eck.] Christenliche ausslegung der Evangeliennvonn der zeit, etc. Ingolstadt, 1530 ; fol.

6

N.T.“paJli 707-747!
four Evangelists, Pauli 703-706, and forty-one subjects from the

c. iSsTtr
au vfi abgan§ aller Welt wesenn -

PauU*S-ma*’
and PariS

’ Pauli 911
> andmedallion portraits of Roman emperors, etc.,

FrankfoK? ? fof
***** ^ Testament' C

' %enolpb,

Eighty-five O.T. woodcuts, Pauli 272-356. The second edition of nos. 277-356.

wJ 4
‘>

Bi
^
lia

> Beider AUt vnnd Newen Testamenten (Dieten-bergers version). P. Jordan, Mentz, 1534; fol.
V

an<l

S
ioh'?h»

e
0°Ln-

e Sai
?
e
.
CUtS

’ T
ith

‘f?
excePtion of the title blocks (Pauli 272-276)

SuT t£ thW etftion
(PaHli S57

’ 358^ wUch in th?a

C. E^rSort1

,

1534^7°“ ^^ Welt~
thelTa^ Pauh927-mO

Wel'e “4 ““ °f

Po-
16

‘i

DELIUS.] Chronicorum Mundi Epitome. C.Egenolph, Frankfort, 1534; 8vo.
P

The medallion portraits of Eoman emperors, etc.

Frailfolt^o^j'ltJ
6""811^ ^ SibyUen“’ 6tC' G EgenolPh >

Nichaula.
6 tltle'page

’ Pauli 325
’ here representing Solomon and the Queen of Sheba,

v *
8

*

1

1

Chronica
> Beschreibung vnd gemeyne anzeyge,onn aller Wellt herkommen, etc. C. Egenolph, Frankfort, 1535; fol

K°o

P
an
C^ c!f°

n * “d *•
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19. [SACHS.] Her Keiser Bildnussen vnd leben. C. Egenolph,

Frankfort, 1535; 4to.

Eighty-seven medallion portraits of Roman emperors, Pauli 927-1110.

20. [STOEFFLER.] Yon Kiinstlicher Abmessung aller grosse. C.

Egenolph, Frankfort, 1536 ;
fol.

On the title-page, Pauli 1239, 1240.

21. [BIBLE.] Biblicae Historiae, Artificiosiasime depictae. Biblische

Historien, Figiirlich fiirgebildet. C. Egenolph, Frankfort, 1537 ;
4to.

Two copies.

Pauli 271 and the eighty O.T. woodcuts, Pauli 277-356. The ninth edition of these

woodcuts.

22. [HESS.] Ludus de Podagra . . .
per H. Eobanum Hessum.

Ivo Schoffer, Mentz, 1537 ;
4to. Two copies.

The first leaf, before the title-page, has Pauli 1118, with the heading “Podagrae

Ludus” on the recto, Pauli 1119 on the verso. In the printer’s mark the two genii are

copied from an engraving by Barthel Beham. (Aumuller 87, v. Seidlitz 101.)

23. [PAPACY.] Das pabstumb mit seinen glydern gemalet vnd

beschriben, gebessert vnnd gemert. H. Wandereisen (Nuremberg),

1537; 4to.

Pauli 1124-1196.

24. [BIBLE.] Psalterium universum . . . authore Helio Eobano

Hesso. C. Egenolph, Marburg (1537) ;
8vo.

Pauli 351.

25. [FRANCK.] Germaniae chronicon. (C. Egenolph, Frankfort),

1538
;

fol.

Medallions of emperors, etc., Pauli 927-1110.

26. [FRANCK.] Germania. (C. Egenolph, Frankfort), 1539
;

fol.

Medallion of emperors, etc., Pauli 927-1110.

27. [FRANCK.] Teutscher Nation Chronic, etc. (C. Egenolph),

Frankfort, 1539 ;
fol.

Medallions of emperors, etc., Pauli 927-1110.

28. [BIBLE.] Typi in Apocalypsi Ioannis Depicti vt clarius vaticinia

Ioannis intelligi possint. (C. Egenolph, Frankfort), d.m. xxxix.
;

4to.

First edition of the Apocalypse woodcuts, Pauli 833-858.

29. [MICYLLUS.] De re metrica, libri tres. C. Egenolph, Frank-

fort, 1539 ;
8vo.

Egenolph’s device, Pauli 1355 I, on title-page ; larger device from the same design

on the last page.

30. [AGRIPPA.] Yom Adel vnd Fiirtreffen Weibliches geschlechts.

(Frankfort), 1540; 4to.

On the title-page the first state of a woodcut, Pauli 1281, afterwards used, with the

date 1546, in the “ Kunst und Lehrbiichlein.”
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months, 1527. Vprnt^^d^iromTtte^
Beham’

8 cuts of the occupations of the twelve

mischerU-ckunge^fete.^. AStr°n°‘

by Beham)
211"1219' Ni“e CUts of the months July and September are not

Pauli 342, 1211-1219, 1241, 1242.

fol!

Naturalis Historiao °PUS “ovum. C . Egenolph,

Pauli 1213, 1215, 1219.

C. EgeldphfSfort!
^ C0nservanda bona valetudine.

The same woodcuts as in the edition of 1551.

Nurfmbe
S
rg)

G
L553

; 4ta
Menschen

> ** <* Gutknecht,

by r‘
ed’ h°lding a 8hield [36 x 561 not

Sehmeicld
AG

^F^Guttnecht,
r

Nuremberg,^15^4^ **^
On the last page the same cut of a genius, better printed.

^°Vi Testementi Iesu Christi Historia effigiata . .

Chd*“' aS" »'

«

Pauli 352-356, 753-766.

-k.Sh!^
A
S?o.!gsS iSffiS^Ss

““ p'"”p“
Pauli 1211-1219.

J

1560%&°
NIGEK

] KreUterbuch
- Heirs of C. Egenolph, Frankfort,

Pauli 1213-1219.

Pauli 754-762, 764-766.

1564^ fol

°NICE]R Kreuterbuch. Heirs of C. Egenolph, Frankfort,

Pauli 1213, 1219.
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43. [BEHAM.] Kunst- vnd Ler Biichlin. Heirs of C. Egenolph,

Frankfort, 1565 ;
4to.

Pauli 1262-1289. The fourth edition of the work, which had already appeared in

1546, 1552, and 1557.

44. [BEHAM.] Kunst und Lehrbiichlin. Heirs of C. Egenolph,
Frankfort, 1582 ;

4to.

Pauli 1262-1289. The sixth edition (the fifth appeared 1566).

45. [LONICER.] Kreuterbuch. Heirs of C. Egenolph, Frankfort,

1593
;

fol.

Pauli 1213, 1219.

46. [BECKER.] Holzschnitte alter deutscher Meister, Gotha, 1808-
1816.

Pauli 687 f, 689, 690, 831, 878 (two parts), 888, 889, 900, 913-926, 1114a, 1223, 1224,
1252. Also a number of doubtful cuts, attributed to Beham by AV. Schmidt ( Reper

-

torium
,
xx, 478), but rejected by Pauli.
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WOODCUTS BY BEHAM.

i. BIBLICAL SUBJECTS.

[1
-36 .]

Woodcuts from the Principal Set of Old Testament Illustrations.

Pauli 271-358.
Thls series °f illustrations comprises 80 woodcuts, first issued in 1533

75 of which belong to the Old Testament itself, while the remaining 5
represent the Evange ists and St. Paul. Two additional subjects appeared
in Dietenberger s Bible in 1534. Three title-borders, one of quarto, the

1SSUed With Various editions of these woodcuts :

of the third title there are five varieties, with different combinations of
blocks. Some of the blocks were still in use in the xvn century

1 . TITLE-BORDER TO THE OLD TESTAMENT WOODCUTS.
B. 1. R. 1. A. 1. S.’ 1. Pauli 271.

•

The border contains six subjects from the life of Moses, cut on a
single block At the top, the Passage of the Red Sea and the Gathering
of Manna

; 1., Moses receiving the Tables of the Law
; below, the Brazen

Ttbles of^he Law
° P <Wden CaJf

; r., Moses breaking the

Within the border is printed, “BIBLICAE
|
historiae, ar = I ti-

Jicwsisstme depictee.
|

Bibhsche Hi =
|
storien, Figiirlich I fttrgebildet ”

I(Monogram^ On the margin below the border, “Cum Cses. Maiestatis
Jrnuuegio, Francoforti

|
Chnstianus Egenolphus excudebat.” On the back

the Creation of Eve, Pauli 277, with title in Latin and German.
[123 x 83.] Good impression.
Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1870.

i^7
he

rr
b
i?
rd

-

er WaS USed
l
n Din® ed

i
tions of the 01d Testament woodcuts, from 1533 to1557. This impression is from the sixth, 1537. For the first, see p. 440, no. 1.

2. PART OF THE PRINCIPAL TITLE-BORDER TO THE BIBLE OF 1534
B. vii, 182, 28. H. 1933. Pauli 272 (1)!

God the Father sits enthroned on the rainbow, surrounded by angels,
oldmg the Tables of the Law in his r. hand, a chalice in his 1. hand.

Below, 1., the Fall and the Expulsion from Eden
; r., the Crucifixion and

Christ bearing the cross, with priests and laymen following his example.
[68 x 166.] A rather late impression.
Purchased from Mr. Tiffin, 1849.

itiJ^S70O
4

dc
fv:

f0
fTerly attributed *0 B hirer, forms the upper compartment of thetitle-border to the folio German Bible printed at Frankfort by Egenolph, 26 March,

4. See Eepertormm i, 324; Jalnb. d. k. preuss. Kunstsamml. iii, 234. The wholeborder is reproduced m Lippmanu’s “ Engravings and Woodcuts,” iii, 42.
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[3-4 .]

Two op the Secondary Title-borders to the Bible of 1534.

Five borders are used for the titles of the several parts of the book,

viz., Pts. II and in of the O.T., the Prophets, the Apocrypha, and the

N.T. Each is composed of eight blocks, four of which (Pauli 273-276)

occur invariably, while the remainder vary in each case.

3. TITLE-BORDER TO PART II OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

The border is composed of eight separate blocks
(
see diagram), viz. :

—

(1) The Passage of the Jordan, Pauli 306.

(2) A man bearing on a scroll the name of God,

Adonai, in Hebrew characters, Pauli 274.

(3) Joshua contemplating the bodies of four slain

kings, Pauli 313.

(4) Ornamental panel with David playing the harp,

Pauli 275.

(5) The return of the Jews to Jerusalem, Pauli 334.

(6) A man bearing on a scroll the name Jehovah in

Hebrew characters, Pauli 273.

(7) Saul beheaded by the Philistines, and his armour
dedicated to their idols, Pauli 332.

(8) Ornamental panel with the idolatry of Solomon,

Pauli 276.

Within the border is printed the title, “Anndertheyl
|

des Altenn

Te s
|

staments,” and below it the woodcut of Joshua and two captains,

Pauli 350. On the back, the Midianites destroying one another, Pauli

315.

[255 x 173.] A good impression, but has been coloured in a few places.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

4. TITLE-BORDER TO THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The border is composed of eight separate blocks (see diagram to no. 3),

viz. :

—

(1) St. Matthew, Pauli 352.

(2) Adonai, Pauli 274.

(3) St. Mark, Pauli 353.

(4) David, Pauli 275.

(5) St. Luke, Pauli 354.

(6) Jehovah, Pauli 273.

(7) St. John, Pauli 355.

(8) Solomon, Pauli 276.

Within the border is printed the title, “ Das Neiiw
|

Testament gantz
|

griindtlich ver s
|

teutschet.
j

Zu Franckfurt am Meyn, bei
|

Christian

Egenolph,” and below it the woodcut, St. Paul writing, Pauli 356.

[255 x 168.] A very good impression.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq. 1895.
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[5-36 .]

Thirty-two Cuts from the Old Testament Series.

B. 2-73. R. 2-81. A. 2-81. S. 2-81. Pauli 277-356.

(For the complete set, see p. 440, no. 1.)

5.

6 .

7 .

8.

9.

10.

11 .

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18 .

19.

20.

21 .

22.

23 .

24 .

25 .

THE CREATION OF EYE.

THE FALL.

THE DEATH OF ABEL.

NOAH’S ARK.

LOT AND HIS DAUGHTERS.

ABRAHAM’S SACRIFICE.

JOSEPH LET DOWN BY HIS BRETHREN INTO THE PIT.

THE TENTH PLAGUE (DEATH OF THE FIRST-BORN).

THE PASSOVER.

THE PASSAGE OF THE RED SEA.

THE GATHERING OF MANNA.

MOSES ON MOUNT SINAI.

THE DESTRUCTION OF KORAH, DATHAN, AND ABIRAM.

Pauli 277.

Pauli 278.

Pauli 279.

Pauli 280.

Pauli 284.

Pauli 285.

Pauli 287.

Pauli 291.

Pauli 294.

Pauli 295.

Pauli 297.

Pauli 299.

Pauli 309.

THE HOST OF GIDEON BLOWING TRUMPETS; THE MIDIANITES
DESTROYING ONE ANOTHER. F^uli 315

SAMSON BREAKING THE PILLARS OF THE HOUSE OF THE
PHILISTINES. Pauli 317 .

SAUL FALLING ON HIS SWORD.

DAVID AND BATHSHEBA.

DAVID AND ABISHAG.

SHISHAK DESPOILING THE TEMPLE.

SOLOMON ON HIS THRONE.

AHAZ OFFERING SACRIFICE.

Pauli 321.

Pauli 322.

Pauli 325.

Pauli 326.

Pauli 328.

Pauli 329.

JOSIAH CAUSING THE BOOK OF THE COVENANT TO BE READ.
Pauli 330.

26.

27. THE RECKONING OF THE GENEALOGY OF ISRAEL. Pauli 331.
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28. SAUL BEHEADED BY THE PHILISTINES AND HIS ARMOUR DEDI
f 'i A fPX?T*\ rrn mn?TD ttvat nCATED TO THEIR IDOLS.

29. THE DESTRUCTION OF THE HOST OF SENNACHERIB.

30. THE RETURN OF THE JEWS TO JERUSALEM.

31. THE PROPHECY OF ISAIAH.

32. THE PROPHECY OF AMOS.

33. JUDAS MACCABEUS FIGHTING AGAINST ANTIOCHUS.

34. SIGNS IN HEAVEN SEEN AT JERUSALEM.

35. THE CONQUEST OF JERUSALEM.

Pauli 332.

Pauli 333.

Pauli 334.

Pauli 337.

Pauli 342.

Pauli 346.

Pauli 347.

Pauli 348.

36. ST. PAUL [43 x 65], Pauli 356.

„
[«»• 50 x 70.] Fair impressions of the cuts, with German text on the back, from

r FloTr’n
B
w
Ch
Tr

bT^«d
r?

I

?
eyn

o
a

?.
zeyse-

Venn aller Wellt herkommen,” etc.,
C. Egenolph, Irankfort, 1535, fol. (see Pauli, p. 271, v).

Purchased from Mr. Bihn, 1875.

37. ADAM AND EVE. THE FALL. Pauli 368 n.

Adam stands to 1. of the tree, Eve to r., taking an apple from the
mouth of the serpent, which is coiled round the trunk.

r
[21X ^l011

ui
st
f^

e after the removal of the horizontal shadingT
v-

bl£®k
/
n ®tate was used in “Grud vnd vrsach der heiligen

scbnnt, Neuber, Nurnberg (undated).
°

In the inventory of 1837.

/p ^,.

^

B
,

series of little illustrations to the Book of Genesis
(rauii 359-527), of which only one complete set is known, at Dresden. That set was
printed by Kunigund Herrgottin, widow of Hans Herrgott. A number of the same
cuts were used in ‘ Grundt vnd vrsach der heyligen schrifft,” G. Wachter, Nuremberg,

38. ADAM AND EVE. THE FALL.
P. 172. R. 92. A. 92. S. 82. Pauli 687.

Adam stands to 1. of the tree, and takes an apple with his 1. hand
from the 1. hand of Eve, who takes a second apple with her r. hand from
the serpent, coiled tightly round one of the two stems of the tree. In the
midst of the boughs, above the crossing of the two main stems, is a skullA stag lies on the ground 1., a parrot sits on a low bough r., and a lizard
creeps towards the trunk of the tree. In the background is a dense
wood.

[344 x 255.] Good impression, but closely cut, especially at the bottom, whereabout 3 mm. are wanting
; the border line is spurious. No watermark

Purchased from Mr. Gutekunst, 1874.
One of the finest and most important of Beham’s woodcuts, and extremely rareOnly two perfect impressions are known, at Berlin and Nuremberg, belonging totwo different editions The first (repr. Pauli, Taf. xxxii) was published byHans Weigel. Pauli describes nine different copies, of which four are in the same

direction and deceptive. Heller (Diirer) 1959, quoted here by Pauli, is a different
woodcut, by Springmklee, B. (Durer) app. 1 (p. 411, no. 80 of this catalogue).

9 n
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38a. ADAM AND EYE. THE FALL. Pauli 687b i.

Copy.

There is no cross-hatching on the legs of Adam and Eve, nor on the

shadow which they throw. To 1. of the stone near Adam’s r. foot, a single

horizontal stroke stands for the shadow, where the original has two
strokes.

[350 x 257.] Late impression (xvi century) the border line broken in many places.

Watermark, imperial eagle.

In the inventory of 1837.

This is the commonest of the copies.

38b. ADAM AND EYE. THE FALL.
Pauli 687b ii, printed as a chiaroscuro.

Copy.

To the same outline block a tone block has been added, printed here

in a strong, dark red, with the high lights cut out.

[350 x 257.] Fair impression. No watermark.
Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

39. ADAM AND EVE RECLINING.
H. 1961, 1962. P. (Diirer) 220, 221. S. 83, 84. Pauli 689, 690.

The figures are cut on two blocks, which form a single composition

when placed end to end.

In a park-like landscape Eve reclines 1., holding an apple in her 1.

hand, while her r. arm rests on the stump of a felled tree. Adam reclines

r., facing her, with his back against the stem of a tree, and extends his

r. hand to take the apple. A stag is seen behind a tree at a little

distance from Eve.

[47 x 234.] Late impression of the two blocks placed together. Heraldic water-

mark.
In the inventory of 1837.

Formerly attributed to Diirer, but certainly by Beham. Eve is imitated from
Amymone in Diirer’s eDgraving, B. 71. These two cuts were first used in Eck’a
“Wider den Gotzlesterer . . . Cunraten Som,” Ingolstadt, 1527, 4to, and again in a
calendar for 1531 (Albertina). The blocks are in the Derschau collection and there

are modern impressions.

[
40 -49 .]

The Patriarchs with their Wives and Children.

B. 74-83. R. 82-91. A. 82-91. S. 85-94. Pauli 691-700.

40. ADAM. Pauli 691.

Adam stands 1., and lays his hands on the heads of two boys. Eve
stands r. with a girl on either side of her. Death stands between them,

laying a hand on the shoulder of each. Adam and Eve are dressed in

skins, with a girdle of leaves round the waist
;
the children, here and

throughout the series, are naked.

In a cartouche above the group is printed, “ Adam vnd sein weyb,
|

Adam war hundert vnd dreyssig jar alt,” etc. lines).
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41. SETH. Pauli 692.

Seth, wearing a high cap, stands 1. with two boys beside him. His
wife touches his 1. arm with her r. hand. A girl holding a spindle stands
beside her. A ploughshare lies on the ground.

In the cartouche, “ Seth vnd sein weyb.
|

Seth war hundert vnd f iinff
jar alt, vnd zeu-

|

get Enos,” etc. (4J lines).

42. ENOS. Pauli 693

Enos stands 1., holding a wand in his 1. hand, gesticulating with his r.

hand. He has two boys in front of him, while a girl plays with a doer in
front of her mother.

,r>

In the cartouche, “ Enos vnd sein weyb.
|

Enos war neuntzig jar alt,
vnd zeuget Kenan,” etc. (4 lines).

43. KENAN. Pauli 694.

Kenan stands 1., holding a laurel branch in his r. hand, a roll of paper
in his 1. hand. Two boys stand near him, one nearly hidden. His wife
holds a baby in her arms, while a girl with a wreath on her head stands
beside her. Between one of the boys and his mother the head of a cow
is seen, licking a lamb.

In the cartouche, “ Kenan vnd sein weyb.
|

Kenan war sibentzig jar
alt, vnd zeuget Maha-

|

leel,” etc. (4 lines).

44. MAHALEEL. Pauli 697 (as Enochy
Mahaleel stands 1. in armour, bareheaded

;
his two boys help to hold

his spear and buckler. His wife, in a fur-lined cloak, points with her r.
hand to the girl in front of her.

In the cartouche, “ Mahaleel vnd sein weyb.
|

Mahaleel war fiinff vnd
sechtzig jar alt, vnd

|

zeuget Jared,” etc. (4J lines).

45. JAKED. pauli 69g (ag Methuselah).

Jared has his head turned in profile to 1. He holds a palm branch in
his 1. hand and lays his r. hand on the head of a boy who holds a square
and pair of compasses. Another boy touches his father’s knee and
mantle. The woman holds a child in her arms.

In the cartouche, “Jared vnd sein weyb.
|

Jared war hundert zwey
vnd sechtzig jar alt, vnd zeuget Henoch,” etc. (4\ lines).

40. ENOCH. Pauli 695 (a3 Mahaleel).

Enoch holds a laurel branch in his r. hand, and extends his 1. hand
towards his wife. He has two boys at his feet. His wife holds one girl
by the arm, while a second girl is pulling the hair of one of her brothers.
An axe lies on the ground.

In the cartouche, “ Henoch vnd sein weyb
|
Henoch war fiinff vnd

sechtzig jar alt, vnd zeuget Methusalah,” etc. (5 lines).

47. METHUSELAH. Pauli 696 (as Jared)

Methuselah holds a palm branch in his r. hand and lays his 1. hand on
the head of his son, who carries a fuller’s club. His wife stands with

2 G 2
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folded hands, looking to the front. A little girl holds an apple in her
r. hand.

In the cartouche, “ Methusalah vnd sein weyb
|

Methusalah war
hundert siben vnd achtzig jar alt,

|

vnd zeuget Lamech,” etc. (4J lines).

48. LAMECH. Pauli 699.

Lamech, in a hat, stands 1. with two boys at his side, one of whom,
Jubal, plays a flute, while a harp and an organ are placed on the ground
near him

;
the other, Tubal-cain, holds a hammer and points with his 1.

hand to a bell on which are the letters A H S P (reversed). Lamech
gives an apple with his r. hand to a third boy, who is identified by the

tent behind him as Jabal, the son of Adah, Lamech ’s elder wife, who
stands by his wife. The younger wife, Zillah, confronts her husband, and
lays her 1. hand on the neck of a girl, Naamah, who carries a ball of

thread.

In the cartouche, “Lamech vnd seine weyber.
|

Lamech war hundert

zwey vnd achtzig jar alt, vnd zeuget einen
|

sun, vnd hiess ihn Noah,”

etc. (5f lines).

The woodcut illustrates Gen. iv, 19-22, while the text refers to the later Lamech,
father of Noah, Gen. v, 28-31.

49. NOAH. Pauli 700.

Noah, bareheaded, has a large purse or bag suspended from his girdle,

which one of his two sons is touching
;
the other holds a stick. Noah’s

wife stands r. with a flower in her hand
;
two children (one a girl) stand

near her.

In the cartouche, “Noah vnd sein weyb.
|

Noah war funff hundert
jar alt, vnd zeuget

|

Sem, Ham, vnd Japheth,” etc. (4| lines).

[Each sheet 295 x 195, the cut itself c. 225 x 195.] Early impressions ; watermark,
a small orb (Keichsapfel). The ground throughout has been coloured brown. The
paper is cut off close to the upper border of the cartouche and to the border line below
the woodcut itself; it is also trimmed closely at the sides. A damaged portion of

no. 49 has been repaired with a piece taken from a much later impression.

In the inventory of 1837.

These impressions belong, according to Pauli, to the first edition, which should

have, when complete, a general title and preface and sixteen verses in two columns, by
Hans Sachs, under each subject. The woodcuts were printed (probably also cut) by
Nicolaus Meldemann in 1530 ; his monogram, in a laurel wreath, was placed at the

end. Berlin possesses this edition complete. The woodcuts were intended to be
attached, side by side, so as to form a single long sheet.

[50-91 .]

Forty-two Small Illustrations to the Gospels.

Pauli 767-809. 1

Over each subject is a title in one or two lines. The order is that of

the Sunday Gospels throughout the year
;
a few subjects are omitted, or

missing in this copy.

1 Pauli describes one subject twice, as 782 and 784. He should have placed his

nos. 805-809 at the beginning, instead of the end of the series.
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50. THE ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM (to 1.). Pauli 805.

“Aduent, Von Christi
|

einreitung, Math : 21.”

51. CHRIST FORETELLING SIGNS IN THE SUN, MOON AND STARS.

“ 2 Es werde zei. Lu. 21 :

”
Pauli 806.

52. JOHN THE BAPTIST IN PRISON.

“3 Johannes imges
|

fengnus, Mathei 11.”

Pauli 807.

53. JOHN THE BAPTIST ANSWERING THE PRIESTS AND LEYITES.
Pauli 808.

“ 4 Die Jude schickte zu
|

Johanni, Johan. 1.”

54. THE PRESENTATION OF CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE.

“Sein vater vnd muts
[

ter wunderten, Luc. 2.”

Pauli 809.

55. THE CIRCUMCISION.

“ Vo d’ beschnei. Lu 2.”

Pauli 767.

50. THE FINDING OF JESUS IN THE TEMPLE.
“ 1 Jes9 im tep. Lu 2.”

Pauli 768.

57. THE MARRIAGE AT CANA.

“2 Yo d’ hoch. Jo. 2.”

Pauli 769.

58. CHRIST CLEANSING A LEPER.

“ Yom ausse. Mat. 8.”

Pauli 770.

(Under the woodcut, “ Vom Haussuuter vn
|
arbeitern, Math : 20.”

another subject which is lost.)

This refers to

59. THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER.

“Yom Sema, Luce 8.”

Pauli 771.

60. CHRIST GIVING SIGHT TO A BLIND MAN.

“Jesus macht ein blins
|

den sehent, Luce 18.”

Pauli 772.

01. THE TEMPTATION IN THE WILDERNESS.
“ Inuoca : Jesus ward

|

vo teufl ver : Math :
4.”

Pauli 773.

62. THE WOMAN OF CANAAN.

‘.‘Yom Cananeischen
|

weiblein, Mathei 15.”

Pauli 774.

63. CHRIST CASTING OUT A DEVIL.

“Jesus treib ein Teuffel
|

ausz, Luce 11

Pauli 775.
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64. THE FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOUSAND. Pauli 776.

“Jesus speiset mit 5
.

|

Broden, Johan. 6.”

66

.

THE JEWS STONING JESUS. Pauli 777.

“ Die Jiiden, Joha :
8.”

66. THE ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM (to r.) Pauli 778.

“ Vo Chr : ein : mat 21 :

”

67. THE RESURRECTION. Pauli 779 .

“Vo der Aufferstehug
|

Christi, Marci 16.”

68. THE INCREDULITY OF ST. THOMAS. Pauli 780.

“Jesus kopt zu, Jo. 20.”

69. THE GOOD SHEPHERD AND THE HIRELING. Pauli 78L
“ Vom guten hirten vh

|

Miedling, Jo : 10.”

70. CHRIST FORETELLING HIS DEPARTURE. Pauli 782.

“ Vber ein kleines so
|

werdet ihr, Jo : 16.”

71. CHRIST INSTRUCTING HIS DISCIPLES TO PRAY TO THE FATHER
IN HIS NAME. Pauli 7^3 .

“ Warlich warlich, sag
|

ich euch, Johan : 16 :

”

(Here no. 65 is repeated, with the title “ Wen d’ troster Jo : 15 :
” Pauli 784.)

72. THE DESCENT OF THE HOLY GHOST.
“ Wer mich libet Jo 14.”

73. NICODEMUS COMING TO JESUS BY NIGHT.
“ Von Nicodemo dem Obersten, Joha : 3 :

”

74. LAZARUS AND DIVES.

“1 Vom reichen Man
|
Luce. 19.”

76. THE MAN WHO MADE A GREAT SUPPER.
“ 2. Von dem grossen

j

Abendtmal, Luc. 14.”

76. THE PARABLE OF THE LOST SHEEP.
“ 3. Vo v’ : schaf Lu : 15 :

”

77. THE PARABLE OF THE MOTE AND THE BEAM. Pauli 790.

“4 Vo Balcken, Lu : 6 :

”

..
(Here no. 65 is repeated, with the title “6 V0 bes. gere. mat. 5.”; and no. 59

,
with

the title •• 7. Vo de 7 : bro. mir. 8.”)

Pauli 785.

Pauli 786.

Pauli 787.

Pauli 788.

Pauli 789.
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78. CHRIST WARNING HIS DISCIPLES AGAINST FALSE PROPHETS.
Pauli 791.

“8 Yo fals
:
pro : mat. 7.”

79. THE PARABLE OF THE UNJUST STEWARD.

“ 9 vd hauszhal. lu. 16.”

Pauli 792.

80. CHRIST EXPELLING THE MONEY-CHANGERS.

“ 10 Jesus treibt die I kauffer aus, Luce 19.”

Pauli 793.

81. THE PHARISEE AND THE PUBLICAN.

“11 Vo pharise. Lu 18.”

82. CHRIST HEALING A DEAF MAN.

“12 Jesus macht ein
|

taube gesiid, Marc 7.”

Pauli 794.

Pauli 795.

83. CHRIST TELLING THE PARABLE OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN.
Pauli 796.

“ 13 Vo Sama. Lu 10.”

84. CHRIST SAYING, “ NO MAN CAN SERVE TWO MASTERS.

“15 Niemand kan 2.
|

Herrn diene, Math 6.”

85. CHRIST RAISING THE SON OF THE WIDOW OF NAIN.

“16 Von der Witwen I Son, Luce 7.”

Pauli 797.

Pauli 798.

80. THE MAN WITH THE DROPSY IN THE PHARISEE’S HOUSE ON
THE SABBATH. Pauli 799.

“17 Vo Wasser : Lu 14.”

(Here no. 78 is repeated, with the title, “ 18 Da aber Mat : 22.”)

87. THE MAN SICK OF THE PALSY TAKING UP HIS BED.

“19 Vo gichbru. Mat 9.”

88. THE MAN WITHOUT A WEDDING GARMENT.

“ 20 Vom hochzeitlichen
|

Kleid, Mathei 22.”

89. CHRIST HEALING THE RULER’S SON AT CAPERNAUM.

« 21 Vo Konisch. Jo :
4.”

90. THE PARABLE OF THE UNMERCIFUL SERVANT.

Pauli 800.

Pauli 801.

Pauli 802.

Pauli 803.

“ 22 Vo Kong der re *
|

cben wolt, Math ;
18.”
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91. THE TRIBUTE MONEY. Pauli 804

“23 Vo Zinszgr. mat 22.”

(Here no. 80 is repeated, with the title “ 24 Yo des Obersten I Tochter, Matthei 9.” •

and no. 65, with the title “ 25 Wen ir nun sehen
|
werdet, Mathei 24.”)

.
X 3°'^

.,

Late ““P1688™118 on Paper cut up into strips, so that the cuts are
printed one under another m sets of four.

In the inventory of 1837.
No other impressions are known. The cuts are in the same style as the illustra-

P«nli
1S™aUh

n-
59

:
527’ and

-

8ma11 illustrati«ns to the New Testament,

p r^n^VU
1

bj
!
C

?;

are
’ Wlth very few exceptions, the same as those of the

wit Sn^li
707"747

’
b« tbe compositions are generally different. The numbers

before the titles on nos. 51-53 refer to the Sundays in Advent; those on nos. 56, 5712 Sundays after Epiphany (the fourth and fifth Sundays appear to be
omitted, as the title printed under the woodcut for the third, no. 58, refers to the
Orospel for Septuagesima)

; those on Nos. 74-91 to the Sundays after Trinity (the fifth.
Miraculous Draught of Fishes, and fourteenth, Christ healing the Ten Lepers, are

[92-99.]

The Passion.

B. 84-91. R. 158-165. A. 94-101. S. 153-160. Pauli 818-825.

Beham produced six woodcuts of this series in 1521-1522, and added the remainingtwo m 1535, removing, apparently, at the same time the dates on the earlier block?.
I he early subjects show the influence of Altdorfer.

92. THE LAST SUPPER.

Early form of monogram
; no date.

[126 x 84.] Rather late impression.
Purchased from Mr. Durrell, 1848.

93. THE AGONY IN THE GARDEN.
Early form of monogram

;
no date.

[125 x 87.] Fair impression.
In the inventory of 1837.

94. THE BETRAYAL OF CHRIST.

Late form of monogram and date 1535.

[128 x 85.] Rather late impression.
Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1853.

Pauli 818.

Pauli 819.

Pauli 820.

95. CHRIST BEFORE CAIAPHAS.

Late form of monogram and date 1535.

Pauli 821.

[128 x 86.] Rather late impression.
Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1853.
The type of Christ strongly resembles that in

Passion, e g. B. 32, 36.
certain subjects of Durer’s Little
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90 . ECCE HOMO. Pauli 822 n.

Early form of monogram. Second state, the date 1522 removed.

[125 x 85.] Good impression.
Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1853.

97. CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS. Pauli 828 ii.

Early form of monogram. Second state, the date 1521 removed.

[125 x 85.] Weak impression.
Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1853.

98. THE CRUCIFIXION. Pauli 824 n.

Early form of monogram. Second state, the date 1521 removed.

[127 x 87.] Late impression.

99

.

THE ENTOMBMENT. Pauli 825 n.

Early form of monogram. Second state, the date 1521 removed.

[125 x 85.] Fair impression, with narrow margin.
Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1854.

100

.

THE LAST SUPPER.
Nagl. Mon. i, p. 178, no. 70. R. p. 133, no. 3. Pauli 827.

Christ sits at a round table in the act of breaking the bread. On
either side of him are six apostles, with Judas in the foreground 1. In
the arched wall at the end of the room are two pointed windows and a
round one over them. 1 No signature.

[223 x 172.] A very late impression, after the block had become worn and
cracked. No early impressions are known.

In the inventory of 1837.
Judas, and the whole group of apostles to 1. of the table, with the can on the

ground, are copied rather closely in reverse from Durer’s Last Slipper in the Little
Passion, B. 24. The action of Christ is imitated from the supper at Emmaus in the
same series, B. 48.

101

.

THE HEAD OF CHRIST, CROWNED WITH THORNS.
B. (Diirer) app. 26. H. 1629. Pauli 829 i a.

First state, before the crack in the block parallel to, and about 40 mm.
away from, the border on the r. side. The three lowest thorns on the r.

side and the lowest lock of hair on the 1. 'side touch the border line.

Single border.

[424 x 320.] Unevenly printed ; the border line at the top has been cut away.
Of the utmost rarity. No other impression of this state is known in black and white,
and only one in chiaroscuro (Albertina, Pauli 829 i b).

In the inventory of 1837.

1 There is exactly the same arrangement of windows in the wall in the Marriage of
Cana, Pauli 712.
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101a. THE HEAD OF CHRIST, CROWNED WITH THORNS.
Pauli 829 n a.

Second state, with the crack. The border line is new, and much
wider than the original line. It does not touch the limits of the actual
design at any point. With the new border, the monogram of Diirer has
been added in the lower margin.

[430 x 326.] Unevenly printed, pale at the sides. Wide margin [18 mm. at top
and sides, 65 at bottom]. Impressions of this state are fairly common; chiaroscuro
impressions also occur.

In the inventory of 1837.

101b. THE HEAD OF CHRIST, CROWNED WITH THORNS.

Another impression of the second state.

Pauli 829 n a.

[430 x 326.] Better printed ; the traces of the crack have been almost concealed
by restoration. Wide margin [62-68 mm.] below, none at top or sides. Watermark,
arms of Augsburg.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

101c. THE HEAD OF CHRIST, CROWNED WITH THORNS.
Pauli 829 n b.

The head is placed on the Sudarium (St. Veronica’s napkin), which is

fastened at the top by three nails. Diirer’s monogram (wrongly formed)
is placed near the extreme 1. end of the long locks of hair on the r. side
of the face of Christ. Immediately under the middle lock on the same
side may be seen traces of another monogram which has been erased.
This was the signature of the copyist, Comte (afterwards Marquis) Leon
de Laborde, who placed a wood-engraver’s knife below his monogram.
There is no border-line. The chiaroscuro effect has been obtained,
apparently, by the use of a lithographic tint, only the black outline being
cut on wood.

[478 x 362.] The paper has been stained, to give it an air of antiquity, and this

deception, with the erasure of the second monogram, succeeded in making the copy
pass, till recently, as an impression of the earlier chiaroscuro copy (B. app. 27, Pauli
829a n) which L. de Laborde reproduced. B. app. 27 is slightly higher [483 x 360],

From the William Russell collection.

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi & Co., 1860.

Impressions in black and wiiite exist, both of L. de Laborde’s copy and of the old
copy which he reproduced.

The original woodcut has been attributed for many generations to Diirer, and has
even been praised by many writers as one of his finest works. His influence, indeed, is

unmistakable, but a certain coarseness in the drawing has prevented most critics from
ascribing it definitely to the master himself, and we must commend their hesitation
when we observe that the points in which it differs from the style of Diirer are
precisely those in which it agrees with that of Beham in his youth. The structure of
the nose is especially characteristic (cf. Pauli 894). The work was attributed to

Beham by the Nuremberg dealer Hauer in the xvn century (v. Muir’s Journal zur
Kunstgeschiclite, xiv, 97). Dr. Pauli is the first modern writer who has ventured
definitely to break with the tradition that connected it with Diirer, though Retberg
(A. 41) goes nearly as far. It should be compared with the small engravings of

1519-1520, Pauli 29-31, which it strikingly resembles, when allowance is made for the
difference in scale. The attribution to Diirer appears to have been invented originally

for the purpose of fraud, when the worn-out border-line of the original block was
replaced by a new one, and Durer’s monoerram was added below.
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102

.

THE PRODIGAL SON. B. 128. R. 192. A. 197. S. 206. Pauli 831.

Seven persons sit at table r. in a richly decorated room, drinking and
playing cards. A violin player and a singing woman sit near the 1. end
of the table. A pair of dancers stand in the foreground

;
another couple

sit near them on a bench. The door of the room opens on to a walled
garden, in which five people are seen. Through the windows of the
room the departure of the prodigal from his father’s house is seen in the
distance r.

;
over the wall of the garden 1. we see him tending swine,

while in the far distance 1. he returns to his father’s house and the fatted

calf is killed. Beham’s second monogram is placed above the capital of a
column between two windows. Printed from eight blocks.

[665 x 940.] Good, though modern, impression. The blocks are in the Derschau
collection (Becker, E 13).

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

103

.

THE FEAST OF HERODIAS.
P. 174. R. 116. A. 196. S. 111. Pauli 832.

The banquet of Herod is taking place in the open portico of a domed
building in the background 1. Trumpeters lean against a balustrade
outside, and the daughter of Herodias, bearing the Baptist’s head on a
charger, approaches the palace. In the distance, near a piece of water
with bathers and a boatload of merrymakers, the executioner, sword in

hand, stands over the headless corpse of the Baptist. In the foreground
r. a company of courtiers and ladies sit at a round table; others are
dancing 1., in couples or in a circle, holding hands. Death, with scythe
and hour-glass, follows a pair of dancers. A lofty tree divides the whole
composition into two parts. There is a walled town in the distance r.,

with a hill beyond it, surmounted by a fortress. No monogram. Printed
from two blocks.

[391 x 538.] Late and indistinct impression.
Purchased from Messrs. Deprez and Gutekunst, 1891.
An early impression of Pauli 832 at Erlangen (not dated) bears the type-printed

address of “Albrecht Glockendon, Illuminist zu Niirmberg,’’ who published the wood-
cut with a privilege. A clear impression is reproduced in Lippmann’s “ Engravings
and Woodcuts by Old Masters,” iii, 41.

The sea-monsters in the frieze on Herod’s palace should be compared with those
which support the tablets for the inscription beneath the woodcuts of the Planets,
Pauli 904-910, which were published in 1531 by Glockendon.

ii. SACRED SUBJECTS.—THE VIRGIN.—SAINTS.

104

.

TITLE BORDER WITH CHRIST, THE FOUR EVANGELISTS, THE
CHURCH OF CHRIST AND THE CHURCH OF ANTICHRIST.

Pauli 878.

The whole border is cut on one block. At the top, Christ, with the
flag of victory in his 1. hand, sits on a rainbow, triumphant over Death,
the Devil and the World. He is surrounded by hosts of cherubim, and
the words, confidite ego—vici mvndvm, are placed on either side of his
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head. Down the sides are placed the four Evangelists with their emblems,
and the titles matteuevs, marcvs (r.), iohanes, lvcas (1.). At the foot of
the print the Church of Christ (ecclesia Christiana) is represented by
the Apostles Peter and Paul in two pulpits, and a throng of devout
hearers

;
in the foreground two men are embracing one another and a

third gives alms to a cripple. Divided from the scene by the stem of a
tree is the Church of Antichrist (ecclesia antichristi). Two men playing
cards and a pair of lovers sit at a table

;
behind the table two men fight

with dagger and sword, and a pair of lovers sit 1. under a tree. Double
border-line. No signature.

[258 x 172, inner opening 122 x 98]. In the opening is printed the title, “ Biblia
sacra vtri=

|
usque Testamenti,” etc. (8 lines) . . .

“ Excusum Noremberge apud Frideri-
cum Peypus.

|

Anno M.D. xxx.” (Muther 1184.)
Good impression, with margin [size of page 312 x 214]

;

watermark, a heart.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The border was first used in 1526, in “ Commentarii .initiatorii in quatuor Euangelia

. . . Jacopo Fabro Stapulensi authore ” (Pauli, p. 479). The statement of Seidlitz
that it was used in Luther’s “ Hauspostill,” Nuremberg, 1554, appears to be erroneous.

104a. THE CHURCH OF CHRIST AND THE CHURCH OF ANTICHRIST.
(A portion of the same border.)

Second state.

The lower portion of the block (already damaged and worm-eaten) has
been sawn off from the rest, but the two subjects which compose it are
still undivided. The inscriptions have been removed from the block, but
traces of the first letters (ecc) can still be seen over St. Peter’s head.

[81 x 171.] Late impression.
Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1867.

104b. THE CHURCH OF CHRIST ALONE. (A portion of the same border.)

mi . ,
S. 162.

Third state.

[82 x 85.] A still later impression of the lower portion of the block, after it had
been divided vertically through the middle. Modem impressions of the block in this
state occur in Derschau (D 1 5).

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1867.

104c. THE CHURCH OF ANTICHRIST ALONE. (Another portion of the
same border.) R. p. 133, 18. A. 265. S. 273.

Third state.

[82 x 85.] An impression uniform in quality with 104b, but on different (whiter)
paper, with margin [6-7]. Modern impressions in Derschau (B 82).

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1867.

t THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, IN THE SHAPE OF AN ALTAR-PIECE.
(Reproduction.) B. (Diirer) app. 9. H. 1985. Pauli 885.

Photograph of the impression (from the Corni]l d’Orville collection), in
the Hofbibliothek, Vienna.

Four of Michel le Blon’s engraved copies from this subject are in the Department.
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105. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD. B. (Diirer) app. 14. H. 1996-7. Pauli 886 n.

Mary sits in front of a low wall, holding the Infant Christ erect on a
cushion in her lap

;
she rests her 1. arm on a book. She wears a veil and

a circlet composed of little discs round her head. She has a large triple

nimbus
;
that of Christ is of the same kind, but marked with a floriated

cross. Landscape background. Diirer’s monogram has been cut on a
piece of wood inserted in the block near Mary’s r. arm, where it forms
part of the wall 1. There is a first state before this insertion. Single

border. No signature.

[433 x 324.] Late impression, the border line much broken away. Watermark,
arms of Augsburg, on a shield surmounted by a crown, with H on either side of it.

In the inventory of 1837.

Pauli is clearly right in ascribing this woodcut, with Hauer, to Beham. It is a
work of his early period, perhaps about 1525, influenced by Diirer, yet original.

106. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD. S. 161. Pauli 887.

The Virgin bends her head, encircled by a double nimbus, to r., and
holds the Child in both arms as she nurses him at her r. breast. She
wears a necklace and a wreath of flowers round her head. Behind her is

a round arch, cut off at the top, resting on pillars. Traces of a single

border line. No signature (the monogram in the r. upper corner is false

and added with Indian ink).

[222 x 170.] A late impression, the block showing many signs of wear, which have
been very ineffectually disguised in some places by a restorer. Watermark, small high
crown surmounted by a cross.

From the collection of W. Sharp, Manchester (F. 558, MS.). Sale, Sotheby’s, 1 March,
1878, lot 170.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

No other impression is known of this good and characteristic work of Beham’s
youth (about 1520).

t THE VIRGIN AND CHILD. S. 161. Pauli 887.
(Reproduction.)

[215 x 168.] Photo-lithographic facsimile (slightly reduced) of no. 106, on modern,
yellow-toned, handmade paper.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1878.
Impressions of this facsimile were presented to other public collections, where they

have sometimes been mistaken for originals. The reproduction was evidently made
for Mr. Mitchell soon after he had acquired the rare woodcut itself at the Sharp sale
through Mr. Thibaudeau.

106a. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD. Copy. Pauli 887a.

A coarse, reversed copy of no. 106, on a larger scale. A work, perhaps,
of the seventeenth or even of the eighteenth century. The nimbus is not
shown so completely as in the original.

[307 x 248.] Good impression on toned paper. Watermark, R on a shield sur-
mounted by a crown. Margin [17-24].

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1874.
This copy itself is rare. There is another impression at Bremen.
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107. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH A PEAR. 1521.
B. 122. R. 194. A. 199.* S. 202. Pauli 888 n.

,

^Virgin, in profile to L, sits on a bank under a fence, supporting
the Child erect on her lap with her r. hand, and holding a pear with her 1
hand. Over her head the early monogram of Beham, which was accom-
panied, in the first state, by the date 1521. Single border.

[167 x 107.] Fine impression, but disfigured by inaccurate
r. side in the lower half of the print. Slightly cut.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

restorations near the

107a. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH A PEAR.

Another impression.

Pauli 888 ii.

[168 x 108.] Also a good impression of the second
been stopped. Border-line intact.

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1854.

state, but some worm-holes have

108. THE HOLY FAMILY. 1521. B. 123. R. 195. A. 200. S. 203. Pauli 889 i.

The Virgin sits on a grassy seat under a tree, with her head in profile
to i.

)
th© Child lies on her lap, head to 1., holding a pear in his 1. hand.

St. Joseph r., raises his r. hand over his head, and holds a flask in his
1. hand. In the r. upper corner, the date 1521 and the early monogram
beneath it. Single border.

this state (also at Coburg). Very[169 x 108.] A fine impression, very rare in
white paper, without watermark

; narrow margin.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

•

f ^*is subject and the last are uniform in style, and both betray very strongly the
influence of Diner, and especially of his woodcuts of 1511.

108a. THE HOLY FAMILY. 1521. pauli §89 n.

Second state, after the removal of the date.

[169 x 108.] Good impression on toned paper. Watermark, small high crown sur-
mounted by a cross.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

108b. THE HOLY FAMILY. 1521. Copy. Pauli 889 b, c.

A deceptive copy, to be detected most readily by the wide interval
between the end of the Virgin’s hair and the 1. border line. No
monogram.

Vcry badly Printed - From a book. On the back is printed:
KLGlciIRO,

I

* ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQR8TVXYZ.
|
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii. I Tutti

sono Quaderni
, eccetto *

; Che e Duerno.
|
(Then the printer’s mark of Ziletti,

Orpheus in a cartouche, 58 x 53) In Venetia, M d lxxiiii. I Appresso Francesco
Ziletti.

1 rtr

Pres< nted by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
I his copy is mentioned by Pauli as 889 c, but it is clearly the same as his 889 b. He

has probably described the same copy twice.
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109 K ! Y FAMILY UNDER A TENT
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border.
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109 . THE HOLY FAMILY UNDER A TENT.
B. 121. R. 193. A. 198. S. 201. Pauli 890.

The Virgin, sitting on a cushion under a tent, holds the naked Child
in her arms. Both look down towards the r., where the head of St. Joseph
is seen. Early monogram on the tent, near the r. upper corner. Single

border.

[124 X 85.] A good, though not an early impression, on toned paper.
Collections: “J. Storck a Milan, 1797” (MS.), William Sharp of Manchester

,

(F. 558, MS.), Mitchell.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

The Virgin and Child are copied from Raphael’s “ Madonna del Pesce,” as repro-
duced in an engraving of the school of Marcantonio, B. xiv, 61, 54.

110. ST. CHRISTOPHER. Nagl. Mon. i, p. 190, no. 99 (as Diirer). Pauli 892.

The saint bareheaded, with a cloth twisted round his head, is seen
nearly to the knees, standing, looking downwards and turning a little to r.

He grasps the trunk of a tree with his r. hand, while he raises his 1. hand
to support the Infant Christ, who kneels on his shoulders, holding an orb
in his 1. hand. No signature. Single border. Below, outside the border,

but cut on the same block, is the inscription, “ Bitt fur mich du hayliger
sant Cristoffel,” in Gothic letters.

[136 x 101.] Late impression on old, white paper, with heraldic watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.

No early impressions are known of this woodcut, which is a good and characteristic
example of Beham’s early period.

111 . ST. ERASMUS. Repert. f. Kunstw. xxy, 469,3.

The saint stands, vested in cope and mitre, in three-quarter face to 1.,

holding his pastoral staff in his 1. hand, and the winch, emblem of his

martyrdom, in his r. hand. Landscape background. The whole enclosed
in a decorative border of vine stems, meeting over the saint’s head, with
leaves and grapes in the upper corners, as in Pauli 527. No signature.

[129 X 87.] A rather late impression, after various injuries to the block, including
a horizontal crack through the middle.

In the inventory of 1837.

A fine and vigorous work of Beham’s youth, not described by Pauli. I have seen
no other impression.

t ST. ANDREW. 1522. B. 138. R. 205. A. 212. S. 220. Pauli 891.
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the impression in the Douce collection, Bodleian
Library, Oxford.

112. ST. JAMES THE GREATER, SEATED. 1521.

B. 139. R. 198. A. 205. S. 221. Pauli 900.

The apostle, wearing a pilgrim’s hat with a shell in front of it, sits on
a bank at the foot of a tree, turning a little to r. and reading a book
which he holds, together with a large upright key, in his 1. hand. In his

r. hand he holds a staff. Small trees in the distance 1. (c/. no. 111). In
the r. upper corner the date 1521, with the early monogram below it.

Single border-line.
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[88 X 64.] Old, but not very early impression, slightly cut, coloured yellow and
green ,m imitation of chiaroscuro printing, as seen, for instance, in our impression of
Durer s Ulrich \ arnbuler. Watermark, a fortified gate (as Hausmann 9, etc.), of which
only one tower is visible.

Purchased at the Angiolini sale, 1895.
This subject belongs to a series of Apostles, holding keys, of 1521-1522, of which

only two others, St. Andrew, Pauli 891, and St. Peter, Pauli 899, are extant. The block
exists and modern impressions occur in Derschau (B 75).

t ST. JAMES THE GREATER, STANDING. 1520. Pauli 901 (as St. Sebald).
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the impression in the Hofbibliothek, Vienna. One
other is known, at Nuremberg.

f ST. JEROME, SEATED, WRITING. Pauli 893
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the only known impression, in the Hofbibliothek,
Vienna.

f ST. JEROME, STANDING, WITH AN OPEN BOOK. Pauli 894
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the only known impression, in the Hofbibliothek,
Vienna.

f ST. JEROME, KNEELING. 1521. Pauli 895 .

(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the impression of the second state, with the date 1521
inserted, in the Albertina, Vienna.

See Laschitzer, Mitth. d. Ges. f. vervielf. Kunst, 1903, p. 20. Pauli has described
this impression inaccurately. The date 1521 is clearly genuine, and inserted in the
block by Beham himself. Such an insertion is contrary to all analogy, but an examina-
tion of the very sharp undated impression in the Hofbibliothek shows that certain lines
had to be cut short to make room for the figure 1. The priority of the undated state is
therefore indisputable.

113. ST. PAUL. Pauli 897 m.

In front of a tree 1., St. Paul, bareheaded, in a mantle, walks to r.

with his r. hand (very badly cut) extended, and a sword, point downward,
in his 1. hand. To r. stands a pilgrim, apparently a woman, in a short
skirt and hooded mantle, holding a staff in the 1. hand and a sealed letter
(St. Paul s Epistle to the Homans) in the r. hand. No signature. Single
border.

The second figure, drawn in an inferior style and on too small a scale,
is not by Beham, but has been inserted in the block, in this second state,
to replace the original messenger, a peasant going away to r. in the back-
ground, drawn by Beham himself.

[Ill x 75.] Stained and damaged. On the back is printed the last chapter of the
Acts of the Apostles from a Low German Bible, or New Testament, beginning “ Ge-
schichte.

|

de se eme eynen dach bestemmeden, quemen vele
|

. . .
” and ending,

• • • frymodicheyt vn’
|
vorbaden.

|
. . . ende der Apostel Geschichte.” (In all, 32 lines

of text.)

In the inventory of 1837.
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The first state, of which there is an impression at Brunswick, was also printed in a
Low German Bible, or New Testament, at the beginning of the Epistle to Philemon.
Unfortunatel)', h has not yet been possible to identify the edition to which either belongs.
Such a discovery might reveal the existence of another set of the Four Evangelists by
Beham, with perhaps SS. Peter, James and Jude, who are generally found together
when the authors of the books of the New Testament are represented in an illustrated
edition of this period.

114

.

THE CONVERSION OF ST. PAUL. Pauli 808.

The horse, on which St. Paul is riding to r., has fallen on its knees.
The rider looks up to 1. over his shoulder at the vision of God above the
clouds, and raises his r. hand to shade his dazzled eyes. In the distance
r. a church with two towers among trees. No signature. Round subject
enclosed by a fourfold border.

[Diam. 67, or of inner circle, 56.] Late impression.
Provenance not recorded.

115 . ST. ANTONY. RepeH.f. Kunstw. xxv, 468.

The saint, in a monastic habit, a high cap on his head, with a single
nimbus, stands, turning a little to r., and looking upward, holding a book
in his r. hand, and in his 1. hand a staff surmounted by a large Tau cross

;

a bell hangs by a thong from the thumb of the 1. hand. A one-legged
cripple, afflicted with St. Antony’s fire, kneels r. and holds up his 1. hand,
breaking out literally into flames, towards the saint. A female suppliant
kneels 1. with clasped hands, and the head and forelegs of a pig are seen
between her and St. Antony. To r. is the wall of a chapel, outside
which votive tapers are burning, while offerings in wax, arms, legs and
hands, and entire bodies on a small scale, are suspended from a rod and
attached to an iron grating in a window. There is another wall 1., and a
small glimpse of landscape background. Single border. No signature.

[295 x 224.] Good, though not very early, impression, on old, white paper, without
watermark. Margin [3-6].

In the inventory of 1837.
The attribution to Beham is my own. His style is not very easily recognised, but I

believe this subject to be one of an early series of male saints, uniform in style, and
(approximately) in dimensions with a series of female saints, of which only one is
described by Pauli (no. 903, St. Catherine), while two more, SS. Apollonia and Barbara
are preserved at Erlangen (Repertorium,

xxv, 467). The background 'I. is quite in the
style of these woodcuts, while the architecture recalls no. 106 (Pauli 887).

116 . THE MARTYRDOM OF ST. CATHERINE. A. 213. S. 309. Pauli 903.

St. Catherine kneels, with folded hands, in the middle of the fore-
ground, facing r. An executioner in a wide hat, standing behind her,
draws his sword from the scabbard with his r. hand, and lays his 1. hand
on the martyr’s shoulder. In the background r. is the broken wheel.
Three men in Oriental dress, one of whom holds a sceptre, stand beside
the wheel, and a fourth lies on the ground in front of it, with his head
towards St. Catherine. Fire falls from heaven. In the distance 1. a
walled town on the slope of a hill. No signature. Single border.

[290 x 223.] Good impression on old, white paper, without watermark. Margin T4].
In the inventory of 1837.

' J

For other woodcuts allied to this, see note on no. 115.

* 2 h
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in. MYTHOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SUBJECTS.

[117-123 .]

The Planets.

P. 181-187. R. 213-219. A. 223-229. S. 223-229. Pauli 904-910.

The series is founded to some extent on the Florentine engravings
(B. xiii, pp. 192-200

;
P. ii, 31, 61-67), formerly attributed to Baldini. See

Lippmann, “The Seven Planets,” International Chalcographical Society,

1895, with reproductions of both series (A and E). Pauli distinguishes

six editions, the first of which, issued by Albrecht Glockendon at Nurem-
berg, is dated “ prima Augusti, 1531.” The complete first edition is only
known to exist in the collection of Baron E. de Rothschild at Paris. In
the absence of the headings to each subject, it is impossible to distinguish

the first from the second edition. In the third the names of the planets

below were printed with larger type. These three editions are all early

;

in the fourth the blocks already show signs of wear
;
in the fifth a new

frame replaces that used hitherto
;
in the sixth, which is very late, the

frame (or a portion of it) disappears. The blocks are preserved in the
Derschau collection at Berlin.

A.—Early impressions. Six subjects (“ Sonn ” missing), one from the
second, five from the third edition, as distinguished by Pauli.

These impressions are quite uniform in quality and condition, and printed through-
out on paper with the same watermark, though the title “ Venus ” is printed in a
smaller type than the names of the other planets. I suspect that the small type was
retained, by an exception, for Venus, and that all the woodcuts here are from the third
edition. The inscriptions at the top are wanting throughout.

117. SATURN. Pauli 904 hi.

The god, holding a scythe and devouring a child, rides to 1. in a chariot

drawn by a dragon and a salamander. On the wheels of the chariot are

the signs Aquarius and Capricorn.

In the foreground r. are two of the Works of Mercy—Feeding the

Hungry (a monk and nun distributing bread and soup to the poor) and
Visiting the Prisoners (an old man speaking to a prisoner in the stocks,

while a second prisoner looks out through the barred window of a gaol).

In the foreground 1. a man is killing pigs. In the background are

various outdoor occupations. Water is drawn from a well by horse-power,

a man is ploughing with a team of horses
;
in the distance, on the same

side of the river, are a threshing-floor and a place of execution with
gallows and wheel, while across the river two men are washing fleeces

;

another is hewing wood, and a hermit near a chapel is making baskets.

The subject is enclosed in a passe-partout, which occurs throughout the

series in editions i—iv. In the tablet below, held by two winged mon-
sters with satyr’s head, lion’s feet and fish-like tails, is the title Saturnus.

[350 x 217 ; the subject alone, 304 x 209.] Good impression, but cut on the
r. side to the edge of the subject itself. Watermark, a star on a stem issuing from the
top of a lozenge divided into four parts.

Collections : G. W. Gunther in NurnbergfF. 243), A. Firmin-Didot (F. 21), Mitchell.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895,
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118 . JUPITER. Pauli 905 hi.

The god, in xvi-century costume, rides to 1. in a chariot drawn by two
peacocks. He holds an arrow in his 1. hand and lays his r. hand on a
bowl filled with coin, which a kneeling youth presents to him. On the

wheels are the signs Pisces and Sagittarius.

In the foreground r., under a canopy, a pope is crowning an emperor,

attended by two cardinals and two bishops, while other dignitaries, lay

and ecclesiastic, stand at a little distance. In another court 1. a judge is

hearing a suit. In the distance a hunt is going on.

Passe-partout with the title Jupiter.

[349 x 222 ; the subject alone, 302 x 208.] Good impression, but somewhat cut on
both sides. Watermark and collections as no. 117.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

119 . MARS. Pauli 906 nr.

The god, dressed as a Roman warrior, with sword and shield, rides to

1. in a chariot drawn by two dogs. On the wheels are the signs Aries
and Scorpio.

In the foreground r. three soldiers and two peasants fight for the
possession of a woman, whose two children run away to 1. In a wood 1.

troopers are robbing two mounted travellers, while another aims his cross-

bow at two naked men bound to a tree. A foot soldier, in the middle, is

attacking a prostrate peasant with his halberd. R. troopers are driving

off a herd of cattle, while a peasant and his wife are fleeing with a bundle
from a burning farm. In the background are a fortress and a camp.

Passe-partout with the title Mars.

[351 x 220; the subject alone, 302 x 208.] Good impression, but cut on both sides.

Same paper as no. 117, but the watermark does not appear. Mitchell stamp only.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

120 . VENUS. Pauli 908 n.

The goddess, holding an arrow in her 1. hand, rides to 1. in a chariot
drawn by doves. Cupid stands before her, blindfolded, aiming an arrow.
A winged heart, pierced by an arrow, flies before the chariot. The signs
Taurus and Libra are on the wheels.

The subject of the lower portion of the woodcut is a Garden of Love.
In the foreground three pairs of lovers are seated

;
the pair to 1. are

singing, accompanied by flute and harp
;
the pair to r. play themselves on

viol and lute. Other couples are walking on the paths of the garden
;

others are bathing
;
others again sit at a round table under a portico.

Passe-partout with the title Venus in smaller type.

[346 x 223 ;
the subject alone, 300 x 207.]. Fine impression, but cut at the sides.

Watermark as no. 117. Mitchell stamp only.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

121 . MERCURY. Pauli 909 hi.

The god, with the caduceus in his I. hand, rides to 1. in a chariot

drawn by cocks. The signs Virgo and Gemini are on the wheels.

2 H 2
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The scene below represents art and science and trade. In the fore-
ground are an organ-player and two merchants engaged in reckoning. To
1. a sculptor is engaged on a wooden statue. Farther back a painter sits
at his easel, while his apprentice is grinding the colours. A physician
and two astronomers are grouped round a table. At a greater distance is
a goldsmith’s shop.

Passe-Partout with the title Mercurius.

[352 x 220; the subject alone, 303 x 208.] Fine impression, but cut at the sides.
Watermark as no. 117. Mitchell stamp only.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

122. THE MOON. Pauli 910 m.

The goddess, holding a crescent in her r. hand, a horn in her 1. hand,
rides to 1. in a chariot drawn by two women. On the single wheel is the
sign Cancer (not a crab, but a lobster or crayfish—Krebs).

Below men are bathing, boating and fishing
;
to r. a water-mill

;
to 1.

a table under a tree. Farther back a fowler with a clap-net
j

in the
distance the sea.

Passe-partout with the title Luna.

[352 x 234; the subject alone, 302 x 208.] Good impression, not cut. Watermark
and collectors’ stamps as no. 117.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

B.—One subject from an undescribed later edition.

123. THE SUN. Pauli 907 .

The Sun-God, crowned, holding his emblem in his 1. hand, rides to 1.

in a chariot drawn by a pair of horses. On the single wheel the sign Leo.
Below a king and queen watch various manly sports—fencing, wrest-

ling, running, putting the weight—from the balcony of a palace. In
a portico on the further side of the courtyard a priest stands before an
altar.

The same passe-partout
,
with the title “ Sun” in the same type as was

used in edition iii.

[350 x 232; the subject alone, 301 x 207.] Fair impression, but much damaged
and stained red

; on thinner paper than was used for edition iii; without watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.
This edition is probably rather later than iii, but earlier than iv, for the block shows

little sign of wear, though the passe-partout is no longer in good condition. According
to Pauli the title of this subject is “ Sonn ” in editions i, ii and iv, “ Sol ” in edition iii.

C.—Three subjects from the fifth edition.

117a. SATURN. Pauli 904 v.

Subject as before, but in a different passe-partout
,
with the columns

no longer fluted, but swathed in leaves. No title printed in the tablet
below,

[352 X 239.] Very late impression, after the block had split in two vertically,
52 mm. from r. side ; well preserved, with margin [4-11]. Watermark, a horn slung
on a cord.

In the inventory of 1837.
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121a. MERCURY. Pauli 909 v.

Subject as before; passe-partout as in no. 117a. No title. A woodcut
frame printed on a separate piece of paper, and attached to the bottom of
the print contains 14 11. of explanation in German :

“ Mercurius ist ein
Planet der kunst vnd maysterschaflft,” etc.

[350 x 236 ; the frame below, 94 x 218.] Very late impression, after the block
had split in two vertically, 45 mm. from r. side. Watermark as no. 117a.

In the inventory of 1837.

122a. THE MOON. Pauli 910 v.

Uniform in appearance with no. 121a. The frame contains 12 11. of
text :

“ Luna ist weybisch, senfftmiitig, giitig, kalt vnd feucht,” etc. The
block has split in two vertically, 82 mm. from 1. side.

[Dimensions as no. 121a.] The block has split in two vertically, 82 mm. from
1. side. Watermark as no. 117a. The strip of paper with descriptive text has a
separate watermark, a small fleur-de-lis.

In the inventory of 1837.

D.—Three subjects from the sixth edition.

118a. JUPITER. Pauli 905 vi.

119a. MARS. Pauli 906 vt.

120a. VENUS. Pauli 908 vi.

[310 x 235.] Uniform late impressions, with the second passe-partout, now much
worn, and lacking the portion below the subject. This is replaced by a thick single
line. No inscriptions. Watermark, arms of Nuremberg (small).

In the inventory of 1837.

124. THE MILITARY DISPLAY IN HONOUR OF THE VISIT OF
CHARLES V TO MUNICH, 10 JUNE, 1530.

B. 169. R. 273. A. 267. S. 284. Pauli 1115 n.

In the background to 1. is the town of Munich. In the middle of

the subject near a church (S. Niclas) a row of cannon is drawn up in

a semi-circle, with gun-carriages and waggons behind them. In front
of the guns are three mortars shelling a fort. Two bodies of infantry are
drawn up in a square formation, and on the r. is a body of cavalry. In
the foreground is a tent with the Bavarian arms

;
the Emperor, mounted

and attended by a numerous retinue, is stationed behind the cannon, in

front of three pavilions. Beham’s monogram does not occur, but that of

the wood-engraver, Nicolaus Meldemann, is placed near the middle, at the
foot of the print, and the date 1530 further 1. In the upper corners
of the print are the arms of Bavaria 1. and Austria r. In the sky, over
the city, is a long fluttering scroll with the printed inscription, “ Die
Eurstlich Statt Miinchen.” The principal buildings are identified by
inscriptions in small type: “ S. Jacob zu Anger,” “ S. Peter’s gotsacker,”
“ S. Peter’s pfarkirche,” “ Der heilig Geyst,” “ Augustiner,” “ Ynser
frawen pfarkirche,” “ Die alt Fest,” “ S. Lorentz,” “ Parfiisser kloster,”
“ Ynsers Herrn gotsacker,” “ Die new Fest.” Near the first gun on the
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extreme r. is the remark, “ Die hiiltzen biixen den Baurn vor Rastat
genomen.”
An ornamental frame placed above the church of St. Nicholas contains

the inscription, “ Ankummen vnd Einreyten Kaiserlicher Maiestat, vnsers
al

|

ler gnedigsten herrn, zu Miinchen, vnd irer Kais. Maiest. da
|

selbst
erzeigter Triumph vnd Herrligkeiten, mit raisings vnd

|

fusz volcks
kriegszordnung vnd vbung, auch geschiitz vn fewr

|

werck, vnd andere
kiirtzweyle, gar eygentlich auff gegenwer

|

tigen zetel verzeichnet vnd
auffgedruckt.”

Another frame, near the Austrian arms, contains the further inscrip-
tion, “ Zu eren den Hochgebornen Fiirsten vnd Herrn, Herrn Wilhelm

|

vnd Ludwig gebriidern, Hertzogen in obern vnd nidern Baiern, etc.
|

meinen genedigen Herrn, ist diese aigentlich verzeichnus gestelt, Die
schonheit vnd kostlichkeit, dardurch Kaiserlich Maiestat, vnser al =:

|

ler gnedigster Herr, zu irer Kais. Maiest in das heilig reych vn hoch

|

genanter . M. G. H. stat Miinchen, ankunfft, von iren E. G. mit
|

sonderlicher eer erpietung entpfangen, Durch mich Niclausz Melde
|

man
burgern zu Nurnberg, als hochgedachten M. G. H. zu vnter s

|

thenigem
dienst, vnd darmit solchs auch an andere orbh vnd zu an s

|

dern zeyten
auszgebrait vnd kunt gemacht wiird, ytzo im druck verfer

|

tigt vnd
auszgangen, Nach dem vnd solchs geschehen im iar nach

|

Christi vnsers
seligmachers geburt . 1530 . des 10 . tags Junij.”

The whole is printed from five blocks, laid side by side.

[352 x 1338.] Very fine impression and well preserved. Four of the sheets have
the watermark described in the note to no. 117 ; the fifth has a shield with St. George’s
cross, within a circle.

Provenance not recorded.
No other impression of this edition is known. Of the first edition, with Latin text,

but one impression is known, at Sigmaringen. This is one of Beham’s most excellent
woodcuts, and it is clear that he was an eye-witness of the scene. He used many of
the figures in after years as material for engravings.

124a. THE MILITARY DISPLAY IN HONOUR OF THE VISIT OF
CHARLES Y TO MUNICH, 10 JUNE, 1530. Pauli 1115 m.

The scroll, frames, Meldemann’s monogram, and all printed inscriptions
have been removed. The date has lost the 5. A new (xylographic)
inscription, ingressvs brivmpiialis

|

caroli v in monachivm
|

anno dom.
1530.

|

10 ivnii, stands in place of the former frame over the church of
St. Nicholas. There is no border-line at the top of the print.

[376 x 1346.] A much later impression, taken when the block was blunt and
worn. Watermark, imperial eagle.

Purchased at the Wellesley sale, 1866.

iv. ALLEGORICAL SUBJECTS.

125. THE JUDGMENT OF SOLOMON. CHRIST AND THE WOMAN
TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 1539.

P.173. R. 93. A. 93. S. 96. Pauli 1116 (1-2).

This is the upper compartment of an allegorical title-border to a work
on legal procedure.
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(1.) Solomon stands 1. before his throne, on the step of which the

dead child lies. The executioner holds the living child under his 1. arm,

and is just drawing his sword to kill it. The true mother seizes the

executioner’s arm and appeals eagerly to the king
;
her rival makes a

deprecatory gesture of a less emphatic kind. On a tablet is the

(xylographic) inscription :

“ Ssepe latet uerum, dum res sine teste gerutur,

At mens officio proditur ipsa suo.”

(2.) In the r. compartment, separated from the other by a pillar, the

base of which bears the date 1539, 1 Christ bends down and writes upon
the ground, while the woman stands before him with folded arms sur-

rounded by priests and others. A tablet holds the inscription

:

“ Ne facile alterius rephendas crimina uite,

Sed tua quanta uide, mantica terga pmat.”

No signature. Single border.

[63 x 168.] Good impressions, with margin [5-7].

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

The complete title border, comprising seven subjects on four blocks, was used in the

editions of Justinus Gobler’s “ Gerichtlicher Process, auss Grand der Rechten,” Frank-
fort 1542, 1549, 1555, 1562, 1567, and 1578. The two blocks, 1-2 and 7, were also

reprinted in Y. Steiumeyer’s “ Neue Kiinstliche Figuren,” 1620.

f SATIRE AGAINST THE VICES OF THE MONKS. 1521. Pauli 1117.

(Reproduction.)

Pride, Luxury, and Avarice are tugging at a scarf which passes round

the neck of a monk. A peasant is pulling him forward by the hair and
thrusting a book into his mouth. Poverty is beating the peasant with

her fists. Dated 1521.

[96 x 163.] Photograph of the impression in the Arenberg collection, Brussels

(1897). There are other impressions at Munich and Vienna (Hofbibl. 2 impr.). This
subject was first attributed to Beham by Dr. W. Schmidt, Repert. /. Kunstw. xx, 479.

126 . ALLEGORY RELATING TO THE GOUT. I. Pauli 1118.

A queen, in a robe lined with ermine, holding a sceptre in her 1. hand,

stands in profile to r. A scroll, starting near her r. hand, bears the

(xylographic) inscription, solvere . nodosam . nescit medicina podagram.

Three half-length figures, two of whom hold sceptres, are grouped round

her feet, with scrolls bearing their names, stigivs plvto, ivpiter,

neptvnvs. Single border (cut off at the right side). No signature.

Outside the border at the top is the title, podagrae lvdus, printed with

type.

127 . ALLEGORY RELATING TO THE GOUT. II. Pauli 1119.

A judge sits under a canopy, with one other person to 1., two to r., on

a raised dais. In the room below are a number of sufferers from gout,

1 Seidlitz and Pauli read the date as 1534, in which I cannot follow them. The
style agrees closely with that of Beham’s engravings about 1540. This portion of

the title, moreover, appeared for the first time in the 1542 edition of Gobler’s book,

whereas the bottom compartment, Pauli 1116 (7) had already been issued twice alone,

in 1536 and 1538. We may infer that the remaining compartments were not designed
till between 1538 and 1542.
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including a Carthusian monk, some of them in bed or propped with
pillows, others leaning on sticks. They have scrolls attached to them
with inscriptions referring to the common malady, genvfraga, hec vnica
CALAMITAS NOSTRA, LECTIGRADA, MALEFICA, CURSI VETANS, ROCZ ELLENTZ
willen, talorvm tortrix, crucifige crucifige. Single border.

[Each 145 x 118 (slightly cut on one side).] Good impressions.
.Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1874.
N

\°* }ft

6
T
ls Prin

^
ed onthe recto, no. 127 on the verso, of the first leaf (before the title-

Rudus de Podagra . . . e vulgari Germanico in Latinum carmen coacta, per
±1. Robanum Hessum,” printed by Ivo Schoffer, Mentz, 1537, 4to (F. W. E Roth “ DieMamzer Buchdruckerfamilie Schoffer,” Leipzig, 1892, p. 196, no. 41). The same cuts
occur m the original German work, published in the same year, of which this is a
translation

; copies at Munich and in the Klemm collection at Leipzig,

c a v? 3uthor1 ^ the original German poem was Jodocus Hessus, “ Carthusian®
feodalitatis apud Erphurdiam princeps.” The two designs complete one another. Gout,
victorious over Jupiter, Neptune and Pluto, is arraigned before a judge by her human
victims, who call her by various names, while their general complaint is summed upm the words

,
“ Haec unica calamitas nostra.” In the end she is acknowledged to be a

victorious goddess, and implored to leave the poet and student in peace, and to betake
herself to the luxurious and idle rich.

Dr Pauli, before he knew the circumstances under which the allegory was
published, called it a certain work of Beham’s most mature period.

128. THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH.
(Imperfect.) B. 165. R. 272. A. 262. S. 280. Pauli 1120.

The whole composition is cut on four blocks, and measures 375 X 1090
mm. This collection contains only the first and third sheets.

(1.) To r. is seen the walled edge of a pool of water, fed by the
Fountain of Youth, to which the aged are walking with crutches, or being
carried by porters, across a stretch of open country with a village church
and a well by the high road 1. In the open space three men and a
woman, restored to youth, are dancing round a bonfire made of
crutches.

(3.) The pool into which the fountain flows is partly roofed over. In
this third sheet we see part of a stately bathing-house of Renaissance
architecture, open in front, and sheltering the extremity of the pool and
a small fountain. Two women (copied from Marcantonio’s Judgment of
Paris, B. 245) stand by the fountain. Another woman and a man are in
the water

; others sit on the brink or lean against the columns. A wide
seat runs along the further side of the hall. Near the first window
a man is being shaved

\
a bather lies asleep under the second window

;

under the third a man and a woman are playing at backgammon. On
the roof of the building five bathers sit drinking at a table, and a woman
plays a hurdy-gurdy.

i

[Si
?
e 8

Jl
eet (0 367 X 270, (2) 365 x 265.] Rather late impressions, with the

lower border hne much broken. Watermark on both, Augsburg arms on a shield with
the letter A below.

(1) In the inventory of 1837
; (2) purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1850.

t DEATH AND THE COURTESAN. 1522. Pauli 1122 i
(Reproduction.)

Facsimile by the Reichsdruckerei, Berlin, of the only known impression
(in the Berlin Cabinet) of the first state of the original woodcut, with the
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date 1522. Published in Dr. Lippmann’s “ Engravings and Woodcuts by
Old Masters,” i, 42.

Presented by Dr. F. Lippmann, 1902.
One impression is known (at Dresden) of the second state, without the date, and

one (at Munich) of the third state, with DUrer’s monogram stamped on. The name of
the engraver, niolas meldemak zv nvrmberg, is cut in full at the foot of the bed. The
design was attributed by Nagler (K.-L. ix, 59, 5) and Passavant (iii, 187, 197) to Diirer.

129. DEATH AND THE COURTESAN. Pauli 1122a ii.

Copy.
A naked woman, with jewels on her head and a chain about her neck,

kneels on a bed with a richly-carved back and curtains on either side.
She draws one of the curtains aside with her r. hand, disclosing the view
through a window, and snatches up an end of the coverlet with her 1.

hand to cover her nakedness. Death, an emaciated figure, not quite a
skeleton, wearing a hat, a chain, and some slender drapery thrown over
one shoulder, holds a shovel in his 1. hand, with which he also grasps an
end of the coverlet. He glares fiercely at the woman, and holds out an
hour-glass towards her in his r. hand. Lying across the front of the
print, under the end of the bed and partly hidden by the coverlet, is the
woman’s lover, already dead, with a sword in his 1. hand.

Second state of the copy—a chiaroscuro, with the tone-block indistinctly
printed in a light red.

.

[390 x 278.] A rather late impression. Watermark, an upright column (letter I ?)
with a trefoil at the top, and a crowned snake coiled round it, between the letters H
and S.

Collection, Brentano (blue stamp, F. 50).
Purchased at the Brentano sale, 1870 (lot 452).
The copy, which is in the same direction as the original, and fairly exact, may be

distinguished by the absence of Meldemann’s signature, and of five large nails in the
ceiling, immediately under the border line at the top of the print. Death’s left eye has
a pupil distinctly drawn, where in the original there is merely an empty socket.

Three states of the copy are known : i, printed from the outline block only, in black

;

ii, chiaroscuro, as here ; iii, with Diirer’s monogram. The copy is rather less rare
than the original.

130. DEATH AND THE CHILD. Pauli 1123.

Death, a skeleton, sitting on a bank with some drapery spread over it,

clutches in his arms a little boy, who attempts to run away towards the r.

In the 1. upper corner an empty tablet. The background is shaded with
horizontal lines. Single border-line.

[59 x 46.] Good impression, not very early, on yellowish toned paper, with
margin [2-4].

In the inventory of 1837.
A spirited, early cut, of which three other impressions are known, at Darmstadt,

Nuremberg and Vienna (Hofbibliothek).

v. SUBJECTS FROM DAILY LIFE.

131

.

A DISPUTE BETWEEN LUTHER AND A CATHOLIC THEOLOGIAN.
B. 164. R. 209. A. 218. S. 279. Pauli 1197.

Luther, r., pointing to a text in an open Bible, argues with a long-
nosed opponent 1. in a doctor’s cap and gown. Between the two the
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half-length figure of God the Father, holding orb and sceptre, appears in
the midst of clouds. Each party to the discussion is followed by a crowd
of adherents. On Luther’s side are peasants, one with a flail, another (a
woman) with a basket of eggs. On the other side are a monk in a
chasuble, holding a chalice, and a number of artisans, including a painter
with a mahl-stick and the painter’s arms at his feet, a bell-founder
pointing to a bell bearing the letters A It in reverse (compare the bell in
no. 48), and a fisherman. No signature. Single border line.

[150 x 262.] An early impression, very slightly cut on r. side, on thin, white paper
wit 1 1out watermark.

Collections : P. Mariette, 1668 (MS. in r. upper corner), B. Keller (F 59, blue).
Purchased at the Keller sale, 1871 (lot 478).
This is an illustration to the poem by Hans Sachs, “ Ein newer Spruch, wie die

Geystlichkeit und etlich Handtwercker iiber den Luther clagen,” divided into three
parts, “ Die Clag der Gottlosen,” “Antwort D. Martini,” “Das Urtheil Christi.” An

£°l°ured impression of the woodcut accompanied by the poem, without date or
publisher’s name, is exhibited in the Germanic Museum, Nuremberg.

[32 -135 .]

The Four Seasons.

A selection from a series of nine woodcuts (S. 272, Pauli 1211-1219),
which, with three others not by Beham, illustrate the occupations of the
twelve months, and were used in numerous calendars and works on
hygiene published by Egenolph at Frankfort, 1533-1582.

132. SPRING (MAY). Pauli 1214 .

A man r. and a woman 1. sit facing one another in a large wooden
bath in the open air. The man holds a drinking-vessel in his r. hand.

133. SUMMER (AUGUST). Pauli 1216.

Two men and a woman are resting in a cornfield, with food and drink
beside them. Another woman is reaping in the background.

134 . AUTUMN (OCTOBER). Pauli 1217.

A man is treading grapes in a wine-press
;
another walks away to 1.

with a wooden bucket slung over his shoulders. In the background a
large cask and a wall with a window in it.

135. WINTER (FEBRUARY). Pauli 1211.

A man sits, facing r., in front of a fire and drinks out of a jug. His
wife stands behind him.

[Each 33 x 33.] These four woodcuts are printed in two rows on the same page,
with the titles, “ Ver,” “ Aestas,” “ Autumnus,” “Hyems,” printed over them in italics.
The page is from “De conservanda bona valetudine,” Frankfort, 1553, 8vo, fol. 40 v.

(Pauli, p. 411, viii). The text on the back begins, “ caput xviii
J
De qua potetur,” etc.

From the Bagford collection (Harl. MS. 5937, 178).
Transferred from the Department of Printed Books, 1900.

130. SCENE IN A GARDEN. Pauli 1221.

A pair of lovers and an older man with a beard sit at a round table
among trees in a garden. A man with a wooden bucket (for grapes)
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slung over his shoulders stands by the table, and a fiddler and a jester are

seen in the background. A small dog runs up in the foreground r.

;

another lies on the ground near the table, gnawing a bone. Single border.

No signature.

[61 x 105.] Good impression, cut just within the line at the top.

Purchased from Mr. Lauser, 1880.

One other impression has been described, in the university library, Munich. This
impression was formerly attributed to Virgil Solis, and it resembles a certain group of
woodcuts which bear both that master’s monogram and that of the master H. W. G.,
but the subject is much more in Beham’s taste, and there is a considerable resemblance
to such small woodcuts as those just described, nos. 132-135.

137

.

THE WOMEN’S BATH.
B. 167. R. 271. A. 261. S. 281. Pauli 1223.

Nine women, four children, and a male bath-attendant are standing
or sitting on benches in a bath-room, which has a high stove in the 1.

corner at the back. The subject is placed within a circular frame.

[Diam. 295.] Late impression, after cracks in the block, on yellowish paper, with-
out watermark. Beham’s later monogram, in one of the circles on the ceiliug, has
been effaced, and that of Diirer has been put in with pen and ink on the floor.

Purchased at the Angiolini sale, 1895.

138

.

THE STAG HUNT. Pauli 1224.

A stag and a hind are being pursued from 1. to r. towards a net by
a pack of hounds and four mounted huntsmen. Four others in the
foreground ride in the same direction, and a group of three gentlemen
and two ladies, mounted, wait to r. A single horseman with a crossbow
waits for the deer to pass, and two huntsmen with spears wait behind
trees. On the other side of the glade a large party of ladies and cavaliers

wait among the trees, watching the hunt. In the foreground 1. Diana,
attended by six nymphs, is being surprised by Actseon (“ aktonus ein

konig ”), whom his hounds attack. Printed from three blocks. No
signature. Single border.

[373 x 774.] Late impression, after vertical cracks in tbe blocks. Watermark, on
a shield pointed at the bottom a half eagle and the letter K.

In the inventory of 1837.
About 1530. The treatment of the trees resembles that on the planets.

139

.

LOVERS SITTING NEAR A FENCE. (1522.)

B. 161. R. 267. A. 248. S. 277. Pauli 1229 n.

A pair of lovers sit on a bank near a fence, caressing one another.
The woman’s head is seen in profile to r. In the open space above
her head is Beham’s early monogram, without a date. Single border.

[125 x 85.] Clear impression, not very early. The monogram is distinctly printed
in outline. No watermark.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This is the second state. The first, of which there is an impression in the von Lanna

collection at Prague, has the date 1522 above the niunogram. The etching, dated
1526, formerly described as an original work of Bcham’s (B. 209, R. 218, A. 209, S. 208),
is a reduced copy in reverse of this woodcut (Pauli 1229a).
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139a. LOVERS SITTING NEAR A FENCE. Pauli 1229 n.

[125 x 85.] Another impression, blacker and more heavily inked, so that the
monogram is no longer seen to be in outline. The defective parts of the border-line
have been put in with Indian ink. No watermark. Margin, at the bottom only, 5 mm.

Purchased from Mr. Bousfield, 1850.

140. LOVERS CONVERSING. B. 162. A. 249. S. 293. Pauli 1231 i.

In the corner formed by two walls a young man with curly hair, in a
large hat, lays his 1. hand on the shoulder of a girl who sits on a low seat
and turns towards him, while she repels his advances with both hands.
To 1. a tall jar with two handles, containing flowers. No signature.
Single border.

[77 x 67.] A rather late impression. No watermark.
Purchased from Miss Bury, 1877.
An early work of Beham’s, coarsely cut. There is a second state in chiaroscuro.

141 . THE VIOLINIST. 1520.

B. 163. R. 270. A. 250. S. 278. Pauli 1232.

A young man, wearing a soft, drooping hat, sits three-quarters to 1. on
a bank near a hedge and plays the violin. In the upper r. corner the
early monogram and date 1520 above it.

[80 x 55.] Late impression, without watermark. The date 1612 has been written
in an old hand on the back.

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1853.
Only one other woodcut by Beham, Pauli 901, is dated 1520.

t THE VIOLINIST AND THE LADY. 1520. Pauli 1232, 1234.
(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the early impression at Cambridge of these two
woodcuts united to form a single composition.

Pauli 1234 is also found in similar combination with another cut of a violinist who
wears a hat witli feathers, Pauli 1233 (without monogram).

Presented by G. W. Reid, Esq., 1880.

142. THE OLD WOMAN AND THE YOUTH. Pauli 1235 n.

Two half-length figures under the triple arch of a window. A
wrinkled old woman, r., wearing a hat with feathers, strokes the cheek
of a youth with curly hair and a wreath round his head, who helps
himself with his r. hand out of a large bag of money placed on a window
ledge before him. No monogram. Single border.

[245 x 250.] Late impression. Watermark, eagle on a shield, surmounted by a
crown.

Purchased from Mr. T. Jacob, 1898.
The first state is accompanied by verses, and the address of Hanns Adam, the printer

of the woodcut (at Nuremberg). The third state is a chiaroscuro, while in the fourth
Diirer’s monogram has been inserted. The woodcut is described in some of the older
catalogues as a doubtful Diirer.

143 . THE OLD MAN AND THE GIRL. A. 247. S. 312. Pauli 1236 ii.

A companion subject to the last, and similar to it in arrangement.
A bald old man, 1., in profile to r., lays his 1. hand on the shoulder and
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his r. hand on the breast of a girl in a hat, who puts her 1. hand into a
pouch full of money, attached to the old man’s belt. She holds up a coin
in her r. hand. No monogram. Single border.

[243 x 246.] Late impression. Watermark, two shields surmounted by a mitre
and crozier.

In the inventory of 1837.

144. A GENTLEMAN AND LADY WALKING.
B. vii, 267, 103. Pauli 1237.

A middle-aged man, richly dressed, wearing a wide hat trimmed with
ostrich feathers, escorts a lady who walks with downcast eyes by his
side. He holds her r. arm with his 1. hand, and gazes earnestly at her
face. No signature. No border-line.

[Size of sheet, 260 x 205.] Old, though not very early, impression. Watermark, acrown (only a fragment visible).

In the inventory of 1837.
Dr. Pauli, who recognised an impression of this woodcut in the von Lanna collection

at Prague (Singer 6988) as a work of Beham’s, was not aware that it forms part of the
series of twenty woodcuts, the dancers 1 at a wedding, attributed by Bartsch (vii, 267,
103) to Schaufelein. Bartsch recognises differences of style in the series, but explains

^emby the inequality of the cutting. The true explanation is that they are drawn
by different hands. Fifteen are certainly by Schaufelein, two by Beham, and the
remaining three probably by Flotner. The series was published at Nuremberg by Hans
Guldenmund in 1535, the year of Beham’s last short residence in his native city. Itmay be conjectured that Beham was originally to have drawn the whole series and that
on his departure from Nuremberg in July, 1535, it was given to Schaufelein to finish.
Keproductions of the whole series were published by Andresen at Paris, in 1865 and
by Hirth, “ Bilderbuch,” i, 55-74. This subject is Hirth 74. The others, which are
not by Schaufelein, are Hirth 55, 56, 59, and 73. (See liepertorium, xxv, 468.)

145. A LADY WALKING BETWEEN TWO GENTLEMEN.
B. vii, 267, 103.

A young lady, wearing a crown, a necklace, and other jewels, walks
to 1. with her hands crossed before her. She is escorted by two young
men dressed alike in fur-lined mantles, with garlands round their arms,
and wearing soft felt hats. No signature. No border-line.

[Size of sheet, 250 x 200.] A very clear, early impression, but soiled and torn at
the corners. No watermark.

From the Bagford collection (Harl. MS. 5944, 113).
Transferred from the Department of Printed Books, 1900.
This woodcut has not been recognised as a Beham by Dr. Pauli, but I attribute it

without hesitation to the same artist as no. 144. These two subjects are markedly
different in treatment from all the rest of the series, and agree with one another in
many respects, e.y. in the treatment of velvet and of the folds of the dress. Notice also
the hatching on the men’s legs, and in the shadows on the ground. These two subjects
also agree with one another, and differ from all the rest, in having the ground marked
off at the top by a straight line, and then left quite white except where shadow falls.

This subject is reproduced by Hirth as no. 73.
Bartsch, who does not describe the series in detail, mentions this specially as the

second of the woodcuts, representing the young bride with her two attendants
(Brautfiihrer). One other lady in the series (Hirth 56) wears a somewhat similar
crown.

1 The courtly dance of this period was a measured walk to the sound of music,
without any hasty, springing motion (see p. 330).
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145a. A LADY WALKING BETWEEN TWO GENTLEMEN.
[Size of sheet, 283 x 213.] A much later impression. Watermark, a small orb

(Reichsapfel), diameter, 20 mm., with a cross over it. On the back are printed two
designs for ornate columns, by an unknown Nuremberg artist.

In the inventory of 1837.

140. THE VILLAGE FAIR. 1535.

B. 168. R. 263. A. 245. S. 283. Pauli 1245 I.

In the middle a number of peasants are carousing at a table in front

of a tavern. Farther to 1. are various stalls and booths. A quack
dentist is attending to a patient’s teeth, while a woman picks his pocket.

By the table behind is placed a placard with the words, “ Hi guten
Ti

|

riact vnd
|

Wurmsam.” Farther back a newly married couple are

being blessed by the priest at the church door
;
the wedding guests, two

and two, form a procession in the street. On a hill above the village

stands a castle. Outside the village to r. all kinds of sports are being
carried on, such as dancing, skittles, sword-dancing, climbing the greasy

pole, horse races and foot races. The prizes for the racers, a wreath, a

pouch, and a pair of boots, are attached to poles with the flags of the

Empire, Nuremberg, and Augsburg. Near the pole an ugly brawl is

going on, in which one of the combatants has lost a hand. Near the 1.

upper corner is Beham’s later monogram with the date 1535 above it.

Single border. Printed from four blocks.

[358 x 1138.] Fine impression of the first state. Watermark (only on the second
sheet), a fleur-de-lis on a shield, surmounted by a cross.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

Another impression of the first state is at Stuttgart ; the second, according to

Pauli, has Glockendon’s name; the third, Glockendon’s name and address; the fourth

(without the date), Hans Weygel’s name and address
; the fifth has nothing but the

monogram.

146a. THE VILLAGE FAIR. Pauli 1245a.

Copy.
The inscription on the quack’s placard is,

“ Wilde Boe
|

ren Salue.”

Beham’s monogram is retained, but there is no date or address. The
execution is inferior.

[358 x 1126.] Good impression. Watermark, large imperial eagle.

Purchased from Mr. Tiffin, 1851.

The copy is Flemish. Another impression, according to Pauli, has the address,
“ T’hantwerpen by Robert de Cecille in den gulden Pellicaen.” There is also a small
copy, in reverse, engraved by J. T. de Bry.

[147-149.]

Landsknechts.

These belong to a series, partly by Nuremberg, but chiefly by Augsburg
artists, which were re-issued by David de Necker at Vienna, and have
been reproduced by Breunner-Enckevoerth, “Rom . Kais . Majestat Kriegs-

volker,” Vienna, 1883, with text by Jacob von Falke. Others of the

series have been attributed to Beham by Dr. W. Schmidt
(
Pep . /.

Kunstw. xvii, 368) ;
but they are rejected by Pauli, who mentions them
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as nos. 1455-1460. Contemporary copies of the original woodcuts were
issued at Nuremberg, partly by Meldemann and partly by Guldenmund.
Some of these were drawn by Flotner.

147. A LANDSKNECHT. Pauli 1255.

He stands, facing a little to r., holding a spear in his 1. hand, while
his r. hand is extended. His short sword hangs at his back. He wears
a wide-brimmed hat with feathers. No signature or border-line.

[267 x 151 (cut).] Early impression, without watermark (see no. 149).
Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

148. A DRUMMER. Pauli 1257

He stands, bareheaded, to the front, but with his head to r., beating
his drum. His hat with feathers is slung round his neck, and hangs
behind his r. shoulder. No signature or border-line.

[255 x 142 (cut).] Early impression, without watermark (see no. 149).
Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

149. A FIFE-PLAYER. Pauh i 258.

He stands, to the front, but turning a little to 1., wearing a wide-
brimmed hat with feathers, and playing the fife. The case of the
instrument and a short sword hang behind his back. No signature or
border-line.

[260 x 125 (cut).] Early impression on old paper, uniform with nos. 147-148 •

watermark, small high crown.
Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

149a. A FIFE-PLAYER.

Copy, not described by Pauli.

A close copy, in almost all respects, of the cut described above, but
the work is much coarser and the case is drawn in black line on white, not
in white line on black, as in the original. The sheath of the sword is

black, and the five slanting white lines which it has in the original are
omitted. No signature or border-line.

The following inscription, printed in type, stands at the head of the
woodcut :

—

“ Pfeyffer.

IT Ich sol euch pfeyffen ein nwes lied.

So sagt man es wol wrden fryd
Doch hoff ich es sey als erlogen
Her Tiirck ist erst zu Feld gezogen.
Mit gantzem herr vnd grosser macht :

Wir muessen th&n mit Im ein Schlacht.”
The verses are in two columns, of three lines each.

[257 x 170.] Early impression, without watermark.
Provenance not recorded.
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150. HEAD OF AN OLD MAN WITH A BEARD. 1521.

A. 253. S. 315. Pauli 1259.

The old man is turned in three-quarter face to r., and wears a wide-

brimmed hat and a mantle. In the 1. upper corner is the date 1521.

No signature. Single border-line.

[77 x 66.] Good, early impression. No watermark.
Purchased from Mr. Bihn, 1873.

This fine and characteristic work of Beham’s is very rare. Another impression is in

the v. Lanna collection at Prague (Singer 1405). Here it was formerly placed among
the works of Lucas van Leyden, to whom it was attributed by Passavant (iii, 11, 22)
and Dutuit (ii, 100, 31).

f HEAD OF AN ELDERLY MAN, CLEAN SHAVEN. Pauli 1260.

Early monogram.
Reduced reproduction [77 : 79] of the only known impression [102 : 103],

at Oxford (Bodleian Library, Douce Woodcuts, vii, 59).

This is a direct copy, enlarged to more than twice the size of the original, from the

man in the middle of the family group in Diirer’s woodcut of 1511, B. 97.

vi. ILLUSTRATIONS TO THE DRAWING-BOOK ; PLAYING-
CARDS

;
ORNAMENTAL DESIGNS; HERALDRY.

[151-154.]

Woodcuts from “ Das Kunst- und Lehrbuchlein.”

Eighteen woodcuts, Pauli 1270-1287, appeared in seven editions of

the book, from 1546 to 1594
;
two more, Pauli 1288, 1289, only appeared

in the last edition, 1605. Beham seems to have projected some such
publication as early as 1528, under the influence of Diirer’s work on
proportion. He actually published a work on the proportions of the

horse in that year, but the work on the human head and figure did not
appear till 1546, though some of the woodcuts, at least, are earlier. It is

difficult to understand on what principle they are dated in certain cases.

Some early impressions of Pauli 1270, for instance, bear the date 1528,
which probably means that the cut was made in that year

;
but the

date itself must have been inserted later, for it is accompanied by the
late form of the monogram, 1 while the figures in the date, though they
resemble those which occur in some early works of the years 1521, 1522,
etc., also agree closely with those of the date 1546 on a special impression
of Pauli 1284.

In the case of Pauli 1281, the date 1546 is certainly misleading, for

the block had already been used, without any date over the monogram,
in a book published in 1540. Pauli 1283 is probably much earlier than

1 Dr. Pauli states that the monogram is the early one, but this is a mistake, as
regards the impressions at Berlin and London. Dr. Lippmanu considers both date
and monogram as a later addition.
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1546, the date which it bears in the book, while on Pauli 1277 (undated)
it is quite clear that the monogram is a later insertion, for a small oblong
piece of the actual design, immediately above the monogram, has beendrawn agam on the same piece of wood as the latter and inserted with it,
so that the edges of the new piece are visible. It seems, on the whole,
that when Beham at length made up his mind, in 1546, to publish his
Kunst- und Lehrbuchlem, he collected a number of blocks of earlier

date, some of which had been used for other purposes, while he added

TT C
1

0m
l
plete the illustrati°hs, and endeavoured, by inserting the

date 1546 and the corresponding monogram in the older blocks, to convey
the impression that the whole work was new. The London impressions
°f
-^

aU
l\

12
l°

and 128
f’

Whlch are uniformly printed on stout paper and
without text or any other woodcut on the back, seem to be proofs printed
for some special purpose (not earlier than 1546), and not fragments of any
edition of the book. J

151.

TWO MALE HEADS AND TWO SKULLS. Pauli lm
‘I
16 *2P’,

L
> a ma“’a head in Profile to 1., r., a man’s head facing

duectly to the front. Below these are two skulls in the same positiondrawn on one block and connected by an indication of the shelf on whichthey rest and a wall behind them.
Each head is printed from a separate block and the two skulls from

bUt bl
°,
cks are comhined in this way on the page in allthe editions of the book. The interval between the two heads at thenearest point is 11 mm., whereas in the edition of 1565 it is only 6 mm.

0n wllite paper without watermark. From anCwtalS Evansfl853.
Ct° °f ^ b “ imp™ of Panli 128] -

151a. THE TWO SKULLS ALONE. Pauli 1279 .

Under the two skulls is the date 1528 with the late monogram below

152. HEAD OP A BEARDED MAN. Pauli I2S0

bean^nvp
6

^
1 sl

J°
ulders of an elderly man, bareheaded, with a longbeaid, aie drawn in three-quarter face to 1. No date or signature.

on the other side.

An impreSsion from some edition of the »»ok, with Pauli 1281 printed

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
impressions exist with the date 1546 and monogram.

153. AN ALLEGORY.
PaaU 1281.

, 4,
wm

f
ed female

b'eniu«. turning to r. and looking down, sits onDeath, a skeleton huddled together and crouching on the ground. She

2 i
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wears a crown of stars
;
her r. hand rests on a vase. A winged boy,

standing before her with his back to the spectator, holds up with both
hands a veil which passes over the woman’s 1. arm and leg. At the top,

near the r. corner, are the date 1546 and the late monogram.

[Woodcut alone, 123 x 105.] Two impressions ; see nos. 151, 152.
This woodcut, without the date, occurs on the title-page of Cornelius Agrippa,

“ Yom Adel vnd Fiirtreffen weibliches Geschlechts,” 1540. (See p. 443, no. 30.)

154. A PEASANT. Pauli 1284.

He wears a wide-brimmed hat, and stands, looking up to 1., pointing
in the same direction with his 1. hand, while he carries a large jar under
his r. arm. To r. the date 1546 and late monogram.

[Size of woodcut, 91 x 51.] Good impression, uniform in every respect with
no. 151a. The number 241 written on the back shows that the two prints have been
kept together for a very Jong time.

Purchased from Messrs. Evans, 1857.

t PLAYING-CARDS. Pauli 1290-1337.
(Reproductions.)

Facsimile by the Reichsdruckerei, Berlin, of the Deuce, “ Ober,”
“ Unter,” and King of each suit, Pomegranates, Roses, Leaves and
Acorns.

Presented by Dr. F. Lippmann, 1902.

PLAYING-CARDS. Willshire, G 138. Copies of Pauli 1290-1337.

Anonymous woodcut copies, in the same direction, of the complete
pack of forty-eight cards, printed on three sheets and not cut up. One
sheet contains the same subjects as the Berlin facsimile described above,

but not in the same order. There is no monogram, and the ground on
which the figures Stand is omitted. The Deuce of Acorns has the arms of

Augsburg substituted for those of Nuremberg. Each card from deuce to

ten has the Roman numeral above, the Arabic below, as in the originals.

The cutting is inferior.

[Size of each sheet, 383 x 267.] Good impressions; watermark, a three-pointed
crown in a circle.

Provenance not recorded.

The cards are described more minutely by Willshire, “ Catalogue of Playing-cards
in the British Museum,” 1876, p. 203. The author attributed them, with a query, to

Beham, but he was not aware of their relation to the genuine Beham pack, nor did he
recognise the Augsburg arms. These copies are not described by Dr. Pauli. They
remain in the collection of playing-cards.

155. VINE PATTERN, WITH A SATYR FAMILY.
H. 2104. P. (Dtirer) 206. Pauli 1342, 1342a.

In a tangle of interlacing vine-stems a naked woman, crowned with

oak leaves and acorns, sits 1., turning to r., but with her head bent down
to 1. A child leans over her knee. A satyr, crowned in like manner,
playing a kind of single bagpipe, sits r. on a higher branch, facing 1. A
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large fantastic bird and a smaller one behind it are perched over the
woman’s head.

To complete the pattern, the same composition has been drawn in
reverse, perhaps by another hand, as the drawing is not so free and
spirited. There are thus two satyrs, back to back, and two women facing
one another at opposite ends of the whole sheet. In the second half the
back of the satyr is shaded, for the light is supposed to fall on the whole
from the r. side.

The pattern was meant to be further continued, as here, by placing
two of the pairs one above the other, and so on, till a whole wall or other
large surface could be covered.

[Single design, 532 x 322; whole sheet, containing both original and repetition
twice over, 1,072 x 655.] The sheets printed from the original block are grev and not
so well and uniformly printed as the copies; but the pattern is very fine and" effective
when shown on this large scale. Early impressions. Watermark on all four sheets, a
serpent, upright, with three bends in its body.

Provenance not recorded.

£he “ot
i7

e of the satyr family is freely adapted from Durer’s engraving of 1505,
E. 69. I fully agree with Drs. Schmidt and Pauli in attributing this fine design to
.oeham. It is an important work of his Nuremberg period.

155a. VINE PATTERN, WITH A SATYR FAMILY.

.

Lithographic copy by Retberg, Naumann's Archiv
,
x, 284, 5, printed

in brown on a blue ground.

Presented by Herr F. Prestel, 1870.
The same design, printed on linen in blue and gold, has been used for the binding

ot JJr. Lippmann s facsimiles ot the drawings of Diirer.

150. FRIEZE, WITH TWO TRITONS.
H. 2103. P. (Diirer) 207. Pauli 1346.

Two monsters, with human head and trunk, beast’s claws, and fish-like
tails, hold a jewel between them, while each swings in the other hand a
pair of fish slung on a cord. There is a border of large and small beads
above, and of perforated disks below. No signature.

[220 x 455.] Good impression, though not very early. Watermark, serpent, as in
no. 155.

In the inventory of 1837.

156a. FRIEZE, WITH TWO TRITONS.

Lithographic copy by Retberg, Naumann's Archiv
,
xi, 66, 7, printed in

purple, with a dull yellowish-green background, on brown paper. The
composition is repeated to show its effect when used as a continuous frieze.

Presented by Herr F. Prestel, 1870.

157. THE ARMS OF THE LOFFELHOLZ FAMILY.
H. 2134. P. (Diirer) 215b. Pauli 1350.

*,[175 X 130.] Modern impression from the block which belonged to Herr Comill
d Orville, and is now in the Stadtbibliotliek at Frankfort-on-the-Main. Presented bv

2 I 2
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Herr Cornill cl’Orville in 1873 to W. Mitchell, Esq., and by him to the British

Museum, 1895.

The drawing of the lambs is quite characteristic of Beham.

158. THE ARMS OF THE POMER FAMILY.
B. (Durer) app. 53. H. 2141. P. (DUrer) 315. Pauli 1351.

The escutcheon, with crest, helm, and mantling, is placed under a

round arch flanked by columns. A blank tablet below has a cherub’s

head at either end. In the corners are four small escutcheons with the

arms of the following families : at the top, 1. Pomer, r. Hummel ;
below,

1. Schmiedmaier of Schwarzenbruck, r. Bergraeister.

[163 x 114.] Good impression, without watermark.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

159. THE ARMS OF HECTOR POMER.
B. (Durer) 163. H. 2140. Pauli 1352.

An escutcheon quartering the arms of Pomer with the gridiron of

St. Laurence, with crest, helm, and mantling as in no. 158, is placed

under an arch formed of boughs tied together, springing from columns*

St. Laurence stands 1. as supporter. In the four corners are small

escutcheons with the arms of Pomer, Hummel, Schmiedmaier and Berg-

meister, as in no. 158. Near the last escutcheon are the initials H. A. and

the date 1525. On a white strip below the subject are the equivalents

in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin of the text : “To the pure all things are

pure,” and the name d. hector pomer PRiEPOS. s. lavr., all cut on the

block.

[295 x 195.] Good impression, watermark indistinguishable.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

The initials R. A. have been interpreted since Heller’s time as the signature of the

wood-engraver, Hieronymus Andrea or Resch, but it is not clear why he should have
signed with both these letters.

Hector Pomer (1495-1541) was ordained priest in 1520, and became provost of the

church of St. Laurence at Nuremberg. The four small escutcheons are interpreted as

those of his father, Hector Pomer (d. 1499), his paternal grandmother, BrigittaRummel,

his mother, Anna Schmiedmaier, and his maternal grandmother, a Bergmeister.

160.

THE ARMS OF LAZARUS SPENGLER.
B. (Durer) app. 58. A. 2149. P. (Durer) 324. Pauli 1353.

The escutcheon with the arms of Spengler, a half lily and half rose,

surmounted by helm, mantling, and crest, is placed under a round arch,

with its point resting on a skull. Below is a tablet with the inscription,

VLTIMVS AD MORTE POST
|

OMNIA FATA RECVRSVS. No signature.

[135 x 91.] Good impression. No watermark.
Collections : Lepell (F. 234), Berlin Museum (duplicate), Mitchell.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

[ ARMS UNKNOWN, WITH A SAVAGE MAN. S. 286. Pauli 1354.

(Reproduction.)

Photograph of the only known impression, at Dresden.

Presented by Prof. Max Lehrs, 1908.
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vii. DOUBTFUL WOODCUTS.

Of the 102 woodcuts which have been attributed to Beham by various
authors but. rejected by Pauli (nos. 1400—1501), the few that are repre-
sented in this collection will be described under the names of the masters
to whom they rightly belong, or left among the anonymous subjects. I
have inserted here a few pieces not described by Pauli, in which Beham
may have had a hand, though I do not attribute them to him with
conviction.

101. TWENTY-FOUR SMALL ROUND SUBJECTS ON ONE SHEET.

(1) A lady in a hat with feathers, walking to 1., is followed by Death
as a skeleton.

(2) Yenus (?), a winged figure, with the 1. arm extended, and Cupid,
holding a bow, r., standing on clouds.

(3) The Fall of Man. Adam stands to 1. and Eve to r. of the tree,
round whose trunk the serpent is coiled, holding an apple in its mouth.

(4) A naked woman standing, holding a fool’s cap in her r. hand, while
a fool puts his arms round her.

(5) A man and woman sitting side by side on a bed.

(6) Five fools dancing in a circle.

(7) David and Bathsheba. The latter sits 1. bathing her feet in the
water.

(8) Pyramus and Thisbe. The former reclines with head to r., the
latter kneels near him 1.

(9) Lucretia. She sits, naked, to r. on the side of her bed, and stabs
her breast with a dagger.

.(10) A man leans his head on the lap of a woman who sits behind him
laying her hands on his shoulders. Trees to 1.

(11) The Judgment of Paris. The three goddesses stand 1. before
Paris, who reclines in the same attitude as Pyramus in no. 8.

(12)

.

The idolatry of Solomon. The king kneels 1., his wife standing
by his side, before an image standing on a column.

(13) A fool puts his hand under a woman’s dress.

(14) Two lovers embracing one another, partly hidden by trees.

(15) A young man playing the lute, with his mistress sitting beside
him on a low bench.

(16) Two peasants walking to 1. followed by a man playing the bagpipes.
(17) A man in a hat with feathers (the Prodigal Son?) sitting at table

between two women. To 1. a fool playing the guitar.

(18) A woman on horseback riding to 1.

(19) A young man in a mantle, with a feather in his hat, stands 1.

holding out his r. hand to a girl who stands before him. A tree 1.

(20) Two lovers sit side by side on a grassy bank. Tree 1.

(21) Outside a tent Judith puts the head of Holofernes into a bag held
by her maid.

(22) Two peasants carry a pole on their shoulders, on which a third
man sits astride, balancing himself with his arms.

(23) A monk, with cowl over his head, sits on a bank caressing a woman.
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(24) A young man r. offers a large double beaker to a young woman 1.

Both are bareheaded.

Each subject is enclosed in a fourfold border. Inner diameter 28, outer diameter
34 mm. Late impressions, arranged in four rows, of six subjects each. No watermark.

Purchased from Mr. Cohn, 1880.
These woodcuts recall the style of Beham as exemplified in the Bible illustrations

on a small scale, Pauli 272, 359-527, 528-674 and the calendar cuts, 1211-1219, though
the execution is coarser. They are not copied from other woodcuts by Beham, and I
have little doubt that they reproduce original designs by him, though the blocks from
which they are printed may be copies. These small circular cuts were probably made
for the decoration of the “ men” in the game of draughts or backgammon.

162. TWENTY-FOUR SMALL ROUND SUBJECTS ON ONE SHEET, IN
PART COPIED FROM NO. 161.

(1) A drummer 1. and a fife-player r., both standing.

(2) A woman seated, to r., looking at herself in a mirror.

(3) A woman walking to r., followed by Death. Copy, in reverse,

of 161 (1).

(4) A couple of peasants dancing, to r.

(
5
)
Pyramus and Thisbe. Copy, in reverse, of 161 (8).

(6) David and Bathsheba. Copy, in reverse, of 161 (7).

(7) A man and woman. Copy, in reverse, of 161 (10).

(8) A Turk with a small banner, riding to 1.

(9) Peasants and a bagpiper. Copy, in reverse, of 161 (16).

(10) Lucretia. Copy, in reverse, of 161 (9).

(11) Two peasants carrying a third on a pole, to r. Copy, in reverse,

of 161 (22).

(12) Venus and Cupid. Copy, in reverse, of 161 (2).

(13) A man offering a double beaker to a woman. Copy, in reverse,

of 161 (24).

(14) Two lovers seated on a bank. Copy, in reverse, of 161 (20).

(15) A man 1. playing the bass viol and a woman r. playing the
guitar.

(16) Christ on the Cross, between St. Mary 1. and St. John r.

(17) A man and woman at table; another person 1. in the background;
before the table a large wine-jar.

(18) A woman, sword in hand, about to kill a man who has fallen at

her feet on the floor of a room.

(19) A man sitting by the side of a cradle; a stove in the background, r.

(20) A man standing in a room near a tub
;
a woman behind him.

(21) Samson, to r., breaking the jaws of the lion.

(22) Judith, facing to front, with a curved sword in her r. hand, the
head of Holofernes in her 1. hand.

(23) The bust of an antique warrior in a helmet, in profile to r.

(24) The bust of a woman in a hat with feathers, three-quarter face

to 1.

Each subject is enclosed in a fourfold border. Inner diameter 26, outer diameter
32 mm. Late impressions, arranged in six rows, of four subjects each. Watermark,
a dog.

Purchased from Mr. Cohn, 1880.
The execution of the copies is very inferior to that of the originals, poor as the latter

themselves are. Those subjects in no. 162 which are not copies from no. 161 may never-
theless be based on designs by Beham which have perished.
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[163, 164.] Two illustrations from Schwartzenberg, “ Beschwerung
der alten Teiifelischen Schlangen.” Hans Herrgott, Nuremberg, 1 525 : 4to.

Muther 1265. (See p. 441, no. 4.)

163. CONFESSION.

A monk, with cowl over his head, sits r. in a chair, hearing the
confession of a layman who kneels before him. Single border.

[98 x 97.] The heading of the page (leaf lxij, recto) is “ Von der Beycht.”
Presented by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B., 1895.

164. COMMUNION.

An altar lies obliquely across the 1. side. Before it, a priest, vested
in alb, amice, and crossed stole, but without a chasuble, is about to give
the Host to a man who kneels before him with folded hands. Another
man and a woman stand in the background:

[98 X 97.] The heading of the page (leaf lxv, verso) is “ Yom Testament Christi.”
Presented by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B., 1895.
While no. 163 is one of the worst, no. 164 is one of the best illustrations in the book,

and some of the types of face may be compared especially with no. 131 (Pauli 1197).

Copy from an engraving by Beham.

165. THE DEPARTURE OF THE PRODIGAL SON FROM HIS FATHER’S
HOUSE. After Pauli 33.

The composition is reversed, and the second son r. wipes away his tears
with his r. hand.

[215 x 332.] Late impression.
In the inventory of 1837.
In the details of architecture and landscape this copy is far more faithful to the

original engraving than that described by Bartsch (viii, 235, 125) and Pauli (33d), of
which the block is preserved in the Derschau collection. Pauli describes (33c)
another woodcut copy in the direction of the original, but this reversed copy is

undescribed.
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APPENDIX TO BEHAM.

Table I. Summary of the Woodcuts represented in this
Collection, in the order of Pauli’s Catalogue.

a. In Boohs (see pp. 440-445).

Pauli 271-6«, 703-747, 753-766, 833-858, 899, 911, 927-1110, 1118, 1119, 1124-1196,

/rri • . 3

1199d-1210d, 1211-1219, 1239-1242, 1262-1289, 1338, 1355.

E Z Becker)
^ mclude late imPressions from the Derschau blocks, published by

No, of

Pauli.

271
272 i

273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
284
285
287
291
294
295
297
299
306
309
313
315
317
321
322
325
326
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
337
342
346
347

ft. Separate Woodcuts (see pp. 446-484).

No. of No. of
this Catalogue. Pauli. i

348
(1) 2 350

.. .. 3 (6), 4 (6) 352

.. .. 3 (2), 4 (2) 353

.. .. 3 (4), 4 (4) 354

.. .. 3 (8), 4 (8) 355
5 356
6 368

687
687b

:

9 689
10 690
11 691
12 692
13 693
14 694
15 695

696
3 (1) 697

698
3 (3) 699
3, 18 700

19 767
20 768 .. v,

21 769
22 770
23 771

772
773

26 774
27 775

3 (7), 28 776
29 777

3 (5), 30 778
31 779
32 780

781
34 1 782

No. of
this Catalogue.

. 35

. 3

4(1)
4(3)
4(5)
4(7)
4, 36

. 37

. 38
38a, b

39
39
40
41

42
43
46
47
44
45
48
49
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
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No. of No. of No. of No. (

Pauli. this Catalogue. Pauli. this Cata
783 .. .. 71 897 .. .. .. .. 113
784 .. 898 .. .. .. .. 114
785 .. .. 72 900 . . .

.

.. .. 112
786 .. .. 73 903 .. .. .. .. 116
787 .. .. 74 904 . . .

.

.. .. 117
788 .. .. 75 905 . . .

.

.. .. 118
789 .. .. 76 906 . . .

.

.. .. 119
790 .. .. 77 907 . . .

.

. . . . 123
791 .. .. 78 908 . . .

.

.. ..120
792 .. 909 . . .

.

.. .. 121
793 .. .. 80 910 .. .. .. ..122
794 .. .. 81 1115 .. .. .. .. 124
795 .. .. 82 1116(1-2) .. .. ..125
796 .. .. 83 1118 .. ..

797 .. .. 84 1119 .. .. .. ..127
798 .. .. 85 1120 .. ..

799 .. .. 86 1122a .. .. .. ..129
800 .. .. 87 1123 .. .. .. ..130
801 .. .. 88 1197 .. .. .. ..131
802 .. .. 89 1211 .. .. . . . . 135
803 \. .. 90 1214 .. .. .. ..132
804 .. .. 91 1216 .. .. . . . . 133
805 .. 50 1217 .. .. .. .. 134
806 .. .. 51 1221 .. .. .. .. 136
807 .. .. 52 1223 .. .. . . . . 137
808 .. .. 53 1224 .. .. . . . . 138
809 .. .. 54 1229 .. .. .. ..139
818 .. .. 92 1231 .. .. .. ..140
819 .. 1232 . . .

.

.. ..141
820 .. .. 94 1235 .. .. .. ..142
821 .. ..95 *

1236 .. .. . . . . 143
822 .. .. 96 1237 . . .

.

. . . . 144
823 .. .. 97 1245 . . .

.

.. ..146
824 .. .. 98 1245a .. .. . . . . 146a
825 1255 .. .. . . . . 147
827 .. 1257 .. .. .. ..148
829 .. 1258 . . .

.

. . . . 149
829b .. .. 101c 1259 .. .. .. .. 150
831 .. .. 102 1279 . . .

.

.. ..151
832 .. .. 103 1280 .. .. .. ..152
878 .. .. 104 1281 .. .. .. ..153
886 .. .. 105 1284 .. .. . . . . 154
887 .

.

.. 106 1342 .. ..155
887a .

.

.. 106a 1346 .. ..156
888 .. .. 107 1350 .. ..157
889 .. .. 108 1351 .. ..158
889b, c .. 108b 1352 .. ..159
890 .. .. 109 1353 ,. ..160
892 .. .. 110

Table II.—An attempt towards a Chronological Arrangement.

a. Dated Woodcuts, in chronological order.

The sign * indicates that the date which appears on the woodcut is subject to suspicion.
The sign f indicates that the subject is represented in this collection by a reproduction.

1520 .. ..

Pauli. Dodgson.
.. .. 901 t

99 . . . . 1232 141
1521 .. .. . . . . 823 97

99 . . . . 824 98
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1521
Pauli.

.. .. 825
Dodgson

99
yy .

.

.. .. 888 107
yy .. .. 889 108

. yy .. .. 895 t
yy .

.

.. .. 899 p. 441, nos. 1, 2
yy .. .. 900 t
„ .. .. 1117 t
yy .. .. 1259 150
yy — — H. 1791 ; Repert. xxv, 468, 2

1522 .. .. 822 96
yy V .. .. 891 t
yy .. .. 1113

yy .

.

.. .. 1114 t
yy .. .. 1122 f
yy .. .. 1229 139

1525 .. .. 1352 159
1528 . . . . 1279* 151*
1580 .. .. 1115 124
1535 .. .. 820 94

yy .. .. 821 95
yy .. .. 1245 146

1539 .

.

.. .. 1116(1-2) 125
1546 .. .. 1280 152

yy .. .. 1281* p. 443, no 30; 153
yy .. .. 1283* p. 445, nos. 43, 44
yy .

.

.. .. 1284 154
yy .. .. 1344 —

/3. Woodcuts of which the date of publication is Jcnown.

1523
Pauli.

1338* (earlier)

Dodgson.

p. 441, no. 3 ; Repert. xxv, 468
(1525 —

p. 441, no, 4; Repert. xxv, 469, 8-171
1526 878 104

yy 1124-1196 p. 441, no.. 6
1527 675-686

yy 689-690 39
yy 1199-1210 —
yy 1248 —
yy 1339 —
yy 1341

1528 1247 —
„ 1262-1269 p. 445, nos. 43, 44

1529 359-674 p. 442, nos. 9, 10 ; 37
„ 1340 —

1530 691-700 40-49

yy 703-747 p. 442, no. 11

yy 879*-883* (earlier) — Repert. xxv, 468
1531 885* (earlier ?) t

904-910 117-123
1533 ,

.

271 1

yy 277-356 p. 440, nos. 1, 2; 3-36

yy 911 p. 442, no. 12

yy 927-1110 p. 442, nos. 12, 15, 16, 18; p. 443, nos.

yy 1211-1219
19, 25-27

p. 444, nos. 32-35, 39, 40, 42; 132-135
1534 272-276 p. 442, no. 13 ;

2-4

yy # # 357-358 p. 442, no. 14
1535 1237 144

yy
— 145

1536 1116(7) —
yy 1239-1240 p. 443, no. 20

1355 —
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1537
1539
1540
1542
1544

154G

1551

Pauli. Dodgson.
1118-1119 p. 443, no. 22; 126-127
833-858 p. 440, no. 3

;
p. 443, no. 28

1281 p. 443, no. 30
1116 (1-6)* (part earlier) 125
1220 —
1261 —
1270*— 1 289* (part earlier) p. 445, nos. 43, 44
764 (see Pauli, p. 491) p. 444, nos. 38, 41
753*-766* (earlier) p. 444, nos. 38, 41
1241*-1242* (earlier) p. 444, no. 33

y. Undated Woodcuts roughly grouped.

1520-1525.

Pauli—818, 819, 829, 886, 887, 890, 892-894, 896, 898, 902, 903, 1123, 1197, 1227,
1228, 1230, 1231, 1233, 1234, 1290-1337, 1342, 1351.

1525-1531.

Pauli—701, 702, 748-752, 767-809, 827, 835, 897, 1111, 11 12,. 1224-1226, 1235, 1236,
1250, 1252, 1253-1258, 1260, 1350, 1353.

1531-1535.

Pauli—687, 688, 831, 832, 913-926, 1120, 1346-1348.

1535-1550.

Pauli—1220-1223, 1343, 1345, 1349, 1354.

This division into periods is experimental, and, in many cases, not founded on
satisfactory evidence. Perhaps some of the numbers printed above should have been
included in the following group, which is composed mainly of woodcuts that I do not
know or have not seen recently enough to be able to express an opinion as to their date.

Period uncertain.

Pauli—810-817, 826, 828, 830, 859-877, 884, 912, 1121, 1198, 1238, 1243, 1244, 1246,
1249, 1251.

* *

Table III.—Publishers (in most cases also the cutters) of Beham’s
Woodcuts.

Pauli.

Hans Adam 1235, 1236
Albrecht Glockendon .. .. 832, 904-910, 1120 n, 1226
Hans Guldenmund 1237, 1248, 1425
Lucas Mair 691 n-700 n
Nicolaus Meldemann .. .. 691 1-700 i, 1115,1122,1250,1422
Wolfgang Resch (1113), 1114
Hans Weigel 687
Christoph Zell 913-926
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VI—ANONYMOUS IMITATOES OF HANS SEBALD BEHAM.

Group A.—“ Pseudo-Beham.” Nos. 1-5.

Dr. Pauli has invented this provisional designation for an
unknown Nuremberg draughtsman who occasionally comes very near
to Beham. 1 His men and women have features of a strongly marked
type, with sharp nose, eyes close together, a strongly emphasised
jawbone, and often a frowning, discontented expression. Some of
the better drawn heads are curiously like types which occur in
Schon’s later works, such as the Stem of Jesse, 1528, and I have
been tempted to guess that the “ Pseudo-Beham ” may be Schon
himself in his latest development. This hypothesis, however, is not
supported by the latest work that Schon signed, the drawing-book
of 1538.

1. THE TABLE OF CEBES.
Willshire, i, p. 308, D 115b. Nagl. Mon. iii, p. 631, no. 64. Pauli 1427.

The subject is a progress from the entrance of life to its consummation,
in which the pilgrim, after escaping from the snares of vice in the first
circle, and knowledge, falsely so-called, in the second, finally climbs by the
assistance of the virtues into the abode of the blessed, the circle of true
wisdom, and is crowned by happiness.

The different localities and characters are explained by inscriptions
printed with type, accompanied by numbers from 1 to 59. Outside the
border-line, at the top, is the title, “ Tabula Cebetis Thebani.”

[385 x 302.] A fairly good impression, but not early
;
partly coloured in four tints,

yellow, dark blue, dull pink and pale brown.
In the inventory of 1837.

la. THE TABLE OF CEBES.

[373 x 300.] A later impression, cut at the bottom, on which the same inscriptions
and numbers are copied in M.S.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This impression was included in the exhibition of the works of Beham at the

Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1877, no. 275. The block is in the Berlin Cabinet.

THE FOUR QUALITIES AND EFFECTS OF WINE.
Nagl. Mon. iii, p. 631, no. 76. Pauli 1429.

See R. Z. Becker, “ Hans Sachs im Gewande seiner Zeit,” no. 22. Early impressions
bear the address of Georg Lanng, Formschneider.

1 See nos. 1427, 1429, 1450, 1451, 1453, 1454 of Pauli’s catalogue of H. S. Beham.
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2 . TWO TURKS AND A NEGRO SLAVE. (After DUrer.) 1

Two Turks in turbans and long gowns, walking to 1. and looking up,

are followed by a negro attendant in a shorter garment, also wearing a
turban.

[240 x 200.] Good, late impression.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
The woodcut reproduces rather freely a drawing by Dlirer in the British Museum,

dated 1514, in pen and ink tinted with water-colours (Lippmann 98). That drawing
itself is after a picture by Gentile Bellini, in the Accademia, Venice, representing the
Procession of the Holy Cross, in the Piazza of St. Mark, in 1496. The woodcut ha&
been attributed to Jost Amman (Andresen, i, 227, 70); but I am convinced that it is

much earlier in date, about 1 530, and the features, which are quite unlike those drawn
by Diirer, are in the characteristic manner of “ Pseudo-Beham.” The negro is most
altered

; he is a much younger man in the woodcut than in the drawing, and his nose
is smaller; he is also placed nearer to the Turk before him, so that his r. foot is

concealed.

The block is in the Derschau collection, and modern impressions are to be found in
Becker, B 91.

3 . THE TURKS IN HUNGARY. 1532.

A procession, moving from 1. to r., cut on three blocks. In front are
four mounted Turks, of whom the first has a long feather in his turban.
They carry lances with pennons, and human heads impaled on the points.

These are followed by three mounted trumpeters. Next comes an officer

riding alone, with a man’s head impaled on the point of his sabre. He is

followed by the litter of the Sultan, Soliman the Magnificent, which is

carried by two horses and escorted by janissaries on foot. Soliman wears
a crowned turban with plumes and carries a sceptre in his 1. hand. Four
mounted officers with splendid plumes follow the litter, and a squadron of

lancers, leading captives in chains, bring up the rear. A child, with its

body nearly cut in two, lies by the roadside. The background 1. is filled

with burning villages, and r. is represented the unsuccessful Turkish
attack on the town of Guns. At the top, outside the border, is printed,
“Ein Klag zu Gott, vber die grausamliche manigfaltigen wuterey, desz
Blutdirstigen Turcken vmb gnedige hilff.”

[251 x 1143.] A rather late impression. Watermark, a quatrefoil within a circle;
in the quatrefoil a cross on a triple mount.

Purchased from Mr. Evans, 1849.
The subject appears to be undescribed. The features of the European captives

show all the characteristics of “ Pseudo-Beham.”

4

.

A PROCESSION OF SOLDIERS. (Four sheets.)

B. 170. R. 274. A. 268. S. 295. Pauli 1450.

The followers of an army, both men and women, march to r. preceded
by a mounted officer and followed by two baggage waggons. The pro-
cession includes two Turkish prisoners, a camel, dogs, ducks, and poultry.
Death, crowned and mounted on an old jade, brings up the rear, escorted
by two skeletons carrying scythes.

[Whole sheet, 310 x 1560.] Good, early impression. Watermark, imperial eagle.
In the inventory of 1837.

Repr. Hirth, i, 506. The draughtsman approaches Beham rather closely in some of
the types on the 1. sheet.

1 See p. 345, no. 3.
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5.

A PROCESSION OF SOLDIERS. (Eight sheets—originally nine.)
Nagl. Mon. iii, p. 632, no. 82. Pauli 1451.

The procession moves from 1. to r.

The contents of the several blocks (numbered from r. to 1.) are as
follows :

—

(1) A mounted officer, accompanied by two halberdiers on foot.

(2) Two bearded halberdiers
;

five musketeers.

(3) Five musketeers
; five spearmen.

(4) Five spearmen
; five spearmen.

(5) Five halberdiers
; five men with long swords and a single halberdier.

(6) A drum and fife band, a standard-bearer and a halberdier with
his arm reversed.

(7) Five halberdiers (one has an arm of different shape)
;

five spearmen.
(Here a sheet is lost. No. 7 contains the butt ends of the shafts of

three spears, of which the continuation is missing. Nagler describes
the procession as consisting of nine sheets, but no complete set is at
present known.)

(9) The points of four spears (continued from 8), and three mounted
soldiers.

[Average height of sheet, 310 ; no. 6, 370 ; width varying from 215 to 400.] Fairly
good, old impression, on brownish paper without watermark.

In the inventory of 1837.

Group B. Nos. 6-17 .

The woodcuts which I place in this group have much in common with
Group A, and some may be by the same draughtsman They are, how-
ever, inferior in quality, and I prefer to place them in another class.
They are, without exception, long and narrow in shape, and are for the
most part illustrations of poems by Hans Sachs or others. They have not
sufficient unity of style to rank with certainty as works of a single artist.

6.

THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER.

To 1. Christ is telling the parable to the apostles, foremost among
whom are St. Peter and St. John. To r. the sower is scattering the seed,
some of which falls among stones or thorns, or is devoured by birds.

[184 X 278.] Early impression; watermark, imperial eagle, with heart-shaped
body.

In the inventory of 1837.
St. John has the features specially characteristic of the men in this group.

7.

THE CRUCIFIXION.

The cross of Christ, in the middle, with a skull at its foot, faces
directly to the front

; those of the two thieves on either hand are placed
obliquely. St. John, the Virgin, and two other women stand to 1. of the
central cross

; to r. are the centurion and other soldiers. Beyond the r.

cross three men are throwing dice for the seamless robe. In the distance
1. a troop of soldiers are re-entering the city gate, followed by men bearing
the ladder and the reed with a sponge upon it. In the upper corners
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1. and r. are sun and moon
;
in the background mountains and trees.

Single border.

[170 x 358.] Rather late impression
; watermark, a horse with some oval object

above it.

Purchased at the Brentano sale, 1870 (lot 132).
Hardly good enough for “ Pseudo-Beham.”

8. THE THEOLOGICAL AND CARDINAL VIRTUES.

Faith, Charity, Hope, Prudence, Justice, Temperance and Fortitude
are represented by groups of women, placed, in the order named, in an
architectural setting, which is not connected throughout, but different in
character at each compartment

;
Justice and Temperance form the only

exception to this. The whole is cut on two blocks
;
the join occurs in

the midst of the compartment representing Prudence. Single border.

[195 x 735.] A rather late impression. No watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.
This undescribed woodcut can hardly be by “ Pseudo-Beham,” while it has much in

common with some of the subjects that follow (e.g . nos. 10-12 and 15). It contains two
obvious imitations of Beham : the figure of the Almighty above the group of Justice,
and the emblems of the world, Death and the Devil, in the group of Fortitude, which
may be compared with Pauli 878 (p. 459, no. 104).

9. THE RIDER AND THE NINE MUSES.
B. 166. R. 266. A. 260. S. 294. Pauli 1422.

The rider, who halts near the entrance of a wood, is met by the Muses
rumiing towards him along a path from 1. to r., in rows of three, with
scrolls in their hands or fluttering over their heads. NTo signature. Single
border.

[176 x 285.] Late but old impression, with no lettering in the scrolls. Watermark
an escutcheon.

In the inventory of 1837.
This is an illustration of a poem by Hans Sachs, “ Clagred der Neiin Muse oder Kiinst

vber Teiitschlandt,” in which the poet, hunting in the Black Forest in January, meets a
lady whom he takes for Diana attended by her Nymphs. The poem is printed in four
columns under the old impression at Gotha (Sammelband ii, 89), with the date 1535,
Meldemann’s monogram and the address, “ Nicolaus Meldeman Brieffmaler zu Nurnberg
am Kornmarckt zu der blaben thiir gegen dem Prunnen uber.” The scrolls contain the
names of the Muses printed with type in the following order (from 1. to r.), Caliope
Vrania, Terpsicore, Eratho, Polimnia, Thalia, Melpomene, Euterpe, Olio. Another early
impression, in the university library at Erlangen, has Meldemann’s monogram beneath
the third Muse from the left, but not the date or printed title. Neither impression has
any other signature than that of the wood-engraver.

The woodcut has been attributed to Schaufelein by Seidlitz and Pauli on the strength
of the monogram HS, altered by hand to HSB, in the r. upper corner of the Dresden
impression. This monogram, however, whether inserted in the block or stamped on, is
of no importance m comparison with the evidence of style and the absence of any
signature except Meldemann’s on the earlier impressions described above. The drawing
of this woodcut cannot be reconciled with the style of Schaufelein in 1535, or indeed at
any date. The work stands much nearer to Beham; see, for instance, the treatment of
the trees m the Stag-Hunt, Pauli 1224. Another cut with Meldemann’s mark, at
Erlangen and Gotha, a shepherd pointing out the way to a huntsman while a wolf
looks out of a cave 1., is by the same artist

; the trees have their roots out of the ground
(£ee Bepertorium, xxv, 470.) Other cuts in this style are at Gotha. A small, reversed
copy of the present woodcut [75 x 65] occurs in “Klagredt der Neun Muse oder KUnst
uber gantz Teutschlandt,” printed by G. Merckel, Nuremberg, 1553
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10.

TYRANNY IN CONFLICT WITH REASON, JUSTICE AND RELIGION
B. (Diirer) app. 33. H. 20G1. Pauli 1425.

For a description of this subject, see p. 358, no. 26.

Late impression, without watermark.
[Size of sheet, 177 x 404.]
In the inventory of 1837.
This.'.bject has been attributed to Beham by Dr. W. Schmidt (.Repertorlum

, xx , 479)
?

I was myself inclmed to the same opinion after seeing the early impressions of 1525

of'Ilf?i,

b
?

a,one ‘he woodcut can be fairly judge! But thieS^ teSof fact, that reminds one of Beham, except the head and hat of the tyrant; and' DrPauli is most likely right in rejecting the attribution.
y

11.

THE TRIUMPH OF FOLLY.

To 1. fools’ caps are being distributed by women to a crowd of menwho receive them eagerly. One, who wears a crown, is intended for
feolomon. Over the group is the inscription, “ wer dem klayd enth-
weichen kan : Der ist weyser dan konig Salomon.” In a cart, loaded
with caps, stands a woman, exclaiming :

“ falsche trew macht lappen I

kumpt her ich geb euch alle kappe.” After the cart come six fools
carrying poles, to which are affixed tablets with the following inscriptions :

"
a

a^er narr bewtt foil,” “ mit zanck vnd hader ist mir wol.”
Sauffen macht mich zu eim lappe,” “ Durch liegen trag ich an ain

kappen, ‘ durch bulschaft trag ich esel ore,” “ archamei 1 macht mich zu
thor

c

e
*

.

Two horses, one of which is ridden by a female postillion, draw a
car tull ot tools caps, on the top of which a woman is seated, holding out
a cap in either hand. Near her are the verses, “ Das frauen har zeucht
manche man

|
Das er ein solches klaid legt an

|

Vnd tregts bisz in sein
grwben an. A woman at the back of the car is fitting a cap on the
head of a man who clambers up behind. Near her are the verses,
Ich kan bezwingen einen man

|

Vnd Im ein kappen legen an I Den
sunst nymat darff greiffe an.” After this come three fools, harnessed to
another car and urged on by blows from a woman. In the car are four
women engaged in the manufacture of fools’ caps. One is measuring
cloth from a bale

; another is cutting it
;
a third is making belts : a fourth

is sewing the cap together. In front of the car is a tree, or hat rack
with caps hanging on its branches. Over the car are the verses, “ Ach
wee ach wee vnns armen weiben

|

Der grossen arwait die wir treiben INunn wir die leng nit komen zw
|

Die narren lauffen hauffent zw ” All
the inscriptions are xylographic. Cut on four blocks. Single border-line.

X
J?t

50 Aa old and fairly early impression of this interesting, undescribed

nf fSf’
** may be by U Tseudo-Beham ”

; there are types in it, as in the Tableof Cebes, that come very near to Erhard Schon. The blocks are in the Berlin Cabinet.

LnWi
cl

o
ely a

J
lied to

A
*
la
^T

at Gotha, published by Guldenmund, is entitled “ Einhubscher Spruch von Aylfif Narren. Wie ayner dem andern die warheyt sagt.”
Purchased from Mr. Bousfield, 1850.

J 5

12.

THE SHREW (“FRAU SELTENFRID ”).

In the middle is a mule, walking to r
.

;

one man is mounting on the
oil side and another just leaving the saddle to dismount on the near side.
A.woman (entitied, on a scroll, “Fraw Selltenfrid ”) is pulling the mule’s
tail with her 1. hand and brandishing a distaff in her r. hand. A small

i.e. Alchemy,
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dog (“ hederlein ”) 1 jumps up towards her, barking. A man r. holds the
mule’s halter, with bridle and spurs, in his r. hand. Between him and
the mule is a scroll with the letters “ E. F. D. W.” No border.

[Sheet, 185 X 390.] Late impression
; watermark, eagle, with initials H S on a

shield.

In the inventory of 1837.
This is a modernised version of an undescribed xv century woodcut of the same

subject, with inscriptions, “ Frow seltefrid,” “ Hederlin,” “ E. F. D. W.,” of which an
impression is preserved at Erlangen [324 x 462 ; watermark, large bull’s head with
stair and serpent]. The foreground in the early woodcut is composed of battlements
and towers, in front of which are scrolls with text. The woodcut shows the influence
of Schongauer, and is probably a work of the Alsatian school.

13.

CONJUGAL FIDELITY.

A husband, starting on a voyage, confides his wife to the care of a
friend. The lady’s lover is being admitted by her maid at the back door,
before the husband is out of sight. The friend, according to the story,
writes to the husband that he would rather undertake to lead a flight of
locusts out to pasture and bring them back, than be responsible for a
wife’s fidelity.

[170 x 357.] Good, old impression, not very early.
In the inventory of 1837.
An old impression at Gotha has anonymous German verses below, and the address

“ Anthony Formschneider zu Augspurg.” For all that, I believe that the woodcut is
a Nuremberg production, by the same artist as nos. 10 and 12. Anthony Formschneider,
who afterwards appears at Frankfort, was in the habit of buying blocks from other
publishers and reissuing them.

14.

THE SNARE OF THE FOWLER (“DIE EWLEN PAISS”).2

Men with fools’ caps and wings are flying into the snare spread for
them by two young women who are concealed behind an arbour. Three
women are conversing 1., and a group of men r. discuss the scene that they
are watching. Single border.

[168 X 347.] Old impression, on the back of a sheet previously used to print the
copy, by P. S., of Baldung’s Holy Family (Eis. 9).

In the inventory of 1837.

n ^his cut are in Derschau (Becker, D 23 ; for similar subjects, see

15.

MEMENTO MORI.

An elderly man in a short fur-lined mantle, with a skull at his breast,
stands on a tombstone, laid endwise athwart an open grave, and points
with his r. hand to the cavity. Landscape background. Single border.

[155 x 227.] Old impression. On the back is the ornamental design, p. 546, no. 1
In the inventory of 1837.
Ttiere is an early impression at Gotha (Sammelband ii, 54) with German and Latin

text, and the address, “Gedruckt zu Niirnberg, durch Hans Glaser Hinter Sanct
Lorentzen auff dem Platz.”

2
connected with the poem of that name by Hans Sachs, composed in 1553.

•
Poem by Hans Sachs so entitled is dated 9 Feb. 1532. It is on fol. 517 of

vol. i of his collected poems, 1558, and is reprinted, with the woodcut, in “Hans Sachslm Gewande seiner Zeit,” no. 25.

2 K
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16. THREE PEASANT WOMEN.

The first woman walks to r. with a basket on her back, a pitcher in

her 1. hand, a goose under her r. arm and a dog by her side. She meets
a second woman with a mantle over her 1. arm, and a third, wearing a

hat and carrying a rake and sickle.

[136 x 290.] Old, but rather late impression. On the back is the ornamental
design, p. 545, no. 5.

In the inventory of 1837.

There is an early coloured impression at Gotha (Sammelband ii, 194) with the title,

“ Drey arme hausz meyd klage auch,
|

Die yar dinst seind yn hert vn rauch,” four

columns of verses, and the address, “ Anthony Formschneyder zu Augspurg.” {See

no. 13.)

17 . THE WOOD-CARVER.

A sculptor 1. is at work on a wooden figure, roughly blocked out,

which lies across two trestles. Numerous tools lie on the floor. The
sculptor turns round to listen to his wife, who points to another man,
whom two women hold in custody.

[173 x 325.] Old, but rather late impression. On the back is the design for a

bedstead, p. 545, no. 6.

In the inventory of 1837.

18 . FOURTEEN MEN OF VARIOUS TRADES.

The fourteen, who include a Dominican, a baker, a drummer, a glazier,

a card-maker, a smith, a peasant with a flail, a priest, a mendicant friar,

a landsknecht, and others of higher rank, stand in a single row.

[155 x 396.] Old, fairly early impression. On the back is the ornamental design

p. 547, no. 4.

Group C.

—

Woodcuts by various hands. Nos. 19-22.

19. SATIRE AGAINST THE CLERGY.
Nagl. Mon. iii, p. 631, no. 68. Pauli 1431.

A number of priests and monks, with their concubines, in a wood,

surrounded by a net, are being driven by devils towards the jaws of hell

1., in which the Pope presides. Printed from four blocks.

[370 x 495.] Early impression, without the upper margin which should contain

the heading, “ Das Munich vnd Pfaffen Haid, Niemand zu lieb noth (ncch?) zu laid.”

Purchased from Mr. Cohn, 1880.
There is very little in this subject that has even a superficial resemblance to

Beham.

20. A PAIR OF LOVERS.

A young man ,and a girl sit side by side on a bank with a fence

behind it. The man’s violin is on the bank at his side. He places his

1. arm round the girl’s neck, and holds her chin in his r, hand. She has

a wreath of myrtle in her 1. hand.

[202 x 157.] Old, but not early impression ; the border is almost lost. On the

back is the ornamental design, p. 542, no. la.

In the inventory of 1837.

Nothing here, except the subject, is in Beham’s manner. It is, in fact, more
probable that the woodcut belongs to the Augsburg school.
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21 . THE TAILOR AND THE GOAT.

The interior of a tailor’s shop. A woman’s cloak and dress are hanging
up, and a piece of cloth lies spread on a table, with the shears upon it.

In the foreground a he-goat is standing on its hind legs, while the tailor
tries on a man’s short mantle. Under the subject, cut on the same block,
are the verses

:

“ Ich bin ein maister kunstenreich, auf erden lebt nit meins gleich,
wen ich eim mach ein mantel oder ein rock, so springt alsz bait

daraus ein bock.”
At the sides, also on the same block, are two panels of white ornament

on a black ground.

[148 x 133.] Late impression
; watermark, a fortified gate.

Purchased from Mr. Cohn, 1880.
A drawing of this subject, by H. S. Beham, is at Dresden (Woermann, ii, 9) but the

composition is different. The woodcut resembles in technique some of the rough
woodcuts of lovers, etc., designed by Beham, and may perhaps be founded on a sketch
by him, but the ornament and the word “ maister ” suggest Augsburg.

22. TWO PEASANTS. P. iy, 85, 200. A. 255. S. 301. Pauli 1444.

A man in a wide-brimmed hat carries a cheese or piece of butter,
marked with a cross. An old woman by his side r. carries in her 1. hand
a basket of eggs. To 1. the stump of a tree. Single border.

[286 x 220.] Old impression.
Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.
This belongs to a series of caricatures, produced partly at Nuremberg, partly at

Augsburg, which have been wrongly attributed to Beham. An early impression of
this subject, at Gotha, has the date 1521 and address, “Niirnberg. H. Guldenmundt.”

2 K 2
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VII.—WOLF TRAUT.

Wolf (Wolfgang) Traut, painter, engraver and draughtsman on

wood
;
son of Hans Traut, a native of Spires, who worked at Nurem-

berg
;

1 date of birth unknown

;

2 painted his chief work, the altarpiece

of Artelshofen, now in the Bavarian National Museum at Munich, in

1514; illustrated books, from 1506 onwards, for Hieronymus Holzel,

Johann Weissenburger, and occasionally for other printers; d.

unmarried in 1520.

Authorities :

—

Neudorfer, “ Nachrichten,” ed. Lochner, 1875, p. 136.

Kiefhaber, “Nachrichten zur Geschichte der freien Reichstadt
Niirnberg,” 1803, p. 152.

Nagler, K.-L. xix, 51, and Mon. v, 180, no. 900.

W. Schmidt, Pepert. f. Kunstw. xi, 353 ;
xii, 300 ;

xvi, 307 ;
and

Chronik /. vervielfalt. Kunst, 1891, iv, 9, 57.

S. Laschitzer, Jahrb. d. kunsthist. Samml. d. allerh. Kaiserhauses
,

1888, viii, 78-80.

G. Hager, Kunstckronik, 1889, xxiv, 579, 597.

R. Muther, “ Hallisches Heiligthumsbuch vom Jahre 1520” (no.

13 of Hirth’s “ Liebhaber-Bibliothek ”), Munich, 1889.

H. Thode, “ Die Malerschule von Niirnberg,” Frankfort, 1891,

p. 272.

G. von Terey, “ Cardinal Albrecht von Brandenburg und das
Halle’sche Heiligthumsbuch von 1520,” Strassburg, 1892,

pp. 85-106.

R. Muther, note on pi. 60 in Hirth’s “ Meister-Holzschnitte,”

Munich, 1893.

E. Flechsig, “ Cranachstudien. Erster Teil,” Leipzig, 1 900, pp.
179-195.

P. Redlich, “Cardinal Albrecht von Brandenburg und das Neue
Stift zu Halle,” Mainz, 1900, p. 243.

Traut is an artist of mediocre taste and accomplishment, whose
works, though often dated, are rarely signed, and have consequently

fallen into oblivion. He signed one picture, the Artelshofen altar-

piece; one engraving (P. iv, 173, 1); and three woodcuts, of the

years 1514, 1516 and 1520. The engraving has not much character,

1 A large drawing of St. Sebastian, certified as the work of Hans Traut by a note
in Durer’s handwriting, is preserved in the university library at Erlangen. See Hager,
loc. cit. 601 ; Thode, op. cit. 103, 272.

2 G. Hager (Kunstchronik

,

xxiv, 600, note 3) infers that he was born about 1490
from the fact, recorded by Neudorfer, that he was an intimate friend, almost like a
brother, of Hermann Vischer. Their friendship does not necessarily imply equality
of age.
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but the picture, and still more the woodcuts, have marked peculiarities,

which, when once observed and remembered, give a clue by which
unsigned works can be recognised. Some of these peculiarities have
been described by Laschitzer. I would call attention to certain

others. In landscape, besides some four or five types of tree which
recur frequently in his work, Traut has quite his own way of drawing
grass and certain foreground plants. He often introduces a chapel
with a trilateral apse. If he draws the interior of a church he
never fails to attach a fringe of a certain pattern, with tassels,

to the end of the altar-cloth. He is fond of simple geometrical
patterns and diapers, the most typical examples of which are to be
found in the borders to the Passion series of 1510. Walls in shadow
are covered with bold parallel strokes, slanting from 1. to r. or, less

often, from r. to 1. A similar method of shading occurs in other

places, and cross-hatching is avoided as much as possible. Faces are

modelled on the same principle, with parallel lines, and he is fond of

shading one side of a brow with slanting strokes. Angels wear long,

clinging robes, with double folds hanging from the girdle (an arrange-

ment of the drapery most clearly exemplified by the female supporter

of the Scheurl and Tucher arms, no. 10). Traut is unusually fond of

dating his cuts, and often frames them in a double border of which
the outer line is much the widest.

Almost all the woodcuts that I have hitherto been able to

attribute to Traut are described or mentioned in the following

catalogue, which is far more complete than any hitherto published.

The attribution of certain subjects to this artist may appear capricious

and ill-founded to those who have not made themselves acquainted
with his peculiarities by prolonged study of his illustrations. The
bad cutting of the majority makes the recognition of his design more
difficult.

On the analogy of the woodcuts, I attribute to Traut the altar-

piece with triple wings over the high altar in the chapel of St. John
in St. John’s Churchyard at Nuremberg, which bears an inscription

recording the death of Fritz Holzschuher in 1511 and of his wife in

1521. The painting appears to be of the former date
;

it contains a

Nativity corresponding to the woodcut of the same year (P. 265), and
copies of Durer’s two woodcuts, the Death of St. John the Baptist

and the Feast of Herodias, of 1510. The altarpiece also contains a

copy of Schongauer’s engraving of the Baptism of Christ. Such
plagiarisms, as we shall see, occur several times in Traut’s work.

Traut’s characteristic grass, trees and chapel with an apse all occur

on the picture at Nuremberg.
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Another work, not generally recognised, that I attribute (with

Dr. Giehlow) to Traut is the cycle of seven drawings of the life of

St. Benedict, dispersed among the following collections : Berlin,

Brunswick (Blasius collection), Darmstadt, London, Munich, Paris,

Vienna (Albertina). See Schonbrunner and Meder, “Handzeich-
nungen alter Meister,” Bd. v. The heads, above all in the Paris and
Brunswick drawings, are characteristic. The method of drawing
foliage shows that the date is early, probably before 1510.

BOOKS ILLUSTRATED BY TRAUT.

A

—

In the Department op Prints and Drawings.

1. [BONAVENTURA.] Die Legend des heyligen vatters Eran-

|

cisci. Nach der beschreybung des En-
|

gelischen Lerers Bonauenture.
H. Holzel for Caspar Rosenthaler, Nuremberg, 7 April, 1512; 4to.

(Muther 1164.)

The cuts, representing the Life of St. Francis, were first recognised as the work of
Traut by W. Schmidt (Repertorium ,

xii, 301). They illustrate every characteristic of
his style. A few are dated, but none are signed. All have a double border, of which
the outer line is thicker than the inner. The dimensions, when not otherwise given,
are c. 81 x 101.

(1) Title-page (repeated M ii v., O ii v.). St. Francis receiving the stigmata, 1511
[137 X 113]. Repr. in Leighton’s cat., Pt. 3, London, 1902.

(2) A i v. (repeated A iv v.). St. Francis standing [152 x 115]. Repr. in the
present catalogue, pi. 15.

(3) A v v. A man of Assisi spreads his mantle before St. Francis.

(4) A vi v. St. Francis dreams of armour marked with the sign of the cross.

(5) A vii r. St. Francis dismounts from his horse to embrace a leper.

(6) A viii r. Christ on the cross appears to St. Francis while he prays.

(7) A viii v. St. Francis exchanges his own clothes for a beggar’s rags. Repr. in
Baer’s cat., 461 (Frankfort, 1897).

(8) B i r. St. Francis is bidden to rebuild the house of God.
(9) B ii v. St. Francis, in presence of the bishop, strips off his clothes and gives

them to his father, whose inheritance he renounces. Repr. in Leighton’s cat., Pt. 3,

1902.

(10) B iii v. St. Francis, wearing a peasant’s cloak with the sign of the cross, is

attacked by robbers in a wood.
(11) B iv r. St. Francis helps to rebuild the church of St. Damian.
(12) Civ. St. Francis, on hearing the Gospel read (Mark vi, 8), lays aside shoes,

staff and scrip, and girds himself with a cord.

(13) C ii v. The priest, Silvester, dreams of a dragon threatening the city of Assisi,
but driven away by a golden cross proceeding from the mouth of St. Francis.

(14) C iii r. (repeated D ii v., K i r.). The Lord reveals to St. Francis in a vision
the future of his order.

(15) C iii v. St. Francis exhorts the seven members of his order to cast their care
upon the Lord.

(16) C iv v. St. Francis, standing under a tall tree, is miraculously enabled to reach
the top and bend it.

(17) D ii r, The Pope dreams of St, Francis propping up the Lateran with bis
back.
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WOLF TRAUT
St, Francis of Assisi
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Another work, not generally recognised, that I attribute (with

Dr. iehlow) to Traut is the cycle of seven drawings of the life of

- Benedict* dispersed among the following collections: Berlin.

iek (B collection), Darmstadt, London, Munich, ParD,
V nua (Alberti i). Sec Schonbrunner and Meder, “Handzeich-
nungen alter Meister,” Bd. v. The heads, above all in the Paris and
Brunswick drawings, are characteristic. The method of drawing

BOOKS ILLUSTRATED BY TRAUT.

A

—

In the Department op Prints and Drawings.

1. D '

. \ Die Legend Aes heyligen vatters Fran-

|

cisci. ISTaeh der beschreybun^ des Eu-
|

gelischen Lerers Bonauenture.
H. Holzel for Caspar RoHennmllr^

A
^Nuremberg, 7 April, 1512; 4to.

(Muther 1164.)(Muther 1164.) TUAST ^JOW

The outs. ? '•; - •mH'ek i ifCBtR • first recognised as the work of
Tract, by W. Schmidt ( llerm-toriunx, xii, 301). Thev illustrate every oharacteristt -T

’na style. A few a-rc dated, bir oue are sig d. All have a double harder, of which
the outer line is thicker than the inner The dinunakma, who mt. otherwise given,
are t SI x 101.

[137 x 1 131 Repr. in Leighton’d cat., Pt. 3, London, 1002.

(2) A v. (r A iv v.). St. Francis standing [152 x 115]. Repr. in the
present catalogue, pi. 15.

(3) A v v. A nan of Assisi spr-ada his mantle befovt St. Francis.

(4) A vi v. St. Francis dreams of armour marked with the sign of tlie cross.

(5) A vii r. St. Francis dismounts from his hm •• ;<>

(6) A viii r. Christ on the cross app a to ID Franc while he prays.

(7) A viii v. St. Francis oxchangos his own clothes for a beggar’s rags. Repr. In
Baer’s oat., 461 (Frankfort, 1897).

(8) B i r. St. Francis i* hidden to rebuild the house of God.
(9) R ii v. St. Francis, in presence of the bishop, strips off his clothes and gives

them to his father, whose inheritance he renounces. Repr. in Leighton’s cat., Pt. 8,
1902.

(10)

B i \ 'ranois, wearing a peasant’s cloak with the sign of the cross, is

at"*.- (1 by i- ibt*e!s iu a wood.
til) B iv r. Francis helps to rebuild the church of 8t. Damian.
(12) C i ncis, on hearing the Gospel read (Mark vi, 8), lays aside shoes,

staff Hud s r utv ;:^is hin .; If witi, a cord.
'

but driven away by a golden cross proceeding from the mouth of Si

(14) C iii l (repeated D ii v., K i r.). The Lord reveal* . Francis in a vision
the future of his order.

(151 C iii v. St. Francis exhorts the soven men- ors of rder to cast their can-

(16) Civ v. St. Francis, standing under a tall tree, is nu • ulously enabled to reach
the top and bend it.

(17) I) ii r. The Pope dreams of St, Francis proppin *.p the Lateran with his
back-
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(18) D iii v. The brothers behold a vision of St. Francis in a fiery chariot.

(19) D iv v. St. Francis delivers the rule to the three orders of his foundation.

(20) D vi r. The poet Pacificus visits St. Francis at San Severino and sees two
swords in the form of a cross before the saint as he preaches.

(21) D vii r. While St. Antony is preaching on the title over the cross, Monaldus
sees a vision of St. Francis in the air with outspread arms.

(22) D viii v. St. Francis crucifying the flesh and its lusts.

(23) E i v. St. Francis tempted by the devil. A brother sees him by moonlight
naked, making seven balls of snow.

(24) E iv r. St. Francis, when ill, desires to hear the harp
;
an angel plays to him.

(25) Fir. St. Francis, in remorse for infringing the strictness of his penance, puts
a rope round his neck and stands, nearly naked, in the pillory.

(26) F iii r. A brother beholds in a vision the throne of one of the fallen angels
reserved in heaven for St. Francis.

(27) F iv v. St. Francis sends Silvester to drive away the devils who were stirring

up sedition at Arezzo.

(28) G i r. St. Francis assaulted by devils in the house of the Cardinal of Santa
Croce.

(29) G ii v. St. Francis exhorting to poverty by precept and example.

(30) G iv r. St. Francis, travelling with a brother near Bari, finds a pouch by the

way. The brother, thinking it to be full of gold, takes it up, in spite of the warning of

St. Francis, and finds a snake in it.

(31) G iv v. Three women greet St. Francis with the salutation, “ Welcome, Lady
Poverty.” Repr. in Leighton’s cat., Pt. 3, 1902.

(32) G vi v. While St. Francis is travelling in the height of summer, the owner
of the ass on which he rides suffers from thirst, and water gushes out of the rock at the

prayer of the saint.

(33) G vii v. The mutual love of St. Francis and the animals.

(34) H iii r. (repeated L i v.). St. Francis preaching to men and birds.

(35) I i r. St. Francis praying with arms outstretched.

(36) I iii v. St. Francis and Brother Illuminatus in presence of the Sultan challenge

his priests to step into the fire in defence of their faith.

(37) K ii r. St. Francis assailed by devils.

(38) K iv r. St. Francis singing the Gospel at Christmas.

(39) K v r. St. Francis, sitting on a bed, instructs five hearers on their knees.

(40) L iii v. St. Francis preaching to a great fish.

(41) N i r. The water in which the saint has washed his wounded hands and feet

cures sheep, oxen, and other animals, of a pestilence.

(42) N i v. St. Francis and an ass-driver spend a wintry night under the shelter of

a rock
;
after a touch of the saint’s hand his companion feels the cold no more.

(43) N iv r. St. Francis, nigh unto death, lies on the bare ground, surrounded by
the brothers of his order. 1511.

(44) N vii v. The body of St. Francis is carried into Assisi
;
Hieronymus convinces

himself of the reality of the stigmata ;
St. Clara and her nuns salute the body

;

Gregory IX canonises St. Francis [152 X 114].

(45) O iv r. St. Francis convinces Gregory IX in a dream of the reality of the

wound in his side. 1512.

(46) P i v. St. Francis heals the grievous wounds of one John at Lerida.

(47) P iii v. A dead woman near Benevento is permitted, by the intercession of

St. Francis, to come to life and confess her sins to a priest.

(48) It iii v. St. Francis appears, with three of his departed followers, to a

blind brother, Robert, at Naples, and cuts away a growth which had deprived him
of sight.

(49) R iv r. A blind woman recovers her sight at the elevation of the Host on the

feast day of St. Francis.

(50) S ii r. A deaf and dumb lad is restored to speech and hearing. 1512. The
word amen beside the date probably indicates that this was the last subject that the

artist finished.

(51) V i v. A rosary. Within the circle St. Francis is being conducted by an
angel into the presence of Christ, who says to him, “ Francisbe, grosse ding hast du
begert Aber vii grosserer pist du werdt.” 1511 [154 x 115].

A fine copy of the book, with the cuts very clearly printed, from the library of

William Morris, whose bookplate is inserted.

Purchased from Messrs. J. and J. Leighton, 1903,
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2. [PFINTZING.] Die geuerlicheiten vnd einsteils
|

der geschichten
des loblichen streyt

|

paren vnd hochberumbten helds
|

vnd Ritters herr
Tewrdannckhs. H. Schonsperger, Nuremberg, 1517

;
fol.

Two cuts' in this edition were first recognised as the work of Traut by S. Laschitzer,
Jahrb. d. hunsthist. Samml. d. allerh. Kaiserhauses, viii, 78. The attribution has found
universal acceptance.

(1) No. 40. Theuerdank (Maximilian), hunting a stag with a hound in leash,
narrowly escapes being dragged down a precipice by winding the leash round a tree
and so checking the hound. Unfalo, who has contrived this peril, stands in the fore-
ground r. with Ehrenhold, the good genius of the hero, behind him [160 x 143]. On
paper.

For the stag, cf. no. 1 (31, 39).

(2) No. 79. Theuerdank in peril of being shot in a skirmish. Ehrenhold stands in
the foreground 1., Neidelhart, the enemy, r. [158 x 140]. On vellum.

Traut’s characteristic bushes may be observed in the background and middle
distance.

An imperfect vellum copy of the first edition, with the missing leaves supplied
from a paper copy.

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

3. [PFINTZING.] Der Aller-Durchleuchtigste Ritter, Oder die
. . . Abentheuer . . . des . . . Heldens Maximiliani I . . . wie solche
von . . . Melchior Pfinzing . . . vor mehr als anderhalb hundert Jahren
. . . unter dem Nahmen Theuer-Danck zu offentlichem Druck befordert,
etc. (42 lines). Ulm, zu finden bey Matthao Schultes. Druckts Matthaus
Wagner, 1679 ;

fob

On this edition, see Laschitzer, Jahrbuc\ viii, 114. It should contain, in addition to
116 of the original woodcuts (omitting nos. 109, 117), impressions of six blocks not used
in the old editions. One of these, no. 123 (repr. Jalirbuch

, p. 78), is by Traut. The
present copy, however, is imperfect, ending at the one hundred and fourteenth figure.

Doubtful Works.

4.

[HROSYITA.] Opera Hrosvite, Nuremberg, printed for the
Sodalitas Celtica, 1501

;
fol. (Muther 458.)

I am inclined to attribute to Traut the five woodcuts in this book which are not by
purer. There is no positive proof that he designed them, but they have certain features
in common with certified works of Traut’s maturity which encourage me in thinking
that they are productions of his youth. I would instance, especially, the architecture”
the chapel with its three-sided apse in no. (3) ; the lozenge-shaped panes of glass in
nos. (1), (3), (4) and (5); the avoidance of cross-hatching; the drawing of the eyes, as
compared with the cut in “ Speculum Passionis,” which I attribute with more confidence
to Traut (compare, especially, the head of the turbaned monarch in no. (5) with that
of the apostle in the foreground 1. in the later cut; the same form of nimbus also
occurs in both books). Those who accept the hypothesis that Traut was born about
1490 will, of course, reject my attribution.

The woodcuts [220 x 146] illustrate six prose comedies by the Saxon nun, Roswitha
(see p. 261).

(1) The Baptism of Gallicanus.

(2) The Martyrdom of Agapis, Chionia and Irene, who refused the solicitations of
Dulcicius.

(3) St. John reviving Drusiana and Callimachus, who was bitten by a serpent.

(4) Abraham and Mary (also used for the fifth comedy, Paphnutius and Thais).
(5) Sapientia mourning for her daughters, Fides, Spes and Charitas, martyred

under Hadrian.
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5. [P1NDER.] Speculum Passionis domini nostri Ihesu christi.
Printed for Ulrich Pinder, Nuremberg, 30 Aug. 1507 ; fol. (Muther 897.)

-.A attribute to Traut, not without hesitation, one woodcut in this volume, markedly
ditterent from the rest, which are for the most part by Schaufelein, a few by Baldung.
JLhe peculiar style of this cut is noticed by Muther, who names it the Cursing of the
r ig-treG.

(1) Fol. xxi v. Christ and the Apostles on the way to Gethsemane [235 x 160].

mi * !
ls wo°ucut Traut’s characteristic manner of drawing trees begins to appear.

The features of St. Peter and of the apostle behind him (in profile to r.) anticipate
certain types in the large woodcut of the Confraternity of St. Ursula (p 517, no. 12)
which I regard as an indisputable work of Traut.

Reproductions.

Liebhaber-Bibliothek alter Illustratoren in Facsimile-Reproduction,
xm Bandchen. Hallisches Heiligthumsbuch vom Jahre 1520. Hirth,
Munich and Leipzig, 1889

; 4to.

,.,T
his contains a selection (86) of the 237 woodcuts of the rare original

51
™“' this selection the following numbers are by Traut: 4, 8, 9, 11-13, 17,

24-29, 32-o4, 56-60, 62-63, 68-73, 75-77, 82-85, 88. No. 27 reproduces one of
tue three woodcuts that Traut signed with his monogram.

B.—In the Department of Printed Books.

1. [EMANUEL.] Yon der vnkristenlichen handlug so der Kunig
von Portigal wider das unschuldig plut der kristen . . . zu Lisswona
geubt hat. (J. Weissenburger, Nuremberg, 1506—7) : 4to. Panzer,
“ Annalen,” i, 273, 568.

Woodcuts on both sides of the title-page
(1) In the foreground r. two monks are being burnt in the presence of King

Kmanuel
; m the background three gallows, from one of which the body has fallen.

(2) in the foreground 1. the bodies of two Jews are burning in presence of a group
ol spectators headed by a Dominican

; in the background a group of four men near a
door; two women conversing; two men, one kneeling, before an altar, over which a
crucifix is erected, with a mirror on its breast. A newly converted Jew, who refused
to believe m the miraculous properties of this mirror, had been murdered by women
and burnt outside the church of St. Dominic; this led to the general massacre of
Jews tor which King Emanuel punished the people of Lisbon. These events are
described m a separate work, “ Yon dem christeliche

|
Stryt, kiirtzlich geschehen zu

Lissbona, etc.
’ &

T
J
e illustrations [single border, 95 x 96] are badly cut, and it is difficult to recognise

Iraut s work, i he figure behind the king in (1) is characteristic
;
so is the architecture

with its shading in bold, parallel strokes. The same woodcutter was evidently
employed on other blocks used by Weissenburger (e.g . in nos. 5, 6, below, also no. 13)Compare with these woodcuts the figures to r. on fol. lx of Pinder’s “ Speculum
intellectual,” no. 7 (3).

2. [LOCHER.] Continentur . In hoc opusculo a Jacobo Locher
Philomuso facili Syntaxi concinnato. Yitiosa sterilis Mule ad musam
. . . Comparatio, etc. J. Weissenburger, Nuremberg, 16 Dec. 1506*
4to.

cuts
’
of various dimensions and unequal merit, which I attribute

without hesitation to Traut. Among his works already recognised the nearest in style
to these is the frontispiece to « Strabi Fuldensis Hortulus ” (see p. 508, no. 14).
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(1) A ii v. The Muses in a garden
;
a poet is being crowned by Calliope [118 x 108].

Better than the rest.

(2) A iii r. A spectacled theologian catches a mule’s dung in a sieve [82 x 108].

Observe the grass.

(3) B vi r. The author, with his escutcheon before him, addresses a prayer to

“ Jupiter,” who holds three arrows (c/. Schreiber’s “ Pestblatter,” passim) [99 x 108],

Locher’s head may be compared with that of the seated man r. in Bonaventura,

woodcut no. 25 (F i r.).

(4) C iii v., iv r. The triumphal car of theology [173 x 270].

(5) C vi v. Five divines threshing straw [105 x 102].

(6) E vii v. The poet’s dog, Scaramella, guards his master’s book from fools and
rats [99 X 107].

3. [LITURGIES.] Yade mecum. Missale Itineratium. H. Holzel,

Nuremberg, 24 Sept. 1507 ;
4to. (Panzer, vii, 445, 40.)

The three cuts in the Canon appear to be by Traut, the chief illustrator of Holzel’s

books. The presence of a date in the first cut, and the shape of the numerals, suggest

his hand
;
the Virgin may be compared with nos. 3 and 4 (p. 513) ; but a more striking

resemblance is that of St. John here and on the tenth small scene of the Passion in

P. iii, 206, 265. See also St. John in the Crucifixion of the Passau Missal of 1514.

(1) D iii v. Christ on the cross, between Mary and John
; the Magdalen kneels

behind the cross, looking up; at the foot of the cross a skull, and the date 1507.

Single border [151 X 98].

(2) D iv r. Initial T, black on ornamental ground, shaded obliquely
; 1. a bird,

r. a man [34 x 28].

(3) D vii r. Head of Christ, crowned with thorns ;
no border [26 x 41].

3a. Copies of all three cuts, in the same direction, occur in the very

similar edition of the “Yade Mecum,” printed by Wolfgang Huber,

22 August, 1510.

The Crucifixion is dated 1510, instead of 1507. At the end of the book is the same
Rosary cut as was used in (Nicolai) “ Tractatus de Confraternitate de decern Ave Maria,”

printed by Holzel, 1513.

4. [AYISAMENTUM.] Auisamentu de concubinarijs no absoluedis,

etc. (by J. Wimpfeling). H. Holzel, Nuremberg, 12 Nov. 1507.

(Panzer, vii, 445, 41.)

One illustration, on title-page, coarsely cut, in the style of the illustrations to

Loclier, 1506, and certainly by the same artist. A devil holds up a mirror to a whore
sitting in a grassy field ;

another devil runs up from 1. with two hounds in leash. Single

border [53 X 98].

5. [PRIESTS.] De cotinentia sacerdotu. J. Weissenburger, Nurem-
berg, 18 June, 1510, 4to. (Panzer, vii, 448, 64.)

One cut, on title-page, clearly by Traut, though not well cut (cf. p. 511, no. 1, cut

by a different hand). The Virgin r. and St. Anne 1. hold the Child Jesus standing

between them. Two flying angels support a brocaded hanging behind him. Leaf
ornament in upper corners. Double border [103 X 81].

6. [CAPREOLUS.] De confirmatione christiane fidei. J. Weissen-

burger, Nuremberg, 1510; 4to. (Panzer, vii, 448, 65.)

Cut (not signed) on title-page. The Infant Christ on a cushion, holding the

instruments of the Passion, and the four Evangelists, each in a separate medallion.

Single border [128 x 98].

This cut had been used in 1509 (“ Manuaie parrochialium sacerdotum,” Muther 1205).
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It was used in many later books printed by Weissenburger both at Nuremberg and
Landshut. 1 In drawing it is nearest to no. 2 (4) above ; in cutting, to no. 1.

7.

[PINDER.] Speculum intellectuale felicitatis humane. (H. Holzel,
Nuremberg), 1510; 4to. (Panzer, ix, 543, 70b.)

Cuts (not signed). (1) On title-page of “Registrant speculi,” etc., portrait of
brederick III of Saxony, to whom the work is dedicated, three-quarter face to 1.,
looking upward, arms resting on a ledge ; in the upper corners the arms of Saxony.
Single border [136 x 135].

J

This woodcut was attributed by Bartsch (vii, 296, 135) to Cranach, but it is not
mentioned by Schuchardt. It is a fairly close copy in reverse of the engraving of 1509
(Sch. 3, Lippm. 59), but the position of the hands is different. (See Flechsig, “ Cranach-
studien,” 1900, i, 51.)

,
^ie ^tie-page of the work itself (repeated, fol. xviii v.) a diagram of

the spheres
; above, in clouds, the Almighty and angels

; below, Christ and the apostles ;

in the spandrels, the arms of Saxony [155 x 115].
Coarsely cut

’ httle landscape in the middle is characteristic of Traut
Modern impression .in Derschau, B 3. The four narrow strips of ornament placed
round this cut are probably also by Traut

; they resemble the borders to his Passion
series of 1510.

(3) Fol lx r. A man reposing near a fountain
; a doctor conversing with an artisan

[48 x 134].

(4) Fol. lxxvi v. Seven mirrors with inscriptions
; r. and 1. roses ; above, the arms

ot Saxony supported by lions
;
below two angels, the one to 1. quite characteristic of

Traut, as is also the grass [137 x 137].
The other illustrations are repeated from the “ Beschlossen Gart,” 1505.

8.

[PINDER.] Compendium breve de bone valitudinis cura. (H.
Holzel, Nuremberg, 1510); fol.

(Bound up with the preceding work, and forming a continuation of it, with distinct
foliation). Title-page, r. and v., portrait of Frederick HI, 7 (1), repeated.

9. [PINDER.] Speculum Phlebothomye. (H. Holzel, Nuremberg,
1510) ; fol. (A continuation of the two preceding works.)

On back of title-page (repeated, d i v.), portrait of Frederick III, with date 1510 on
a leaf of paper; round arch in background; Saxon arms in spandrels [127 x 97].
formerly attributed to Cranach, B. vii, 296, 134; Sch. 166; copy in reverse of the
engraving of 1509, Sch. 3, Lippm. 59. (See Flechsig, op cit., p. 52.)

10. [HENRY II, EMPEROR.] Dye legend vnd leben des heylige
sandt Keyser Heinrichs, etc. J. Pfeyl, Bamberg, 1511; 4to. (Muther
671.)

Ten woodcuts, not signed, each in a double border [93 x 90]. They are closely
akin to the illustrations of the life of St. Francis, but are not so well cut.

(1) A i v. (repeated B ii v., G viii v.). Henry and Kunigunda sit 1. watching the
erection of Bamberg Cathedral; on a stone r. the date 1511.

(2) A iii v. (repeated C viii v., E i r.). The Coronation of Henry.

1
e.g. Manuale parrocliialium sacerdotum 1 March, 1512 Nuremberg.

Elucidarius dyalogicus theologie 26 March, 1512
Cura pastoralis 18 April, 15 13] !.!!.!!!

”

Manuale parrochialium sacerdotum 22 December, 1513 Landshut
Christi gesta 24 April, 1514 „Manuale parrochialium sacerdotum 26 July, 1514
Cura pastoralis s.a.
Passio domini ... ab Henrico de Firmatia explanata s.a. ”

The last book is mentioned, and the present cut is described, by Nagler, Mon. v.
no. 902 (end).

’ * * * *
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(3) A v r. Henry defeats the heathen Bohemians and Poles by the aid of

SS. George, Laurence, and Adrian.

(4) C v v. (repeated H ii v.). Kunigunda pays the workmen who are building the

church of St. Stephen that she has founded at Bamberg.

(5) F ii y. Henry on bis deathbed.

(6) H iii v. Kunigunda superintends the building of a Benedictine nunnery at

Kauffen.

(7) H v r. The Devil brings Kunigunda under suspicion of unchastity.

(8) H vi v. The Ordeal of Kunigunda ( see repr. in this catalogue). A repetition,

on a reduced scale, of a much better woodcut by Traut himself, dated 1509, on a broad-

side printed by Holzel, of which two impressions are preserved at Munich (see p. 511).

(9) I i v. Kunigunda enters a religious house.

(10) I vi v. The body of Kunigunda is borne to Bamberg and buried in the

cathedral ; a cripple visits her tomb to be cured.

11. [BIBLE.] Apologia Sacre scripture. H. Holzel, Nuremberg,
16 Dec. 1511 ;

4to. (Panzer, vii, 449, 72.)

(1) On title-page, The woman clothed with the sun, and the seven-headed dragon ;

reduced copy, in the same direction, of Diirer, B. 71. Double border [143 x 105].

Characteristic plant and tuft of grass in the foreground.

(2) St. Jerome, P. iii, 182,188 (Traut? see p. 357, where the later books that contain
this woodcut are enumerated).

12. [LITURGIES.] Missale Pataviense. J. Winterburger, Vienna,
13 May, 1512; fol. (Panzer, ix, 11, 59.)

This copy contains, inserted before the Canon, a heavily coloured impression on
vellum of the Crucifixion by Traut, dated 1514, which belongs to the Passau Missal
printed by J. Gutknecht at Nuremberg in 1514. (Muther 1150.)

1 3. [STATUTA. ]
Statuta sinodalia et provincialia provincie Gneznen .,

Posznen., Wratislauieii. Cracovieii., etc. H. Holzel for F. Klosze of

Breslau, Nuremberg, 22 May, 1512 ; 4to.

One cut, unsigned, on title-page. The arms of the diocese of Breslau (c/. Sibmaclier,

ed. Hefner, Bd. i, Abth. 5, Taf. 104), surmounted by mitre and crozier, with the patrons

of Breslau, SS. John the Baptist and Hedwig, as supporters; below, two smaller

escutcheons, of which that to r. bears the arms of John V. Thurzo, Bishop of Breslau,

1506-1520 (ibid. Taf. 110); below these a lion couchant, flanked by two yet smaller

escutcheons. Double border [143 x 100]. Resembles the illustration to no. 5 in

cutting.

14. [STRABO.] Strabi Fuldensis monachi . . . Hortulus. J. Weis-
senburger, Niirnberg, 9 July, 1512 ;

4to. (Panzer, vii, 451, 83; Muther
1211, repr. Taf. 214.)

(1) On title-page, four women in a garden; outside the gate a naked man
[100 x 128]. cf. Schmidt, Repertorium, xii, 302.

(2) On the last leaf, recto, two angels supporting an escutcheon with the printer’s

mark of Weissenburger
; no border [53 x 93]. cf. Schmidt, ibid. 1

1 This mark, which I regard as a certain work of Traut’s, by comparison with the
three saints in the Passau Missal of 1514, was also used in the following books printed
by Weissenburger at Nuremberg :

—

[JESUS CHRIST.] Warhafftig Sag von dem Rock Jesu Christi, 1512. (Muther
1210.)

[SCHEURL.] Epistola ad Charitatem Pirchameram, 20 January, 1513. (Panzer,
vii, 453, 94.)

[QUERCU.] Simon de Quercu, Opusculum Musices, 1513. (Panzer, vii, 454, 101.)
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( A Henry defeat tho heathen Bohemians and Poles by the aid of
88. Go- r/o, Laurence, and Adrian.

(4) c v v ( repeated U v .). Kuniguuda pays the workmen who are building the
!. of >t. Stephen tha he has founded at Bamberg.

( i i v. J ! . his deathbed.

(»5) II iii v. Kvi ida superintends the building of a Benedictine nunnery at

Kauffen.

(7) II v r. !’ Devil brings Kuniguuda under suspicion of unchastity.

(8) II vi v. the Ordeal of Kuniguuda (*ce repr. iu this cirtlogue), A repetition,

' .vii •
1

• it*, of a much hotter •••,- odcut by Traut himself, dated 1509, on a broad-

I i . X K migunda enters it dig;. .us house.

(10) I vijv Tl* body vui da h to Bam-: an! buried in foe
:

: ""
ipph. visits her tomb to be cured.

11. [BIBLE.] Apologia Sucre scripture. H. Ilolzel, Nuremberg,
.16 Dec. 1511 ; 4to. (Panzer, vii, 449, 72.)

! : On title-page. The woman clothed with the sun, and the seven-headed dragon ;

reduced copy, m the same direction, of Diirer, B. 71. Double border [143 x 105].

'

this woodcut are enumerated).

r.:. KGIES.] Mi* ,:J.: Pataviens J. Winterburger, Vienna,
15 May, 1512; fol. (Panzer, ixyiM,3.79j)R

TU’ASX ^JOW ’ chjured impression on

Adm/omu* rg'^b'jA&bftO aslT 0.)

"T Vi 1.5 i

PoszneiL, Wratislauieii. Cracovj H.
Breslau, Nuremberg, 22 May, 1512 ;

4fco.

me cut, unsigned, on title-page. The arras of the diocese of Breslau (cf. Sibraacker,

erf Breslau, SS. John tin Baptist and Hedwlg, *ap|; . t i U?r

.

1506-1520 (ibid. Taf. H t); below two yet smaller

escutcheons. Double ru [143 x lb »les the illustration to no. 5 iu

cutting.

’

senburger, Nttrnberg, 9 July, 1512 ;
4to. (Panzer, vii, 451, 83; Muther

1211, repr. Taf. 214.)

(i: u title-;.-.'. •. four women in a garden; outside the gate a naked man
[100 ; 28], cf. Iiuiidt, Repertorium, xii, 302.

(.2) On the last leaf, recto, two angels supporting an escutcheon with the printer’s

mark of Wcissonburger ; no border [53 x 98]. cf. Schmidt e id}

1 This mark, which I regard as a certain work of Trant's, by comparison with the

three naim n the Pa . au Missal of 1514, was also n c 1 in the following books printed
by Weissenburger at Nuremberg :

—

[JESUS CHRIST.] Warliafftig Sag von dem Rock Jesu Chriati, 1512. (Muther
.

[SCHEUBL.] Epistola ad Ckaritatem Pirehamoratu, 20 January, 1513. (Panzer,
vii, 453, 94.)

[QUElu U.] Simon do Quercu, Opusculum Musioes, 1513. (Panzer, vii, 454, 101.)
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15
* [ARS.] Ars moriendi. J. Weissenburger, Nuremberg. 1512 *

4to. (Panzer, vii, 451, 85.)
9

One cut only by Traut. On recto of last leaf (0 iv), St. Michael weighing souls
r
”
^ng a balance in his 1. hand, a sword in his r. hand An angel i

othera in a boili,,s cauldron and in a

TT It
0

',^IS0LAJ ] T^actatus de Confraternitate . De dece Aue Maria.
•H. Holzel, Nuremberg, 1513 ; 4to. (Panzer ix, 545, 92b.)

QT1

r *

.

Tbe Rosary
; outside it, in the upper corners, the Mass of St. Gregoryand Stigmatisation of St. Francis

; m the lower corners a group of clergy 1 laity rthree men and three women in the middle. Single border ("130 x 961
8Y ’’ Y ’

Roughly cut, in the manner of the St. Michael (no. 15); clearly from a design bv

VnlUM Cr iaP
n°?i

the original block
; it is from the same block as the Rosary in

usedAn^ w!t°T
15

i

10
f ?

lth
!
r the S

T
ame Kosary or one almost identical with it wasused m Sancte Ursule fratermtas. Impressum per . . . Fridericu Peypus : in domo

Sbl£thek
B
)

mder, medlCU Nm'nbergensia
’ A“no xiii”; 4to. (Frankfurt, Stadt-

by
(
^
0t by Tl belong

7

s t0 the interesting series describedoy w . v. fceidlitz in Jahro. d. 1c. preuss. Kunstsammlungen
,
vi, 27-28.

,
1
t

Pin freye Lobsagung Gay. Pliny des andern : vondem Lobe Traiam des Kaysers (translated by Dietrich von Plenin^en)
J. Weissenburger, Landshut, 14 December, 1515; fol.

The frontispiece, wanting in this copy, is the same as that of D. von Pleningen’s
translation of Sallust, printed m the same year. It is a work of the Augsburg school.

numb^ 7
“ V?ohl

\
to
A

r
;
iu a medallion with Latin inscription and thenumber 7. The medallion is inserted m a rectangular frame. L. and r at top scrolls

foliage flth children resting on the branches. Iu 1. lower corner a bearon its hind legs near a tree
; m r. lower corner a child blowing a trumpet, sitting on a

[130
U
x°18

a

0]

Ul1 °f gfapeS ‘ The background is shaded horizontally. Double border-line

in thp
e
«+!if °f

T
T

aj
'

a
^w l

?i?
le
S
ieCe landscape, and the horizontal shading are allmjjhe style of Traut, but the decorative motives are not so easily matched in his

Missale secudu vsum ecclesie ratispon. J. Pfeyl,
Bamberg, 30 April, 1518; fol.

J ’

On title-page, the arms of John of Bavaria, administrator of Ratisbon, supported bv

pp°512,
g
5i3.

d d
’ m d°Uble b°rder [163 X 155] * °n Vellum

’
colo^ed. See

i ]

9
ui [

EEINTZI
^G0 I>ie geuerlicheiten vnd eins teils

|
der geschichten

des lobliche streit-
|

baren vnd hochberumbten helds I vnd Ritters Tewr-
dannekhs. H. Schonsperger, Augsburg, 1519; fol.

i x
The same cuts as in the first edition, Nuremberg, 1517. They are repeated in ti,P

in tLt rf°1596
m8

’
1563

’ 1689 (Frankfurt)> 1679
>
1693 <UIm). but not

M. Wagner for
20. [PFINTZING.] Theuerdank (title in 42 lines).

M. Schultes, Ulm, 1693; fol.
'

lfi7Q wHK
dltl0D,n

°il
defribe

J ,

in detail by Laschitzer, is an exact reprint of that ofi6/9 with a mere alteration of date. It contains 117 of the original woodcuts with sixadditional subjects, one of which, no. 123, Neidelhart and others kneeling before
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Doubtful Cuts.

21.

[CELTES.] Quatuor Libri Amorum. Printed for the Sodalitas

Celtica, Nuremberg, 5 April, 1502; fol. (Panzer, vii, 441, 17.)

I have been tempted to ascribe to Traut such woodcuts in this book as are not by
Diirer, and especially the St. Sebald on sig. p viii r. (see Jdhrb. d. kunsthist. Samml. d.

allerh. Kaiserhauses, 1902, xxiii, 51). The strongest argument in favour of that
attribution is the resemblance of the vine-branches and clusters of grapes to those on
the woodcut of the arms of Scheurl and Tucher, attributed to Diirer (H. 2140, P. 214;
see below, no 5). But there is an interval of about eleven years between the latter work
and the illustrations of the “ Quatuor Libri Amorum ” and Roswitha’s Comedies. The
uninterrupted sequence of illustrations by Traut, which I can trace back confidently
from 1511, the date of his first generally accepted work, to 1506, does not encourage me
to bridge the further interval between 1506 and 1502. Nor do the Roswitha cuts and
those of the Libri Amorum agree between themselves so closely as the works of one
artist in two successive years should do, though both, as I have said, offer analogies to

later works of Traut. I feel compelled to leave the question open, and to regard 1506
as the earliest safe date at which to fix the commencement of his career. As regards the
St. Sebald, in particular, Dr. D. Burckhardt informs me that there is a drawing of this
subject at Basle, which may help to throw light on the question. The bad cutting adds
to the difficulty of determining the authorship of this group of illustrations.

22. [MARY.] Der beschlossen gart des rosenkratz marie. Printed
for Ulrich Pinder, Nuremberg, 9 Oct. 1505; fol. (Muther 896.)

;

This work contains an immense number of cuts by Nuremberg artists. Some can be
attributed, with various degrees of certainty, to Diirer, Hans von Kulmbach, Baldung
and Sch'aufelein. The only cut that I am disposed to claim for Traut, and that not
positively, is the illustration in three compartments [251 X 160] on the back of the
title-page, repeated on leaf 94 r.

23. [ANDREAS.] Arbor Consanguinitatis cum suis enigmatibus et

Figuris. H. Holzel, Nuremberg, 23 Dec. 1506 ; 4to. (Panzer, vii, 443,

29.)

Seven diagrams in this book (a ii v., b iii v., c ii r., d i r., d ii v., d iv v., e ii v.) may
possibly have been drawn by Traut. The leaves are in his manner, but it must bo
owned that the human heads in the middle of the first and last diagrams are not.
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WOODCUTS BY WOLF TEAUT.

1. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH TWO ANGELS.
The Virgin, with a single nimbus, wearing a royal crown and a long

robe and mantle, sits on a low throne, covered with a large cushion,
holding the naked Child in her arms. A brocaded hanging rises behind
her head, and the upper corners are filled with branches and late Gothic
ornament. An angel standing 1. offers a flower

; another r. plays the
harp. In the foreground are two escutcheons, containing 1. a bunch of
grapes rising from a base like that of a chalice, r. an unknown house-
mark. Single border-line.

[118 X 88.] Good impression, cut out of a book. On the back are 1G£ lines of
Latin text, printed with Holzel’s type, from a book which I am unable to identify •

(L U.
.

te
,f

ie1^ • alll<
?

nimis implicit! parci fuerut ... (1. 17) de ea re inscriptis
proficietis. The text is part of the preface, addressed to “ adolescentes studiosi of
some educational work published “ sub tutela inclyte vniuersitatis Ingolstaten. facul-
tatisqj artm eiusdem.” The date is approximately 1505-1510.

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1867.
The woodcut has been described by Brulliot (Pt. i, p. 436, no. 3290), with a repro-

duction of both marks, and by Schreiber (“Manuel,” iii, p. 320, no. cxxxii), with a
reproduction of the second mark only. Both writers take the cut to be a work of the
xv century, and Schreiber assumes, from a wrong interpretation of the first mark,

Maihingen
“ lllustratlon of an Augsburg book. He describes an impression at

. ,T
he attribution to Traut is my own. His style, as in most of his early illustrations,

is disguised by bad cutting. The angels are especially characteristic; the Virgin
resembles Mary in the Nativity of 1511, while the Child recalls a similar figure in the
lowest comprtment of the frontispiece to “ Der beschlossen Gart,” 1505, and also the
Child in the engraving, P. iv, 173, 1. For the ornament and hanging compare the
frontispiece to “De continents sacerdotum,” 1510.

68 ^

t ST. GEORGE. 1508.

(Reproduction.)

T,Jh
h
tl

08
*

ra:Ph
.°4

an u^escAil

i?
d

.

woo
?,
cVt 006 x 156] in the collection of Prince

Liechtenstein at Vienna (Portfolio iv, “ Knegertrachten ”).

St. George, in the foreground, transfixes the dragon’s neck with his

fPfJf- ?1S helmet is on the g^nd 1. His squire, mounted himself and
holding St. George’s horse, waits near a clump of trees 1. ; the princess
holding a sheep by a cord, stands at the foot of a hillock r. The date
1508 is on an oblong stone in the lower corner r.

To be compared with the cuts in Locher’s “Mulae ad Musam comparatio,” etc.,

For the trees, compare especially cuts (2) and (3) in no. 7 (p. 507).

f THE LEGEND OF SS. HENRY AND KUNIGUNDA. 1509.
(Reproduction).

Photograph of a broadside, dated 1509, printed by Holzel at Nuremberg, with theneading, Oratio ad glonosam imperatrice sancta Kunegundim diui Henrici Secudi

TSr
r‘l °: ^.bich two impressions are preserved in the Munich library : a, Einbl vii

192 [sheet, 360 x 510] ; 6, inserted at the end of a special copy (“ Handexemplar ”) of

Psh^et

6

lOS^SOO]
6 (Latin^ InC ‘ C ’ a * 2918j described ^ Serapeum, 1854, p. 147
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The broadside contains eight small woodcuts [85 X 130], arranged in

two columns of four each, and a larger one in the middle [270 X 228],

under which the text is printed (see diagram).

(1) Kunigunda paying masons
engaged in building the church

of St. Stephen at Bamberg.

(2) The devil brings Kuni-
gunda into suspicion of unchastity.

(3) Kunigunda denies the

charge before the Emperor. -

(4) At the bidding of the

Virgin she undertakes to submit

to ordeal by fire.

(5) The ordeal
;

Kunigunda
walks on hot ploughshares

(coloured red). Large cut sur-

rounded by an ornamental border
;
the date 1509 is on a tablet in the

r. lower corner.

(6) Henry’s death. St. Michael weighs his soul
;
devils try to drag

down their side of the balance, but St. Laurence puts into the scale on
Henry’s side a chalice given by the latter to a church of St. Laurence. 1

(Half of the block, with SS. Laurence and Michael, is at Berlin.)

(7) The widowed empress takes the veil. (The block is at Berlin.)

(8) Her death.

(9) SS. Henry and Kunigunda as founders and patrons of Bamberg
Cathedral. (There is a separate impression of this cut at Dresden.)

Dr. Giehlow drew m31 attention to this broadside, in 1900, as a certain work of

Traut. Numerous analogies may be found in it with Traut’s woodcuts, recognised and
unrecognised, of all dates down to 1512, at least. The resemblance to the illustrations

of the Life of St. Francis is the most obvious. I would also call attention to St.

Michael, to be compared with the same saint in the “ Ars Moriendi,” 1512 ; to the

courtier to 1. of St. Henry, in the ordeal scene, who resembles Locher in the third cut

of his “ Comparatio,” 1506 ; and to the ornament round the large cut, which may be

matched, for instance, by the foliage in the heraldic cut dated 1512 (no. 4), and on the

broadside with the Man of Sorrows and the Mater Dolorosa.

Traut repeated some of these compositions, especially nos. (1) and (5), in woodcuts
of a different shape and inferior execution, which illustrate the “ Legend of St. Henry,”
printed by Pfeyl at Bamberg in 1511 (see p. 507, no. 10).

f CHRIST ON THE CROSS, WITH THE VIRGIN AND ST. JOHN. 1509.

(Reproduction.)

See p. 351 for all particulars. In spite of certain difficulties (chief of which is the

good quality of the work), I incline, on the whole, to attribute this woodcut to Traut.

His habit of recording the date, the method of drawing the trees, and the grass round
the vine-stems which grow out of vases in the border, are the strongest points in favour

of the attribution.

2. THE INFANT CHRIST AND THE FOUR EVANGELISTS.
[128 x 98.] Fair impression, on title-page of “Manuale Parro

|

chialium Sacer-

dotum.” J. Weissenburger, Landshut, 22 December, 1513; 4to.

Presented by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B., 1895.

See p. 506, no. 6, for description and history of the block.

A cut of the same subject was used in various editions of “Postilla Guillermi,”

printed by Furter at Basle before 1500. See Weisbach, “ Die Baseler Buchillustration,”

p. 49, no. 63, and p. 67.

1
5

6

2 7

3 8

4 Text 9

1 This subject occurs in several series of paintings that relate the legend of St.

Laurence. See Mrs. Jameson’s “ Sacred and Legendary Art,” p. 323.
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t FOUR SUBJECTS FROM A PASSION SERIES. 1510
(Reproductions.)

the^Sa"6 - ^ ^ 151 ° " °" a taWet suspended fro“
(2) The Entry into Jerusalem.
(3) The Last Supper.

(4) The Maries find the angel seated on the sepulchre.

aitsETtrirvK
A^ns

U
i«n

a
rno

d

32°^nd the®
Re

.

surrecti
1

0n
,
an<1 «“ events that followed it, including theascension (no. 32), and the series concludes with the Last Judgment Each snhiect i«,

the hWL
byr °™a,?eil,al border, not a passe-partout, but drawn with the subiict on

fruit flowers wraths”andR™'
The pattems

»

are e
T
ither ^metrical or composed ofiiuii uoweis, wreatns, and Renaissance ornaments. In one case fnn i#n

is white on a black ground, elsewhere always black on white!
° } P

,
A
?
e wo°dcuts are ugly, but more original than most of Traut’s work Tliev musthave been used m an earlier book than this N.T., but I find none Ascribed in

7
Jhioh

3. THE ADORATION OF THE SACRED HEART.
The sacred heart, crowned, with a crucifix before it, is surrounded

of the’p
y a acr° 1 m

f
riI

?
ed VIEG0 MATEB maria, and secondly, by the cord

with th^lett
1SCan

“'w’
knott

.

ed below - 0ver cord stands a Tau cross

:of Yo “ToVr h
1
’ mte

t

rrup*ln§ the insoriPtion, “ O heiliger got O starcker

h-nV '

J ,?
™t°thcher got : : Erparm dich vnnser : :

,” which is cut in two

carrvinVaVsh
P
b

th
f
prmt - Pclow

>
the Vh'gin 1. and a monastic saint r.,

? ° ,f
h
{7
kn<

l
e

,

“ a meadow beyond which a distant hill is seen. Ascroll over the Virgin s head is inscribed, “ Hie est filius me’ dilectus I quern

lord, "Ad
: !

*

Over the monk’s head is a similar scroll, with thewords, Adoramus te Jesu christe
|
et benedicimus tibi.” Single border.

^°°d hnpression 011 a rather coarse paper, without watermark PartlvtmPuS dul1 bl— ^ sky remains whi?e
r

.

tly

4. THE EMBLEMS OF THE PASSION DISPLAYED HERALDICALLY.
The instruments of the Passion are blazoned in great detail on anescutcheon with a crowned helm and mantling. The hand of God, givingthe benediction, is the crest

; the supporters are Christ and our Lady. Inthe corners are the emblems of the four Evangelists. Single border.

tbe^mellS ^ ~ 3
’ a“d P™ted “

Purchased from Mr. Cohn, 1880.

ErWen 5
re

,

undes«ribed and rare. Another impression of no. 4 is at

for the tvno of til
&t one time

,

to regard them as early works of Springinklee,

« HortulJ
P
An

fJ^V^m resemble® that of his first set of illustrations (1516) to the

1507 which l Xthntfr^e
’ ?

n
?'e 0tber hand

’
the iQ the Crucifixion of

Traut’s woodcutting w il'n -r
*

v

am 8tro°gly reminded by certain details of Wolfiraut s woodcuts in the Halle Heihgthumsbuch (1520). Christ, in no. 4, is especially

2 L
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to be compared with the risen Saviour on p. 19 of Hirth’s reproductions, 1 and the

emblems of the Evangelists with those on pp. 37 and 62. No. 3 is less in Traut’s

manner, but even there the crucifix resembles those in Hirth, pp. 8, 9, and on the small

Ship of St. Ursula, dated 1512 (see p. 519), while the male saint’s face is not unlike some
of the types in Bonaventura’s “ Legende des heil. Franciscus,” 1512. The date of the

cuts is probably earlier than this.

5. PORTRAIT OF FREDERICK III, ELECTOR OF SAXONY, after Cranach.

1510. B. vii, 296, 131. Schuchardt, 166.

The Elector, half-length, wearing a mantle with a wide fur collar, is seen

in three-quarter face to 1. with eyes directed slightly upward. His r. hand
rests on a ledge

;
his 1. hand, some distance above the other, touches the

fur of the mantle. On the ledge to r. is the date 1510 on a leaf of paper.

Above is a round arch, with the Saxon arms in the spandrels. Double

border, with the wider line outside.

[127 x 97.] Good impression, from fol. d i v. of “Speculum Phlebotomye” (H.

Holzel, Nuremberg, 1510; see p. 507, no. 9).

Purchased from Mr. Gutekunst, 1875.

The woodcut, formerly attributed to Cranach, is, as Dr. Flechsig 2 rightly observed,

merely a copy in reverse from the engraving of 1509, Sch. 3. The shield with the

electoral swords is party per fess, sable and argent, as in the engraving. 3

This portrait of Frederick III occurs not only in “ Speculum Phlebotomye ” (1510),

but again in “Die Bruderschafft sancte Ursule” (1513), sig. e iii v. A copy, dated

1515, is described on p. 519.

6. PORTRAIT OF FREDERICK III, ELECTOR OF SAXONY, after Cranach.

(1510.) B. vii, 296, 135.

The same design as no. 5, with slight modifications. The head is

turned more to 1., and the eyes look more decidedly upward. Both arms

rest on the ledge, and the hands touch one another. There is no date,

and the arch is omitted
;
the arms are retained, but the shield with the

electoral swords is argent and sable, not sable and argent.

[136 X 135.] Good impression, illuminated by a contemporary hand in colours and

gold, on the title-page of “ Compendium breue de bo
|
ne valitudinis cura ” (H. Holzel,

Nuremberg, 1510 ; see p. 507, nos. 7, 8, and Flechsig, p. 51). In a second impression on

the back of the leaf only a few details are coloured.

Purchased from Mr. Bihn, 1870.

This woodcut has also been copied from Cranach’s engraving of 1509, but not so

closely as no. 5. Repr. Hirth’s “ Bilderbuch,” i, 417.

7. DIAGRAM OF THE SPHERES. (1510.)

In the centre, the four elements, surrounded by the spheres of the

seven planets, the zodiac, the crystalline heaven, and the primum mobile.

Above, in clouds, the Almighty and angels
;

below, Christ and the

apostles
;
in the spandrels, the arms of Saxony. Single border.

[153 x 120.] A very late impression, with the lines flattened and thickened, of the

cut used twice in Pinder’s “Speculum intellectuale,” 1510; see p. 507, no. 7 (2).

Purchased 1834.

The block is in the Derschau collection. Becker (B 3) attributes it, on account of the

Saxon a$jns, to Cranach. In the early impressions in the book the little landscape

which stands for the element Earth is quite characteristic of Traut.

1 No. xiii of Hirth’s “ Liebhaber-Bibliothek alter Illustratoren,” Munich, 1889.
2 “ Cranachstudien,” i, 52.
3 This arrangement superseded the older, in which the sable field stood below the

argent, in 1508. The obsolete division of the shield is often found after this date in the

works of artists, including Diirer, who did not stand in such close relations as Cranach
to the electoral court. (See Flechsig, pp. 18-23.)
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8. THE NATIVITY. 1511. Part of P. ill, 206, 265.

i 7
1T
F?-

kn6els
,’

facing in a ruined building, and adores thenaked infant lying on her robe. Hard by are the ox and ass. St. Joseph
advances from r carrying a lantern. Outside, to 1., the star of Bethlehem
is shining, and two shepherds look in through a gap in the wall. Their
sheep and goats are seen on the hillside. Beyond the other end of thebudding r. the angel is seen announcing the Nativity to a kneeling

Single border*

1 ^ *"' °Wer °°mer “ the date 1511
(
the 5 reversed).

Presented by^XTEsq., a ‘°Wer (fragment only ™ibIe).

des«ited
W
W Pa^Crof^htb H

others
>.
a11 V <* a broadside (see p. 349),aescriDea by Tassavant, of which there are impressions at Berlin, Florence fUffizDInnsbruck (univ. libr.), Stuttgart, Vienna (Alb. and Hofbibl ) and Wiirzbur" Theremaining cuts are eleven subjects of the Passion [70 x 60], largely copied fronfbiirer’sLittle Passion, the hand of God pointing to them, a groip of clLgy 1 headed bv the

£°oadside
d
in b!thThe

0
Vien

me“ r' headed
-

by
,

the EmPer°r- The ^watermark of thebroadside, in both the Vienna impressions, is that of which the Nativity here shows aV1
ih

aA°“.\a Cr0wn above ft
’ surmounted by a flower on a long stalkThe whoie sheet (at Berlin) measures 433 x 593 mm.

vvei uh d, long stain.

xt
A1

j
eSin

?:

a
\
so ^Possesses a companion sheet, undescribed with the same

“Iua
e

nd
a
h
fn

h
p

n<

26°5^ T df“^ * other P-tionT DiLgTn

bearingK^Slo^
C

t> oc°k
4] - T

«
e
r°-

d
?
u 18 (or was) attributed to Cranach.

y

verMf Kun™ 1891 i?*?7
^^d to Traut by Dr. W. Schmidt, in Chronih f.

as the Passion in 33 Zullf kia fe
8 Pecuhar mannerisms, but not so original

tlip WaSit
1

’

?
3 Uts> f 15

.}.
0, Whlle the small cuts are largely copied from DUrerthe Nativity repeats a composition attributed to Durer (B. app* 3), but more nrobablv

th
y
is wL™ut

lmba°h
' P ' 501 °Q an altarP^ at Nuremberg connected with

t THE ORDEAL OF ST. KUNIGUNDA. (1511 )
(Reproduction.) J

Hen
P
rvTtoterb

d
v
U
°Pf

0
vl “fp

f
°*n

this
?atalogue’ <* eighth cut in the Life of St.±lenry printed by Pfeyl at Bamberg m 1511 (p. 507, no. 10) It is a conv hv Tran*

HXnn^O^sTlX
1

’ r6dUCed fr°m thG largGst Cut °* the Roadside printed by

t ST. FRANCIS. (1511.)
(Reproduction.)

•

r
+
P?

>

?
U<
S°i

n
’ ^ade for tbis catalogue, of the second cut in the Life of StFrancis, printed by Holzel at Nuremberg in 1512 (p. 502, no. 1).

*

f ST
'EAGS

N<
(l

S
5lf)

XCHAISrGES HIS °WN CL0THES F0R A BEGGAR’S
(Reproduction.)

work.”
30688 reproduction

> from Raer’

a catalogue, no. 461, of the seventh cot in the same

a THE
THE

E
D!oc!sE

U
OF

E
Ri??s

N
BON

P A™INISTRATOR OF

Rattbon
C

2
tC

t

h
b

e
° r

bearin
f 3

Ua
T
ter

!
y ’

1 aUd 4
’
the arms 0f the diocese OfKatisbon, 2, the lion, and 3, the lozenges of Bavaria, is surmounted bytwo helms with crests, viz. on the dexter side a fish bearing a crown and

2 L 2
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peacock’s plumes on its back, on the sinister side a lion sejant between

two buffalo’s horns of the Bavarian colours. The mantling consists of

sprays of foliage bent in bold, rounded forms. Two adult angels, vested

in albs, serve as supporters. The ground at their feet is covered with

grass and flowers, and under the escutcheon is the date 1512. Double

border, of which the outer line is the thickest.

[164 x 155.] Good impression, not coloured, with margin [3-26].

Bequeathed, as a book-plate, by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B., 1897.

John (1488-1538), son of Duke Philip of Bavaria, became administrator of Ratisbon

in 1507.

The woodcut of his arms was used in two books printed by Pfeyl at Bamberg :

—

a. “ Statuta dioecesana seu synodalia Ecclesiae Ratisbonensis,” 31 August, 1512; fol.

Panzer, vi, 172. (Several copies in the Munich library.)

b. “Missale Ratisponense,” 30 April, 1518. Copy on vellum in B.M., with the wood-

cut coloured. (See p. 509, no. 18.)

The attribution to Traut is my own. I base it on the features, proportions,

attitudes and costume of the angels, on the drawing of the grass, and on the shape of

the figures in the date.

10. THE ARMS OF SCHEURL AND TUCHER. H. 2146. P. iii, 194, 214.

A woman clad in a loose robe, looped up and confined at the waist by

a knotted sash, stands, with her r. breast and shoulder bare, looking up

to 1., with her hair streaming in the wind to r. She supports with her

hands the crests that surmount the helms and escutcheons of the

families of Scheurl 1. and Tucher r. A long-haired dog crouches at her

feet. The design is framed in by two vine-stems, bare at the sides, but

breaking out at the top into leaves and bunches of grapes. A double-

headed eagle is poised over the woman’s head. In a compartment at the

top is the following inscription in black xylographic letters on a white

ground ;

Hie SCHEURLINA SIMUL TUCHERINAq$ SIGNA REFULGENT

QVAE DOCTOR GEMINI SCHEURLE PARENTIS HABES. 1

The whole is enclosed by a single border. On the margin are the Latin

inscriptions recorded by Heller, from “Deus prouidebit ” at the top

to “ Omne tempus perit . . . sunt cetera fraudes ” at the bottom. The

following errors in Heller’s transcription need to be corrected : for

“intera” read “cetera”; for “ lecturo,” “lectulo”; for “Cicero,”

“ Cycero.” The type is that of H. Holzel.

[Woodcut, 295 x 204 ; sheet, 365 x 258.] Very fine impression ; watermark, small

bull’s head surmounted by Tau cross.

From the Cornill d’Orville collection (blue stamp).

Purchased at the Cornill sale, 1900.

A fine woodcut, though the free and spirited design is partially spoilt by bad

cutting. It is certainly by Traut, and is the most important of that group of wood-

cuts which comprises the illustrations to Locher’s “ Comparatio,” Wimpfeling’s

“ Avisamentum,” “ De Continentia Sacerdotum,” and nos. 11 and 12 of the separate

cuts. This is the capital instance of Traut’s habit of modelling by parallel lines and

his avoidance of cross-hatching. The grapes and vine-leaves, with oblique shading

from 1. to r. behind them, resemble closely the decoration at the top of the St. Sebald in

“ Quatuor Libri Amorum,” 1502.

1 These verses, by Richardus Sbrulius, are printed in Scheurl’s “Sacerdotum

Defensorium ” (Nuremberg, 1511). They are completed by the following couplet

:

“ Hsec duo diversse celebrant insignia gentes,

Sarmata Pantheram : Noricus Ethiopem.”
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n Tb? following two lines, placed at the bottom of the woodcut, interrupt the
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the Bible :
“ Christophorus Scheurlus natus

t-) f

be
5
ge

J?
le vndecima Nouembris . Anno Octogesimoprimo . Et in utroqz I iure

Doctoratus Bononie . die . 23 . Decembris . Anno . 1506 . Aduocatus patrie . 1512^Huius

bnnV?w^
nUS

^ AftFE« thlS that tlie woodcut was actually intended as a

S'tw ’^d that
i?

1
.?
“ tbe earhe8t possible date for its production. The style

f’VJf date 8° w
,
el * that

,

can bardly be later. Christoph Scheurl, the owner of

mn •;>, ;r
d/rr M81 t0 ]

?
42 - His motbpr was a Tucher. Such early

impressions with the text on the margin are very rare. There is one at Bamberg.

11 . A MONSTROSITY BORN AT SPALT IN 1512.

Two female children, having one head with two faces, one trunk,
three arms and four legs, are represented standing in a grassy field,
feingle border. Under the border-line are ten lines of text, in Holzel’s
type, as follows

: % Zu wissen . Ein wunderlichs vh erschrockenlich ding,
das m der zeyt Als man zalt nach Christi vnsers herren gepurt, I Eunff-
tzehenhundert vh zwelff Jar . Am . xviij . tag des Christmonds, an dem
tag des heyligen Wunibaldi bischof . Jn

|

dem Marckt Spalt genant . Yier
meyll von Nuremberg, undter geworffen der herrschung des hochwir-
digen herren,

|

herren Gabriel bischoff zu Eystet, von einer frawen eines
yrtten geboren solches kyndt. Ein haubt gehabt mit zweyen I ange-

sichten . Drey hendt, Zwo gestrackt auff yetlicher seytten gewonlich
eyne . Vh die dritten zwischen den schultern des

|
rucks . Einen corper

byss auff die zwo frewlich scham auff beyden seyten, mit vier mensch-
lichen peynen vh fuessen. War-

|

hafftig gesehen durch den wirdigen
herren Heinrich vo Paxperg, der selbigen zeyt obgemelts Marckts
opalt pfarrer

.
|

Auch Rat vn diener des durchleuchtigen hochgeboren

a
1 S
t
ei
i
Vn herren

’ Friderichs Marggraue zu Branden- I burg .

Auch herren Johan Zyner daselbst zugesel jm pfarhoff, vh ander vil mer
die dyse wunderbarliche ereatur (sic) gesehen

|

haben, abkund erfeth in
aller gestalt wie es geporen ist in obgemeltem Marckt.

Good impression of a bad woodcut.
[Woodcut, 245 x 180 ; sheet, 305 x 193.]
Purchased from Mr. Bigmore, 1876.
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may be comPared with no. 9, and with theUrge cut of St. Francis The monstrosity was bom on 18 December, 1512. As the

iTsWm!
b
+l
trayS the

hfte Wlth whlcb it
1

was Produced, it may well have been pub-
llsh®d ia

^
he course of the same month, while the event was still recent.

F
ihe Munich library possesses another copy of this broadside (Einbl. viii, 19)

12 . THE SHIP OF ST. URSULA. (1513.?)

The mast of the ship is the stem of a cross, to which a large figure of
the Saviour is attached. From the arms of the cross hang a pair of
scales

;
m the left scale are four souls, while a devil clings to the other

striving to weigh it down. David and Moses stand at the prow and
stern of the ship, each holding the ends of scrolls with xylographic
inscriptions in Gothic letter :

“ O Crucx Aue spes Ynica
|
Hoc passionis

tpe auge pys
j

Justicia reis<£ dona Venia
|
Beata cuius brachijs secli I

Pependit pciu statera facta
|

Est c’opis pdamcjg tullit tYaris .” 1 A
Carthusian wields the single oar at the stern. In the ship itself is a
table or altar, on which are a chalice and a number of hosts lying

The last four words must be read, “ corporis, praedamque tulit (or tollit) tartaris.’
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scattered. Behind the table, at the foot of the cross, the Virgin is

seated, holding the Child. To 1. we see St. Ursula, with arrow and

palm, to r. St. Catherine with wheel and sword. Other virgin saints are

indistinctly seen behind them. At the 1. end of the table or altar are an

aged pair, perhaps St. Joachim and St. Anne
;
at the r. end St. Peter,

in the papal tiara, drawing water from a fountain with four spouts,

fashioned like the emblems of the Evangelists, and surmounted by the

Dove. Behind St. Peter are representatives of the clergy.

Two persons kneel on land in the foreground : 1. Frederick the Wise
of Saxony, patron of the Confraternity of St. Ursula at Braunau, who
lays his 1. hand on the side of the ship, and r. a canon in a fur tippet,

carrying a prayer-book in a bag, doubtless Georg Ransshouer of Braunau,

Vicar of Trosperg, founder of the Confraternity. The two escutcheons

of Saxony, that with the electoral swords 1. and that with the crown of

rue r., are placed at some distance over the heads of the two patrons,

and below two rectangular compartments
[
c . 140 X 95] containing a priest

elevating the Host, and four angels with the instruments of the Passion.

The whole is cut on one block [365 X 430]. At the top is the xylo-

graphic title, “ Sant Vrsula . pruderschafft . zu Braunaw,” cut in large

Gothic characters on a separate block. Below are five columns of printed

German text, giving the history of the Confraternity (“ Hat anfang zu

Colen vor langen zeytten, vnd ist angefangen worden in disen landem,

vo dem geystlichen herren Gorg Ransshouer von Prawnaw, Vicari zu

Trosperg ”) ;
a description of the ship of St. Ursula

;
rules for members,

clerical and lay
;
ratifications and indulgences granted by the Pope,

27 Cardinals, and the Bishops of Salzburg, Trier, Mentz, Wurzburg,

Bamberg, Chiemsee, Lavant, Hippo and Passau, and the patronage of

Frederick, Elector of Saxony, who had given to the Confraternity “ ein

schone Silbrene Vrsula.” Then follows, in two long lines, this account

of the printing of the broadside :
“ Soliche lobliche bruderschafft mit

sambt jrem schiflein vnd obersten Patron Jesu Christo, hab ich Doctor

Vlrich Pinder stat artzt zu Nurnberg durch angebung des Edlen vn
vesten herren Degenhart Pheffinger, Vncl in sunder lieb vn dienstper-

|

key

t

des aller durchleuchtigisten Churfursten Hertzog Friderichen von Sachssen

meines aller genedigisten herren, mit einem buchlein in Teutsch vnd
latein, merung der lob vn ere sand Vrsula In der Keyserlichen stat

gedruckt zu Nfirnberg.” Then “ Oratio
|

Wvnderlicher streyt . . . trost,

vnd erledigung. Amen ” (prayer of 6^ lines).

[Sheet, 587 x 438.] Good impression. Watermark, tower surmounted by crown
and flower (see no. 8).

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi & Co., 1895.

The same impression was described in the catalogue of Richard Fisher’s collection,

1879, p. 174. It was exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club in 1882 (no. 14 of

catalogue), but does not appear in the Fisher sale-catalogue of 1892. It was reserved

on that occasion, and was sold with the Angiolini collection at Stuttgart in May, 1895

(lot 963). The woodcut was reproduced by the Reichsdruckerei, Berlin, while still in

the possession of Mr. Fisher. The Dresden Cabinet possesses this reproduction. The
Albertina possesses the original woodcut alone, without the text.

The woodcut has always hitherto been attributed to Cranach, because it contains the

portrait of Frederick the Wise and the Saxon arms. But the account of its production

on the face of it suffices to show that it is a work of the Nuremberg school, and this will

appear more strongly if the portrait is compared with the two contained in the triple

work printed for Pinder at Nuremberg in 1510 (p. 507, nos. 7-9). The costume is the

same, while the attitude is altered, as the case requires, and the cutting is inferior. In
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spite of the unusual scale, many analogies with the style of Traut may be found in the
large woodcut.

The sheet is not actually dated, but the reference to two books accompanying
it, in Latin and German, in honour of St. Ursula, fixes it to 1513. The books in
question arc, “ Sancte Ursule fraternitas. . . . Impressum per discretum et prouidu

Peypus : in domo Doctoris Binder, mcdicu Nurnbergensiu . Anno
yJP -.xlJ.i

(Frankfurt a. M., Stadtbibl.), and “Die Bruderschafft sancte Ursule”
(Munich, Hof- u. Staatsbibl., 4to. Asc. 149). The German edition contains the same
statement as appears on the large broadside, “ Soliche lobliche bruderschafft . .

.

gedruckt zu Nurnberg,” with the additional words, “ Anno dni .M ccccc xiii.” Both
books were evidently printed by Peypus, though only the Latin edition contains his
name, and the broadside itself comes from the same press, in Dr. Pinder’s house. The
German book contains two woodcuts: (1) the Ship of St. Ursula, dated 1512, a different
composition from that on tlie broadside, but also by Traut; badly cut [165 x 111];
(2) Frederick III, 1510, repeated from “ Speculum Phlebotomye ” (1510). The Latin
book aiso contains two woodcuts: (1) the same cut of the Ship of St. Ursula, 1512;
(2) the Rosary, also by Traut [130 x 96], which occurs again in Nicolai’s “ Tractatus
de Confraternitate . De dece Aue Maria,” printed by Holzel, 1513 (p. 509, no. 16).

T 1^n
,

ot
t
er book which should be mentioned in this connection is “ Ein fast grosse

Lobh
|
che Bruderschafft: reicher vnnd

|

armer . Genand sandt Yrsula
|
Scheffleiu,”

etc., dated “ Anno dni millesimo quigetesimo qmdecimo . xv . die Junij”; 4to. Without
name of place or printer (J. Weissenburger, Landshut). It contains five cuts, partly
copies from Traut

: (1) the Ship of St. Ursula, simplified and reduced, with some modi-
fications, from the large broadside. The Saxon arms are retained

;
those of the empire

are added on the ship. Two cherubs with banners are introduced. The Mater
Dolorosa takes the place of tlie Virgin and Child, but St. Ursula, St. Peter, the Carthu-

itfiV
^r®^er^ck the Wise, and Ransshouer are copied pretty closely from Traut [165 x

125]. A separate impression of this cut is in the Dresden Cabinet
; (2) a group

containing the Emperor (ideal figure), the Elector Palatine, the Bishops of Passau and
Wurzburg, and a numerous following; (3) the Electors of Cologne, Mentz, and Trier,
and other ecclesiastics. These groups are imitations, amounting dn part almost to
copies, of the groups on Traut’s large broadside of 1511 (P. 265); (4) four bishops
headed by Leonhard von Keutscliach, Archbishop of Salzburg; (5) a copy of Traut’s
smaller portrait of Frederick the Wise (1510), with the date altered to 1515. The
border is surrounded by a recessed frame with a moulding that anticipates the
“Oxford” frame of 1870 [164 x 122]. 1 The book contains a fuller account of the
Confraternity at Braunau.

t THE MAN OF SORROWS AND MATER DOLOROSA. (1513. ?)
(Reproduction.) Nagl. Mon. i, 180, 78.

Christ 1. and the Virgin r. are seen to below the waist standing behind
a ledge, which bears the inscription, aspice qyi . transis : qvia . tv . mihi .

CAVSA . doloris. Christ places his r. hand on the wound in his side
;
the

Virgin s arms are crossed on her bosom, which is pierced by a single
sword. The instruments of the Passion are displayed in the background,
and the whole is framed in by boughs tied together at the top. Double
border, the outer line being the widest.

Reduced photograph of the impression [213 x 233] in the imperial library, Vienna.
The Vienna impression stands at the head of a German poem of 68 lines in

two columns, “ O Muter mildt, was quelst dein hertz,” etc., with the heading, “ Von de
klagbaren leyden vn mitleyden christi : vn seiner wirdigen muter Marie . S. Brant.”
Between the two columns of the poem is printed the decorative woodcut of a gardener,
(P. 196; see p. 362), which appears, by the connection in which it is found (amongst
other reasons), to be also by Traut. At the foot is the following: “ ^Welcher mit
andaclit peycht vn rewigem hertzen anschawet die waffen der barmhertzigkey t Christi .

Erlangt von Papst Leo drey Jar
.

|

” etc. (three lines in all)
; then the address, “ Gedruckt

1 Tba same c°Py occurs, with the frame but without a date, in combination with a
copy of Cranach’s portrait of Luther as an Augustinian monk, 1520, on a sheet withGerman text, at Gotha (Sammelband i, 236b).
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durch Hieronymu IJoltzel.” The whole sheet measures 405 x 260. On the other side
is a calendar for 1504, which was evidently used as waste. The broadside itself must
have been printed after the accession of Leo X in 1513.

The drapery of the Virgin is nearer than any other example than I can name to that
of the Crucifixion of 1509 (H. 1973). For the Virgin’s eyes, compare the much less
artistic woodcut, no. 11. The character of the foliage has already been noticed (see
p. 367, no. 45). The face of the mocking Jew is almost identical with a face in no. 20
of the cuts in the Legend of St. Francis.

Traut has copied an older woodcut of the same composition, and with the same
inscription (school of Basle or Alsace, c. 1500), of which an impression [26 1 x 220] is
preserved in the Basle Museum. The Virgin, in the latter, is a copy from Schongauer,
B. 25. Traut has altered the features, while he preserves the attitude. An interesting
detail, to be found in Traut’s woodcut only, was pointed out to me by Mr. S. M.
Peartree. The spear-bead is drawn from the lance of St. Maurice, containing a nail
of the true cross, which was one of the relics connected with the insignia of the Holy
Roman Empire. These were kept, in Traut’s time, at Nuremberg. They are now at
Vienna. The lance is figured in Q. von Leitner’s “ Kunstwerke der Schatzkammer des
Osterr. Kaiserhauses,” and in “Fuhrer durch die Schatzkammer. . .in der K. K.
Hofburg zu Wien,” 1900, p. 31.

t A HERMIT. 1513.

(Reproduction.)

A hermit with long hair and beard stands on a path in the middle,
contemplating a crucifix. To r. is a clump of trees, to 1., on a hill, an
enclosure containing a house and a chapel. Triple border, consisting of
two narrow lines within a wider one. Within the wide line, under the
feet of the hermit, is the date 1513.

Photograph of the impression [150 x 191] which I found in the university library
at Erlangen, and attributed to Traut, in 1896. Watermark, a pair of scales. The
Germanic Museum at Nuremberg possesses a counterproof.

No more characteristic example could be named of Traut’s peculiar methods of
drawing grass and trees.

13. SS. VALENTINE, STEPHEN and MAXIMILIAN. 1514.
B. vii, 138, 109 and 452, 1. H. 2233. R.—A 11. Nagl. Mon. iii, no. 896 (1) :

v, no. 900.

Second state.

St. Stephen stands between the two sainted bishops under a round
arch with child angels standing on the capitals of the columns. Ornaments,
closely resembling those on the back of the Artelshofen altarpiece of the
same year, are slung across in the air from rings. The arms of the see of
Passau and of the bishop, Wigelinus or Wigileus Froschel, surmounted by
a mitre, stand in the foreground on a lower level. (In the first state two
monograms stand in the lower corners, that of Traut, with the date 1514
r., and F standing on the crossbar of H, the monogram of the woodcutter
1.) Double border, the outer line being the widest.

[252 x 179]. Fair impression. Watermark, imperial eagle.
In the inventory of 1837.
This is one of the three woodcuts signed by Traut. In the first state it forms the

frontispiece to the Passau Missal 1 printed by Jodocus Gutknecht at Nuremberg,
26 October, 1514, which also contains a Crucifixion by Traut, dated but not signed, and
numerous initials.

1 Panzer, vii, 455, 108.
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[14-17 .]

FOUR HISTORICAL SUBJECTS FROM THE TRIUMPHALARCH OF MAXIMILIAN I.
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Edition of
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The subjects are the following

(1)
„ . ...

(
4
)

(
5
)

(
6

)

(7 )

(8 )

(9 )

Maximilian as patron of improvements in artillery, armour, etcihe .battle of Guinegate.
The first War in Gueldres.
The Siege of Utrecht.
The first Flemish Rebellion.
The War with Liege.
The Coronation as King of the Romans.

(11) Maximilian makes peace with Henry YII.
(12) Maximilian avenges the insult to his daughter.
(16) The Swiss War.

The expulsion of the French from the Kingdom of Naples.
(18) The Bavarian War.

r

Subjects (1) and (9) do not occur in the separate editions, while nil
is represented there (except in Glax D) by a different woodcut, not by

reader may like to be reminded that subjects (2), (3) HO)
(i3), (H), (19), (20), (21), in the edition of 1885-6, are by Springinklee’
subjects

(15),. (22) and (23) by Differ. Subject (24), omitted in the
editions previous to 1559, was supplied by an unknown artist of that
period.

«
sut

'i
ec

,

ts by Traut are represented in this Department on the
hrst edition of the complete arch. With the exception of nos. (1), (9)
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and (11), they occur again in the Latin edition (Glax C) of the historical

subjects alone.

Four subjects are further represented here by duplicates, placed among
Traut’s woodcuts.

14

.

THE CORONATION AS KING OF THE ROMANS. (Subject 9.)

Maximilian, seated under a canopy, vested in the imperial mantle, is

being crowned by the three spiritual electors. Three lay electors hold
the sword, orb and sceptre. The holy Dove, between two angels, hovers
over Maximilian’s head.

[175 X 152.] Good impression, though not early, without text.

In the inventory of 1837.

The coronation took place at Aachen on 9 April, 1486.

15.

MAXIMILIAN MAKES PEACE WITH HENRY VII. (Subject 11.)

The composition is the same, in all essentials, as that described on
p. 324, no. (10), but there are three ships on the sea. The peculiarities

of Traut’s drawing are very strongly emphasised.

[175 x 155.] Impression of uniform quality with no. 14.

In the inventory of 1837.

See p. 325 for a discussion of the subject.

16

.

THE SWISS WAR. (Subject 16.)

[228 x 152.] A duplicate of p. 326, no. (15), with the same Latin text, from Glax C.

In the inventory of 1837.

17

.

THE BAVARIAN WAR. (Subject 18.)

[215 X 148.] A duplicate of p. 326, no. (17), with the same Latin text, from Glax C.

In the inventory of 1837.

18.

CHRIST TAKING LEAVE OF HIS MOTHER BEFORE THE PASSION.
1516. H. 1968, 1969. P. iii, 198, 224.

First state.

The composition is divided into two halves by a bare tree. Christ, to

r. of the tree, bends forward and clasps the r. hand of his mother, who
bends the knee before him. Christ is followed by a group of apostles,

Mary by three holy women. The city of Jerusalem is seen in the distance.

The fortified buildings 1. are copied from Diirer, B. 92. In the lower

corner 1. is the date 1516 ;
Traut’s monogram is placed a little to r. of the

date under the Virgin’s mantle. Single border.

[298 x 260.] Fine impression without margin. Watermark, bull’s head surmounted
by a tall cross with a serpent coiled round the stem.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

This is the most important woodcut signed by Traut, and may be called the

starting-point of all our knowledge of his work. It contains good specimens of his

characteristic plants, grass and trees, and heads which recur on the Artelshofen altar-

piece and among the woodcuts of the Halle Heiligthumsbuch.
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Impressions of the first state, with date and monogram, are rare. An impression at
Berlin lias in the lower margin, “ Ein gepet von dem abschyd unnsers hern Jesu Christi,
von seiner erwelten

|
muter der junckfrawen Maria Am dornstag vor seinem leyden.”

P. describes an impression in the Klugkist collection at Bremen (now in the Kunsthallc)
with 28 verses, “ Gedruckt durch Johannes Stiichs” (Weller, “ Repert. Typogr.”
Suppl. p. 15, no. 129). The block is in the Derschau collection, and modem
impressions of the second state are to be found in Becker (B 4).

19. ST. AUGUSTINE. 1518. H. 2010. P. iii, 203, 245. Nagl. Mon. iii, 243, 25.

_

St. Augustine, in monastic habit, holds a book in his 1. hand and
points with his r. hand to a pool of water, which a naked child (Jesus) is

trying to empty with a spoon. Another monk, with a book in his r.

hand, stands behind the saint. At a little distance to 1. are the chapel
and other buildings of a monastery

; a monk stands by the open gate.
Over the convent roofs the Blessed Trinity appears in the sky. Land-
scape background with trees and a fortress on a small hill r. Near St.
Augustine’s r. hand we see his emblem, a heart pierced by an arrow

;

under his 1. foot is the date 1518. No signature
;
single border.

[290 x 206.] Late impression
; no early ones appear to exist.

Purchased from Mr. Stevens, 1867.
Another impression is pasted in a copy of the Bursfeld Benedictine Missal printed

by Drach at Spires, 1498, in the Dept, of Printed Books (Proctor 2397). The woodcut,
formerly attributed at random to Diirer, Cranach or Burgkmair, was first ascribed to
Traut by Dr. W. Schmidt in 1889 (Eepertorium ,

xii, 802). The Munich impression is
reproduced and attributed to Traut in Hirth and Muther’s “ Meister-Holzsclinitte,” 1893
(no. 60). The attribution is certainly right.

The vision of the Trinity, and the child with a spoon, allude to St. Augustine’s story
that when he was composing his work on the Trinity he met a child ladling out the
sea with a spoon, who said that his own task was no more hopeless than the theologian’s
attempt to fathom so great a mystery.

Certain other woodcuts, already described in Section II, have a claim, on various
grounds, to be attributed to Traut :

—

P. 356, no. 20. St. Jerome (1511 ?). H. 2016. P. 188.
P. 362. f The Gardener (1513?). P. 196.
P.365, f The Arms of Scheurl and Fiitterer (afterwards Zingel, then Geuder)

(1519?). B. 164. H. 1943. Apart from the probability that Traut, who designed the
large book-plate with the Scheurl and Tucher arms about 1512. would be employed
again by Scheurl after his marriage in 1519 (if the state with the Fiitterer arms be
really the very first, which is not certain), I would call attention especially to the features
of the genius who holds the tablet, and ask that they may be compared with several
faces in nos. 13 and 14 of the woodcuts that I attribute positively to Traut.

P. 367, no. 45. The Arms of Stabius. B. 165. H. 1944.
Two other woodcuts in the same section, nos. 10 and 24, have been attributed to

Traut, but wrongly, as I am convinced, by Dr. W. Schmidt (llepertori urn, xvi, 308’
Chronikf. vervielf. Kunst

,
iv, 57).
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VIII.—LUDWIG KRUG.

Ludwig Krug, goldsmith, sculptor and engraver
;
second son of

Hans Krug the elder, goldsmith
;
worked at Nuremberg, where he

became a master in 1522
;

d. 1532. Two engravings are dated 1516.

Authorities :

—

Neudorfer (ed. Lochner), 121, 124.

Passavant, P.G. iii, 134.

C. Dodgson, in Repertorium
,
xx, 303.

f THE FALL,
i p. i.

(Reproduction.)
Photograph of the first state, probably unique, in the Dresden Cabinet.

1. THE FALL. P. l.

Second state.

Adam sits 1. and takes with his 1. hand the apple offered to him by
Eve, who looks at the serpent as she plucks a second apple from the tree

with her 1. hand. A stag, often introduced into pictures of Paradise as

an emblem of longevity, lies behind the tree of life. Other trees and
bare rocks fill the background. There is much cross-hatching, of a stiff,

mechanical kind, like the work of a line-engraver magnified. Single
border-line.

The second state is distinguished from the first by two alterations. Krug’s signa-
ture, a jug (Krug) between the letters L and K, has been removed from the tablet,

and the cross-hatching on Eve’s legs lias been cut away, entirely from the r. leg and
from the inner side only of the 1. leg. The legs, after this alteration, are shaded
merely with a single system of strokes, and the improvement is manifest.

[177 X 123.] Old impression (late xvi century ?) ; watermark, arms of Nuremberg
surmounted by a crown.

In the inventory of 1837.

2. THE EXPULSION FROM PARADISE.
Second state (?).

The angel 1., in long drapery, with a collar of feathers round his neck,

brandishes the sword in his r. hand, and lays his 1. hand on the r. arm of

Adam, who looks back at the angel, and covers his nakedness with his

1. hand. Eve turns away to r., raising her r. arm and stretching out her

1. arm before her. The serpent is coiled round a bough of the tree

immediately above her. Trees in the background, which is shaded in the

same manner as in no. 1. On the ground in front lies a blank tablet.

Single border-line.

[177 X 123.] Old impression, on the same paper as no. 1, but without watermark.
In the inventory of 1837.

No impression of the first state is known, but by the analogy of no. 1 it may be
taken as certain that the empty tablet once contained Krug’s signature. The composi-
tion is strongly influenced by Durer’s treatment of the same subject in the Little

Passion.

These two woodcuts are described by Brulliot, i, 435, no. 3284. He reproduces the
blank tablets of the second state. The blocks are preserved in the Derschau collection

and late impressions of both are to be found in Becker (C 11). No other woodcuts by
Krug are known.
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IX.—PETER FLOTNER.

Peter Flotner, sculptor, medallist, draughtsman and wood-
engraver (?)

;

1 place and date of birth unknown
;
removed from

Ansbach to Nuremberg, where his name first appears as “ the foreign
wood-carver (from Onolzbach, Master Peter by name,” in a resolution
passed by the council on 1 October, 1522, to confer on him the rights
of citizenship gratuitously

;
took the oath as a citizen on 8 August,

1523; was thrice married, and had a son, Caspar, by his first wife;
resided permanently at Nuremberg, where he died on 23 October
1546. 2

Recent authorities :

—

J. Reimers, u Peter Flotner nach seinen Handzeichnungen und
Holzschnitten,” Munich, 1890.

K. Domanig, “ Peter Flotner als Plastiker und Medailleur.” Jalirb.
d. hunsthist . Samml. d. allerh. KaiserJiauses, 1895, xvi, 1.

K. Lange, “ Peter Flotner, ein Bahnbrecher der deutschen Renais-
sance, Berlin, 1897. Professor Lange gives a summary
(p. 1) of all the literature on Flotner down to the date of the
appearance of his own book. His text of Neudorfer’s biography
of Flotner (pp. 3, 4) is more trustworthy than that printed in
Lochner’s edition.

Flotner signed his works with initials, often accompanied by
mallet and chisel, or else with a kind of rebus, in which a heap of
ordure, 3 sometimes pierced by a chisel or an arrow, figures promi-
nently

;
wings, which formed part of his armorial bearings, are also

introduced significantly into some of the ornamental and architectural

^ Proved tliat Flotner cut his own blocks, but this is very likely in the
case of the fine ornamental subjects, for he was before all things a wood-carver andmust have been versed in handling all tools used on wood. The instruments thataccompany his monogram on several drawings and woodcuts are a mallet and a “ skew ”
cinsel (the kind used by a wood-carver, not a sculptor in stone). In one case (Lange
p. lb) an instrument, said to be a burin, accompanies the chisel, but this cannot allude

period
praCtlCe °f wood-en£raving, in which the knife was exclusively used at that

•n
**T

i|.
e cor

i
rect

1

uess of this date was doubted by Reimers, on the ground that the
illustrations to the works of Rivius were not published till 1547 and 1548, and thatNeudorfer, writing in 1547, spoke of him as if still alive. But Neudorfer’s words,
inaccurately printed by Lochner, will bear another interpretation, while the date givenabove is supported not only by the epitaph in St. John’s Churchyard, but also by therecord of his burial between 14 September and 13 December, 1546, in the “ grosseTotengelaut von S. Sebald.” (See Lange, pp. 4, 5.)

from
perh

S?
s

.

f° “ Flade ” The artist’s name occurs in documents datingfrom his lifetime as Flattner or Flatner.
b
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designs (see Lange, pp. 15-17). It is the latter, very scantily repre-

sented in this collection, that constitute Flotner’s chief claim to

consideration as a pioneer of the Renaissance in Germany. His

illustrations and separate woodcuts, not of an ornamental character,

are often coarse both in subject and execution.

There are important collections of Flotner’s woodcuts at Berlin,

Dresden and Erlangen.

The woodcuts in this collection fall into the following groups :

—

i. (nos. 1-25).

Subjects from various series.

ii. (nos. 26-29).

Single subjects.

iii. (nos. 30-32).

Playing-cards, ornaments and illustrations of tlie works of Rivius.

iv. (nos. 33-36).

Doubtful works.

The arrangement within these groups is mainly chronological.

BOOKS ILLUSTRATED BY FLOTNER.

A.—In the Department of Prints and Drawings.

1. [WALDIS.] YRsprung vnd Herkumen der
|

zwolff ersten alten

Konig vnd
|

Fiirsten Deutscher Nation,
[

wie vnd zft welchen zeytten
|

jr yeder Regiert hat.
|

m.d.xliii. Hans Guldenmund the Elder, Nurem-
berg, 1543; fol.

On the title-page above the date, the imperial eagle between the pillars of Hercules.

In the text, twelve early German kings by Flotner, Reimers 19-30 [c. 280 X 180], each
occupying the verso of a leaf, while the descriptive verses are printed on the recto of

the leaf following.

(1) A ii v. Tuiscon aller Deutschen Yater. Signed below 1. with mallet and
chisel and initials PF. (this comer is mutilated in the present copy). B. ix, 162, 1.

Repr. Reimers, p. 39 ;
Domanig, p. 13.

(2) A iii v. Mannus der Erst Deutsche Konig.

(3) A iv v. Wygewon Konig der nidem Deutschen.

(4) B i v. Heriwon Konig der mittel Deutschen. A free imitation of Burgk-
mair’s David (in B. 66).

(5) B ii v. Eusterwon Konig der obern Deutschen.

(6) B iii v. Marsus Konig im Niderlandt.

(7) B iv v. Gambriuius Konig in Brabant, Flandern. Repr. Domanig, p. 14.

(8) C i v. Sueuus ein Anherr aller Swaben. Below a landscape with farm-

buildings and a man ploughing with a team of horses. Repr. Domanig, p. 15.

(9) C ii v. Wandalus der Wenden Konig. Landscape background. Repr.

Domanig, p. 16,
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(10) C iii v. Ariouistus ein Konig aller Deutschen. Copied in reverse from
Burgkmair’s King Arthur (in B. G4), with the same arms.

(11) C iv v. Arminius ein FUrst zu Sachssen. The body of Varus lies prone on
the ground, and Arminius holds the severed head. Ropr. Domanig, p. 17.

(12) D i v. Carolus Magnus der erst Deutsche Keyser. A copy in the same
direction of Burgkmair’s Caesar Carolus (in B. 64).
A good copy of the book, which is rare

; the woodcuts are not coloured.
Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1874.

„r S'
Mdchsack 1 ha3 described two variants of this edition, both represented in the

Wolfenbuttel library. The readiest criterion by which they may be distinguished is
the date on the title-page, under the eagle. A has m.d. xltii., B 1543. This copy
and another in the Department of Printed Books, with the woodcuts coloured belong
to edition A, which also occurs at Berlin. Edition B occurs in the Allerh ’

PrivaS
und Fideicommissbibliothek at Vienna.

, **
0opi

?
s

,.

of some of the cuts occur in Lazius’

“ De gentium aliquot migrationibus ”

1557. A free repetition of the cycle, in the form of silver reliefs, by Flotner himself
is in the imperial collection at Vienna. (See Domanig, pp. 11-19.) D. argues that the
woodcuts must have been finished long before 1543, because the figure of Wandalus
recurs, with alterations, as Attila on leaf 11 of the “ Hungern Chronica ” 1534 • but the
resemblance seems to me much too slight to warrant any such conclusion. ’Reimers
bchmidt and Domanig attribute the whole series to Flotner, while Lange recognises
only four woodcuts, nos. 1, 8, 9 and 11, which agree with the reliefs, as his work

2. [ROMAN EMPERORS.] Imperatorum Romanorum omnium
Orientalium et Occidentalium verissimae Imagines. Andreas Gesner
Zurich, 1559; fol.

Scattered throughout the book, on the verso of the leaves, are almost the whole of
the arabesques of Flotner,2 including a few designs for handles and sheaths of daggers
but consisting mainly of designs for intarsia, which had been first published as acomplete set of forty in book form by Rudolph Wyssenbach at Zurich in 1549. The
only one signed is the grotesque panel, P. 29, Reimers 79 (repr. fig. 18), with Flbtner’a
initials and tools and the date 1546.

A fine copy, from the Pirovano sale, 1901.
Reimers (pp. 19-36) attempted to prove that none of these designs were by FlGtner

except the signed grotesque and two sheaths for daggers, which agree with it closely in
style. He regarded the original issue as a compilation by Wyssenbach from various
sources chiefly French. Lange, however (pp. 39-44), has succeeded completely in
re-establishing Flotner’s claim to the authorship of the whole series. The strongest
proof is afforded by the signed ornament at the foot of a column reproduced by Lano-e

Reimers (p. 31) denies the identity of the blocks employed by Gesner in the present
work, and in a new edition of the ornaments alone in 1560, with those originallv
published by Wyssenbach in 1549. He is not sure himself whether the whole or onlv
a part, are copies, and I am unable without access to a copy of Wyssenbach’s’ edition
to ascertam Che facts. The difference, however, if it exists, is exceedingly minute’and Flotner s design may be studied to equal advantage in Gesner’s edition Wvssen-bachs edition was reproduced in facsimile at Berlin in 1882, with the title “D™Kunstbuch des Peter Flotner.”

B.

—

In the Department of Printed Books.

1. [HUNGARIANS.] Der Hungern Chronica . . . Im druck yetz
new auszgangen. Anno 1534. Printed for Hans Metzker Vienna
1534; fol.

’ ’

Nine different cuts in the text [c. 83 x 138], five of which are signed P iii 257 iqReimers 31-35, 37-40. The larger cut on the title-page [163 x 135] ’is also rightly

1 Archiv fur Litteraturgeschiclite
, Leipsic, 1882, xi, 171.

2 The numbers missing are given by Reimers, p. 22.
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attributed by Reimers (no. 36) to Flotner. Domanig (p. 5, note 1) calls it a copy from
Burgkmair, and Lange (p. 27) says that it has nothing to do with Flotner. The facts
are these. The block of the woodcut in question is extant in the Derschau collection
at Berlin. The initials HB were inserted, at some date subsequent to 1534, in the r.
upper corner (1. side in the impression), and the spurious second state thus created was
described by Bartsch (vii, 221, 70) as a work of Burgkmair’s and reprinted by Becker
(Cfotha, 1810) as B 30. The style has no resemblance whatever to Burgkmair’s, and I
see no reason to doubt that Reimers 36 belongs, with the other illustrations of the
book, to Flotner The architecture is quite in his taste, and the man standing to 1.

may be compared with a similar figure in Reimers 39. The true facts about the
attribution to Burgkmair are given by Reimers, p. 37. The inserted piece containing
the initials is made, he says, of iron.

2.

[RYFF.] Perspectiva . . . durch Gualtherum H. Rivium.
J. Petreius, Nuremberg, 1547

;
fol.

The numerous illustrations to this book are by Flotner, though they were not
published till after his death. They are partly adapted from Serlio and the Como
edition of Vitruvius. See Reimers, pp. 36-44, 107-110, nos. 41-49, and Lange,
PP- 29-38. The cuts are partly the same as in the following book, but many,
including all the landscape subjects, with diagrams explaining the use of mathematical
instruments for measuring, are peculiar to the work on Perspective.

3.

[VITRUVIUS.] Vitruvius Teutsch . . . durch Gualtherum
H. Rivium. J. Petreius, Nuremberg, 1548 ; fol.

The illustrations are by Flotner. One of them, Reimers 50, fol. cxcviii v., is signed.
(See remarks on no. 2.)

4.

[BECKER.] Holzschnitte alter deutscher Meister. Gotha,
1808-1816; fol.

B 30, from “ Der Hungern Chronica,” wrongly ascribed to Burgkmair
; B 58, the

Calumny of Apelles, wrongly ascribed to Schon; B 67-70, landsknechts, etc.
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WOODCUTS BY FLOTNER.

i. SUBJECTS FROM VARIOUS SERIES. Nos. 1-25 .

Histobical Subjects connected with the Triumphal Arch op
Maximilian I.

One of these—Maximilian conferring the ‘Fief of Milan on Ludovico
Sforza (see p. 327, no. 19)—should be compared especially with the
illustrations to Der Hungern Chronica.” Both in the architecture
especially the construction of the throne, and in the features Flotner’s
style is unmistakable. This woodcut, in the separate editions (Glax A-C)
of the historical subjects, takes the place of another treatment of thesame subject by Spnngmklee, which is to be found in the complete
editions of the Arch. r

w
Wlt

^ ^
e
f
ard to another subject—Maximilian making peace withHenry YII (p 3^4, no. 10)—I cannot speak so positively. There are

details in it which suggest Erhard Schon (see p. 418, note 3), but two
ngures m this woodcut may be compared respectively with Mannus and
Marsus, in the series of the earliest German kings, and with the man
standing m the cut on the title-page of “Der Hungern Chronica.”

works of Eldtner’s

6 acknowledged
’
are nofc characteristic or undisputed

•

gei
}
erally accepted opinion that these separate editions were

i?
su

,

e 'd
™?,

Ancirea soon after the death of Maximilian is correct, the fact
that blotner had a share in them suggests that he was settled inNuremberg earlier than 1522. There is no likelihood that Andreawould cut designs by a master residing at Ansbach

[1
-7 .]

Landsknechts.

T nTber 0f
7
00d^ts rePresentillS the co^umes of landsknechts were issuedboth at Augsburg and at Nuremberg between 1525 and 1530. They are supposedwith great probability, to reproduce types of the soldiers engaged in the Italiancampmgn of Charles V which was terminated by the victory at Pavia in 1525 Two

pT woodcut* each fifty m number, have been reproduced by Count Breunner-

Vrenna 18S3
m The^T M̂ G

f
U Kriegsvolker im Zeitalter der Landskneclite,”The

.
second series forms a connected whole, of Augsburg origin cut bvJost de Negker and issued about sixty years later by his son David. The first seriesconsists of much more heterogeneous elements, not forming a connected whole Someof the numbers bear the address of Guldenmund or Meldemann

; all appear to havebeen cut at Nuremberg, and part of them are copies from the Auesbur^ series A few

pTrt ofh^ubllitfor
me CharaCter are Placed hy Breunner-Enkevoerth in ihe third
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It is very difficult to determine precisely -what share in these woodcuts is to be
attributed to Flotner, who only signed three of them. 1 Different opinions have been
expressed by Reimers (pp. 49-58, 103), Schmidt (Repert . f. Kunstw. xvii, 366) and
Lange (pp. 24-27). The latter rightly observes that a number of the subjects appear
to have been drawn on the block, not by the artist himself, but by some one in the

employment of the wood-engraver, working from a sketch. Others, again, were re-cut

on a second block, and it appears that in several cases only the copy and not Flotner’s

original has survived. The subjects which can be attributed with some probability to

him are scantily represented in this collection
;
the claim which they have to a place

among his works will be discussed in the remarks on each.

\

1.

YOUNG MAN HOLDING THE SHAFT OF A LANCE IN HIS 1. HAND.
B.-E. i, 10. Refiners 11.

[287 X 168.] Late chiaroscuro impression from two blocks, as in Becker (B 67).

Purchased from Mr. Evans, 1849.

The Berlin impression, reproduced by Reimers (fig. 37), is printed from three
blocks, the last of which contains the initials P F near the 1. knee. This third block

was lost before the impressions from the Derschau blocks were taken.

With the exception of the head, this is a copy of no. 34 in David de Necker’s series.

Lange denies that Flotner was ever a copyist, and thinks that D. de Necker, about
1590, made up an imperfect set of blocks to the number of fifty by copying some of the
subjects originally issued by Guldenmund and Meldemann. That seems to me
impossible ; the cutting of the whole Augsburg series is uniform, and of Jost de
Necker’s time, and could not have been imitated so skilfully at the close of the century.

la. A COPY OF THE SAME SUBJECT.

[257 X 166 (cut).] Old impression on coarse, brownish paper.

In the inventory of 1837.

The difference most readily pointed out is that the sheath of the sword is all black,

not broken up by white lines as in the signed woodcut.

2. A MAN CARRYING A HALBERT OYER HIS r. SHOULDER.
Reimers 12.

[285 x 170.] Late chiaroscuro impression from two blocks, as in Becker (B 67).

Purchased from Mr. Evans, 1849.

Here, as in the case of no. 1, the Berlin impression has Flotner’s signature, printed

from a lost block. The impression reproduced by B.-E. (i, 14), with the heading
“ Feldtwaybel ” and the name “ Hanns Guldenmundt ” at the foot, is evidently from a
different block—here, again, the sheath of the sword should be observed—and should
probably be described as a copy by Guldenmund from Flotner.

The two subjects, nos. 1, 2, were copied in reverse by D. Hopfer (B. 65).

3. A MAN WITH A SWORD OVER HIS r. SHOULDER AND A PEA-
COCK’S FEATHER IN HIS CAP. Reimers 14.

[260 x 150.] Modern impression, as in Becker (B 68), printed on the same sheet
with nos. 4 and 5.

Purchased from Mr. Evans, 1849.

This, again, is not from the same block as the impression reproduced by B.-E.
(i, 24), with the heading “ Doppelsoldner ” and the name “ Hans Guldenmundt ” at the
foot. The most obvious difference is that the stocking on the r. leg has lines running
down it, which are wanting in the Derschau block. The end of the sword and the 1.

hand have been cut off the block.

A reversed copy of this subject was etched by D. Hopfer on the same plate as his
copies of 1 and 2.

1 Breunner-Enkevoerth, i, 8, 10, 14. The first of these, signed with the mallet and
chisel, is entitled “ Yeyt Pildbawer,” and it has been thought that Flotner intended
this landsknecht for himself, and that he may have used the opportunity of the
campaign of Charles V for a visit to Italy. That is merely an attractive conjecture.
B.-E. 10 and 14 are signed only in the chiaroscuro impressions at Berlin.
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3a. A COPY OF THE SAME SUBJECT, BY HANS GULDENMUND.

oJSiUfS' «,srstti’S ars^
'"'a;;,-™.srr-

"

a *•—- «-*r

‘

4' A
’'woman™

A SW0BD 0VER HIS 1- SHOULDER, LEADING A
B.-E. i, 45. Reimers 15.

noafand!
000 M°derD impre89ion

’ M “ Becker (B 69), on the came sheet as

Purchased from Mr. Evans, 1849.

Thi^Si
‘ ha

-

S fProduced impression from the Derschau block.This subject was copied in reverse by Hopfer on a separate plate (B. 63).

^ A
MUND°

F THE SAME SUBJECT
> PROBABLY BY HANS GULDEN-

lm" » *“• oi

a® jsr-i'rJWM. saril

;rt.,
T£following six verses remain at the top (the last two damaged) :

’ th

!< Ua dorffes du weder spyelen noch keren
Sonder nur Schlemen prassen zeren
Vnd lass dein frawen sant quinte han
Die nichts dan greyn vnd zancken kan.
Ich mag nym stecken in de

T ,, .
Ich wil ein anders auch ve en ”

In the inventory of 1837.

5. A WITH A HALBERD IN HIS r. HAND, A DOG STANDING
* B.-E. i, 30. Reimers 16.

and4
* 1320 M0dem imPression as in Becke^ (B 70), on the same sheet as nos. 3

Purchased from Mr. Evans, 1849.

Flitaer.
the composition8 hitherto described have been unanimously attributed to

That is not the case with the two following numbers Thpsp

hkplv
6
^

1^ n0t
+i

ng
+^n

l8
’
but Part of Guldenmund’s series of copies. It seermTverv

Ir
k
p ll’f

h
7
eVe

^ S-
at

-

theI are from desiSns by Piotner, of which no
P
original impressionsand thlS

-

1S
i

the most suitable place in which to describe
g
them The fact

*t£S,'KaS'<XZ.
M~ -** k> '• "

“"rolK.'hg'KSS ""““VS;?®,*
“ Vetter Heine 1 du sagest recht

verses,

Ich bin ein freydig junger knecht ”

aUotosT*
°Ut °ff

’ aDd Guldenmund ’

8 name
> wl‘ich probably stood at the foot, is

In the inventory of 1837.
This subject was copied in reverse by Hopfer, with a slight alteration in R r.iIt was rejected by Reimers, but attributed to Flotner by Scbmiclt and Lange.

B ’ 64 ’

B E^
h
K°

,di

H„^5
ti0ned ’,“ Heyn? aUX dcr hyrchgassen von Schweitz,” appears onB. E. i, 25. He addresses his cousm as follows :

“ Hor zfi mein lieber velter galflchj j • . ,
'-uumu iujiu«»; nor zu mem lievnd dein vater hant vil mal Mit Schweitz erlanget grossen Sig etcname Hans Guldenmundt appears beside the verses.

6 In this case the

2 M 2
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7. A MAN WITH A FIRE-ARM OYER HIS 1. SHOULDER.
Copy of B.-E. iii, 4.

In the original, the pattern on the r. side of the man’s breeches

consists of complete discs resembling panes of glass. In the copy these

discs are indicated but not completely drawn. The heading is lost, but

the following six verses, in two columns, are preserved :

tt Ich pin genent der Rueren frey. Durch Schweden pisz in Engellandt.

Ich han verschossen Puluer Pley. Ynd hab doch keinen herren noch.

Vnd pin passirt auss Brabant. Ich merck der krieg der hat ein loch.

[Sheet, 281 x 164.] Good, old impression, cut at top and bottom; uniform with

nos. 3a, 4a and 6,
1 but better preserved. Watermark, a small bull’s head with flower

over it.

In the inventory of 1837.

Another copy from the same design, with Meldemann’s monogram near the 1. leg, is

reproduced in B.-E. (i, 21). Both the headgear and the pattern of the breeches are

different. The verses, ten in number and printed in one column, with the heading
“ Piichsenschutz,” are partly the same, with variations interpolated.

This subject was also copied in reverse by Hopfer (B. 64). In Hopfer’s copy the

discs are completely formed, as in the original.

[8-13 .]

Heroes and Tyrants of the Old Testament.

This series of twelve woodcuts, not hitherto described in the literature on Flotner,

appeared as illustrations of the original (broadside) edition of two poems by Hans
Sachs, “ Erenport der zwelff Sieghaften Helden des alten Testaments und ander

Tyrannen. Anno Domini m.ccccc.xxxi am xxv tag Junii,” and “ Schandenpord. Die
zwolff thyrannen des alten testaments mit ihrem w litigin leben. Anno Salutis

M.ccccc.xxxi am 1 tag Julii.” The poems are printed in the folio edition of Hans
Sachs’s poems, “ Sehr Herrliche, Schone und Warhaffte Gedicht,” Nuremberg, 1558, i,

49-54, and in Bibliothelc des litterarischen Vereins, Stuttgart, Bd. 102, p. 211 ff. The
characters of the “Gate of Honour” are Joshua, Gideon, Jephthah, Samson, Jonathan,

David, Abijah, Asa, Jehoshaphat, Amaziah, Hezekiah, Judas Maccabseus; and of the
“ Gate of Shame,” Pharaoh, Adonibezek, Eglon, Abimelech, Goliath, Saul, Zerah, Aliab,

Sennacherib, Nebuchadnezzar, Holofernes and Antiochus. Each block contains two
persons. The original edition of each poem must have consisted of three sheets, with

two blocks, containing four persons, printed side by side at the top of each, the verses

standing below the woodcuts and being divided by pilasters, of which the capitals are

seen just below the ledge or parapet on which the persons are leaning. The design of

these capitals, and of the moulding in which they are embedded, is different in the two
cases ; the pseudo-ionic capital with an animal’s head belongs to the “ Erenport.”

Only one fragment of such an original edition has been preserved, so far as is known.
The Germanic Museum at Nuremberg possesses two out of three sheets of the
“ Erenport.” The first of these is reproduced as an illustration to an article by Max
Wingenroth,2 on old German stoves at Nuremberg, a propos of a stove in the Burg
composed of coloured tiles partly founded on these woodcuts. The stove in question 3

affords the only means of identifying the subjects of the woodcuts, when they occur

apart from the poem, since each tile contains the name and number of the person whom
it represents. Unfortunately the tiles are not in their original places, and the whole

1 A copy from Beham, p. 479, no. 149a, belongs to the same set.
2 “ Kachelofen und Ofenkacheln des 16., 17., und 18. Jahrhunderts im Germanischen

Museum, auf der Burg und in der Stadt Niirnberg.” Mitt. a. d. germ. Nationalmuseum,

1899, p. 87 ; see especially pp. 96-98.
3 Reproduced in collotype on pi. 2 and 11 of Adalbert Roper’s “Sammlung yon

Ofen in alien Stilarten, mit einem Vorwort von Hans Boesch,” J. Albert, Munich,
1895.
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series is not preserved while the few single tiles of the set that are preserved atNuremberg, Munich and Prague (Boh. Nat. Mus.) are duplicates of those in the stove
itself The subjects extant are : Gedion n, Samson iv, Jonathan v, David vi, Assavm, Josaphat ix, Amassia x, Ezechias xi, Judas Machabeus xn, from the “ Erenport ”
and Goliath Sewh vn Acliab vm, Nabuchodonosor x, Holofernes xi, Antiochus xn,from the ‘‘Schandenport ” The architectural setting of the two series of subjects
differs in the tiles, asm the woodcuts.

J

In addition to early impressions of eight of the heroes (nos. 1-4, 9-12), with text, atNuremberg, I only know impressions of the first two pairs of tyrants (Pharaoh and
Adonibezek, Eglon and Abimelech),

1

also early, but without text, at Erlangen, and late
impressions, both at Dresden and London, of the six pairs now to be described. Thewhole or the twelve pairs, accordingly, are extant.

Wingenroth says that the attribution to Flotner was proposed by Dr. W. Schmidtand that he himself is inclined to accept it. He recognises, at any rate, the style of aNuremberg master of the second quarter of the xvi century, who has used the forms
of the Renaissance in North Italy with intelligence. The impressions at Erlangen,
however, were already attributed to Flotner by Dr. Zucker, when I saw them in 3896!
1 .^opted the attribution at once, and my conviction that it is correct has deepened
with time. Comparison with this series would help to dispel such doubts as Lange has
expressed with regard to Flotner’s authorship in the entire set of illustrations to thepoem of Burckhard Waldis.

8

.

JONATHAN AND DAVID. (Nos. 5 and 6 of the Heroes.)

Jonathan, in a plain helmet with the visor up, faces three-quarters
to r.

;
he wears a cuirass over ring-mail armour

;
both his gauntleted

hands rest on the ledge in front of him. David, in a helmet surmounted
by a small crown, looks up to 1. and leans his head on his 1. hand • in
his r. hand he holds a harp.

9. ABIJAH AND ASA. (Nos. 7 and 8 of the Heroes.)

Abijah, in Roman armour and an ornamental crowned helmet with
long plumes, is seen in profile to r.

;
his arms, crossed at the wrist, are

propped on the parapet. Asa, in a similar helmet with different plumes,
in three-quarter face to 1., converses with him, gesticulating with the r
hand.

The half-columns seen to 1. and r. of each pair of heroes are additions,
peculiar to these late impressions, for in the early impression at Nurem-
berg no column divides Gideon, in the first pair, from Jephthah, in the
second

;
the half-length figures are entirely detached against the air, and

there is no architectural frame above the parapet. Moreover, the outlines
of the separate blocks on which the columns are cut can be clearly seen.
In the series of tyrants, on the other hand, the half-columns form an
integral part of the original block. At Dresden the four heroes (5-8) are
on an undivided sheet, with columns at the extremity of each pair, as here.

10. GOLIATH AND SAUL. (Nos. 5 and 6 of the Tyrants.)

Goliath, in armour, with a long beard, three-quarter face to r., has a
massive shield slung over his shoulders on a chain. Saul, in plate-armour,
wearing a crowned helmet with long plumes, holds a drawn sword upright
before him.

1 As the tiles give no assistance, it is impossible to tell which of the woodcuts at
Lrlangen represents the first pair and which the second. I venture to name them thus
because the four pairs in the British Museum can be identified, by aid of the tiles, with
tyrants 5-12, while the attributes of the four tyrants at Erlangen are different from anv
of those represented here. 3
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11. ZERAH AND AHAB. (Nos. 7 and 8 of the Tyrants.)

Zerah (the Ethiopian, 2 Chr. xiv, 9) wears a low spiked crown with
ostrich plumes, and holds a spiked mace over his 1. shoulder. He looks
away from Ahab, a bearded king in a helmet with ostrich plumes, who
holds a javelin in his r. hand.

12. SENNACHERIB AND NEBUCHADNEZZAR.
(Nos. 9 and 10 of the Tyrants.)

Sennacherib, in a crowned helmet with ostrich plumes, holds a rod of

twigs in his r. hand. He faces Nebuchadnezzar, who wears a low crown
with eight points and spiked gauntlets on his hands, and holds a scourge
with two thongs in his r. hand. The rod and scourge resemble those

commonly represented in the scene of the Flagellation of Christ in the
Passion.

13. HOLOFERNES AND ANTIOCHUS. (Nos. 11 and 12 of the Tyrants.)

Holofernes, wearing a wide-brimmed hat with plumes, over a cap, and
a slashed doublet, holds a hammer in his r. hand. He is conversing with
Antiochus, who wears plate-armour and a circlet with spikes far apart,

and has a snake coiled round his r. arm.

Nos. 8-18 are uniform late impressions [sheet, c. 135 x 185].
In the inventory of 1837.

[
14-25 .]

The Ancestors and Early Kings of the German Race.
Edition printed on single sheets.

These are the same woodcuts as were issued in book form in 1543, 1 but here each
subject is enclosed in an architectural frame or passe-partout, consisting of a single

block, the same throughout the series. Two columns at the sides, each resting on a
pedestal adorned with a trophy of arms, support an entablature, in front of which two
cherubs hold up a large scroll, designed to contain a title, but empty in this edition.

The title is printed with type, in a single line, above the woodcut, on the same sheet.

The same verses as accompany the woodcuts in the book are printed here in smaller

type, in two columns, on a separate sheet, which is attached to the foot of the woodcut.
The blocks were in about the same condition, when these impressions were taken, as

when the book was printed. This is probably not the original edition, for the titles

would there have stood in the place intended for them

;

2 but it is no doubt a republica-

tion of the blocks in the guise in which they were intended to be seen, completed by
the frame.

On this series see Reimers, pp. 38, 102, 104, Domanig, pp. 12-19, and Lange,

pp. 23-24. I have myself described the present edition in Bepert. f. Kunstw. xx, 209.

The twelve sheets with woodcuts are preceded by a single sheet with the preface,
“ So wir den Geschichtschreybern glauben,” etc., printed in large type in 45 lines.

The initial S is the same as was used in the book (this edition, therefore, was probably
also issued by Hans Guldenmund), but the cut at the top, showing the imperial arms
with the Golden Fleece, between the pillars of Hercules, is different. The titles are

given with the orthography used in this edition.

1 See p. 526, no. 1.
2 Reimers (p. 102, no. 10) has described one leaf of such an edition.
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14 . TUISCON ALLER DEUTSCHEN YATER. B. ix, 162, 1.

15 . MANNUS DER ERST DEUTSCH KUNIG.

10. WYGEWON KUNIG DER NIDER DEUTSCHEN.

17 . HERIWON KUNIG DER MITTEL DEUTSCHEN.

18. EUSTERWON KUNIG DER OBERN DEUTSCHEN.

19. MARSUS KUNIG IM NIDERLANDT.

20. GAMBRIUIUS KUNIG IN BRABANT, FLANDERN.

21 . SUEUUS EIN ANHER ALLER SCHWABEN.

22 . WANDALUS DER WENDEN KONIG.

23. ARIOUISTUS EIN KUNIG ALLER DEUTSCHEN.

24 . ARMINIUS EIN FURST ZU SACHSSEN.

25 . CAROLUS MAGNUS, DER ERST DEUTSCHE KEISER.

[Woodcuts, with passe-partout
, 370 x 258 ; sheet, e. 390 x 258 ; leaf with verses

c. 175 x 258.] The woodcuts are coloured. Watermark of nos. 14, 15, 17-20 25 a’
narrow high crown

; of nos. 16, 23, 24, a small orb (Reichsapfel)
; of nos. 21 and 22, a

bull s head with cross and serpent
; the first two watermarks are also found on the

separate leaves which contain the verses.
In the inventory of 1837.

ii. SINGLE SUBJECTS. Nos. 26-29.

26.

THE CALUMNY OF APELLES. (1534.)
Nagl. K.-L. xv, 459, 38. Naumann's Archiv, ix, 195.

The. scene is a long portico divided into compartments by columns
supporting round arches.

Midas, or the unjust judge (Richter

1

), sits 1. on a throne under a canopy
between Suspicion (Arckwan) and Ignorance (Vnwissenheyt). Fraud
(Betrieglichkeyt) introduces the victim, Innocence (Ynschuldt), who is
dragged forward by Calumny (Yerkleckung) and followed by Envy
(Neyd) and Deceit (Auffsatz). Error (Yrrsal) and Haste (Eyll) turn
back and beckon to Punishment (Straff), who holds a sword and a rope
and stands before^ the door of a torture-chamber, in which a crucifix stands
out from the wall in such a position as to be visible to a victim lying on
the rack. Over the figure of Punishment is seen the Almighty, as

&
the

Eternal Justice, holding sword and scales. The last figures are Penitence
(Rew) and Truth (Warheyt).

At the top of the sheet is printed, “ Ein Erklerung der Tafel des
Gerichts, zo der kostlich Maler Appelles, dem Konig Ptolomeo furmalet.”

1 This and the following names are printed with movable type, inserted in the blockibe type has been preserved, for exactly the same characters appear in Becker’s
modern editions (1810, 1821) as in the old edition here described.
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the car. On the latter are the initials P.F; the’ mallet and chisel are

on the ground.

[52 x 179.] Good impression, repaired. No watermark.
Purchased at the Angiolini sale, 1895 (lot 1250).

One of the best of Flotner’s cuts ; reminding us of the engravings of the “ Little

Masters.” It is rare, but impressions exist at Dresden, Munich and Vienna. Three
small ornaments, white on black, purchased at the same sale (lot 1251) as works of

Flotner, appear to me to be much later in character and wrongly attributed to

this artist.

Y

iii. PLAYING-CARDS, ORNAMENTS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
OF THE WORKS OF RIVIUS. Nos. 30-32.

30. PLAYING-CARDS.
Wiltshire, p. 199, G. 135. Schmidt, Repert.f. Kunstw. xvii, 367. Lange, pp. 27-29.

A single sheet containing ten cards, undivided, in two rows of five

each, viz.

Six of hearts.

Six of bells.

Six of leaves.

Six of acorns.

Nine of acorns.

Five of hearts.

Five of leaves.

Five of bells.

Five of acorns.

Nine of hearts.

Flotner’s favourite symbol, a heap of ordure, appears on nos. (2), (5),

and (9).

Upper row—(1)

(
2)

(3)

(
4
)

(5)

Lower row—(6)

(7)

(
8
)

(9)

(
10

)

Hirth 781.

„ 756.

„ 772.

„ 764.

„ 767.

Undescribed.

Hirth 784.

[Sheet, 196 x 305 ; each card, 98 X 61. 1

] Fine, early impressions, not coloured.

No complete pack of Flotner’s cards has been described. It should consist of 48

cards. Of these, 44 in all have been reproduced, partly in the volume, “ Jeux de Cartes

Tarots, etc.,” published by the Societe des Bibliophiles Frangais, 1 844, which reproduces

(pi. 92-95) the thirty-five 2 cards of this pack preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale

(Courboin, “ Cat. de la Reserve,” no. 1570), and partly in Hirth’s “ Kulturgeschichtliches

Bilderbuch ” or “ Les Grands Illustrateurs,” ii, nos. 756-789, where thirty-four cards

from the Felix collection at Leipzig are reproduced. These two sets have 25 subjects

in common, while 10 are peculiar to the Paris and 9 to the Leipzig set, making 44 in

all. Of the four cards not hitherto reproduced, two, the four of bells and ten of acorns,

are in the Berlin Cabinet and have been described by Lange ; two more, the four of

hearts and “ Unter ” of bells, remain undescribed ;
no impression of the former is known,

but the Berlin Cabinet possesses the latter. 3 The compositions of the two undescribed

1 These measurements include the outer border-line ; the card measures 96 x 58, if

only the inner line is reckoned.
2 Not thirty* six, for the deuce of leaves with the arms of Saxony (pi. 92, D) does

not belong to this pack, but to one attributed to Hans Sebald Beham in Singer’s

catalogue of the von Lanna collection, nos. 1413-1464 This card is also reproduced

in Lacroix and Sere’s “Le Moyen Age et la Renaissance,” tome ii, Cartes h Jouer,

pi. iv bis. The true deuce of leaves of Flotner’s pack is Hirth 780. That deuce has

been followed by the painter of the Modena pack mentioned on p. 539. ,

3 The Berlin Cabinet possesses 42 cards in all ; it lacks the five of each suit and also

the three and four of hearts.
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cards are preserved in the pack of painted cards, copied from Flotner, with the arms ofModena on the deuce of each suit, in the Schreiber collection in the Print-room
(Catalogue by F. M. O Donoghue, p. 75, no. 3). The four of hearts is somewhat free in
subject, and represents a courtesan exposing her hinder parts, while her lover with a
(laggei m his r. hand, its sheath in his 1. hand, falls backwards off a stool. The
Unter ol bells represents an old hunchback in a fool’s cap and spectacles, wearing

clogs, wdh a pitcher balanced on his hump, walking to r. and holding a sausage in his
1. hand and a ribbon, from which the suit-mark is suspended, in his r. hand

liie byes of the four suits, preserved at Paris and in this collection, though
reproduced by the Societe des Bibliophiles Francis (pi. 93), have not been described
betore, except by Willshire

; the subjects may, therefore, be repeated here. (6) Ayoung man and young woman standing by a fountain
; the latter has her hair twistedm two plaits

; her back is turned. (7) A well-dressed citizen and his wife walk to r.,
by

i

a With a clothes-basket on her back, carrying a pitcher in each hand,

im n eclllldren play round a pedestal, like a caudlestick, on which a
fifthdnld^tands, blowing two trumpets. The objects held by two of the children are
not flaming torches (W.), but a kmd of soft brush or flap (Wedel) exactly like that
used by a woman bathing, in the three of leaves in this pack, to keep the flies off, and

Pp
e
im

r

pr!
h
«
hel
^l

b
A u

he Maenati wji° is urging the he-goat to jump through a hoop in
Benners 8. (9) A hunchbacked dwarf, mounted on a goat, is driving his spear into themouth of a pig crouching on the ground. A woman clasping the stem of a tree with
her r. hand, holds a wreath in her 1. hand. On a cushion in the foreground is the
object which also occurs in nos. (2) and (5).

30a. “OBER” OF LEAVES, FROM THE SAME PACK. Hirth 778.

A later impression, on brownish paper

of PrintedBooWgoO
00116011011 (S‘°ane 1<M4

’
54S)‘ Transferred from the Department

t CAPITAL AND BASE OF A COLUMN. Reimers 64.
(Reproduction.)

comPos^e capital is decorated with acanthus leaves and with a
naked female child, standing on a shell, holding up in both hands the ends
ol a veil which falls in a graceful curve behind her back. On the broken
end of the shaft, above the four decorated members of the base and
plinth, are the chisel and upright mallet

; on the latter are the initials
Jr. T.

Photograph of the impression at Coburg [255 x 184], to which Dr. Koetschau kindlvcalled my attention in 1900. Reimers mentions impressions at Munich and Paris.k ni® capital has been reproduced in Hirth’s Formenschatz
, 1884, no 67

un

/

0 N
Child strong1y resembles the girl on the pedestal in the five of bells

no. oO (8). ’

Reimers has described (nos. 62-71) a series of capitals and bases of columns orpilasters which have all been reproduced either by Hirth, Reimers or Lange. There is

?n
C
Fr?

lete C<

t

£lmi
i

*-
3
rI *

,

29J’ s,iI1 described, at Erlangen, which I would attribute
to Jtlotner. It ends, like the great column attributed to Diirer, in a turnip root held bvtwo children

; the latter remind me of Fldtner’s playing-cards.
y

31. GROTESQUE PANEL. 1546. P. iii, 256, 29. Reimers 79.

1559
1

(sL*p
1

527 no^
688*011 cufc out of “ ImPeratorum Komanorum Imagines,” Zurich,

Purchased from Messrs. Coluaghi, 1871.
This is the commonest and best known of all Fliitner’s woodcuts. It belong* to the

l

8

i?

f
r

a.*abes(lues published by R. Wyssenbach in 1549, and again by A. Gesner in1560, but it was also used in the following books: “ Wundeibarliche kostliche Gemalt ”
LGessner Zurich, lo66; « Architectura Antiqua,” J. Bodmer, Zttrich,
date 1546 has disappeared).

1627 (here the
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32. ILLUSTRATIONS TO “ VITRUVIUS TEUTSCH.” 1548.

(1) Two Caryatids in repose. Fol. xiv, v.

(2) Two Caryatids in action. „ xv, r.

(3) Atlantes in various attitudes. Fol. xvn, v.

(4) Two Satyr terms. Fol. xviii, r.

(5) Two Satyrs carrying baskets of fruit. Fol. xix, r.

(6) Templum Jovis Romae. Fol. xxn, v.

(7) Globe with a figure breathing steam. Fol. xlv, v. (Reimers 48.)

(8) Primitive man’s first attempts at building. Fol. lxii, r.

(9) Types of wooden houses. Fol. lxiii, r.

(10) Greek method of building a wall. Fol. lxxxi, r.

(11) The “ Pycnostyle ” arrangement of columns. Fol. cxn, v.

(12) A baluster decorated with foliage. Fol. cxiv, r.

(13) The “ Diastyle ” arrangement of columns. Fol. cxiv, v.

(14) A Corinthian capital. Fol. cxxxvn, r.

(15) A classical building. „ cxl, v.

(16) A door. Fol. cxlii, v.

(17) A triumphal arch.

Late impressions, from various German editions of Munster’s “ Cosmographia,”
published at Basle.

Presented by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, KC.B.
The references quoted show where each subject is to be found in the original

Vitruvius in German, published in the year after Flotner’s death, without implying
that these impressions are from the Nuremberg edition. Many of them have the same
descriptive letterpress differently set up. No. (17) did not appear in 1548, and is

probably not by Flotner at all.

Nos. (7) and (8) were first published in Ryffs work on Perspective in 1547, but they
were originally intended for the Vitruvius. (See p. 528, nos. 2, 3.)

iv. DOUBTFUL WORKS. Nos. 33-36.

[33-35.] •

Dancers at a Wedding.
B. vii, 267, 103.

The whole of this series used to be attributed to Schaufelein. One, however, has
been restored by Dr. Pauli, and another by myself, to Beham. 1 Three remain, which
nre certainly not by Schaufelein, and seem to belong to the Nuremberg rather than the
Augsburg school. I suggested the name of “ Pseudo-Beham ” for these,2 but they are
nearer to Flbtner’s landsknechts.

33. A LADY AND GENTLEMAN. Repr. Hirth, i, 55.

The lady looks round at her cavalier, who holds his cap in his 1.

hand.

1 See p. 477.
2

Bejjert.f. Kunstw. xxv, 468,
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A LADY AND GENTLEMAN. Repr. Hirth, i, 56-

The lady wears a crown, the gentleman a wreath : both look straight
before them.

6

35.

A LADY AND GENTLEMAN. Repr. Hirth, i, 59.

.

ladY wears a wide-brimmed hat
;
the gentleman holds his cap in

his 1. hand
;
both look before them.

[c. 240 x 190.] Uniform old impressions, ’but not early. Watermark of nos. 33, 34, a
small eagle ; of no. 35, an orb in a shield, under it the letter A

In the inventory of 1837.

36.

A CARICATURE.

A deformed fool, in cap and bells, with similar bells at the end of his
long, pointed shoes, bends forward, leaning on crutches, and carries in
both hands a cushion on which are two wind instruments and a heap of
ordure. Over the latter is the letter S. A goose stands on the fool’s
head and stretches out its beak towards the filth. Single, wide border.

[232 x 305.] Good, old impression. On the back is the ornamental design, p 542
no. 1.

o r ’

In the inventory of 1837.
A C0

J

ar
f
e

,
but vigorous piece of work. The object carried on the cushion suggests

Flotner s handiwork, but another explanation might doubtless be found for its presence.
1 here is no other reason for connecting this subject with Flotner’s name.
•

undescribed caricature which I attribute with more confidence to Flotner
is at Gotha (Sammelband ii, 12). It represents a man carrying a banner with a spade
and heap of excrement on it, standing on a pig with a unicorn’s horn

; behind him is a
devil holding a pair of spectacles [273 x 190] coloured

; three columns of verses below
the woodcut.
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X.—THE MASTER H
Designer of furniture and ornamental woodwork

;
worked about

1530-1540.

Notices of this master may be found in Brulliot, ii, 2854, Nagler,
“ Monogrammisten,” iii, no. 1488, and Schestag, “Katalog der Orna-
mentstich-Sammlung des k. k. Osterr. Museums fur Kunst und
Industrie,” Vienna, 1871, p. 127. His name is unknown. 1 The
woodcuts which bear his monogram, sometimes combined with that
of another artist (see XI), are invariably found on the backs of impres-
sions of other woodcuts.2 Some of the latter are by Augsburg
masters, but the majority are of Nuremberg origin

;
and it is probable

that the two artists known only by their monograms were house
decorators at Nuremberg contemporary with Flotner, to whom they
are inferior in draughtsmanship, though their designs are in a fairly

pure Eenaissance style. One of the designs of this master is repro-

duced in Hirth’s Formenschatz
, 1894, no. 6.

1. DESIGN FOR PART OF THE DECORATION OF A WALL.

This is the elevation of a structure resembling a portal, with a central
pediment flanked by Nereids wearing helmets. Under the pediment is a
balcony with a balustrade, and below this a niche to contain a vessel of
water .

3 The mark, a carpenter’s square laid across two arrows, is placed
on the round projecting pedestal under the niche

;
the initials are on flat

panels on either side.

[Limits of design, 288 x 151.] On the back of a caricature, somewhat in Flotner’s
manner (p. 541, no. 36).

In the inventory of 1837.

la. A FRAGMENT OF THE SAME DESIGN.

[130 x 150.] The upper part only, including the capitals of the pilasters that flank
the niche. This impression preserves a ball placed above the apex of the pediment,
which has been cut off in the case of no. 1. The total height of the latter, with this
addition, would be 296 mm.

1 The emblem between the initials H S is almost identical with the armorial
bearings of the Meichssner family (see “ Geschlechtbuch des heiligen Reichs Stat
Nurnberg,” 1610). In the latter, however, the arrows are placed with the point upwards.

2 The ornamental designs appear always to have been printed first. The paper
that contained these was sometimes larger than was required for the figure subject, and
it was then cut down, without any regard to the ornament. The figure subjects are
never cut.

3 The similar woodcut, XI, 2, clearly shows what the niche was intended to contain,
though here it is left empty.
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•
back of an

x
anonymous woodcut, perhaps of the Augsburg school (somewhatm Dieu s late manner), representing two lovers seated on a bank (p. 498, no 20)

In the inventory of 1837.
J

2. DESIGN FOR A WAINSCOT.

Two panels of purely geometrical design, the centre of each being
a circle within a lozenge, placed in a rectangular frame. The wainscot is
surmounted by a cornice, and below is a skirting-board in three oblong
panels divided by pilasters. The skirting is separated from the wainscot
by an interval in which the monogram and mark (the latter inverted, asm Drulliot s second facsimile) are placed.

thpfnhWf m-n
D

’
18
mX ?

56
-* °5 *he

.
back of a c°Py of Schaufelein’s woodcut of

thPW nf r
r ’ miUer 8

.

Son
?
nd d0

2
key ‘ A sma11 fragment is also preserved on

Schdufekin
arlier lmPression of the first compartment of the same woodcut after

In the inventory of 1867.

p088£,88c8
? des,ign by this master, with the arrows pointing

?527 inserted in£1“ session of Durer's portrait, B. 156, in the late state, with
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XI.—THE MASTEE

See note on X, and Nagler, “ Monogrammisten,” iii, no. 973.

The designs of this master are less well cut.

1. DESIGN FOR WALL DECORATION, OR FOR THE FRONT OF A
CABINET.

A structure resembling a portal, with intarsia panels divided and
flanked by projecting pilasters. In the spandrels outside a lunette con-
taining two Nereids are escutcheons containing the initials H G and the
trade-mark, separately. The initials and mark combined, as in the
facsimile, occur again above the cornice, between two reclining cupids.

[195 x 130.] On the back of an anonymous woodcut (Nuremberg school, c.

1540) with the history of the prodigal son (p. 557, no. 6).
Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1867.

2. DESIGN FOR WALL DECORATION WITH A FOUNTAIN. 1

A structure resembling X, 1 in its general outlines. Within the niche
is suspended a cylindrical vessel to hold water, with a tap, and perfora-
tions for the escape of the water are marked in the round basin below.
Within the pediment, flanked by standing cupids holding balls, are the
artists initials and mark, separately. Tower down, on a wall over an
arch at the back of the balcony, is a date, 15—1, so badly cut that the
third figure is illegible. It looks like 1 or 7, and can hardly be read as
3 or 5, either of which would be more probable.

[250 x 146, cut at top and bottom.] On the back of a late impression of Traut’s
woodcut of the patron saints of Passau, B. vii, 138, 109.

In the inventory of 1837.

3. A SECOND DESIGN FOR WALL DECORATION WITH A FOUNTAIN.

A better proportioned design and fairly well cut. The niche is empty,
and the basin is indicated merely by a circle, not perforated at the centre.
The artist’s initials and mark, separately, are placed in circles immediately
under the level cornice at the top of the whole structure.

[208 x 130.] On the back of a group of eight persons singing a ballad entitled,
“ Das Gesang der Schlemer,” formerly placed under Beham’s name.

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1870.
This appears to be the subject described by Nagler, Mon. iii, no. 973.

1 This arrangement for a supply of water in a room, for washing or drinking pur-
poses, is common to this day in Germany and France, where it is known as a “ Wand-
brunnen ” or “ lavabo.” The contrivance is not in use in England, and we have no
name for it.
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4.

A THIRD DESIGN FOR WALL DECORATION WITH A FOUNTAIN.
,?'he mitWle structure ends in a cupola, and is flanked by two tall pro-

l-tl,
S

r

SqUa
-

e
.

col“mns - The niohe contains a cylindrical water vesselwith a tap
;
just above the latter is a cherub’s head. The circle in the

inXJ f

Shad
r
d

:

Vlth °b
ij
qUe lines

> which Perhaps represent a grating

circled
f

frf°rat:r T,° 1 and r' of columns which flank the niche are

border-line
tammS^ mark^ mono-"ram

(
the latter reversed). Single

°f * P"‘"it '

°

f Frederick III of Saxony,

Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1848.

5. A FOURTH DESIGN FOR WALL DECORATION WITH A FOUNTAIN.
The middle structure again ends in a cupola, and is flanked by two tall

fnthebafin
qUare COlumnS • The niche is emP^ i perforations are marked

thre^e peasant^women representing

In the inventory of 1837.
’

This woodcut is not signed, but may safely be attributed to the designer of nos. 1-4.

6. DESIGN FOR A WOODEN BEDSTEAD.
This woodcut contains apparently three designs/placed at different

angles, the relation of which is not at first sight intelligible. The whole isnot drawn m perspective, but each part is placed so that it can be seen toadvantage. To 1. is the end of the bed, resembling a wainscot, in two sectionswith mtarsia panels. Next to this, placed obliquely across the foreground isa low settee, with a front of three geometrical panels and a back to match,which serves as a step leading to the bed
; the back of the settee is the

Zt°l ?t
bed

\
tSel

r V* inner Wal1 of the further side, finite plain, is
dicated beyond. Lastly, we see the elaborately carved tester of thebed itself, supported by fluted columns. The artist’s mark, without the

initials, is placed within a round ornament at the top.

[212 x 188.] On the back of an anonymous Nuremberg woodcut fn 498 no 17^representing a wood-carver hacking at a wooden figure
' ?)

In the inventory of 1837.
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XII.—ANONYMOUS ORNAMENTS SIMILAR IN CHARACTER
TO THOSE DESCRIBED IN SECTIONS X AND XI.

1. A FOUNTAIN.

The fountain is a vessel shaped like a wine cup, richly decorated with
foliage and other ornaments, including a mask between two dolphins and
a half figure with wings and a human head. The base stands on three
fruits. 1 From the centre of the basin rises a column, with two naked
children blowing trumpets seated against the shaft. Their heads are cut
off, for the upper part of the composition is unfortunately lost. It is
probable, to judge by the proportions of the whole vessel, that it would
have contained some arrangement for throwing a spray of liquid into the
basin. The whole thing is probably a design for a table ornament, to be
carried out in silver.

[185 x 155 (cut at top and sides).] On the back of an anonymous woodcut in
which an old man stands on a tombstone placed endwise across an open grave (p. 497
no. 15).

r ° ’

In the inventory of 1837.

2. THE SHAFTS OF TWO COLUMNS.

The upper and lower members of the shaft of the 1. column imitate the
trunk of a tree lopped of its branches but not hewn smooth. The upper
part of the shaft of the r. column is fluted. The lower part has a large
number of different ornaments, including lattice work, fruit, dolphins and
a black arabesque on a white ground.

Both columns have lost their capitals and bases through the paper
being cut down to fit the subject on the other side. This suggests that
the columns themselves were printed first, and that the paper was after-
wards used for another purpose.

These designs are somewhat more in Flotner’s manner than those of the two
monogrammists discussed above, but they cannot be attributed to Flotner himself.

[Each column, 282 x 55.] On the back of a woodcut by Beham (p. 478, no. 145a).
In the inventory of 1837.

Q. A DESIGN FOR INTARSIA PANELLING.

The design shows three bays of a wainscot, almost identical in their
ornamentation. The frieze and cornice at the top are repeated, on a
larger scale, at a distance from the top of one-third of the entire height.
Each frieze contains oblong panels with arabesque ornament in black on
white. Each bay contains above the lower cornice a circle within a
lunette, and below the lower frieze an upright rectangular panel with
arabesque ornament in the corners and a plain centre. The base, both of

1 As in the cup of 1533 reproduced in Hirth’s Formenschatz, 1881, no. 115.
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the bays themselves and of the pilasters that divide them,
ornament.

is uniform in

in JEXJLX* °n the back
,°
f a woodcut (after 1550 ?) in which an old man advances

a child ints firrt wllMng”®
““ the rail8 °f au aPParatus to support

In the inventory of 1837.

4. AN ARABESQUE PATTERN, PERHAPS FOR A CEILING.

Crosses filled with arabesque ornament in black and white, are soarranged that their arms enclose an open square. Within each compart-ment so formed is a square panel with a similar arabesque in the centre.

wi;
17
f

(cut\x ?
550 Thi

.

s design, certainly by the same hand as the last is on theba? of a wo°dcut by an imitator of Beham, representing fourteen persons of differentranks and professions standing in a row (p. 498, no. 18}
^ oi amerent

In the inventory of 1837.

2 N 2
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XIII.—WOODCUTS OF WHICH ONLY THE PUBLISHER’S

NAME IS KNOWN.

WOLFGANG DRECHSEL.

Briefmaler, Nuremberg
;
worked about 1540 (?) ;

best known as

the publisher of one of the later editions of Diirer’s woodcut portrait

(see p. 360).

1. A FEMALE BATH ATTENDANT.

A woman, wearing a hat of plaited straw and a single white garment,

leaving her arms and legs bare, stands, three-quarters to r., holding a

wooden bucket in her 1. hand and a smaller one of the same shape in her

r. hand. In the upper r. corner are printed the following verses :

“ Die Badmeydt spricht

Ich Badmeidt steh allhie allein

Mit blossen armen, vnd weissen bein

Auff die leut thu ich achtung haben
Desz gleichen auff die jungen knaben

Da bin ich mit mein wasser geschwindt

Jungen vnd alt, die kleine Kindt
Den zwage ich, vnd reib sie ausz

Das sie gehn sauber heim zu hausz.

Zu Nurnberg, bey Wolff
Drechssel.”

[Woodcut, 360 x 180 ; sheet, 390 x 280.] Early impression, in brilliant preser-

ration, coloured with stencils, as is most apparent in the juxtaposition of two flesh-tints.

Two watermarks, a dog (?) and a small shield and crown.
Purchased from Mr. Tross, 1865.

HANS GLASER.

Briefmaler, Nuremberg
;

worked about 1540-1560
;

lived at

various periods “ am Panersperg,” “ bey dem Ochssenfelder,” “ auff

den Schmeltzhutten,” and “ hinter S. Lorentzen auff dem Platz.” The
last address is found on broadsides at Gotha dated 1554-1556. For

other woodcuts published by him, see pp. 305, 329, 360, 497.
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2. THE FALL OF MAN.

Adam and Eve stand under the tree, round which the serpent is
coded, and Adam takes with his 1. hand the apple which Eve holds in
ler 1. hand. Her r. hand is laid on his r. shoulder. Behind them are amn and a stag lying down, and a boar whetting its tusks against a tree.In the foreground 1. a snail and a lizard. The spaces between the treesm the background are black. Single border.

[305 x 243.] Early impression. Margin of 66 mm. below, on which are printed
quotations from Genesis in German and the address, “ Zu Nurmberg bey Hans Glaser

^^ST**** dG
n
0ch88enfelder.” Watermark, a small toweT and crown.Purchased from Messrs. Graves, 1856.

An interesting woodcut, perhaps of the Saxon school.

2a. THE FALL OF MAN.

Second state. The intervals between the
before, have now been cut away and are white,
of her head, has been partly cut away.

trees, which were black
Eve’s hair, on the 1. side

mark,°A hi

2

a
4
ci

]
role

A mU°h later impression: the bIock sPHt and much worn. Water-

In the inventory of 1837.

outlTne
er

bl“k^X1^c^d
CU
s^ate

mPreBSi0n3
’ With°nt Gla8er’

S name’ a‘ Berlin
’ with the

HANS WOLFGANG GLASER.

Perhaps the son of Hans Glaser; but nothing is known about
him. For another woodcut published by him, see p. 360. It is
likely that his activity should be dated after 1550, 1 but the following
woodcut is placed in this section owing to its relation to Durer.

3. THE TRINITY.

God the Father, wearing an imperial crown (mitre shape) with a
wreath of vine-leaves round it, supports the cross on which the Son
hangs. The Dove is seen among clouds. To 1. and r. are groups
of angels, carrying the instruments of the Passion. Some of the
angels are

.

copied from Durer’s woodcut, B. 122. Near the foot of the
cross, within a rainbow, are two cherubs. In a square tablet 1. is the
address, “ Gedruckt zu Nii

|

rmberg Bey ha I ns Wolff G1 I aser,” cut on
the block.

[1020 x 720.] Good, early impression, printed from eight blocks.
Purchased from Mr. N. Bear, 1903.
There is a late impression at Berlin, with the address removed from the tablet.

1 At Gotha there is a woodcut of a prodigy, dated 13 March, 1562, published by him.
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HANS GULDENMUND.

Wood-engraver, Briefmaler, and printer
;
worked at Nuremberg

about 1520-1555. 1 For other woodcuts published by him, see pp.

351, 358, 491, 499, 526, 530, 531.
. \ '

'

; ;

’

' v
4. IBRAHIM PASHA. 1529. P. iv, 248, 6. Nagl. Mon. iii, p. 347, 23.

In profile to 1., riding, carrying a baton in his r. hand.

[262 x 195.] Good impression, coloured. At the head is the printed title,

“ Sendbrieff, so Imbraym Wascha, den Herrn kriegs Commissarien zu Wien mit
|

seinem Handzeychen versygelt, zu geschickt.” Then the letter in eight lines, with

the date, “ Geben vor Wien in mitten Octobris, Anno 1529.,” in a ninth, followed by
the name “ Hans Guldenmundt.” The verses by Hans Sachs, mentioned by P., have
perhaps been cut off from the bottom.

Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi & Co., 1852.

Vigorously drawn, perhaps by Beham. Compare Pauli, no. 1252 (repr. Hirth i,

507).

This is one of a series of Turkish subjects, described by Passavant.

5. JOHN FREDERICK THE MAGNANIMOUS, DUKE OF SAXONY.

The Duke stands, nearly full face, but turning slightly to 1. He
wears a short fur-lined mantle and a cap with ostrich feathers. He holds

the hilt of a sword in each of his gloved hands. To r., over his 1.

shoulder, is an escutcheon with the arms of Saxony. The title, printed

over his head, is “Yon Gottes gnaden Johans Friderich
|

Hertzog zu

Sachssen.” At the foot of the print is the address, “ Gedruckt zu

Niirmberg durch Hans Guldenmundt, bey den Fleisch Pencken.”

[Woodcut, 315 x 222 ; sheet, 366 x 245.] Good, early impression, coloured.

Purchased from Mr. Bousfield, 1850.

The connection of this woodcut with Cranach is remote. Guldenmund published

another portrait of John Frederick in 1544, as one of a series of the seven Electors

(Gotha).

5a. JOHN FREDERICK THE MAGNANIMOUS, DUKE OF SAXONY.

[Sheet, 356 X 243.] A later edition of the same portrait, not coloured. Title,

“ Vo Gottes gnaden Johans Friderich
|

Hertzog zu Sachse.” Address, “ Hans Gul-
denmundt.” Watermark, narrow high crown.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

6. THE TWO ELDER SONS OF JOHN FREDERICK THE MAGNANIMOUS.

The younger son, John William (1530-1573), stands 1., the elder,

John Frederick II (1529-1595), at his side r. The date may be about

1544. The elder prince is more than a head taller than his brother.

The arms of Saxony are placed between them. Over the escutcheon is the

1 The earliest publication of Guldenmund’s with which I am acquainted is “ Bene-
dicite, so man zu Tisch gehen wil ” (undated), at Gotha (Sammelband ii, 3) ; the latest

is a standard-bearer, also at Gotha, with the signature, “Hans Guldenmund der Elder,

MDLV.”
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genadS Johan Wilhelm Johan Friderich I

r Junaer, Gebruder, Her zogen zu Sachsen,
|
Johans Friderichen Hert-

mundtT
Sachsenn SSne-” At the £oot “ the name “ Hans Gulden-

WaSSSft logSr:?681’ 380 x 2800 Late impreS8ion
’ u,,if0™ with 5a -

Purchased from Messrs. Smith, 1845.

7. ERASMUS, after Holbein.

i
-

An reversed copy
^

of the whole-length figure of Erasmus
‘ bls} han<J

(
r- m the original) on the head of a figure inscribed

£rom the "’00,leut by Holbein, P. iii, 390, 57 ; Woltmann 206

a b!oklieTopen
C°rner " ‘ V1Ce

’ a Wr6ath enclosin« an aItar on which

W’SWwfSjjMS""' i-p—1-.

8. HANS SACHS. P. iii, 248, 4, and iv, 39, 35. Nagl. Mon. iii, p. 345
, I.

Half-length, three-quarter face to 1, holding a paper in his ]. hand

blodT’
*he mscnptl0n

’
1545 : HANS • SACHSN • alter . 51 . iar, cut on the

[295 x 280J Modern impression.
Purchased from Mr. Daniell, 1860.
The block is in the Derschau collection (Becker iii, B 95). There is a Wend thatW in hTUr

!

the Poet’s fifty-first bh’tMayfbut^thepoitrait ot irkilip of Hesse by Brosamer, to which Becker appeals in supnort of ihUattribution, is m quite a different style. An old impression of the presenWortrait at

mundt- r
aDd addreS8

v!

“ Im 1546 Jar Gedruckt durch
|

Hanns Gulden^dt
r; n

S
!

x4ee? German verses by Johann Belz are placed below, and on the otherside are pasted sixteen Latin verses with the heading, “ Des Hanns Sachsen bildnuss ILeonardos Ketnerus lectori,” and the date, nnxLvr.
g
There is a similar topilsZ it

Nos. 5a and 6-8 are placed with portraits.

STEPHAN HAMER.

Wood-engraver (?) and publisher, Nuremberg; worked about 1531
to 1553

;
d. 1553 (?).

There are numerous woodcuts published by him at Gotha. The
earliest of these are two illustrations to poems of Hans Sachs, by
Pseudo-Beham,” published in 1531, with address, “ zu Nurmbero-m der Kotgassen .” Some fireworks are dated 1535. Another cut

has the address, “Steffan Hamer auff der Schmeltzhuten xxxv.”
Later publications include portraits of Charles V and Julius IJI
the capture of the Elector John Frederick, 1547, the siege of Wolfen-
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biittel and the defeat of Albert of Brandenburg by Henry of Bruns-
wick, 1552, and several others. The latest date connected with him
is 1553, and it is probable that he died in that or the following year,

for a publication of 1554 has the address of “ Helena Hamerin auff

der Schmelthutten,” who was presumably his widow.

9. JONAH AND THE WHALE. 1538. Nagl. K.-L. y, 530.

This is a picture puzzle in the manner of the skull in Holbein’s
“ Ambassadors ” and a picture of Edward VI in the National Portrait
Gallery. In order to understand the drawing the eye has to be placed
almost on a level with the picture in the r. lower corner. A long-nosed
peasant in a flat hat will then be seen in a crouching attitude. Behind
the man is a goat standing on its hind legs. Along the front is the
inscription, was . sichst . dv (what do you see ?), in letters which grow
ever wider as they advance from 1. to r. Above the word dv is a tablet
with the date 1538, and after dv the signature, “ Steffan Hamer zw
Nurmbergk,” cut on the block. In the background 1. Jonah is emerging
from the mouth of the whale, and three men r., in what appears to be a
boat, but is really the peasant’s hat, are shooting at another marine
monster. Single border.

[210 x 850.] Good impression -with wide margin. Watermark, arms of Nuremberg.
Purchased from Mr. Colin, 1880.
Nagler describes another puzzle of the same kind.

NICOLAUS MELDEMANN.

Wood-engraver, printer and publisher, Nuremberg; worked about
1522-1535.

His address from 1530 to 1533 was “ bei der langen Bracken/’
in 1535 “ am Kornmarckt zu der blaben thur gegen dem Prunnen
uber ” (woodcut of the Nine Muses, Gotha).

The fullest list of his publications, though far from complete, is

given by Nagler, Mon. iv, no. 2471. Eor other woodcuts already

described in this catalogue, see pp. 491, 495.

The fine woodcut, Nagler, no. 6, is to be found in the library in

the 1531 edition of Hans Sachs’s poem, “Klag, Antwort und urteyl,

zwischen Eraw Armut und Pluto dem Gott der reichtumb welches

unter yhn das pesser sey.” Another poem, “ Ein kampfgesprech
Zwischen dem Todt unnd dem Natiirlichen leben,” etc., was published
by Meldemann in 1533 without a woodcut.
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10. PORTRAIT OF ANDREA DORIA. P, m, 244, 3. Nagl. 1.

In profile to r., with a long beard
;
over his head the name andreas

de avria cut on the block.

[282 X 208. ] Early impression, in bistre, cut on both sides
; the border-line is false.

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

Ti ^er impression, in black, is placed with Italian portraits. An early impression
at Berlin, coloured by hand [342 x 237], has the following inscription at the foot

:

ANDRE DORIA VON GENVA ROMISCHER
|

KAISERLICHER MAIESTAT OBERSTER KRIEGS I

havbtman AVP dem mer mdxxxii
|
n i m. Gotha and Nuremberg also possess dated

WOLFGANG RESCH.

Wood-engraver, printer and publisher, Nuremberg
;
worked about

1515-1537. Neudorfer, ed. Lochner, p. 198
;
P. iii, 252

;
Nagl. Mon. v,

1670, 1890. For woodcuts by him, after Springinklee and Beham*
see pp. 384, 400, 401, 492. He was also employed in cutting the
blocks of the Triumphal Procession of Maximilian. Three poems by
Hans Sachs, printed by him, in the library, contain interesting
woodcuts, viz. :

“ All Romisch Keiser nach Ordnung,” 1530
;

“ Klagred
der Welt ob yhrem verderben,” 1531; and " Nachred das grewlich
laster, n.d. (1530-31). P. 4 is in the collection of King Frederick
Augustus II at Dresden. 1537, on a portrait of Luther and his
wife, at Gotha, is the latest date connected with Resch. Gotha also
has portraits of George the Bearded and Ulrich of Wurtemberg, and
a giraffe, dated 1529, with Resell’s name.

11 . ILLUSTRATI0N TO A POEM BY HANS SACHS, THE SEVEN HIND-RANCES OF A SEEKER AFTER CHRIST.
On mount Sinai 1. Moses is receiving the tables of the Law

; lower
down the hill Moses, surrounded by a group of pilgrims laden with the
burden of their sins, points to the Law. The pilgrims set out on their
journey, first climbing a fence. They are detained by thorns and logs,
and attacked by wild beasts in a wood. In the background they are
sleeping, with David, two prophets, John the Baptist and St. Paul
arousing them and pointing the way to the opposite hill, mount Zion, on
which Christ is seen as Man of Sorrows treading the wine-press, and
again as the risen Saviour. On the summit of the hill is the Lamb.

*

[215 x 375.] A late impression. Watermark, two escutcheons with a mitre and
crazier.

In the inventory of 1837.

nr Tly
> colou

1

red impression at Berlin has the heading, “ Sibnerley Anstoss der
V\ elt so dem menschen der Christum suchet begegnen.” Under the woodcut is a lonepoem signed H.S.S. Then follows, “Johan Beliem Prediger zu Beyreut Die pfort ist

d ’ Ŵ g ist schmal der zum leben fiiret ufi wenig ist ir die in finden. Matth. vii
Y\ olngang Formschneider.” The poem, in the collected edition, is dated “ Anno Saiutis
mcccccxxix Am Tag Martini.”

uxT
Th

K T?dcut isby an imitator of Beham, who also designed the illustration toNachred das grewlich Laster.” See Sepert. f. Kunstw. xxv, 470.
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CHRISTOPH ZELL.

Printer and publisher, Nuremberg; worked about
Pauli, “ Beham,” nos. 913-926, for another publication,
at Gotha contains his address, “ bei dem Rosenbad.”

\

12. ILLUSTRATION TO A POEM BY HANS SACHS, THE
TRANSITORY JOYS OF THIS WORLD.

1534. See

A woodcut

VAIN AND

Outside the gate of a walled pleasure-ground Pleasure (“Fraw
Voluptas

), with butterfly’s wings on her back, is conversing with the
poet. Within the enclosure are men putting the weight, playing fife and
drum, wrestling, fishing, hunting, tilting, dancing and feasting. In the
background is a square tower. Above the woodcut is the title, “ Hie
eytel vergengklich Freudt vii wollust diser welt.” Under the woodcut is
the poem, printed in four columns, with the address, “ Gedruckt zfi
Nurnberg bej Christoff Zel

|

1534.”

[Woodcut, 167 X 284; sheet, 370 x 285.] Good, early impression.
Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi & Co., 1871.

12a. THE SAME ILLUSTRATION.

„
[Sheet 185 x 290.] Another edition, with the heading in the same type, but

vergenklich and ‘ vnd for “ vergengklich ” and “ vn.” The woodcut and heading
only, without the poem. 6

Watermark, small bull’s head.
In the inventory of 1837.

13. THE SIEGE OF A TOWN. Nagl. Mon. iii, 632, 84. Pauli 1453.

[300 x 565.] Late impression.
Purchased from Messrs. Heussner and Lauser, 1873.

™ T
t?

re
1

is
.

n<
?

re
f
son for opposing that this represents the siege of Wolfenbiittel.

ike block is in the Derschau collection (Becker, D 11); repr. Hirth, ii 884. Dr.
Pauli attributes the cut, perhaps rightly, to “ Pseudo-Beham,” but it is not easy to
recognise his style with certainty, owing to the unusually small scale of the figures It
is certainly by the same artist as the cut, no. 12, published by Zell. The illustration to
Judith and Holofernes, a poem dated 3 May, 1533 (no. 7 in “Hans Sachs im Gewande
seiner Zeit ), seems also to be by the same hand. The Siege of Vienna, 1530
(Nagler 26), also in the same style, was published by Meldemann (impression at Berlin).
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XIV—ANONYMOUS WOODCUTS OF NUREMBERG
ORIGIN.

1. A BALLAD OF THE HOLY COAT OF TRIER.

The cut represents the coat, a cross, the bust of a bishop, a die, a
sabre, a nail, and a reclining bishop. It is printed at the beginning of
the ballad, which is in 27 stanzas, beginning, “Vnd wolt jr horen zu diser
frist, was zu Trier geschehen ist,” etc., with the heading, “ Das ist das lied
von dem Rock

j

vnsers lieben herren Jesu christi.”

[Cut, 81 x 65 ; sheet, 317 X 210.] Watermark, a small jug.
Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi & Co., 1862.
See

'

Weller, “ Repertorium Typographicum,” Suppl. no. 79, and Beissel, “ Geschichte
der Tnerer Kirchen,” 1889, ii, 107 (10). The text is printed in Pfeiffer’s “ Germania,”
18/2, p. 445, and in Centralbl. /. Bibliothekswesen, 1887, p. 510. The Holy Coat was
found m 1512. Mr. Proctor informs me that the type of this broadside is that of Jobst
Gutknecht who began printing at Nuremberg in 1514 : he would date the broadside
somewhat later.

[2-5 .]

ILLUSTRATIONS TO POEMS BY HANS SACHS.

2. SATIRE AGAINST THE CLERGY. 1532.

In the foreground is a wattled fence over which a priest and a hermit
are endeavouring to climb, with an open gate 1. and a watchdog chained
outside it. Within the fence is a vineyard. It contains dead trees,
watered and tended by the Pope and by monks, the fruits of which are
rosaries, indulgences, vestments and monkish habits, numerous appliances
of Roman Catholic worship, and (on one tree) loaves and fishes. The
Almighty is about to uproot one of these trees, while angels are busily
pulling up the vines which bear no grapes and throwing the dead stems
and their stakes into a bonfire. A monk is scooping out the mud from an
empty well, contrasted with the clear water that flows from a spring at
the foot of the true vine, which bears Christ crucified upon its branches.
The living vines in the vineyard, which bear grapes, appear to take their
nourishment from this source. Near the true vine is a scroll with the
xylographic inscription, “ Yil hirten haben meinen Weingarte

|

verwustet.
Sy zertratten meinenn

|

erbtail Jerem. 12. Sy reden ge- sicht Ires
hertzen nicht vom munde

J

des herren. Ich erzurnet vn schlug in I umb die
mysetat seiner geizigkeit Isa. 52.” To 1. is a reformed priest, preaching
to a crowd of standing men and seated women. Over his head is a scroll
with the words, “ Selig synnd die das Wort gottis horen

|

vnnd es behalten
Auch darnach handeln.” Single border-line. At the top is printed,
“ Christus spricht, Ein yede pflantz die Gott mein hymelischer vater nicht
gepflantzet hat, wird auszgereut vnd in das feur geworffen, Matthei . xv.”
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[Woodcut, 262 X 369 ; sheet, 405 x 374.] Early impression, without watermark.
Purchased from Messrs. Colnaghi & Co., 1862.
The faces of the group of listeners 1. remind one of Schon and also of the “ Pseudo-

Beliam ” group. An interesting woodcut, which must be by the same artist, is the
frontispiece [131 x 126] to Rynman’s “Practica vber die grossen vud mauigfeltigen
Coniunction der Planeten die im jar M. D. XX iiij . erscheinen . . . werden ” H Holzel
Nuremberg, 1523 ; 4to.

3.

THE COMPLAINT OF PEACE.

Peace sits in a dejected attitude in a ruined temple, with a lamb
feeding at the door. She converses with the poet, who stands outside 1.

Single border.

[144 x 136] Early impression
; watermark, small high crown

; the paper is stained
a light brown.

In the inventory of 1837.
A smaller rude cut of the same composition occurs in two late editions of the poem

“ Des verjagten Frids Klagredt iiber alle stendt der Weldt,” printed by G. Merckel
about 1553. This may be the illustration that appeared with the original edition.
The poem is dated 7 May, 1534, in the collected edition of the works of Hans Sachs.

4.

DEATH.

Death, a lean, bony figure, with long hair, moves to r. with a scythe
in his hands. At his feet are two prostrate victims, an old and a young
man. On a stump r. is an hour-glass. Single border-line.

[84 x 80.] Old, but not early impression.
Purchased from Mr. Ellis, 1865.
This cut was printed on the title-page of “Ein Kampfgesprech zwischen I dem

Todt vnnd dem Natur
|

lichen leben, Weliches vnter jn bey-
|

den das pesser sey
fast

|
Kurtzweylich zu

|

lesen.
| *** |

1538.” (At the end) “ Gedruekt zu Niirnberg
durch

|

Hanns Wanderysen.” (4to.) There are no other cuts in the book.

5.

THE GOOD AND THE BAD SHEPHERD. Pauli 1432.

The fold of the parable is represented by a church. The Pope sits on
the roof of the chancel and a monk points up to a dormer window just
below him as the entrance to the church. Two laymen, who have
followed his invitation, seconded by that of a cardinal and a bishop, are
clambering in at the window. Other monks look out from apertures in
the roof of the nave. Peasants approach the church from r. In the
background is the hireling shepherd. At the other end of the church,
Christ, the Good Shepherd, enters by the door; his true flock follows him.
A charitable man, following the teaching of the apostles, gives alms to a
cripple near the door.

[189 x 284.] Late impression.
Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
This cut illustrates the poem by Hans Sachs, “ Der gut Hirt und bos Hirt,” written

in 1545. It has been reprinted in “ Hans Sachs im Gewande seiner Zeit,” no. 11. The
design has been attributed quite wrongly to Beham.
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6. THE PRODIGAL SON.

The father’s house occupies the middle of the print. Through theupper wmdow the son is seen receiving his portion
; he leaves the house

tthKn " pare“ts
’ “0UntS his horse and rides away 5

he carousesth his boon companions, is lgnomimously expelled when his money isspent, and in the distance 1. we see him tending the swine In theforeground I he is being welcomed by his father on his return, and in acourtyard at the back of the house the fatted calf is being dressed.

the'Wkl/thel^ 5°44%Tl
k Pr°bab 'y dati”g fr0“* 154°-1550 ' On

Purchased from Herr Gutekunst, 1867.

7. TWO ASTRONOMERS.

A large cube is balanced by one of its corners on a pedestal in theshape of a seven-rayed star, standing on a square plinth To r is an

tAn?„
nt a

h*

r0n
T9fk

h
i^

ing
u
a eelestial Slobe, and to 1. a modern one(Apianus himself ?), holding the instrument described in the book. It ismentioned on the title-page that this resembles in shape the armorial

Chrk?n
S

h°

f *he ®ta<
?
10n

^
amdy i

*he is dedicated on that account toChristoph von Stadion, Bishop of Augsburg.

[160 x 160.] On the title-page of “ Instrumentum Primi Mobilis a Petro Aninnn

ZZ STxxxii litnm - Norimberg^^^^
magri joc^ni^L££ "^ “ the ant°erai'h * ». f°™«r owner, Ex Ubris

From the Bagford collection (Sloane 5920, no. 163)
Transferred from the Department of Printed Books, 1900.

8.

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.
The two groups of Christ, Moses and Elias, and the three apostles

are surrounded by a wreath tied with ribands. At the foot is printedPsalm . lxxxix.
|
Beatus populus, qui scit iubilationem.”

1

Ne£bL*
10°''1 Impression out from some book printed towards 1550 by Berg and

Presented by Sir A. Wollaston Franks, K.C.B
, 1895

with UWchNeubir
°f Bere(Joa“es Montanus),a Nuremberg printer, in partnership

[9-11 .]

TITLE-BORDERS.

9. BORDER WITH
GROUND.

A WHITE INTERLACED PATTERN ON A BLACK

The wh°le is cut on one block. In the lowest compartment is a cubeon which is cut eatio
|
vincit

|

m : d : xxn.

[198 x 125 (cut).] Used in “plvtarchvs chae- I ronevs I De comn-scenda Tr.

pm. “Z"™')' R° INTEEPBETE
-

I
Nurimberge apud Fridericum tey |’

Dep^tmenfSf
592°’ ~ 412>

The pattern is probably an adaptation of Durer’s “ Knots.”
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10. BORDER WITH TWO CHERUBS HOLDING A WREATH.

On one block, delicately cut
;
there are columns at the sides, and two

short wreaths below with a ball between them.

[115 X 78.] Used in “ HOMERI-
|

cae iliados li
|

bri duo, Secundus & nonus
latinitate

|

donati, per Yincentium
|

Obsopoeum.
|
excudebat norimbergae

|

Frideri-
cus Peypus, Anno

|
m.d.xxvii.” (8vo.)

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.

11. BORDER WITH THE ARMS OF BRANDENBURG AND PORTRAITS
OF THE MARGRAVES GEORGE AND ALBERT.

The two portraits, busts, are in the lowest compartment, with the
arms between them. This compartment is cut on the same block, with
panels containing vases and foliage at the sides. The upper compart-
ment, with a medallion head of a Roman warrior in profile to 1., is from
another block.

[179 X 125.] Used in “ COMMEN
|
taria germaniae in p.

|

Cornelij Taciti
Equitis Rom. libellum

|

. . . andreae althameri dili
|

gentia . . . elucubrata
|

anno m.d. xxxvi.” J. Petreius, Nuremberg. (4to.)

Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.
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APPENDIX A.

List of Difera’s Woodcuts, (1) w the order of Bartsch (B.)Heller (H.) and Passavant (P.) • (2) in the order op
this Catalogue (D.).

Table I. Woodcuts attributed by Bartsch to Diirer.
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Table II.

—

Bartsch’s Appendix.

B. app. D. B. app. D. B. app. D.

1 Springinklee, no. 80. 22 (Baldung?). 43 (with portraits).
2 p. 348, no. 1. 23 1 p. 355, no. 16. 44 —
3 p. 348, no. 2. 24 (Baldung ?). 45 p. 333, no. 137.
4 p. 350, no. 5. 25

59 46
5 p. 351, no. 6a. 26 Beham, no. 101. 47
6 (Baldung ?). 27 — 48 —
7 55 28 Beham, no. 2. 49
8 (Schaufelein). 29 — 50
9 (Beham, p. 460). (p. 353, no. 11; 51 —

10 — 30 < Springinklee, no. 52 p. 283, no. 25.
11 —

(
85. ( p. 365, no. 40

;

12 p. 354, no. 12. 31 — Oo
\ Beham, no. 158.

13 (Baldung ?). 32 Springinklee, no. 78. 54
j

(Burgkmair?).
14 Beham, no. 105. 33 p. 358, no. 26. 55 I

15 — 34 p. 341, no. 149. 56 (p. 367).
16 p. 355, no. 18. 35 (Baldung). 57 p. 363, no. 37.
17 (Baldung?). 36 p. 330, no. 132. /p. 367, no. 44;
18 55 37 (Cranach).

Oo
\ Beham, no. 160.

IQ |p. 357, no. 23

;

38 p. 331, no. 135. 59 —
( Springinklee, no. 3. 39 (Augsburg school). 60 —

20
|

p. 278, no. 22. 40 — 61 —
91 |

p. 358, no. 24 ; Spring- 41 —

—

62

\ inklee, no. 52. 42 (with portraits).
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Tabll III. Additions to Bartsck, by Heller and Passavant .
1

ir.

!

P.

1

I).

1626 174 p. 350, no. 6.

180S 177 p. 305, no. 123.
1935

|

204 p. 361, no. 34.

1936
|

205 fp. 361, no. 33 ; Spring-
\ inklee, no. 1.

1955 — p. 361, no. 32e.
1961

|

220 p. 450, no. 39.
1962 221
1968\
1969/ I

» Traut, no. 18.

1970 225 p. 350, no. 4.
1973 228 (p. 351).
1974 175 p. 351, no. 7.

1987 — p. 354, no. 13.
1990 — p. 394, no. 51.
2005 180 p. 306, no. 124.
2010 245 Traut, no. 19.
2015 250 (p. 356).
2016 188 p. 356, no. 20.
2018 244 p. 357, no. 22.
2025 254 (Baldung ?).

2027 182 p. 268, no. 2.

2032 189 (p. 416).
2037 257 (p. 435).
2050 p. 427, no. 1.

2052 267 p. 353, no. 10.
2054 268 p. 352, no. 9.

2073 280 p. 476, no. 142.
2088

|
277a p. 261, no. 3.

H.

2089
2090
2091

2092
2093
2097
2099
2100
2103
2104
2110
2117
2119
2125
2134

2146

217
285
203b
277b
286
288
290
291
207
206
201
302
210
216
215b

214

D.

2151 194(3)
2172 218

[

194

[
196
197

j

198
! 202
I 215

|
243
246
265
281

p. 2/9, no. 23.

(Augsburg- school ?).

p. 433, no. 28.

p. 261, no. 3.

p. 959, no. 31.

p. 330, no. 131

.

p. 331, no. 133.

p. 331, no. 134.

p. 483, no. 156.

p. 482, no. 155.

p. 308, no. 126.

(Augsburg school),

p. 34% no. 155.

(p. 364).

p. 483, no. 157.

p. 365, no. 42 ; Traut,
no. 10.

(p. 276).

p. 345, no. 1.

p. 263, no. 12.

(p. 362).

(p. 472).

(p. 268).

(p. 342).

(p. 365).

(Augsburg school),

p. 267, no. 1.

Traut, no. 8.

p. 476, no. 143.

collection!

6 °n'y °f H a"<l P ' are mentione<I which are represented in this



A P E E N
Editions op the Hortulus Animae illus

Literature quoted :

—

Heller. “ Leben u. Werke L. Cranach's.” 2te Aufl. Bamberg, 1834, 203-205 (list of editions of the

Hortulus).

Muther. “ BUcher-Illustration.” Munchen, 1884, i, 289 (list of editions of the Hortulus). The numbers
in brackets are those used in the text of the book.

Hase. “ Die Koberger.” 2te Aufl. Leipzig, 1885, 459, 460 (list of editions of the Hortulus).

Panzer. “ Annales Typographic!. ” Niirnberg, 179 i-1803.

Panzer. “ Annalen der iiltern deutschen Litteratur.” Niirnberg, 1188-1803.

Weller. “ Repertorium Typographicum.” Nordlingen, 1864-1874.

v. Seidlitz. “ Die Gedruckten illustrierten Gebetbiicher des xv. u. xvi. Jalirh.” (Jahrb . d. Jc. preuss.

Kunstsamml. vi, 29-33).

Weigel. “Kunstkatalog.” Leipzig, 1838-1866.

No. Language. Place. Printer,
j

Publisher. Date. Heller.

1

Muther.

.

Ha«c.

1

1

!

Latin . Lyons . . J. Clein . J. Koberger M.ccccc.xvj. xviij. Ka-
lendas Aprilis (16 ?

March, 1516)

21(=23) 20 (1132) 4(=5>);

2 German 2
. Nuremberg J. Sttichs A. Koboi ger 3 Dec. 1516 21 21 (1131) 6

3 Latin . . Lyons . . J. Clein . J. Koberger M.ccccc.xvij. xv. Kale-
das Junias (18 May,
1517)

22 (1140)

4 ” • • » • • » M.ccccc.xvij. v. idus

Nouebris(9 Nov. 1517)

26 22 (1133) 7

5 German . »» • • „ A. Koberger 23 Jan. 1518 •• H

6 ” Nuremberg F. Peypus J. Koberger 8 May, 1518 23 9

7 Latin . . Lyons . . J. Clein . M.ccccc. xviij. xii. Kale-
das Junias (21 May,
1518)

•• •• 8
1

•8
j

" • ’ Nuremberg F. Peypus „ M.ccccc.xviij. ii. idus

Decembris (12 Dec.

1518)

27 23 (1135) 10

!

8*; Low Ger-
man

” ” in de jare . . . M.ccccc. vii

im achteinden (1518)

30 . .

i

9 fiat in . . - M.ccccc. xix. v. idus

Febr. (9 Feb. 1519)

32

1

"

10 ” v • ” ” M.ccccc.xix. 4. kale!).

April (29 March, 1519)

25 (1174) 12

11 German . » »» 18 May, 1519 33 26 (1175) 13

12 Latin . . Lyons . . J. Clein . A. Koberger 1519 •• 14

13 ” * - Nuremberg F. Peypus J. Koberger Anno domini M.ccccc.

vicesimo, die vero
decima Marcii (10
March, 1520)

1

34

1

" 15

1

1

” ‘ •
!

J. Stiichs •» M.ccccc.xx. decimo
Kalen. mensis Julij

(22 June, 1520)
1

'

1

1

j

j

if ” • • ” F. Peypus ” M.ccccc.xx. 1. nonas.

Septeb. (4 Sept. 1520)

16 German . •• ” 29 Oct. 1520 ”

17 „ . 99 „ „ 1520 27 (1176)

18 Low Ger-
man

•• •> 1521

1 Places marked * are given only on the authority of Hase. 2 The “W urtzgertlein der andechtigen

Stadtbibl.), is quite a different book from the “Seelen Wurtzgartlein,



DIX B.

TRATED BY SPRINGINKLEE AND ScIiQn.
Libraries mentioned

Lamb. = Bamberg, K. Bibliothek.
Berl. (K.K.) = Berlin, K. Knpferstichkabinet.
Lop. = Copenhagen, Royal Library.
Dresd. = Dresden, K. Bibliothek.
Gott. = Gottingen, Universitatshibliothek.
l^eipz. = Leipzig, Universitatshibliothek.S 1

,G T , ,
= London, British Museum (P.B. = Printed Books, P. R. = Print-room).Loud. (S.K.) = London. S. Kensington (National Art Library).

Mainz = Mainz, Stadtbibliothek.

x/J.
lnc

,

h - = MUnchen, Hof- und Staatsbibliothek.
Numb. (G.M.) = NUrnberg, Germanisches Museum.
Wien = Wien, K. K. Hofbibliothek.
Wolf. = WolfenbUttel, Herzogliche Bibliothek.

Panzer.
Ann. Typ.

Panzer.
D. Ann. Welter. Other Authorities.

Places in which copies
exist. 1

Illustrations

predominating.

vii, 312. 294
vii, 457. 121

.

.. * * Weigel, 14132; Seidl.,

p. 29
,

Berl. (K.K.), Dresd., *Gott.
Lond. (P.B.), *Mainz,
MUnch., Ntirnb. (G.M.),
Wien, *Wolf.

, Springinklee I.

j

i, 387. 835 •• Weigel, 3502; Seidl.,

p. 30
,

MUnch

** Lond. (P.R., defective),
MUnch.

Schiin.

vii, 317. 342 •• Weigel, 4889; Seidl.,

p. 30
Berl. (K.K.), *Leipz.,
Munch., St. Gallen.

Springinklee I.

•• Seidl., p. 30 ... Berl. (K.K.) .... Schon

'i, 412. 892 Ebert, 10292, 15291

;

Seidl., p. 31
Bamb,, Cop. (on vellum),

Dresd.
Springinklee II.

•• Nagl. Mon. ii, no.
1754, 1 ; Seidl., p. 31

? Schon

-

vii, 460. 142 " Weigel, 8523; Seidl.,

p. 31
*Leipz., Lond. (P.B.) . . Springinklee 1 1.

Scheller’s “ Bttcher-
kunde,” 145, 583;
Gutekunst’s Kunst-
Auktion, no. 58,
Stuttgart, May 1903,
no. 888 (bought in).

p «

• • Weigel, 18347
; Seidl.,

p. 32
p »

vii, 461. 148 •• .. Lond. (P.R.), Lond. (S.K.),
Munch.

**

vii, 323. 396

' * 1193 Seidl., p. 32 ...

Thott, vii, 241. 206-208

Bamb., Dresd., *Gott.,
MUnch.

p p

vii, 462. 155 'Seidl., p. 31 ... Berl. (K.K.), Wien. . . Schon

Nttrnb. (G.M.) . . . „ -

•• •• .. MUnch Springinklee 11.

1401 Bamb. (acc. to Weller;
could not be found there,
July 1902)

» (?)

•• Seidl., p. 33 . . . Berl. (K.K.) . . . .
f>

•• •• - Lond. (P.B.) ....

§^e<
l

b7 ?eypus, Nuremberg, 24 March, 1516 (Weller, 937, Snpplme second title by which some of the German editions of the Hortulus are known.
, p. 15; Berl. (K.K.), NUmb.
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APPENDIX C.

Woodcuts by Hans Durer and Hans von Kulmbach.

There is little doubt that these two artists drew on the wood, but

no signed or otherwise authenticated woodcuts by either hand remain.

Pending the publication of critical studies which may be expected from

the pens of two competent writers at Vienna, I have judged it premature

to head a section of this catalogue with either name.
The work of Albrecht Diirer’s younger brother (b. 1490, d. after 1530)

may be sought chiefly in the Nuremberg portion of the woodcuts designed

for Maximilian. Dr. Giehlow attributes to him certain portions of the

Triumphal Arch (see p. 318), and two groups of woodcuts in the Triumphal
Procession, viz. the mounted standard-bearers, etc., nos. 57-88 in the 1796
edition, and the “Tross” or followers at the end. (See also pp. 309, 362.)

The starting-point of our knowledge of Hans Durer is the set of drawings

by him in the Besangon portion of the so-called Prayer-book of Maximilian. 1

For woodcuts provisionally attributed to Hans von Kulmbach (b. about

1475, d. 1522), see pp. 349, 353* Others justly ascribed to him are the

two Judith cuts in “Der beschlossen gart des rosenkrantz marie,” 1505,

which are not by Durer, viz. those on fol. 52 v. and 62 v. of pt. ii (repr.

Hirth, nos. 639, 642). The distinction was recognised and pointed out

to me by Dr. Dornhoffer. I have shown in the Burlington Magazine that

the monogram on a woodcut of St. John in Patmos (B. vii, 484, 1) is to

be interpreted as the mark of the printer, Hans Knoblouch.

APPENDIX D.

Woodcut added during the Printing of the Catalogue.

Part I.—Division A.

A 80*.

ST. ELIZABETH OF HUNGARY.

St. Elizabeth, facing three-quarters 1., wearing a robe, mantle and
veil, with a single nimbus, walks to 1., carrying three crowns in her r.

hand, a long, pointed loaf in her 1. hand. Outline, without hatching.

Single border.

[60 x 44.] Good impression, with margin [2-3]. Printed in grey. Colours :
grey,

yellow, carmine, vermilion, pale green.

Purchased at Gutekunst’s auction, no. 55, Stuttgart, May 1901 (no. 947). Probably
Suabian; about 1470.?

Even these have been disputed. See Bepert. f. Kuntsw. xxvi, 328.
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CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS.
P. 7, note 1, 1. 10. The .authenticity of the date has recently been

maintained by M. Hymans in his essay, “ L’estampe de 1418 et la
validite de sa date ” (extrait des Bulletins de VAcademie royale de
Belgique (classe des Beaux-Arts), no. 1, janvier, 1903), which is accom-
panied by a reproduction of the copy, Schr. 116, at St. Gallen. The
writer lias hardly proved the antiquity of the woodcut, but he establishes
the genuineness of the date, as it stands, and is able to find some analogies
to the Virgin s costume and the folds of the drapery in paintings of the
first half of the xv century, by Van Eyck, Conrad Witz, etc., and in the
miniatures of the “Hours of Turin,” executed in part before 1417
M. Bouchot (“ Incunables,” p. 104) also defends the date.

P. 28, add “ An interesting example of the marked distinction
between draughtsman and woodcutter at Nuremberg, at the end of the
xv century, is afforded by the contract between Sebald Schreyer and
Peter Danhauser for the publication of an illustrated work by the latter,
entitled ‘ Archetypus triumphantis Romae,’ which apparently was never
printed

; no copy, at least, is known to exist. The accounts for expenses
incurred from 1493 to 1497 in connection with the illustrations include
tour separate kinds of payment

: (1) for the first sketches on paper
of the majority (217) of the figures, 9 florins odd

; (2) for the planks
( pretter

), small and great, on which the figures were cut, paid to the
schremer ’), 9 A. odd

; (3) for drawing the figures on 233 lar^e
and 83 small planks, paid to the painters 37 fl. odd

; (4) for cutting the
figures on the 233 large and 83 small planks (the latter at half price)
paid to Sebolt Gallenssdorfer, ‘ furmschneider/ 148 fl. odd. The con-
tract and accounts, preserved in a Merkel MS. in the Germanic Museum
have been published in full in Mitt, des Vereins fiir Gesch. der Stadt
Niirnberg, 1889, viii, 59-62.”

P. 37, last line of note, for “This edition,” etc., read “A copy of this
edition was acquired by the British Museum in 1901. Another cony is
in the Berlin Cabinet.”

P. 38, fourteenth line from bottom, for “ 130” read “ 131.”
P. 39, note, for “ 140 ” read “ 104.”
P. 42, 1. 11, after “ 51 ” insert “60.”
P. 49, 1. I, for “it” read “ £.”

P. 54 (end), after “ broadsides ” add “ A copy of this Crucifixion
occurs on the title-page of Geiler von Kaisersberg’s “ Passion,” printed bvHans Schobser, Munich, 1516 (B.M.).”

J

P. 59, A 25, add “A smaller woodcut [135 x 95] of the same subject
but independent of A 25 in drawing, is reproduced in Zeitschr. f. Biicher-
zeichen, 1897, vii, 6, as a book-plate (?) of the Spital of the Holy Ghost

f Berne. The woodcut has the Berne arms, and is ascribed to the year
1496, in which the Spital was consecrated after reconstruction.”

P. 69 (end), for “Another impression,” etc., read “Another cut from
the same design, with ornamental extremities to the cross and different
text, described by Schr., is in the Berlin Cabinet (repr. Heitz and Schreiber
Pestblatter d. xv. Jahrh.,’ 1901, Taf. 1). The type used with the
Bntish Museum cut is that of Johann Otmar, of Augsburg, after 1500,”
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P. 72, A 46, third line from end, for “A 126 ” read “ A 125,”

P. 75, 1. 4, for “ 63 ” read “ 62.”

P. 80, A 60, add “Presented by W. Mitchell, Esq., 1895.”

P. 86, description of A 72, “the arms of the Abbey of Ebrach.” M.
Bouchot has pointed out (“Un Ancetre de la Gravure sur Bois,” Paris,

1902, pp. xii, 6) that these are not the arms of Ebrach but of Clairvaux,

the monastery founded by St. Bernard. This does not warrant the

assumption that all woodcuts which bear those arms were produced at

Clairvaux, Citeaux, or any French Cistercian convent. They may be

introduced as an emblem of St. Bernard. The present woodcut seems
clearly to be German.

P. 90, A 7 8, for “ London ” read “ Biddesden, near Andover.”
P. 102, remarks on Schr. 1673, 1. 10, for “p. 70” read “fol. 70”;

ibid., 1. 24, for “Nos” read “nos.” This woodcut is mentioned again on

p. 248. I omitted to mention in my article in the Vienna Jalirbucli

another impression of this woodcut (first edition, with “ Nox ” as at Vienna),
which is inserted in Schedel’s copy of the Nuremberg Chronicle, in the

Munich library (Inc. c. a. 2918) ;
see Serapeim, 1854, p. 149.

P. 102, note, 11. 6, 7, for “ ain ” read “ am ” (twice).

P. 108, A 111, for “London” read “Biddesden, near Andover.”
P. 116, Schr. 1879, for “ D 17” read “D 18.”

P. 131, last line but one, for “rim ” read “brim.”

P. 132, remarks on A 134, 1. 20, for “fragment” read “fragments.”
P. 132, last line, for “ D 8 ” read “ D 9.”

P. 157, note, 11. 4-6. This print seems fated to mislead all who write

about it. I have to acknowledge that, after correcting some of the errors

of my predecessors, I have myself fallen into no less serious a blunder. I

misinterpreted the words of Mr. Gordon Duff when I quoted his authority

for the statement that Mr. Rowbotham possessed the original print till

1896. Mr. Rowbotham, did, in fact, possess one of the forty (not

twenty-five) facsimiles printed in 1 820. It was an uncoloured copy, and
the photograph sent by Mr. Rowbotham ought not, therefore, to have
deceived me.

In the year following my supposed discovery, the true original came to

light. It had always remained at Manchester. Mr. Nathan Hill, who
found it on 15 September, 1818, on a stall in the Frankfort fair, gave it,

shortly before his death in 1856, to Mr. F. R. Atkinson, of Oak House,
Pendleton, Manchester, who died in 1901. It remains in the possession

of Mr. Atkinson’s representatives. It is accompanied by specimens,

both coloured and uncoloured, of the facsimile, and by letters which
supplement the correspondence preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale.

Mr. Hill wrote to M. Van Praet from Antwerp on 15 December, 1818, to

announce his discovery, and to suggest that a lithographic facsimile should

be made. Van Praet replied on 7 February, 1819, that he considered the
new print to be by the same master as the St. Bernard. Hill noted in

pencil on this letter, “ Name of the engraver confirmed by his having
engraved his patron St. Bernard.” He also wrote, “ Lithographier St.

Bernard and my print, recommend Arnaut,” and he seems to have replied

to this effect on 21 August, 1819. Van Praet wrote on 19 November,
1820, acknowledging letters from Hill of 24 September and 30 October.
“ .T’ai communique dans le temps a M. Duchesne le facsimile de la gravure
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en bois dont vous avez eu la bonto de m’envoyer une epreuve. Ce connoisseur
en estampes anciennes ne pense pas comme vous qu’elle est le produit de
l’artiste qui a grave le St. Bernard. Effectivement, en comparant ces
deux gravures ensemble, on voit evidemment que cette derniere est par
un graveur beaucoup plus habile.” A note written by Delmotte, notary
at Mons, in 1832, a copy of which, in Hill’s hand, accompanies the print,
says that forty copies of the facsimile were issued

;
they were numbered,

certified and signed by Hill. Six copies were coloured in imitation of the
print itself. Yan Praet had a facsimile made of the St. Bernard at
Paris

;
of this twenty-five copies were issued. Delmotte held the opinion

that both prints were by the same master, and wrote a tract, “Facsimile
du Saint-Bernardin de 1454 et de la premiere estampe gravee sur bois
avec nom de hauteur.” Typographic de Hoyois-Derely, libraire, Mons,
1833

;
4to, of which only five copies are said to have been printed.

P. 157, note, 1. 14, omit the words “supposed” and “in reality 1474.”
The facsimile recently published by M. Bouchot (“ Les deux cents
incunables,” pi. 45, no. 86) proves that the earlier reading of the date is

correct. See p. 83, note 2, of M. Bouchot’s text.

P. 158, 1. 25, for « 1474 (not 1454),” read “ 1454.”
P. 177, after Schr. 2334, add “Another copy of B 7 [392x267], not

described by Schr., was included in Gutekunst’s auction no. 58, Stuttgart,
May 1903, lot 703, with a reproduction in collotype. The most obvious
difference is in the wood of the cross, which is veined, not dotted. This
version is later than the two described by Schreiber, and fairly inde-
pendent. It was acquired by the Dresden Cabinet.”

P. 182, remarks on Schr. 2482
^ for “original” read “facsimile.”

P. 183, remarks on B 13, 1. 14, after “wood” add “In his ‘ Pest-
blatter des xv. Jahrhunderts,’ Strassburg, 1901, Schreiber has correctly
described the St. Sebastian and the St. Roch in this series as ‘ Flamischer
Holzschnitt in Metallschnittmanier.’ ”

P. 185, at end of remarks on (6.) Schr. 2724, add “ Repr. in Schr.
‘ Pestbliitter,’ Taf. 27.”

P. 186, at end of remarks on (7.) Schr. 2728, add “Repr. in Schr.
* Pestbliitter,’ Taf. 10. The figure of the Saint is copied in reverse, with

modifications, from the St. Quirinus of the Master ^V/ ^ ,
Lehrs 19,

1 Pestbliitter,’ Taf. 35.”

P. 200, remarks on B 30, add “ Repr. in Schr. £

Pestbliitter,’ Taf. 14.”

P. 224, 1. 15, for “ Weigendrucken ” read “ Wiegendrucken.”
P. 253, see p. 565, additional note on p. 28.

P. 266, after “Doubtful Works” add “[LUCY, Saint, of Narni.]
Spiritualium personarum feminei sexus facta admiratioe digna. (Holzel,
Nuremberg, 1501.) 4to.” The frontispiece is probably by Diirer, to
whom I found it already attributed (in MS.) at Berlin. The
woodcut occurs in the German edition, also in the library.

P. 266, after “Bridget,” etc.{add “ [MARY]. Der beschlossen gart des
rosenkrantz marie. Printed for Ulrich Pinder, Nuremberg, 1505; fol.”

Two cuts illustrating the story of Judith (part ii, fol. 42 r., 44 r.) may
be attributed to Diirer, the other two (fol. 52 v., 62 v.) to Hans von
Kulmbach (see p. 564). Repr. in Hirth’s “ Bilderbuch,” ii, 640, 641
(Diirer), 639, 642 (Kulmbach).

same
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P. 268, no. la, add “ This copy was used again in Mareschal’s 1525
Yulgate entitled £ Biblia Magna.’ ”

P. 317, to the literature on the arch may now be added “ C. Giehlow.
' Urkundenexegese zur Ehrenpforte Maximilians I.’ (Sonderabdruck aus

Beitrage zur KunstgeschicJite, Franz Wichhojf gewidmet
), Wien, 1903.”

Dr. Giehlow works out Kolderer’s share in the design, and makes it

probable that the painting of the arch sent by Maximilian to his daughter
{see p. 319) was the old design by Kolderer and not the new one by
Diirer, whose innovations at first incurred the censure of the Emperor.
Dr. Giehlow’s essay contains, a reproduction of the original figure of
“ Rudolf der streitpar,” by Diirer {see p. 321).

P. 334, end of remarks on no. 140, for “ is said to exist ” read “ exists.”

I saw this impression (framed) in 1903.

P. 336, seventh line from end. The full Latin text of the letter is

published, with facsimiles of Diirer’s sketches for the arms of Staiber and
Stabius, in Mitth. d. Ges. f vervielf. Kunst

,
Vienna, 1903, no. 3.

P. 350, no. 5, add “ The Crucifixion of this series is in the Dresden
Cabinet. Mary Magdalen embraces the cross. To 1. Mary swoons,

upheld by John
;
to r. are the centurion, mounted, and a man with high

feathers on his hat, holding a sword in his 1. hand. [248 X 172].”

P. 363, remarks on 35, 1. 8, after “Cabinet” add “One of these

impressions was included in Amsler and Ruthardt’s sale, Berlin, 4 May,
1903, Catalogue 68, no. 774.”

P. 382, nineteenth line from bottom, for “ seventeen,” “ thirteen,”

read “ nineteen,” “ fifteen.”

P. 410, no. 79b. The copy was used in the Vulgates printed by
J. Mareschal, Lyons, 1523, 1525, 1526 and 1527. This impression is

from the 1527 edition. The mark seen here, with the initials I. M. added,

forms Mareschal’s device (Silvestre 136).

P. 426, remarks on 25, 1. 7, for “ woodcuts ” read “ woodcut.”

P. 435, 11. 5, 8, for “ Pekka” read “ Pek”
;

1. 18, add “ In May 1903

I found in the Print Cabinet of the Bohemian National Museum at

Prague loose leaves from a Bohemian book, not yet identified, containing

late impressions of eight of Springinklee’s first Hortulus set, with this

>St. Wenceslaus and three other patrons of Bohemia, SS. Sigismund,

Ludmilla and Vitus, also by Schon. The text printed on the back of the

leaves contains prayers addressed to each saint.”

P. 436, end of note on no. 33, add “ A copy of this border, by the

monogrammist G. S., 1549, is described by Nagler, Mon. iii, no. 350.

The copy, which measures 287 X 187 mm., was first used in the folio

Bohemian Bible of 1549, which I have seen in the university library at

Prague. Nagler mentions a Bible of 1570 which also contains it.”

P. 438, 1. 7, after “at all,” add “This, however, is a mistake. The
cards in question are from the Flotner pack, Courboin, no. 1570, in which

the deuce of leaves reproduced on pi. iv. bis is wrongly included.”

P. 463, note on no. Ill, for “ I have seen no other impression,” read
“ There is another impression in the Dresden Cabinet.”

P. 465, note on no. 115. A fourth member of this series of female

saints, St. Ursula [299 X 217], is at Berlin, where a second impression of

the St. Antony is also preserved.
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